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Errata in Vol. I .  

E2 l i b  26; fa was not . very good walker ' wad I was a good 
walker.' 

24 note, fm two mnlecartq' cuad two-mule oartr' 
46 ,, 14, for warr ' read were.' 
60 , 93, for 'plain hot water ' wad qlain water almostboiling.' 
58 ,, a f i  TSU-HO * wad B=-HO. 
68 , 8 from foot. The date S b p t e k  28 ' belongs to the 

precedin 
67 , 8 from foot,/or P o - l o - T a f l ~ ~ , b . L o - T d . '  
74 , 9, fm 'N.N.E.' d 'N.N.W.' 
74 , 10, fm 'N.W.'wad 'N.E.' 
76 , 11, for 'gems' d jiw.' 
76 18, fa Inan i t  ' wad 'it wa%' 

120. "The cut belonga to the preaeding page. 
137 line 9 from foot to page 129 line 8. Thin matter haa been 

misplaced. It ahodd be . note to page 268. 
149 note, fur May 6 ' rclcsd pege 306.' 
166 linea 13 and 16, fa 'Bath'ang ' wad 
176 line 18, fm Ch'ang-Chkg ' read 
178 , 16. The lamicolon ahodd 

after the word La- . ch '~ . '  
192 .. 4. f a  'binh' wad 'bd.' 

I; a62 i'irom toot,for WU-shen ' tsod WU-~ang.' 
, 266 6, fa hole ' wad hold.' 
,, 267 hnaoding, for ' Binhop Prov8t ' d ' M o ~ i e u r  Prov8t.' 
,, 816 ,, 98, fm Sieh T'ab ' d ' Hnieh-T'a?' 
, 861 .. 1 4 . j ~  Sbh-T'ai ' d Haieh-T'ai. 

867 ;; 9-from foot, fm twinkling' wad ' tinkling! 
368 , 2 from foot. the date. June 2. should be iwrted here. 

;,- 381 ; 9 from foot; fm h i e  Pa= ' *wd Wind Cave 
Pam.' 

, 886 line 97, fa han ' +sad had.' 
,, 386 , 31, f w  'planted' wad hunt&' 
, 399 ,, 18. The paage ahonld read thns, 'Bunning between 

partly anltivsted moantaine., the peaks of which were 
about 9,000 feet high.' 

,, 394 , 7, m ' t.hem ' d 'it.' 
r, 898 M 6 A m  foot,fr 'fatcring ' rml fentedng..' 
,, 410 ,, 18. Tbs wntence A little M e r  we came to,' 6a, 

rhould be 'A little further we umetoatamplq'dra. 



Q 1. MY FRIENDS, the author and the publisher of 
this work, have called on me to write a prefsce to it. 
I confess to a strong interest in the book, which I 
have seen through the press &om first to last, during 
Captain Gill's absence on duty in the Levant. That 
is, indeed, an office which nature does not easily permit 
to be done by deputy ; and I am told that I have left 
some of his flowers only planted, when they ought 
to have flaunted, and his banners to flatter when they 
ought to flutter, whilst I have made his belle to 
twinkle when. they only tinkled. 

But my interest in the journey which the book 
relates began long before the book was even an 
embryo, and with the first hour of my acquaintance 
with its author. Three years and a half ago, he wns 
indeed well known to me by name aa a brother 
officer who had been an enterprising traveller on the 
Turkoman hn t i e r  of Persia, and a still more enter- 
prising candidnte for a metropolitan borough. But 
we had never met when, in the end of May 1876, 
Captain Gill visited me at the India Office, and an- 
nounced that he waa meditating an e;gpedifion, by 
way of Western China, into either Eastern .I'urkestan 
or Tibet. 

Though I had d u m g  many yerzrs p t  travelled 
much in those regions, my journeys had been Irccom- 
plished in the spirit only, not in the body-those of 
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tlie lntter clinracttr never having extended into re- 
gions more remote than Ava in one direction, and 
Javn in another ; hence L was gratified by the motive 
of Cnptctin Gill's visit, and did my best to justify it. 
This was not so much by any information that I 
conld furnish, or suggestions that I could venture,- 
except, indced, that of making Marco Polo his bosonl 
friend, a hint that he has cherished nnd acted upon 
throughout his travels,-as by introducing him to two 
men who could advise him from singular practical 
esperience, I mean Baron Ferdinand v. Richthofen, 
and the late Mr. T. T. Cooper. 

Q 2. Of Baron Richthofen I will venture to quote 
words written on another occasion : 

' It is true that the announcement of his presence 
at  the evening meetings (of the Royd Geographical 
Society) mould draw no crowds to the doors ; no extrn 
police mould be required to keep the access ; no great 
nobles would interest themselves about engaging St. 
James's Hall for his reception . . . but it is a fact that 
in his person are combined the great traveller, the 
great physical geogmpher, m d  the accomplished writer, 
in n degree unknown since Humboldt's best days. In 
the nctud extent of his journeys in China, he has 
covered more ground than any other traveller of note, 
and he has mapped as he went. His faculty of 
applying his geological knowledge to the physical 
g c o p ~ p h y  of the country he traverses is very remark- 
able, but not more so than his power of lucid and 
interesting esposition.' Baron Richthofen's advice 
rind inforn~ntion werc communicated with a fulness 
nncl cordiality which Captnin Gill has recorded near 
tllc heginning of hi8 book. 

Letter to Sir Rutherford Alcock, then Presideut of the Roynl 
Cfc,%mphical Societ of which rm e r t m t  m u  rend by him nt the annunl 
~neetinp, h1.y 27, ik8. 



Mr. Cooper, though far h m  any pretension to be 
classed as a traveller with the one just spoken of, has 
been justly characterised as one of the most adven- 
turous explorers of modern times ; and had himself 
made two bold attempts to force that Tibetan barrier, 
which remains yet urpierced, between India and 
China : once from the side of Ssb-ch'uan, and once 
rrgain h m  the side of Assm. And it is a circum- 
stance worthy to be noted here, that whilst Mr. Cooper 
(it waa in my room in the India Office) was one of 
the lmt persons with whom Captain Gill took counsel 
regarding his journey before quitting England, it wae 
the same Mr. Cooper who received the traveller with 
open arms and hearty hospitality at Bhamb, when he 
emerged h m  the wilds of the Chinese hn t i e r  in 
November 1877. A few months later (April 24. 
1878), poor Cooper, in his solitary residence at Bhamb, 
was murdered by e soldier of his native guard. 

$ 3. The ' general reader,' whose eye may be 
caught by the title of this work, will not, we trust, 
be misled by the familiar melody of Bishop Heber to 
suppose that the traveller will conduct him to ' Afric's 
sunny fountains.' The ' River of Golden Sand ' is 
a translation of the name Kin-sha-Kiang, or (in the 
new orthography in which I find it hard to follow 
my author) Chin-Sha- Chiang (Gold- Sand-River ), by 
which the Chinese, or at least Chinese geographers, 
style the great Tibetan branch of the Yang-tzti, 
down at least to its junction, at SII-chau (or Swi-fu, 
aa it ie now called), with the Wen or Min River, 
descending from Ssa-ch'uan. Of other names we 
shall speak a little below. 

It is proposed now to hdicate some of' the points 
of geographical interest in the little known region of 
which the River of Golden Sand is as it were the axis,- 
that region of Eastern Tibet which intervenes between 

VOL. I. a 
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the two great historic continents of India and China,- 
and to sketch the history of explorations in this tract 
previous to that of Cnptain Gill. If in this task I 
sometimes use words that I have ueed before, on one 
or other of the somewhat frequent occasions that this 
dark region, from which the veil liRe but slowly, hae 
attracted me,g let me be forgiven. And all the more 
one may overcome scruples at such repetition in seein@; 
how lxrsistent error is. Within the last few months 
I have read of ' an able argument ' ( I  certainly did 
not recrd the argument itself) to prove the identity 
of the Tibetan Tsanpu and the Irawadi. Life seems 
too short for the study of able demonstrations that 
the moon is made of green cheese, but, if these are 
still to be proffered, there crrn be no harm in stating 
the facts again. 

I do not forget the pungent wo& with which 
AbM Huc concludes his sparkling Souvenirs d'un 
Voyage : ' (.juoiqu'il soit srrivd au savant Orientdiste, 
J. I(lal)mth, de trouver PArchipel Potocik-i, snns sortir 
de son cnbinet, il eat en gdndd assez difEcile de firire 
des di'ouvertes dans un pays ems y avoir $ndtd." 
But rrs regards a large part of the country of which 
I run going to speak me are all on a level, for no one 
llns seen it, not even the clever AbM himself and hie 
comp~nion ; and of geograpliicd information Fegarding 
the region in question, they can hardly be said to 
have brought anything back. 

E.g., in. re\iew of Buc and Qrbet in B b c X d l  1863; in an- 
n d o n  with the Nicdice of Major Map's MirsioR to Am (Cdcutt. 
1866, London 1868); in the Jownal of Us Aghtic &c&dy of  Betlgd 
f m  1861,~. 387; in the notes to Mnrco I W u ;  and in d o w  ppen 
~ w r m  atgh s and the Qwg~pn;Cnl M a q a ~ l ~ ~ ,  md dincudom h the 

r o the Royal Qeogrqhical Son'dy. fioCdiw7 
1 The name of Potocki Ielandn WM giren by Khpmth in honour of 

Count P o W i ,  under whom he had mmed on a Ruag.n mimion to pa 
king, to grou of e' hteen inlands in the Gulf of Oorea This h t  of the 
J-t map of 8 h i i f a d  been midaid or omitted when D'Anville 
it, Klapmth d t e r w d r  became ow1101 of the loLi.g Boi.g, =% 
mans rortir & ron cabinet, found them idandn, md claimed thew discoyq. 



Q 4. Everyone who has looked at a map of A& 
with hie eyes open muat have been struck by the re- 
markable aapect of the country between Assam and 
China, aa represented, where a number of great rivere 
rush sou thwd  in parallel coursee, within rr very 
narrow span of longitude, their delineation on the 
map recalling the fascia of thunderbolts in the clutch 
of Jove, or (let us say, less poe t idy )  the aggrega- 
tion of parallel railway linee at Clapham Junction. 

Reckoning these rivera from the westward, the 
first of importance (i.) is the Subsnshiri, which breaks 
through the Himalp, and entera the v d e y  of Assam 
in long. 94" 9'. This ia a great river, and un- 
doubtedly comes from Tibet, i.e. from Lhaasa territory. 
Some good geographers have started the hypothesis 
that the Subanshiri, rather than the Dihong, is the 
outflow of the Tsanpu ; but recent information shows 
this to be impossible. 

Q 5. The.next of these great rivers (ii.) is the 
Dihong, which enters Assam in long. 95" 17', and 
joins the Lohit-or proper Brahmaputra-near Sadiya. 
Though the identity of this river with the great river 
of Central Tibet, the Y m  Tsanpu, haa never yet been 
continuously trrrced cre rr hct of experience, every new 
piece of evidence brings us nearer to assurance of 
the identity, and one might be justified in saying that 
no maonable person now doubte it. This was the 
belief of Rennell, who first r e c o p k d  the magnitude 
of the Brahmaputra, long before we had any know- 
ledge of the Dihong, or of the manner and volume of 
ita emergence from the Mishmi Hills.' Many years, 

'Ontradngthisriverin 1766,I .~asno lesssnrprieed bt findi~q it 
mtber than the than at its couroe revions to its entenng 
Ben@% I h u n d ? %  trom the e u t .  apthough all the former 
accounts ted it ea from the north ; and this unexpected d i i v t u y  
loon led to-&, rh*h ftwni~hed me with an .emant of ita gmed 
coara, to within 100 milea of the place where Dn Halde left the 
Sanpoo. I could lu, longer doubt that the Bumuupooter and Sanpoo 
weam one and the same river, and to thia was added the ponitive aarmc 
urcer of the Amamera "that tlieir liver came from the north--, through 

.a 
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however, before Rennell's work mas published, in fact 
twelve years before Rennell was born, P. Orazio della 
Pennn, writing in Tibet (1730), had stated that the 
river mas then believed to join the Ganges, explaining 
(from such maps as were available to him in those 
days) 'towards 1Znngamntti and Chittagong.' Aconjec- 
ture to the same effect occurs in the memoir on the 
map of Tibet, by PBre Regis, at the end of du Halde. 
Giorgi, in his Alphabeturn Tibeta7ze~m (Rome, 1762), 
says the 1ike.O The snme view is distinctly set forth in 
the geography of Tibet which is translated in the 14th 
volume of the ,mt French collection of M k m o i 9 ~  
cmemnnnt len ~ % m & ,  a document compiled by order 
of the Emperor H'ang-hi, nnd issued, with others of 
like charncter, in 1696. This represents the Yaru 
Tsanpn ns rising to the west of Tsang (West Central 
Tibet), passing to the north-enst of digar-Kungknr 
(south of T,hnssn), flowing sonth-enst some 400 miles, 
and then issuin. at the south of Wei (or U, Enst 9 
Centrnl Tibet) ~ n t o  the r e p  of the Lokh'aptra, 
' tattooed people ' (i.e. Mishmis ct l i o c . g a ~ ~ ~  manure); then 
turning south-west it enters Indin, and discharges 
into the southern sen (pp. 177-178). 

The Plmdit h ' h  Singh, on the journey to Lhassa 
mhich first made him famous (1865), wns told by 
Nepalese, Nemare, nnd Rashmiris at that city, that 
the great river of Tibet mas the Hrnhmaputrn ; whilst 
all the natives who mere questioned also declared 
that, after flowing east for a considerable distance, it 

the &notan NountAina!"-MM~. o n Map of Hindooatrm, 3rd edition, l pp. 368-7, seo also p. 260. Renne '8 actual knowled of the Bxuhma-. 
putn atended only to long. Dl0, a few milea above G O ~ $ ~ I ,  but hin .ketch 
of the probable entrnnce of the river fmlu Tibet ia v e y  like the tmth. 
On the otl~er h n d ,  it is curious how he was misled ae to the mum of 
the Qallgas, which he identified with what are r d l y  the u per wabn, 
of the Indus end 911tle'. The im rtRnce of the Dihon was Lt inbd 

by Lieutenant ~ r l L r  in I& in the ~ t a  8-. (g A. 
Res. xvii.) 

6 6 tandm in Q n n p r  armrcd.' Dut Qiorgi'a information wru, 
derived from d e b  Penna and tho other Cspuchina 



flowed down into India. The Pundit's information on . 
his last great journey, -?hen he crossed the river some- 
what further to the eastw~rd, before striking south into 
Assam, did not add much, but it was dl in corrobora- 
tion of the same view.' And this is still further con- 
firmed by the latest report of exploration from the 
Chief of the Indian surveys. We have only a sketch 
of this exploration, and await the details with great 
interest. But we learn that the explorer (N-m-g) 
took up the examination of the Teanpu at Chetang, 
where it was crossed by Nab Singh on his way from 
L h s a  to Assam (in about long. 91" 43', lat. 29' 15'), 
nnd followed it a long way to the emtwad. He found 
that the river, before turning south, flows much further 
east than had been supposed, and even north-east. It 
reaches its most northerly point in about long. 9P0, 
and lat. 30°, some 12m. to the north-east of Cham- 
kar. The river then turns due south-east, but the 
explorer waa not able to follow it beyond rz place, 15 
miles from the great bend, called Gyn-la Sidony. 
There, however, he saw that it flowed on for a great 
distance, passing through a conuiderable opening in 
the mountain ranges, to the west of n high peak 
c d e d  Jzing-ln. Chamkar appears in DIAnvJle's map 
rrs Tchamka, and in one of Klaproth's7 rrs Ternple 
Ojamga, in a similar position with regard to the river. 
And Gya-la Sindong seems to be the Temp. *darn 
of the latter map, aimding just at the head of the 
'deJ;lk Sing-yhian Khial,' by which Klaproth carried off 
the waters of the Tsmpu into the I rnmd .  If the 
position of Gya-ln Sindong aa determined by the ex- 
plorer is correct, its direct distnnce from the hiehest 

See Journal of IZoyd Qeographical thiety xlvii. p. 116. It is re- 
markable that the information collcted by t6e Pundit on hie firet 
journey waa most accurate aa to the tion where the river turns to the 
m t h ,  which he placed in abut &. MO. (Sea YnntgomeM, in 
J.  R. Q. S., xxxviii. p. 218, note.) Hia later conclusion WM l a '  
accurate. 

l JD vol. iii. of his Xhnoircd r&ifr d PA&. 



point hitherto fixed on the Dihong river from the 
Assam side is only about 100 miles.8 

$6.  We have mentioned above that some have 
supposed the Subanshiri to be the real continuation of 
the Tsmpu. The i d a  seems to have been grounded 
in part on m exaggerated estimate of the volume of 
the Submshiri, and partly on Nain Singh's indications 
(in 1874) of the course of the Tsnnpu, which seemed 
to bring it in such close juxtaposition to the Suban- 
shiri aa to allow no room for the development of 
mother river of such volume as was attributed to the 
latter. The last of these foundations for the theory 
has been removed by the new explorer (N-m-3)'s 
extended journey, carrying the south-eastern bend 
of the Tsanpu so much further to the East ; and 
the first &o was erroneoue. Careful and detailed 
observations by Lieut. Harman in 1877-78 give the 
comparative volumes of the Assam rivers with which 
me have to do, at theic m a n  low level, as follows :- 

Cubla feet 
per-& 

Dihong . . . 66,400 
B r a h m a p u  t r a  

t )  above 
33,ma 

~ i t t o a t t h e ~ r ; h r m '  
Kund . . 25,000 

~ i a o n g .  . . n,ma 

. oubbfmt 
pa- 

Dihong and Dibo 
before union wix 
B r a m ~ h p u t r .  
('Lohit') . 

The combined(l+h~ 
sa,= 

ma utra) nver 
at 6ibniearh . 116,116 

The Subenehki . l6,W 

We see here how the Dihong vastly surpasses in 
discharge not only the Submshiri, but also the 
Lohit Brah~naputm cmd the Dibong, while both 
greatly exceed the Subanshiri? 

Thie in j u t  the space st which Rennell, 100 y e ~ l  qp, entimated 
the unknown gap. (See p. [lo] above.) 

It in of some interat to com these meeeurementa with thoee 
made b Bedford and Wilmx in l E 2 0 .  They were u followt~ (me 
& i c ~ ~ ,  vo~.xvii.,but 1 take themhomJ.A.S.B. d x .  p. 189):- 

Deannbsr 46 1 8 s  M u u b  19,1826. 
Dihong (after a correction) . (a) 60,060 h: 
Bdma~utrs at  Sdlva . . 1b) 10.068 ft. (a) 33.986 ft. 
Dibong : . , , (b) 1 3 ; l ~  ft. ' ' . 
Dihong and Thong . . 80,684 ft. (a) w11 fk 
S u ~ ,  ' in dry seaaon ' . (a) 10,000 ft. 
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Q 7. Very eminent geographers have, however, not 
been content to accept the view of the identity of 
the Tsanpu nnd the Bmhmaputra, and several have 
contended that the Irawrrdi of Burma was the true 
continuatioll of the great Tibetan River. D'Anville, 
I believe, wae the first to start this idea.' It was 
repeated by our countryman Alexander Da,lrymple, 
the compiler of the 'Oriental Repertory' and much else, 
the founder of the Hydrographic Department of the 
Admiralty, and a very able geographer, in a map on 
a s m d  scale which he put together for the illustration 
of Symes's ' Mission to Ava ' (1800). The idea was 
maintained at a lrrter date with great force and 
insistence by that remarkable and erratic genius 
Julius Ihl>roth, who in demollstration played h t  
and loose on R great scale with latitudes and longi- 
tudes, and produced Chinese documents h m  the days 
of the T'mg dynasty to those of Fang-hi in corrobo- 
ration. His dissertation in its latest formP is, like almost 
everything thnt Illaproth wrote, of high interest. We 
need not, as some other thugs in his career suggest, 
doubt the genuineness of the Chinese documents. 
Some of them nt  least are to be found translated in 
independent works before his time. But everything 
is not llecessarily true that is mitten in Chinese, 
my  more than everything that is written in Persian 
-or even in Pushtu! Chinese writers find leisure 
to s~xculate on geographical questions aa well as 
Europeans. And some of them, finding, on the one 

The cloae approximation in thoee mulred (a) to Lieutenant Harm's 
recent meseurementa h remarkable ; whilst in (b) the discrepancy ie 
great. All Lieut. ILarmm's measurements were taken in b h .  In 
row the rirem hnd d, and the low level diecharge waa arrived at by 
dculation. But it ie a pity that no notice ie taken of the oldermeseure- 
manta in the publication of the recent ones. The sugSeetion of tbe fact8 
on the surf808 is that the recent obeervatiom do not re resent the loweat 
level, or that the riven in Deamber 1826 w m  un& 

I & & ~ ~ ~ M J I  *aphigw nr ir M e  d. l a g a r i r ,  1763, 
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hand, the Tsanpu floning through Tibet, and disap. 
l)eariilf; they knew not whither, and finding, on the 
other, the Tramndi coming down into Burma from 
the north, issning they knew not whence, ndopted a 
l)racticc well known to geop~phers  (to l'tolemy, be 
it said, ])arc trznti l-iri, not least) long before Dickens 
liuinoronsly attributed it to one of the characters in 
Pickm~ick,-they ' combined the information,' m d  
concluded that the Tsanpu and the Irawndi were one. 
1Clal)roth's view that this mas so, and that the actual 
influx took place near Bhamb, was adopted by many 
Continental geo,mphers, and staggered even the 
judicious Ritter. Maps were published in accoriimce 
with the theory, some bringing the waters of Tibet 
into the Irawndi by the Bhamb River (down which 
Captain Gill floated in Mr. Cooper's boat 011 the last 
day's journey which he has recorded), m d  others 
through the Shm&li, which enters the Irawadi some 
eighty miles below Bl~amb. 

Q 8. It seeins harclly worth while now to slay this 
hypothesis, which was nloribund before, but must be 
quite dead sincc the report of N-m-g's exploration. 
I ts  existence was soniewhat prolo~igcd, especially in 
Francc, by the ftct that some of the lnissionaries in 
Eastern Tibet, of whom nTe shall speak presently, had 
carried out vi th them elaborate maps, coiiipiled under 
tlie influence of T(1nproth's theoly ; and the ideas 
derived froin these had so impregnated their minds 
that in co~l~innnicating gcogra1)llicnl information 
which tlicy had collectcd on the scene of their labours 
it v :~ s  confuserl and tiilgcd by the errors of Klaproth. 

The nlnin bases for what we may style the 
orthodox tlicory of the Irawadi are found in the 
constant belief of natives above and below the Tibetan 
passes, m d  in the cviclence of direction and volume. 
The lamented Col. 'l'. G. I l~nt~ornerie,  in his most 
able nnnlysis of the Pundit Sailr Singh's first journey, 
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deduced from the particulars recorded by the latter, 
and a careful oral catechisation, that the discharge 
of the Tsanpu, where crossed below Jigatze (or 
Jigarchi), could hardly be less than 35,000 feet per 
second. We see that the discharge of the Dihong, on 
its emergence from the hills of Assam into the plains of 
Assam is 55,400 feet. Thefie are in reasonable ratio. 
Now the discharge of the Irawadi, so far down as the 
head of the Delta, is not more than 75,000 feet, and 
at Amarapura it cannot, on the best data available, be 
much more than the 35,000 feet attributed to the 
Tsanpu on the table-land of Tibet, at a point which 
would be at  least 1,200 miles above Ava along the 
banks, if the theory of identity were true.8 

Q 9. The third river (iii.) is the Dibong, which 
joins the Dihong before its confluence with the 
Bmhmaputm. This has, on Mr. Saunders's map of 
Tibet accompanying Mr. 31nrkham1s hook, been iden- 
tified with the Ken-pu, one of the rivers of Tibet 
delineated on D'Anville's map. The Ken-pu, hom- 
ever, we shall see strong evidence for identifying 
with a different river, whilst there is positive reason 
to believe that the Dibong, in spite of its large 
discharge, does not come from Tibet. At a meeting 
of the Asiatic Society of Bengd in 1861, at which I 
r e d  a paper connected with t h  subject, Major (now 
Major-General) Dalton stated that the people of TJpper 
Assam admitted only two of their rivers to come from 
Tibet, viz. the Dihong and the (Lohita) Brahma- 
putra. An attempt was made in 1878 by Captain 
Woodthorpe, R.E., who has done much excellent 
work in the survey of the Eastern Frontier, to 
explore the sources of the Dibong. He wlls not 
successful in penetrating far up the river, but he 

8ee Appendix to Na~rative of Mission to  tlie Court of A w  (N~jor  
Phap's), p. ,366 and a paper by Najoldeneral A. Cunningham in 
the Jd of t A u L  Soady of Bnpll, roL nix., pp. 176 a g .  



considered himself to have derived, from exten- 
sive views, and native information in connection with 
them, ' a fairly accurate knowledge of the sources of 
' the Dibong, and the come  of its main stream in the 
' hills ;" and in the map representing this knowledge 
the river is indicated as having no source fintiher 
north than about 28" 52'. 

Q 10. We next come to the (iv.) true Brahmaputra., 
or Lohit, which enters Assam at the Brahmakund, or 
Sacred Pool of Brahme. This I believe to be identi- 
d with the Gak-bo of the Tibetan geographies, and 
the Ken-pu, or Kang-pu, of D'Anville and the Chineee. 

Granted, as we may now msume, that the Tsanpu 
is the Dihong, the Ken-pu can hardly be other than 
either the Dibong or the Lohit. We have seen that 
the Dibong does not come &om Tibet. But there is 
a very curious piece of evidence that the Ken-pu i~ 
the Lohit. 

I have just alluded to a paper connected with our 
present subject which wna read n t  Cnlcutta in 1861. 
This wm a letter from Monseigneur Thomine des 
Mwures, ' Vicnr ,Qpostolic of Tibet,' and then actually 
residing in Enstern Tibet, to Bishop Bigmdet of 
Rangoon (himself well known for his works on Bur- 
mese Buddhism, &c., and who had been very desirous 
to estnblish direct communication with his brethren 
in the north), and which contained some interesting 
geographicnl notices, though they were, as has 
been already indicated, impaired in value by the 
erroneous idens as to the Tsanpu, gathered from 
Elaproth, with which French maps were then 
affected.' The paper wm read with a comment by 
the present writer.= 

Letter of 0s tain Woodthorpe, dated Shillong, August 10,1878, 
forwarded by the Bovernment of India, in their lettn of Octcbr Jl,iL 

Particularly the map, on which Bishop Thomine relied, of Andri- 
osmc Qoujon, Paris, 1641. 

See Journal of tics Asintic rSociety of Bengal, vol. m. pp. 561 rap. 



Now in this letter Biehop Thomine spoke of the 
seriea of rivera in question, beginning with the Lan- 
t'eang, or Mekong, and travelling westward. Next to 
the Lantaang waa the Lu-ts' Kiang (Lu-Kiang or 
Salwen). Beyond that the Ku-te' Eiang, of which 
we shall speak presently, and then the Gak-bo Tsanpu, 
' called by the Chinese Ran-pu-&aqbo.' The Bishop, 
influenced by hie Klaprothian map, stated tEs to 
join the Irawadi. And this would only have made 
confusion double but for a circumstance which he 
proceeded to mention. ' In that district,' he wrote, 
'according to the Tibetans, is the village of Sllmd, 
where our two prieste, MM. Krick and Boury, were 
murdered.' Here waa a fact that no theories could 
affect. These two gentlemen were, in the autumn 
of 1854, endeavouring to make their way to Tibet 
h m  Upper Aaaam, by the rout. up the Lohit, at- 
tempted fourteen yeam later by Mr. T. T. Cooper, 
when they were attacked and murdered by a Mishmi 
chief d e d  Kaiisa. On the receipt of this intelli- 
gence, and after a detailed account of the circum- 
stance8 had been obtained from the servant of the 
priests, a party was despatched by the Assam autho- 
rities into the Mishmi country to capture the criminal 
chief. This was very dexterously and succesdidy 
effected by Lieutenant Eden, who was in command. 
In the beginnii of March Kaiisa and some of his party 
were taken, and were tried and convicted by Major 
Dalton. Dr. Carew, the Roman Catholic archbishop, 
interceded with the Governor-General for a mitigation. 
But Kaiies waa hanged. It is an old story, but so 
&table to several concerned that it hw eeemed well 
worth being briefly told here. 

Now the place at which these two travellers were 

Tbe Birbop's letter M mnt to the SocieQ had bsen done into Engliab 
4 not dwsp lucid wu ~n my premnt quotatiom I imn, corrected 
tbih 
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murdered waa Simk, on the Lank of the (Lohit) Brah- 
rnc~putru, a place entered from native information in 
Wilcox's m:ip some thirty years before, and some 
fifteen or sixteen miles above the place where Cooper 
mas turned back in 1869. 

I cull hardly conceive of better evidence than this 
regarding a country unexplored by European tra- 
vellers, and I have repeatedly adduced i t  in proof 
that the Gak-bo or Ken-puis identical with the Lohit, 
and thnt the latter comes from Tibet. This, too, 
being established, there remains no possibility of 
coinmuilication between the Tsanpu and the Irawadi, 
unless the Tsnnpu pass athwart the basin of the 
Brahmaputra.' 1 

Thus, singular to say, from the blood of those 
two missionary priests, spilt on the banks of the 
Lohitxi (the ' Blood-red '), is moulded the one firm 
link that we as yet possess, binding together the 
Indian and the Chinese geography of those obscure 
regions. 

Q 11. (v.) In the Chinese maps, and in Bishop I 
Thomine des hlazures' list of rivers, there comes 1 
next n river variously called X.liitom (D'Anville), 
Tclhod-temj, or S(S~itd (Des Mazures) Chu, all pro- 
bably variations of the same name, and also Ku-ts' 
Kiang (Des Mnzures), and in IHlaproth's map the 
i i - h i -  This river, which he calls ' rather in- 
considerable,' the Bishop identifies with the Lung- 
IHi'ulg or Lung-ch'man Iiiang of the Chinese, or 
Shmd-li of the Burmese, which flows n little eaat 
of Momien (c'nlled by the Chinese Teng-yueh-chau), 
and which eventually joins the lrawadi 80 or 90 miles 

The only poeeible dorlbt ia tbat of the identity of the Ork-bo and 
the Kan-pu or Kang-pu, but I think there is no room for this. It  is 
ayeerted by Bishop dee Mazures, and B cornpariaon of the m u m  of the 
K v  of D'Anville'e map with the Kakbo DMddnbu of the Chinme 
map given byKlaproth in his edition of the Dracn$ion du Tiibd, entirely 
corroborat€a thie. 
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below Bhamb. The ShwB-li does, according to Cnp- 
tain Gill's report, appear to bring down when in 
flood a vast body of w ~ t e r , ~  hut it has not been seen 
by any ~ u r o ~ e a h  north of where he crossed it. Dr. 
Anderson, however, who accompanied Major Slnden's 
expedition, states that he was positively informed 
that its sources were only 40 or 50 miles north-east 
of Momien.' Bishop T. des Mnzures, in his identi- 
ficntion of the Schdt.4 or Ku-ts' with the Shw6-li, was 
perhaps again unduly biassed by mnps founded on 
ILlnproth's theories, and thus we cannot feel confi- 
dence thnt his statement on this point was derived 
from nntive information. Chinese geogmphicd spe- 
culators have identified more than one river of Tibet 
mith the Shwd-li, some of them supposing i t  to be the 
snme mith the Gak-bo or Ken-pu.l I have long been 
inclined to conclude that the Ku-ts' Kinng of the 
Bishop, the Tchitom-chu of D'Anville, represents the 
unseen enstern source of the Irawadi, which has been 
the subject of so much controversy. Dr. Anderson's 
Shnn informnnta gave the unvisited eastern branch 
of the Irnmadi the name of Kern (Kiu) H', a name 
possibly identical both with the Khitc-.obi of Klnproth 
and mith the Ku-ta' of Bishop Thomine des Mazures. 
In nny case, judging from D'Anville's map the best 
nuthoritj we as yet have, the sources of this river, 
and therefore nnder my present hypothesis the re- 
motest sources of the Irawndi, mill not lie further 
north than 30" at  the most. If so, the extreme 
length of the I r a ~ ~ d i ' s  course will still f d l  far short 
of that assigned to the Lu-ICinng, or Salwen, and to the 
L,mtlsang, or Mekong, to say nothing of our ' River 
of Golden Snnd.' And this will be consistent enough 
with the cnlculations regarding the discharge of the 

8 See the present work, vol. ii. p. 367. 
9 ~cporf on IZapdition to W d m  Yu~n, Cdcutta, 1871, p. 188. 
1 see fitter, iv. 225. 



Irawadi, which will be found in the placea quoted tat 
p. [25] above. 

Q 12. (vi.) The Lung-ch'uan Kiang, L u n g - C h ' e  
of Captain Gill, and Shwd-li of the Burmese. Of this 
we have spoken under No. v. 

The next of the pardel rivers (vii. ) is the Lu- 
Riang or Nu-Kiang of Chinese maps, the Lu-te' 
Rimg of Bishop dea Mrtzurea, the Salmen of Burma, 
under which name it enters the Gulf of Martaban. 
Rennell thought that the Nou-Kim (or Lu-Kiang) of 
the Jesuit maps must be the Upper Irawadi. And 
since then doubts have been thrown on the identity 
of the Sdwen and the Lu-Riang of Tibetan geography, 
by myself many years ago, and more recently by 
Dr. Anderson ; but I run satisfied that the evidence 
had not been duly considered. The chief ground 
for discrediting its length of course and its Tibetan 
origin mas its comparatively a m d  body of water aa 
reported. This may, however, be due m d y  to a 
restricted basin,-and as fdr as me know the river 
from Y unnan downwrrrds, the basin is very restricted ; 
-but dso we see not only how various the relations 
between the length and the discharge of considerable 
rivers may be, but how deceptive, as in the case of 
the Subanahiri, comparative impressions of discharge 
are apt to be, in the absence of meae~wements. The 
French missionaries who were for some y e m  sta- 
tioned near the Lu-Kiang, about lat. 28" 20', speak 
of it m a p n t  river. AbM Durand, June 1863, de- 
scribing a society of heretical lamas who had invited 
his instructions, and who were dl@ to consign 
the paraphernalin of their worship to the waters, 
writes, ' What will become of it d ? The Great 
River, whose wnves roll to Mrrrtaban, is not more 
than 200 or 300 paces . . . A river so 

Ann. cls &I Ivop. cls kr Fd, Tom. u x v i i .  



~poken of in lat. 28" 20', or thereabouts, may easily 
rurve come from a'remote Tibetan source. It is hard 
to say more as'yet, among the uncertainties of the 
geography of Tibetan steppes, and the difficulty of 
discerning between the tributaries of this river and 
that of the next ; but the Lu-Kiang, or a main 
branch of it, under the name of Suk-chu, appears to 
be crossed by a bridge on the high road between 
Ssfi-ch'um and Lhassa? four atations west of Tsiamdo 
on the Lmt'smg. We may hope for more light if 
Colonel Prejevdsky's present journey is attended 
with the success that it deserves. 

13. (viii.) The Lan-t'sang, or Mekong, the great 
river of Camboja, which rivals the Yangtzti itself in 
length, haa its sources far north in Tibet, but at- 
tended with the uncertainties that we have spoken of 
under No. vii. Its lower course has long been known 
in a general way, but only accurately since the 
French expedition, from its mouth up into Yun-nan, 
in 1866-67. The town of Tsiamdo, capital of the 
province of Kham, which stands between the two 
main branches that form the Mekong, in about lat. 
30" 45', was visited by Huc and Gabet, on their re- 
turn under arrest fiom Lhassa ; but whatever quasi- 
geographical particulars Huc gives seem to have been 
taken, after the manner of travellers of his sort, from 
the Chinese itineraries published in Klnproth'e ' De- 
scription du Tiibet.' 'Kiepert, in his great map of Asia 
of 1864, had apparently so little faith in Huc's state- 
ments of this kind, that he makes the two branch 
rivers of Tsimdo, after their union, form the source 
of the (Lohit) Brahmaputra. Thie was a somembat 
wild idea even then ; but now, when Tsiamdo hae 
been visited by later missionaries (as by Bishop des 
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Mazures nnd AbM Desgodins in 1866 *), travelling 
from and returning to the Chinese frontier, and fol- 
lowing n t  no great distance the course of the Lan- 
t'snng, there can hardly be a reasonable doubt w to 
the course of this river as far north (LB Tsinmdo ; and 
this is shown roughly in M. Desgodins' map. 

Q 14. (ix.) The Kin-sha (or Chin-Sha), is that 
which gives a title to Cnptain Gill's book, a title justified 
by the fact that he followed its banks, with occasional 
deviations, during four-and-twenty mmhes on his 
may from B'kt'ang to Ta-li-fi. This river is probably 
the grentest in Asin, as it is certainly the l onge~ t ,~  and 
one of the most famous ; but it would be excelled even 
in length were the Klaprothian view of the identity of 
the Tsnnpu and the Imwndi correct ; and far excelled 
by the Honng-Ho if we could view that river with the 
eyes of n puzzle-headed ecclesiasticd traveller of the 
middle ages, who traversed dl Asia, from Astrakhan 
to Pekinw and who seems to have regarded ns one P ' 
river, which mas constantly ' turning up ' on his route 
(nnd tlurt identical with the Phison of Paradise), the 
lTolgn, the Oxus, the Honng-Ho and the Yangtxa. 
Well mi@t he say with pride : ' I believe it to be the 
biggest nver of fresh water in the world, and I have 
crossed it myself! '= 

The sources of the Kin-sha are renlly, according 
to the best of our knowledge, in or about long. 90°, 
--i:c. allnost ns fnr west ns Cnlcuttn. Its upper 
course, though fnr below the source, was crossed by 
Huc and Gnbet in the winter of 1845 ; nnd reached, 
though not crossed, by Colonel Prejevalsky in 

4 Deqodius, Ln Miasion du Thtact, pp. 80-83. The missionaries call 
the p b  Tcha-tnnu-to. 

the order of the rivers of the world seems to be: (1) 
MGP~$luding liemuri), (2) Nile, (3 Amazon, (4) Yangtur 
K' (or Km-Sht+K.), (6) Yeneeei. But pro bly the Oongo ought, 8s 
no%own, r take a high place in thii list 

k 
0 J O ~  Nwignolli, in ~ a t h y ,  kc. p. 3W;. 



January 1873, about long. 90' 40', lat. 35' 50'. Huc 
cmssed the river on the ice, and says nothing of 
dimensions, though he leaves on our memories that 
famoue picture of the h e n  herd of yaks. But from 
Prejevalsky we have information aa to the great size 
of the river even in this remote portion of its course : 
the channel, when seen, 750 feet wide, and flowing 
with a rapid current, but the whole river-bed from 
bank to bank upwards of a mile wide, and, in the 
summer floods, entirely covered to the banks, and 
sometimes beyond? It must have been in thie flooded 
state that it wae crossed by a Dutch traveller, Samuel 
Van de Putte (who has left singularly little trace 
of hia extraordinary journeys), sometime about the 
year 1730.' 

The name given to the river in this part of its 
course is (Mong.) M u m i - m ,  or Mum-ussu, the 
' Winding Water,' and ( Tib. ) Di-chu, or Bhri chu, the 
' River of the (tame) Yak-Cow,' from one or other 
of which Marco Polo seems to have taken the name 
Brius which he gives to the river in Yun-nan. 

In leaving the steppes, and approaching the juris- 
diction of the Chinese, it eeems to receive from them 
the name of Ein-shaKiang, and this name is applied, 
at least as far as Swi-fu, where it is joined by the lClin 
River coming down from Ssti-ch'uan. Here the Great 
River becomes navigable to the sea, though the navi- 
gation is impeded, as Captain Gill's narrative forcibly 

8 ' 9-1 A f ~ r  traversing ii* this coun one reachea a very rivet cdled 7 Bi-chu, which, M Bignor Samuel an der, a native of Fl 3 nghe, in the 
prnvince of Zeland, in Holland, hae written of it, is so large that to 
cram it in boats of skins be embarked in the morning, and lended on an 
iaend in the evening, and coyd not complete the r c n w  till the 
middle of the foUowing day. -P. Horace d& m u  Appendix b 
Markbarn's Tasl, . 312. 

* mas me ICf~~~rnth'~ intrrpretdina~, in bi. nnten to Raaw dr11n 
P m n .  Elm rrlso Prej~v~dnkp, U.S. 

VOL. I. b 
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depicts, by numerous rapids and gorgea hard to 
pms? 

Of all the Tibetan m d  Yun-nm part of the river, 
excepting in DIAnville's maps, of which the value in 
this part haa always been a little doubtful, we have 
had, previous to Captain Gill's journey, nothing of 
actual survey. 

Q 15. The next p t  river (x.) belonging to this 
series is the Y a-lung Kimg of the Chinese, rr corrup- 
tion of the Tibetan Jar-lung, or- Yar-lung.z It riaea 
in the mountains called Brrian-Kara, on the south 
of the Koko-nur basin, about lat. 34O, and flows with 
n course generally southerly, and parallel to the Kin- 
sha, till it joins that river in the middle d! its great 
southerly elbow, about lat. 26" 30'. In  ite upper 
course it is called, according to IClnpmth'e authority, 
Gnin-mtso, which eeeina to be the same as the Nia-chu 
of Captain Gill (11. 135). The Jar-lung valley was 
the traditional cradle of the Tibetan monarchy,' 
which only at a later time moved into the western 
highlands of Lhaesn. The river was passed some 
260 miles north of the mouth, by Captain Gill on his 
wny from Ta-chien-lu to Lit'ang, by a coracle ferry 
(11. 139) ; nwr this the width varied h m  50 to 120 
~ a r d s ,  with a rapid broken current. Bnggage animals 
had to be swum rrcmsa. 

1 O e o p p h i d  namw are larffely names given, or at least defined in 
their application, by m p h e r n  and one should alwa s speaL cautiouslj eB as to how a river or rnountairrcbein in ~ s i s  ie call by natives on the 
ap~t. Blaldaton, at the furthest point of the river ascdnded by him 
found it on1 known a8 the ' River of Yun-nm' So stmama are or used 
o be, lAl h o r n  in & o t ~ o d  only as ' ~ a  mtttter,~ or per6aP the 
wntter of - such a place. In one art, a p t .  Gill tslls, the great river 
i hmm r River of and f a' 

Ritter girea the mesnur of thia M 'White River' 
th r ' ~ n . t s  ~ i v i h r e ~  (5- du ~ba, 1001. 

p&.'z)a' 
nei%oa in the Tibrtm W i a n n r y  of Jnsrbke. The Tibetan vocabulary 
in Klapmth give4 ghim ' ample, v ~ t e  ' (p. 146 Kavyro is white; and ~t 

' White Water! 
t wilI be seen that in ita lower wum the C eae do call it Pe-ehui, or 

a See, S n s n g  htxen in Schmidt's fM-M~mgdm, p. 29 and puim. 



The confluence of the two great rivers Yar-lung 
and- Kin-sha was visited by Lieut. Garnier and his 
party in 1868. Garnier thus describes the junction : 

' The Kin& ia here by no means shut in ae it ia at  Mong-kon * 
(where they had croneed the eastern limb of the great bend); 'and 
it ie reached a hardly d b l e  declivity. Little naked hills line 
the bangs. $I e river cornea from the south-west, then deacribee a 
curve inclining to 100 eouth of east ; and i t  ia at  the apex of thie 
curve that i t  d v a  the Ya-long Kimg. The latter arrim from 
the north, shut in closely by two walls of rock abeolutely peqm- 
dicular, m that no pamage along the bangs is poaplb!~ Ita breadth 
ia nearly e q d  to that of the Blue River; and ~ta current, at 
least whm we saw it, wae somewhat stronger. I oould not 

of either, but it seemed considerable. AB at 
MOW-kou the de&- rim wae 10 mbtrea I wae aurpriaed to learn 
that the oountry people here gave the name of Kin-eha Kimg to 
the Ya-long-i.0. to the tributary--and that of Pwhui Kiang, 
'Whitt+Water River,' to the principal stream. If, as q a d a  
volume, them was, at  first sight, some mom for doubt betwean the 
two, the aspect of the two wllep showed at  o m  which wrre 
entitled to keep the name of Kin& Kiang. Ttbe mouth of the 
Ya-long is a sort of accidental gap in the chain of hills that lines 
the Blue River, and the omgmphc o o ~ t i o n  of the oountry 
i n d i d  clearly that the latter river  come^ from the west and not 
from fbs north. . . . This rnomaly in their nomenclatum w i l l  
aeem lese snrpriaing if we remember that in Chinn river-namea are 
always local, and change every 60 m i l a  About Li-kieng you 
again find that the Kin& hae namg rnd i t  is the 

Q 16. The last of these great parallel rivers with 
which we have to deal is that great branch (xi.), 
c d e d  on our maps Wen and Min Kiang, which we 
regard geographically aa a tributary of the Kin-aha or 
Y angtzii, but which the Chinese hydrographers have 
been accustomed to regard rather as the principal 
stream. We find this view distinctly indicated in that 
oldest of Chinese documents, the Yii-Ti~ng.~ I t  comes 
out again prominently in Marco Polo's account of 

4 So the French term the Yang-triL 
a Voy* GExpZordon, i. 603. Qatnier give8 a view of the con- 

fl-. 
0 &I Richthofen's f3ina, i. 336: 'On- the Miin-ehan begins the 

corn of the b g .  Branching matwad it forms the To . . . . &c.' 
The &fin&m in the mountain countq north-west of Biu-ch'usn. 

b 2  
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Sin-da-fu (or Ch'4ng-tu-Fu), which is quoted by 
Captain Gill at the beginning of his second volume. 
. . . ' The name of the river is Kian-Suy,' i.e. as the 

late M. Pauthier explains Iriang-Shui, Waters of the 
1G'mg ' (or River ICiang, see He-Shui, a little below). 
The sntne view appmrs in Padre Martini's ' Atlaa 
Sinensis ' (1655);' and very distinctly in a paper 
professedly (and probably in reality) indited in 1721 
by the great Emperor K'ang-hi, mhich Klaproth has 
translated in that dissertation of his already spoken 
of regarding the course of the river of Tibet : 

' From my youth up,' mys the Emperor, ' I have been great1 y 
intereeted in geogmphy; and for such purposes I sent officers to 
tho Kuen-Luen mountains, and into Si-fan. All the great rivers, 
snch ~9 the Glmt K i ~ n g ,  the Hwnng-Ho (Yellow River), the He- 
Shui (Blnck River, the Kara-Umu of the Mongols), the Kin-sha 
Kiang, and the Lqn-t'wng Kiang, have their smrces in those 
regions. My emissru.ies cxnmined everything with their own eye8 ; 
they made accurate inquidaq, and hwe embodied their oberva- 
tions in a map. From this i t  is clear @hat all the great rivere of 
China h u e  from s o u t h d r n  s l o p  of the great chain of Nom- 
.Khi in -d~?~&,  which sepamtes the interior from the exterior Byetern 
of a t e r a .  The Hwnng-Ho haq ita source beyond the frontier of 
Sning, on the a t  of the Knlknn luountains. . . . The Min- 
Kimg has its origin to the west of the Hwang-Ho, on the 
mountains of Bainn-Knra-t&-eir-khn, which is called in Tibetan 
Hiniak-thmo, and in the Chinese books Min-Shun ; i t  is outside 
of the western frontier of China; the watera of the Kiang issue 
from it. . . . According to the Yu-Kung the Kiang comes from 
the Ifin-Shan. This is not correct; it only passes through that 
range ; this is asoertained. This river mns to Kuon-hien: and 
there divides into half a score of branches, which reunite again on 
reaching Sin-tsin-hien ; thence it flows south-east to LJiu-chnu-fu, 
where it joins the Kin-An Rinng.'9 

Cnptnin Gill, so far ns we nre aware, is the only 
traveller who has traced this river above Ch'kng-tu, to 
the alpine highlands, doubtless the Min-Shan of the 
Yii-Kung, from mhich it emerges. This he did 

7 To this remarkable work I have tried to do some justice in m 
article in the Qeogrnphirnl Mnyazznrt fnr 1874, pp. 147-8 

The Kwan-bsien of Cnpt. Gill, x-ol. i. p. 330. 
hlnpmth, MJ~noiree relulifs ri GAeie, ~ i i .  ,792. 
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Dn that excursion from Ch'Bng-tu to the north, in the 
months of May and June, 1877, which is described in 
the last two chapters of the first volume, entitled, 
' A Loop-cast towards the Northern Alps.' 

Q 17. Captain Gill has pointed out that, of the 
many branches of the river which ramify through the 
plain of Ch'eng-tn, no one now passes through the city 
st d corresponding in magnitude to that which Mnrco 
Polo describes, about 1283, as running through the 
midst of Sin-da- fu, ' a good half-mile wide, and ve y 
deep withal.' The lnrgest branch adjoining the city 
now runs on the south side, bnt does not exceed 
a hundred ynrds in width ; and though it is crossed 
by a covered bridge with huxters' booths, more or less 
in the style described by Polo, it necessariIy falls fm 
short of his great bridge of half a mile in length. 
Captain Gill suggests that a change may have 
taken place in the last five (this should be &) 
centuncs, owing to the deepening of the river-bed at 
its exit h m  the plain, and consequent draining of 
the latter. But I should think it more probable that 
the ramification of charnels round Ch'eng-tu, which is 
so conspicuous even on a small general map of China, 
like that which accompanies this work, is in p t  
part due to art ; that the mass of the river has been 
drawn off to irrigate the plain ; and that thus the 
wide river, which in the thirteenth century may have 
passed through the city, no unworthy representative 
of the mighty Kiang, haa long since ceased, on that 
scale, to flow. And I have pointed out briefly 
(11. 6) that the fmt, which Baron Richthofen attests, 
of an actual bifurcation of waters on a large scale 
taking place in the plain of Ch'&ng-tu--one a m  
'branching east to form the To '-(as in the terse 
indication of the Ya-Kung)-viz. the To-Kiang or 
Chung-Kiang flowing south-east to join the great river 
at Lu-chau, whilst another flows south to Sii-chau or 
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Swi-fu, does render change in the distribution of the 
waters about the city highly credible.' 

The various bmnches, except those that diverge, 
as just snid, to the Ch'ung-Hiang, reunite above Hsm- 
chin-hsien (Sin-tain-hien of Richthofen, Sing-chin 
of the general map), which wae Captain Gill'e second 
stntion in leaving Ch'eng-tu for Tibet. Up to this 
point the main stream of the Min is navigable, whilst 
boats also nscend the easternmost branch to the 
capital. Indeed, vessels with 100 tons of freight 
reach Ch'eng-tu by this channel when the river is 
high.' At IGa-ting-fu the Min receives a large 
river from the mountains on the west, the Tung-Ho, 
which brings with it both the waters of the Ya-Ho, 
from Yschau (see Vol. 11. p. 47), and those of the 
river of Ta-chien-lu. Hia-ting is an important 
trading place, the centre of the produce in silk and 
mhite-wax, and situated in a lovely and fertile 
country. Below this the Min-Kiang is a fine, broad, 
and deep stream, with a swift but regular current,' 
and obstructed by only one rapid, at Kien-wei, but 
that a dangerous one. It joins the Kin-sha, rrs so 
oftcn mentioned, at Sii-chau or Swi-fu. 

Q 18. We have spoken, perhaps at too great len,gth, 
of the p t  parallel rivers which form the most 
striking physicnl characteristic of the region between 
India and China. Let us now say something of the 
history of a problem that many attempts have been 
made to solve : that of opening direct communication 
Iztmccn these two great countries. 

Mow difficult a problem this is mill be, perhaps, 

A ~hort but intereating notice of the i tion and drainage of the 
Inin of Ch'dng-tui~ yen by Richthofen in b r t h  lettar to the 86snghai 

&hnmben, p. 64. I f  meutiona that the existing channeb, though not 
thane close to the citv. reach in some inetnncea to a width of 1.000 fmt. 

Richthofen, p. $1. 
Uooper cwye,L often r mile wide;' but the river wes unueuell high, 

for he ap, 6uobmken 9 a aiogls rapid! Richthofen 8peci& the 
frequent wrocke in the mpld at Kien-wel. 



most forcibly expressed by the circumehnce that in 
dl the multiple history of Asiatic conquest,-and 
in spite of the fact that you can hardly lay your 
finger on an ordinary atlas-map of Asia without 
covering a spot that hae at one time or other been the 
focus of a power whose conquests have spread far and 
wide,--at no time did a conqueror &om India ever pass 
to China, nor (unless with one obscure and transient 
exception, which will be noticed below) a conqueror 
h m  .China to India, nor at any time, omitting 
the brief passage of Chinghiz, who barely touched the 
Pnnjab, did the conquests of any conqueror embrace 
any part of both countries. 

Moreover, Chinese history seems to establish the 
fact that India first became known to China, not 
a c r w  theee lofty highlands and the vast fissures in 
which the riven flow of which we have spoken, but 
by the huge circuit of Bactris and Kabul. The ides 
that there was a more ancient intercourse between 
the two great countries, and that the Chinas of 
the Laws of Menu and of the Mnhabharat were 
Chineee, must, I now believe, be abandoned. The 
Clri?Ms, aa Vivien de St. Martin and Sir H. Rawlinson 
have indicated, are to be regarded as a hill-race of 
the Himdya, probably identical with the Shim9 of 
Dardistan. The first report of India was brought 
to China in the year B.C. 127, in the reign of Hsia- 
wu-ti of the Han dyndsty, when Chang-kien, a 
military leader who had been exploring the country 
about the Oxus, returned after an absence of twelve 
years, and, among many other notices of Western 
Asia, reported of a land called Shin-&i.e. Sindu, 
Hindu, India-of which he had heard in Tahir, 
or Bactria, a land lying to the south-east, moist anci 
flat and very hot, the people civilised, and accustomed 
to train elephante. From its position, and fhm the 
fact that stuffs of Situ (i .e.  SsS-ch'uan, see Vol. 11. pp 
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17, 35) arrived in the bazaars of Brrctria through Shin- 
tu, Chang-kien deduced that this country must lie 
not far from the western provinces of China. Several 
efforts mere in consequence made to penetrate by the 
Ssii-ch'uan frontier to India ; one got as far as Tien- 
YnZ (Burma or P e p ) ,  but others not even so far. 
When commuilication opened with India some 200 
years later it was by the circuitous route of Bsetria, 
and so it conti~~ued for centuries. 

Q IS. If the acute general of the Han was right 
abont the stuffs of Shu, the trade that brought these 
stuffs must have been of thnt obscure hand-to-hand 
kind, probably through Tibet, analogous in character 
to the trade which in prehistoric Europe brought 
amber, tin, or jade from vast distances. But it ie 
curious to set alongside of these Chinese notices of 
obscure tmde reaching to India that remarkable pas- 
sage in the Periplus, a work of the first century A.D., 

which speaks of Thin, and of its great city Thinac, 
'from which raw silk, and silk thread, and silk 
stuffs wcre brought overland through B'wtria to 
Bnrygaza (BhrGch), ' as they wcre on the other hand 
Iry the ( :~nt ! j ( :v  R i r ~ r  to J,in,,yllr.iX.e1 (Dinlyrike, the Tamul 
country, hinlnbar). Ptolcmy, too, a century later, 
says that there was not only a road from the 
collntrics of the Seres and of the Sinae to Bmtriana 
by thc Stone-Tower (i.e. by Knshgar and Pamir), 
but 'also a r o d  to India which came through 
l'nlimbothra (or Patna). It is probable that this 
traffic was still only of that second and third hand 
kind of which we have spoken, and the mention of 
Palibothra recalls the fact that Patna is the Indian 
terminus at which the Fathers Grueber and D'Orville 
arrived after their unique journey from Northern 
China by Tibet. 

Returning to the Periplus, the passage that we 
have referred to is followed by another speaking of a 
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rude mongoloid people (it is the shortes.t abridg- 
ment of the description) who frequented the frontier 
of Thin, bringing malabathrum or cassia leaves. 
These, I think, may undoubtedly be regarded as some 
one or other of the hill tribes on the Assam frontier, 
and I should in this case regard the mention of Thin 
as vaguely indicating the knowledge, as already popu- 
lar in India, that there was a great land bearing a 
name like that beyond the vast barrier of mountams. 
In a like way we find the name of MahBchin applied 
in the 15th century by Nicolo Conti, and in the 16th 
century by Abu'l-Fm1, to the countries on the Irawadi ; 
and I remember, many years ago, seeing a Tibetan 
pilgrim at Hardwh, whose only intelligible indication 
of where he came from was ' Mahkhin.' 

Q 20. As our subject is the history not of commu- 
nication generally between China and India, but only 
of that communication across their common highland 
barrier, we are bound, so far as our knowledge goes, 
to stride at once from pseudo-Arrian to Marco Polo. 
There is in the interval, indeed, an obscure record 
of a Chinese invasion of India, which should per- 
haps constitute an exception. 

In  641, the King of Magadha (Bebar, &c.) sent 
an ambassador with a letter to the Chinese court. 
The Emperor, who was then Tai-tsung of the T'ang 
dynasty, probably the greatest monarch in Chinese 
history, in return sent one of his officers to go to 
the King with an imperial patent, and to invite his 
submission. The King Shibyto (Siladitya) ' was all 
astonishment. ' Since time immemorial,' he asked his 
courtiers, ' did ever an ambassador come from Maha- 
china 3 ' 'Never,' they replied. The Chinese author 

Thin Siladitya is a ki of whom much mention ia mnde in the 
Memoin of Hren-Teang. %e was a devout Buddhist, and a great 
conqueror, having his capital at Kanau' and a dominion extending 
o m  the whole of the p r a n t  Be& hresidency, from the a a b  the 
frontier of Kaehmir. 
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remarks here, that in the tongue of the barbarians, 
the Middle Kingdom is called ' Mohochintan ' (Mahd- 
chirulstunci). A further exchange of civilities con- 
tinued for some yerrrs. But the usurping successor 
of Siladitya did not maintain these amicable relations, 
and war ensued, in the course of which the Chineae, 
assisted by the kings of Tibet and Nepal, invaded 
India. Other Indim kings lent aid and sent sup- 
plies ; and after the capture of the usurper AZun- 
ashun (?), and the defeat of the army commanded by 
his queen on the bmks of the ILhien-to-wei, 580 cities 
surrendered to the arms of China, and the king him- 
self was carried prisoner to that country. 

Chinese annals colour things, but they are not 
given to invention, and one can hardly reject this 
story.b It is probable, however, even from the story 
as it is told, that this was rather a Nepalese and 
Tibetan invasion, promoted and perhaps led by 
Chinese, than a Chinese invasion of India. Lassen, 
as far h I can discover, does not deal with the aubject 
at all. The name of the river on which the Indian 
defeat took place, I</&ien-to-wei, would according to the 
usual system of metamorphosis represent Gandhava ; 
pu. the Gmdhak ? 

Q 21. The story told by Firishta and others, of 
rm invssion of Bengal by the Mongols, ' by way of 
Cathay mid Tibet,' during the reign of 'AM-ud-din 
Musa'bd, King of Delhi (A.D. 1214), has been shown 

The account b found in Stanis. Julien'a ppers  from Matwan-lin, in 
the Jour. A&. ser. iv. tom. X. See also Chthy, and t b  Way ZhUer, 
. lxviii.,and Richthofen'e China, pp. 623,630-7. Itia stated that Wang- 

[wen-be, the envoy who went on the mission that resultad in this war, 
wrote a hia~ory of all the traneactione in twelve booka, but it  in unto* 
tunately lost. The Life of Hwen Teang etatee that that worthy, when 
in India, prophesied that, after the death of Siaditya, India would be 
a prey to dreadful calamities, and that perverse men would stir up 
den erate war. The m e  work mentions as the fulfilment that tiiaditya 
d i J  towards the end of the priod Yu~~&wei (A.D. 660456 m d  that i. 
conformity with the predictm India h a m e  a prey to e horn* of 
famine,' of which the envoy %ang-hwen-tse, j,uet mentioned, ma UI 
eye-witneaa But no mention is made of the Cluneae invasion. 
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by Mr. Edward Thomas to have arisen out of a- 
clerical error in MSS. of the contemporary history 
called TabuMt-i-Nhiri.6 But two preposterous at- 
tempts were made in the 13th and 14th centuries, at 
the counter-project, the invasion of the countries 
above the Himalya fi-om Gangetic India. 

The first of these (A.D. 1304), was the adventure 
of Mahommed Bakhtiydr Khilji, the first Mussulman 
conqueror of Bengal, and ruler of Gaur, of whom the 
historian just quoted says, that ' the ambition of seizing 
the country of Turkestan and Tibet began to torment 
his brain.' The route taken is very obscure ; the older 
interpretations carried it up into Assam, but Major 
Raverty's conclusion that it ascended the Tista valley 
is perhaps preferable. The Khilji leader is stated 
to have reached the open country of Tibet, a tract 
entirely under cultivation, and garnished with tribes 
of people and populous villages. The strenuous re- 
sistance met with, the loss in battle with the natives, 
and the distress of the troops from such a march, com- 
pelled a retreaf ; they were sorely harsssed by h e  
men of the Raja of Kamrud (apparently Kdmrzip, of 
which Assam was the heart), and Mahommed B&h- 
tiydr finally escaped with but a hundred horsemen 
or thereabouts, and soon &r fell ill and died. 

The second attempt was one of th, insane pro- 
jecta of Mahommed Tughlak, which took place in 
1337. It was, according to Firishta, directed against 
China, but it must be said that there is no mention of 
Chins as the object in the earlier mounts. The ac- 
count given by the historian Zi4-ud-din Bard, who 
wrote in the next generation, is as follows :- 

' The sixth pmjeot, which inflicted a heavy loss upon the army, 

dyg which he formed of capturing the mountain of 
conoeption wm that, as he had undertaken the 

oonquwt of K h d d n ,  he would (first) bring under the dominion of 

a See Thomaa'e PatMn Kings of DelUi, p. 121. 



Islam this mountain, which lies between the territories of Hind 
and those of Chinn, so that the pw for horses and soldiers, 
and the march of the army, might be rendered easy. To effect this, 
a large force, under distinggished amire and generals, was sent to 
the mormtains of Kad-jal, w ~ t h  orders to subdue the whole monn- 
bin. I n  obedience to orders it marched into the mountains, and 
encamped in various places; but the Hindus closed the y, and 
cut off its retreat. The whole force was thus destroyed a t  one 
stroke, and out of all this chosen body of men only ten horsemen 
returned to Dehli to spread the news of its dieaomfiture.' 7 

The account given by the traveller Ibn Batntn, 
who was then at the court of Mahommed Tughlak, is 
to the same effect ; and though he mentions the namee 
of two places that were taken by the troops, Jidiya 
before entering the mountains, and Warangal in the 
hill-country, Ibn Batuta does not aid us by these (the 
last of which is altogether anomalous) in fixing the 
locality, any more than he helps us to understand the 
object, of the enterprise. 

Q 22. Coming now to Marco Polo, whose steps it 
would be hard for any traveller in rr little known 
region of Asia altogether to avoid, we may briefly say 
that on the first important mission to which he was 
designated by the Great Khan Kublai, in making his 
way to the frontier of Burma (&lien), he travelled from 
Ch'Cng-tu (Sin-cln-fu), by the route which Captain 
Gill followed, as far probably as Ch'ing-chi-hsien . 
This wns Captain Gill's ninth march from Ch'dng-tu. 
We do not know the length of Marco's daily journeys, 
but after five such from Ch'dng-tu, he was already in 
Tibet. Probably the country which was counted aa 
Tibet, in tho3e days, began immediately on passing 
Ya-chau and entering the mountains. From C h i g  - 
chi-hsien the routes diverge. Captain Gill, bound 
for Ta-chien-lu and Rstyang, strikes north-west ; 
Mnrco Polo's route continued to bear south-south- 
cmt, towards the city or' Ning-yuan-fu, the exist- 



ing capital of the beautiful valley of Kien-chang, 
the Caindu or Ghiendu of the Venetian. This is the 
mute on which Baron Richthofen's journey met with 
an unfortunate interruption (see p. [64]); and which 
has recently been travelled by Mr. Baber. It is the 
road by which the greater part of the goods for 
Bhamh and Ava used to travel fi-om Ch'dng-tu, be- 
fore the Mahommedan troubles in Western Tun-nan. 
Those goods went on by a direct road Gom Kien- 
chang to Ta-li-h. But Marco Polo's road led him 
south, and across the great elbow of the Kin-sha to 
the city of Yun-nan Fu (his Yachi). From this he 
travelled to Ta-li-fu (Carajan), and thence to Yung- 
chang-h (Vochan or Unchan). Beyond this there 
are difficulties as to the exact extent and direction of 
his travels, concerning which some discussion occurs 
in Vol. 11. Chap. VIII. of Captain Gill's book, as well 
as in my own commentary on the book of Marco. It 
would hardly profit to enter here on a detailed re- 
capitulation of a discussion which as yet has con- 
fessedly received no satisfactory determination. 

Q 23. Ta-li-fu, which is so often spoken of in these 
pages, and is so prominent a point in Captain Gill's 
narrntive, is indeed a focal point on this frontier at 
which many routes converge ; and for ages it has 
been the base of all operations, military or commercial, 
from the side of China towards Burma. It may still 
be regarded as the capital of Western Yun-nnn, as i t  
was in the days of Mnrco Polo. Ta-li-fu, for some cen- 
turies before the master whom Marco served, Kublai 
Khan, conquered it ( A.D. 1253), had been the seat of 
a considerable Shiin Kingdom, called by the Chinese 
Nan (or Southern)-Chao : this latter term being a 
Shan word for ' prince,' which still figures among the 
titles cf the kings of Siam, and of all the other states 
of thkt wide-spread race. During the recent brief 
indepenrlznce of the Nahommedans or Pta~t/~Ls (pro- 
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bably themselves as much Shan aa Chinese in blood), 
Ta-li again became a seat of royalty, and here reigned 
Tu-wen-hsiu, alias Sultan Sulimh, Gom about 1860 
to 1873, when the city wae captured by the Im- 
perialists, and the Mahommedans were massacred. 
The king himself took poison, but his head was sent 
in honey to Peking.* 

Mr. Baber, quoted at p. 303 of Vol. II., says that 
the terms Stiltan nnd Miman wtre quite unknown on 
the spot. The Ezct is that in Indo-Chinese countries 
Islam haa never assimilated the nationality of those 
who profess it, as in Western Asia. This is the 
caBe in some degree in Java, as it is in greater degree 
in Burma, and no doubt more than all in China. 
The people, in these countries, professing Islam, are to 
be compared with Abyssinian professors of Christim- 
ity. At the court of the Mussulrnan Sultan of 
Djokjokarta, in Java, I have had the honour of being 
introduced to half a dozen comely s u l a ,  and of 
shaking hands with them ; whilst I have seen the 
~ ~ ~ l t ~ n - a n d  his Court taking pnrt in a banquet at  the 
Dutch Residency, and in drinking a number of basta, 
of which a printed programme in Dutch and Javanese 
was distributed. In  the capital of Burma, where 
professing Mahommedans are much less secluded h m  
the influence of more orthodox Moslems than those of 
Y un-nm are, they have been charscterised in passages 
of which I e x t m t  the following: 'As  might be 
expected, they are very ignorant sons of the Faith, 
and in the indiscriminating character of their diet, are 
said to be no better than their neighbourn ; so that 
our strict Mussulmans h m  India were not willing to 
partake of their hospitalities.' And as regards names: 

Every indigenous Mussulman has two names. Like 
the Irishman's dog, t h o ~ g h  his true name is Turk, 

8 Tu-wen-heiu, or, M Cooper calla him phonetically, Dow-winrbeor, 
had beon a wealthy merchant in Tali. 
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he is always called Toby. As a son of Islam, he is 
pobably Abdul Kureem ; but rta a native of Burma, 
and for d practical purposes, he is Moung-yo, or 
Shwd-po.' The style of ' Sultan Suliman' &c. 
was no doubt codned to the few Hajjis or Mollahs 
that were at  Ta-li. That there were such is proved 
by the Arabic circular which was issued, and which 
reached the Government of India in the way men- 
tioned at page [52] below. The following is an extract 
from that document : ' 0 Followers of Mahommed! 
in telling you how it fared with us, we offer grateful 
thanks to the Almighty. It behoves you to rejoice 
in the grace that God hath shown to us. . . . God 
gave us courage and created f w  in the hearta of the 
Idolaters, so we, by the decree of God, did defat 
them. . . . Therefore we have set up a Mahomrnedan 
Sultan ; he is prudent, just, and generous. . . . His 
name is S d i k ,  otherwise called Sulimdn. He has 
now established Mahommedan law. . . . Since we 
have made him our Imam we have been, by the 
decree of God, very victorious. . . . The metropolis 
of infidelity has become a city of Islam.' 

Bhamh, again, a small stockaded town, in lat. 
24" 16', stands on a high bank over the Irawadi, on 
its eastern side, about two miles below the entrance 
of a considerable stream, which we have been used to 
call, from the Burmese side, the Ta-peng River, but 
which Captain Gill, who followed its course almost 
the whole way from Ti3ng-yueh-chau (or Momien) to 
its confluence with the Irawndi, calls the Ta-ying Ho, 
or T'bg-yueh River. Here, or hereabouts, has long 
been the terminus of the land-commerce from Chiia ; 
and as early as the middle of the fifteenth century 
we find at Venice, on the hmous world-map of F d  
Mauro (who no doubt got his information from 
Nicolo Conti, who had wandered to Burmn cmlier in 

MissMn to the Corm! of Ava in 1865, pp. 151-153. 
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that century), on the upper part of the river of 
Ava, a rubric which runs : Qui le marchatantie se 
t/-and.ata da jizane a jiume per andar in Chntaw. ' Here 
goods are transferred from river to river, and so pass 
on to Cathay.' And in the first half of the seven- 
teenth century there is some evidence of the 
maintenance here of an English factory for the East 
India Company. 

Q 24. The right to travel in the interior of China 
was first conceded by Article IX. of the Treaty 
of Tien-tsin,' which conferred it on all Englishmen. 
And this treaty undoubtedly constitutes a land-mark 
from which we me to date the commencement of 
modern exploration, and of a more exact knowledge, 
only now being slowly built up, of the physical 
geo,mphy of the country, of its natural resources, 
and of the true characteristics of the cities and 
1)opulations of China. But here it is necessary to 
interpose a caveat. When we speak of the com- 
inencement of modern exploration in China and 
Tibet, or nllude to m y  modern traveller MI being the 
first to visit this or that secluded locality in those 
regions, it must always be understood that we be,& 
by assuming a large exception in favour of the 
missionaries of the Roman Church : for those 
regions have to a ,oreat extent, and for many years pmt. 
been habitually traversed by the devoted labourem 
who have been extending the cords of their Church 
in the interior, and on the inland frontier of Chins. 
Geographical research is not their object, and for a 
long period publicity was only adverse to their 

1 'Art. IX.-British subjects are hereby authorieed to travel, for their 
plecurure or for urposes of trade to 811 p r t a  of the interior, under pt~+ 

rta which w& be imed by &eir ~omub, and countmigoed by the 
E d  8uthorititm 'l'hpe psapmts, if demanded, must be roduasd f01 
examin8tion in the localities u a d  through. . . . . If be (tie traveller) 
be without II r p o r t ,  or Jhe commit an offence against the hw, he 
sLdl be hmde over tm the neareat Oonsul for punishment, but he muet 
not be uubjected to any ill nssge in excem of personal reutraint . . .' 
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purpose ; and thus their labours and their journeys 
in those remote regions, which long preceded the 
treaty of Tien-tsin, though often recorded in the 
A n d s  de la Propagation de la Foi and eimilsr 
journals for those who seek them there, have only 
omionally come before the notice of geographical 
societies, or of the public in Europe. There are, 
indeed, notable exceptions, of which we shall pre- 
sently take account ; but apart &om these, in hardly 
any instance haa a traveller penetrated in thia region 
to a point where he has not found a member of 
theae Roman Catholic missions to have been before 
him. 

Q 25. We have already alluded to the letter written 
&om Tibetan territory by an eminent member of 
these missions, which reached the Asiatic Society 
of Bengal, to their no small surprise, in 1861. When 
Lieut. =er and his party made their rapid and 
venturesome visit to Ta-li-fu, in 1868, their guide and 
helper was their countryman M. Legdcher, of the 
same mission, whom they found in his seclusion near. 
the north end of the Lake of Ta-li-h, and with whom 
Captain Gill made acquaintance nine yeam later 
at the city itself. Not only at Ch'ung-ch'ing and 0 , .  

Ch'bng-tu did Captain Gill find kindly aid among the 
members of these missions, but at Ta-chien-lu, on the 
acclivity of the great Tibetan plateau, like Mr. Cooper 
before him, he found cordial welcome from the 
venerable Bishop Chauveau, an old man whose noble 
prwence and benign character seem to have equally 
impressed both travellere? 

9 See Captain Qill, Vol. 11. pp. 111-113. Mr. Cboper asp: '1 
perceived a venerable old men, drwd in Ohinem coetume, with a long 
enow-white beeud. I &dl never fo t him M 1 M I live. H e  wna 
y p r a  of age, to* of which h x d  .pant in% M a dmonary. 
But lo illneaa mnde him look older. Hie countenance was .very 

i. it. banignitp ; hi eye, ondimmed by and 8uEeriq, 
h M  on me with a M y  expression ; and he 2 me welcome n 

&lieh, which he had l e u a d  from hia mother, u Engbh Myl with 
VOL. I. C 
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Membera of the same body were found by both 
travellem a h  at Bat'ang, in the basin of the Kin- 
aha, and on both occaeions, at nine yam' interval, 
the Abbd Deagodins was one oftheir number. 

Bat'ang appears to be at present the furthmt 
station of the missionariee towards Tibet ; nor have 
they any now within the actual Lhassa dominions. 
But at one time they had for some years eetablish- 
menta within the political, as well aa the ethnical, 
boundary of Tibet. Abbe Renou, the b t  of the 
body to make an advance in this direction, obtained 
in 1854 a perpetual lease of Bonga, a small valley 
in the hills adjoining the Lu-Kiang on ite emtern 
b d ,  for a rent of 16 or 17 taele. This is under 
the Government of Kiang-ka, where officials both 
Chinee and Tibetan reside. The mbaionariea of 
Bonp cleared a good deal of land, erected buildinp, 
and began to have considerable success in making 
converts, both among the wilder. tribea of the hills, 
and among the Tibetan villaga around them. But 
in 1858 they were violently ejected by the person who 
had given the lesee, aided by an armed party. No 
Fedrese was got till 1862, when the Treaty of Tien-tein 
began to take actual effect ; the suit of the mbsion- 
aria was heard inthe Court at Kiang-ka, and they were 
reinstated at Bonga. Three years later, however, 
the neighbouring Lamaa, who, aa Captain Gill several 
timea explains, are very unpopular themeelvea, and 
who were all the more disposed to view with jealonsy 
whatever success the missionaries had among the 
people, took advantage of disorders in the Province, 
and expelled the missionaria from Bonga and other 
settlements outside the Chinese political fi-ontier. 

a tremulm but muical voice.' 181.) And again : ' The kind- 
n u  of the people of Trtaia~-1oo(%made s deep impmaion on me, 
.nd in taking leave of the kind old Bbho who, mth tesn i n , b  eyer, 
invoked 8 blcmiq upon me, my emotion C%;M aU u t t a c r  (Page 
n2.1 



MM. Desgodins and F. Biet, who were at Bonga, 
after a good deal of violence on one side, and 
some administration of presents on the other, were 
allowed to carry off their flock into Chinese territory, 
but their establishment was sacked and burnt (29th 
September, 1865). MM. Durand and A. Biet, who 
directed an out-station at a place called Hie-na-tong 
(among the Lu-tse), on the Salwen, just within the 
Yun-nan boundary, were driven away, and the f~rmer 
was shot in crossing a swing bridge. 

Monseigneur Chauveau, who had at this time suc- 
d e d  to the government of the mission, established 
hie head-quarters at Ta-chien-lu, on the borders of 
what we should in India call the Regulation and the 
Non-Regulation Provinces, and outstations were still 
maintained at Tseku and Yerkalo on the Lan-t'sang; 
the former under Yun-nan, the latter in the Bat'ang 
territory, but none in Tibet proper. 

Q 26. In January 1867, the KAji Jagat Sher, an 
envoy from Maharaja Jung Bahadur to the Court of 
China,' waa passing through Bat'ang, and made the 
acquaintance of the missionaries there. Their com- 
munications were in English, which was probably 
indifferent on both sides; but what the Nepalese 
envoy said led the French fathers to suppose that 
the British Government in India had heard of their 
sufferinp at the hands of the Tibetans, and had 
requested the Nepal Government to make inquiry.' 
M. Desgodins accordingly sent by the hands of 
Jagat Sher a very interesting letter, written in 
very impeFfect English, and addressed to the Re- 
sident at Katmandu (then Colonel George Ram- 

Oooper met Jsgst Sher both at Oh'Bng-tu, rrnd near Bat'mg in 
I.eftPning. The Envoy had met with very bad treatment from the 
O~~MUO,  aadwaa not allowed to proud beyond 0h'eta (8ee Ooqpsr, , 
PP 168 4.' 898 4. ' It d m  not seem to have been the fact that aay mwm of the kind 
had rewbed bdh 

c 2 



say), with a full account of their circumtances, 
of the violent treatment tw had met with, and of 
the murder of M. Durand. The Governor-General, 
in replying to Colonel Ramsay's communication 
of this letter, expressed the deep interest with which 
he had read it, but intimated that the only inter- 
vention in their favour possible, would be through 
the Mahamja of Nepal, and through our Minister at 
Peking. The Government letter went on : 

'You will, a t  the  aame time, however, o h e  that if the 
Government may be permitted to offer an opinion to men animated 
by higher considerations than thoee of mere personel seaurity or 
anmeas, these raverend gentlemen would do well to abandon the 
aountry in which their aufferinge have been eo p a t ,  and settle in 
British India, where there are e x h i v e  and ~~~~~ 
as Lahoul, Spiti, and Kulu, containing a semi- betan population, 
likely to receive Christianity with favour.' 

Copies of the correspondence were sent to our 
Minister at Peking, and of the letter intended for 
the missionaries, not only thither, and to Nepal, but 
to Lad& and Upper Assam. This shows how diffi- 
cult any communication is across the iron wall that 
separates British India from the Chinese frontier; ' 
and it is p t l y  to be questioned if any one of the 
four copies ever reached its destination. That sent 
by Nepd mas suppressed by the Chinese Amban at 
Lhassa; the messenger wi& Assam failed in making 
his way, and after going fifteen days' journey fkom 
Sadiya, returned ; the copy from Lad& was for- 
warded by Dr. Cayley through the inauspicious 
medium of a monsipore of the Tibetan Curia, who 

There are but three o w  in our time that I can recall in which the 
iron wall waa pierced by a piece of intelligence. The &st waa the 
murder of BIN. Krick and Boury, of which we have spoken above. The 
second wan thin communication from the priests at Bat'- to the Remident 
at Katmandu. The t h i i  waa the Arabic proclamahon or circular, 
hued  in the name of the Panth6 rulers at TR-li-fu for the information of 
the Nahornmedan world, which aLso reached 001. kamecr at  Katmandu. 
A Wpy of it ~ V W I  me by the lamented Mr. I. 6. W llie, and 
it was printed by my late friend Lieut. h. h n i e r  (to whom l g a r e  it) 
in the appendix to hie Voyngs d"Eqdoration, vol. i., p. 684. 



was returning to Lhasaa. Of that sent by Peking 
the fate has not reached us ; it is doubtful, from 
the allusion to the subject in a collection of notices 
on Tibet by M. Desgodins, whether it ever wae re- 
ceived.' 

Q 27. This is, however, anticipating in chrono- 
logical order. The first picture of Eastern Tibet in 
modern times ww that set forth by the Abbd Huc in 
the famous narrative of his journey with Gabet, which 
astonished the world in 1850. It is true that 
occasional letters from both Huc and Gabet had 
appeared in various numbers of the Anwles de ks 
Propagation de la F o i  in 1847-1850, but the circle to 
which that publication speaks was probably more 
limited imd exclusive then than it is even now ; and 
I cannot find that prmtically anything was known 
to the public of their remarkable journey prior to the 
publication of the work. Sir John Davis, indeed, 
has told us how he furnished Lord Palmerston, aa 
early as 1847, with some particulars of the journey, 
which his secretary, Mr. Johnstone, had obtained 
from Gabet, who was his fellow-passenger to Europe, 
and these appear to have been printed, for there are 
most curiously confused allusions to them in the 
article ' Asia,' in the eighth edition of the ' Encyclo- 
pedia Britannia,' published in 1853.' And up to 
1855 there is absolutely, so far as I can discover, no 
notice of Huc or his companion in the Journnls of 
the Royal Geographical Society, or in the annual dia- 

See that work (La Misrion du Thaht da 1866 d 1870, Verdun, 1872) 
pp. 116116. The facta in the text ampthered from a wrmpondence 
in the Indh Oflice. 1 lately read a Romnn Catholic paper on Lord Law- 
rence, which, while doing him noble juetice in moat renpects, s ke 
mgmtfull y of the narrow Ulster ty of religion in which he had C 
duertsd, or word. to that effect. ?will only my that the Viceroy who 
despatched the letter quoted above, and took all thie trouble for these 
remote h c h  Roman Catholic prieete, wan Su John Lawrence, whilat 
the *ture of the letter is that of Su William Muir. 

Our knowledge of Tibet hm lately received a valuable ad- 
ditmn in the journal of the W. *. hch,  s f i n c h  missionary, whn 
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courses of ita Preeidenta, except a s~ngularly meagre 
one in Captain (afterwards Admiral) W. H. Smyth's 
address of 1851, a reference which is certainly a 
notable example of scientific puritanism, true though 
it be that Huc does not belong in any sense or 
measure to the scient3ic category? Just aa little was 
he entitled to be ranked, aa he is by a late pretentious 
French writer on Chinese matters, with Pauthier 
(who with all his faults waa a genuine and en- 
thusiastic student), and with that modest and inde- 
fatigable scholar Mr. Alexander Wylie, lumping all 
three together, ae this writer does, as 'excellents 
sinol~gues.'~ That Huc was, as a sinologue, next 
door to an impostor, and that his brilliant and, in 
the main, truthful sketches of travel in Tartary and 
Tibet were followed by later morke of a greatly 
degenerated character, is undeniable. But it is 
equally undeniable that Huc was a daring and dis- 
tinguished traveller, and the author of one of the 
most delightful books of travel ever written.' 

Q 28. Mmy years before Huc's book appeared, we 
had, indeed, in the immortal work of Carl Ritter,-at 
once a quarry and an edifice,--a full, and, aa far as all 

p d e d  ftom Peking, thm h Mongolia and Tangnt, to L'HaeM, 
the capital of Tibet, which% lefi for Ohina by the md thro h 
h a m .  An Eoglhh tramlation of bL MS. j o d  ru raoa~& 
publirhed under the auspicee of Lord Palmereton.' The final redactor 
of the article WM evidentl unable to make anything of the 'Rev. Mr. 

and unwilling to &storb the references of hb p m i ~ r ,  .o 
he tells IM that 'the trcrvels of Huc, Qabet, and h c h  have made mme 
additions to our knowledge of Tartary and Tibet.' (8th edit. vol. i 
P. 754.) 

'The Narrative of a Residence in the Capital of Thibet, by M. 
EUC, a L w u b t  missionary, contaim some corroboative detdla mpedng 
r country imperfectly known to Europesna'Jour. B. Gky. Gbc. XX., 
p. kx. 

See the A-m, August 18,1877, in which there u r xwiaw 
by the resent writer, of the work referred to. 

I L v e  8 b ~ n  more N ~ J  lasrdiog HUO in the ~ n ~ w t o r y  ~ u y  
to m s e n d  bf?Delmar ?tforgun9a tramlation of Co1. P n j e n y ' a  h v & ,  
and Lve there defended the sulmt.mt*l truth of hb '9ouvenin ' a&mt 
the Ruasim traveller's ahargee. That Huc embellished, and especially 
in his dmmatia reports of conversstio~, no one cen question. 



our subsequent information goes, an accurate account 
of the great road fkom Ch'bg-tu to Lhassa, by Ta- 
chien-lu, Battang, Tsiamdo, &c., with the detail of ita 
daily s-. This is taken fkom Klaproth's French 
edition of the Chinese D~mptitm du Teibet, as rendered 
into Russian by the priest Hyacinth Bichurin (Parb, 
1831). Huc makes a good deal of use of this itine- 
rary, which describes the road which he followed on 
his return from Lhassa, in the very scanty contribu- 
tions to geography which his narrative contains ; but 
had it been printed as an appendix to his book, we 
should have followed his journey with more intel- 
ligence. In judging of his work fhm a geographer's 
point of view, however, it is fair to remember that, on 
this half of the journey at least, he and Gabet were 
travelling under arrest. 

At the time of Huc's return the Roman Catholic 
missions had apparently no outpost beyond Ch'Bng-tu. 
I t  was, as we have seen, about eight yeare afterwards 
that they began to establish themselves on the Tibetan 
frontier and beyond it. And apart from their little 
known movements, it was not till 1861 that any new 
endea~our occurred to penetrate those regions. 

Q 29. The first attempt to act in this direction upon 
the concessions of the treaty of Tien-bin, was the voyage 
of Captain Blakiston, Lieutenant-Colonel Sarel, and 
Dr. Barton, accompanied by Mr. (now Bishop) Schere- 
schewsky of an American mission, up the Yang-tzti. 
Their object was to penetrate by Tibet, and across 
the Himalya, into India. That was a bold-aim, which 
even at this date, eighteen years later, has never been 
accomplished. But they were the f i s t  to ascend the 
Great River above Hankow, and penetrated to some 
6.Q miles above the coduence of the Min River at 
Sii-chau (Swi-h), reaching the town of Ping-shan. 
Here it waa found impossible to go on, for their boat- 

' 

men Fefused to advance any further on the river, and a 



land attempt mas iillprncticable in the then disturbed 
state of the county. Captain Blakieton waa a 
diligent surveyor, and brought back a detailed chart 
of the river for 840 miles.= Blakiston and Sarel 
left Hnnkom in March 1861, and reached it again at 
the end of June. The work which Captain Blakiston 
published on the subject of this voyage8 contains 
much of interest, and has excellent woodcuts h m  
Dr. Barton's sketches. Turning to another side of 
the geographical territory of which we are speaking, 
me should mention here an attempt made by two 
members of the Government service in P e p  (Captain 
C. E. Watson, and Mr. Fedden of the Geological 
Snmey) to penetrate northward to Thein-ni, on the 

' direct road between the Burmese capital and Ta-li-fu? 
They reached n point within little more than a march 
of Thein-ni, but the place was then in the hands of 
an inwrgent chief, and they were obhged to turn 
back. The road is thus one which remains unex- 
plored. It runs through the secluded Shan princi- 
pality of Rningma, in about latitude 23" 32', and 
thence to the Chinese city of Shun-ning-fu, called 
by the Burmese Shmen-li, and by the Shms Mumg- 
chan. At one part of this road, between .Thein- 
ni and Shun-ning, it enters a. tract partaking of the 
excessively unhealthy character ascribed by Marco 
Polo and by Captain Gill (11.345-6) to the same 
region a little further north, and the road then crosses 
thc Mekong by an iron suspension bridge. 

Q 30. In 1868, no less than three attempts from 

" comparison of Blakiston'echert with the old Jesuit repreeentation 
of the river as F n  in Dlnville's ma a is very favourable to the general 
correctness of t e latter. Oapain  if, who made the mm@n at my 
1-e uest, s a p  : ' Generrrllq the ~ m e n t  ieve remarkable. The greateat 
dikmnce m gencnl contonuation ia between T t u  and the enb.nce to the 
Tung-ting Lnke.' 

EE'tte Month on the Yangtaze, kc. London, J. M q ,  1862. 
+ Sekctim rorn tk Records of tk Q o m m e n t  of India in For* 

Ikparttnmt. Nf fix. 1866. 



three different points were made to penetrate the 
obscurities of the region of which we are treating : 
one by the French expedition which started from 
Saigon ; a second by Mr. Cooper, from Ssii-ch'uan ; the 
third by an English expedition from Bhmb on the 
Irawadi. 

The great effort of the French party under Captain 
Doudart de la G& of the navy, had been the explora- 
tion of the Mekong, which they ascended and sur- 
veyed from the delta, as far as Kimg-Hung, in 
lat 22" 0' (a place that had been reached by Lieutenant, 
now General, W. C. McLeod of the Madras army, on 
his solitary journey h m  Maulmain in 1837): From 
this point they travelled through Southern Yun-nm, 
to the provincial capital, Yun-nan-fu, which they 
reached at  the end of 1867, the first time in our 
knowledge that any European traveller (not being a 
missionary priest) had seen the Yachi of Marco Polo, 
since he himself waa there, circa 1283. 

In  view to examining the upper waters of the 
Mekong, and to other objects not very clear, but of 
which one perhaps was merely that of penetrating to a 
place which had been the subject of so much specu- 
lation, and the scene of such a singular revolution, 
the leaders of the party were very desirous to reach 
Ta-Ji-fu, then the capital of the chosen sovereign of 
the Mahommedm, or quasi-Mahommedan, rebels 
of Yun-nan, whom we, after the Burmese, call Panthth. 
The Chinese imperialist authorities at Yun-nan-fu 
received with laughter and amtuement the proposal 
of the Frenchmen that they should be allowed to 
pass direct from the capital to the rebel outposts ; 
but they wcre bent on success, and achieved it at 
a later date, starting Gom Tong-ch'um-fu, in the 
northern part of the province (lat. 26' 253'). Captain 

The latitude of McLeod agrees perfectly with that of the French ; 
thm is a difference of 0' in their longitudee. 



Doudart was too ill to take part in the expedition, 
though hie danger was not then suspected ; and the 
conduct of this digreasion fell to Lieutenant Francia 
Garnier. Starting from Tong-ch'uan, January 30, 
1868, they crossed and recrossed the River of Golden 
Sand on the eastern and southern limbs of the great 
southern curve, paasing near Hwai-li, and crossing on 
the second occasion near the confluence of the Yar- 
lung with the Kin-aha. In the advance nearer Ta-li 
the party owed much (as has been already noticed) to 
the patriotic aid of M. Leguilcher. The meeting of 
the party with this gentleman in his remote parsonage 
at Tu-tui-tse, near the northern end of the Lake of 
Ta-li, is not unlike the farnou~l meeting of Stanley 
and Livingstone : 

''One of our guidee pointed out to me, some hundred mhtree 
below, a little platform, hung as i t  were in mid-air against the 
flank of the mountain ; there were a few t rea  lentad in m a ,  
and a p u p  of houses surmounted by a rroas. 2' began running 
down the break-neck winding path, and before long I came in 
eight of a man with a long beard standing on the edge of the 
platform, who wm attentively regarding me. I n  a few minutas 
more I wae by hie side : ' Am not you Pbre Legnilcher 9 ' I d. 
' Yee, sir,' he answered with a little hesitation, ' and no doubt you 
are come to announoe Lieut. Uarnier, from whom I have just had a 
letter 9 ' My dress, my unkempt look, my rifle and revolver, no 
doubt gave me in the Father's eyes the look of a buc08neer ; it wee 
evfdently not a t  all what he expected in an officer of the Navy !- 
'I am the man who mte the letter, mon e re , '  I dd, laugh- 
ing, ' and I see you take me for my own servant. . . . . . .' We 
ex+ged a cordial grasp of the hand, and I introduced the mem- 
bera of the expedition 8s they came up in s u d o n ! '  

Accompanied by M. Leguilcher the party reached 
Ta-li-fu, but they had to leave it in hot haste (March 
4) within thirty-six hours of their arrival. The 
success of their retreat was due to the tact and bold- 
ness of Garnier. They returned to Tong-ch'uan by 
the route they had come, and on their arrival found 



that their gallant leader, Captain Doudart de la Gr&, 
had died in their absence. 

Q 31. Some years later, after having completed a 
splendid and valuable book, and after taking an 
active part in the defence of Paris in 1871, Garnier 
returned to China, bent on fresh exploration. What 
he accomplished before he was called away to another 
field, on which he fell, was chiefly in the detailed 
examination of the navigation of the Upper Yang;-tzti, 
and of some of the scarcely known tributaries of the 
great river in Kwei-chau and Hu-nan. 

But the object which he had made specially his 
own aim was the exploration of the virgin field of 
Tibet. Indeed, in this direction he had, like my 
friend Captain Gill, aimed very high : 

' I cun come to China,' he wrote, ' as you ooqjeatm, to emdea- 
vow to penetrate Tibet. My object ie to reconnoitre that pert of 
the YAr~I-teeng- n which lie. between Lama and 0adiya If I 
am able-but ?doubt it sorely-I &odd wish to ntorn by the 
west, i.e., by Turkeatan. I have just returned h m  Peking, where 
I have been to a& for peseporta, and 1- of recommendation 
to the Uhinese ambandor a t  Lhas3a. I have awn reeson to think, 
however, that theae ptmports will have no great v a l e  and that 
the diilicultie~ to be encountered in pemtmting abet  wi l l  be very 
great. And they wil l  be cmlwoed by thb, that i d e d  d aiming 
at T,hPnw by the usual road, I wish to adopt a more eontherly 
l i ~ ~  (about the 29th d of latitude) ao as to cnwre the muma 
of the Camboj1 and the=- and to make an &tempt to kplore 
the sourom of the Irawadi. The Brahmapntra-Irawedi queetion 
h, in my judgment, far from being absolute1 mttled ; and yon 
have yoma~ll, in the m a p  att.~hed to golo, prolonged tb. 
Irawadi hypotheticall beyond the limit d g n e d  to it in your 
map of 1866. . . . . T 

In mother letter, one of the last received from 
him, he recurred to the subject : 

'I thank yon mu& for the paper yon eent me on the hydro- 
ep.ophy of Eaetern Tibet. I must have mid more then I intended, 
If in my laat letter I led yon to suppoee that I inalined to the 
identity of the Irawadi and Taang-pn. A11 ohances and p m b  
KIlitie~ mem to me the other way, ancl in Gvom of the B h a -  

Letter, dated April 17,1873, to the pxwent writer. 
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ntra, and my general map exp- this snfficiently. But we 
L v e  to do with a country so ~ i q p ~ l a r ,  and eo little liLe any other, 
that what would elsewhere amount to proof positive, leavee ue 
here still in doubt. Like you I have no doubt that the continua- 
tion of the Irawadi is to be sought in eome river of Tibet. The 
reaeons which you aseign for identifying this river with the Kute' 
Kiang or C h M  Kiang of Monagr. des Mazurea, ~ 1 . e  vsry forcible. 
Did I tall you that we were informed in Burmeee h that the 
Irawadi continued northward aa a t river, which the Laotiane 
call the Nam-mao, and which they c & p i s h  fmm the Nam-Bbm 
and the Nam KiG (Myit-ng8 and Myitrgyi).B The Nam-mao 

to be the Kuta Kiang. . . . . I desire to avoid forming :PCy, even in my own mind, for nothing hoodrinl. a traveller 
like the adoption of a preconceived idea, . . . . but I repeat aa 
regards the Brahmaputra the probabilities require to be combo- 
rated by material demonstration. 

' The south-eastern region of Tibet, aa far ati we could judge on 
our approach to Li-kiang-fu and Tali, is a country full of eurprisee. 
The rivers vanish and appear again. A stream will bifurcate, and, 
by help of the caverns which abound in that limestone formation, 
the two branch= will sometimes change from one baein into 
another, diecharging into two difl'erent rivers. My impmion 
-you will think i t  a strange one-is that, aa regards the Brahma- 
putra and the Irawadi, or, in more general tarme, a t  some point 
of the connection of the fluvial system of Tibet with that of India 
nnd Indo-China, there is a per& du Jeuve-a phenomenon in fact 
d o g o u s  to that of the Rhone, but on a larger s d e .  We have 
.wan this happen in Yun-nan with small rivers. h d  I am just 
reeturned fimm a journey to the frontiers of Szechuan and Kwei- 
chau, where I have been eye-witness of some ten varietiee of th i~  
very phenomenon,-livers passing ovor one another, splitting in 
two, and changing from one baain to another. Nothing could be 
more curious, or more difficult to determine geographically, than 
the hydrographic network in the baain of the U-Kiang (the river 
of Kwei-yang-that river which some have assigned as the line of 
Miuco Polo's return to Szechuan). Now there is a striking analogy 
of geolo 'cal formation and orographical character between thia 
tn& anf the  south-east of Tibet. It is altogether on a much 
smaller scale, that is all. Might not we expect to find in the 
course of the great rivers, of which we have been speaking, eome 
such solution of continuity, which would explain the obncurity 
which actually hangs over them 'I This, I repeat, is no more than 
impreasion; I take good care to keep from making it into a 
theory. . . . Pray make me useful in every way that can help your 
work. I read it carefully whenever I pses over any fraction of 
Marw Polo's itinerary. As yet I have found nothing of interest to 
say, unless it be that it seems to me the most exact and fsithful 
impreseion of all that can be known a t  this day of the acta and 
deeds of the tr.aveller, and of the state of the countries which he 

8 These are the Burmese terms for ' Little River ' and ' Glrerrt River! 
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trave~aed. . . . . As soon as I shall have conferred with Admiral 
Dupd, and have definitively settled my plans, 1 will write again. 
I ahodd of course be very glad of the support of the English 
authorities, should I succeed in emerging by Asmm or Nepal.' 9 

Q 32. The second enterprise of 1868 to which we 
have made reference was that of Mr. Cooper. He 
left Hankow on January 4, 1868, Ch'bng-tu on 
March 7, md Ta-chien-lu on April 30, following, 
to Lit'ang and Bat'mg, the road over the %h 
plateau, zlftermards traversed by Captain Gill. Mr. 
Cooper's hopes were raised at Bat'ang by the in- 
formation he received that the town or village of 
Roemah (on the Lohit Brahrnaputra), from which 
Assm was not far, could be reached from that point 
in eighteen days. These hopes were, however, speedily 
extinguished by the prohibition of the Chinese 
authorities. Mr. Cooper then decided on travelling 
to Ta-li-fu and Bhamh His route beyond Bat'ang 
diverged from that followed by Captain Gill. Instead 
of following the River of Golden Sand he chiefly 
followed the valley of the Lan-t'sang. He spent a 
night at Tse-ku, within the Yun-nan boundary, 
on the western bank of that river, where the French 
missionaries had an out-shtion among the aboriginal 
tribes, and an estate which they had purchased from one 
of the chiefs, occupied chiefly by converts from those 
tribes, Lu-tse (from whom the name Lu-ts'-Kiang, 
by which the river Salwen is known on this frontier, is 
taken), Lu-sus or Lissus, Mossos or Mus-us, and what 
not. This is the most westerly point that has been 
reached by any traveller from China in the region of 
the great rivers north of Bhamh And Mr. Cooper 
appears to be allnost justified in stating that he was 
here within 80 miles of Manchb (on the Upper 
Irawadi), in the Khamti country, which was visited 
by Wilcox from India in 1827. The distance is, 

@ Letter dated Saipn, Augast 28,1873. 



however, apparently nearly 100 miles. South of 
this Mr. Cooper reached the Chinese town of Wei- 
si-fu, nearly due we& of Li-Kiang-fu, and there 
obtained passportfl f b m  the military commandant to 
go on to Ta-li. He advanced three days hrther, but 
a local chief of a tribe whom Mr. Cooper calls Tzefan, 
on the border of the Ta-li territory (then under the 
' Panthd ' Sultan), refused to let him proceed, and on 
his return to Wei-si he was imprisoned and threatened 
with death by the civil officer in charge, who appa- 
rently believed him to be in communication with the 
Ta-li rebels. ARer five weeks' imprisonment he wae 
allowed to depart (August 6), and returned by the 
way he had come ae far as Ya-chau. Thence he 
diverged to the south, travelling through rr beautiful 
country of tea-gardens, and of the white-wax cultiva- 
tion, to Ea-ting-fu, a famous river-port and enbrepdt 
upon the Min river. This he descended to Swi-fu, 
where the two great contributaries of the Yang-tz& 
unite. Thence he descended the Great River to 
Hankow, which he reached November 11, 1868.l 

In the following year Mr. Cooper made an attempt 
from the side of Assam to penetrate to Bat'ang. He 
started from Sadiya October, 1869, and passing up 
the line of the (Lohit) Brahrnaputra, through the 
Mishmi country, reached Prun, a village about 20 
miles from Roemah, the first Tibetan post, and half 
that distance from Samd, where MM. Krick and Boury 
were murdered. From this he was turned back. 

Q 33. Major Slden's expedition, sent under the 
authority of the Government of India, left Bhamb 
February 26, 1868. After long detentions on the 
way, by want of carriage and other obstacles, placed 
in the way of the party, it was supposed, by the 
influence of Chinese mercsants a h i d  of injury to 
their commercial monopoly, they reached Momien 

Thin is called 1669 in Mr. Oooper'a book, p. 480. 



(Teng-yueh-chau of the Chinese), then the hnt ier  
city towards the west of the Mahommedan Govern- 
ment of Western Yun-nan. The Governor received 
and entertained the party with great courtesy and 
hospitality, but entirely objected to their proceeding 
further, on the prof~sed ground of danger to 
themselves from the disturbed state of the country. 
They reached Momien on May 25, left it July 13, 
and arrived again at Bhamb on September 5, 
1868. 

Major Sladen gave an account of the journey 
before the Royal Geographical Society, June 26, 
1871,' and Dr. Anderson, the medical attendant of the 
party, and a good naturalist, has recorded all the 
pmceedin~e and observations of the expedition in a 
work which contains much of interest. But there was 
not much geographical information collected, and an 
officer who had been specially attached to the party 
as surveyor was allowed to quit it and return to 
Burma, for reasons which it is not easy to under- 
stand, when they were about half-way to Momien." 

Sir R. Alcock has pointed out how inevitably the 
friendly intercourse into which we entered, on this 
occasion, with the representatives of a body in revolt 
against China, must have created distrust in the Im- 
perial Government and if% partisans in Yun-nan, and 
not improbably led, more or less directly, to a tragical 
catastrophe, when the attempt to explore the trade 
routes of the Yun-nan hnt ier  was renewed six years 
later. The suspicion of foreign interference had 
perhaps another effect, in stimulating the Chinese 
Government to effective measures for the extinction 
of the Mahommedan revolt. 



Q 34. We pass now to 1872, in the March of 
which year Baron Richthofen was at Ch'eng-tu, 
engaged on the last of those important journeys 
which formed the basis of his work on China. Art 
is long, and life is short! We see with pain months 
passing into years without the appearance of any 
second volume of that great work. The expedition 
which he projected m d  commenced horn Ch'Bng-tu 
brings him within the category of explorers in the 
region which is our subject, though it came to an 
untimely end. Hie project will be best explained in 
hia own words : 

' Although my journey. . . as od@aUy contemplated ended a t  
Ching-tu-fu, I could not resist the temptation of trying to add to 
it a trip through the south-westarnmorrt portions of China, and to 
explore the mountaim of Weatern Szlchwan, as well as the provincis 
of Yiin-nan and Kwei-chau. Beaides hoping to contribute to the 
geneml howledge of the r p h y ,  geology, and reaoorra of thrso 
unknown regions, I w d to t o e  the metalliferone d e p d a  
that are widely. spread through them, and to gather some mnfor- 

ng the many independent tribea inhabiting South- 
Western Ination 7!r? na, and their lenguagea. My 6nal object, however, 
was to explore the mad from- Ta-li-fu to Burma. I h d  some 
clifficulty in collecting the necessaiy information, but finally settled 
upon the plan to trnvel by way of Ning-pen-fu to Ta-li-fu, a 

about five days, and thence to go to Teng-yutdau 
last place reached by Major Sladen on hie way from 

iin-nan. From that city I intended to go east- 
ward, by Yiin-nan-fo and Kwd-yang-fu, the capitah s e  pro- 
vinoee of Yiin-nan and Kwei-chan, to Chung-king-fu on the 
Yal@?aJ ' 

The traveller had wcomplished half his journey to 
Ning-yuan-fu when, on the high Siang-ling pass, he 
was. involved in a collision with a body of Chinese 
troops, whose outrageous aggression on his party, 
and its consequences, coinpelled him to retrace his 
steps, and to give up n journey from which a richer 
harvest might perhaps have been expected than even 
from my that had preceded it. 

The journey has since been made, and Ning-yuan 
' hXer6 to the &hghai  &mbmJ No. m. p. 3. 



has been visited by Mr. Baber, as we shall see ; but 
we remain without any details of his journey. These 
details would be of great interest, for the country is 
secluded, and otherwise entirely unexplored ; and to 
me and some others the interest would be of a still 
more special kind, because Ning-yuan is the capital 
of the valley and district of Hien-chang, which haa 
been demonstrated (as I think), by Richthofen, to be 
the Gheindu or Caindu of Marco Polo, a country 
of which, with its cwsia-buds and other spices, its 
strange Massagetic customs, its currency of gold rode 
and salt-loaves, the old traveller gives so remarkable 
an account? 

Q 35. In speaking of the labours and incidental 
journeys of the Roman Catholic missionaries, we have 
mentioned Abbd Desgodins, a gentleman of great in- 
telligence, and who takes much interest in geography. 
A book was published at Verdun in 1872, professedly 
based upon his letters to his family. It contains a 
good deal of information for those who bring to its 
perusal some previous knowledge, to serve as amalgam 
in the process of extracting what is valuable ; but it 
has been compiled by a relative of the lnissionary 
without much clear acquaintance with the subject, 
and contains a good deal of matter of a kind which 
appears to be due to this circumstance. The history 
of the Abbd Desgodins is not a little remarkable, and 
shows the persistent character of the man. 

When first he quitted France as a recruit for the 
missions, in 1855, he was directed to proceed by way 
of British India, and to attempt to make his way to 
the mission establishments across the Tibetan high. 
lands, in order to avoid the great ddtour and expense 
of the usual journey by the ports and broad interior 
of China. His first attempt was made by Darjeeling, 

8 8ee book ii. chap 47, md the notee to the and edition (vol. ii. 
Po 57). 
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where, as might have been expected, he had kindly 
relations with Mr. Bryan Hodgson, who war, then 
living there. After various endeavours to negotiate 
ndmission to Tibet by the Sikkim frontier, he was 
obliged to give it up, and, accompanied by M. Ber- 
nard, an older member of the fraternity, proceeded to 
the North-West Provinces, in order to attempt an 
entrance by Simla and the Sutlej. The priests were 
at A p  when the mutiny of 1867 broke out, and 
spent the summer in the fort there, with the rest of 
the ' sahib-l6g.' After the relief, they were able to 
proceed to Simla, and went on by R.nmphr to Chini 
on the Upper Sntlej. Here M. Desgodins was sum- 
moned bnck, and ordered to proceed by the more 
usual route to join his mission. We find him again 
at A,- in the hot weather of 1858, and then doing 
duty as Romnn Catholic chaplain to a British force 
at Jhansi. From this he writes to his parenb : 

'You will think I am going to become a regular Cmews 
when I tell yon that the Government of John Bull givee me 
for my eervices ne Military Chaplain 800 fmca a month, or, 
I L ~  they say hem, 320 rupees. . . . . . . However, when you 
know the state of thin in Indin, and the pricea, it ia no 
small matter to make bo 8 ends meet; ao my dear nephew muat 
not count on a fortune from my aavinge. Moreover, I h o p  not to 
be long in John Bull's service, but soon to be able to join my 
miesion ; I ahall feel richer them with next to nothing, than hem 
with my 800 franm8-La MGrion du Thibet, p. 36. 

Receiving a h h  summons from Bishop des Mazures 
he took his departure (after drnwing at Agra a sum 
of about 1,000 rupees for his services with the army). 
During his journey to the interior he wrrs arrested, 
imprisoned, m d  sent b,wk to Canton. Starting again 
under a new disguise, he finnlly reached the resi- 
dence of the Bishop, new the frontier of Tibet, in 
June 1860, five years after his departure from France. 

Q 36. We now come to the journey of the gallant 
young traveller who, dter being the first to open the 
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way f h m  China to the Irawadi, had hardly taken the 
firat step on his return when his blood was left upon 
the path. 

In the spring of 18 73 the Imperial Government in 
Yun-nan succeeded, as has already been noticed, in 
W y  crushing the insurgents who had maintained 
their independence for some seventeen years. 

The Government of India decided on now renew- 
ing the attempt to explore the road, and the hilities 
for trade between the Irawadi and China, which 
Major Sladen had been unable to carry out, owing to 
the state of political &aim when he visited Momien. 
Colonel Horace Browne, of the Pegu Commiaaion, 
was appointed to lead the miesion ; and it was settled 
that an officer of the consular service should be sent 
across China to Bhamb to meet the mission there, and 
to accompany them back to China as interpreter and 
Chinese adviser. 

The officer appointed to this duty was Augustus 
Raymond Margary, a young man of high character 
and promise. It is needless to detail a story s t i l l  
fresh in the public mind. His journey led him from 
Hankow across the Tung-ting Lake, and by the 
regions, hardly known to Europeans, of W ~ t e r n  Hu- 
nan and Kwei-chau to Yun-nan-fu, and thence to 
Ta-li and Bhamb,-the fimt of Englishmen to accom- 
plish the feat that had been the object of so many 
ambitions, and to pass from the Yang-tzii to the 
Irawadi. 

Margary reached Yun-nrm-fb on November 27, 
1874, and writing home h m  this point he says : 
' I quite enjoyed the journey ; everywhere the people 
were charming, and the mandarins extremely civil, so 
that I had quite a triumphal progress.' The same 
good treatment wne continued through Yun-nan.- 
He started rrgain on December 2, and on the 14th or 
15th reached Chao-cbu, 20 milea from Ta-li (which, 

a 4  
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as the map will show, lies about ten miles off 
the direct road from Yun-nm-fu to the Burmese 
frontier). There was some unwillingness to let him 
visit that city, from a dread, probably real, of popular 
turbulence ; but this was overcome ; and he writes 
home, on returning to 'his quarters at  Chw-chau : 

'I visited the mandarins in turn, and had a most successful 
interview with all, but efipecially with t.he Tartar General,. who 
treated me with extreme civility, very much in the style of a 
polished English gentlemm recaiving a younger man. I was per- 
fectly delighted with his reception. He  complimented me over 
and over again on my knowledge of Chinese, and . . . . said he 
hoped on my return I would spend a few daya with him. . . . . . 
'I I ahould naturally wish to see everything, if I visited your 
country," said he, " and I shall have a house ready for youand your 
honoured officials when you return." ' 6 

The General gave Margary the place of honour 
beside him. The Tao-tail a young man, had omitted 
this courtesy. 

He reached Momien on Jmuary 4,1875, and Nan- 
main, the place where he met his death seven weeks 
later, on the 11th. Here he was visited by ' a furious 
ex-brigand called Li-hsieh-tai, who attacked our 
last expedition in 1867, and has been rewarded lately 
for his services against the rebels with a military 
command all over the country.' This is the man 
who was afterwards loudly charged with the murder 
of Margary. On this occasion, to the traveller's 
great supprise, he prostrated himself, and paid him 
the highest honour. 

On January 17  Margary reached Bhamb, safe 
and triumphant. ' You may imagine,' he writes, 
'how full of delight I am at the happy results of my 
journey, and the glowing prospect ahead." 

Q 37. After an unsuccessful attempt to proceed 
by a more southerly line from Bhamb, through 
Sawadi, Colonel Browne had to revert to the route by 

& f a * g ~ ' 6  Jouo7lab, ppp. a56, W8. ' Page 308. 
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which Margay had come, and a start waa made from 
Tsit-kau on the Bhamb River (Ma-mou or Sicaw of 
Captain GiU, 11. p. 384) on Februay 16. The rest 
is best told in the words of the editor of his journals : 

'Early on the morning of February 19 Margay cnvlRed 
the frontier with no -rt but hia Chinese eecreterg and aervante, 
who had been with him through hia whole journey, and a few 
Burmeee muleteere. The next morning brought letters from him, 
reporting all safe up to k y .  H e  had been well received there, 
and had paased on to Ildanwyne. The mimion followed slowly, 
rerrching &ray on the 21at. . . . . On the 2%d, in the early 
morning, the 8torm broke. The mismion camp waa almoet Bur- 
rounded by armed bands, while letters from the Burmese agent a t  
Manwyne to the chief in command of their escort told that Margary 
had beem brutally murdered at  Manwyne on the mviom day. 
But for the staunchness of the Burmese -+do  rtaisted aU 
dm of their amailante of heavy bribe6 if they would draw off 
and allow them on1 to kill the 

' fO~r devils,'-and the gallantry 
of the fifteen B& who formed eir body-guard, the whole 
mission must have shared the fate of their oomrade. . . . . At 
B h a d  they eagerly eought for all particulam of the murder, but 
without much sucee~.  The most trustworthy account waa that of 
a Burmese who had seen Margary walking about Manwyne, eome 
times with Chineae, sometimes alone, on the morning of the 2lef. 
Thia man reported that he had left the town on hia pony, to visit 
a hot spring at the inviktion of some Chineee, who, aa won ss 
they were outaide the town, had knocked him off hia pony and 
speared him.' 

Q 38. Then followed Sir T. Wade's unwearied 
negotiations with the Chinese Ministers, and the de- 
putation of the Hon. T. G. Grosvenor, accompanied 
by Messrs. Baber and Davenport, to be present at 
the Chinese investigation at Yun-nan-fu. 

The Chinese Government had given the stronge~lt 
assurances that the investigation should be conducted 
with rr view to the production of trustworthy witnesses, 
and the punishment of the real offenders. But the 
fact was far otherwise. No witness of the murder 
waa allowed to be produced. The story which Mr. 
Grosvenor was pressed to accept was that Margary 
had been murdered by savages ; that Li-hsieh-tai (or 
Li-chhn-kou, aa he waa officially designated in China) 



had organbed the attack on Colonel Browne ; that 
the Momien train-bands had not been moved out of 
Momien, but had stood there only on the defensive. 

The manner in which the affair had been dealt 
with showed that what had happened in Yun-nan had 
been done, if not by the direct order, at least with 
the approval nfter the fmt of the Central Government, 1 
and our Minister could only express his entire dis- 
belief in the case put forward, and decline to agree to 
the execution of my of the persons whom the Chinese 
investigation professed to incriminate. 

Q 39. The termination of the affair was one of 
the matters embrnced in the ' Agreement of Chefoo,' 
signed September 13, 1876. This provided, among 
other things (Sect. I. ii.), that a proclamation should 
be issued by the Chinese Government, embodying a 
memorial of the Grand Secretary Li with an imperial 
decree in reply. These documents embrnced a state- 
ment of the fncts of the deputation and murder of 
Mr. Margary, a recognition of the gravity of the 
outrage, of the necessity of observing treaties, of the 
anxiety of the Imperial Court to maintain friendly 
relntions with foreign powers, and of its regret for 
what had occurred, with an injunction on local 
al~thorities to give protection to foreign travellers, 
and to study the treaty of Tien-tsin. It was also 
a , d  tbnt for two y m  to come officers should be 
sent by the British Minister to different places in 
the provinces to see that this proclamation was 
posted. 

This is the iifaymy P~*oclnmatim, so often referred 
to by Captain Gill in dl the remoter part of hie 
travels. 

The agreement also provided (ib. iii.) that an 
imperial decree should be issued directing that 
whenever the British Government should send officers 
to Yun-nan the authorities of that province should 
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select an officer of rank to confer with them, and to 
conclude a satisfactory arrangement regarding trade. 

The British Government was also (a. iv.) to be 
at liberty for five years to station officers at Ta-li-fu, 
or other suitable place in Yun-nan, to observe the con- 
ditions of trade. 

Passports having been obtained the preceding 
year for a mission &om India to Yun-nan (Colonel 
Browne's), it would be open to the Viceroy of India 
to send such mission when he should see fit. 

An indemnity (3. v.) was to be paid on account 
of the hniliea of those killed in Yun-nan, on ac- 
count of the expenses occasioned by the Yun-nan 
affair, and on m u n t  of claims of British merchants 
h i n g  out of the action of officers of the Chinese 
Government ; and tb& indemnity was fixed at 200,000 
taele. 

When the case should be closed, an imperial letter 
of regret was to be carried by a mission to England 

under Sect. 111. i., several free ports, including 
I-chang, on the Upper Yang-tzti, were added to those 
already constituted, and the British Government were 
authorised to establish a consular officer at Ch'ung- 
ch'ing, to watch the trade in Ssti-ch'um. 

Also by a separate article it was provided that the 
Tsung-li Yamen should, at the proper time, issue 
passports for a British mission of ertploration, either 
by way of Peking through Kan-su and Koko Nor, or 
by way of Ssii-ch'uan to Tibet. Or if the mission 
should ;:roceed by the Indian frontier to Tibet, the 
Yamen should write to the Chinese resident in Tibet, 
who should send officers to take due care of the 
mission, whilst passports also should be issued for 
the latter. 

It ia hardly necessary to say that no residents in 
Pun-nan have been appointed under this agreement ; 
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nor has any mission again entered Yun-nan, nor any 
official mission of exploration been sent to Tibet. 

$ 40. Going back a little, I may record that 
Mr. Grosvenor's mission to Yun-nm left Hankow 
November 5, 1875 ; reached Yun-nan-fu on March 
6, 1876 ; Ta-li-fu on April 11 ; Momien on May 3 ; 
and Bhamb I don't know when, for I have searched 
the reports, as published, of all the members of the 
mission without being able to find the date. 

Mr. Arthur Davenport, one of the members, hse 
made an interesting report on the trading capabilities 
of the country traversed by it, forwarded by Sir T. 
Wade to the Foreign Office, October 9, 1876. 

Another of the officers attnched to Mr. Grosvenor's 
mission was fortunately Mr. E. Colborne Baber, a 
gentleman who seems thoroughly imbued with tht 
true genius of travel, n spirit which leads him appnr- 
ently to spend his holidays in exploring fresh fields 
and gathering fresh stores of knowledge, though we 
cannot say that he is as diligent in communicating 
it to the world. His notes on the latter part of the 
route followed by the Grosvenor mission (that between 
Ta-li cmd Xoinien) have been published by Her 
Majesty's command. These notes, and the maps which 
accompany them, give Mr. Baber per snltzcm a very 
high place among travellers capable of seeing, of sur- 
veying, and of describing with extraordinary vivacity 
and force. In  fact, we are seldom happy enough to 
meet with n traveller who combines so many valuable 
characteristics. His report of the journey has as yet 
been given to the public only in the unattractive form 
of a Parlianlentnry paper, and its circulation even in 
that form has perhaps been restricted still more by the 
unusual price put upon the 30 pages which contain it. 
But I fervently hope that Mr. Drtber will yet give to 
the world, whether officially or non-officially, a narra- 
tive not of this only, but of other journeys as well. 
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On one of these, accomplished in the autumn of 
1877 from his consulate at Ch'ung-ch'ing, he suc- 
ceeded in completing the journey which Richthnfen 
was compelled to abandon, making his way from 
Y a-chau to Ning-yuan-fu. The fact of this journey 
being made was duly reported to the Foreign Office, 
and a detailed narrative and map were promised. But 
these have never reached the Foreign Office, so I 
borrow from a letter of Mr. Baber's to Captain Gill 
the only particulars available, hoping that the hint 
thus given may help at lemt to obtain something 
more than these crumbs for hungry geographers : 

' Since I reached Ch'hng-tu and received your memorable note 
accounting for your sudden fhght, I have never ceased to wonder 
why you selected the roundabout route by the well-beaten Lit'ang 
track, instead of taking the direct rond to Tali by Ning-yuan-fu. 
The latter is absolutely unknown to Europeans, is very easy, and 
leas than half the distance Pria Lit'ang. Even if you had waited 
ten days for me at ChP2ng-tu, you would still have mved a month, 
and would have travelled easily through an entirely new count 
all the way h m  Ch'ing-ch'i-hsien (at the foot of the first higT 
pass called Ta-hsiang-ling) to Tali. 

'. . . . . Often regretting you I trudged down to Ning-yuan- 
fu, through a glorious hill and valley region, inhabited by Chinese 
soldier colonists, and those interesting mountainers, the independent 
L o l a  Ning-yuan lies on the east side of a rich valley about 
four miles wide, which extends, with unimportant narrows and 
low prism, a4 far doubtless as the Yangtd ; but on reaching Hui- 
li hou, I turned east and struck into the poorest conceivable 
region of bare sandstone hills, among which we had some difficulty 
in procnring food. A t  Hui-li the raina began, and continned with 
few intervals all the rest of the way. . . . . I struck the Great 
River in lat. 26'54', and a t  this point obtained a good series of 
lunar distances, the only chance I met with on the whole journey. 

' Cnwping the stream, I determined to follow its course, as nearly 

"P" ble, to Ping-sban.8 But we had to quit its banks immedi- 
ate y on account of a flood, and plunge into s desperate mam of 
m o u n ~  leading to a high plateau, in which most of my cooliea, 
unable to procure provisions, d e m k i  me. I pressed on with dimin- 
ished forces, through rain and dense fogs, and aoon found myself 
in clover. The skies cleared, range after range of snowy moun- 
taim d o t  up. I bought a eheep for 200 cash, drank more buck- 
wheat whisky than I fear you would deem reputrrble, and one 

The high& point mwhed by Blekieton. See above, p. [663. 



glorious day scrambled down a rtentous gorge on to the Pan@&, 
running fifiy miles ast of $e position ~ ~ i g n e d  to it b p 
graphers. You will be able to form an opinion of the errom of 
the map when I tell you that Chao-t'ung, Yung-shan, and L n i - p  
ling9 are nearly on the same meridian. 

' I had still many. a stiff climb before me, but I reached Ping- 
shan in good order, h s d  an interview with the Lolo hostages d e  
tained there, m a t  of whom are tho same that I saw in January, 
1875, and then dropped comfortably down stream to the old 
quartma in Ch'ung4h'ing. I am now working a t  report and map, 
which latter cornea out mod slrtiefactorily.' 

We wish it would come out ! 
In another letter of Mr. Baber's published in a 

Shanghai newspaper, he affords a few words more on 
the subject of this interesting journey : 

'. . . . . Passing King-pan-fu I went to Hui-li-chow ; then 
turned east and crossed the Pan@ into Piinnan not far from 
Tnng-~h'unn.~ Thence through the wildeat m d  pooreat country 
imcrginable, the great slave-hunting ground from which the Lola  
carry off their Chinese bondsmen- country of ahephenla, potetoea, 
poisonous honey, lonely downs, great snowy mountaine, silver- 
mines, and almost incessant rains. . . : No Enropean has ever been 
in that region before myself, not even the Jesuit surveyom ; the 
m u m  of the YangtzU, there called the aolden River, as laid down 
in their ma , ia a bold assumption, and altogether incorreat. A 
line drnwn gW. from a mile or two above Ping-shan will indicate 
its general direction, but i t  winds about among those grand gorgea 
with the most haughty contempt for the Jeauitg' maps.' 

Q 41. Mr. Baber in 1868 made another impor- 
tant journey, of which he speaks thus : 

' I returned to thie super-heated, and for the moment typhus- 
stricken city on the 25th. I have no time to write a t  length 
to you. Suilicient ti, say that my journey, begun as a holiday, 
and speedily eventuating in very seriona hard work, has been way 
interesting. I have colleded reams of information, and my chart, d e  
pending for longitude on lunam, D.R, and chronometric differenas, 
cornea out in cr manner which astonishes me beyond measure. Aa- 
suming sa the true longitude deduoed from lnnass E. and W., whiah 

Ohsnt'ung and Lui-ping will be found in the p m d  rmrp 
attached to this book ae Chc-toong and Loo+. 

Dated Ohrung-chring, November 28,1877. 
Between Hui-li-chau md Tong-ch'uan Mr. Babe$e route mwt 

have been the same, or nearly the m e ,  ra that of Lieutenant Qsrnier 
on the way to and From Tali (nee . [68] above). 

a IS* ta Oapt. (WI, M C!"'uDg~~ing, J- p~ 1818. 
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sgree rnuhlly to a W o n  of a minute (i.e., 0' 1' 0") and whiah 
were. taken somewhere near the longitude of Tachien-lu, I plotted 
out the route-&& on a Merator's projection, and you are capable 
of judging of my delighted surprise when I found that it brought 
the position of Bwi-fu (Blekieton's Sii-chow, on the YangtzU) 
into preoisely hie position. I could not separate the pints with a 
divider. It ie beautifid I '  

This last journey has been reported, but dm ! 
only in abstract, in a second Parliamentary paper. 
Mr. Baber started on his holiday with the intention 
of making a rough survey of the river (Min, Wen, or 
what not) between Kia-ting and Swi-fu (Sii-chow, Sioo- . 
choo of maps), and of crossing the mountains westward 
&om Kia-ting to Fu-liu (not in the maps) in long. 
103". Near the last place Mr. Baber waa robbed of 
his travelling funds and other property, a misfortune 
which he turned to good account. Though detained 
for some time, whilst a communiccLtion was made to 
the governor-general of the province (of Yiinnan), 
and to m old friend who occupied the office of Tao- 
tai, after eleven days the messenger returned with a 
very considerate letter, and a loan of money from the 
Tao-tai, and with orders from the governor-general 
for the apprehension of the burglars. 

The magi&ate had received such 

P T Orders to my loesea, that a scheme I had formed o deriving advantage 
rom the misadventure, by refUsing reimbursement, and inaiating 

that I had nothing for it but to go on to Ta-chien-lu and obtain 
funds, would not even bear proposal. Very conveniently, how- 
ever, he could not pay me on the Rpot, but d e d  me to wait a 
few weeb until the money arrived from Yueh-hei-Ting. This I 
altogd&er deulined to do, and the end of the negotiation was, that 
I offered to travel on to Ta-chien-In, and to redve  payment on my 
return.' b 

Mr. Baber accordingly travelled north by a 
mountain-path till he struck the h.lgh road between 
Ta-chien-lu md  Lit'ang (that followed by Captain 
Gill), and he walked into the former town on 
April 23, 1878, staying there three weeke, and 
returning by the high r o d  to Fu-liu, where the 
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magistrate duly paid over the amount of his loss- 
viz. 170 taels. He returned to Kia-ting by the way 
he had come, and the meeting with a Lolo chief 
afforded an opportunity of making notes of the 
customs and language of his tribe. 

The following passage, describing the first tran- 
sition from 9 Chinese to a Tibetan atmosphere, is a 
good specimen of the style which rnakea Nr. Baber's 
reports, whilst abounding in valuable information, 
almost as unique among blue-books as the auto- 

. bio,mphy of his illustrious namesake-I suppose we 
cannot say ancestor-is among Asiatic volumes : 

' The remainder of the journey was impeded by nothing worse 
than natural difficulties, such as fevers and the extreme ruggednew 
of the mountain ranges. W e  quitted cultivation a t  the foot of s 
pine-foreit, through which me travelled three days, nscending con* 
tinually until we came to n snowy pWq-the only pass in the 
country which, as the nntivcs say, ' hangjdn,' stops people's breath- 
ing. Descending iB northern slope, we soon found that we had 
left China behind. There wen, no Chinese to be seen. The valley 
way nearly all pasture-lnntl, on which were gxnzing herds of hairy 
animals, 1.esembling immense goats. These I rightly conjectured 
to be ynks. On entering n hnt, I found i t  impossible to communi- 
,ate with the family, even n Sifnn, whom I had brought with me, 
being unintelligible to them ; hut they were polite enough to mcue  
me from the attack of the largest dogs I have ever seen, and to 
regale me with barleymeal in a wooden bowl, which I had to wash 
down with R broth made of butter, salt, and tea-twigs. Further 
on we met a company of cavalieix, armed with matchlock and 
sabre, and decorated with profuse ornaments in silver, c o d ,  and 
turqnoise; n troop of women followed on foot, making merry 
a t  my expense. A mile or two further, and I came to s great heap 
of slates, inscribed with Samkrit characters, whereupon I began 
to undeixhnd that we were in Thibet ; for although Thibet proper 
ia many hundred miles west of this point, yet traces of Thibetan 
race and languqe extend right up to the bank of the Tatu River 
--a fact which I had not been I d  to expect.' 

Q 42. In this review me have had occasion to 
speak frequently and largely of the enterprising 
devotion of the Roman C~t~holic missionary priests in 
t.he obscure regions with which we have had to do. 
It has been the fortune of the present writer to spend 
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many years in a Roman Catholic country without 
feeling in the least degree that attraction to the 
Roman Church which influences some,-indeed, he 
might speak much more strongly the other way. But 
it is with pleclsure and reverence that one contemplates 
their labour and devotion in fields where these are 
exercised so much to the side of good, and where 
there is no provocation to intolerance or to contro- 
versy except with the heathen ; no room for that 
odious spirit which in other regions has led the priests 
of this Church to take advantage of openings made by 
others to step in and mar results to the best of their 
power. The recognition of the labours and devotion 
of which we spoke just now has often led to sarcastic 
contrast of their work with that of Protestant mis- 
sionaries, to the disparagement of the latter,-such ,zs 

occurs not unfrequently in the narrative of Mr. Cooper ; 
in this I have no sympathy. There may be much which 
the members of Protestant missions should carefully 
study (and which some of them probably have often 
studied) in the results that provoke such comparisons, 
but it is a shallow judgment that condemns them on 
rr superficial view of those results. In any case, the 
discussion would here be out of place, and I have no 
intention of entering on it. Though it is only of late 
years that Protestant missionaries in China have con- 
tributed to our geographical knowledge of the western 
frontier, we must not overlook what they have done. 
Mr. Williamson's excellent work4 does not reach our 
limits, as he was not nearer than Si-ngan-fu. But my 
valued &end Mr. Alexander Wylie, long agent at 
Shanghai of the Bible Society, was one of the earliest 
in our day to visit SE-ch'uan, and to give us an 
account of its highly civilisecl capital, Ch'6ng-tu. 
His visit occurred in 1868.6 More recently, some of 

4 Jmcrnya in North Chinu, Manchuria, ec., London, 1870. 
8 See &&+I of the Royal Q w a w  sody ,  vol. n v .  p, 168 *. 



the numerous agents of the society called the China 
Inland Mission have been active in the reconnaissance 
of these outlying regions. 

Mr. McCarthy, one of the agents of this society, 
was the first non-official traveller to accomplish the 
journey to Bhamb. This he did h m  Ch'ung-ch'ing 
on foot, travelling south to Kwei-yang-fu, and then 
onwards to Yiin-nan-fu and Ta-li, and eo forth, recrch- 
ing Bhomb on August 26, 1877, a little more than 
two months before Captain Gill's arrival at that place. 
Mr. McCarthy wore the Chinese dress, as the members 
of'his mission appear frequently to do, but made the 
character and object of his journey generally known. 
He was nearly every where tmted  with civility, often 
with kindness. ' Throughout the whole journey,' he 
says, ' I have not once had to appeal to an officer for 
help of any kind, and in no w e  haa any officer put 
an obstacle in my way.'8 

Mr. Cameron, another agent of the same society, 
followed Captain Gill not long after that officer, 
leaving Ch'eng-tu, on September 13, 1877, and 
after an unsuccessful attempt to make the directer 
road to Ta-chien-lu, hnd to adopt the ueual and more 
circuitous line by Yo-chau, taken by Captain Gill. 
He &o followed in Captain Gill'e trace0 to Lit'ang, 
Bat'ang, and A-tun-tzii. He was kindly and cour- 
teously received by the French priest st Bat'ang 
(M. Desgodins). At A-tun-tzii the solitary tra- 
veller mrrs laid up for many days with a bad attack 
of fever. On his recovery his M h e r  route deviated 
from Captain Gill's, as he went further to the west, 
by Wei-si, where Cooper was imprisoned in 1868. He 

Letter from the traveller to Mr. T. T. Cooper, British 
Bhma, dated September 4,1877, h (?hid8 MillioM, the p r i ~ f  2: 
McOarthy'e Socie for 1878, .61. Mr. McOarthy a h  r d  an account 
of bia journey h76m the %yS ~~eograpb id  h m t y  ; nee the - 
6 ~ 8  ( A m ) ,  1879, PP. W. 
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reached 'fa-li-fu on December 23, and Bhamb at 
the end of January, 1878. Mr. Cameron's journal is 
that of a simple and zealous man, and from his being 
without a companion, and thus seeing the more of 
the people, has many interesting passages. But there 
is hardly any recognition of geography in it ; less a 
good deal than in Huc's narrative. For exrunple, 
the passage of the famous Yas-lung Kimg is only 
noticed as that of ' a small river ' below a place called 
H0k'eo.l 

Q 43. The long passage through which we have 
conducted our readers--or some of them at least, we 
trust-in this introductory essay, must not close 
without a brief section devoted to my friend Captain 
Gill's own journeys. 

His first journey, in the north of Pe-chih-li, to the 
borders of Liao-tong, and the sea-terminus of the 
Great Wall, was but a trial of his powers. His ascent 
of the Yang-tzii, though full of interesting detail, is 
on rr line that has been described by several prede- 
cessors since Blakiston. The more important md  
novel itinerary begins with his excursion from Ching- 
tu to the Northern Alps, to those Min mountains of 
the ancient Yii-Kung, from which the Kimg of the 
Chinese-' The River ' par mcellence-flows down into 
Ssii-ch'uan. I am not aware of m y  traveller who has 
preceded him in this part of China. 

Captain Gill on this occasion came into the land 
of the highland races whom the Chinese call Man-tzii 
and Si-fan. It is difEcult to grasp the Chinese eth- 
nologid distinctions, though doubtless there is some 
principle at the bottom of those distinctions. The I races generally along the western hnt ie r  are, as 

7 See Uapt. Gill, VoL 11. p. 137. Mr. Oameron's journal is published 
in M u ' s  Millias for 1870, pp. 86 seq., 07 q., 100 rep. 



Richthofen tells us,' classed by the Chineee as U o ,  
Man-tai, Si-fnn, and Tibetan. 

The TAolo are furthest to the south, and occupy 
the 11101mtnins meat of the Min, nnd west of the north- 
mnning ~ection of the Kin-sha-fiercely independent 
cnternns, n barrier to nll direct intercourse across 
their hills, nnd frequent in their raids on the Chinese 
lml~ulntion Ixlow. Further south in Yiin-nan the 
tenn TA~IJ seems to be generally applied by the 
Chinese to tribes of Shm blood ; but whether this is 
true in tlie l~resent cnse nlrry be doubted. We await 
with grent interest the reuult of Mr. Raber's inquiries 
n h u t  these people. Cnptain Gill did not come in 
contact with them. 

The ,lfn~z-tzd are reprrled by the Chinese as the 
clescendnnts of the anclent occupants of the province 
of Ssii-ch'unn, and Mr. Wylie has h w n  attention to 
the ullmcrous cave dwellings which are ascribed to 
them in the vnlley of the Mm River. The name is 
npplieci to tlie tribes which occupy the high moun- 
tniils on the west of the province up to about 32" lat. 
Sorth of thnt pnmllel, beginning a little south of 
Sling-pan-ting, the extreme point of Captain Gill's 
escursion in this direction, are the Si-fan (' weatern 
aliens '), who extend into the Koko-nur basin, 
through an nlpine country which remains virgin as 
regards all European exploration. 

Q 44. Both terms, Man-tzii and Si-fan, seem, 
however, to be used somewhat loosely or ambi i -  
onsly. 

Thus, Man-tzG is applied to some tribes which 
are not Tibetan, mhil~t it is dso applied to people, 
like those on the Ta-chien-lu road, who are distinctly 
Tibetan.' 

8 to &nyhai Cbmbw of C b m n m ,  NO. vii p. 67. Shanghai, 
1872. 

* The -@ion drr Tiibst, tradated by Klapmth, eaya e x p M 9  



Thus, a h ,  Si-fan appear0 to be sometimes applied 
to the whole body of tribes, of differing languages, 
who occupy the alpine country between Koko-nur 
and the Lolo mountain country, md  sometimee 
distinctively to a Tibetan-speaking race who form a 
large part of the occupants of that country on the 
north-east of Tibet, and in the Koko-nur basin, the 
Tangutana of Colonel Prejevalsky.' And in this sense 
it is used in Captain Gill's book ; for the Si-fan of 
whom he speaks use a Tibetan dialect, as will pre- 
sently be manifest, and also (from specimem that he 
brought away with him) use the Tibetm c-r. 
They seem to correspond to the Amdonn.9 of Mr. 
Bryan Hodgson, in the passage which I am about to 
quote. 

This passage exemplifies the wider sense of the 
term Si-fsn :% 

'From KhokhenCir to Ytkmhn, the conterminom frontier of 
China and Tibet ia wcceasively and continuously occupied (going 
from north to eouth) by the S6kpa. . . . . ; by the Amdolrng 
who for the moet part now speak Tibetan ; by the Thoohti ; by the 
Gy6r6ng; and by the Mbnytik. . . . . The people of tMky61, of 
Amdo, of Th6ah6, of Gyhr6ng, and of Miinyak, who are under 
chieh of their own, styled @&I or King, sinies ' Wang,' bear 
among the Chin- the common designation of Sif6n, or Wedam 

; and the Tibetans frequently denominate the whole of them 
(;ly4nhg-bo, from the superior im rtance of the spacial tribe of 
Qyamng. . . . The word @d, in %I(' e language of Tibet, ie equiva- 
lent to that of F m  (dimtu, b a r k )  in the language of China'* 

The fact mentioned in the last lines of the ex- 
tract, if correct (and no one's statements are more full 

that the people about Ta-chien-1u belong to the anme wude as the 

mb%? 
and have the eame mamere (p. 266). Oooper, on this msd, 

rises m-W M the Ohineae synonym of Tibetan (nee 174, st 
payins& ~ h t  ethnologia~y, ~aetcm L a n d o p ~ ~ s  in value to L 

gmabk& ItQmln, tmdated by Mr. Delmar Morgan, voL ii. 
paah, and note at p. 801. 

Mr. Baber sgsm, in hia printed lettar, quotad fhm in 89, c#n the 

a &fa 
1 Mhl chief with whom he had to do, a long way eouth o Ta-du~ll-lu, 

' Hbdgwn'~ lbaya, 1874, pert ii., pp. W87. 
VOL. I. e 
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of knowledge or more c d y  weighed in general 
than Mr. EIodgson9s), would imply that the Tibetans 
proper do not regard these Si-fan tribes as of their 
own blood, even those of them who now speak 
Tibetan ; and possibly we may have to apply this to 
the Man-tzii also adjoining the Ta-chien-lu road. 
Mr. Hodgson, in speaking of some of the authorities 
for the vocnbulslries which he gives of the Si-fan 
hnpageee, tells us that his Gycirung came h m  Tazar, 
north of Tachindo (i.e. of Ta-chien-lu), whilst his 
Jhinyaker was a mendicant friar (of the heretical 
Bonpa sect), a native of Ra'kho, six days south of 
Tachiido. These are the only data I find as to the 
position of the two tribes named. We shall presently 
find n third as to the position of the Tho-chu, which 
also will fall into its proper place in Hodgson's seriea, 
a~id confirm his accuracy. 

I proceed now to insert the numerale of three of 
the tribes ns collected orally by Captain Gill (A, B, 
C) ;* to mhich I ndd for comparison the spoken 
Tibetan (D), and the Tho-chu (E), h m  Hodgson's 
comparative vocabularies : 

A B 0 D E 
1 chek 4,-gG kf ohik 
2 nyI n e w  ny8 nsi 
3 Ed! k s l ~ @  song 8um 
4 zhU &-gti hgherh zhyi 

%hi 

5 knii w4r-gG hn4 @ wbd 
w 

6 t rU  ShtGr-gG dru thd (druk) khatAr6 
7 dlln her-gG ten dbn 8th-6 
8 gyot U r g 6  gy8 % M 
9 guh rber-gG ktir 

chi& or 
rlw 

10 pchg khld-gti chl-thomba { bad6r6 
chG-thamb6 

11 pchrchek kh$tyi ki-tze 
12 pch&nyi khh-ner chu-nye 

n e d  nyeka- nyi-shd 
20 ny*8 or ne-e8 thomba 

4 A ie the Irmp;uw of the ' N~~- tz i i  ' at Li-fm-fu ; B that of the 
' Outer NRD-tzit ' tl~ore --or poplo furthor west ; that of the ' Si-fan ' 
about Sung-pan-ting. 



Now the first thing apparent here is that A and 
C-i.e. the so-called ' Man-tzti ' of Li-fan-fu, and the 
' Si-fan,' are both Tibetan dialects. 

Next, a comparison with E shows that the ' outer 
Man-tzti' of Li-fan-fu are the race which Hodgson 
calls Tho-chu, and that their language is not Tibetan. 
They will be near Li-fan-fu, in their place accordmg 
to Hodgson's series from north to south, the ' Si-fan ' 
being assumed to be hie A d a m ,  whilst his Gya- 
rung, north of Ta-chien-lu, are probably the Man-tzti 
of Abbe David at Mou-pin ; and his Munyak are 
probably Mr. Baber's ' Si-fan,' south of Ta-chien-lu. 

Again, we observe that though the essential parts 
of the numerals in B and E are identical, the persis- 
tent affixes (or, as Hodgson calla them, ' servile ' 
affixes) are different-+ in the one, re or ra' in the 
other. In  his comparative table we find the servile 
affix ku in the numerals of another language-a 
Chinese dialect which he called Gyami ; and in the 
Manyak me find a similar affix +L6 

Q 45. On his return to Ch'eng-tu Captain Gil l  was 
joined by Mr. Mesny, a gentleman from Jersey, who 
has passed a good many years in the interior of China, 
and particularly at Kwei-yang-fu, in the service of the 
Chinese Government. 

Captain Gill had intended in his preface to render 
his thanks and a tribute of praise to his,companion 
for the assistance which was derived h m  him during 
the journey h m  Ch'bng-tu to Bhamh And now 
that circumstances have caused this prefatory essay 
to be written by another hand, he still desires that 

Thus 1, abf;  2, naW ; 3, eibi ; 4, dbi; 6, gollbi ; 6, Mbi ; 7, akwibf ; 
8 dbi ; 9 bi ; 10, oh13~hibi Here, comparing with D, the eseential part 
&2,8,5,'$8 and 10 L evidently Tibetan ; the othen disagr Thu. u 
vile' &es perhaps cornspond to the numeral &Exes or co-ei3cienta 
which am to the we of numerels in Ohinese, Burmese, Mda , 
Mexican, &-which c h p  with the du of objstl indiead. 
Thin would m u n t  for the variation between B and E. Ohina 'Pigeon 
Englinh' mphca the whole of theee co-efflcienta by the w i v e d  ' piecey. ' 

e 2 
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the following words of his own may be introduced 
here : 

' If Mr. Meany's name occurs but rarely in my book, it ia but 
k ~ m  he WR8 so thoroughly and completely identified with myself 
that i t  seldom occurred to me to refer to my companion otherwise 
than a3 included in the pronoun ' we.' But I should be loth to let 
slip this opportunity of thanking the companion of so many long 
and wenry marches for the persietance with which he seconded my 
efforts to achieve a inpid and successful journey ; for hie petience 
under difficulties and aome d trials, and for the courage he 
&owed when it was d l e d  for. Above all I desire to say how 
n:nch I feel th.~t, in our dealings with the Chinese officials, the 
friendly relatiom we were able to maintain with them, and the aid 
me were able to obtain from them, were in large measure due to 
Mr. Mesny. Especiizlly in the negotiation for our paseage between 
Yiin-Nnn and Burma, was Mr. Mesny'e help invaluable. And I 
feel thnt whatever credit may attach to the successful rrccomplieh- 
ment of the jounley, a very large share of it ie due to Mr. MermyJ 
\\vllo, for the love of tinvel done, gave up e remunerative employ- 
ment under the Chinese Government to h o m e  my companion. 
As long ns the events of thoee sixteen weeks ehall have a place in 
my memory, so long errill the kindly snpport of my oompanion be 
among the freshest rrnd pleasanteit of them all.' 

Hitherto, Captain Gill's aspirations had been 
directed to a journey through Knn-suh to Kashgaria, 
and thence througll the 1:ussian dominions to Europe. 
But the troubled aspect of nffairs between Russia and 
JSngl;lnnd, which had become luore imminent, now 
threatened to render this issue impracticable ; whilst 
at n time of possible nrm, when duty might be cnllmg 
hi111 to clnite ailother field in the wcst, he felt especially 
nnnilling to risk being shut up in some Central- 
Asiatic czil-tk-nflc. Thiis, though all prepurations had 
beell made for the long journey, he was forced to the 
conch~sion that his steps illust be directed homewards. 
Fortunntcly, however, this homewnrd journey might 
be made by ;I route which had never yet been success- 
fully nchievetl : thnt, namely, which Cooper had 
attempted nine yenrs before, by Lit'ang, Bat'ang, and 
Ta-li. So the stnrt from Ch'tng-tu for England, vid 
the Irami~di, was made July 10, 1877. 



Q 46. The first place of importance reached was 
Ya-chau, the entrepdt and starting point of the t r d e  
with Tibet. The staple of this t r d e  is the brick-tea, 
or rather cake-tea (afhrwards broken up into brick- 
tea). Captain Gill has given some interesting 
particulars of this (11. 47) ; as he has in a previous 
part of his book (I. 1 76 sep.) regarding a similar 
manufacture carried on by the Russians established at 
Hankow, for the market of Mongolia. 

Whilst I was writing these paragraphs a report 
was put into my hands, in which Mr. Baber gives 
most curious details respecting thia Tibetan tea-trade.6 
The tea grown for it is peculiar. It is not derived 
from the c d l y  manipulated leaves of carefully 
tended gardens, but from scrubby, straggling, and 
uncared-for trees, allowed to attain a height of nine 
or ten feet and more. Even of these plants only the 
inferior produce is devoted to the use of the barbar- 
ian : in fact, what is mere refuse. ' I saw great 
quantities of this,' writes Mr. Baber, ' being brought 
in from the country on the backs of coolies, in bundles 
eight feet long by nearly a yard broad, and supposed 
it to be fuel ; it looks like brushwood, and is, in fnct, 
merely branches broken off the trees and dried in the 
sun, without any pretence nt picking. It sells in 
Yung-ching for 2000 cash a pecul at the 0utside;and 
its quality may be judged from a compcuison of this 
price with that of the common tea drunk by the poorer 
classes in the neighbourhood, which is about 20,000 
cash a pecul.' 

Mr. Baber then describes the process of pressing 
this stuff into the cakes or pao spoken of by Captain 
Gill. At Ta-chien-lu these cakes me cut into the 
portiona-about nine inches by seven by three- 
which the Chinese call ch'uan, or ' bricks,' ; containing 
a good deal more stick than leaf.' Mr. Baber cor- 

e In enpplement to Cak?utta Qusette, November 8,1878. 
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roborates Captnin Gill's estimate of the extraordinary 
weights carried by the porters of these pno up to 
Tn-chien-lu, mentioning a case in which he overtook 
n soillemhat slenderly built carrier freighted with 22 
of the Ya-chau packages, which must at the lowest 
computation have exceeded 4001bs. in weight ! 

The quantity which annually paid duty at  Ta- 
chien-lu he cnlculated on good comparative data at 
about 10,000,000 lbs., worth at that place $1 60,000. 

A good deal besides is smuggled in by Chinese 
officials, for i t  is by means of this tea that those 
gentlemen feather their nests. Of these administrators 
and their .pains the Tibetans say, ' They come to our 
country without breeks, and go away with a thousand 
baggnge-yaks.' 

Q 47. Mr. Baber, like Captain Gill, speaks of the 
rem:trkable manner in which the British-Indim rupee 
hns become the currency of Tibet--a circumstance of 
which my friend Genernl Hyde was probably not 
nmare in his endeavours to' estimate the existing 
amount of current rupees for the Silver Committee 
of 1876. ' Those (rupees) which bear a crowned pre- 
sentment of Her Majesty nre named Lama tob-du, or 
' vngabonti Lnma,' the crown having been mistaken 
for the head-gear of n religious mendicant.' 

Before the introduction of the rupee, tea-bricks 
mere used ns cnrrency (just as Marco Polo tells us 
that in an adjoining region loaves of salt were used 
in his time), and ' even now in Bat'ang a brick of 
ordinary ten is not merely worth a rupee, but in a 
certnin sense is a rupee, being accepted without minute 
regnrd to weight, just like the silver coin, aa a legal 
tender. Since the influx of rupees 'this tea-coinage 
has been very seriously debased, having now lost 25 

* Thee; o purport to weigh each 18 catties, or 24 lbe., aa Oaptain QiU 
atatea. ut tlus, accordin to Mr. Baber, is when saturated. The 
theoretical weight is s good 9eal reduced when they are dry.. 



per cent. of its original weight. The system of 
double monetary standard is approaching its end, at 
any rate in Tibet ; for in May last the Lamas of the 
Bat'ang monastery, having hoarded a great treasure 
of bricks, found it impossible to exchange them at 
par, and had to put up with a loss of 30 per cent.' 

Mr. Baber htrs some judicious remarks as to the 
outlet for Indian tea into Western Tibet. The 
obstacle to this, as well as to the admission of 
European travellers, is the jealous hostility of the 
Lamas, jealous of power, jealous of enlightenment, 
jealous, above all, of their monopoly of trade. It is 
evidently a mistake to suppose that the main difficulty 
lies in Chinese aversion to open the landward frontier, 
real as that probably is. The feeling among the 
Lama hierarchy is evidently very different from what 
it was in the days of Turner and Bogle ; and judging 
&om the reports of both Captain Gill and Mr. Cooper, 
their rule over the people is now become intolerably 
oppressive. 

We must not lengthen this too long discourse, 
but the temptation is great to draw upon Mr. Baber, 
whose reports, whilst they convey a remarkable 
amount of information, are full of good sense, and as 
diverting as any story-book ! 

One fact more, however, we must borrow, before 
bidding him a reluctant adieu ; and that is his 
discovery (Fortuna favet fortibus !) upon his last 
journey--see Q 39 above-of two singular local 
qualities of tea, one of which is naturally provided 
with sugar, and the other with a flavour of milk or, 
more exactly, of butter ! 

Q 48. Ta-chien-lu, Captain Gill's first place of 
halt after leaving Ch'6ng-tu, is a name that is becom- 
ing familiar to the public ear, as the Chinese gate of 
Tibet, on the SsG-ch'uan frontier. Politically spelrking 
it ie more correctly the gate between the ' regulation 
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Province, of Ssii-ch'uan, and the Chinese 'non- 
regulation Province ' of the Tibetan marches. Captain 
Gill has told the story of the Chinese etymology of 
the name (11. 76-77), probably fanciful, like many 
other Chinese (and many other non-Chinese) 
etymologies that find currency. The name appears 
from the Tibetan side as Tarehenton, Tnzedo or 
Ttrzedezr, Dn~*chnnclo, and Trwhindo, rind is probably 
purely 'I'ibetan.' 

The place stands itself at a height of 8,340 feet 
above the sea-level, but the second march westwards 
carries the traveller to the summit-level of the great 
Tibetan table-land, on which, with the exception of 
one or two early dips into the gorges of great rivers, 
he might continue his way, did Lamas and others 
witlltlrnw their opposition, witllout ever desceilding 
materially below 11,000 feet,' until he should hail the 
Rnssian outposts on the northern skirts of Pamir, 
1,800 miles away. This great plateau here droops 
southward as fnr as lat. 29"' m d  below that sends out 
a great buttress or lower terrace, still ranging 6,000 
feet and upwnrds nbove the sea, which embraces, 
roughly speaking, nenrly the whole of Yii-nan.9 In 
the descent from the higher to the lower terrace, and 
for n long distance both above and below the zone of 
most sudden declivity, this region of the earth's crust 
seems in a remote age to have been cracked and 
split by huge rents or fissures, all running parallel to 

The termination & is common in Tibetan names--as Ghiamdo, 
Tsiamdo-and means R confluence. For the forms above see P. Horaee 
dell8 Penna in ~Varklurwa, 2nd edit. p. 514; Pundit Nain Singh in 
J. R. Gmg. Soc., vol. xxxviii. p. 172; the Nepaleae itineraries given by 
hIr. IIodpeon in the J.A.S. Bmgal, vol. xxv. pp. 488 nnd 405; and 
nnother itinerery from Kntmandu, given by him at  an ecrrlier date in 
the Auiutic Braearch, vol. xvii. p. 513 q. This laat itinerary is 
obviously not penwine beyond Lhmse, from which it  mskee 'TbEBd6' 
only thirteen stqpa distant, in a beautifully cultivated plain, producing 
not only peas and potatoeR, but rice end mangoes I But it gives as the 
Tibetan name. 

a He' ht of Te-li-fu, 6,868 feet ; height of Yiin-MU-fu, 6,830 feet ; 
height g~ung-ch'uan, 6,740 feet ; and height of Hui-li, 5,808 feet. 
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one another from north to south : for not only the 
valleys of those great rivers, of which we have said 
so much, but the gorges of their tributary streams 
exhibit this parallelism.' 

Q 49. The ethnography of the manifold tribes on 
the mountain hn t i e r  of China, Burma, and Tibet, is a 
subject of great interest, and respecting which very 
little is yet known. We have touched it already in a 
loose way in n preceding paragraph regarding the 
triber, that look down upon Ssii-ch'uan, and we 
should be tempted to do so again in the region of the 
great rivers descending from Tibet into Yun-nan and 
Burma, but for the great scarcity of material. Two 
of these tribes-the Mossos (or Mu-sus) and the Li-sus 
-are most prominent, and are not without claims to 
civilisation. The Mu-sus, who call themselves Ndshi, 
are said to have formerly possessed a kingdom, the 
capital of which was Li-kiang-fu, which the Tibetans, 
and hill-people generally, cdl  Sadam. Their King 
bore the Chinese style of Mu-tien-Wnng, and M. 
Desgodins, from whose authority these facts are 
derived, says that frequently, during his journeys 
on the banks of the Lan-t'sang and the Lu-Kiang, he 
has come upon the ruins of Mu-su forts and dwell- 
iqp, 'as far north as Yerkalo, and much further,' 
therefore as frtr north as Kiangka, or nearly so. It 
is possible that they are the same as the barbarian 
Mo, who are mentioned in Pauthier's extracts from 
the annals of the Mongol dynasty as being occupants 
of the Li-kiang territory in the thirteenth century. 
The men seem to have adopted the Chinese dress and 
pigtad, and Cooper says they nre 'quite Chinese in 
appearance ;' but the women retain a picturesque and 
graceful costume, which h m  his description seems, 
like many of the other female costumes of the non- 
Chinese races of the Yun-nan hn t i e r  as depicted in 

Gill, VoL II. p 228. 
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Gamier's work, to have a strong analogy to the old 
fiqshions of Swiss and Pyrenean valleys, popular types 
for fancy-balls. Captain Gill met with some Mu-sue 
at and -near ~ u d e u ,  on the IGn-sha, and he was 
struck by the European aspect of a lama (or quasi- 
lama) who visited him-' more like a Frenchman 
than n Tibetan. 'Vhis  recalled to him what Mr. 
Baber says of two women, a l led  ' of ICutung,' whom 
he met outside Ta-lima But the data will carry ue no 
further. 

The Li-sus, or Lissaue, are described by Dr. 
Anderson as ' n small hill-people, wit11 fair, round, 
flat fwes, high cheek-bones: and some little obliquity 
of the eye.' The men adopt the ordinary Shan dress, 
and the women, like those of the Mu-sus, a picturesque 
costume of their own? In  the upper parts of the 
great valleys the Li-sus seem intermixed with the 
Nu-sus, but they have a wide and sparse distribution 
further to the west, 2nd further to the south. 

Q 50. Vocabnlaries of their lanpnges have been 
sent home by M. Desgodins, and, though I have 
not seen these, $1. 'i'errien de la Couperie, who 
has paid much attention to the philology of the 
Chinese nnd bordering tribes, tells me that the 
two vocabulnries have 70 per cent. of words com- 
mon to both, and show s manifest connection 
both with some of the Miao-tzii tribes and with the 

Vol. ii. p. 270. 
9 ' Their oval and intelligent faces inetnntlp reminded ue of the ao- 

called Oancnsian t y p ~  ; and in every step and movement there wna a 
dwiaion and exactness widely different from the al~lppish inaccentuation 
of the Chinese physique. The younger was particularly remarkable for 8 

uliarity of her long hair, which wna naturally wavy, or "crimped," a 
c t u m  which ia never met with nolong the Chinese. While watching 
these peo le I felt in the presence of my own race.'-Baber'n &port, 
1878, p. 

It mnp not be inappropriate to add hem that I have aeveral timea aean 
among Burmeee women a perfectly Roman type of countenance, a thing 
I have never seen in a Burmese man. 

hndereon, 'E~pd. to Yu~um, Oalcntta, p. 1%. 
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Burmese. The last point is corroborated by the 
statement of Dr. Anderson regarding the Li-sus, that 
the similarity of the Li-su and Burmese lmpnges is 
so great that it is hardly possible to avoid the con- 
clusion that the two people have sprung from one 
stock? 

Captain Gill, when at Kudeu, obtained a remnrk- 
able manuscript, which he has presented to the 
British Muse~m.~  I have seen the manuscript, but 
I derive the following account of it from the greater 
knowledge of M. Terrien de la Couperie, who is 
engaged in systematic study of the origin and relations 
of the Chinese characters, and is deeply interested in 
this document. I t  is written in m unknown hiero- 
glyphic character, and consists of 18 pages, measuring 
about 9; inches by 3:. . The characters read from 
left to right ; there are- three lines on a page ; the 
successive phrases or groups of characters being 
divided by vertical lines. Among the characters are 
many of an ideo,mphic kind, which have a strong 
resemblmce to the ancient Chinese characters called 
chum-tzG. With these are mixed numerous Budd- 
histic emblems. 

M. Terrien possesses mother document in 
similar character, but less rnised with Buddhistic 
symbols, which was traced by M. Desgodins 
from the book of a torrdrtz, or sorcerer, among the 
NBshi or Mu-su, a kind of writing which that mis- 
sionary states to have become obs01ete.~ He 
considers Captain Gill's manuscript to be probably 
much older. I t  is not possible to say whence it 
came, because it may have been an object plundered 
in the long disorders of the Yun-nnn frontier. But 
M. T h e n  is inclined to regard it as a survival 
' Andemon, an. 

Additional M58. NO. 9162. ' There ia a btue allusion to the subject in the book La Misabn du 
mW, where M. Deqpdina npeeke ' dea livrea de aorciers ue j'ai eua 
e n h  lea rm$r, main dont je n'ai pu aroir la traduction ' (p. 833). 
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of n very ancient ideographic system, perhaps 
connected with that of the Chinese in very remote 
times. The late Francis Gamier, during one of hit 
lnter journeys in Hu-nan, mas assured8 that in certain 
caves in that province there were found chests con- 
taining books written in K?o.opeau chlaracters, and 
judiciously suggests that theue may have been books 
of the extinct aborigines, in some phonetic character. 
11. Terrien recalls this passage in connection 
with Captain Gill's manuscript. And he observes 
that a thorough study of the character, and of the 
dialects, for which me hnve ns yet very little material, 
may be most important in its bearing on the eth- 
nographic and linguistic history of ancient China. 
Very ancient Chinese traditions speak of these races 
as possessing written documents.' 

Q 51. There must be nn end to this commentary. 
I hnve become through circnmstances, and especinlly 
tllrough the trilveller's friendly confidence in me, too 
closely nssocinted with his work to put myself forward 
as a jutlge of its merits. But I am bound to call 
attention to some filcts. 

Cnptnin Gill \lrns weio.l~ted mith serious disad- 
a. 

vantage as n traveller in Chlna by his unacquaintance 
mith the language. S o  one could be more sensible 
of what he lost by this than he is. Yet he mas 
singt~lnrly foi-tunnte, during two large sections of his 
travels, in his interpreters,-having the aid of Mr. 
R n k r  in the voyage up the Yang-tzti, and that of 
Mr. Jfesny ncro>s the Tibetan and Burmese frontier. 
Aild his sncccss on a journey in which he has hnd no 
forerunner, ant1 h : ~ l  no companion,-that from Ch'eng- 
tn to the north,--shov-s that he carried in his o m  
persoil the elements of that success,-patience, temper, 
tact, and sympathy. 

Bull. dt la Soc. de GCog., January, 1874, p. 10. ' One recalls the tradition of the Barens, that they too once had r 
book, but a dog ate it I 
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It is needful to inform or remind readera,-at 
least the more serious portion of them,-that the 
bright personal narrative contained in these two 
volumes does not represent Captain Gill's scientific 
results. Let anyone who desires to appreciate the 
real character of his labours look at the report of his 
journey published in the 'Journal of the Royal 
Geographical Society ' (vol. xlviii. pp. 57 sey.) 
The detailed maps which illustrate that and the 
present work have been constructed from the route- 
survey which Captain Gill kept up unbroken from his 
first departure from Ch'dng-tu towards the Northern 
Alps till his arrival at Ta-li-fu. From Ta-li-fu 
the weary task was abnndoned, as the route-survey 
thence to B h m b  had already been accomplished by 
Mr. Baber, from whose work that portion of the 
survey is borrowed. 
0 bservations for nl titude were made with Caaella's 

hypsometric thermometer, and with two aneroids : 
observations of the latter being taken three times 
dnily when halting, nnd ten or twelve times on each 
day's march. From the readings so taken, after 
needful corrections, the altitudes of 330 places have 
been computed, affording data for the extensive 
sections exhibited. 

The itinerary appended to the report in the 
' &o,onphical Society's Journal ' will be found to 
contain a mass of minute detail of the road travelled, 
and its natural. features, filling, between Ch'bng-tu 
m d  Momien, forty-six pages of very close print. 
Those only who have tried can judge how much 
resolution is required to keep up the labour of such 
a record throughout a fat iguin~ journey of several 
months, in protracting the day's journey, and writing 
up the diary and itinerary every night, as was done 
by Captain Gill regularly, with two or three excep- 
tions at  most. Here I am happy to be able to 
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introduce some remarks from the high authority of 
Baron Richthofen :' 

' Captain Gill's m11lt9 have been of the higheat inhwt  to me, 
prtrticulwly those of hk journey north of Chengtu, and of his 
route between Ta-tsien-ln and Atentd. He is an acute observer of 
men and nature, and stands very high indeed by the accuracy and 
persistency with which he has carried through his surveying work. 
It is not quite m y  to do this, and it requires the mind to be firmly 
set upon this one pui-pose. Many a famous traveller might learn 
in this iwpect from Caphin Gill. The determination of so many 
altitudes is, too, a veiy important part of his work, and it haa 
brought about results of extreme intereat. I regret, however, that 
he did not put down on the map all that he waa able to see. . . . 
I presume that Captain Gill . . . . wished by the tendency to the 
utmost possible exactness to abstain from laying down on his map 
whatever was lying at  some distance from his road. I think it 
wo111d be well if he could be induced to supply this want. This 
would be of great interest in the valley of the Upper Min, and 
the passage eastward of Sung-inn-ting, where indeed a few very 
elevated summits nre marked on his maps. 

' Altogether his joulney is one of the most successful and useful 
which has been pel-formed in Western China, and it is to be hoped 
that he will have a successor who will extend his explorationrt into 
the unknown regions west of the Min and north of the road to 
Bat'ang.' 

Captain Gill himself would desire to put in 
the caution that his map must not be regarded as 
absolutely accurate. ~ l lowmce  has to be made for 
the fact that much of his journey was accomplished 
in rain and fog ; some small part of it in the dark. But 
these are small drawbacks to the accuracy, none to 
the merits of such a performmce. That such a work 
should have been kept up openly and continuously 
over so extensive n journey, speaks volumes for the 
tact as well as for the perseverance of the traveller. 

Q 52. The nnonymous writer who edited the 
journals of Augustus Margary, with so much judg- 
ment and good feeling, concludes his biographical 
sketch of the young man in words from which I 
extract the following : 

Whether, and how soon, his countryman will be able to trsvel 
in honour and safety the route which he was the first to erplom, 

Letter to the present writer, dated Bonn, November 16,1879. 
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wi l l  depend upon the faithfulneaa with whioh th copy his ex- T ample. An m n  aa Englishmen ahall be able, as e did, to find 
the people everywhere aharming, and the mandluine extremely 

civil ' (p. 134)-in spite of all the serions and petty vexations, dia- 
cornforte, and dbmurtReiea whicb met him day after day, and which 
he had to b d  &de with a iirm hand, but without losing tamper 
-the route will open out and become aa safe to them as it proved 
to him on his lonely weetward journey. For his ahort story, if 
read aright, and in spite of ita violent ending, ad& yet another 
testimony that a little genuine liking and sympathy for them, com- 
bined with b e a n ,  will go further and do more with raoes of a 
different civilisation from our own, than treaties, gunboats, and 
grapeshot, without it. If the route ia ever to be a durable and 
worthy monument of the man, it m u d  be eyed and used in his 
spirit, by fair means, and for bendcent ends. 

These are just a d  admirable words, and I think 
all cnndid d e r s  of this narrative will recognise that 
my friend its author has been not unworthy, tested as 
those words would have him tested, to do his part in 
keeping open the track which M a r g q  first explored. 
He haa done that, and more. And I am happy to 
think that he dso is still young, and thus, as this haa 
not been his first adventure in the conquest of know- 
ledge in distant regions, neither will it, I trust, be his 
last. 

H. YULE. 
Dmmbw 18,1879. 
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CHAPTER I, 

OVER THE SEAS AND FAR AWAY. 

Ohins resolved on-Pre- Visit to Berlin-Baron Ferdinrrnd v. 
Richthofen-Mareaillea, and Voyage in the Am'--Sea-flames--The 
Straitk0hineee Practices b t  realiaed-Approach to Saiipn-The 
Oity-Hong-Eong reached and quitted--Shanghai and ita peculiar 
Convejmcee-The Ohineman's P l a i t v o y a g e  to Ohi-Fu-TheOhi-Fu 
Oonvention-The Blidiniater Li-Hung-Ohang-Oeremonial of hie De- 
parture-Voyage to the Pei-Ho--Difficulties of Navigation up that 
River-Scenery-Amvd a t  Tien-Tain-Ohoice of Oonveyanceb 
C a r b  of Northern Ohins-Mongol Poniea- ' Boy' found-Horse- 
buying-Scenes on the Tien-Tein Bund-Rbky Building and Chineee 
Devotion - Tien-Tein Hotel - Preparation for Travel - Suspicious 
Warm-Ammgemente for a Start completed. 

WHY not China ? 
Such were the words addressed to me by a friend 

I met in Trafalgar Square early in May 1876. 
Up to this moment I had never thought of China. 

My attention had never been directed to it, and my 
notions regarding it were crude in the extreme : dim 
ideas of pigtails, eternal plains, and willow trees ; 
vague conceptions of bird's-nest soup and puppy pies. 
I had never been particularly attracted to the country, 
and naturally replied, ' Why should I go to China ? ' 

At the time I gave the matter no further considera- 
tion, and it wau with some surprise that, a fortnight 

VOL. I. B 
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later, I was met with the same queetion ; this time, 
however, my friend had some reasons to adduce, the 
result of which was that, on June 26, a fine breezy 
morning, I stood on the deck of the Ostend steamer 
lying in Dover harbour. 

A fresh north-easterly breeze just crisped the tope 
of the waves, and a bright sun lighted up the Dover 
cliffs as they gradually merged into the mist. For the 
first time for many days, I had time to think, and 
when at last thc cliffs were lost to view, I waned to 
have launched into a new and unknown sea; for 
whither fate would led my steps I could not say : all 
that was definite was, that I was going to Peking. 

Through the kindness of Colonel Yule I was 
furnished with a letter of introduction to Baron von 
Richthofen, the greatest of modern explorere and gec~ 
pphers ,  whose long travels in China had made him 
the first authority on the country ; and it was to make 
his acquaintmce that now I bent my steps to Berlin. 

It was a lovely summer day, and the haymaken 
were busily at work ns we dashed past them, and past 
smiling villages, and lazy Belgian streams : here a 
quaint steamer with its paddles scarcely in the water, 
making more splashing and noise than a man-of-war ; 
there a barge drifting slowly onwards towards the eerr ; 
now a country chbteau with its trim lawn and bright 
flowers from which we could h o s t  catch a breath of 
fm,mnce ; through many a village where the stout 
Flemish homes drew the quaint long-backed country 
carts ; by waving corn-fields where the blue corn- 
flowers seemed to nestle lovingly in the shndow of the 
whcnt nnd barley, on through busy L i k e  to Verviere 
nnd Colopc, where I spent a few hours wnndering 
a b u t  thc quaint old streets, and chen in the evening 
continued my journey to Berlin. 
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Some Japaneee were my travelling companions, 
dressed in black coats, tall shiny hats, and white shirts, 
of which they seemed remarkably proud ; they took 
off their boots, and placing their feet on the seat next 
me, we soon all fell asleep. In the morning they mere 
pitiable objecta to look upon, their black coats and 
neck-tiea covered with dust, their faces shining with a 
gresey glow, their collars and wristbands without 
any visible signs of starch, and their thick black 
hair that had been candidly parted the night before 
now standing on end 'like quills upon the fretful 
porcupine ; ' and even then I thought that it mas not 
all gain to the Japanese, when they abandoned their 
national dress and their ancient customs, and threw 
themselves recklessly into the arms of weetern civilisa- 
tion. 

I waa fortunate in finding Baron von Richthofen 
in Berlin, and the week that I spent in his society 
paased only too quickly. Hour after hour he gave 
up his valuable time to me, and opened volumes fbm 
his rich store of information ; day by day I grew 
wiser, and little by little true pictures of China and 
Chinese life formed themselves in my mind. Baron 
von Richthofen possesses in a remarkable manner the 
faculty of gathering up the details presented to his 
view ; putting them together and generalising on them 
with rare judgment ; forming, out of what would be, to 
a lesser genius, but scattered and unintelligible hg- 
ments, a uniform and comprehensive whole. During 
all my conversation with Baron von Richthofen, not 
one word passed his lips that waa not gold seven 
times refined, not one hint wm given me that did not 
subsequently prove its value ; his kind thoughts for 
my comfort or amusement were never ceasing, and his 
refined and cultivated intellect and genial manner 

B 2 
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rendered the recollections of my stay in the German 
capital some of the most pleasant of my life. 

Leaving Berlin, I journeyed leisurely to Marseilles, 
awaiting a telegram without which I was unable to 
start. The delay was rather troublesome, as by this 
time I knew enough of China to be well aware that 
early in the winter the province of Pechili is entirely 
frozen up ; and it was in that province that I intended 
to make my first journey. 

At lust the welcome telegram arrived, and on 
July 27 I found myself at Marseilles. I had never 
been there before, and although it was rather warm, I 
was pleasantly surprised with the town ; for instead of 
rr picturesque place, I had formed in my mind idem of 
nothing but dirty streets and busy quays. The shop 
fronts are screened with the gayest of gay awnings, 
striped with blue, red, grey, and all sorts of colours ; 
on the sides of some of the streets magdccnt plane 
trees, as high as the four-storied houses, meet over- 
head md afford delightful shelter from the southern 
sun ; and at a little distance there are some charrmng 
gardens, where now some glorious masses of geraniums 
mere in their full beauty. 

On July 30 the ship ' Ava,' of the Messagdries 
Maritimes, steamed out of Marseilles, havin,~ on board 
but a small number of first-class passengers, as this, 
the hottest time of the year in the Red Sea, is not a 
favourite one for travellers. 

On a sea like glass we glided through the Straits 
of Bonifmio, steamcd into the Bay of Naples, and left 
it again before the town mas well awake. That morn- 
ing's sun set like a ball of fire behind Stromboli. 
Scylla frownetl, and Charybdis hissed, as if iu im- 
potent rage that coal and iron had robbed them of their 
terrors, and the lights of Messinit shone awhile over 
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the summer sea ; but one by one even these faded, and 
the last glimpse of Europe waa gone -from our view. 

A voyage is always rather tedious, and during 
August the Red Sea can hardly be considered pleasant ; 
the days went by, however, although there was but 
little incident to vary their monotony. 

Before arriving at Galle, the sea wae one night so 
phosphorescent, that none of the old sailors on board 
could recollect a similar scene. The vessel left a trail 
of fire far behind her in her wake ; as her bows pierced 
the water she seemed to dash up liquid flames that 
danced about her sides ns if by magic, every wave that 
broke illuminated itself and lit up a sheet of phospho- 
rescent light, and all around, in every direction, as 
far as could be seen, fires innumerable seemed to 
sparkle in the ocean. 

Passing through the Straits of Malacca, we steamed 
into Singapore on the morning of August 26, and I 
was rather disappointed with ita scenery, of which I 
had heard so much. The entrance to the harbour ie 
certainly exceedingly pretty ; there is a wondef i  
richness in the verdure, and the trees at the water's 
edge contrast beautifully with the deep red of the soil. 
Perhaps it is, that aRer some days at sea people are 
always in a h e  of mind to exaggerate the c h m e  
of the first land they see, or perhaps it is, that the 
ships b e i i  able to come within twenty or thirty yards 
of the shore, the beauties are more apparent than in 
other places. 

Here I paesed a delightful day, enjoying the hos- 
pitalities of the Governor, Sir Willitnu Jervois. 

Government House is a fine building, on the top 
of a little hill loolung over rich green trees and green 
graas, to the blue aea, the town of Singapore stretching 
out on one side along the edge of the harbour, where 
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there is cr great deal of shipping and many boats. In  
the t o m  there is an enormous Chinese population, 
and here for the first time I understood the mystery 
of using chopsticks. Up till now I had cherished the 
fond delusion that it was customary to take the rice 
up grain by grain ; I had sorely exercieed my mind 
on the consideration of the length of time that a 
Chinrunan would occupy in consuming a hearty meal. 
I was therefore much interested in watching the pro- 
cess. The bowl, something like a large teacup without 
a handle, is held in the left hand close underneath the 
chin, the chopsticks being used as a shovel, by which 
the rice is pushed into the mouth, an extraordinary 
gobbling noise accompanying the proceeding. The 
grnins of rice, moreover, even when cooked by a 
Chinaman, are not invariably all separate, and it ie 
easy for a skilful performer to take a good deal of rice 
between his two chopsticks. The method of holding 
the chopsticks is almost impossible of explanation, 
but the art is acquired with a very little pmtice, and, 
once learnt, it is not difficult to pick up the smallest 
g r n i ~ .  

In the cLfternoon I rode with the Governor to the 
Botmicd Gardens, on a pony which upset the popular 
theory that d horses tremble in the presence of lions 
and tigers ; for he could with difficulty be kept away 
from the bars of a cage in which there wae a tiger 
that had &n presented to Sir William Jervois by a 
neighbouring rajah. In the evening I was obliged 
to take my leave, and steaming out of Singapore early 
the nest morning,we arrived off Saigon on August 29. 

The mouth of the river is rather pretty ; as the 
ateamer runs up, on the starboard hand are hills about 
one hundred or two hundred feet high, covered with 
forest, in which there are here and there open patches 
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of beautiful green grass ; the trees come down to the 
. water's edge, the coast is broken into innumerable 

little creeks and bays, native villagea are scattered 
about, and on the other side the low coast is seen two 
miles away. In a very short distance the hills dis- 
qpear ; the river, about half a mile wide, is very 
tortuous, and winds through a flat, swampy, uninter- 
esting country, covered with low jungle, where I was 
told there were a great many tigers ; but as French- 
men seldom hunt savage beasts for sport, they probably 
exaggerate the number of them. 

The town of Saigon lies fifty miles up the river, 
and ie close to a very large and important Chineee 
town, the seat of ancient trade ; it was for commercial 
purposes necessary to establish the colony here rather 
than at the mouth of the river, where there would 
have been a more picturesque, more convenient, and 
far more healthy site ; strategically, too, there were 
good reasons for choosing this rather than Point St. 
Jacques at the entrance to the river, for with torpedoes, 
the navigation of the tortuous channel would be 
almost impossible to a hostile fleet, while an attack on 
the point from the open sea would be comparatively 
easy. The Messag4ries Company wished to avoid the 
waste of time consequent on the navigntion of this 
troublesome fifty miles, and applied to the French 
Government for permission to establish a station at 
Cape St. Jacques, and to perform the inland service 
in small steamers. There would have been no diB- 
culty about this, for the roadstead is always safe, and 
small vessels can in any weather ascend to Saigon. 
The French Government, however, refused permission, 
and the mail steamers thus lose forty-eight hours on 
their passages, without any apparent compensating 
advantage. 
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As soon as we had anchored, a fellow-passenger 
accompanied me ashore, and we hired a carriage, that 
would in our India be called a s h g ~ m ,  drawn by the 
tiniest of tiny ponies, which, notwithstanding their 
diminutive size, galloped along at a rapid pace. Taking 
a drive round the town we saw Government House, a 
fine building, but not so imposing as ours at Singa- 
pore; this is, however, partly owing to the natural 
bcauty of the Singapore situation. Here we noticed 
the marines on guard, in the stewy heat of this climate, 
dressed in dark blue cloth coats. 

With regard to the town itself, the French have 
certainly made more of the little that nature has pro- 
vided them with, than we have at Singapore of a 
much better site. The principal street of the town is 
a fine broad boulevard, with trees on both sides, where 
there are a few French shops amongst those of the 
Chinese. The public buildings are plain, and do not 
deserve much notice ; there are. of course crrfds and 
restrrurmts, in as close imitation as circumstmces 
permit, of the gay French capital. There ia no gas 
rrt Saigon, as there is at Singapore, but the streets and 
houses nre well lighted with petroleum. This is said 
to be a very unhealthy place, residents being liable to 
a form of dysentery that nothing appears to cure; 
the governors, whose salary is 8,0001., are rarely able 
to remain more than two years. We found that, with 
an admirable idea of how most to inconvenience the 
public, the Post-Office was closed till 4.30 P.M., the 
officials being busy preparing their mails ; so we took 
another drive, and when we returned we found that 
the poste re,st~nte business, the selling of stamps, and 
the receipt of valuable articles, were a l l  conducted by 
one official at one little pigeon-hole. 

People had been dropping in one by one during 
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the past hour, and the street now presented something 
the ap pearance of one of our west-end thoroughfares 
on the night of a4 entertainment, with a long string 
of carriages on each side of the road. When at length 
the pigeon-hole was opened, a crowd of Chinamen, 
French soldiers, sailors, officials, and people of all 
sorts fought for the services of the ma4 inside ; we 
also engaged in the conflict, and at length succeeded 
in posting our letters. Before returning to the ship 
we had to listen to the most doleful jeremiads of a 
sleepless night in sto* for us, fiom the size and 
virulence of the mosquitos, with which the river waa 
said to swarm ; visions of large dragon-flies, with the 
stings of scorpions, presented themselves to me as I 
turned in, but happily the reports were exaggerations, 
and we none of us suffered much. 

Leaving Saigon we steamed on again to the East, 
passing the Ladrone Islmds, famoue in the days of 
yore, where the old Portuguese navigators first entered 
these waters, and where, finding themselves the un- 
fortunate victims of the numerous pirates and mur- 
derers that cruised about among these narrow channels, 
they called this beautiful archipelago the Ladrone or 
Robber Islands. 

The times have changed, but the nature of the 
people is not much altered; and though at a distance 
the fleet of junks, with their red sails bellying in the 
freshening breeze, might be mistaken for mackerel 
boats on our own English shores, md  though by 
profession the people follow the peaceful avocation of 
fishing, they are still on occasions robbers, pirates, or 
buccaneers. 

It was a delightful change at Hong Kong to pass 
a couple of days amongst kind friends ; it was re- 
h h i n g  too, once more to see English soldiers looking 
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as smart as only English. soldiers do ; and so many 
weeks of walking up and down the deck of a ship, a 
real hill was quite a treat. But our time was soon 
up, Hong Kong gradually disappeared, and we sailed 
away again over the blue waters, where the extra- 
ordinary number of fishing junks formed rr mmelloue 
sight. All day md all night the steamer passed 
through a swarm of these vessels that seemed to 
fringe the whole coast ; at one time I counted 150 in 
sight in one quarter of the compas, and we were 
obliged to stop o w  engines two or three times to avoid 
the nets. 

My j odrney in the ' Ava ' was drawing to a cloee, 
and on the morning of September 8 we entered the 
Yang-Tz6-Chiang, or Ocean River, which here flows 
majestically through a perfectly flat country, cut up 
by innumerable small canals, where the vegetation 
appears wonderfully rich, and where there seem to be 
plenty of fine trees. No hedges or walls were to be 
seen dividing the fields, and on the river there were 
a great number of fishing and trading vessels, all of 
one shape, but of various sizes, with two, three, four, 
or five masts, stuck in without any regard to the angle 
at which they were stepped, and all the more pictu- 
resque on account of their irregularity. 

At Shanghai I presented a letter of introduction to 
that most hospitable of firms, Gibb, Livingstone, and 
Co. Here I enjoyed a dinner on shore, and &r- 
wards went on board the steamer that was to convey 
me to Chi-Fu. 

A machine called a jinnyrickshaw is the usual 
public conveyance of Shanghai. Tbis is an irnporta- 
tion fiom Japan, and is admirably dapted for the flat 
country, where the roads are good, and coolie hire 
cheap. In Japan, I have been told, they are also used 
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on hilly ground. In shape they are like a buggy, 
but very much smaller, with room inside for one 
person only. One coolie gets into the shafts, and 
rane along at the rate of about six miler;l an hour ; if 
the distance is long, he is usually accompanied by a 
companion who runs behind, and they take it turn 
about to draw the vehicle. 

The jinnyrickshaw is, however, only for the 
rich; for poor people there is another description of 
conveyance. This is the wheelbarrow, so well known 
in all the plaina of China, with rr seat at each side of 
one b h  wheel, on which the people sit sideways as 
on an Irish car. 

Except in Shanghai, the Chinese contrive that the 
wheels of these shall creak, for a Chinese coolie always 
seems to require some noise to assist him in his work ; 
when carrying a load in the usual way, by means of 
a split bamboo over his shoulder, he gives a peculiar 
grunt at each step, and chair-coolies almoet always do 
the same thing. I was told that in the early days of 
Shanghai, the noises made by coolies and creaking 
wheels became so great as to be at last utterly un- 
endurable to European nerves, and a regulation was 
made, which was at first enforced with much difEculty, 
forbidding coolies to groan, or wheels to creak, within 
the boundaries of the Concession, and imposing 
fines for a breach of the rule. Inside the settlement 
both jhyrickshaws and wheelbarrows abound ; these 
are licenwd, juet as hackney carriages are in London ; 
the tsriff is fixed by law, and licencee suspended for 
misconduct or breach of regulations. On my way to 
the steamer, in the cool of a glorious starlight night, 
the reverie into which I had been gently soothed by a 
h p n t  Manilla, such sa is rare.ly to be met with in 
England, was suddenly broken by a violent bump, 
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and I awoke to the fact that one of the wheels h d  
suddenly come off the jinnyrickshaw. The driver, if 
such an appellation is permissible, did not seem at all 
disconcerted ; he picked up his wheel, put it on, took 
a new linch-pin from some mysterious fold in his gar- 
ment, whilst with a smart shake of his head he whipped 
the end of his plait into his hand. It was the work 
of a moment to unplait a little of it, break off a lock 
of his hair, and by the light of the paper lantern 
always carried, put the tie thus improvised through 
the hole in the linch-pin. In five minutes we were 
off again as if nothing had happened, and I 1-t 
that a Chinaman can find a use for anythmg, even for 
his plait. 

The plait was first imposed upon the Chinese as a 
badge of servitude by the Manchus when they took the 
country ; but the origin of the appendage has been long 
forgotten-it is now valued almost as dearly as life, 
and to be without one is considered the sign of a rebel. 

I mas told that once a Chinese gentleman was 
riding in the settlement of Shanghai in a jinnyrick- 
shaw, when he allowed his plait to fd over the side ; 
it was a long one, and the end was soon caught in the 
axle, which gradually wound it up. The poor fellow 
shouted to the man drawing him to stop, but the 
coolie imagining that he was being urged to greater 
efforts, only went the faster, until the unfortunate 
occupant, with his plait nearly wound up to the end, 
and himself nearly dragged out of his carriage, was in 
a pitiable plight. A Britieh sailor at this moment 
happened to pass that way, and observing the despe- 
rate predicament, with the readiness of resource for 
which nautical people are famed, he drew his knife 
and in an instant severed the plait from the China- 
man's hed .  He thought he had done a kindly act, 
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but instead of thanks he received little more than 
curses, and his life was not considered safe until his 
ship was well beyond the limits of the Shanghai river. 

There were at this time three companies that 
owned steamers running between Tien-Tsin and 
Shanghai-one English, one American, and one 
Chinese. The ' Zin-Nan-Zing,' belonging to the 
English company, was the first to leave Shanghai 
after my arrival. I had engaged my passage by it, 
and we sailed at 4 A.M. on September 10. All the 
steamem here, including the magnificent vessels that 
ply on the Y ang-Tz6 between Hm-Kow and Shanghai, 
are built on the American plan, with the first-class 
accommodation forward, where the passengem are h e  
from smells of cookery, oil, or engines, but where there 
is this disadvantage, that if there is my pitching 
motion it is sure to make itself felt. 

The coasts of Shantung are generally breezy, and 
soon we found ourselves in rather a heavy head sea 
that sent the spray flying over the deck, and reduced 
our speed to four or five knots ; thanks to the pleasant 
captain, T was able to take shelter in the wheel-house, 
and read in comfort, until the thermometer suddenly 
descending to 74" F., the temperature felt bitterly 
cold after the steamy heat of Shanghai. 

At about nine o'clock on the evening of September 
12 we dropped our anchor in the quiet harbour of 
Chi-Fu. The wind had dropped, the clouds had 
cleared off, and the stars mere shhmg brilliantly 
over the smooth water that reflected the ridmg lights 
of numerous merchant vessels lying here. 

Chi-Fu is the watering-place of Shanghai, charm- 
ingly situated on a deep bay, sheltered on the north 
by a long low spit of land ending in some low hills ; 
it is open to the N.E., and when the wind is &om that 
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quarter a heavy sea comes r o h g  in, and preventa 
communication with the shore. To the E.N.E. are 
some rocky islands which protect the harbour from 
that quarter ; at the head of the bay is about a mile of 
flat country closely cultivated and very green ; and at 
the back rr range of hills, which run down to the coast i 
on either side, end in picturesque bl&. To the 
west is the large and important Chinese town, where 
a fleet of quaint-looking junks were lying at anchor. 
The European quarter is small, containing not much 
more than the consulates, three hotels, and a few 
stores where European goods are sold at rather start- 
lmg prices. Here, when the heat of Shanghai is at 
its worst, the wearied merchante find a pleasant and 
invigorating change in the fresh air and sea bathing. 

The now celebrated Chi-Fu Convention was at this 
time being arranged, and Sir Thomas Wade, H.B.M. 
minister, Li-Hung-Chang, the celebrated Chinese 
minister, and some members of the other foreign 
legations were here, with three English, two French, 
and one German man-of-war in the harbour, besides 
Admiral Ryder's despatch boat the 'Vigdanh' and 
numerous Chinese war vessele. I found two very 
fair rooms in an hotel close to the European town ; 
my quarters faced the sea, and I could look out upon 
the British flag floating proudly h m  the maat of the 
' Audacious.' 

I was furnished with letters of introduction to Sir 
Thomas Wade, whose reputation for hospitality has 
become a proverb in Peking. Though pressed with 
business, he found time to talk over my plans, and I 
can never be si~fficient~ly grateful to him for al l  his kind- 
ness ancl cordiality. Here also I made the acquaint- 
ance of Mr. Carles, a consuiar officer, who subsequently 
became my companion in my first trip in the province 
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of Pe-chi-li, a trip that turned out to be but an intro- 
duction to Chinese travel, and the precursor of a much 
longer and more serious enterprise. 

At length the convention was signed ; the whole 
party broke up ; ministers, European and Chinese, 
were to return to Peking, and Chi-Fu waa to be left 
desolate and deserted. 

It was admitted by all to be a great concession on 
the part of the Chinese, that Li-Hung-Chang had come 
to Chi-Fn, instead of waiting at Tien-Tsin for Sir 
Thomas Wade to come to him ; much wordy warf' 
had been waged over this first point, and report said 
t h t  on more than one occasion negociations were 
very near being broken off. The ministers left Chi-Fu 
together, but on the voyage the wily Li-Hung-Chang 
managed to get his boat ahead of the ‘Vigilant' carrying 
Sir Thomas Wade, and so saved much of his reputa- 
tion in the minds of his countrymen, as he was the 
first to land in Tien-Tsin. 

September 15.-The steamers here have no regular 
hours of departure, but discharge or take in cargo 
immediately on their arrival, and start again as soon 
as ready. I was told that the vessel that was to take 
me to Tien-Tsin would probably come in during the 
night, and get away again very early in the morning. 
I was therefore ready soon after 6 A.M., and spent the 
morning watching for the steamer. Her smoke at 
last appeared on the horizon at about 1.30 P.M., and 
she dropped anchor at about 3 P.M. Taking a boat 
h m  the beach in front of the hotel, I went on board 
the ' Chih-li,' an American vessel of about 1,200 tons, 
with the d o o n  and first-clnss uleeping rrccommodntion 
forward. 

I now had an excellent view of all the ceremoniee 
and displays attendant on the departure of the great 
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Li-Hung-Chang, one of the most powerful men in 
China. 

Li rode in a covered sedan chair, preceded by a 
man carrying an immense red umbrella ; his escort ap- 
p r e d  to number about forty men, picturesque fellows 
in blue coats and red trousers, armed with rifles, and 
besides these there were some wonderful-looking men 
with cutlasses. The commander of the escort was a 
ri most unsoldier-like and ragged-looking person, 
perched on a Chinese saddle, high above the back of 
an exceedingly small and abject pony. 

A battalion of infantrg was drawn up near the 
landing-jetty, and about forty war-junks were anchored 
in a triple line close by ; these most pictureeque and 
old-hshioned vessels mere armed with one gun each, 
and gaily decorated with an immense red flag, some 
of them having a second banner striped red and white. 

The Chinese steam-gunboats in the harbour were 
all ' dressed,' as was the Chinese merchant steamer by 
which Li-Hung-Chang travelled. 

When Li-Hung-Chang arrived at the quay, the 
battalion fired a feu dejoie, the Chinese steam-gunboats 
saluted, and the war-junks all let off their pieces 
somewhat promiscuously. 

Li stepped into a cutter which waa towed by a 
very emall steam-launch in command of Europeans, 
and was soon alongside his vessel. The soldiers then 
on board fired a feu de joie, the whistle gave a few 
screeches, the anchor was up, and away went Li, 
escorted by the steam-gunboats. 

The ' T'igdant ' follo~ved almost immediately, the 
soldiers marched home, the booming of the cannon 
cased, thc smoke cleared off, and as the sun descended 
in the western horizon, Chi-Fu, so lately the scene of 
such busy and hot arguments, so nearly the site of 
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diplomatic rupture between England. and China, 
seemed to throw off the garb of war, and smiling 
pleasantly after the departing grandees, to wrap itself 
in the mantle of that peace that it had just given to 
the world. 

Septenaber 15.-At half-past six our anchor was 
weighed, and as the stare came out we steamed across 
the Gulf of Pe-chi-li. 

This was a very comfortable steamer. The cap- 
tain, two officers, and two engineers were American, 
and, with the exception of two Malay quartermasters, 
the crew were all Chinese. The captain said that he 
preferred the Chinese as hands to Europeans or Ameri- 
cans: they never give any trouble, never drink or 
quarrel, and although in cases of danger he admitted 
that at first they sometimes slightly lost their heads, 
yet he declared that, with proper leaders, this lasted a 
very short time, that then they really had no fear, and 
would work as quietly and as well as under the most 
ordinary circumstances. The captain is not without 
experience, as on one occasion he ran on to a rock in 
this vessel, and the ship was in so critical a poaition, 
that at one time they almost lost all hope of saving her. 

It ie not g r a m  to our western pride to find 
that, in h o s t  all walks of life, the Chinaman can 
compete with and beat the European, surpassing him 
in industry, sobriety, and carefulness of living. The 
problem of the future intercourse of Europe and China 
is a dillicult one, and must furnish much food for re- 
flection to thoughtful minds. 

The party was a very pleasant one, when we 
sat down to dinner at seven o'clock. The American 
minister and his wife were on board, and perhaps it was 
in their honour that a remarkably good table was kept 
during the short voyage. The Americans are almost 
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as celebrated as the Scotch for their c&u and bread, 
and in the morning the table groaned beneath the 
weight of the different descriptione made of wheat and 
Indian corn. 

As we approached the Taku Bar, it became an 
exciting question whether we should be able to cross 
it or not. When we left Chi-Fu we drew fourteen feet, 
but the captain had shifted the cargo so that now we 
drew only thirteen. It was, however, questionable 
whether we should find a pilot, as so many sh ip  had 
preceded us ; we fortunately secured the servicea of 
the last, and between 1 and 2 P.M., crossed the bar, 
with many a bump on the soft mud. 

The entrance to the Pei-Ho, or River of the North, 
with its wide expanse of mud flats, would certainly 
come up to any preconceived expectations of dreari- 
ness ; but aa Tien-Tsin is approached, although the 
country is still perfectly flat, the life, activity, and 
close cultivation around render the scenery, to say the 
least, cheerful. 

Of any possible combination of annoying circum- 
stances, the navigation of the Pei-Ho must be the 
most trying to the temper of a ship captain. The 
river bends arid winds about in the most exasperat- 
ing manner with the sharpest t m s  ; aRer a straight 
run of perhaps a little less than a quarter of a mile, it 
becomes necessary to round a sharp bend of at least a 
semicircle ; if the bend is to the left, the bow of the 
ship is aimed straight at the bank on the starboard 
hand. All may seem to be going well, when the current 
probably catches the vessel, and with the helm hard r 
a-starboard, she runs hard and fast aground on the 
bank, in such rr may that a pebble could be dropped 
sehore from the deck. The ship then sticks, and will 
not move ; a warp is laid out to the bank on the other 
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aide of the river, and the donkey engine set to work. 
Perhaps the s h i n  is too great, and the warp parts ; 
this  ha^ to be replaced, the engines then are backed, 
the helm put amidships, the donkey engine set to 
work again, the helm put hard a-starboard, and at laat 
her head ie got round ; sbe moves again and reaches the 
next bend, when just at the critical moment a junk 
steers between the steamerand the shore. The engines 
must be backed to prevent the junk being jammed 
between the ship and the bank, and in three minutes 
as much ground is lost as has been gained in the laat 
half-how. Now the steamer touches a bank in the 
middle of the river : the current running like a mill- 
race slews her round, right across the stream, and stops 
all navigation. Under these circumstances the captain 
seemed to me to exhaust the whole of his nautical 
vocabulary. Once we pulled the warping-post out of 
the bank ; once, in passing a great junk, whose anchor 
wcle laid out in a millet field, our wash wcle so strong 
that, taking her broadside on, she tore her anchor 
adrift and went afloat on her own account. Under 
similar circumstances the swearing of English sailors 
would have been terrible, but the worthy Chinese 
seemed to take it in the day's work, and, laughing all 
the time, quietly laid their anchor out afresh, although 
I must admit that I subsequently found the swearing 
powers of the Chinese sailors to be in no way inferior 
to the capabilities of our troops in Flanders. Until 
seven o'clock in the evening o w  captain struggled 
manfully with the twists and turns, when at laat we 
nm so hrud aground that with a falling tide no more 
could be done that night. 

The captain must have been possessed of an angelic 
temper: he never said a single word except to give hie 
orders in a quiet voice, but at the moat aggravating 
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moments, when most people would have used bad 
language, he would violently chew the end of hin cigar, 
and by this means relieve hin feelings. 

The yellow Pei-Ho winds its tortuous course 
through a perfectly flat plain, and, aa far as eye can 
we, there is not the smdlest elevation. The whole 
country is closely cultivated, chiefly with millet, which 
now nearly iipe, stands about five feet high ; villages 
are close together, the huts of mud with tiled roofs, 
and the streets as narrow aa possible, whilst round 
the houses a few green willow trees look homely and 
pleasant. In  the gardens a peculiar kind of yam 
grows abundantly; the root, which is the esculent 
portion, is like a large horse-radish in appearance, it 
has a leaf like a convolvulus, and is trained up on 
crossed sticks to a height of about six feet. The 
leaves twine over these in a thick mat of dense foliage 
that contrasts pleasantly with the yellowish tinge of 
the ripe niillet. 

Every now and then paasing a village close to the 
banks, where little brown children with their incipient 
plaits on each side of the head, and no clothing to 
speak of, would be playing in the dirt with the family 
pigs, our wash rolling up would give them d a muddy 
and unexpected bath. 

$eptember 17.-We d retired early, and it waa 
well for us that we did so ; for at about four o'clock 
next morning the donkey engine began to work. There 
waa no more sleep for any one, and as we lay awake we 
could hem the captain's continued commands-star- 
board, port a little, &c. &c., and the same heart-breaking 
process was continued as we worked slowly up. 

The morning broke, giving hopes of a lovely day, 
that were by no means belied, and at eight o'clock we 
thought that we should breakfast at Tien-Tsin. There 



was only one more bend in the river, but that a very 
difficult one, and it seemed as if the vessel's head 
never would come round. No sooner had she come 
up half a point than she would viciously shoot forward 
a few yards, an eddy would suddenly take hold of her 
bow, and she would fly right off ; at last, a tug coming 
down the river gave us a friendly pull, and we were 
safely round the last point. The command was given, 
full speed ahead-Tien-Tsin was but two miles off. 
The captain threw away the end of his cigar, and for 
the first time did not lght  another. We all began to 
prepare for going ashore, as the ship sped gaily on up 
the straight reach, when suddenly she ran on to a 
bnnk in the middle of the river, and as the tide had 
now Mien too low, all the captain's efforts to get her 
off were unavailing. We descended to breakfast at 
nine o'clock, and atterwards, HB the distance was so 
short, most of us went off in a boat to the bank, where 
landing in the mud was a matter of some difficulty. 
It was accomplished, however, with nothing worse 
than muddy shoes, and we walked to the British 
Consulate. 

The journey Grom Tien-Tsin to Peking, of a 
minister who is taking as his guests two admirile 
with their suites, is a very serious matter ; and I 
thought to myself that the British Legation must be a 
very elastic building, to accommodate so many ; but 
where a minister is of such a royally hospitable nature 
as Sir Thomas Wade, difficulties Boon disappear. 

Sir Thomas and some of his guests were going by 
boat to Tung-Chou, whence a short ride would land 
them in the Legation. These river boats are long, flat- 
bottomed affairs, with houses on the stern, which a good 
travelling servant knows how to make fhkly comfort- 
able in a very shofi time. In cold weather the cbinke 
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must be covered with paper, but at this season it 
was unnecessary. One boat is usually kept as kitchen 
and dining-room, and at stated hours the different boata 
come together for meals. The vessels are mostly tracked 
against the stream by ropes made faet to the head of 
the mast which is right in the bows, but if there is a 
fresh fair wind, they sail. In this manner the journey 
to Tung-Chou occupies from three to four days. 

As the river winds and twists about in the flat 
alluvial plain, and the boats, especially when tracking, 
do not travel very fast, it is easy to get out and walk 
dong the bank, and by cutting off corners, keep up 
with the fleet. Thus the tedium of being confined in 
a very limited area is relieved, and aa in September 
the weather is neither hot nor cold, the journey this 
way is far fiom unpleasant. 

Another method of travelling ia with carts, which 
perform the journey from Tien-Tsin to Peking in two 
days, unless the traveller prefers making three shorter 
stages ; but the jolting and bumping of these spring- 
less carts over the rough tracks cannot be imagined 
by those who have never travelled but in carriagee 
with springs over the made roads in England, and ia 
d y  so unpleasant, that this system would hardly 
commend itself to any one who was not a very good 
walker, and by using his legs, could save his bones 
from being sorely bruised. The Chinese travel a 
p t  deal in thia manner, and the Chinese ladies sit 
cramped and cooped up dl day long with wonderhl 
patience and endurance. European ladies, too, some- 
times make long journeys in theee carts ; and though, 
perhaps, accustomed to all the luxuries of Western 
civilisation, put up with the discomfort attendant 
on a journey of thia kind with a pluck that is delight- 
ful to witness. 
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The Peking carts are without exception the most 
admirably suited to their work of any I have ever 
seen. Springs, such as those made in Vienna to do 
duty over the Roumanian cross-roads, might possibly 
last over one or two journeys from Peking to Tien- 
Tsin ; but it would be a rash experiment, for once 
broken it would be difEcult, if not impossible, to get 
them repaired. The carts of Northern China therefore 
are made without springs ; considering their very 
great strength, they are marvels of hghtness, and the 
workmanehip in them is really excellent. A hood, 
provided with a little window at each side, covers 
them, and sometimes in hot weather there is an awn- 
ing in fiont to protect the driver, or keep the morning 
and evening sun from penetrating into the inside. 

One mule is generally put into the ah& and 
another as leader ; 'the traces of the latter are both 
attached to the offside of the body of the cart, pawing 
through a steel ring six inches in diameter fastened 
near the end of the off shaft. This ring is always 
polished up in a way that would refresh the heart of 
a captain of field artillery, and the carters keep their 
equipment altogether in first-rate order ; the reins 
are generally of rope, very hght-indeed, in China the 
lightness of the harness, in which strength and dura- 
bility are quite sufficiently considered, is a remarkable 
contrast to the heavy and useless leather-work with 
which we in England load our horses. 

One hundred li, or thirty-three miles, is considered 
an average day's journey, and when sufficient induce- 
ment is held out to the carters, the way in which 
their carts will day after day complete these long 
stages over the most trying roads,-sometimes deep in 
mud, at others through heavy sand, or in the moun- 
t- up and down severe and rocky gradients, where 
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the ground is often strewn with huge stones and bod- 
ders,-is very startling to anyone who has been accus- 
tomed to the slow and short marches of carts in India.' 

The mules of Northern China are excellent, and 
are well looked after and fed by their owners. On 
one occasion, when we were travellmg in Mongolia, 
Carles went out to ask our carter some question, 
when he turned round reproachfully and mid, ' Don't 
you see that I am now attending to my mules ? That 
is a very serious matter and I cannot be interrupted.' 
It must not be supposed that this was impertinence. 
This carter was one of the very best Chinamen I ever 
had anything to do with,-always cheery, contented, 
and respectful. 

But by far the most pleasant way of travelling in 
China is on horseback,--one pony will do the journey 
from Tien-Tsin to Peking in two days,-and I at once 
made up my mind that I would ride. 

The ponies in Northern China, stout, hardy little 
animals, come from the Rlongolian plateau. Much has 
been written and said of the excellence and endurance 
of these animals, but while not denying their many 
good qualities, I must admit that I was somewhat dis- 
appointed with them, and in no way do they come up to 
the wiry little creatures that are sometimes found in 
Persia. Of these last I remember one especially that was 
bought out of the stable of a post-station not far from 
Teheran ; that pony carried a rather heavy servant for 
many days in succession, and for very long marches, 
the last three of which were forty miles, forty miles, 
and seventy miles. For the last ten miles of the last 

' Richthofen atatee that the journey from SiNgan-Fu to Ili (Xuldja), 
2,873 miles, ia performed sa a matter of course by two mulearta,aurj-ing 
three and a half tons, in eighty strrges, though practically more thm eighty 
day8 are required for the journey. 
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march we cantered nearly the whole distance, and 
when about a mile from our destination, recognising 
the place where he had been some months before, the 
pony took the bit into his teeth and fairly ran away 
with our man, who was unable to stop him until he 
arrived close to the old camping-ground. The lion- 
gols until quite lately have never taken the least care 
in breeding their ponies, but since pony-racing has 
become so universal at  all the treaty ports, and such 
very large sums of money have been given, especially 
at Shanghai, for good animnls, they have begun to 
make a certain selection in their ponies for the stud, nnd 
the breed is already showing s i p s  of improvement. 

The Mongol ponies are generally very vicious, the 
result, in all probability, of ill-treatment when they 
are young ; they will nearly always try to kick or 
bite anything or mybody that comes near them, and 
in this are a very remarkable contrast to the Tibetan 
ponies, which are the most perfectly docile creatures 
imaginable. 

It was a long business, getting everything ready 
for the large party of the minister, admirals, and suites. 
All the lugpge was in the Chih-Li, hard and fast on 
n mud bank, two miles down the river. Somebody 
had to find a steam-launch and go dona after it ; 
boats were to be hired, provisions bought, and all 
sorts of arrangements to be made ; but nevertheless, 
some of my newly made friends found time to come 
and help me in my affairs. I had now to discover a 
servant and to buy ponies. 

The word ' boy,' as applied to a servant, has been 
transplanted vith curry nnd rice, punkahs, compounds, 
godowns, and tiffins into China, and the word 'servant' 
is scarcely ever used amongst Europeans at the Treaty 
Ports. 
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A ' boy ' had been sent down fiom Pekiig for Mr. 
-, who had just arrived from England to join the 
British Legation ; but at Chi-Fu Mr. - had picked 
up a treasure, and now Chin-Ti, for such was the 
boy's name, found that there wrrs no master for him. 
I learned long afterwards that he already hnd an English 
master at Peking, and that he had come down here on 
his own account, thinking that service in the Legation 
would pay better than any engagement beyond its 
walls. I did not know this at the time, llnd at once 
proposed that he should be my boy ; he wrrs however 
very loth to give up the idea of joining the Legation, 
and at first would have nothing to say to me. At  
last I told him that if a vacancy occurred, I would at 
any time give him leave to step into it, and so, with a 
wistful glance at Mr. -, he eventually smiled, and 
with a nod consented to become my property. 

This matter being satisfactorily accomplished, I 
found that there were several besides myself who 
wanted to buy ponies, so we made up a party to vieit 
the dealers' yards. 

Cmles had come up in the ' Vigilant ' the night 
before, and had prevded upon a pony dealer to send a 
large assortment of what he considered magdicent 
animals to the compound of a certain European doctor 
of sporting proclivities. Thither we wended our way, 
and on arrival found two most sorry-looking steeds. 
One especially excited our commiseration : a pony 
with a shoulder rather worse than straight, and a huge 
and inexplicable lump on his withers, whilst his hind 
quarters sloped away like nn alpine hill-side. Stand- 
ing in what was to him a n a t u d  position, he seemed 
to get his hind feet somewhere under the middle of 
his back, and a very hairy Roman nose completed the 
sum of his beauties. Horse-dealing is for some maon 
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or another a mysterious process alb over the world, 
and the exhibition of animals that combine in a re- 
markable degree every bad point seems to be the 
invariable prelude, in Eastern countries, at all events, 
to more serious business ; so, regarding as a necessary 
part of the performance the examination of this extra- 
ordinary animal, which could have been kept for no 
other purpose than to serve as a foil for other ponies, 
we went to another yard, where there were seven or 
eight passable animals. The day  as yet young, and 
there was a third dealer in Tien-Tsin ; so promis- 
ing to call again, we walked on to the lnst place. 
Here we found one really very good pony, and t h e e  
or four shocking bad ones. The proprietor of the 
place said that the good one had just been sold ror 
forty dollars, but he thought he could get it back for 
forty-five dollars if we could w i t  till to-morrow, and 
that he also had another much finer and more beautiful 
animal. 

I was the only one of the party who was not 
leaving that evening; so I said I would look in the 
next day, and returning to the second dealer, two 
ponies were eventually bought for forty dollars acli,  
after the amount of mysterious bargaining usual in all 
countries. 

Horse-dealing was thus over for the day, and on 
coming back to the Consulate we found that every- 
thing was settled for the boat party, who departed 
almost immediately, and left the consulate in itp 
ordinary quiet state. 

There were two hotels in Tien-Tsin, one kept by 
a European, and the other by a Chinaman in the 
European style, where everything wa- fairly com- 
fortable. I had been advised to choose the latter; so 
taking Chin-Tai with me, I walked out to see if the 
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' Chih-Li' had yat got off the mud bank, and if so to get 
my things up to the hotel. This happy consummation 
had not yet arrived, and so I took a stroll on Tien-Tsin 
bund,-for, as in India, the wharf is called the bund.= 

Tien-Tsin is a very lively place at this time of 
year. There are always some half-dozen steamera lying 
alongside the wharf, taking in or discharging cargo. 
Underneath the trees, which are planted in a row along 
it, sit numerous vendors of eatables, fruits, cakes, bits 
of meat, &c. &c. Of these the piemen seem to play 
the most important r61e ; they have in their baskets 
all sorts of pmtry, cakes, and sweet things, and in 
their hands a cylindrical wooden box, seven inches 
long, open at one end, in which there are some twenty 
or thirty sticks. All day long these fellows are 
here, shouting out ' Pies for sale! Who wil l  buy deli- 
cious tarts ? Come and buy ! buy ! buy ! ' and at every 
shout they rattle the sticks in the box, until up comes 
Simple Simon. The box is then shaken again, and he 
dmms a stick : if he drams a lucky one, he gets a pie 
for nothing ; if he is unfortunate in his choice, he has 
to pay his penny and go empty away. 

The fruitsellers sell grapes, apples, pears, peaches, 
and melons cut up in slices. The grapes in the north 
of China are delicious, are bought for almost nothing, 
and are in season for nine months in the year. The 
Chinese have some method unknown to Europeans, of 
keeping gmpes, by which they will retain their bloom 
for months after they have been gathered. It seems 
that they bury them in the ground ; but whether they 
wish to keep the method a secret, or whether it is so 
simple thnt no one has taken the trouble to find it 
out, I cannot say ; and notwithstanding constant in- 
quiries that I made of Europeans and of my boy 

In India the wharf would be, not bund, but bun&. (Y.) 
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Chin-Tai, I never succeeded in satisfying myself 
about it. 

The meat-sellers have a small portable stove, and 
sell little bits of cooked beef, mutton, sausage, pork, 
soups, and all sorts of food : delicious and savoury 
to a Chinamnn, but revolting to a foreigner fresh from 
Europe. 

Then there are the fish-sellers, n-110 seem to do a 
thriving trade in fish, some the size of whitelhit, 
others weighing tcn or a dozen pounds. 

Hundreds of coolies are a m y s  bustling about 
with n stick, generally a split bnmboo, six feet long, 
over thcir shoulder ; from each end of this is suspended 
by cords or chains, a bucket or basket, that collies 

down to within a coul~ll: of feet fruin tlic pound, 
and in which tliey carry their loads. 

There are nuillbcrs of pouics to be hired on tlic 
wharf, nnd on thcse the Uritisll sailors gall011 wildly 
1.111 and down the streets h the English bettlenlcnt. 
Furious riding is as strictly prohibited llere as it is in 
Rotten Ilo~v, but the prohibition is not quitc tio scvcrely 
enforced. A couple of tnrs, just in hnrboir after a 
long sea voyage, will step ashore, a n d  hiling each a 
pony, without stoppincr to critically elinil~inc tllc uimals 

? 
or their saddlery, will jump up and go oRat full gallop, 
the ~roprietor sometiilles running bellbld. Jack has 
probably no soclis, and only n 11air of shoes, so that 
the stirrup-iron catches his bare instep ; but of this he 
takes little notice, nor of llis trousers, which ruck up 
a long mny above his knees. All goes well until the 
pony comes to n fainiliar corner, where, notnrithstnnd- 
ing that Jack puts his helm hard a-port, the pony 
turns sharp round to the left, Jnck f:llls OT-erbonrtl, 
the lmny give6 onc kick of its heels tlucl gallulba ufF to 
its holne. h'ot in the l a s t  disconcerted, Jack j u l l ~ s  



up behind his mate, who, on seeing the accident, has 
brought up all standing, and away they go again until 
the second pony manages to relieve itself of its double 
burden. 

I waa told that before a winter at Tien-Tsin was 
over, the sdors  who had been here all the time be- 
came wonderful riders, and would go gdantly acmes 
county, taking the ditches with wild delight ; and 
one of the features in the Tien-Tsin racea is a race for 
sdors. Wherever you find him, the Englishman of 
course is nothing without hie club, and at most of the 
treaty ports of China a club of some sort has been 
established. Tien-Tsin is no exception ; and here the 
merchants and consular officers usually meet of an 
evening to play a game of billiards, have a chat, or 
read the paper before dinner, and in connection with 
this club a story is told very creditable to the character 
of the Chinese. 

The Chinese burn really excellent bricks, but at 
Tien-Tsin they appear to build their walls without 
any ' bond,' using for mortar nothing but mud with 
just a little patch of lime on one or two points of each 
brick ; not because lime ie expensive, but because, 
they say, more lime would spoil the mortar. 

The Tien-Tsin club waa built on this remarkable 
system, and it can hardly be a matter for surprise 
that one rainy day it completely collapsed. At the 
time there were no foreigners about. The headman in 
charge, a Chinaman, saw the first crack appear in the 
ceiling, and although fully comprehending the cata- 
strophe that was about to follow, boldly led the way 
for the other servants, and with them removed aa 
much ns they conld of the furniture, notwithstanding 
the pieces of plater from  he d m g  that were falling 
about them all the time. It was not until the w d s  
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began to crack that they f i d y  retreated from the 
building, which in its collapse crushed four of them 
servants, k i b g  one on the spot. It must be ad- 
mitted that this is a very remarkable instance of 
courage and devotion to duty. 

At last, at &out 6.30 in the evening, the 'Chih-Li' 
succeeded in getting off the mud bank and reachmg 
the wharf ; so taking Chin-Tai on board, I pointed out 
my innumerable packages to him, and let him bring 
them to my rooms. 

A h  a pleasant dinner with the acting consul, I 
returned to the hotel and prepared for bed. I re- 
member reading in the ' Times' some bitter com- 
plaints from travellers in Switzerland of the noises 
made in Alpine hotels by British tourists starting 
early in the morning on a mountaineering expedition. 
I also have suffered somewhat from that cause ; but of 
all awful disturbances I ever heard, the worst waa 
made here by a nautical person in a room divided 
h m  mine by only a very thin partition. Just as I 
was getting to bed-it was about midnight-he began 
shouting for his boy in the tone of voice he would use 
to his maintopman in a gale of wind. The boy at first 
took no notice ; but the sonorous tones of that sea- 
faring man grew louder and louder, until it  seemed as 
if the vibrations must bring down the house, and even 
the boy was unable any longer to pretend he did not 
hear it. He then gave an order to be called at four 
o'clock, and immediately afterwards began to enore 
almost as loudly as he had previously shouted. 

I seemed scarcely to have closed my eyes, when s 
terrible clattering in the passage was followed by the 
invasion of my room by a being, vho from the depth 
of his stomach evolved some fwrful sounds, and made 
me padully aware that the coolie whose business it 
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was to awaken the sleepem had mistaken my mom 
for that of my neighbour. On hearing a growl from 
me he fled precipitately, and immediately afterwards 
the skipper be-gym making as much noise in getting 
under way, as he had in bringing himself to moorings ; 
and as almost at the same time the people on the bund 
outside the windows were getting astir, there was no 
more sleep to be had ; so jumping up, I commenced 
to remange my portmanteaus, which, before starting 
on a fEesh journey, required a thorough overhauling. 

The floor of the mom wae soon strewn with a 
medley of revolvers, Worcester sauce, prismatic com- 
passes, books, clothes, Liebig's extract, musical boxea, 
1m-knives, carbolic acid, candles, compressed vege- 
tables, lucifer matches, hats, and a collection of articles 
from which it was necessary to make a election suited 
to the campaign immediately before me. Fortunately 
for myself, I had given the subject some considera- 
tion during the last few days, and when Chin-Tai 
appeared with my early tea, I was able to sit in a 
chair and direct the operations, making at the time 
careful lists of where everything wae stowed : a method 
I strongly recommend to any one who is going to 
undertake a long journey ; for I know of nothing more 
heart-breaking than the search through perhaps half 
a-dozen or more boxes for some small article that 
seems rrlm~~ys to escape into the very last oorner of 
the very last package that has to be examined. 

This being finished, I went out to get some money. 
I found that the letter of credit I had provided myself 
with was more useful than circular notes would have 
been. I t  is not only in China that I have found this 
to be the case, and I mention it for the benefit of any 
who may be contelnplating an expedition into out- 
of-the-way p h .  The money current here, as at 
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Shanghai, is the American dollar ; it is somewhat sur- 
pr i s ' i  that the use of a coin of fixed value has ns yet 
penetrated so short a distance beyond the treaty ports, 
more especially rzs bank-notes are an ancient hstitu- 
tion in China. A very few miles from the intiin road 
between Peking and Tien-Tsin, the dollar is of no use 
whatever, and recourse must be had to the cuinhr- 
some method of weighing out lumps of silver. For 
small change, the b m s  cash are universal : these are 
round coins with a squar? hole in the middle ; there 
are some Chinese characters on them, and tliey viiry 
in value from about one-tenth to one-fifteenth of an 
English lxnny, according to the exchange. 

The next thing I h d  to do mas to discover, and 
secure if possible, lny guns and cartridges. Before 
leaving England I had been led to believe tllilt almost 
wherever I went in China I sllould find birds and 
b t s  of every description only rrniting to be shot at, 
m d  I had provided myself with cartridges n~ld fire- 
arms in proportion. Thebe had bcen despatched by 
an agent in London direct to Tien-Tsin, but nhcre 
they were I had as yet no collccption ; so I rnndc the 
tour of all the foreip ' Ilongs,' as the E uropeaus cnll 
their business eetablishnents in China, and eventually 
found that my artillery was in the Custoul Ilousc, 
where it h d  caused much s1)eculution. 

At all the Treaty l'orts the higher Custoill House 
officials are foreigners (mostly Englishmen) in the 
pny of the Chinese Government, and thus, as s: rule, 
a European traveller has no difficdty about clearing 
his goods. In this case, ho\vever, a number of cases, 
contents unknown, and consigned to nobody in par- 
ticulm, hnd suddenly arrived for an unknown 1 ) ~ -  
son. They nat~mlly drifted to the Custom llouec, 
where, as mturally, they were opel~ed 1)y inquisitive 
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Chinese, who suddenly discovered a very remarkable 
amount of gunlmmder. This at once conjured up in the 
lninds of thc Cllincsc official8 all sorts of f d  plots 
npinst tlic Imlxriol Government ; an embargo was laid 
on tllc goods, nnd when at last I appeared to claim my 
l)ropei*ty, I wns introduced to rr very polite French gen- 
tlclnnn, who lccturetl me severely on the wickedness 
of n-11icL T 11nd k e n  guilty in sending out gun8 and 
cei.tridgc~ without consigning them to some proper per- 
son ; but who, nt the same time, comforted me with the 
assurance that they would in all probability be handed 
ovcr to me in the course of rr few months. 

&pt~'n~b~r*  l 9 . d  was early awakened by the awful 
noism of tllc steamers in the Tien-Tsin river, and 
~1)cnt tllc (lily in making the final preparations for 
illy first jollri~cy in China. Thanks to the acting 
1Cngli~ll consul, I rescued my cartridges from the 
Customs without much difficulty, and then went 
to find out if the pony that I had already seen wae to 
be purcliascd. As the owner refused to part with him, 
I had to look about again, and eventually I bought 
n rst~mng, wvlitc, rather coarse, underbred-looking ani- 
a1:11, tl~irtccn hnnds high, with a tnil m h i n g  to the 
gro~~nil, n thick lioggcd mane, and rr very long coat. 

I lii~il not nri yet providd myself with a Ma-Fu 
(or 1101-*r-l~oy ), 80 thc pony, turning up at the hotel in 
tllc c611mc of thc afternoon, mas casually tied to a 
clot11c.s-line, until somc one could be found to look 
nltcr hiill. Chin-Tni was nowv dld upon to produce 
t l ~ i ~ t  ncccrj.sery article, nnd he pcmuucled one of the 
IIICII w~ho lct ont ponies on the bund to come with me, 
nnd to Lriing an nnimal &om his owvn ~ t u d  with him. 

So nt lnxt all nimngements wvcre complete, and 
rrflcr n tillill (li~liicr at the Consulate, T turned into bed 
m ~ d y  for iuy first experiment in Chinese 
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S ~ t e n  .her 20.-After an early cup of tea we started 
at six o'clock. The Ma-Fu rode in front on (L very 
good iron-grey pony, in shape and size something like 
my own. The Ma-Fu had nothing on his head but 
his plait ; he won: a loose blue coat padded with cotton 
wool, and loose blue cotton trousers, and he rode on a 
Chinese-made English saddle. I rode next on a saddle 
that I had brought with me from England, with 
large flax-cloth saddle-bags and leather wallets. 
Thew saddle-bags proved excellent, and if my ex- 
perience is worth anything, good flax-cloth saddle- 
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bags will last quite as long as any traveller can need ; 
they are much more convenient and far lighter than 
leather ones, which latter become very awkward in 
rainy weather, but the seams should be lined inside 
with a strip of leather half an inch wide. 

At this season of the year in Northern China the 
sun has lost its power, and a helmet is not necessary. 
A white English felt hat, Norfolk jacket, breeches and 
gaiters, completed my costume. 

My three baggage-carts came next, in one of 
which Chin-Tai reposed as comfortably aa circum- 
stances would permit. 

It was a dull, grey morning as we started from 
the hotel, and marched through the Chinese city of 
Tien-Tsin. Here the roads are of clay without any 
paving, and about fifteen feet wide ; the houm are 
also built of clay, and in the main street, through 
which we rode, nearly all of them were shops. These 
have no upper story, are always quite open in front, 
and there is an occasional peep through them into a 
back yard. There is generdy hanging outside the 
shops a gaily painted sign-board, on which the nature 
of goods on sale w i t h  is written. A bit of matting 
is rtometimes stretched half across the street, as an 
awning for a shop front, and the street is here and 
there 'entirely roofed in with matting supported on 
poles stretching &om side to side. 

I t  mas a matter of some difficulty to force our way 
through the crowds of people. Coolies were ctuqhg 
fish in buckets or baskets, others with baskets of fluit, 
or huge bundles of long reed grass, millet, or Indian 
corn stalks ; everybody was shouting, pushing, and 
in a hurry, and carts lumbering dong often blocked 
thc may entirely, but the people seemed rather 
to likc tl~ia, as it gave them an opportunity of 
titopping for a gossip. The most unpleasant people 



to meet were the coolies carrying buckets of liquid 
manure, nor did they assist to sweeten the air, which 
in Tien-Tsin, aa generally in Chinese towns, reeks 
with abominable smells of every description. In all 
the bustle and hubbub pariah do@ ran about doing 
scavenge,ral work, asiated by the pip,  which per- 
sistently placed themselves under the legs of the 
ponies or mules. 

At length we were clear of the town, and breathed 
the h s h  country air. The Ma-Fu, who knew nearly 
twenty words of English, took me under his care, and 
leaving the carts to find their slow way behind us, 
we rode on ahead. 

The country here is quite flat, without an eleva- 
tion of the smallest description, except the houeee and 
river embankment. Behind the latter, ma t s  and sails 
of hundreds of junks can be seen. Every inch of the 
ground is cultivated with millet or Indian corn, and 
in the fields there is often an undercrop of sweet 
potato or a small bean. 

There are often cotton and castor oil plants bor- 
dering the edges of the fields, but the great feature is 
always the millet, standing about eight feet high, 
with reddish brown or yellow stalks. 

In the immediate neighbourhood of Tien-Tsin 
there are not many trees, but a little further into the 
country the villages have more trees about them, 
almost entirely willows and Chinese date trees. These 
latter (in reality the Rhumnw Theezam, a kind of 
buckthorn or jujube, in no way whatever allied to the 
date p h )  bear a h i t  in appearance and taste very 
like a small date ; the tree itself is more like an olive 
than anything else, and is very common in Northern 
Persia about the neighbourhood of Sharood. 

A few miles on, the road skirts large plantations 
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of willows, and the landscape is very like the scenes 
in some of the pictures of Karl du Jardin. In the 
Dresden Gallery there is rather rz stiff picture by this 
artist of a grove of trees, with rt herd of swine under- 
neath. Now, not far from Tien-Tsin, this landscape is 
reproduced almost exactly ; there is the identical row 
of willow-trees in a perfectly straight line, and all of 
precisely the same height ; and as I passed, the very 
same herd of swine was feeding underneath : the only 
thing wanting to make it complete was the gay 
cavalier out hunting. 

Round the villages there are always gardens with 
little square patches of lettuces, cabbages, turnips, 
and yams trained on sticks like convolvuli, all models 
of neatness and regularity. 

Another great feature is the threshing-ground, 
where at this season men and women are busy threshing 
out the corn on a flat floor of puddled mud, in appearance 
and size very like an open skhting rink. The brown 
mud colour of the houses against a background of 
willow trees, the rich brown stalks of the Indian corn, 
merging into a madder red, and mingled with the 
green and yellow undercrop of beans, and the sober 
blue of the people's clothes, as they sit round the 
floor, combine to give a charm even to this generally 
unintkresting plain. 

The women often pretend to be &id of a 
foreigner, and run away when they see one coming ; 
and notwithstanding their deformed feet, they seem 
to waddle about very comfortably, though their gait 
is remarkably awkward. 

After a ride of about twenty miles I arrived with 
the Ma-Fu at Yang-Tsun, the first halting place, and 
here for the first time I made acquaintance with the 
luxuries of a Chineue inn. 
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Riding through an archway, with a room on each 
side used as a sort of restaurant, there is an open 
court-yard ; on one side of it there is what in Eng- 
land would be called a long, low hut, divided into 
eeveral rooms : these are the sleepinv apartments of 

b the guests at the hotel ; on the other side a large open 
shed is the stable or feeding-place for the horses and 
mules. 

At  the farther end of the yard is a grand room, 
with rr- smaller one leading from it on each side : this 
is only awarded to guests of distinction, or in other 
words to those who can afford to pay. 

Iinoning nothina of the arrangements, I went, 
b. where I was shown, lnto one of the little rooins at 

the side, about ten or eleven feet square, nnd the 
same in height, tlic floor of brick and the 1~11s of 
niud. Dirty paper, with many holes in it, 1)astcd 
over the ixftcrs fbrllicd the ceiling, and some ~~-oodcn 
lattice-n-ork, covel~d with dirty paper, f d  of holes, 
did duty for a n-indom. 

The feature in erery room in every inn in 
Northern C b n  is the kang. This is a hollow raised 
dais, a b u t  eighteen inches high, coverina half the 

9 
floor, over which there is usually lnid a bit of tliill 
straw innttina tlie home of imninerable fleas ; in tlic 

? ' winter a fire IS lighted under this, and through the 
bricks or inud of which it is built a plcnsing wnrmth 
is imparted to the traveller, who, rolled up in his 
blanket, lies on it to sleep. 

During the daytime a little table about nine 
inches high stands on the kang ; a person sitting on 
the lt~tter can just illnke use of this by twistiug him- 
self ro~md into nn iinlmssi>le attitude, which after any 
length of time eventuates in aches all over the back. 
There may Ix in addition a broken-down nnd exceed- 
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ingly filthy table and arm chair, about the height of 
ordinary European articles. The chLlir very clumsy, 
heavy, stiff, straight-backed, and uncomfortable, with 
legs which, thrust out in a sprawling fashion, seem to 
have the most unhappy knack of being always in 
the may ; and the table with a ledge underneath just 
where nn ordinary person wants to put his knees, 
and n bar below to interfere with the free movements 
of his feet. Such is the accommodation and such the 
furniture a traveller invariably meets with in the inne 
of China. In  the course of an hour my carts rtppertred; 
Chin-Tai was sorely indignant with the innkeeper for 
not having put me into the place of honour, and his 
contempt for a Ma-Fu who could care so little for his 
master's dignity was delightful to witness. 

After six weeks on board ship a ride of forty miles 
appeared rather long, and as the evening drew in I 
began to mnke inquiries about the distance. The Ma- 
Fu, holding up six fingers, .said it was now only 
six li, or two miles,--but that mile and a bittock! no 
matter whether it is a li as in China, a cos as in 
Indin, or the abominable farsakh of Persia, the weary 
traveller nlwnys finds the ' bittock ' much longer than 
xlic mile. On this occasion the distance lengthened 
out, and the Ma-Fu, in answer to my numerous in- 
quiries, ~ometilnes wid there were only four li more, 
sometimes five, once the number was reduced to one, 
but in~mcdintcly rose to three. The fmt was he did 
not know the road, nnd in the dark was wandering; 
ubout in a state of hopeless confusion. Presently a 
light appeured in front which turned out to be a 
lantern hanging from a cart, whose destination waa 
the mnle as our own ; as the light thrown on the road 
made the work easier for the ponies we kept close be- 
hind, and at last at nine o'clock rode into the yard of 
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the inn at Ho-Se-Wu. With my saddle-bags for a 
pillow I was soon sound asleep, and did not wake till 
Chin-Tai appeared with the carts, and mid that it waa 
time for dinner. 

Chin-Tai ear1 y discovered a weakness for cookery 
that subsequently proved very troublesome ; he never 
could be brought to understand that somethmg to 
eat as soon as possible after arrival was better than 
an elaborate meal in the middle of the night. Once 
produced, however, my dinner was soon dispatched, 
the mattress was laid on the kang, and at about mid- 
night I waa fairly in bed. 

&ptember 21.-The carts mere hired only for the 
journey to Peking, and it waa therefore the interest 
of the driver to get there as soon as possible. The 
gates of the city are nlways closed at sundown, and 
as no power on earth can then get them open till the 
next morning, there was no fear of the carters start- 
ing late. The people of Northern China are all, how- 
ever, very early, and when after a cup of tea a start 
was effected at 3.45 a.m. the town was all astir, many 
of the shops were open, and the furnace of rr black- 
smith cast a bright glare across the street aa the 
sound of his hammer resounded in the clear morning 
air. 

As long as it was dark it was advisable to ride in 
the light of the paper lantern dangling behind one of 
the carts ; but when the dawn appeared the Ma-Fu 
took me on at a huntsman's jog to the halting place 
at Chang-Chia-Wan, where, as I sat at my breakfast, 
a cockroach came out of his residence in a crack in the 
filthy table to share my repast. 

Leaving the carts to follow, we started as soon asA 
the ponies were fed. Riding still over the flat plains 
the distant blue mountains presently came in sight, 
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and soon afterwards the unmistakable walls of 
Peking,8 with the great high three-storied building 
over the gate. 

The road from Tien-Tsin to Peking runs over a 
sandy, clayey soil ; there is no attempt at a made 
road, but in dry weather it is very easy for mules 
and horses, and the latter may be galloped the whole 
distance (eighty miles) ; but after rain the track be- 
comes very heavy, the mud is deep, and the work, 
even for horses with only a light load on their back, 
is very severe, while for carts it becomes a continual 
struggle. 

To-day there was some sort of fair going on in 
Peking, and the scene wns very remarkable,--quite 
unlike anything to be seen elsewhere. The street 
was very wide, and on each side were the same 
wretched houses that so soon become familiar to the 
traveller in China. Between them the space was 
closely covcred by the wares that the sellers of 
goods had spread out on the ground : old clothes, 
old rags, brushes, baskets, string, rope, eatables, 
drinks, fruit, crockery, and almost every conceivable 
article of household equipment, mere exhibited for 
sale ; each seller was surrounded by a mob of buyers, 
their friends, md lookers on. The streets were ab- 
solutely thronged with people walking, riding, or in 
arts ; the hubbub and confusion mere appalling, and 
pro,mss at times seemed almost impossible. Pige 
and doas took their usual share in the proceedings, 

P and evll smells were not absent. The inhabitants of 
Peking, and of all the towns md villages along the 
road from Tien-Tsin, have seen so many foreigners 
that a E u r o p  causes little remark ; here they were 

a In Ohineae, Pei-Uhing, i.e., the northern apital. So lrlso Nan- 
Ching (commonly called Nauking), the mutheru capital. 
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mostly too busy with their buying and selling to pay 
much attention to anythmg else, and with the excep- 
tion of a few people who must have come in &om the 
country, and who could not help laughing at the 
comical sight, no one took much heed of the English- 
man moving slowly in the motley crowd. We 
threaded our intricate way through the mazes of 
this fair for very nearly a mile, when turning out of. 
it into a bye street, a smart canter brought us at 
4.45 p.m. to the gate of the British Legation. 

The British Legation in P e w  stands in grounds 
sufficiently extensive to contain the Minister's pri- 
vate residence and state reception rooms, chancery, 
houses for three secretaries, a doctor, and an accoun- 
tant, quarters for ten students, a church, fives-court, 
bowling alley, reading-room, and billiard-mom. 

Two large stone lions guard the entrance to the 
Minister's house, and passing between these the first 
buildmg is reached. This is nothing more than an 
empty antechamber with a garden beyond, where 
there are a few trees ; at the other side of this there 
is a second antechamber, with rr suite of two or three 
rooms on each side ; and, finally, traversing another 
garden, the door of the Minister's residence is gained. 

This was built by a former emperor for his son. 
There is no upper story, but the rooms are lofty, and 
beautifully decorated in the Chinese style. This is 
very different to anythmg European, and the harmony 
with which, in the deep dark shadows, a brilliant lapis. 
lazuli blue will mingle with an emerald green is at 
first rather startling to an eye educated in the prin- 
ciples of modern high mt. 

Sqtemba 22.-During my stay a large party 
made an excursion to the Temple of Heaven, one of 
the sights of Peking. After riding through the filthy 
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streets, in which the smells and the dust impressed 
one most, we reached the Temple. The p u n &  
are square, and enclosed by walls about half a mile 
long, where the fresh mown grass is shaded by long 
straight rows of yews and laburnums. It is one of 
those places almost impossible to describe, and leavea 
upon the mind confused ideas of grandeur and utter 
ruin,-recollections of wonderful blue encaustic tiles, 
and marble stail%, with rank meeds growing between 
the slabs,-visions of elegant bridges and rich but 
broken carvings,-vivid impressions of rr general 
covering of dirt and filth, and the surprise of a patch 
of kitchen garden in an unexpected corner. 

The Emperor comes here at certain times to pray, 
and on these occasions, a h r  a bullock has been made a 
burnt-offering, he should pass the night sitting upright 
in a stiff and straight-backed chair ; but the attendante 
naively exhibited the luxurious bed for which his Impe- 
rial Majesty vacates the uncomfortable arm-chair, and 
they had no hesitation in admitting that economy was 
now strictly carried out, that the flesh of the animal 
was sold, and nothing burnt but the skin and bones. 
Familiarity with celestial affairs seems to have bred 
conte~npt in the minds of the servants about the place, 
for they were liberal in their offers of bricks, tiles, or 
bits of glass, of which tourists are generally so 
fond. I did not load myself very heavily, and trusted 
to my memory rather than my pockets to cany away 
souvenirs of the Temple of Hwven. 

Money arrangements h d  now to be made for the 
journey we mere about to undertake, for dolllm do 
not pass current far from the walls of Peking, or the 
great high r o d  to Tien-Tsin. In the city of Peking 
itself the private banks issue notes, but these are 
worthless half a dozen miles from the capital. Over 
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nearly the whole of China payment is made by means 
of a lump of silver weighed in a balance. 

The silver is cast into ingots of various sizes, and 
of two shapes ; the largest are something like a shoe 
in form, and weigh about thirty or forty ounces, the 
smaller ingots are cast into pieces almost hemispheri- 
cal, and weigh from one to ten ounces. The silver 
is of various degrees of purity, but a Chinese banker 
or merchant, accustomed to transactions in bullion, 
knows almost instinctively the quality of the metal, 
and rarely makes a mistake. 

Provided with these ingots, the traveller finds his 
troubles now begin. To make small payments, pie? 
of silver of a less size are necessary. The ingot is 
therefore carefully weighed, and sent out to be chopped 
up by anyone who will undertake the task. The village 
blacksmith is the usual operator, and when he returns 
the silver it has to be weighed again, for the owner to 
satisfy himself that the full amount has been returned. 
This is, however, but the first of many vexations. 
Every time n purchase is made, when the price of an 
article has been finally agreed upon after the amount 
of bargaining always necessary to complete a transac- 
tion, the vendor will generally manage to find some 
fault with the quality of the silver, and wil l  want ns 
extra payment in consequence. 

In travelling about from one city to another there 
is u further difficulty to be overcome, for every plnce 
hns its own scale, and what is an ounce in one t o m  
will perhaps be less than an ounce in the next, so that 
the weary traveller, after having, as he thought, finally 
concluded the tiresome transaction, is quietly told 
that his scale is not n good one and the silver must 
all be weighed nfrcsll in a balance of the p l w .  For 
weighing silver a Roman steelyard, with (L bar of ivory 



neatly marked, is usually employed ; but bankers or 
others who have extensive transactions generally use 
a large pllir of scales. 

I t  maa some time before I thoroughly understood 
the mysteries of tmls and balances ; I waa fortunats 
in having Carles to initiate me, and by hie advice 
Chin-Tai was sent off with some 500 dollars to buy 
l u m ~ s  of silver, as well rts to look after mulea, and get 
the many odds and ends necessary for a two months' 
journey. In the meantime another pony was brought 
for sale, a strong, rough, meek-loolung bay with black 
points, about thirteen hands high. 

The owner asked seventy dollare, md  thirty-five 
mas promptly offered ; he refused that sum and went 
amray, but presently returned with his demand reduced 
to forty dollars, and ultimately the pony was bought 
for thirty-eight. 

There mas a knotty question to be settled whether 
we should carry our baggage on baggage-mules or in 
carts. Chin-Tai was very strongly in favour of carte 
because they were so much less trouble, but Carles 
mas of opinion (an opinion fully justified by subse- 
quent experience) that carts would be unable to move 
over the roads by which we intended to travel ; ulti- 
mately, much to thc sorrow of Chin-Ti, we decided 
for mules. The usual way of hiring mules is definitely 
from placc to plnce, and as we wanted to depart 
from the fixed custom and intended to travel about, 
first in one direction then in another, according to 
our fmcy, our difiiculties were considerably i n c d .  
There mere plenty of muleteers who mould have been 
willing enough to engage themselves to go to any 
definite point and return, but to go wandering over 
the country, no one kne\i whither, was m idea the 
novelty of which was so startling that very few 
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muleteers would venture to hazard themselves in the 
uncertain undertaking ; at last, however, one was 
found who consented to let out his mules for fb of a 
tael daily (that is, about 39. 5d.). That sum covered 
all expenses connected with the animals, and provided 
for a sufficient number of muleteers. The only 
objection to this arrangement would be that the 
muleteers might refuse to make the full day's march ; 
this, however, as a fact, they seldom did, indeed not 
more than muleteers or coolies would have done if 
hired by distance instead of by day. 

The packsaddles of the mules in the north of China 
are very well adapted for baggage that is to be canied 
many days in succession, but they are not convenient 
for travellers who continually want to open their 
boxes. The saddle is composed of two parts, the 
saddle or pad, and a framework to which the load is 
tightly lashed. When all the luggage has been made 
fast, and everything is ready for a start, then the 
framework is lifted up by two men, one on each side. 
The mules, accustomed to the operation, stoop their 
heads and walk underneath almost of themselves, and 
the fixmework is dropped down on to the pad, no 
other lashing or fastening being required. 

The advantages of this system are, first, that if the 
goods are not unpacked the operation of loading and 
unloading the mules is a very short one, and secondly, 
that the burdens need never be put on any of the 
animals until the moment of starting. The disad- 
vantages are that if the things are required every 
night the whole business of lashing and unlashing has 
to be gone through, which is a much longer process 
than unf~tening a package from a mule whose pack- 
saddle is of the ordinary description, all in one piece ; 
and worse than all, these packsaddles very fkquently 
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give the mules sore flanks, for the framework not being 
fastened to the pad, and being kept in its place chiefly 
by its shape and babce,  is never really steady, and 
so, in rough countries especially, galls the animal. It 
is true that with the other system, as the loads are 
lashed to the saddles themselves, and as it is of course 
impossible for aJ1 the animals to be ready at the same 
moment, some mules must dways be standing with 
their burdens on their backs some time before the 
start. Still under all circumstances, and taking every- 
thing into consideration, the system, pursued in the 
north, of the saddle and framework, does not seem to 
be the best. 

We mere not going away for more than six weeks, 
and so our luggage was limited in amount. In the 
north of China there is always the kang on which to 
lay a mattress ; a bedstead is therefore never required ; 
and as the weather at this season is very temperate, 
and no rain is to be expected, a quantity of clothes 
is unnecessary. Chin-Tai at this time  as unequal 
to the task of making bread, and we took a good 
supply of biscuits as a substitute,-for bread to suit 
the European taste is not to be found in China. 

I 

The Chinese eat very little bread with their food, 
although in towns and villages there are always a 
p t  number of shops and stalls devoted to the sale 
of various descriptions of bread and cakes; but it is a 
mistake to say, as has been stated, that the Chinese do 
not make bread of wheaten flour. 

The round dumplings, the sight of which is eo 
&miliar to anyone who haa been further into China 
than the European Concession at Shanghai, are made 
of wherrteu flour, m d  nm leavened, but, instead of 
b&ing, the Chinese s b t n  them. They are very 
heavy, and somewhat indigestible, but, when cut into 
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slices and toasted, are a very f&iF substitute for Euro- 
pean bread. 

Light is one of the chief difficulties in China, se 
the rooms are always carefully arranged to exclude 
every glimmering of sun. The Chinese themselves 
seem able to work without any light, the miserable 
glimmer of rr bit of wick hanging over the edge of 
a bowl of oil being hardly worthy of the name. A 
dirty bowl is the form of lamp in general use, which 
is as disgusting as it is inefficient. No one who has 
not seen a Chinese lamp of this kind can form tm idea 
of the unutterable state of filth in which these lamps 
invariably are. I never met any person who had ever 
seen a new one, and these articles of household equip- 
ment are apparently handed down as heirlooms from 
generation to generation, no one venturing to remove 
the dirt consecrated by antiquity and sacred from 
ancestral associations, or it may be that the most dis- 
cerning person would fail to recognise in a new and 
clean lamp any representative of the extraordinary 
accumulation of filth to which he had been accus- 
tomed. 

The Chinese have also what are called wax candles, 
in which there is a certain amount of wax and a good 
deal of fat. These candles are moulded with sticks at 
the bottom, by which they are held or stuck into any 
convenient crack in the table, but excepting for use in 
lanterns these are luxuries only enjoyed by the rich. 
The wicks are very thick, and of course not plaited ; 
the operation of snuffing is always performed by flip- 
ping off the wick with the fingers on to the ground. 

To a traveller in China, candles are alrno~t as 
much a necessity a .  food or drink, for if writing 
is put off for twenty-four hours, one quarter of the 
information obtained during the day is forgotten ; in 

VOL. I. E 
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a week half of it has escaped the memory, and after 
any longer time very little is remembered. To do 
much writing in a dark and filthy inn by the glow- 
worm glimmer of a Chinese light is almost hopeless ; 
for after a hard day's work it is always more or less 
an effort to set to work in the evening, and, when 
darkness is piled upon discomfort, it requires almost 
more than human determination to resist the tempta- 
tion of leaving the writing and turning into bed. 

We therefore carried with us an allowance of two 
good English candles a night, a luxury that can only 
be appreciated by those who have attempted to do 
much writing in the dark. 

Resides these, we were obliged to take with us tea, 
salt, sugar, and many other small articles. 

Although tea is held to be the universal drink of the 
Chinese, it is often impossible to procure it in Northern 
China, and, in the few out-of-the-way places where it 
is to be bought, it is always very bad. At this long 
distance fro~ll the tea-growing districts, it is a great 
deal too expensive for any but rich people, and the 
poorer classes in the north either make a decoction of 
the leaves of some tree, or drink plain hot water, for, 
in all the length and breadth of this vast empire, the 
Chinese universally hold cold water in abhorrence 
for either external or internal use. 

The salt made by the Chinese varies considerably, 
but in small places, to which the worst articles always 
geem to gravitate, the salt to be bought in the shops 
is generally so full of dirt as to be redly uneatable. 

I had bought in Marseilles a quantity of com- 
pressed vegetables in packets, which, with Liebig's 
estr:~ct of meat, make really cielicious soup. The 
 pace occul~ied by these is very small, and if enough 
vegetables for the day's consumption are in the 
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morning put into a pickle-bottle full of water, and 
corked up tightly, soup can be prepared in the evening 
as soon as boiling water can be procured. During all 
my wanderings I almost invariably had this soup, 
which is wholesome and nourishing. 

Attention to small details of this kind makes the 
greatest difference in the comfort of a traveller, and it 
was not until after much consultation and deliberation 
that it was finally agreed that all necessaries had 
been provided. 

,September 25.-The pleasant ring of the mule-bells 
sounded in the morning, and eight mules arrived to 
be loaded with our goods. Each load was covered 
with a square of oiled cotton waterproofing, and our 
two servants arranged a quantity of wadded quilts on 
two half-laden mules, thus forming very comfortable 
seats for themselves. At eleven o'clock they started 
to await us at Tung-Chou, while we joined the suite 
of the Minister who went to pay a visit to the Prince 
of Kung. The Prince received his guests in what in 
Europe would be called a very poor room, in which 
there were two round tables and a number of cushioned 
and uncushioned chairs. Amongst the Chinese the 
left hand takes precedence of the right, and on the 
left of the Prince of Kung our Minister of course took 
his place. Tea was first served round, in small cups, 
without milk or sugar, then plates and dishes of &sh 
sr 4 ~reserved fruits, innumerable little cakes, apricot 
kernels, and water-melon seeds. The taste of the 
Chinese for water-melon seeds is one of the' most 
extraordinary imaginable. Huc, though not always 
a safe leader, has made some remarks on this predilec- 
tion, in his usual humorous style, worth quoting : 

' The water-melon is in China a h i t  of great im- 
portance, above all on account of its seeds, for which 

r 2 
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the Chinese are possessed of a veritable passion, or 
rather of an insatiable appetite. . . . . 

' In certain localitiee, when the harvest of water- 
melons is abundant, the fruit is without worth, and 
the proprietor sets no value on it, except for the 
seeds. Sometimes whole cargoes of them are taken 
to the most frequented highways, and are given 
away gratuitously to travellers, on the condition that 
they will carefi11l.y d l e c t  the grains for the pro- 
prietor. . . . . 

' These water-melon seeds are, in fact, a veritable 
treasure, to amuse at a cheap rate the three hundred 
millions of inhabitants of the Celestial Empire. In 
the eighteen provinces these deplorable futilities daily 
furnish delicacies to the whole population. 

' There can be nothing more amusing than to see 
these astonishing Chinese before their meals dallying 
with these seeds, trying as it were the good disposi- 
tion of their stomachs, and gently sharpening their 
appetites. Their long and pointed nails are, under 
these circumstances, invaluable. The address and 
celerity with which they crack the hard and tough 
shell of the seed in order to extra& therefrom one 
atom of the kernel, or perhaps none at all, ought to 
be seen ;--a troop of squirrels or apes could not be 
more ekilfd. 

' It has always been our opinion that the natural 
propensity of the Chinese for all that is factious and 
deceitful inspires them with this frantic taate for 
water-melon seeds, for if in the whole world there 
exists a deceitful food or a fantastic diet, it is in- 
contestably a water-melon seed. 

'Moreover, the Chinese give you them in all 
places and at all times. If a few &ends meet together 
to drink a cup of tea or rice-wine, the necessary 
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accompaniment is invariably a plate of water-melon 
seeds. They crack them during journeys, and as 
they walk about the streets, engaged in business 
matters. If a child or a workman haa a few cseh to 
dispose oE, it is on this kind of gluttony that they 
spend it. They are to be bought everywhere,-in the 
towns, in the villages, and on every highroad and 
b m *  

' Should one &ive in the most deserted country, 
absolutely wanting in provisions of any description, 
one may rest assured of not being reduced so low ae 
to lack water-melon seeds. 

'Throughout the whole empire there is an in- 
conceivable consumption of these seeds, and one 
that exceeds the wildeet flight of imagination. On 
the rivers huge junks may be seen loaded entirely 
with this precious commodity. 

' In truth, one can hardly help fancying oneeelf 
amidst a nation of rodents. It would be a curious 
inquiry, and one well worthy of our great statisticians, 
to examine how many water-melon seeds must. be 
consumed daily, monthly, or yearly, in a country 
whose population amounts to three hundred millions.' 

Thus Huc ; and every step I took in this singdm 
country, and every wayside restaurant at which I 
stopped, convinced me not only that in this c x w  Huo 
is guilty of no exaggeration, but that it ie utterly 
impossible to convey to the most imaginative of 
Europeans the extent of this preposten,us fancy. 

On this occasion our hosts were not beneath their 
reputation, and soon the floor waa strewn with hundrede 
of the shells. There were a number of high Chinese 
officials p-t, with fingeF nails of the most aatonieh- 
ing length, some of them at least an inch beyond the 

' Hull Z'hhph Chin4 ii. 47 (d iaea). 
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tip of the finger. They asked all sorts of curious 
questions about the guests : who they were, what they 
did when they were at home, whether they were rich 
or poor, what were their honourable agee, and made 
many other inquiries th& appear inquisitive to 
Europeans, but are amongst Chinese little more than 
the polite formulae of familiar intercourse. Theae 
ceremonies occupied so much time that it was five 
o'clock in the evening before Carlee and I were able 
finally to get away. Putting our horses into a smart 
canter Peking was soon left behind, and I was fihirly 
embarked in Chinese travel. 

The shades of the autumn evening were already 
be* to fall as our ponies' hoofs clattered over 
the great imperial highway h m  Pekmg to Shan-Hai- 
ICuan. This is one of the paved made of China,-a 
relic of departed grandeur,-like all else, in a sad state 
of ruin, with its stones displaced, and full of huge and 
dangerous holes. The fourteen miles to the gate of 
Tmg-Chou were accomplished in a couple of hours, and 
though it wm long after sunset, Carles had not much 
difficulty in persuading the warders to unlock and with- 
dmv the heavy bolts. We entered a dark and gloomy 
street, bounded on each side by high walls, with the 
narrow garden doors closely shut and fastened. For 
about' a mile we followed the deserted thoroughfare, 
and then suddenly found ourselves in the busy 
business quarter. Here the shops were dimly lighted 
~ & h  a bit of flaring candle, or a miserable oil lamp, 
that cast an uncertain glare on the faces of the dealers 
and purchasers, and formed many a study that would 
have delighted Dom or Schalken, or others of those 
old Dutch painters. Night and day seem all one to 
these busy Chinese people of the north, and as we 
rode out of the north gate of the city we left them 
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still chattering over their bargains, without any 
thoughts of closing for the night. 

After leaving the city we rode through the suburb 
known aa the Barrier Inn to the hotel of ' Virtue 
and Prosperity,' where we found a very good room 
with a small chamber at each side ; in both of these 
there was of course the usual kang, on which our be& 
were already made. The large room was adorned with 
sundry paintings, in some of which that omnipresent 
bird, the magpie, was conspicuous. 

In this part of China the magpie is a very im- 
portant feature in a landscape. Fat and tame, these 
birds walk about the roads, jump into trees, or fly 
over the houses in parties of eight or ten. Scarcely 
deigning to get out of the way of the horses' feet, 
they hop off to one side of the road, and stand looking 
on with the same impudent air that they have all over 
the Eastern world. 

Another picture represented a willow-tree, with a 
bridge ; and besides these there were scrolls, with 
inscrutable passages from obscure but revcred authors 
of antiquity. 

A cold fiesh breeze had set in from the north as 
we finished our ride, and we were both quite ready 
to do justice to the excellent dinner that was ready 
for us. 

On counting up our party before going to bed, we 
found that we numbered thirteen people, viz. Carles and 
myself, our two servants, one Ma-Fu, and eight inule- 
teem. There were besides four ponies, eight mules, 
and last, but not least, Carlea' liver-and-white spaniel 
' Spot! 

,.September 26.-We were obliged to mait here for 
our ptl88ports, as they mere not ready when me left 
Peking. Before getting a passport in China it ia 
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necessary to be provided with a name,--not a very 
simple matter there. 

The Chinese having no alphabet it is necessary to 
choose for w h  syllable some Chinese word that 
sounds as much like it as possible. As a rule the 
attempt only ends in failure, and old residents 
in China usually have a Chinese name of one 
word, that may or may not approximate in sound 
to the first syllable of their European name. Whilst 
waitihg, news was brought that the Emperor's 
brother, who had just returned from a visit to the 
imperial tombs, wanted to come to the rooms we were 
occupying ; but when he learned that they were in the 
occupation of foreigners he turned away, so that his 
eye should not light on any of the hated race. For this 
man has the reputation of detesting foreigners to such 
an extent that he would exterminate them if he could ; 
and report has i t  that the present boy was made 
emperor, in part for the sake of rendering his femioue 
relative innocuous, the near connections of an.emperor 
being unable to hold office. 

The hotel-keeper was very thankful to have been 
spared the visit of the exalted personage, who would 
have taken much and given little ; and when at last 
the courier from Peking galloped in with our papers, 
when the mules were loaded and we took our leave, 
our host mas none the less cordial in his adieux, that 
we had been the means of saving him h m  the in- 
fliction. 

Outside the inn a long string of camels laden with 
tert was on its may to Mongolia. They went off to- 
w d s  the north, and as we rode to the west, the deep 
sound of the bell these animals wear round their 
necks was soon lost in the distance. We soon arrived 
at the Pei-Ho, and as there was no bridge we passed 



it in a ferry, a somewhat lengthy operation, as it was 
necessary to unload all the mules. 

This morning I rode the innocent-looking bay 
pony, who promptly kicked me directly I approached 
him ; and as he shied at everythrng by the roadside, 
and ran away when I took a map out of my pocket, I 
began to f a r  that his mild and inoffensive appearance 
might after all be deceptive. 

The road waa rather heavy in places, and showed 
signs of recent floods ae we travelled over the same 
flat country as before. The large millet, another smaller 
millet (the only crop it is said that the locusts spare), 
and Indian corn were the chief crops, until we arrived 
at the ' Harmonious and Benevolent Inn ' at Yen- 
Ch'ino. 

2hplember 27.-We very soon found out that al- 
though the people, when about their own business, are 
always up and away at al l  sorts of hours in the morning, 
they are by no means so anxious for an early start when 
they are engaged for others, and notwithstanding that 
we were up at four o'clock, we were unable to get our 
caravan under way before a quarter to six. 

The long and straggling villages in this part of 
the country are very picturesque ; the footpath on 
either side of the wide main street is well raised, for the 
roadway evidently becomes a roaring torrent after much 
rain ; the paths are lined with a row of trees, and the 
cottages behind m built of mud, with cucumbers or 
pumpkins trailing over them. There m not many 
people about, either in the fields or in the villages, 
indeed some of the latter seem almost deserted, until 
an opening discloses the threshing-floor where nearly 
all the inhabitants m collected, either threshing the 
corn or assisting as spectators. 

A fresh north-westerly wind came down from the 
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mountains, and after the long period of tropical heat 
it felt quite cold in the early morning. 

We crossed the Tan-Ho at a ferry, where, al- 
though some of the mules objected strongly to enter- 
ing the boat, we were delayed only twenty minutes. 
A h r  this ' Spot' disappeared, Carles galloped back 
after him, and on passing his boy, mounted on the 
red pony, that amiable animal could not resist a good 
kick, by which he broke the reins, deposited the boy 
on the ground, and gained his freedom. By-and-by 
we met a military official, who, to conceal his curiosity, 
pretended that it was his duty to stop Chin-Tai and 
make inquiries about us. After halting for breakfist 
at the ' Hotel of the Law-makers' in the village of 
Tsao-Lin, we spent the night in the small, but fairly 
clean, ' Inn of the Everlasting Harmonies ' at Pang- 
Chiin. 

In the little country inns large tables and chairs 
were very rare, and there was usually nothing but the 
little low table on the kmg. Some of these, made of 
very beautiful wood highly polished, and black with 
age, were, although very dirty, redly handsome pieces 
of furniture ; but sittinv to write at them in an un- 

b. 
natural twisted position is not very comfortable aRer 
a long day's ride, and there waa generally enough 
work to occupy several houm of an evening. 

As we marched through the village before the sun 
was up, our fingers tingled in the keen air, and seeing 
s man selling hot sweet potatoes, our party nearly 
cleared out his stock. ARer this for some time the 
hot potato became a regular event in the morning's 
ride. 

Sqtember 28.-' Spot ' was a source of keen con- 
troversy and much speculation amongst the villagem 
we passed : none of them had ever seen other dogs than 



the villanous pariahs that fi-equent the streets, and do 
the ecavenger's work, the same snarling curs that may 
be seen in every village in Turkey, Egypt, India, and 
Persia,--so at the sudden appearance of ' Spot ' the 
wise people of the town would lay their heads to- 
gether, some saying he was a sheep, others a sort of 
cow ; none ever suspected that he was a dog, and in 
the universal interest we attracted but a very minor 
share of notice. 

The plain was thickly populated, and the villages 
and towns were scarcely more than a mile apart ; as 
we proceeded the road gradually approached a fine 
range of moyntains ; now stone entered into the com- 
position of the buildings ; large boulders, lying about 
the main streets of the villages, were sure indications 
of sudden floods in the rainy season ; and soon we 
were near enough to see the Buddhist temples perched 
on the tops of almost inaccessible crags. 

The city of Chi-Chou lay on our road to-day ; its 
walls are massive, in good repair, and flanked with 
strong towers. The gate is protected by a double 
barbican, so that an invader, before he can enter, must 
pass three strong doors. It was market-day as we 
marched through, and all the sellers were sitting down 
at the sides of the street with great sacks of grain, 
chiefly wheat and millet ; there was scarcely any rice. 

During these marches the red pony was a never 
failing source of amusement or excitement. Chin-Tai, 
thinking the back of a pony more comfortable, or more 
dignified, than a seat on a mule, turned the Ma-Fu off 
his grey, and took it for himself. The Ma-Fu, a long- 
suffering person, walked for some time, but getting 
tired, he rashly attempted to ride the spare animal 
without a saddle. This was a liberty the red pony 
would not permit for a moment, and he disposed of 
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the Ma-Fu no less than three times early in the day. 
At last, as the pony was more difficult to catch each 
time that he got loose, and the delays were becoming 
serious, authority was obliged to interfere : Chin-Tai 
was replaced on the mule, and the Ma-Fu restored to 
the saddle on his iron grey. 

At Shih-Men the inn was small, but the landlord 
very civil and attentive ; he took an immense fancy to 
my trousers, and wanted to buy them on the spot. 
Then all the people of the village came to have a look 
at us and our things. Very few Chinrtmen can mis t  
the temptation to feel the texture of European cloth, 
and as the Chinese are qui' ignorant of the method 
of curing leather, the smoothness of OW belts and 
instrument cases used to excite universal admiration. 
Fortunately the villages were not large, so that nearly 
all the inhabitants could come in turn, and feel our 
clothes ~lnd belts. 

September 29.-As we were starting this morning, 
our head muleteer dilated with enthusiasm on the 
mabpificence and comfort of the inns at a place called 
Ma-Lan-Yu, and to grat~tlfy him we consented to make 
it cur halting-place for the night. 

Our road still lay over an alluvial plain, and pass- 
ing through a gap in the hills we entered a basin 
bounded on the south by a long ridge called the 
Dragon Hill, and on the north by a fine range whose 
peaks were h u t  1,000 feet above us. Away to the 
back, amongst these mountains, are the imperial tombs, 
which, according to an informant here, cover a tract 
of country extending over seventeen mountains. The 
sacred ground is not enclosed by a wall, but being 
covered with forests abounding with game and wild 
beasts, and being entirely devoid of roads, the sanctity 
of the place is never invaded. Very little information 
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could be obtained about the country or the position 
of the tombs. The emperors of the present dynaaty 
have all been buried .near the village of Ma-Lan-Yu, 
but some df the older graves are many miles distant 
amongst the mountain fastnesses. When an emperor 
is crowned, one of his first duties is to come here and 
select the site for his grave. At the time of our visit 
the tomb of the laat emperor was not yet finished, 
and many hundreds of workmen living in wretched 
tumble-down shanties outside the walls were em- 
ployed on it. The village, partaking of the miserable 
aepect of the workmen's dwellinge, waa very dirty, 
and though large, contained only one filthy inn, which 
we found on o w  arrival already cmwded with visitors. 
We ordered the mules to march to the next village, 
and then rode off to see the Great Wall, which was a 
short distance to the north. The road to it was wide 
and level, and ran up a pretty valley through fine 
paature-land ; there waa a row of tall willows and 
acacias on each side, and for the first time sheep and 
oxen were feeding in the meadow. The Chinese eat 
very little beef or mutton ; they do not think it grate- 
ful to kill the useful animal that draws the plough ; 
they consider mutton very poor food, and the butchers' 
shops are always kept by Mongols. In theae, how- 
ever, both beef and mutton can be bought for 3d. or 
4d. a lb., while pork, which is considered by the 
Chineee aa the greatest delicacy, sells for double the 
price.' 

At Ma-Lan-Chen the great wall of China comes 
down h m  the hill-sides and runs across the valley, 
and here for the first time I saw this extraordinary 
work. 
h Pdo, val. ii., book ii., p. 204: 'I should tell you a t  in dl 

the cotlntry of tbe Manri they have no deep,' 
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At this point a stream runs through the wall, 
which has here been broken down, leaving a gap filly 
yards wide which existed before the memory of the 
oldest inhabitant of this place. An old gentleman 
who lived here invited us to take tea, and led us into 
a little room about twelve feet square. All the inhabi- 
tants of Ma-Lan-Chen tried to follow, but as there was 
not space for more than about fifty, and as the popu- 
lation must have been four times that number, three- 
fourths were sadly disappointed. Carles endeavoured 
to extract some information from the inquisitive but 
well-disposed crowd, but as each of his queries elicited 
nothing but questions in return, we soon said good- 
bye, and rode away, followed some distance beyond 
the houses by many of the villagers, a large propor- 
tion of whom had very severe goitre. 

Returning through Ma-Lan-Yu we continued in 
a level plain well cultivated, closely populated, and 
bounded on the north by a high range of mountaine. 
The road mas very bad, with ruts nearly a foot deep, 
and in places under water. 

We halted for the night at Tsun-Hua-Chou, a city 
surrounded by good walls and a wet ditch. 

Septemba 30.-As we marched through the town 
in the morning, there were great quantities of very 
beautiful fruit and vegetables for sale : rosy apples, 
and others of a russet-brown ; pears, green, yellow 
and red ; peaches of all sizes, from little things no 
larger than an apricot, to others finer than the finest 
grown in England ; walnuts and chestnuts were in 
abundance ; and above all great bunches of purple 
grapes with a fresh bloom on them that would have 
caused an envious pang in the heart of a Covent 
Garden Jew. There wcre yams, brinjalls, great fat 
pumpkins, and a kind of hawthorn-berry, in size and 
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appearance like a white-heart cherry. Where the h i t  
comes h m  it is difficult to say ; for hit-trees are 
rarely noticed, such a thing as a vineyard is utterly 
unknown, and a vine is d y  ever seen except 
when occasionally an open back-door gives a peep into 
a garden, where one may be seen trailing behind the 
house, with its yellow leaves all glowing in the sun- 
shine. Who it is that eats so much fruit is a mystery, 
for neither meat, bread, nor grain are to be seen in 
anythug like a proportionate quantity. 

Our days here used to begin with a slow and 
tedious march of six hours, g e n e d y  broken by a 
good deal of walking. Then came the mid-day halt 
for breakhat, and for resting and feeding the cattle. 
To prepare our breakfast it always seemed necessary 
to unpack the loads of half the mules, for Chin-Tai 
had the most inveterate habit of packing the knife in 
one box, a fork in another, and a plate in a third ; the 
cooking utensils he would invariably distribute over 
all the animals, and the food was never in a convenient 
place ; ultimately this became such a nuisance that, 
as all our remonstrances were in vain, we gave up a 
hot meal and contented ourselves with whatever we 
could carry in our saddle-bags. During the halt I 
used to write up my notes, so that the time was fully 
occupied. The march in the &moon would generally 
be of a b u t  the same length aa that of the morning, 
and on arrival in the evening we used both to set to 
work at our writing, which, with an interlude for 
dinner, kept us well employed till it waa time for bed. 

On the road, at almost every hundred yards or so, 
a string of donkeys is seen, laden with merchandiee, 
jogging along at a wonderful pace, and the traveller 
in these Eastern countries cannot fail to be struck 
with the value of these well-abused m h a b .  They 
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are made use of by the pooreat clrrem, for they cost 
little to buy and hardly anything to keep, and h m  
the numbers that are employed in every way, whether 
aa beasts of burden, as draught animals, for riding 
purposes or for grinding corn, it is diflicult to un- 
derstand how the people would live without them. 

Few of the villagers here had ever seen a foreigner 
before ; but they always timated us with great civility, 
though, like all Chinese, they were curious and in- 
quisitive in the highest degree, and we were objecta 
of the deepest interest to them. 

On arrival at an inn they would crowd round 
and make remarks on our clothing and appearance. 

' What a curious-looking fellow that is,' says one, 
' he hss no plait, and does not shave his head.' ' No,' 
replies another, ' and look at his tight clothes, why it 
is absolutely indecent.' ' So it is ; and do look at 
their hats, what queer things, and not even alike. 
What ugly eyes they have too. Their boots, how- 
ever, are excellent ; do not you think so ? ' ' Oh, 
yes, indeed ; and I am told they never wear out.' 
'Really, is it so ? ' 'Oh, yes, that is a fact, and 
water cannot get through them.' Then to Carles, 
' And pray, sir, what is your honourable name ? 
What is your honourable country ; and what do you 
want here ? Do not you find your clothes very cold, 
and what is your honourable age ? ' ' Why, indeed, 
you look double that, and that gentleman with you, 
he does not talk our language ? ' and so on. 

Whenever we aat down to write, crowding round, 
they would all try to see at once; a lead pencil in- 
variably exciting many comments. 

If ever the curious people were kept out of the 
room they would then collect round the window; 
the more fortunate ones in h n t  would poke peep- 



holes in the paper with their fingem, and for houm 
would gaze stolidly, wondering at the way we ate, 
endangering our eyes and mouth with a pronged 
fork, would marvel at the odd and illogical mixture 
of cold drinks and hot viande, and above all fail to 
comprehend for what possible reason we could have 
l& our homes to wander about in their country. 

The hilly country we pass through is extremely 
pretty, and the villages pera l ly  very pictureaqua 
Here is one with a little patch of tobacco of the 
richest green ; here a careful cottager has built a 
little frellia-work in front of hie house, where a gourd 
tmihg overhead wts a pleaeant shade on the road, 
and inside he is sure to have a lark in a cage, with 
the feathers burnt off its throat to make it sing. 

Leaving the village, a charming d e y  is m d e d ,  
with a stream of water clear as crystal brawling in 
the bottom, and shut in at each side by high hilb or 
mountains, where on the top of the most inacceesible 
pinnacle a body of Lamas have built a temple, 

The valley is green with groves of willows and 
poplars, and just outside the next village there is a 
plantation of walnuts and chestnuts. As we enter it 
a man passes selling potatoes. Our head muleteer 
inquirea the price, and says they are too dear, and 
passes on ; but the seller, anxious for some business, 
calls out a lower sum, and in a little time a bargain 
is struck. Then two or three great hot potbtoes are 
put in the scale (for nodling is ever sold in China 
that ia not weighed or measured), weighed, and paid 
for, and the muleteer makes hie morning meal. 

Next we meet a fit-seller, and the muleteer, 
a h  making se close a bargain aa poesible, eelects 
the best pears he can see, taking care to offer one 
to Carles or myself with a reapectfid bow. He can- 
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not afford grapes, which are still to be bought in 
abundance. 

At this time of the year, when the leaves are all 
turning yellow, the villages with the great millet or 
Indian corn stialks piled against the houses for fire- 
mood look very homely. 

As the day wears on every one gets rather tired, 
especially the muleteers, who, being a little footsore, 
go, like Agag, delicately. One of the boys, perched 
on the top of his laden mule, goes to sleep ; presently 
he gives an extra heavy nod, and nearly falls off. 
Riding behind him I tried to sketch his figure ; but 
the white pony seeing a blade of grsas on the other 
uide of the road, g w  off with a jerk to get it, and 
spoils the picture. Returning to his place in the 
caravan, my greedy steed cannons +st Bacchus, 
as the mule is called that carries the wine. This is 
n farful animal to have anything to do with, his 
load projects on each side to a prodigious distance, 
and the corners of his boxes are most uncompro- 
mising. The bay mas called Tom BOW%, for ' his 
virtues were so mre,' indeed, no one ever found out 
that he had any at all ; every man's hand was against 
him, and his hoofs were against every man, and he 
mas altogether such an unpleasant animal that even 
the other ponies mould have nothing to say to 
him. 

Octobcr I .-There mas only one ferry-boat on the 
river Lai, which we had to cross in the morning, so 
it was rather a long business, and to while away the 
time, after examining the heaps of anthracite coal 
lying on the banks, me bought hot sweet potatoes 
a d  fed ' Spot,' who was pnrticularly fond of these 
luxuries. We passed the wallal town of Nan-Yang- 
Cheng, where the walls and all the houses inside it 
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had tumbled down, and the population now was en- 
tirely outaide. Then, ascending a valley where the 
slopee of the hills were covered with beautiful long 
grass and dotted with yews, wnlnuta, chestnuta, and 
willows, we crossed a saddle about 600 feet above the 
sea, and descended to Hsi-Feng-K'ou, a pass in the 
Great Wall, never, I believe, before visited by a 
foreigner. Here officials, who were not particularly 
polite, demanded our passports, and took an extra- 
ordinary amount of trouble to copy them. At this 
place the Great Wall is about thirty feet high, and in 
very hir repair ; it is built up, for a height of about 
seven or eight feet, of great granite blocks, above 
which are fifty-five c o u ~ ~ e e  of bricks, each about four 
inches thick. None of our party were ambitious to 
emulate the example of some of the naval people at 
Peking, who made an expedition to that modern wing 
of the Great Wall, which runs down not far from the 
capital. They carried off some bricks as trophies, 
and stowed them amongst their liquor ; when the 
box was opened to assuage the thirst of these adven- 
turous mariners? it was found to contain little but 
broken bits of glaas and brickbats. 

After passing the Great Wall the sceneq changed 
completely. Instead of a smiling valley, with greeh 
hills and trees, we entered an almost savage country. 
The great mountains, on either hand, were rising up 
nearly bare, and even in the bottom, by the side of 
the stream, the trees were very few. The road was 
bad and rocky, and seemed almost impassable for 
wheeled traffic ; but the mules made light of the 
difficulties, and we arrived in good time at a very 
poor inn in the mountain village of Po-lo-Tai. Here 
a great barn-like apartment, where the hotel master 
md  hie family lived, where passing travellers were 

r 2 
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accommodated, and which m e d  as a kitchen for the 
whole establishment, led by an indifferent and dilapi- 
dated door to our mom ; this was about twelve feet 
square. The kang was used as the store for the 
family supply of millet seed, over which our beds 
were spread. The table was so filthy that the thble- 
cloth I carried about was more a necessity than a 
luxury, and the place was soon filled with the pun- 
gent smoke of the millet stalks used as fuel in the 
cooking-stove close by. But these minor evils ap- 
pear trifling to the hardened traveller, and we pmsed 
our night without discomfort, if not in luxury. 

October 2.-Whilst waiting for the mules to get 
under way we watched the process of making bean- 
curd cakes. 

The uee that the Chinese make of beam is very 
remarkable ; they cook them in all sorb of ways, eat 
them pickled, put them into potato patties, and con- 
vert immense quantities into bean-curd cakes. 

The ordinary black and white beans are ground 
between two circular blocks of granite about two feet 
in diameter ; there is a small hole in the upper stone, 
through which the beane are swept, water being 
poured on at the m e  time. 

As the upper stone is turned a thick white cream 
runs out from between the stones, and is caught in a 
receptacle. This thick cream is then boiled with 
water, a very little rock-salt being added. After a 
time quantities of froth rise to the surface; this is 
skimmed off and thrown away, the remainder being 
tied up in a cotton cloth and squeezed tightly, after 
which it is put into a flat pan to set. It L W y  cut 
up into squares, and is ready for use. 

The Chinese are particularly fond of this prepara- 
tion, and in the d e s t  village even, if nothing else 
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is to be procured, one or two people will be certain to 
be found selling the bean-curd cakes. 

We had a delightfbl march monjpt lovely scenery, 
the foliage of every hue, from the rich green of the 
young leaves to the deep yellows and re& of autumn. 
In the early mornings the distant autlines in the 
narrow valleys were lost in a deep blue haze, while 
the hill-tops just caught a glow from the rising sun. 
After some miles we emerged from some low hills into 
as charming a view as it is possible to conceive. The 
Pao-Ho waa winding through a broad lrnd fertile 
valley, where, in one or two places, the bends ran 
below small precipices ; numerous villagee were dotted 
along the banks, and in the background the h e  
granite mountains closed the view. We halted for 
breagfast at a place called Kuan-Ching, where a good 
d d  of silk is made from the silk of worms that are 
fed on a kind of oak (Quercus obovcrtcr). The work- 
shop consisted of two rooms fourteen feet square ; in 
one of them the eilk from the cocoons was spun by a 
man who said he could do twelve hundred cocoone 
a day, and in the other a machine, the pattern of 
which has been in use for five hundred years, is used 
for weaving the silk. When waven the material ie 
very strong, but very coarse, and were it not for the 
frayed edge it would be diflicult to recognise its 
identity. Nearly dl of it is eent to Peking, where it 
sells at one tael (about 5s. 9d.) for four yarde of s M  
about two feet wide. 

This ailk weaver appeared to combine his trade 
with that of 'patissier,' for in the roam with his 
antiquated loom his whole fhi ly  were engaged in 
making pies. They had a bucket of green vegetables 
chopped up, and about s ix  of them, men, women, and 
children, were seated o t  the kang before s low table, 
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with a quantity of flour and water. One of them 
kneaded the dough, another made it into flat pancakes, 
a third handed up the green stuff, which a fourth 
rolled up in the pastry, while a fifth arranged the 
patties on a large, flat, circular tray, ready for the oven. 

We bid our good old host adieu, and leaving the 
room, which was now crowded with about twenty 
people, marched on to our night's halting place. 

October 3.-The next morning we descended a 
valley where nature had draped the landscape in such 
gorgeous autumn tints, that she seemed, in some 
wanton mood, to be challenging the feeble hand of 
man to imitate her wealth of colouring. The moun- 
tain eides that rose up on either hand almost precipi- 
tously glowed in golden yellow or red ; down by the 
rill, which l a p t  merrily h m  stone to stone, the young 
willows had the fresh green foliage of early spring ; 
and the very weeds growing by the roadside vied with 
the trees in the richness of their hues. 

The villages were very neat, and more tidy than 
usual ; we stopped in one of them to have the ponies 
shod. In Mongolia, horse-shoes c m  be obtained at 
almost any blacksmith's ; they are like our own in 
shape, but are not turned down at the heel. While 
the operation was going on we watched some people 
threshing out the millet ; no flail is used, but a blind- 
fold donkey is driven round in a circle, drawing a 
light stone roller over the corn. A h r  this, the win- 
nowing is done in the old-fashioned way, by throwing 
up the grain into the air, and allowing the wind to 
blow away the chaff. The quantity of millet grown 
in this part of Mongolia is very great ; every day we 
saw long strings of donkeys wrying sacks of millet 
south, and others bringing cotton goods in return. 

We arrived in the evening at the large military 



station of Pa-K'ou-Ying. Pa-K'ou is thus called by 
all the people in the neighbourhood, and this name 
generally appears in our maps ; but according to 
Dr. Bushell, in the year 1778, when the system of 
government in this province was remodelled, Pa-K'ou- 
Ying was elevated fiom the rank of Iring to that of a 
city of the second order; its name was changed and it 
was called Ping-Chuan-Chou. It is still a town of 
great importance, and the bank notes issued by the 
bankers of this place pass current anywhere within a 
radius of one hundred miles. This is a very remark- 
able and almost exceptional phenomenon, no other 
city in China, not excepting Peking itself, possessing 
bankers whose credit is known half a dozen miles 
fiom its gates. 

In  the main street of Pa-K'ou, the houses stand 
about twenty feet back from an open sewer, six feet 
wide, that runs down the centre, and is full of a foul 
black slime. There are few private residences in this 
street, nearly all the houses being shops, of which the 
greater part are kept by pawnbrokers. These have 
an ornamental pole in front of their houses, and fiom 
their appearance seem to drive a thriving trade. They 
will accept anything as a pledge. Our head muleteer 
had some time previously pledged a donkey, and the 
chance of being able to redeem it with the cash 
advanced by us before starting, was probably his chief 
inducement to enter our service, as the rate of interest 
charged by a Chinese pawnbroker mould startle a 
London Jew. 

As there is no glass in China, except where it has 
been introduced by E ~ p e a n s , ~  the shops are always 

0 When glaes ia 4, it ia curiow to note the conservative instinct of 
the Chieae, who generally fssten it over the thick latticework, which ie 
mwaauy when the windowe are covered with paper, but of courrre not only 
is u n v  when  at^^ ia made use of, but bloclm out half the light. 
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quite open to the front, so that the paseers-by may 
see the goods for sale. Private residencee are usually 
withdrawn from a thoroughfm by a court, through 
the wall of which there is but a very narrow door, 
almost always kept shut; and riding into a town sfter 
nightfall, it is a very striking contrast to turn from a 
street of private houses, enclosed on both sidea by a 
wall, pierced with nothing but the closed doors, where 
the very few people met with seem like spectres stalk- 
ing through a city of the dead, and suddenly to enter 
a street of shops full of men and animals, pus-, 
scrambling, shouting, bargaining, or gossiping, where 
the maas of people collected would give a very false 
idea of the population of the place. 

I t  is no doubt owing to the fact that the Chinese 
seem to pass their lives in the chief thoroughfares of 
the towns they inhabit, and leave the by-ways always 
deserted, that the early foreigners, who saw little but 
the crowded parts of the great towns, formed such 
exaggerated and erroneous ideas of the population of 
the empire. They knew that the towns covered a great 
area, they forgot that the houses, unlike European 
ones, were no more than one story high ; they saw 
the main thoroughfares thronged with a mass of 
humanity, they were probably unaware that the 
private residences were nearly all empty during the 
daytime, and they seldom turned into the by-streets. 
Under these circumstances it is not surprising that, in 
the last century, the few Europeans who hsd landed 
in China came away with the impression that the 
whole surface of the country was covered with teeming 
millions of people, scarcely able to find space even in 
an area so immense. 

Further, when they first made incursions from 
the great trading ports, they passed only through the 



fertile and alluvial plains where the population is 
enormous ; they ascended rivers which are the great 
highways of China, where fleets of junks of all sizea 
crowd the water. Again they argued h m  the 
analogy before their eyes ; again they omitted h m  
their calculation the vast expanse of mountainous 
regions, where in the narrow valleys but little room 
is left for population, where vast foresta cover acrea 
upon acrea of ground, and where along the wild by- 
paths for milea there is scarcely a habitation. 

Who can wonder that they estimated the popula- 
tion by hundreds of millions ? 

Pa-K'ou, though a dirty town, contained an ex- 
cellent hotel, from which, after a little patience, we 
succeeded in excluding the throng of people that had 
followed ua. In the large towns, the curioeity and 
inqiiaitiveness inherent in the nature of the Chinese 
becomes rather tiresome, and often very inconvenient ; 
but their intense desire to look at foreigners is not 
to be wondered at. A foreigner in European clothes 
had never been here before. To a Chinaman's eyes a 
Western is ae hideous and atrange as a Chinaman at 
first ia to o m  ; to his mind our clothes are not only 
uncouth and uncomfortable, but indecent ; and to his 
ideaa a light-haired being is diabolic ; indeed the very 
animals seem to ahare this belief. A story is told of 
a red-haired, red-bearded Englishman who one day 
waa walking in a ,country place ; meeting a cart, the 
animals were so frightened by the extraordinary 
apparition, that they started, and upset the vehicle 
into a ditch. The Anglo-Saxon good-naturedly went 
to aa& in setting mattera straight, when the carter 
entreated him to get out of sight as soon as he could, 
aa hie awful appearance only terrified the animals the 
more. 
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We had a long consultation here with the inn- 
keeper ns to roads and distances. Our objects on 
leaving l'eking were first to see the road to Hsi-Fhg- 
Ii'ou, and thence to Jehol ; and afterwards to travel, 
as much as time mould permit, in the low ground 
south of the mountains, and between them and the 
sea. 

As far as Hsi-Fhg-K'ou all had been simple 
enough, but although Jehol lies KNE. of Hsi-Fdng- 
K'ou, up to this moment we had been t ravelhg NW., 

. our guides assuring us each day that to-morrow 
I me should bear away towards Jehol. That city lay 
now to the south of mest, and seemed as far off ae 
ever, and as time was drawing on, it became a matter 
for consideration whether we should not abandon our 
intention of visiting it. 

Jehol is the summer hunting-palace of the Em- 
peror ; it mas here that Earl Macmtney was admitted 
to an audience by the Emperor Chien-Lung in 1793 ; 
and it mas here that when Peking was attacked by 
the d i e d  armies of England and France, the court 
took refuge. 

Our innkeeper at Pa-Ii'ou waa an intehgent man, 
and he gave us a good deal of information ; we ulti- 
mately with much regret abandoned the idea of finish- 
ing our journey to Jehol, and determined now to get 
to Shnn-Hai-Kuan by the shortest route. There ap- 
peared to be several roads, and on the recommendation 
of our host we adopted the most northern. The maps 
me had with us were not of the slightest use ; and 
it was not until we began to approach the sea, that 
we fully appreciated the extraordinary and circuitous 
route, by which we had been despatched many miles 
away to the north-emt, before finally deecending in a 
southerly direction to Shan-Hai-Kuan. 
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The lengthy discussion with our host being con- 
cluded, we sat down to enjoy our dinner with appetites 
sharpened by the keen mountain air. The weather 
was now getting very cold up here, the nighte 
especially, we felt chilly when sitting to write with 
our feet on the cold stone or plaater floors, until 
Chin-Tai suggested that a pair of Mongol shoes 
would be much better to sit in than anything we hsd. 
These are made of felt, with soles of a kind of papier 
mh! about three-quarters of an inch thick, not un- 
like those of the shoes called gatas in Persia. When 
once we had invested in them, we found that we could 
sit for hours before our feet became chilled. 

October 4.-Our march the next day waa in a much 
less interesting country : among great bare mountains, 
and through undulating broken plains with no trees 
except round the villages, where the willows, like the 
magpies, seemed omnipresent. The villages here are 
all clean and thriving, the people seem happy and 
contented, growing little but their millet and Indian 
corn ; no f i t  is ever seen here, and none is to be 
bought ; and as the road penetrates further to the 
north into the great Mongolian plateau, large herds of 
sheep and cattle are seen feeding on the rich pasture. 

As on all the borders of China, the Chinese are 
here gredually pushing back the aboriginal Mongols ; 
wherever corn will grow the agricultural Chinaman is 
by degrees superseding the paatod Mongol. The 
Chinese never take to p a s b d  pursuits, but in some of 
thevalleys between Pa-K'ou and Ta-Tz5-K'ou, Mongol 
encampwents may be seen, where the Mongols are be- 
ginning to cultivate the ground, and abandon the no- 
mad life of shepherds. Whether by this means the 
relentlees advance of the Chinese will be stopped, time 
alone can determine. 
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Our Ma-Fu used to give us a good deal of muse- 
ment. He generally h d  a couple of animals to lead, 
and now seemed to have given up riding altogether ; 
he was usually to be seen tailing off at tLe rear of 
our caravan, with two, or sometimes three ponies 
dragging at his arms, and trying to stop and nibble 
at every blade of grass. As he walked, he used to 
s h d e  in some strange manner altogether peculiar to 
himself, and at last we felt that it waa really an act of 
charity to put Chin-Tai on hie pony, and let him go 
on in advance to get the inn ready for us before we 
arrived. 

October 5.-The muleteers to-day were dl fbt- 
sore, and the mules knocked up, especially Judae, so 
called because he carried the money-box. He with 
two others had already U e n  down twice, and poor 
'Spot ' could hardly walk, so to h h  everybody 
was it advisable to halt for a day. Carlea and I 
went out for a stroll with our guns, after warning 
Chin-Tai that we depended on him rather than on our 
weapons for our dinner : a fortunate precaution, as 
the only bird we obtained ~ p a e  a tame duck that our 
guide presented to us to compensate m for our want 
of luck. 

October 6.-The next morning, although our party 
were not as much &shed by the rest as we could 
have wished, we again started, aRer putting ' Spot ' into 
a basket and covering him with a net. Our head 
muleteer had brought one man with him so old and 
decrepit that he appeared to have no vitality left: our 
continuom long marches had quite knocked him up ; 
the head muleteer wlle now obliged to put him on a 
donkey, but the poor old fdow was so feeble that he 
could hardly keep himself h m  falling off ; hie appear- 
ance was most melancholy, and he ultimately received 
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the sobriquet of Lazarus, for he looked like one 
raised from the dead. We afterwards found out that 
hia age was only forty-five, though he looked eighty 
at leaat. 

On the road we met a poor fsmily who had been 
driven by famine from their own village in Shan- 
Tung, and had come here, a distance of 700 miles, on 
foot in t3earch of a living. Poor creatures, they had 
not found much to do, and were at sore straits to keep 
from absolute starvation. 

In the evening we arrived at the gatea of the 
walled town of Ta-Tzs-K'ou, a military station of 
some importance. We entered a street where there 
were no shops but pawnbrokers, all the other houses 
being solidly-built private residences. The street was 
about fifty or sixty feet wide, and the absence of shops 
gave it a deserted appearance, but presently our nostrils 
were met with the flavour of the familiar drain, and 
we knew that we were approaching the crowded part 
of the town. 

In the size and bouquet of its open sewer, the main 
street bore a strong resemblance to that of Pa-K'ou ; 
we soon found ourselves in the busy thoroughfirre, 
surrounded by the usual crowd of wondering but 
good-natured people, who followed us to the inn. 
Our room here was fbrtunately in a courtyard of its 
own, the walls of which kept out all but the most 
inquisitive of the people ; these, however, forced an 
entrance, and poking holes in the paper windows 
with their fingers, were able to examine us and our 
singular doings. 

Fearful and strange stories were told us before 
going to bed of the awful nature of the country we 
were about to traverse, and of the ferocious brigands 
that infest it. How a Corean gentleman of high 
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rank and importance had been stripped a few days 
back and left naked ; how a Roman Catholic priest 
who was travelling here had been robbed of every- 
thing he possessed; how the terror of the lawless 
bands that roved about the country was so constantly 
before the eyes of the inhabitants, that yesterday when 
Chin-Tai was sent forward to arrange the inn accom- 
modation, he spread consternation amongst the peace- 
able townsfolk, who, because he wns a stranger, thought 
he must also be a robber. 

October 7.-We were not much impressed with fear 
however, but as our servants would insist on all being 
armed, sundry mule-loads were overhauled, and our 
artillery prepared. Chin-Tai trusting to size chose to 
carry a seven-bore duck-gun, and nothing less than 
fifty cartridges would satisfy his bloodthirsty mind. 
Carlea' servant having the next choice, selected a heavy 
double rifle, and thus equipped they swelled in impor- 
tance. Descending the river, which here was coursing 
through an undulating plain with rounded hills on 
both sides, we presently entered a little gorge, where 
the stream ran between high cliffs ; beyond there was 
another wide, flat, and richly cultivated valley, where 
many little villages, clustering by the edge of the 
water, were surrounded by homely clumps of elms, 
on some of which a great quantity of mistletoe was 
growing that brought fond recollections of our island 
home away in the Western seas. A little further on, 
on either side, a very remarkable mountain, with high 
pinnacles 1,000 feet above the plain, stood sentiinel 
over the pass. 

At the village of Chi-Chien-Fang, where we made 
our halt, the people all declared that ' Spot' had ears 
like a lion. I t  is not sulprising that they did not 
know what a lion was like, but it is difficult to under- 
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stand why they should all have declared that ' Spot,' 
was like a lion. They had never eeen one, nor had they 
ever seen picturee of one, nor is a lion an animal fie- 
quently mentioned in Chinese books ; but as the people 
with one accord compared ' Spot ' with a lion, of which 
by all sound reasoning h e y  ought to know nothing, 
the only conclusion to be drawn ia that if a man had 
to evolve a lion out of his own inner coneciousness, he 
would adorn it with long e m  like those of a spaniel. 

A man asked Carlea to-day if it wae true that a 
queen reigned over us ; and when he received an 
affirmative reply, said that he supposed that Provi- 
dence arranged for all the queen's children to be girls, 
so that there should never be any danger of a rupture 
of the Salic succession. 

Leaving Chi-Chien-Fang, we marched over an 
undulating downy country, sometlug like Salis- 
bury Plain in appearance. The crops had nearly all 
been gathered ; the poverty of the soil was very appa- 
rent, and accounted for the sparse population and the 
absence of trajlic. Passing the village of Ha-Go-Ta, 
where some few Mongols have settled down as agri- 
culturists, we arrived in the evening at San-Tai. 

October 8.-Riding to the southward, and passing 
here and there some small village surrounded by a wall 
to protect it h m  the troops of wolves that in the deso- 
late winter scour the plain of San-Tai, we prewx~tly saw 
the mountain K'ou-Lung-Shan raising its strange 
head h m  behind the low rounded hilh that enclose 
the valley ; K'ou-Lung-Shan, or the 'Hole and Dragon 
mountain,' ia so called because some wanton freak of 
nature has driven a tunnel through its summit, and 
even at the distance of ten miles we could see the sky 
beyond like some monstrous Cyclopean eye watching 
over the fortunes of the plain. 
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The climate of October in this part of China is 
simply perfect ; it is never hot, nor very cold, it 
scarcely ever rains, strong winds are of rare occur- 
rence, and the fresh crispness of the morning air is 
wondehlly exhilarating. The atmosphere is exceed- 
ingly dry, inducing the most prodigious appetite, and 
Carles, adapting what Falstaff said of borrowing, 
remarked that eating only 'lingered and lingered it 
out, but the disease was incurable ' ; altogether there 
can be nothing more enjoyable or health-giving than 
an October in Mongolia. 

In the summer the heat is oppressive, the land 
dried up, and the sun scorching. In the winter the 
cold is bitter, the soil is frozen many feet below the 
surface, and icy gaks eweep across the dreary plateaux ; 
but for juet these few weeks nature w m s  to com- 
bine d her charms of scenery and climate, and in 
one short month to make amends for the alternations 
of excessive heat and cold. 

Our march to the south must have taken us across 
the supposed position of the line of palisades shown 
on all maps, including Williamson's. 

We saw nothing of them, not even one of the gates 
mentioned in the extract below. In all probability 
they have long since been used ae firewood, and, not- 
withstanding hie map, Williamson thus writes :- 

' Kirin, or Central Manchuria, is bounded on the 
north by the Soongaris, on the east by the Usuri or 
Russian territory, on the south by Corea and Liau- 
Tung, and on the west by the Soongari, and a line of 
palisades, which exist only on the map, and in the 
imagination of H.I.M. the Emperor of China : though 
there is a sort of gate at the passes, and a ditch or 
shrtdolv of a fence for a few yards on each side.' 

W-I J-8 in  North *, vol. ii. p. 63. 
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October 9.-From Ku-Ch'iao-Tzu aecending a 
narrow and steep valley, the road d e s  a saddle, 
and a glorious view over mountain-tops ie dieclmed ; 
deecending again, in a narrow gorge, the road skirta 
the mountain of Yang-Shan, where there are some 
precipices 200 or 300 feet high, and sometimes follow- 
ing a stream in a wooded plain, sometimes shut in by 
precipitous hills on both aides, the road at length 
reaches Kang-K'ou. 

This place is a great ddpbt for millet, and ie a 
military station for 150 soldiers. The uommandant 
who paid us a visit waa accompanied by half the 
people in the place, who sat down beaide us, felt 
our clothes, joined in the convereation, and aeked all 
aorta of extraordinary questions. TL officer had the 
longeet and loudest tongue of any man I ever met ; 
he shouted at and harangued the populace in a voice of 
thunder, and talked to Carles ae if he were aa deaf aa 
a stone. He accepted our invitation to take some tea, 
and sitting down, smoked, with the assistance of his 
servant, innumerable pipes. 

There are two kin& of pipe in use in China. 
The upper classes &ect the water pipe. Thie ie an 
elaborate contrivance in which highly scented to- 
bacco, ground into a powder like snuff, ie smoked. 
To use it with any effect, the constant aeeistance of a 
servant ie nemmry, who fills the minute bowl, and 
offers it with a hghted match to his maater ; the small 
quantity of tobacco only permits of two or three 
whiffs, after which the pipe ie returned to the servant, 
who, lifting the bowl from ita place, blows out the 
ah-, refills it, and again hands it to the amoker. 
The poorer people smoke the coarse rank tobacco of 
the country in pipea the bowls of which, no larger 
than a thimble, are made of white metal ; reeds are 
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used for the stems, which vary from one to four 
feet in length. These pipes are their constant com- 
panions, being converted into walking-sticks when 
smoking is not an immediate necessity. 

Whilst our military friend was haranguing us we 
could watch the muleteers in a corner preparing their 
fru,pl repast of Indian corn meal. 

There is a popular idea that all Chinese live en- 
tirely on rice ; like many other popular ideas, it ie 
very far from the truth. 

Rice ie well adapted to the necessities of the warm 
climate of Central and Southern China ; yielding an 
enormous harvest to the agriculturist, it is the 
cheapest food that can be procured, and has for these 
reasons become the national food of the people. 

But in the colder climate of the north, or in the 
higher mountain +ens, rice is not so suitable as 
Indinn corn or oats, nor can it be so eaaily cultivated. 
One or the other of these grains consequently tekes 
ita place. 

Here our muleteers lived almost entirely on Indian 
corn ; they ground it into a meal, mixed it with a 
little water, and steam-baked the preparation. 

October 10.-We marched from Kang-K'ou up a 
narrow valley, where the mules continually stumbled 
and f d  over the great rocks scattered pell-mell over 
the path, to a ridge from which we looked down upon 
the most extraordinary and confused mass of moun- 
tain-tops. Descending again and crossing successive 
ridges, where, in one of the valleys, we found some 
thirty men washing the sand for the very minute 
quantity of gold in it, we gained the summit of the 
Ku-Ling Pass, and, when we put our feet upon the 
crest, a view so lovely burst upon us that an excla- 
mation of wonder involuntarily escaped our lips. 
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Great mountains in front of us, lit up by the set- 
ting sun, shone in all the glory of golden hues, which 
changed to purple on the lower slopes, and deepened 
h t o  blue in the valleys below. 

This picture was, as it were, set in a h e  by the 
narrow gorge that ran down from where we stood, 
and whose rocky and almost perpendicular sides, rising 
high above our heads, presented every variety of 
colouring. The bluish grey of the beetling cliffs 
mingled with the mellow glow of autumn on the treee, 
and here and there a touch of delicate green showed 
some young sapling just starting into life. 

We neither of ua could leave the spot, though the 
hour was late, but stood and watched the changing 
tints on the mountain-tops. The rosy blush hded 
from them one by one as the sun fell in the west, 
little by little the transparent blue in the valley 
deepened, and the darkening shade stole up the 
mountain sides ; at length the lmt flush melted from 
the highest peak, one star shot its first faint ray of 
light, and heralding the night reminded us that we 
must tear ourselves away from the glorious scene. 

A little temple, perched on the very summit of 
the northern face, bowered in trees and shrubs, and 
overlooking the quiet valley, stands in a spot at this 
sesson of the year as fair as any on the earth. 

By the light of the stars that shone with marvel- 
lous brilliancy in that cold clear air, we followed the 
stream by a rocky path to San-Cha, where we halted 
after a march of thirty miles. The inn here was 
wretched. A long low shed like a barn led through a 
door that would hardly close into a small place be- 
yond, where there was no floor but the natural soil, 
through which great stones jutted up ; a few dirty 
shreds only remained to remind the traveller that the 

e 2 
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window had once been covered with paper, and the 
dust lay inches thick on the furniture. The kang was 
hghted, but the pungent smoke came pouring out 
upon us through yawning cracks in the dilapidated 
structure. These trifles, however, made but little 
impression on us, and we slept as soundly ae on the 
most luxurious of couches. 

October 1 1 . F r o m  San-Cha the road descends a 
rocky valley to I-Yuan-K'ou, a pass in the Great Wall 
not previously visited by foreigners, where our pass- 
ports were again examined by some very civil officials, 
who invited us to stop and take tea with them. Ex- 
cept just at the crossing of the stream, the Great Wall 
is here in the same good state of preeervation as at the 
other points vbited by us ; it is the same xnarvellously 
massive structure, and there is something very im- 
posing in its appearance, as, with towera at regular 
intervals, it ascends the steepeat mountain sides, is 
carried over the tops of the highest hills, plungea 
deep into the valleys, and crosses many a mountain 
torrent. There ie somethmg very impressive in the 
thought that for centuries this wall has looked upon 
the same country, has seen emperors come and dynss- 
ties go, and that for hundreds of miles, away towards 
the west, it stretches across the boundary of many 
provinces, till it is lost in the distant deserts of Gobi. 

The running stream at this point appears to have 
washed away part of the foundations, for the wall had 
fallen away, leaving a gap through which anyone 
might ride ; the fme,  however, is still kept up of 
aoldiers at the gate, which might be knocked down 
by a strong man's kick. 

We halted for breakfast at a garrison town, where 
we excited more than the usual amount of interest. 
The commandant came to pay us a visit, bringing 
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with him a powerfully smelling rabble, who won 
blocked up every available corner in the apartment. 

This was a foolish old man who had no informa- 
tion to impart, and could aak no more intelligent 
questions than our honourable namea and country. 

After having watched him smoke many pipes, we 
found a want of excitement in the amusement ; and 
leaving him, we threaded our difEcult way through 
the dense but good-humoured crowd that thronged 
the innyard, and continued our journey over a very 
stony road, through an undulating country, gradually 
leaving the mountains on the left. Crossing a good 
many small streams, where slippery stepping-stones 
were provided for pedestrians, we gained the crest of.  
a small spur thrown out from the mountain, and now 
the calm blue sea lay stretched before us, flecked here 
and there with the red d s  of a fiehing-junk. 

Seven miles away lay Shan-Hai-Kuan, and behind 
it ruae the steep mountain up which Fleming climbed 
on a blazing summer day, and where he so nem1.y 
lost his life.8 

We sent Chin-Tai forward on the red pony to get 
things ready, but about a quarter of an hour after- 
wards an animal was seen approaching that bore an 
uncommonly strong resemblance to ' Tom Bowling' ; 
and in a few minutes the familiar form of that vir- 
tuous creature, riderless and without a saddle, kicking 
up his heels here, and nibbling a blade of grass there, 
was unmietakable. 

In his playful way he had set to work kicking, 
broken his saddle girths, and disposed of Chin-Tai ; 
and as he now declined to be caught, we deployed 
our force across the plain and drove him before ue, 
detaching parties to the right or left whenever the 
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cunning beast made long flank movements. At 
length his h t  became entangled in his bridle, he 
found himself unable to move, and surrendered, but 
with a very bad grace. 

We took up our quarters in a rather small inn, in 
a suburb outside the west gate of Shan-Hai-Kuan, 
where we were very quiet. It was quite a new 
sensation to be able to wash, eat, drink, read, and 
write without being surrounded by a gaping crowd. 

October 12.Shan-Hai-Kuan meana mountain 
and sea barrier,' and is so called because the mountains 
here run down to the sea. 

Old Lazarus had lately proved such a serious 
charge, that we determined to send him to Peking 
with letters ; and, aa we expected henceforth to be 
always on the level plain, we hired a cart to make up 
for the loss of the animal that the old muleteer was to 
take with him. 
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October 18.-We halted a day at Shan-Hai-Kuan, 
and the next morning, just as we were starting, we 
heard a very loud altercation in the courtyard, and 
found old Lazarus wrangling with the head muleteer, 
who owed him some wages. The old man declined 
to start for Peking without payment ; he had laid an 
embargo on the headman's donkey, and was sitting 
down in the gateway, stolidly holding the reins, which 
he declined to give up. The head muleteer, having 
no money, thus found the animal that he had only 
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lately redeemed from pawn again seized as a pledge, 
and matters seemed fairly to have arrived at s dead 
lock. They wrangled thus for upwards of an hour, 
anyone passing by, of course, stopped, not so much to 
listen as to join in the dispute ; two soldiers, who had 
been sent to escort us, became very energetic, and looked 
as if they were quite capable of solving the problem 
on Solomon's system, even if they did not conclude 
by cutting off the heads of a few of the bystanders 
by way of encouraging the others ; the little boys 
ran about in high glee, or crawled between the legs 
of their elders, thoroughly enjoying the sport ; until 
at  last we ended the dispute by promising to see the 
old man righted. 

Matters thus being settled without any bloodshed, 
we mounted our ponies, and with our escort rode 
away a couple of miles to Ning-Hai, an ancient and 
deserted city, built a few yards from the edge of the 
sea. 

The Great Wall forms the eastern face of this city, 
and originally must have been built out some distance 
below high-water mark. Time, however, has laid its 
hand on the venerable building, and now at this point 
it is little better than a ruin. 

Cantering round the south-west angle of Ning-Hai, 
we suddenly saw some huge English characters painted 
up in white letters on the ancient city wall. For a 
few seconds we were both so surprised that we were 
unable to read the words. We \.cry soon realised the 
situation, and understood that ships cruising in these 
wtlters were accustomed to land their crews and de- 
secrate the noble old walls of the venerable city, 
which for centuries hlls looked upon the lapse of time, 
and hm watched the varied fortunes of the empire, 
from the days when its civilisation led the march of 
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the world, through its declining fortunes, to its present 
decay. 

Close by stand two very ancient slabs ; no man 
now can say when first they were planted there, or in 
memo y of what, or whom ; on one was written the 
words ' God divides the land from the sea,' and on the 
other, an obscure quotation from some ancient classic 
which might be interpreted by the Scotch proverb, 
' every little makes a mickle,' and might refer to the 
GI-& Wall, which enormous structure has been made 
by the accumulation of many bricks ; but whatever 
might be its meaning, as we stood in the solitude, 
made more solemn by the deeerted appearance of the 
city, whose walls enclosed little but crumbling ruins, 
the scene was very impressive ; the thoughte of all 
the events that must have happened, in the long roll 
of ages that had elapsed since first the hand of man 
commenced to raise this pile, crowded through our 
minds, and we could not but regret that Europeans 
should thus desecrate what must almost be rr sacred 
spot, should destroy the day dreams in which fancy 
here would love to indulge, and force upon the naind 
of the passing traveller that he was living in an un- 
romantic age of steam and iron. 

British sailors were not alone in the ruthless act ; 
crews of all nations had daubed their vessels' names, 
and worst of all, on the very face of the old slab that 
bore testimony to the builder's belief in an Omnipotent 
Power, the commonplace vulgarity of huge sprawling 
letters made us ask what manner of men can these be, 
who take ashore great pails of whitewash, and in the 
futile attempt to perpetuate the memory of a modern 
ship carry to these distant lands nothing better than 
the spirit of the scribbling tourist ! 

Time, however, will avenge itself; nature's ele- 
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ments will in due course remove the hideoue 
records, and long after the bodies of the authors 
have tlumed to dust, still, for years, may these old 
buildings look out upon that same sea that bore 
them here. 

Turnin@ away, we spurred our ponies into a gallop P over the mde plain. 
The country here is thickly populated and cloaely 

cultivated. At every half-mile we passed a village 
surrounded by trees, and in the fields the second 
crop was now nearly ready for the sickle ; but aa we 
rode westwards the amount of cultivation gradually 
diminished, and we presently came to wet and heavy 
roads. Wastes of swamp and mud stretched between 
us and the sea, from which creeks here and there ran 
up, receiving rivers from the now faat receding moun- 
tains. As we cantered on, our escort fell further and 
further behind, and as the day waned, they turned 
away to a neighbouring village, tired of following the 
mad foreigners in their long long ride. 

At half-past six o'clock, after a march of more than 
forty miles, we met the head muleteer by the side of a 
stream. 

He had come out with the innkeeper's son to 
welcome us, and led the way to the hotel. This was 
a pleasant sign of hospitality and goodwill, and, with 
the excellent dinner that Chin-Tai gave us, helped us 
to forget some abominably dirty tricks we had dis- 
covered in the investigation we had had time to make 
amongst our baggage, during our halt at Shan-Hai- 
Kunn. 

Foreigners, when they return to their own country, 
often lament the good servants they have leR behind 
in China, daily yearn for their service, and deplore 
that they cannot have all Chinese servants at home. 
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These are undoubtedly excellent, but the dirt and 
filth that would accumulate in an English kitchen, 
after about a fortnight of Chinese management, would 
make the rash housewife repent her of her importation. 
The Chinese people are dirty beyond description in 
all their habita. 

Their ablutions are usually limited to passing a 
wet rag dipped in hot water over their faces. All 
through the winter they wear the same clothes night 
and day ; and as the cold weather advances, it is 
positively ludicrous to see the people gradually look- 
ing fatter and fatter as wadded garment is added to 
wadded garment. The children especially, in the 
depth of winter, look like dumplings rolling about the 
street. As the ice thaws again, and summer ap- 
proaches, one after another the extra clothes are 
abandoned, until the people resume their natural and 
normal size. 

In their mode of eating they are not more cleanly 
than in their persons ; even amongst the richest classes 
the table, after a dinner, is covered with pieces of food, 
and quantities of grease that have been spilt on it 
from the overflowing bowls, whilst a debris of bones, 
kernels of fruit, and lumps of gristle are collected on 
the floor around the feasters. As might be supposed, 
their dwellings are as dirty as everything else. Their 
rooms are never cleaned; dust, dirt, and rubbish of all 
kinds may sometimes be swept up underneath the bed, 
or behind some lumbering piece of furniture, but there 
it liee for years, unheeded and untouched, except when 
some active-minded person chooses to increase its 
volume. 

October 14.-The road from Niu-T'ou-Yai to Shs- 
Ho passee over a flat plain, where large stretches of 
cultivation are interspersed with marshy tracta, and 
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the villages, tolerably numerous though small, are 
embosomed in fine clumps of trees. 

At P'u-Ho-Y ing, a miserable place, situated in the 
middle of a desolate salt marsh, we saw the operations 
in the mmufmture of salt. 

A ridge of mud, six inches high, enclaeea a space 
twelve feet by four feet. At one end a little drain is 
formed by piercing the ridge, and a hollow is scooped 
out in the ground below the drain. The earth in the 
neighbourhood is dl strongly impregnated with salt, 
and lumps of it are put into the tank formed by the 
mud enclosure. 

Fresh water is then poured over the earth ; thb 

Fro. 1. 
D 

A A A. Tank where the earth in plrced. 
B. Small drain. 
c c c. The receiver or hollow ~oooped out to receive the liquor 

draining from A. 

D. Earthen ridge. 

drains slowly into the hollow, and in its passage 
becomes a strong solution of salts. The water is then 
boiled three times in flat circular dishes. 

By this successive evaporation, the different salts 
are thrown down at different temperatures, or by the 
varying strength of the solution. Common salt, or 
chloride of sodium, being the most easily held in 
solution, is not deposited until the final operation, 
and thus salt of more or less purity is obtained. 

The process of evaporation is carried on in little 
circular enclosures of st~aw, to prevent the wind 
disturbing the surface of the liquor ; and in the neigh- 
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bourhood of this town the whole plain is dotted with 
these queer-looking erections. 

From P'u-Ho- Ying a heavy sandy road leads to 
Sha-Ho, an unimportant place, where we were lodged 
in a room that smelt like a sepulchre. 

A mist hung over the plain as we left the village 
of Sha-Ho, and little could be seen of the flat 
country, until, as the day advanced, we reached the 
town of T'uan-Lin, surrounded by vast quantities of 
graves, and situated at the edge of a mud flat half a 
mile wide, beyond which the stagnant waters of a 
broad lagoon could be seen through the haze. A sandy 
road led westwards through a busy, thriving country, 
where in the distant north the dim outline of a moun- 
tain could be seen, where the only crop left standing 
was the cotton, and where the people were busy in 
the fields pulling up the roots of the millet. 

After the crops are cut, the stubble is not ploughed 
up immediately, but the people first go over the field 
with hoes, digging up the roots one by one. After- 
wards they are followed by others with wooden mallets, 
who beat all the earth fi-om the roots, and on a dry 
and windy day make a great dust, very unpleasant to 
the travellers' eyes. This being done a third party 
collects the roots in large baskets, takes them into the 
villages, and stacks them for fuel. The field is, how- 
ever, not yet ready for the plough, for now a rake is 
taken all over it, and the few straggling stalks or bits 
of grass carefully collected. These also serve as fuel. 

Whilst sitting at breakfast, an itinerant pieman 
came in with a tray, and we investigated his wares. 
Vegetable patties, such as we had seen made by the 
silk-spinners at K'uan-Cheng, are very favourite deli- 
cacies amongst the Chinese, and the pieman had plenty; 
also puddings of broad beans, enveloped in a covering 
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of mashed sweet potato, and fiied in a superabundance 
of oil. Cakes of wheaten flour, with treacle in the 
middle, and steam-baked, and others of ground millet 
with scorched millet sprinkled on the top, figured 
amongst the more simple wheaten cakes that the pie- 
man had for sale, and which serve to vary the mono- 
tony of the Indian corn diet of the people. 

Fond as the Chinese are of variety, and dearly as 
they generally love a bit of fish, strangely enough 
there was none to be bought in any of these coast 
villages. In the south of China vast quantities of 
fish are caught and salted, and form a very large pro- 
portion of the food of the people ; but here, notwith- 
standing all our inquiries, we could never hear of fish 
to be had, fresh or salt. 

Some people with whom we were conversing 
offered us hot water to drink, and regretted they 
had no tea, which they said they could not afford. 
It is a very common thing in this part of the country 
for people to drink hot water, as they, like all Chinese, 
dislike cold drinks; milk, as everywhere else in China, 
is unknown, and of course butter also. 

We continued our march over the plain to the 
river Lan, and thence to LB-Ting-Hsien, which all 
maps show on the left bank of the river, although 
it is really seven miles distant from it, and on its 
western or right bank. 

It is difficult to understand how European geo- 
graphers have contrived to introduce such an error, 
but a Chinese map in my possession is the only one 
in which this town is shown in its proper position. 

October 16.-From L6-Ting-Hsien the county 
did not vary in appearance : still as flat as a billiard- 
table, closely cultivated, and with many people in 
the fields ; the villages, enclosed in the same thick 
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clumps of trees, were dotted about at almost every 
quarter of a mile. 

The absence of watercourses in this country is 
very remarkable. From one large river to the next, 
the road, though running across the line of drainage, 
will often pass over scarcely the smallest rill ; and to 
this is owing, in a great measure, the serious floods 
that constantly occur, and do so much damage. 

We arrived in good time at Tang-Chia-Ho, and 
attempted to go out duck-shooting ; but, being fol- 
lowed by people enough to beat for a tiger, we very 
soon gave it up in despair. 

October 17.-The room we slept in was exceedingly 
dirty and stuffy, and even the carbolic acid that had 
been thrown all over it, utterly failed in overcoming 
the ve ry ancient and fishlike smell that pervaded the 
apartment, arising h m  the manufacture of shrimp 
sauce, in which the innkeeper had been engaged some 
weeks previously. The same fire that cooked the 
dinner passed through the kang, so that, as the night 
was very close and oppressive, we were nearly baked ; 
and as it was the first day of the new moon, the 
jovial spirits of Tang-Chia-Ho spent the night just 
outside the house in letting off crackers that exploded 
with a report like a rifle. 

Long before our usual hour, we were fsirly driven 
out of bed by the fleas, and calling Chin-Tai, we 
bade him shake out our blankets ; and then we over- 
heard the innkeeper, who felt his reputation injured, 
declare that they were not fleas, but only bugs. 

We rode down to Lao-Mu-K'ou on one of the 
mouths of the Lan, where there were a few people 
about who seemed to have nothing in particular to 
do. We sat down on some logs amongst the sailors, 
who told us that the navigable entrance to the river 
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was some miles away, and that junks entering there 
sup1)lied the Tien-Tsin arsenal with coal, which was 
brought down by the river from Jehol. 

Frorn Lao-Mu-K'ou to Ma-T'ou-Ying the road 
passes to the north of the border of waste lands which 
fringe the coast, and there is no variation in the 
aspect of the country. 

Oc~tobcr 18 .-From Ma- T'ou- Y ing we rode down 
towards the sea, the t oil getting poorer and villages 
more scarce as the coast was approached. In  many 
places the fields were enclosed with mud walls to 
keep out the floods ; and after a few miles we entered 
a dreary mud flat, on which nothing grows but a 
miserable weed ; the monotony is not varied even by 
the wild fowl genemlly found in the most desolate 
places ; for even they appear to think this country 
too f d u l ,  and abandon i t  to the few miserable human 
beings who live here in wretched and tumble-down 
shanties. 

Everything is salt, the earth, the air, and the 
water ; not a tree breaks the dismal outline ; so dole- 
ful is the place that it would seem to have been created 
to teach humanity contentment ; for however little a 
man might have to be thankful for on coming hither, 
he would at  least go away blessing Providence that 
the lines had fallen to him in less unpleasant places. 

This stretch of mud-flat extends for about five 
miles in-shore ; we were glad to leave i t  and ride back 
to Ma-'l"ou-Ying, where a fine bunch of grapes was 
very refreshing to our palates, dried up as they mere 
by the saltness of the air. 

1,aving Ma-T'ou-Y ing behind us, as we approcrched 
Ho-Chuang, the country again gradually resumed its 
thriving aspect. All around us stretched a wide ex- 
panse of perfectly flat and cultivated plain, where not 
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a square yard was lost. No land here can be wasted 
on hedges or walls, and nothing marks the divisions 
between the fields save the change of crops, or an 
alteration in the direction of the furrows. 

Towards evening, the sight of an unusual crowd 
outside a village made us aware that we had arrived 
at our halting place. We rode through a double rank 
of people, who closed in on us as we passed, and 
followed na to the inn. 

They soon began to fight for front places at the 
show, poked holes in the windows, and nearly broke 
down the doors in the h n t i c  excitement caused by 
the production of the mysterious pen and paper. 
They were a good-natured crowd, however, and, after 
indulging for a few hours in the simple pastime of 
looking on, gradually retired, and all became still. 

October 19.-We found the road to the north h m  
Ho-Chuang very heavy, running through deep sand, 
in which our cart-wheels sometimes sank nearly up to 
the axles ; and although the mules struggled man- 
fully, encouraged by the cheery voice of the carter, 
the journey proved a long one. 

Though the plain is densely populated, there did 
not seem to be many labourers in the fields ; but the 
villages were proportionately busy, and the people were 
engaged about their houses, renewing the fences of 
millet-stalk with which they surround their little 
patches of cabbage garden. 

The monotony of the scenery, as Kai-Ping is ap- 
proached, is varied by the mountains, which rise 
abruptly h m  the plain, immediately behind the little 
village, to a height of some 3,000 or 4,000 feet. They 
do not appear to run in regular chains, but are almost 
entirely detached from one another, or joined by very 
low eaddles. 

VOL. I. a 
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This great alluvial plain of Pe-Chi-Li, here forty 
miles in width from Kai-Ping to the sea, where not 
the smallest irregularity breaks the horizontal outline, 
has evidently in former ages been submerged, and the 
salt waves must then have washed the feet of the 
Kai-Ping Hills. 

It must have been here that the great Kaan went 
out with elephants and hawks, and enjoyed the royal 
sport described by Marco Polo. 

And now, the times again are changed ; the ex- 
tensive fields of very good coal, that have lain for 
ages untouched amonget the mountains behind Kai- 
Ping, are to be worked ; a railway is to be laid h m  
that village to Peh-T'ang ; and over the fields, where 
the great Kaan was used to fly his hawks at cranes, 
steam and iron will lead the van of civilisation. 

At Kai-Ping we slept at an inn, which was ad- 
mirably characteristic of Chinese architecture and 
carpentry. 

It is said that in the remote ages, when the people, 
who were originally nomads, settled down to an agri- 
cultural life, they built their first houses as nearly as 
possible like their tents. Hence the wavy outline of 
their gables, and their eccentric custom of building 
a heavy roof on strong upright beams, filling in the 
walls afterwards. 

Although the chairs and tables are neatly put 
together, the people care nothing for finished carpentry 
about the buildings of an ordinary house. 

The beam that supported the roof of our room at 
Kai-Ping was nothing more than a crooked tree ; no 
attempt had been made to straighten it, and, except 
that the rough outside had been just taken off with 
an adze, it had scarcely been touched with a tool. 

The door-hmes, if h e s  they can be called, are 
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always made of young crooked trees, l& unplaned, 
so that when the doore are closed, g a p  are often left 
two or three inches wide. 

In some of the larger inns of the important towns 
things are better done, doom and window-frames being 
to a certain extent fitted ; but even in the best there 
is generally a big hole under the door, where the mud 
and bricks have been gradually kicked away. A 
window that will open is very rare in Chinese houses, 
and the doors are invariably fastened with a sliding 
latch. I do not recollect ever to have seen a door 

fastened on any other system, or hung in any other 
way, than with a couple of pivots, one above and one 
below, each fitted into a socket ; sometimes a hole in 
the floor is substituted for the lower socket. 

Octobm 20.-At Kai6Ping we again turned our 
backs upon the mountains, and marched over the usual 
plain, where in some of the fields the youngwinter crops 
were now about two inches a h .  When the winter sets 
in they become smaller rather than larger, and remain, 
as it were, dormant through the snow and h a t  until 
the spring, when they shoot up with great rapidity. 

E 2 
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The people were now very busy threshing out the 
corn, stacking the fuel, and makmg things ready for 
the winter ; in the little enclosures before the cot- 
tages of every village we used to see the whole family 
sitting down husking the Indian corn. 

A huge mat would be spread on the ground before 
them, into which they would throw the grain ; the 
husks would be put aside to feed the piga ; and the 
leaves thrown outside the enclosure into the streete, to 
dry for fuel. 

The charm of variety was usually lent to the most 
tedious day, by some fresh freak on the part of the 
red pony. At Han-Ch'Gng, whilst we were calmly 
discussing our breakfast, we heard a great uproar, 
and looking out, found that very original nnimal dash- 
ing about the yard with a light horse-trough tied to 
his halter. The simple Ma-Fu had fancied that, like 
the other ponies, he could be cheated into the belief 
that he was secured, no matter how trivial the object 
to which the rope was fastened. 

This red pony was evidently looked upon as a sort 
of outcast by the other animals, who if separated by 
a few yards were always unhappy, and would keep 
up a lively conversation. But ' Tom ' never joined in 
this, and used to walk on, with his ears back, ever on 
the look -out for an opportunity of kicking somebody 
or something. 

Between Han-Ch'cng and Fhg-T'ai the cow. try 
gradually changes in appearance ; patches of uncul5- 
vated land are seen, with here and there a large extent 
of swamp ; and were it not for the wide ditches at 
both sides of the roads, travelling would be difficult 
at any time, and impossible after heavy rain. 

Fhg-T'ai is a large military station on the left 
bank of an important river that falls into the Pei- 
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T'ang, and is here forty yards wide, and navigable for 
boats drawing two to three feet of water, and carrying 
about eighteen tons. 

Next to Shan-Hai-Kuan, it waa the largest town 
we had stopped in, and being a very busy thriving 
commercial place, the crowds that came to see us 
exceeded anything we had yet encountered. The 
hotel fortunately wae very l q e ,  and there was an 
inner apartment having no direct communication 
with the outside. 

The news of the foreign arrivals soon spread 
a b d ,  and every man and child in this populous 
place helped to crowd the streets in the neighbour- 
hood, and to fill the inn-yard. 

Our quarters were not long sacred, and the mob 
in them at length became so unpleasant that we were 
compelled to turn them out and bar the door. The 
peace that now reigned inside for a few moments waa 
a striking contrast to the wild hubbub and tumult 
that prevailed in the court. 

But soon the surging maas of humanity burst the 
entrance, and poured into the outer apartment. The 
crash of the splintered door, for the moment frightened 
all but one of the boldest spirits, who advanced a 
couple of paces ; but the moment one of us rose, his 
courage vanished, and he fled precipitately. This 
thoroughly alarmed the crowd, who, seized by a 
sudden panic, etsmpeded towards the street, tumbling 
one over the other in the most ludicrous fashion ; 
and ' Spot,' hearing a rushing of many feet, dashed 
valiantly at the smallest boy he could see, and caught 
him by the skirt of his garment, before we could re- 
cover from the laughter into which we had been 
plunged at the ridiculous spectacle. 

But curioeity soon overcame timidity, and tha 
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crowd advanced afresh. We succeeded, however, at 
length, in fastening the door securely ; and after a 
couple of hours, the people, tired of looking at nothing, 
gradually dispersed and allowed us to spend a quiet 
evening. 

October 21.-The river Pei-T'ang, which flows near 
F&ng-T'ai, is fringed with be& of tall reeds, and care- 
fully embanked; it winds and twists through the 
flat plain which gradublly msumes a poorer aspect as 
Lu-T'ai is approached, and at Pei-T'ang, where the 
river empties itself into the gulf of Pe-Chi-Li, there is 
nothing but a waate of mud-flats in every direction. 

From Fi3ng-T'ai to Lu-T'ai there is a road on each 
side of the river. 

At first, aa we dua.uce towards the south, though 
the marshy tracts are larger and more hquent, and 
the land is intersected with ditches varying from ten to 
twenty feet in width, yet the few vlllagea that dot 
the plain seem thriving enough, and the people appear 
happy and contented, carefully cultivating their neat 
gardens, in which they raise magnificent vegetables. 

In China all riverside commercial towns seem 
squalid and straggling in proportion to their prosperity. 
Lu-T'ai is no exception, and being a thriving place is 
as dirty as any in the province of Pe-Chi-Li. Sea- 
going junks, of about ninety tons burden, come up 
here from Pei-T'ang, and discharge the grain with 
which they are laden ; this is then stored in the 
town, reshipped into smaller boats, taken up the 
river, and distributed over the country. 

The tide in the gulf of Pe-Chi-Li is felt as high 
up m Lu-T'ai ; the river is from eighty to a hundred 
yards wide, and at low water there is a depth of ten 
feet off the town. When the tide is high the banks 
are no more than a foot above the surface, and during 
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the rainy semon the river overflows, and floods the 
neighbouring country. 

On arriving here we were much astonished to 
learn that there was another foreigner in the place. 
This turned out to be an English mining engineer, 
who had been employed by the Chinese Government 
to examine the cod districts above Kai-Ping. 

He was travelling with a Chinese gentleman who 
could talk English, and mas his interpreter. Of 
course we all dined together, and passed a festive 
evening in that strange out-of-the-way place. He 
gave us the first items of news we had heard since 
leaving Peking ; nunours of war between England 
and Russia, and another appearance, at or near 
Shanghai, of the great sea-serpent. 

He was congrat&ting himself upon the suoceas 
of his researches in the Kai-Ping Hills ; for he had 
been previously sent to examine the coal-beds in 
mother province, and when he had reported unfa- 
vourably on them, the Chinese Government had inti- 
mated that they had a very mean opinion of a mining 
engineer who could not find coal when ordered to do so ! 

October 22.-From Lu-T'ai we found the country 
more and more wretched as we again approached the 
coast. A few miles to the south we passed through 
a town on the banks of the river busy with some salt 
works ; and then, until we reached Pei-T'ang, with 
the exception of one solitary hut in the middle of 
the fearful swamp, not a building, nor a tree, nor one 
spot of cultivation broke the monotony of the mud 
flat, over which a strong and cold north-east wind 
drove clouds of dust, that every now and then com- 
pletely shut out the view. 

The river was sometimes close to us on the right, 
at others, taking a sweep, it bent away till in the mist 
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we could hardly distinguish the masts and saila of the 
junks that crowded the wate y thoroughfare. 

As we approached the mouth of the river, the 
North Pei-T'ang fort came into sight, and turning 
aside from the direct road we galloped off to visit 
the commandant. 

He invited us into his house to take tea, and we 
were at once struck with the unusual c l d e s s  of his 
room. The regular warming apparatus mas wanting, 
but its place was occupied by the raised dais, also called 
a kang, which, though common in Southern China, is 
rarely seen in the North. Two mattresses covered with 
chintz were s p r d  on the dais, with one of the usual 
little low tables between them. At the centre of the end 
wall behind, there was a kind of altar with some yellow 
dragons painted on it, and a s m d  table and a couple 
of chairs were arranged on the other sides of the room, 
in perfectly symmetrical, but unpicturesque order. 

Instead of pictures, mottoes or verses from the 
ancient writings, in very large Chinese characters, 
were hung up, completing the furniture and orna- 
mentation of the apartment. 

Fresh clean paper, in which a pane of glass about 
six inches square had been let in, covered the window, 
and for a Chinese house the room mas mamellously 
clean, and a striking contrast to the generality of the 
dwellings of even the richer classes, where duty floors 
seem never to be smept, dirty paper never removed 
from cobwebby window-frames, and dirty furniture 
never cleaned. 

This officer's servants were more respectful than 
servants usually are ; the people did not crowd into 
the room, or join in the conversation unasked ; and 
altogether our host was rather a favourable specimen 
of a Chinese official. 
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The pipe was, of course, handed round as a matter 
of civility, and then tea was broncht in, which, made F 
of salt and muddy water, mas neither refreshing nor 
palatable. 

After a little polite conversation we took our 
leave, and rode on to the wretched hamlet that is 
built on the left bank of the river opposite Pei-T'ang. 

The river here has opened out to a breadth of two 
hundred yards, and is crowded with many junks of all 
sizes. When the wind is strong it is a dangerous 
matter to cross i t  in the crazy fei~y-boats of the plnce, 
and so~netilnes impossible. 

We had mucll difficulty in ycrsuading the ferry- 
ma1 to vcnture, and it was only by tllc proil~ise of 
great largesse that nrc ulti~uatcly ovcrcainc his 
scruples, and this not until nrc had spent about an 
hour in a little shanty filled with :I filthy and ragged 
crowd of the poorest of even poor C1iinct;c. 

They brought all sorts of fearful odours with 
them, but by the aid of tobacco, we succeeded not only 
in tolerating their presence, but in cstlxcting various 
scraps of iidiormation. 

At length the heart of the obtlumtc Loatnlail was 
softened, and leaving our friends on the bank me em- 
barked on our perilous journey. 

The first boat-load was composed of our two selves, 
our two servants, two muleteers, the cart, and five 
mules. We fully expected an wcident, as the crowd 
of men and animals was so great that there was 
hardly room for the men rowincr- and as the boat 

P '  had no bulwarks, and was only just wide enough to 
let a horse stand across it, it was n 11iurvc1 that one of 
the animals did not put its hind legs into the water. 
We crossed, however, in safety, and reached Pei-T'ang, 
in appearance the dirtiest, the most squalid, and 
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utterly poverty-stricken place that can well be con- 
ceived. 

The inn was in complete accord with the foulness 
of its surroundings ; its yard, deep with rotting mire, 
was barely large enough to accommodate dl our 
animals, who whisked their tails in at the door of the 
room where we sat, pervaded by s reeking d o u r  h m  
the accumulation of abomination outside. 

October 23.-When the dismal town of Pei-T'ang 
had been left behind we rode over the most miserable 
mud-flat, where there was not rt bird, and where not 
even a blade of grass would grow. After two miles 
there was a little weed on the damp mud, but we saw 
not a living thing until we reached the banks of a 
canal where there were a few people about. 

Here immense piles of long dry grass were stacked, 
and sweet-smelling artemisia, that filled the air with 
its perfume. We marched another mile without much 
change of scenery, but &r crossing another canal 
the aspect of the country suddenly and completely 
changed. 

The ground mas covered with the same long dry 
grass, and sweet artemisia, which the people were cut- 
ting, stacking, and carting to the banks of the canal. 
Just at this moment the clouds which had threatened 
rain all the morning dispersed, and the sun shone 
out cheerfully on a landscape that was very pleasant 
after the miserable country we had now happily left 
behind. 

There were no villages to be seen, for during the 
summer rains all the neighbourhood is under water. 

An excellent firm road followed near to the 
northern bank of the canal, and after ti  march of eigh- 
teen miles, we arrived at a s~nftll quiet village, where 
the people did not attempt to crowd about the inn ; and 
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where the landlord, a most respectable old man, quite 
won our hearts by his kindness to poor ' Spot,' who 
was completely knocked up by the incessant and 
lengthy marches. 

The pleaant inhabitants of Huai-Tien differed in 
opinion as to the distance of Urh-Chuang, where we 
hoped to pass the night. Some said it was thirty, 
and others only fifteen miles ; it was quite clear, how- 
ever, that the march was a long one. 

We started as soon as possible, and a ride of eight 
miles over the same sweet-smelling country brought 
us to Fhg-T'ai-Tzii, where the canal was crossed by a 
ferry. Sitting on the banks waiting for the boat we 
were able to enjoy the charms of a quiet evening land- 
scape. 

The canal opened out here into a broad fleet, and a 
quarter of a mile away across the water there was a 
town that d e d  to mind many of the old Dutch towns 
at the mouth of the Scheldt. The sun was setting be- 
hind it, and threw its nearly horizontal rays athwart the 
wide expanse of marsh, where great lazy herons stood 
with their feet in the mud, watching for the fish. On 
the water there were many boats, laden with the sweet 
artemisia, or carrying rt couple of peasants who were 
taking home in their big baskets the purchases they 
had been making in some neighbouring market town. 

On the bank beside us a few people and donkeys 
were waiting for their turn in the ferry-boat which was 
being slowly punted from the other side. 

Our cart and mules went over first, and this was 
a most comical sight. The boat was flat-bottomed, 
flat-sided, square stern, and square-bowed. Two 
feet broad at one end, it widened to five feet at 
the other. The cart was run backwards over the 
narrow end, its two wheels outside, and its axle rest- 
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ing across the boat; the shafts were tilted up in the 
air, and a man squatted behind to keep the back down ; 
the narrow end of the boat was not more than a couple 
of inches out of the water, and the body of this un- 
stable-looking craft was loaded with three mules and 
three or four men. 

In this manner the transit was safely effected, and 
eventually horses, mules, cart, servants, and our- 
selves arrived at the further side. 

Fresh inquiries as to roads and distances did not 
tend to reassure our minds ; we were told that the 
roads were bad, that they twisted and turned like a 
river in a plain, and that we yet had a long march 
before us. Chin-Trti was therefore ordered to get a 
guide, at any price, from one of the villages, which 
were tolerably numerous in this locality. 

The villages were all exactly like one another ; 
built of mud, with mud roofs, they were surrounded 
by the most luxurious cabbage-gardens, each raised 
about a couple of feet above the level of the country, 
to save them from the floods that occur regularly in 
the summer ; every villager seemed to have his own 
lit,tle plot, separated from the next by a miniature 
canal. 

The roads near the villages were also raised, and 
at each, side there were wide ditches, sometimes open- 
ing out into little ponds, where men and boys were 
busy in the black mud arran,ging the fish traps that 
seemed to give them plenty of occupation, for the time 
that they could spare from threshing corn, making 
bean-curd cakes, or grinding flour. 

As we left the houses behind, the road, no longer 
higher than the swampy ground, became very diffi- 
cult, full of great holes a ~ 3  soft places, where the cart 
could hardly pass ; and as night closed in, we m e  
to rt forced halt at a regular moms. 
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Our hunchbacked guide now made a caat to the left 
to find a crossing ; away he plunged into the darkness, 
and following the sound of the cracked voice that we 
heard at intervals, we floundered about in the quag- 
mire, now to the north, then south, round to the east, 
and back again to the west. 

The cries of the carter, as he urged his tired mules 
to h h  efforts in the deepening bog, scarcely over- 
powered the croak of the bull-frogs. 

At length, finding ourselves close to a village that 
we had left half an hour before, we began to have 
aerious doubts of the local knowledge of our guide, 
and we tried to catch him, that we might question 
him as to where we were, but he was like a will-0'-the- 
wisp, and when anyone came near him he danced off 
into the darkness and disappeared : there was nothing 
for it but to follow our quasimodo as best we could- 
now knee-deep in mud and water ; now, our feet rest- 
ing for a moment on a bit of hard ground, hopes were 
raised only to be speedily dispelled by a sudden plunge 
into a fiwh hole; now the shrill voice of the guide 
was lost behind a wall of tall reeds ; and now again 
we found ourselves almost at his heels. So we went 
on, until at length perseverance was rewarded, and 
the fen was left behind. 

Very slow, however, wm our progress over the still 
soft roads, until the hunchback comforted us with 
the assurance that we had but another three miles be- 
fore us. 

With raised hopes we strained our eyes to catch 
the first glimpse of the dark irregular line of the 
houses against the sky. At length a light for a 
moment flashed a sickly glare, and we all pushed for- 
ward with lightened hearts, when our pilot, suddenly 
turning sharply away again, plunged us into the 
depth8 of despair. 
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On again, riding behind Chin-Tai, I could just 
make out his pyramidal shape swaying &om side to 
side as he nodded asleep on his tired steed, which turn- 
ing to nibble a blade of graas nearly upset the rider 
into the mire. Again we fancied for a moment that 
we saw the loom of a village, only again to be disap- 
pointed. 

As those three weary miles lengthened out, I heard 
Carles sorrowfully call out that our moon was nearly 
finished, and so it was: for it was setting. 

Forward again, till we thought the burden of the 
Wandering Jew nad f d e n  on us, and that we were 
condemned to struggle till doomsday. 

At lencrth another village ; but we dared not lay 
? any flattemg unction to our souls, until our hunch- 

back, having turned from the road towards the houses, 
and from the street into a courtyard, we found our- 
selves, after a march of thirty-eight miles, at the inn in 
Urh-Chuang. 

There was no news of our mules, although we had 
despatched them f b m  Pei-T'mg long before we had 
started ourselves, but the feeling of difficulties over- 
come, and our haven gained, enabled us to bear the 
intelligence with equanimity ; and though we had no 
bedding or blankets, we lay down on the kang, and, 
hard as that was, enjoyed a sound and well-earned sleep. 

Octobw 24.-After our adventures of the day be- 
fore, we were not altogether sorry that the non-arrival 
of our mules compelled us to halt a day. A messen- 
ger whom we had sent to Tien-Tsin arrived with sup- 
plies of all kinds ; but even fresh bread, and butter in 
a lordly tin, could not compensate for the absence of 
the letters and newspapers me had hoped for; and as 
I took my gun and strolled off to a areat swamp close 

9 
by in the hopes of a duck, Carles pointedly observed, 
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' Blessed is he who expecteth nothing, for he shall not 
be disappointed.' 

There were plenty of duck and wild-fowl of every 
kind, but as they remained in the very centre of a 
shallow lake, even wire cartridges were of no avail, 
so I turned my steps hcmewards down-hearted ; but 
at; I was wading throngh the slush I put up a snipe, 
then another, and another, and I hastened back to get 
some more suitable ammunition and convey the joyful 
intelligence to Carles, who quickly joined me, and we 
had a couple of hours of excellent sport. 

Marco Polo says that the Emperor ' starts off 
southward towards the Ocean Sea, a journey of two 
days. . . . 

' But they are always fowling as they advance. . . 
' And all that time he does nothing but go hawk- 

ing round about among the canebrakes along the 
lakes and rivers that abound in that region. . . . P B 

This country around Urh-Chunng is admirably 
described in the above passage, and I should almost 
imagine that the limn must have set off south-east 
from Peking, and enjoyed some of his hawking not 
far from here, before he travelled to Cnchar Modun, 
wherever that may have been. 

The mules turned up in the c o m e  of the day, 
and as each successive muleteer rlnrrated the fearful 
events of thc previous night, me should have felt the 
most profound pity for their sufferings, had not their 
varied tales brought F d s t d  and his men in buckram 
so forcibly to mind that we said to one another, 
'These lies are like the father that begets them, 
gross as a mountain, open, palpable.' 

We found out afterwards that, owing to their vile 
])ronuncintion, they had strayed to a wrong village 

Marco Polo, vol. i., book ii., chap. u,, 2nd edit., pp. 380, 592. 
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for the midday halt, where, as we did not appear, they 
spent the night. 

October 25.-Chin-Tai had a violent wrangle with 
the innkeeper this morning. 

Chinese servants as a rule are marvellously quiet 
in their mays. During meals they move about with- 
out a sound, and never rattle the plates, knives, and 
forks in the manner so dear to the hearts of English 
waiters ; but for their quiet mbvements they make 
up by their noisy tonmues. Once they begin to b 
wrangle, they shout as If they were drilling a bat- 
talion, and if (as usually is the case) the quarrel 
happens to be about money, Babel it,self would be 
comparatively a tower of silence. But though, from 
the sounds, i t  would seem as if t,hey mere ready to 
kill one another, as a rule t'hey mean no harm, and 
are merely indulging in the pastime that all China- 
men thoroughly enjoy, a good wrangle about money. 
So great, in fact, is the pleasure they take in this 
amusement that even the one who gets the worst 
of the dispute thinks it better than no wrangle at 
all. 

As I strolled about the village before starting, I 
could hear the shrill voices from t,he furthest end of 
the street, and when I returned the discussion was more 
violent than ever. Ultimately, as Chin-Tai seemed 
inclined to spend the remainder of the day in this 
fashion, it became necessary to interpose, and tear 
him away. 

Turning into the innyard to mount our ponies, 
we found the Ma-Fu apparently chopping at Tom 
Bowling's head with a gigantic chopper. 

The Ma-Fu was a constant source of amusement 
to us, Nothing seemed to please hiin better than to 
have four loose ponies running about, entangling their 
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legs in their bridles, and kicking at everybody and 
everything. On coming into the yard of an inn, if 
he could, he would always leave thein loose, and when 
we did prevail upon him to fasten up one or two, he 
would always make use of some twine that n-ould 
scarcely hold a puppy. This was all very well for 
the quiet ponies that only cared to go to sleep in 
peace ; but it was never a success with Tom Bom- 
ling, who was always on the look-out for n ch'mce of 
playing some trick. On this occasion the Ma-Fu had 
discovered a piece of rotten cord which he thought 
mould make an excellent headrope, and having 
fastened it very insecurely to the headstall, we found 
him cutting off the end of the knot with the gigantic 
chopper. Of course he was only holding the end at 
which he was chopping, so that if he had succeeded 
he would have been like the man who sitting on the 
bough of a tree saved it off between hiinself and 
the stem. 

Once fairly off we heard Chin-Tai recounting 
aloud to himself all the details of his dispute ; 
and by the way in which he chuckled, and from 
his evident enjoyment of the recollections, i t  
was tolerably clear that the innkeeper had not 
worked much to vindward of our close miling 
attendant. 

We gradually left the swampy ground behind, 
and entered a slightly undulating country, where 
there were no s i p s  of floods, where the villages were 
again frequent, and a few people were out ploughing 
in the fields. 

The ploughing of the Chinese is very poor and 
unscientific. They scarcely do more than scratch the 
surface of the ground ; and, instead of the straight 
lines so dear to the eye of an English farmer, the 
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ridges and furrows in China are aa crooked aa eer- 
pents.' 

We struck the Pei-Ho river at Pei-Tsai-T'sun, 
where therc was no room for us at the inn, and where, 
rw wc were obliged to wait about whilst inquiries 
were being made, a considerable crowd soon collected 
'wound us. 

The Ma-Fu, for the first time duringour acquain- 
tance, showed a faint spark of intelligence, and warned 
the bystanders of Tom Bowling's queer temper. One 
ma, however, in his eager curiosity, took no heed, 
and was kicked in consequence. In similar caew 
the bystanders often attribute the misfortune to the 

I t  is difficult to understand how the Ohineae have acquired such a 
k i h  reputation amongst Europeans for ecientific hrming. The real 
mmt of their euccess lies in the care they take that nothing ie waded. 
Thoy uea no other manure than the eewage of the towns, and not one 
particle of this is loet. Householdera sell the produce of their latrines to 
agriculturists. The sewage is collected from the houses in buckets every 
few daye and carried to the fields. The etench that pervadee the court- 
yard of a Chinw house, and penetrates the inmoet recerure% of the dwelling 
is of course abominable. 

It ie a recogniaed fact amongst modem sanitarians that eewage ie 
most dangerous when confined in unventilated draine. It is perhape 
owing to the non-existence of covered draina that the horrid amella of 
Chiua aeem innocuous. At all evente the Ohineae do not appear to  
suffer m y  ill-effects from their system, which at  least lw the advantage 
of nimplicity. 

The rcmovnl of eeww is can<ed on a t  all hours, and coolies with 
buckets of mwngo may constantly be aoon in the moet narrow and 
crowdod thoroughfnres during the busiest time of the day. 

There is a fable that tho Chinese barbera never let the cuttings, or 
shavinga of tho hair of their customere fall to the ground, bec8uw-m 
ths story ruus-they consider anything a n c d  that comes from the human 
huntl. Tl~is  in pam fiction, and although in some cases the acraps are 
prewrved, tliej are kept eolely that they may be used ae mnnure on eome 
pet plaut or patch of cabbage gnrden. 

011 tho high-ronds in China, and especially in the neighhourhood of 
the great rivemido towns, i t  is no uncomlnon thing to find dozens of 
latrines by the roadside, each belonging to some individual who hae 
erected it, nof for the eeke of decency, but that he may obtain the 
manure. 
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foreigner, but here the victim found no sympathy, 
and was told that he was served quite right. 

In this town the Ma-Fu bought a new rope for the 
red pony, a stiff cable big enough to hold a man-of- 
war. He made it fast to the headstall with a knot 
about the size of a bird's nest, and as the poor animal 
had been endowed by nature with a very large head, 
he looked extraordinary with this hawser wound round 
his neck. It was not, however, of the slightest use, 
for the Ma-Fu still pursued hie system of choosing 
some particularly &agile article to fasten him to. 

The Ma-Fu was one of those people who are 
always trying to do right, but ever succeed in doing 
wrong. If it happened that he was wanted on the 
road, he was certain to be a mile behind, and just 
when his services could not possibly be required, he 
would dash past us at a gallop, or if there happened to 
be a particularly dusty spot, would ride in &ont or to 
windward of us. 

October 26.-There was at first not much change 
in the aspect of the country, and as I sat at my dmry 
in the evening, after having for about the ninety -ninth 
time conscientiously recorded the fact that 'the 
country was well populated and closely cultivated,' 
the spirit of my old friend Marco seemed sometimes to 
enter into me, and I almost found myself writing that 
the people were all idolaters and used paper money.' 

We were now in the neighbourhood of the Pei-Ho, 
and the habits and customs of foreigners were not 
matters of so much interest to the people, but still, as 
we approached some village, a man at work in his 
cabbage-garden in the outskirts would spy us, and 
call out to a friend that some of those queer foreigners 
were coming. Then, one after another, all the people 
would come out, followed by the children, the little 

I 2  
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ones clinging to the skirts of their fathers' clothes, and 
the bolder pushing about amongst their elders' legs to 
get a front place. They would all laugh at our queer 
eyes ; but many would wish us good day, and ask us 
whence we came, and whither we were going, and a 
rude word mas scarcely ever spoken. 

As me marched eastwards we again approached the 
inundated country, where miles and miles of spoilt 
cropswmcre still standing in wide expanses of swmp.  
As the sun was setting, a mist rose from the marshes 
and wet fields, with promises of miasma and ague for 
the inhabitants, who nevertheless seemed to be a fine 
race of men. 

The smoke from nuillerous little fires in the fields, 
where useless weeds were being burnt, blew across 
the road, bringing a fragrant perfume from some 
sweet herb or grass in the flames. As it gradually 
grew dark, the road became deserted, and we met 
scarcely anyone but here and there a peasant, who 
had bee11 Inter in his field than usual, and was now 
\\lending liis weary may homewards. ., 1 he bull-frogs began to croak in the swamps, and 
csccpt tlie ho:lrsc quack of the wild geese as they flew 
over in long strings, there was no other sound to 
1)re:tk tlie stillness of the quiet night. 

l'assing scveral little villages, where great piles of 
millet-bt:tlks werc stacked for the winter fuel, and the 
sweet scent of the arte~nisia w a  borne to us on the 
evening air, we arrived at the quiet little hamlet of 
Huang-Chnang, where we halted for the night. 

Octolrcr- 27.-A mrassy cour~try lay to the east of 
a. Huang-Chnang, but In the vicinity of Lin-Ting-Chen 

the signs of recent inul1d:~tion were very apparent, 
and seine patches of spoiled ~nillet were still standing. 
The villages here were all raised above the country, 
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and surrounded by wet ditches lined with banks of 
high reeds, and with a punt tied up in some quiet 
corner. Neat stone bridges spanned these dykes, that 
often opened into ponds, where some fish-traps were 
sure to be seen, and perhaps a man groping in the mud. 

Lin-Ting-Chen is a large straggling town on the 
right bank of the river, which is here crossed by two 
bridges, one a very good stone bridge, with five 
arches, hardly large enough for the rush of water 
that must come during the rainy season ; the other, 
about a quarter of a mile higher up, a small wooden 
bridge which is probably carried away in floods. 

Here we saw a number of the quaint jointed boats 
in use on this river, of which the bends and twists are 
so sharp that a long boat cannot be navigated on it. 

The people find the most convenient plan is to 
join two boats together stern to stern. If the wind is 
fair the boats will sail, but if not they are tracked up 
by coolies, who tow the boats with a rope fastened to 
the mast-head. 

For a mile or two beyond Lin-Ting-Chen the road 
was good ; but then we found that, owing to the 
inundation, it mas necessary to ride on the top of the 
river embankment. 

For the last five years the whole of the country in 
this neighbourhood has been more or less under water, 
and has not dried up even in spring, which is the 
driest season. It looked to us as if a great sea lay 
spread out before us, &om which the villages rose like 
islmds. Except on the top of the river embankment 
communication was altogether stopped, for this year 
the floods were not deep enough for boat traffic, but 
still the ground was too soft for carts or animals. 

It seems surprising that the people can live, but 
the Chinese will get something even out of an inun- 
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dation ; and here the swamps are turned into gigantic 
fish-ponds, where great fat carp are bred, where fish- 
traps are set at every twenty yards, and where men 
are seen fishing with nets wherever it is deep enough. 
Quantities of wild fowl congregate also, and the hoarse 
qua-qua of the wild geese, as they flapped heavily 
overhead, became one of the sounds so frequent that 
we almost missed i t  when it stopped. 

A steady jog-trot of seventeen miles from Lin- 
Ting-Chen brought us again to Fhg-T'ai, where we 
stayed to feed our ponies and inquire about the road. 

We tried to get information about the distance to 
Hsin-An-Chen, but the accounts were most contra- 
dictory. 

We found out the reason of this afterwards. The 
fact was that the floods were so extensive that the 
ordinary roads had ceased to exist, and the people all 
had different ideas of the extent of the marshes, and 
of the distance that it was necessary to go round to 
encompass them. Of one thing they all seemed sure, 
however, viz. that we must ride along the river embank- 
ment to Wo-La-Ku, and then make further inquiries. 
Our ponies had already travelled for seven hours at 
a steady jog-trot, but after an hour's rest we were 
obliged to mount again and keep up the pace. 

Although our destination lay nearly due north 
we were sent off nearly east, and in this direction 
followed up the river for about eight miles. 

There was certainly something mysterious about 
Hsin-An-Chen; half the people we met had never 
heard of it ; those who had were most wild in their 
est.imate of its distance. They seemed to know nothing 
of its position, and in answer to our inquiries would 
stare vacantly, and waving their hands vaguely in a 
northerly direction, tell us to go due west, when the 



road would immediately lead us to the east, and &r 
a twist or two finally settle down into a southerly 
zig-zag, dodging about amongst the ditches and 
swamps. 

At  Chang-Yai-Chuang, we were ferried across 
another branch of the river, where the boatman com- 
forted us with the assurance that Hsin-An-Chen 
really had an existence, though of the distance he 
was not quite sure. Soon afterwards, as it grew 
dark, we found a guide, and we arrived in safety after 
having trotted the ponies steadily for upwards of 
eleven hours. 

October 28.-At Hsin-An-Chen, the river is about 
forty yards wide, and there is a floating bridge across 
it. From this we sent the mules by a direct road to 
Pao-Ti, and went round ourselves back to Lin-Ting- 
Chen, where we halted, and after breakfast strolled 
down to the waterside to see the boatmen, and have 
a chat over our cigars. But the men were far more 
anxious to ask us questions about ourselves than to 
answer any of our interrogations ; so we went off 
again up the left bank of the river, under a fine grove 
of willow trees, where the road mas raised six feet 
above the country, with ditches at each side. Pre- 
sently we crossed back to the right bank by one of 
the bridges so common in this part of the country. 

The piers are built of stones laid horizontally one 
over the other, and the roadway is formed of long 
stones laid across; some of these stones are twenty 
feet in length, whilst spans of fifteen feet are by no 
means uncommon. 

Riding through the villages in the middle of the 
day, when the people were mostly busy in the fields, 
the children seemed to take little or no notice of 
us, until some of the bigger boys or men began to 
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make comments, then the children, thus w l y  dis- 
covering their imitative faculties, would follow the 

example of their elders, and run after us gazing until 
we were out of sight. 

October 29.-There was a great fair going on 
somewhere in the neighbourhood, and the people we 
met were dressed in their best clothes ; the men with 
their heads freshly shaved and oiled, and the women 
shuffling along on their hideous and deformed feet, 
with a little bit of colouring somewhere about their 
usually sober dresses. 

The coiffure of the women was extravagant, and 
fastened with pins as big as skewers, whose elaborate 
and fantastic tops mingled with the artificial flowers 
that served as decorations for the hair. 

They were a hideous set of old hags. But, not 
devoid of a share of that coquetry which all women 
have inherited from Eve, they tried to eke out the 
scant measure of their beauty with some little bit of 
finery about their clothes. 

Then t,here were the mothers leading their chil- 
dren ; the latter in gay-coloured coats, with their 
queer rudimentary plaits at  the sides of the head. 

When the boys are very young, the hair on each 
side of the head behind the temples is formed into 
two plaib, which stand out like a pair of horns. 
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When sdiciently long all the hair is combined into 
one large plait. 

The richer people were on mules, or donkeys, or in 
carts, all with harness polished up, buckles brightened, 
and little bells round the necks of the animals, looking 
aa smart as possible. 

Here and there was a man who had no time for 
frivolities, and as he rested a minute or two in his 
work-a-day clothes, with hie hand on his plough or 
hoe, he seemed to throw an envious glance at the 
happier folk hurrying along to amuse themselves. 

Presently we came upon a whole family sitting in 
their own little patch of cotton, about thwty yards 
square, busily engaged in picking the cotton from the 
pods. It would seem impossible that it could pay to 
grow cotton in such small quantities, but the China- 
man likes doing everything for himself, and if it be but 
on a trivid scale he thinks that better than joining 
with others. 

We soon left the fair behind us, and in a very un- 
pleasant dust-storm rode on to the west, the road 
improving as me left the wet country behind. We 
came again upon the accustomed villages ensconced 
in groves of willows, where the pert magpies chased 
one another &om branch to branch ; further on, the 
country was quite dry, no crops were left standing, 
and all the stubble was dug up ; plantations of young 
poplars and willows skirted the road, which took us 
to within a quarter of a mile of the Pei-Ho river, where 
thousands of masts could be seen above the river 
embankment. 

As I closed my diary that evening at Tai-Tzii-Fu, 
I could not help regretting that our journey was so 
near its end. After the weary monotony of a board- 
ship life, the activity of travel had been very delight- 
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ful ; and when I thought over the glorious weather, 
and the keen crisp mountain air of Mongolia, and 
called to mind the many beautiful scenes we had 
passed through, dl the petty and trivial discomforts 
of dirt and inquisitive people began to fade away, and 
I recollected little but the fine free life, and the 
pleasant society of the best of companions. But the 
days were slipping by, and in a short time what a 
change would come o'er the spirit of the scene ! all 
this country would be bound in an icy grasp ; bitter 
winds would sweep across the unprotected plain ; and 
in thinking of them I could understand why the 
people planted such thick groves of trees round their 
villages. It was time our journey came to a close, 
and if I did not heartily share, I could at least 
appreciate the high spirits of the servants and 
muleteers. 

October 30.-The distance to Peking was thirty 
miles, and Carles and I determined that in that city 
we would breakfast. 

There was no difficulty about getting people up 
this morning ; everyone was on the alert, and ready 
for a start. No need for us to wake ourselves at some 
feadd hour in the night ; long before we wanted to 
stir, the muleteers and Ma-Fu were busy at work in 
the courtyard. 

No need for us to urge the lazy muleteers to waste 
no more time in dawdling about before saddling their 
animals ; long before we were ready to give up our 
boxes and our beds, the men came into the room with 
restless glances at our open trunks. 

The morning was dark, and we had to pick our 
way carefully for half an hour ; but presently the rosy 
glow of the rising sun lighted up the eastern sky, 
and we were able to push on to Tung-Chou, where 
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we crossed the Pei-Ho by a ferry, and rode through 
the busy town. 

We had to look about us in the crowded streets, 
and to take care of the little strings stretched across 
the road about eight feet from the ground, to which 
cotton cloths are tied to protect the shop-fronts h m  
the sun. 

Here we were greeted with the familiar smell of 
the filthy sewer, a smell foul enough to sicken the 
strongest stomach. I said to Carles, ' How can people 
live in this f d  stench ? ' ' How can a man live 
there 1' he replied, pointing to an old-clothes shop, 
where the merchant was standing sniffing up the fetid 
odours of the sewer, and the horrid aroma of the foul 
rags, old clothes, and tattered sheepskins with which 
his shop was crowded to the very ceiling. 

The merchant mistook Carles's motion for a note of 
admiration, and stepped forward with a bland smile 
to offer for sale any or all of the contents of his shop ; 
he seemed sorely disappointed when, taking no heed 
of his offer, we pushed on as well as we could through 
the teeming crowd in the narrow streets. 

We made short work of the eleven and a half milea 
between the western gate of Tung-Chou and the gate 
of Peking, and, covering the distance in eighty-nine 
minutes, we were in time to realise the anticipated 
enjoyments of a civilised breakfast. 

Although the sun was still warm, the weather had 
suddenly become very cold, and in the evenings, as I sa.t 
over the roaring fires kept up in the cheerful European 
houses, I soon abandoned any regrets at the termina- 
tion of our pleasant trip. 

In Peking, almost the only fuel in use is wood, 
the cheapest of which comes from America to Shang- 
hai, is transhipped thence to Tien-Tsin, and brought 
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up to Peking in boats. Even then it is cheaper than 
coal, which costs from 31. to 41. a ton, although there is 
enough amongst the mountains to supply the world, 
and some of it only thirty to forty miles away. But 
if fuel is expensive, this is compensated for by the 
cneapness of provisions. Beef is 3d., and mutton 4d. 
a pound, one partridge costs 2d., and a pheasant 3d. 

The days slipped by very pleasantly in Peking. 
Men from the bazaars used to bring in great piles of 
embroidery to tempt the unwary ; costly furs of every 
description used to cover the floor of my room ; old 
curios, and modern shams, bits of bronze worth 
almost their weight in gold, and marvels of ancient 
porcelain were displayed in lavish profusion. But 
better than all were the newspapers and letters. I 
had not received a letter since leaving Europe, as I 
had travelled from Marseilles to Peking with one 
m d ,  and had left the northern capital before the 
arrival of the next. 

A morning was spent in those quaint dark shops 
in the by-streets of Peking, and an afternoon in one 
of the regular fairs. 

This was an amusing sight, and very like a Euro- 
pean fair. There are stails where every description 
of cheap trifles is sold, and nothing expensive is to 
be found. Children's toys, dolls, clay models of 
spiders, grasshoppers, and all sorts of insects ; groups 
of men, women, and children, cleverly modelled in 
clay, and highly characteristic ; ribbons and bits of 
finery for the women, pipes and chopsticks for the 
men. Then there are the eating-stalls, where divers 
savoury dishes are prepared, and the hot-potato men 
and the sweetmeat-sellers offer their attractive goods. 
Piwcons too are sold i~ great numbers, for the b 
Chlnese are great pigeon-fanciers. And in every 
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corner there is a surging crowd of people, laughing, 
pushing, buying, or selling ; the sellers calling out 
the virtue of their wares, and begging people to come 
and buy ; the purchasers bargaining, and chaffering, 
and all enjoying themselves thoroughly. 

One evening we had a Chinese dinner in the most 
famous of the Peking restaurants, the ' Restaurant of 
Virtue and Prosperity.' 

I shall not attempt to describe a Chinese dinner, 
for although the subject may be of a nature to present 
some amusing details for a European, yet, as the 
humorous AbM observes : ' These details are so well 
known that we should fear to abuse the patience 
of the reader. We have besides remarked in the 
Mklangea Posthumes of Abel- Rhmusat, the following 
passage, which would quite suffice to dissipate the 
idea, if ever it possessed us, of giving a nomenclature 
of the dishes which were served to us : 

' " Some years ago, on the return of a European 
embassy h m  China, where the officers composing it 
had not found much to boast of in the success of their 
mission, it came into their heads to offer to the readers 
of the Gazette an account of a dinner that had been 
given them, they said, by the officials of some fiontier 
town. According to their account never had guests 
been more sumptuously regaled; the quality of the 
dishes, the number of courses, the play-acting during 
the intervals, all had been carefully arranged, and 
furnished a m@cent example. 

' " To those who were in the habit of reading old 
books there seemed something familiar in the account 
of that dinner. More than one hundred years before 
the time of these officers, certain Jesuit missionaries 
had partaken of precisely the same repast, composed 
of exactly the same dishes, and served in the same style. 
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But there are many people for whom everything is new, 
and although i t  is certain, ' p'un d2w rkchaufd ne 
vdutjamais rien,' this rkchaufl at all events was found 
excellent, and the public, always greedy for peculiarities 
of customs, and even for the details of cookery, did 
not trouble itself as to who had been the real dinere. 
It was pleased with the singularities of the Chineae 
service, as well as with the gravity with which the 
guests, in eating rice, executed manoeuvres and evolu- 
tions which would have done honour to the beat drilled 
regiment of infantry." ' " 

If now I should present our bill of fare I should 
be suspected of having dined with, or of plagiarising, 
Mrs. Brassey ! 

Gelatine is the foundation of every delicacy that 
forms part of a high-class Chinese dinner. Swallow's- 
nest soup, shark's fins, sea-slugs, and sea-weed are 
nearly pure gelatine. For flavour, the Chinese seem 
to know but duck and pork ; and the succession of 
gelatinous foods, flavoured the first with duck, and 
the next with pork, is tedious in the extreme. 

European wines are utterly out of place with a 
Chinese dinner, and even the most conservative 
Englishman will find that hot rice-wine, with a 
bouquet of rose-water, sipped h m  cups not much 
larger than thimbles, is preferable to the driest vin- 
tage of Heidsick, or the rarest cuvke of Lsfitte. 

A European generally finds the first Chinese dinner 
he eats very good, the second indifferent, and the third 
nasty. 

The mtaurant-keepers at Peking, Shanghai, and 
Macao doubtless invent fantastic dishes utterly un- 
known to an ordinary Chinaman, in order to satisQ 
the well-known English love of the marvellous. At 

Huc, L'Empi*s Chin&, vol. i chap. 6. 
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all events, it would be aa fair to judge of an English 
household dinner h m  a Greenwich feast, as it would 
be to consider one of these made-up and elaborate 
entertainments a type of a Chinese gentleman's usual 
meal. 

But even of that, aa well aa of the diversified and 
lengthy repasta served up in these restaurants, visited 
at intervals by curious Europeans, it may be said with 
tenfold the force with which the remarks may be ap- 
plied to a Greenwich banquet, that 'the appetite is 
distracted by the variety of objects, and tantalised by 
the restlessness of perpetual solicitation, not a moment 
of repose, no pause for enjoyment ; eventually a feeling 
of satiety without satisfaction, and of repletion with- 
out sustenance ; till at night, gradually recovering 
from the whirl of the anomalous repaat, famished yet 
incapable of flavour, the tortured memory can only 
recall with an effort that it has dined off' gelatine 
and grease ! 

I have heard it said that the Chinese use paper 
pocket-handkerchiefs. This, however, is not the case, 
but the idea may have originated in the little squares 
of paper that are laid beside each diner, and are used 
for wiping the chopsticks after partaking of any dish; 
for one pair of chopsticks must serve for the whole 
dinner. 

November 6.-Sir Thomaa Wade left Peking in 
the afternoon, and to say that everyone regretted him 
is to convey but a faint idea of the blank his ab- 
sence caused in Peking society. His hospitality and 
liberality were unbounded, and the regrets that his 
departure gave rise to will only c w e  on his return. 

At the gateway of the Confucian Temple at Peking 
there are some stone h a ,  as they are called, for the 

Ooningeby. 
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Chinese have no other word for cylinder. These dnune 
were discovered somewhere about the year 600 A.D. 
lying half buried in the ground in the department 
F&ng-Hsiang-Fu, in the province of Shensi ; they are 
supposed to have been inscribed between B.C. 82 7 and 
B.C. 782. The locality in which they were discovered wae 
a portion of the an&tml territo of the founder of the 
Chou dynasty. Tan-Fu (B.c. 1325), afterwamki styled 
T'ai-Wang in the sacrificial ritual of the dynasty, 
removed to the foot of Mount Ch'i in the present dia- 
trict of Ch'i-Shan in the department now called F h g -  
Hsiang. Subsequently, after the establishment of the 
Chou dynasty by his descendants, the south of Mount 
Ch'i would appear to have been a favourite resort of 
the imperial hunting expeditions ; and it is supposed 
that theee stonea were erected in commemoration of 
one of them. Originally large water-worn boulders, 
they were roughly chiselled into their present cylin- 
drical shape, and were removed to the Confucian 
Temple of FCng-Hsiang-Fu, where they remained till 
the end of the T'ang dynasty (A.D. 937), but were 
again dispersed and lost from sight during the wara 
and troubles of the five dynaetiea. Under the Sung 
dynasty literature again flourished, and Ssii-Ma-Ch'ih, 
prefect of Feng-Hsiang-Fu, collected and found nine 
out of the ten drums, and placed them in the gateway 
of the Imperial College. The missing one was dis- 
covered A.D. 1052, and thus they were again corn- 
pletc. 

When the Khitan, or Liao Tartars, invaded 
Northern China, the Sung Court fled south, taking 
with them the drums, which were set up in Pien- 
Ching (now K'ai-Fung-Fu, in Honan) their new 
capital (A.D. 1108). A decree was passed at this 
period ordering the characters to be filled with gold to 
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pmerve them. In 1126 the Kin, or Niuchih Tartars, 
captured the city and took the drums to Peking, the 
gold was dug out &om the characters, and the drums 
were more or less neglected until 1307, when they 
were placed in the gateway of the Temple of Con- 
fucius, where they now are. ('Journal of the North 
China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society,' new series, 
No. viii. Shanghai, 1874.) 

November 7. -At about half-paat eight this 
morning, a riding party assembled for early breakfast 
before a visit to the Summer Palace. A cart with 
luncheon had been already sent off very early, and 
starting ourselves at half-paat nine we reached the 
building by eleven. 

The ruins of the Summer Palace, though very 
beautiful, are very sad. One seems to be brought here 
face to face with the wreck of an empire. The 
builders of this palace seem to have been imbued 
with something of the spirit of those who in the 
middle ages raised in Europe such noble monuments 
of their devotion and piety. The whole soul of a 
man must have been in the work ; no part waa neg- 
lected, no money, time, or labour spared ; infinite 
care was bestowed on every detail, and notwithstand- 
ing the desolations and ruin, there still seems to 
breathe over a l l  the spirit of a master mind. Roam- 
ing about the palaces now overgrown with weeds, 
or looking out on that still lake whose mirror-like 
surface: must have reflected so many and such curious 
sights, one cannot help feeling that the architect 
must have had a faith in something, even if it were 
only in the possibility of complete human happiness. 

In the Wang-Tua-Shan enclosure there are now 
only two buildings lei% standing ; one a beautiful 
little pagoda of red, yellow, green, and blue tiles ; 

VOL. I. K 
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the other a temple in the same style at the top of the 
hill. Both were originally covered with porcelain 
figures of Buddha; but now the heads have been 
chipped off from all within reach, and in some places 
there are great cavities where people have been trying 
to extract whole tiles. I t  is very humiliating to see 
the greedy way in which Europeans chip off the 
figures that in their mutilated state can be of no 
possible utility, and are not by themselves in any way 
ornamental. 

Surely the Chinaman cracking his water-melon 
seeds is at least as dignified as the wandering Euro- 
pean desecrating shrines with his vulgar name, or 
destroying beautiful monuments, for the sake of glori- 
fying himself in the eyes of his gaping country 
cousins, by the exhibition of a tile, or the head of a 
Buddha ! 

Here, too, it would seem co be unnecessary to 
carry any further the cruel work of demolition, for, by 
groping in the heaps of rubbish that litter the place, 
amongst dust and stones and broken tiles, our party 
found plenty of relics, some of which, terra-cotta 
tiles with raised figures of Buddha on one side and 
an inscription in three languages on the other, were 
at least as valuable curios as bits knocked off a 
building: 

The parks, in which the palaces stand, inclose 
many acres, interspersed with hills, some real and 
some artificial, looking over lovely lakes, where there 
are inlets spanned by elegant arched bridges. Stand- 
ing on the crest of the highest of these hills, the 
barrier of the mountains that buttress the Mongolian 
plateau is seen to the north, whilst to the south the 
eye roams over the wide and rich alluvial plain, 
dotted with  village^ and trees, the walls of Peking 
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in the distance showing sharp and clear through that 
crisp, dry, &sty air. 

Here there were no noisy tourists to disturb re- 
flection ; no gabbling cicerone with his automatic 
tongue ; and mournful though it muet be to think 
of what has been and what now is, it is with diffi- 
culty that at length one tears oneself away &om the 
scene, at once so fair and sad. 

The last emperor ordered the pal- to be re- 
built. The ministers scraped together a small sum 
of money, and began to mend the roads and repair 
the walls ; but the emperor dying soon afterwards 
the works were stopped. 

On our way home we visited the ' Bell Temple,' 
where there is a bronze bell, eleven feet in diameter, 
fourteen and a half feet high, and about four inches 
thick. It is said to be the largest bell in the world 
that is hung. From rough measurements I calcu- 
lated the amount of bronze in it at 300 cubic feet ; 
this would make its weight about 160,000 lbs. 

The bell is covered, inside and out, with Chinese 
characters, all of which are close together, and none 
more than half an inch long. It is said that the 
characters were cast on the bell, but this seems almost 
impossible. The whole inscription is a prayer for 
rain ; and during a drought the princes and chief 
ministera come to this temple and pray for rain, re- 
maining on their knees until the prayers are answered, 
a duty which they perform 'much as the emperor does 
his at the Temple of Heaven. 

It is said that the tones of the bell are super- 
natural, and have the power of bringing rain. This 
superstition in all probability rests on a substratum 
of fact, for the vibrations of this mass of metal may 
cause the precipitation of rain from an overcharged 

x 2 
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cloud, just as the report of a cannon will sometimes 
bring on a threatening shower. 

The largest bell in the world is that of Moscow, 
but this still rests on the ground, and has never been 
huhg. It is nineteen feet hlgh, with a circumference 
of sixty-three feet eleven inches at the rim, and ite 
weight is computed at 443,772 lbs. Bells are usually 
cmt with approximately the same proportions ; a bell 
of the same shape and proportions ss the Moscow bell, 
with the height of the Peking bell, would weigh 
177,534 lbs. My rough calculation, as just stated, 
makes it 160,000 lbs., and it is not likely to be lees. 

What is Peking like 1 was a question that I knew 
I should o h  be asked on my return to England, and 
I determined that I would, if possible, be able to 
answer i t ;  but the more I saw, the more hopeless 
seemed the task. I took a note-book out one day to 
try and write down what there was to be seen, but, 
at3 I began the task, I wm nearly knocked down by a 
cnmel lumbering along with a load of brick tea. 

I remarked to a fiend, an old resident, that no- 
thing but a series of coloured pictures .or photographs 
could ever give an idea of Peking as it is : ' No,' he 
replied, ' and even then you would not get the stinks.' 

There are still, as in old Marco's time, the streets 
so straight and wide, and the plots of ground, on 
which the houses are built, are still four-square ; 
there are many open spaces inside the walls, large 
gardens, and trees ; but its grandeur seems to be 
gone, and if the old Venetian were now to return the 
only part of his description that he would still adhere 
to would be that 'it is impossible to give a description 
that mhould do it justice.' 

Thttrc. ~tre >till estt~nsirc remains of drains, but their 
],lace ha8 long been taken by open sewers in some of 
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the streeb. The smells that pervade the city at all 
seasons of the year are abominable, and the black dust 
that sweeps in clouds about the streets is probably 
the most filthy in the world, not excepting even that 
of London. In dry weather, this dust lies deep in all 
the streets, and in wet it is turned to a horrible black 
mire. 

From the walls of the city, near the Observatory, 
a h e  view is obtained over Peking, with the exsmina- 
tion hall just below. The examinations, at which 
13,000 candidates had preeented themselves, were just 
over. 

The public examinations are one of the most re- 
markable institutions in the country. In every city 
hundreds and thousands of candidates preaent them- 
selves yearly to pass for their degree. Each is shut 
up in a cell, about five feet square, which he cannot 
l ave  for two days. He is then liberated for a day, 
and again shut up with a fresh paper of queations. 

Very little bribery and personification tclkea place 
at these examinations, but amid the u n i v e d  corrup- 
tion that prevails throughout the Chineae administra- 
tion, it would be quite impossible entirely to avoid 
unjust dealings. 

A story is told that on a certain occasion the 
examiners of some provincial capital were dining with 
a high military official ; and during the dinner a 
letter was handed to one of the former. By Chinese 
etiquette a person receiving a letter in company must 
hand it to the host if he asks to see it. On this occa- 
sion the military man requested permission to look 
over the document ; this was at first refused, but the 
demand, repeated in a peremptory manner, wna even. 
tually complied with. 

The letter waa f>om the father of the examiner, 
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saying that he had received a large ssum of money 
from a certain person who intended to be a candidate 
at the next examination. 

The military official read the letter, and called out 
to his servant, ' Bring the chaff-cutter.' The instru- 
ment waa produced ; and the officer put the examiner 
to death with his o m  hands, cutting him across the 
belly, this being the legal punishment for an examiner 
coilvicted of malpractices. 

The officer immediately wrote to Peking, demand- 
ing a legal punishment for his crime, but he received 
for answer that his conduct had been exemplary. 

Novembe~. 8.-Winter was approaching, and specu- 
lation mas now rife as to when the Tien-Tsin river 
would close, for during the winter i t  is fast frozen up, 
and the cold is so bitter that the ships lying at Tien- 
Tsin are roofed over, to protect the sailors from the 
severity of the climate, which seems, except for a few 
short weeks, to know no moderation. 

It mas time for me to leave, unless I wished to 
run the risk of being kept through the winter, with 
the choice of making a long tedious, cold, and miser- 
able land-journey from Peking southwards. 

Chin-Tai mas told to hire carts, and make prepma- 
tions for going to Tien-Tsin ; but owing to the fact 
that the examinations mere just over, it was very 
difficult to find them. Chin-Tai camein mournfully, 
and said there were plenty of carts that would take 
me to Slian-Hai-Iiuan, and he spoke in such a re- 
proachful way that I really felt as if I ought to suggest 
going there instead. Perseverance was, however, at 
length rewarded, and I began my return journey on 
November 9, and halted for breakfast in the familiar 
inn where the cockroach had come out of his crack in 
the tablc to look a t  me, six weeks before. 
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November 9.-My poor grey wns none the better 
for the last four weeks' travelling ; the hard work had 
made him a little shaky about the legs, and in the 
dark, as we were trotting to Ho-Se-Wu over some 
rough ground, he came down, and before I could clear 
myself he dragged me across the road. The stirrup 
leather fortunately came out, but now we had a hunt 
for it, and for my hat, which, though a wKte one, 
could not be seen in the pitchy darkness. An old 
do~key-man coming along assisted in the search, and, 
apparently being possessed of cat's eyes, he found 
both the lost articles. I told him I would treat him 
to a supper at  Ho-Se-Wu, but finding he was not 
bound for that place, I gave him a few cash instead, 
and sent him on his way rejoicing. 

Riding on, Chin-Tai began to sing and shout in 
the most exuberant spirits, and then asked me what 
I should like for dinner. I answered that as the carts 
were miles behind, and there were no cooking utensils, 
I was not prepared to be very particular. 

He was silent for a moment, evidently thinking 
what he could do without a.n enormous saucepan, big 
enough to broil a turkey in, that he had insisted on 
buying at Tien-Tsin. He soon solved the problem, 
and bursting into another refrain, promised me soup 
for the first course, and asked what I should like next. 
I allowed him to revolve in his mind the extraordinary 
culinary feats that he was proposing for himself, when 
with a paean of triumph he declared he could cook a 
beefsteak, and that he had a bottle of claret in the 
breast of his coat. I joined in his hilarity, and with 
light hearts we rode into the inn at Ho-Se-Wu. 

Here I had a not altogether satisfactory experience 
of the Chinese institution of the kang. 

When properly made, properly lighted, and properly 
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attended to, there can be nothing better for warming 
purposes than a properly constructed kang, but when 
the door of the fireplace ie inside, instead of outside, 
this imperfection very soon discovers itself, for the 
smoke, as perverse as smoke usually is, peraista in 
coming into the room in dense volumes. 

In compliance with my demand a man came in 
with some shavings and a bundle of millet stalks. 
The firat were lighted and the ends of some of the latter 
were held in the flames. As they burnt away the man 
kept pushing them in until they were consumed. 
He then took fresh ones, and so on, until the whole 
bundle had disappeared, a consummation that arrived 
in about half an hour without perceptibly affecting 
the warmth of the apartment. But the man waa too 
lazy to do mything more, and' putting his hand on 
the kang, smiled blandly, as much aa to say 'How 
nice and warm it is now.' As a matter of fact, the 
most delicate thermometer that ever left the establish. 
ment of Mr. Casella would have failed to show a rise 
of temperature, but it was not worth while trying to 
make the people light the fire properly, as the opera- 
tion would have taken a long time, and they had 
evidently made up their minds not to be bothered 
with it, so I professed satisfaction, and let the man go. 

When a kang is thoroughly in use the fire never 
goes out altogether ; the glowing embera remain, and 
the air inside, once the large mass is thoroughly 
heated, does not cool for many hours. 

The kang itself, too, a mass of clay or brickwork, 
retains its warmth for a long time, but after having 
been out of use it is not possible to hght it at once 
and warm up a room immediately. 
November 1 0 . I t  was still dark when we started 

the next morning, and there was now a sharp h a t ,  
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so after clearing the town I dismounted, until a smart 
double of about two miles, together with the rays of 
the rieing sun, sent the blood tingling through my 
veins. 

We halted for a couple of hours at Yang-Tsun, 
and leaving this at 12.80, rode the fifteen miles to the 
bridge of boats outside Tim-Tsin in exactly two hours. 
From this point we threaded our way leisurely through 
the crowded streets to the hotel in the European settle- 
ment. 

A .steamer was not going to start for Shanghai for 
some days, and I passed the interval very pleasantly 
amongst the hospitable Europeans, b&ting on 
the French gunboat, or lunching with the officera of 
the English one. Tien-Tsin races occupied one day, 
and another was spent in coursing. Newspapers and 
letters filled up any odd corners in the afternoons, and 
the evenings were never very long. 

Tien-Tsin in the winter is a glorious place for 
the man-of-war sailor, whether he be English or 
French. There can be no other harbour in the 
world where English sailors live so well and so 
cheaply. The officers used to complain that the men 
became so fat that they could do nothing. A sailor 
was seen one day to buy forty-six teal for a dollar 
(about Id. a piece) ; geese, duck, and quail are al l  
sold at proportionate prices. 

By November 16 I had made the few necessary 
preparations for departure, and disposed of my ponies ; 
and in the evening of that day, after dinner, embarked 
with the reet of my property on board the steamer 
' Pao-Ting.' 

November 17.-An American gentleman and his 
wife were the only other passengers. We left Tim- 
Tsin very early, and when I came up on deck we 
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were already some distance down the river. The 
morning was still frosty, but there was a brilliant 
sun, and a walk up and down the deck was thoroughly 
enjoyable. 

The ' Pao-Ting ' did not stick on the mud quite 
so often as the good ship ' Chih-Li ' had done on my 
upward voyage, but there was quite enough grounding 
and bumping to try the temper of the good-natured 
captain. 

On this occasion Taku bar presented no diffi- 
culties, and at two o'clock we steamed towards Chi- 
Fu  across the gulf of Pe-Chi-Li. 

November 18.-When I ventured my head outside 
the companion, the ship was rolling heavily, and I 
found that snow was falling, so I retreated again to 
the cabin until we reached Chi-Fu, where we anchored 
at nine o'clock. The swell setting into the harbour 
made us roll so much that even here we were obliged 
to keep the fiddles on the dining table, and later in 
the day i t  was necessary to move across to a more 
quiet berth to finish coaling. This operation was 
rather a lengthy one, and it was not till nine o'clock 
in the evening that we were again under way. 

Notmnber 19 and 20.-The ship rolled about a l l  
day in a heavy cross sea ; but during the next night a 
change of. course, or of wind, brought her head to the 
waves, and she was a good deal steadier. As we 
fitearned southward we gradually left the stormy seas 
and entered a more peaceful region, where the sun 
came out and a gentle south-west breeze warmed the 
air ; and on Kovember 2 1, at 8.30 in the morning, 
we moored off the wharf at Shanghai. 
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THE birthplace of the Chinese nation is veiled in 
mystery. Mr. Douglas, in an exceedingly interesting 
article in the ' Encyclopaedia Rritannica,' observes : 
' Some believe that their point of departure was in the 
region to the south-east of the Caspian Sea, and that, 
having crossed the head waters of the Oxus, they 
made their way eastward along the south- slopea of 
the Teen Shan. Rut, however this may be, it is 
plain that as they journeyed they struck on the 
northern course of the Yellow River, and that they 
followed its stream on the eastern bank, as it trended 
south, as far as Tung-Kwan, and that then, turning 
with it due eastward, they established small colonies 
on the fertile plains of the modern province of Shan- 
ae.' 

Mr. Douglas also states that the nucleus of the 
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nation ' was a little horde of wanderers roving 
amongst the foreste of Shan-se without homes, with- 
out clothing, without fire to dress their victuals, and 
subsisting on the spoils of the chase eked out with 
roots and insecte.' 

There were aborigines already here ; but of them 
little is known ; their remnants are said to exist at 
the present day amongst the Miau-Tzii of Kwei- 
Chou. 

But the Chinese were the better race ; they were 
also apparently already agriculturists, . and as such in 
a higher state of civilisation. One result could but 
follow ; the inexorable law of nature had its way ; 
the inferior and less civilised race were pushed out by 
degrees, just as all the barbarous tribea still remaining 
are surely disappearing before the steady advance of 
the Chinese ; m the New Zealand Maoriea and Ameri- 
can Red Indians we dying away before the-Anglo- 
Saxon race.' There is no record that the Chinese 
were ever a pastoml people, excepting that which 
lingers in some of the nncient characters of the lan- 
guage, and, as some say, in the wavy outlinea of their 
roofs. However that may have been, they appear to 
have settled down as ngriculturiate in Lower Shm-Si. 

Korthern China had not yet been denuded of her 
foreats ; but though the climate may have been more 
favourable for agricultural pursuits than in the present 
day, the province of Shan-Si can never have been one 
that yielded a profusion of wealth without the steady 
application of labour. 

Baron Richthofen remarks that 'the altitude of 

It will not do to ugue from this analogy that eo will the barbarian6 
of Oentral Asia disclppeclr befon the European. Tbe Anglo-Saxon 
cannot coloniae there ; if the R u i a n s  .can, they have indeed a p d  
future before them. 
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itEl arable ground renders nearly the whole of it unfit 
for raising two crops a year.' 

Neither is the climate so severe that labour in the 
fields cannot be carried on at all seasons. 

The Chin- ram, therefore, in its infancy found 
itself in a country where steady labour and thrift were 
necessary for life ; md here were perhaps the germs 
of the industry and exceeding cxrefulne8s so remark- 
able in the character of the Chinese of the present day. 

Further, this waa the order of thin@ most suited 
for the production of a sentiment of equality amongst 
the people, for food waa not too easily procured, and 
a sharp division between rich and poor would not im- 
mediately ensue. It is, therefore, not surprising that 
a strong democratic feeling should be another feature 
of the Chinese as they are? 

The dim history of those days throws but a feeble 
ray of light, but it shows us that civilisation advanced, 
and the existence of trade is proved by the establish- 
ment of fairs.' 

The people now spread eaetwd,  and in 2800 
B.C. we find their capital in the neighbouring province 
of Shan-Tung, and their kmgdom extending to the 
north and east of the present Pekmg, and as frtr south 
aa latitude 28" N.7 

But the southern climate seemed to soften the 
hardy northmen, and the varied conditions of life to 
destroy their coheeiveness. . . . We read of a 

In Ohins dl judicial affairn are conducted more or less in public. 
Even in the presence of the highest officials anyone can turn in from 
the etreet to eee what ie going on, no one trying to hinder him. A 
beggw wil l  a t  down and smoke hia pipe in the presence of a magbhnte, 
and sometha join in the aonvemation unaaked. The literary eurmina- 
tions are open to all ; no matter how lowly a man may be if he can pma 
hie examination he msy become the highest mRgistrate in the land. 
' .8kcydopsd(cr B d d .  ' Ibid. 
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ruler in 1818 B.C. in whom were combined the worst 
vices of kings ; but the vitality of the people wae 
still sufficient to make them rise against him and 
sweep away all traces of him and his d y n a ~ t y . ~  

During the next eight hundred years we hear of 
little but internecine wars and consequent weakening 
of the kingdom. 

Nigh two thousand years had elapsed since first 
the black-haired race had come from the north-west ; 
three sovereign dynasties had reigned, of which the 
last was sinking amid the rivalry of feudal states, 
and China seemed rapidly disintegrating, when the 
Princes of Thsiii, a state founded five centuries before 
with their capital at Chang-Gan in Shen-Si, conquer- 
ing in successio~i the six or seven other states, re- 
stored (B.c. 251) a strong central power. 

With the accession of new blood, China was re- 
invigorated, and this was one of the most flourishmg 
epochs in the varied history of this marvellous empire : 
roads were inade, canals were dug; and before long 
the powerful desert horde of the Hiung-Nu, who had 
long harassed the Chinese, were completely routed and 
driven into Mongolia ; and in the year 214 B.C. the 
Great Wall was commenced as a protection ab&st the 
inroads of these barbarians. The veneration of anti- 
quity preached by Confucius now seems first to take 
root, for 'at this time ' schoolmen and pedanta were 
for ever holding up to the admiration of the people 
the heroes of the feudal times.' ' 

This reverence for antiquity throughout the ages 
that follow, amidst scenes of strife and disorder, a~ 
well as during the intervals of prosperity, sank deeper 
and deeper into the nature of the Chinese, and in it 
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is to be found one of the causes of the preeent deca- 
dence of the nation. 

History now repeata itself again and again with 
almost wearisome monotony ; tumults and disordere, 
and the consequent weaknees of the people invite 
assaults from the north, but time aRer time the 
vanquished Chineee eeem only reinvigorated by their 
invaders, and we find that each k h  incuraion is 
followed by a period of glory. 

In 121 B.C. the Hiung-Nu were driven to thenorth- 
east of the Caspian ; then succeeded the troublous 
time of the ' Three Kingdoms ' ; and in the fourth and 
fZkh centuries of our era the Wei, a race of Siberian 
n o d ,  conquered and ruled in Northern China ; but 
in the seventh century arose the Thang, the most 

I glorious of all the native dynasties ; under them 
Chinme rule extended to T&, Khotes, Kanhgar, 
and even to thz Jaxartee, w m t  Cbineee fame was 
so great that ambassrdors came &om the Caliphate, 
and even h Imperial Byzantium. 

Thus the marvellous vitality of the Chinese dis- 
posed of successive races of invaders, either driving 
them from their borders, or abeorbing them and 
assimilating them when they could not be expelled. 

But yet another army of barbarians appeared in 
the Khitans. These, however, never extended their 
rule very f;Lr south, although in 997 A.D. tribute was 
paid to them: Later, the Chineee invited a fourth 
horde, the Kin or Niu-Chih, to expel the  Khitans. 
The Iiin succeeded in this only too well, and in 
1150 A.D. established themselves in the whole country 
north of the Yang-Tz5. 

A new race, the Mongols, now came on the scene ; 
they wrested province after province from the Kin, and 
the place of these knew them no more. This waa in 
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the thirteenth century, and in the brilliant light that 
radiated frorn these the most successhl, the most 
glorious of all the conquerors of China, the feeble 
gli~nrner of Kin and Khitan was extinguished alike. 
This was the most celebrated era in the whole history 
of the Chinese Empire ; but it was the Mongols, and 
not the Chinese who made it so. 

The latter were known to Marco Polo as the people 
of Manzi, who, if they ' had but the spirit of soldiers, 
would conquer the world ; but they are (quoth he) no 
soldiers at all, only accomplished traders and s U  
craftsmen ; whilst Friar Odoric says : ' All the 
people of this country are traders and artificers.' a 

True, both Polo and Odoric speak in glowing 
terms of the rich and noble cities of Manzi, of their 
wealth, magnificence, and luxury, but these were a43 
nothing before the glories of the Great Kaan, whose 
subjects they were, and who waa a Mongol. But the 
Mongol power waned, and by a turn in the wheel 
of fate the son of a Chinese labourer drove out the 
successor of lcublai. In more recent days, to quell 
rebellions in the south, the Chinese invited the aid of 
the Manchu Tartars, who now are seated on the Im- 
perial throne. 

'I'hus, through long ages of varied fortunes, the 
Chinese character has been formed ; and it would be 
surprising indeed, if a nation that had survived so 
many and such great vicissitudes, had been conquered 
many times, and had each time risen superior to defeat, 
had absorbed one race of victors and driven out 
another, did not possess some characteristic that would 
mark it RS a peculiar people-and this characteristic 
is the individuality of the race. It is, indeed, a matter 

Narco Polo, book ii., vol. ii., p. 100. 
a Cathay, vol. i., p. 106. 



for wonder that a people so numerous and covering 
so vast an area should everywhere appear the same ; 
who, whether they are found in the north, the south, 
the east, or the west of their. own huge empire, who, 
whether they are observed as coolies in America or 
Australia, or met as ambassadors in London or St. 
Peteraburg, should universally possess the same 
thoughts and the same f*, wear the eame dothes, 
and eat the same food, should be imbued with the 
same habita of intense industry and thrift, and should 
act precisely in the same manner ae they did many 
hundreds of years ago. 

Where else in the history of the world can we 
read of three hundred millions of people thus amaz- 
ingly unchangeable 3 and who can doubt that they 
must yet remain for many y tu r i e s  an important 
factor in the Asian problem 3 

Of all qualities that conduce to the advancement 
of a people, imagination ie perhaps the moat im- 
portant ; without it a nation must remain stagnant, 
with it the limite of its forward march can never be 
reached. 

No matter what branch of industry or science ie 
examined imagination lies at the root of ita advance. 

Surely it was in one of the moet mighty flighb of 
imagination that the keen gaze of Newton, sweeping 
across the wild chaotic waves of theory that each in 
turn must have leapt up towasds his searching 
intellect, singled out the exquisitely beautiful and 
simple one of gravitation to account for the most 
complex motions of the vast masses that roll through 
space. 

What but the richest imagination could have 
enabled Darwin to conceive the descent of man ? or 
how could Profwor Owen without imagination have 

VOL. I. L 
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built up &om some paltry fkigment the form of a 
gigantic mammal ? 

Who without imagination could h m  mere 
scratches on a rock have enunciated the theory of a 
glacial epoch ? or how, without imagination, could the 
present marvels of electricity have been evolved h m  
the twitching of the muscles of a k g  ? 

Of art it is hardly necessary to speak ; no one 
can ever have attributed a want of imagination to 
either painters or poets worthy of the name. 

Imagination and originality are more or less in- 
separable ; an individual devoid of one will certainly 
be deficient of the other, and what is true of an in- 
dividual will equally hold good of a nation. 

In the Chinese character originality and imagina- 
tion are conspicuous by their absence. The Chinaman 
is eminently a matter-of-fact pereon ; sights that 
would be disgusting to a European have nothing 
unpleasant in his eyes, for everything ia looked at 
from a utilitarian point of view. The beauties of 
nature have no charms for him, and in the moet 
lovely scenery the houses are so placed that no enjoy- 
ment can be derived from it. If the unhewn log of a 
tree will serve as a beam in the wall, he does not 
think it worth while to spend money or labour in 
squaring it. A Chinaman may express the highest 
admiration for a pair of European candles, but if they 
cost a trifle more than his filthy oil lamp, he will 
rarely exchange the glimmer of his tirne-honoured 
institution for the brilliant light of a composite. A 
Chinaman will feel the texture of a European coat, 
and admit its superiority, but his first question will 
be, how much did it cost? In their pictures there is 
no imagination ; they dmw birds and insects as they see 
them, and really well. Animals also they attempt, but 
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their ignorance of anatomy renders their &orb in this 
direction ridiculous ; but abstract ideas, such as have 
made the memory of old European paintera glorious, any 
attempt to portray, Faith, Hope, or Charity, m y  effort 
to rise above the level of every-day life, are things un- 
known in Chinese art. So in their sculpture, they 
represent men, women, and children as they see them, 
but that is all ; they can imitate admirably, but they 
can imagine nothing. Their wmt of imagination 
precludes almost all idea of badinage. On one oc- 
casion, when the door of an inn was blocked up by 
inquisitive people, it was agreed that as long as they 
kept outside, the door should remain open. At length 
a boy ventured to put his feet over the door-sill. 

' I suppose you think those are very fine boots of 
yours,' was the foreigner's sarcastic remark. 

' Yes,' replied the youth, ' they cost half a tael.' 
The idea of being chaffed never entered into his 

matter-of-fact mind. 
Thus at almost every turn the want of imagi- 

nation, and with it the absence of originality are 
evident. 

But the Chinese are credited with havinginvented 
almost everything : how can this be reconciled with a 
want of originality ? 

In the first place there are a good many things 
that the Chinese have never invented or discovered. 
The principle of the pump, the circulation of the 
blood, and the science of graftbg are still unknown 
to the Chinese. It has Wuently been asserted that 
they invented gunpowder ; but the late Mr. Mayers, 
Chinese Secretary of Legation at Peking, h~ effectu- 
ally demolished their claim to this in~ention.~ 

Morrimn gives 1476 M the time of the invention of powder and 
L 2 
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The word ' P'ao ' which now means ' cannon ' wae, it 
was asserted, found in old Chinese books of a date 
anterior to that in which gunpowder waa h t  known 
to Europeans ; hence the deduction wm drawn that 
the Chinese were acquainted with gunpowder before 
it waa used in the West. But close e x d t i o n  
shows that in all old books the radical of the cha- 
racter P'ao ' means ' stone,' but that in modern books 
the radical of the character ' P'ao ' means ' fire ' ; that 
the character with the radical ' fire ' only appears in 
books well known to have been written since the in- 
troduction of gunpowder into the West ; and that 
the old character ' P'ao ' in reality means ' Balista.' 

So the word ' Chtang ' means ' spear,' but the 
radical of the written character means ' wood ' ; the 
same word ' Chiang ' means ' musket,' but the radi- 
cal of the latter means ' metal.' 

Parallel casea are not wanting in other languages. 
' Banduk ' is the Hindustani word for ' musket ' ; 

yet we read in Marco Polo of Bendocquedar, the 
' Soldan of Babylon,' a name which, as Colonel Yule 
points out, is Bandukdar, the Arblasteer. 

Long before the invention of gunpowder, ' musket ' 
was the old English word for a hawk used in the 
chaae ; when firearms were adopted for the same 
purpose, the name wm handed on. 

The mariner's compass, it is said, waa known to 
the Chinese at a very early date ; and it must be 
admitted that the early use of bank-notes, and the 
knowledge of printing, give the Chinese some claim 
to originality in ancient days. 

It would be a deeply interesting study, and one 

guna, and wan aware that whet they cnlled 'P'ao' were machinee for 
throwing rtonee. 

Mr. Baber WM the 5mt to notice thin lest fact. 
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well worthy of the labour, for anyone with sufficient 
acquaintance with the written language of China to 
investigate the ancient books, and from their internal 
evidence, and not from the prejudiced and superficial 
views of foreigners, to ascertain the history of the 
formation of Chinese character. It would appear, 
however, that originality, if they ever possessed it, 
has been stamped out, partly by the insane teachine 
of Confucius that everything rrncient is sacred, and 
the still more insane idea that anything new, no 
matter what, is dangerous. Another cause for the 
disappearance of originality may be found in the pre- 
posterous system of examinations. Magistarisl and 
official posts are awarded only to those who can pass 
the literary examinations ; and until the examiners 
have been satisfied, no man, no matter what his nrnk 
or position may be, can hold any official position 
whatever ; the 'literati,' or those who have passed 
high examinations, are the class most highly esteemed 
in China, and the desire to be numbered amongst them 
is almost universal. And what are these examinations? 
Examination only in the ancient classics, the obscure 
passages in which must only be explained in the 
orthodox manner.% 

It is not difEcult thus to realise that the Chinese 
character may have changed during the last few cen- 
turies, and that the o-ty and power of concep- 
tion they may have possessed may have been crushed 
out by the worship of antiquity and the system of 
examination. 

If this be so, the extrao* stoppage of the 
early development of the people may be accounted 
for ; for without originality, and devoid of imagina- 

@ See later under Mny 6. 
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tion, they must neceeaarily have stagnated, and have 
been afiested in the onward march towarde a more 
p e h t  civilisation? 

Another feature in the Chinew character that may 
have aesisted in some degree to retard their develop- 
ment is the intense deeire of every man to do every- 
thing for himself. It is undoubtedly prompted by a 
sturdy feeling of independence, but carried to the 
excess in which it is seen in the Chinese it must be 
hurtfnl. 

A Chinman, if he can, wil l  grow his own grain, 
grind it, or husk it, and cook it on his own premises. 
If possible, he will cnltivate his little bit of cotton, 
and weave the cloth without assistance &om beyond 
his household ; all h i ~  clothe8 are perhaps made by 
his wife or family ; and thus he is almost indepen- 
dent of any extraneous aid. We in Europe know 
that this is not an economical way of doing things ; 
but the Chinese have done so for generations,--and 

Another rereon for the stegnation of the Ohinese people may be pas 
ably found in the fact that ell the talent of the country ia a h r b e d  in the 
M1.rioe of the h t e .  Thin ie pufly bemum of the contempt in which 
the non-official c l w  ie held, and partly because there h no en- to 
official life of any kind except by competitive examination. Now, even 
in pmgreaive countries, a system which would divert from private en- 
ter* all those who help to d e  the country pat, would have 
lunentable reaulk How much more muat this be the cam in one where 
enterpriee of any kind ia almoet unknown, and which hes, M it were, 
been d e e p  for cent&. In W-rn Statee, honour, fame, cmd dignities 
attend those who rucceed, no matter in what walk of life ; but in China 
none but the o5cirrls can hope for any of these. 

If we look back a t  the hietory of our c i v ~ t i o n  we find that all the 
great &den in mienoe, and nearly dl the grestert worh  of literatwe and 
art, have been due to private individnde. The h v e r y  of America, the 
d b l i e h m e n t  of the Overland Route to India by Waghorn, the extra- 
ordinary development of newrpaper correepondence, are but a few of the 
inmbnces that will occur to anyone but alightly ecquainted with h i r y  ; 
and in our own country does not Government alwaye look with diatrurtful 
eyes on any r n m  k d  before it  which would appear likely to interfere 
with, or bo retnrd individual effort P 
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what waa good enough for their fbthers is good enough 
for them. Of course under these circumstances it is 
almost hopeless to expect any improvement in rtgri- 
culture or agricultural tools, or any advance towards 
a use of machinery. 

Thus with the nation, at the present moment, it 
is the extraordinary idea and wish amongst some of 
the most advanced thinkers to begin their mining 
operations, smelt tbeir iron with their own coal, and 
make their own rails for their railways, before they 
do anything else ; they want to have China for the 
Chinese ; they desire to do everything for themselves, 
and if possible to exclude foreigners. But how far 
they are from this, they little know. 

True, the palmy days of the British merchants 
are over ; the Chinese have at last learnt how to buy 
and sell without their aid, and they are fast ousting 
the foreigner from mercantile pursuits. We cannot 
of course but be sorry that the fine race of men, open- 
handed and gerlerous, full of courage and enterprise, 
a type of all that is manly and thoroughly English, 
should die out and disappear, and mournful tales are 
told of the destruction in consequence of English 
trade. This is, however, but a superficial way of 
regarding the irresistible march of events. If the 
British merchant is ousted, it is because the Chinese 
can do thmgs cheaper than the English ; the result 
must be that we in England will get our tea and 
silk cheaper than heretofore, and that the people of 
China (if they buy it at all) will buy our cotton 
cheaper, and in consequence buy more. How then is 
trade injured : is it not rather on a better footing ? 

But although commercial pursuits may not be so 
profitable as they were, there mnst yet be n futl~re 
for Europeans in China. Great as the opposition is 
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at present, railways and telegraphs must certainly be 
laid down, and will for many years to come give 
employment to large numbera of Europeans, for 
owing to the want of originality in the Chinese they 
cannot hope to undertake the sole management of 
railways and telegraphs. 

The Chinese may be taught almost anything- 
they are wonderfully quick at learning and imitating- 
and they would doubtless soon acquire the power of 
managing engines and telegraphs as long as all  went 
smoothly. But in the moment of difficulty, if any 
fresh combination of circumstances should necessitate 
some original action, or even the smallest amount of 
reasoning, a Chinaman would be found unequal to 
the emergency. The Chinese Government have for a 
long time owned steamers, but the engineers are still 
European, and it will be the same with the railways 
and telegraphs. There are at present no railways in 
China. Some of the merchants of Shanghai insti- 
tuted a short line between Shanghai and Woo-Sung, 
but it came to an untimely end, not so much on 
account of the absolute dislike of the Chinese to rail- 
ways, aa h m  some unfortunate circumstances con- 
nected with its origin. Rightly, or wrongly, the 
measure adopted irritated the Chinese Government, 
who declined to have the Woo-Sung railway forced 
upon them, and, when it came into their hrmda, con- 
temptuously tore it up. During its construction, and 
in the early days of its existence, there was con- 
siderable opposition amongst the people of the ad- 
jacent villages, excited probably by the literati of 
Shanghai. There were even some attempts at suicide, 
the perpetrators being probably bribed to commit these 
acts. There was considerable method shown in the 
way that the attacks on the railway were carried out, 
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m d  it may not be uninteresting to notice one in 
detail as an illustration. 

There was a Chinaman living at Woo-Sung of a 
character so bad that, amongst the inhabitants of the 
plnce, he was known as ' The Pirate,' and of a repu- 
tation so evil that he dared not show his face in 
Shnnghai. This man had a nephew who was s 
'ganger' on the railway. Possibly bribed by the 
officials, or for some motives that never m e  to 
light, this man and his nephew incited the people of 
Woo-Sung and of another village to evil deeds. They 
proceeded to dig the ballast from between the rails, 
and pile it up on the line, in the hope of upsetting 
the train, but as g m t  crowds of people collected on 
and around the line at this point, when the train 
arrived at the obstacles the engine-driver saw that 
something was wrong, and stopped. 

The train was then attacked, but the engine- 
driver and guard repulsed the mob, captured the 
nephew of ' The Pirate,' locked him up in a carriage 
with another prisoner they had caught, and went 
back towards Shanghai. On the way thither more 
mobs collected, and one man attempted to commit 
suicide by throwing himself down in front of the 
engine ; but the engine-driver was again able to pull 
up in time, and the would-be suicide was made 
prisoner, and, with the other two, conveyed safely to 
Shanghai. 

The question must have presented itself to many 
people whether the Chinese are likely to succeed in 
their resistance to the Russians in Kuldja. 

A careful consideration of the circumstances 
would lead to the conclusion that such a con- 
flict would be dissstrous to the Chinee. This is not 
due to any want of courage in the Chinese soldier, 
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but simply to want of officers and want of organisa- 
tion. With European officers, aa under Colonel 
Gordon, we know how well the Chinese have fought, 
whilst, unlike most Orientals, they have not been 
utterly demoralised by a check ; properly led they 
would make magnificent troops, for by nature the 
Chinese are singularly obedient to authority, and 
would not question the commands of those who had 
once established an influence over them. In  this they 
are like other Easterns, but more than othere their 
national characteristic rendem them particularly 
incapable of military combkations. A Chinaman 
can learn anything, but he can conceive nothing ; he 
may readily be taught any number of the most com- 
plicated military maneuaes, but place him in u 
position slightly different h m  that in which he has 
learnt, and he will be found utterly incapable of con- 
ceiving any modification to suit the altered circum- 
stances. This national characteristic is the growth 
of centuries of a narrow education, its roots are 
deeply seated, and lie in the insane reverence for 
antiquity, which is almost the beginning and end 
of a Chinaman's belief. Prompt action, readiness of 
resource, ability to seize on the smallest advantage, 
or to neutralise a misfortune, and the power to 
evolve rapidly fresh combinations, - these are the 
qualities that make a soldier, and these are the very 
qualities that cannot co-exist with the Chinese want 
of originality. This is no unimportant matter, for 
it proves that, as they are, the Chinese cannot be 
feared as a military nation, but that with a large 
number of European officers, their almost unlimited 
numbers, their obedience to authority, and personal 
bravery, when properly led, would make them almost 
irresistible. 
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Further, there is in the Chinese mind a great 
dread of Europeans. Supernatural powers are popu- 
larly attributed to foreigners, and though they profess 
to hold the barbarians in contempt, in reality the 
feeling of fear predominates in their mind, although 
perhaps they would not own it even to themselves. 
But with good and skilled European officers they 
would, as they have done before, make magnificent 
soldiers. 

Shanghai in the winter is a very pleasant place for 
Europeans ; the houses are comfortable, and good coal 
is burnt in the ,grates. The Bund, the road along 
the river side is called, is fine and broad and kept in 
good order. There are always some of her Majesty's 
ships in harbour, and the officers enliven the place. 
There is a very good club, the members of which are 
most hospitable to wandering strangers, and the com- 
fortable library full of books is a mre treat after a 
month in the saddle. 

In  the European Concession the roads of course 
are macadamised, and in the evening all the rank and 
fashioh, youth and beauty of Shanghai turn out, on 
horseback or in carriages, on 'the Bubbling Well 
Road,' the Rotten Row of the place. 

Shanghai boaata a racecourse, and a boat club, a 
drag-hunt, and a society for paper-chrtses on horseback, 
a volunteer rifle corps, and a volunteer fire brigade. 

Pigeon-English is .much used at Shanghai as rr 
means of interchan,ging ideas between English and 

111ese. Ch' 
In every English merchant's house in China there 

is an abominable person cclled a ' Compradore,' who, 
in reality, does most of the work, and is the medium 
between the English merchant and his Chinese client. 

At the first appearance of the English in the 
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country, the Chinese, who are nsturdy an imitative 
people, began to pick up a few English words, and 
soon constructed a language, which waa an unnatural 
combination of deformed English words with Chinese 
deas and forms. The result waa a jargon as hideous 
as it was illogical ; but the English t d m  of the 
early days, finding they understood somewhat of this 
comic medley, instead of inducing the Chinese to 
make use of correct words rather than the misshapen 
syllables they had adopted, encouraged them, by 
approbation and example, to establish Pigeon-English 
-a grotesque gibberish which would be laughable if 
it were not almost melancholy. The English of the 
present day cannot do much to help themselves, but 
they might do more ; for although it is to a certain 
extent true that Pigeon-English is understood, while 
the grammatical language is not, yet it is not possible 
to believe that when a glass of beer is poured out, 
even a Chinaman can more readily understand the 
idiotic expression ' can do ' than the good English of 
' that will do ' ; or that a Chinese boy would not in 
two days learn that ' upstairs ' was the same thing aa 
' top side.' 

But far h m  thinking it any shame to deface our 
beautiful language, the English seem to glory in its 
distortion, and will often ask one another to come to 
' chow-chow ' instead of dinner ; and send their ' chin- 
chins,' even in letters, rather than their compliments ; 
most of them ignorant of the fact that ' chow-chow ' 
is no more Chinese than it is Hebrew ; and that ' chin- 
chin,' though an expression used by the Chineae, 
does not in its true meaning come near to the 
' good-bye, old fellow,' for which it is often used, 
or the 'compliments' for which it is fi.equently 
substituted. 

Each of two polite Chinamen entering a mom 
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together will urge the other to go first, and will then 
sometimes say ' Chin-Chin,' meaning thereby some- 
thing very different to what an Englishman means 
when, in a letter, he sends his chin-chins to a 
common friend. 

Pigeon-English has now become a fact that must 
be accepted, but it would be less deplorable if, instead 
of being admired, it were reprobated. There are, 
however, one or two words whose use it is almost 
impossible to avoid. One of these is Ma-Fu, a word 
that can no more be translated into English than 
the Hindustani Ghra-w&, of which it is an exact 
and literal translation, and which is used in exactly 
the same way. The word cannot be rendered into 
English, for a man who never grooms a horse can 
hardly be called a groom, and the literal translation 
' horseman ' means, in ordinary parlance, a man on 
horseback. 

Pagoda is another word, the use of which is sanc- 
tioned by long custom. 

Thie word is applied by Europeans to a peculiar 
form of tower, always called ' Ta ' by the Chinese. 
These rare high towers, generally erected in or near 
large towns, and are supposed to bring good luck to 
the places which they dominate. They are not used 
as watch-towers,-sometimes there is no means of 
ascending them ; and a look-out or watch-tower is 
called 'Lou.' The derivation hitherto usually ac- 
cepted is from the word Dagoba, though various 
others have been suggested. Litfd, in his magnX- 
cent dictionary, derives it from the Persian But, idol, 
and Kedeh, temple. Stormonth, in his etymological 
dictionary, gives pagao ( ' pagan ' in Portuguese) aa the 
origin of 'pagoda ' ; and many attempts have been 
made to derive it h m  the Chinese language. 

Colonel Yule has favoured me with a note on 
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the subject which can hardly fail to carry convic- 
tion :- 

'It is a difficult word, but I do not think the 
origin can be Chinese. The word occurs early in the 
Portuguese books about India, too early to admit of 
a Chinese origin. And you will find that Chinese 
origins for those Anglo-Indian words are very 
rare. Manduquin, Joss, Chq,  are none of them Chineae 
in origin? Wedgwood gives the derivation h m  
pag& ' pagan,' but this is inverting things. The 
Portuguese probably confounded the word in their 
own minds with pagito more or less, but that could 
not be the origin of a word they uaed only in the 
East. Uagoba is a real word, not Burmese but Pali, 
i.e., of the sacred Indian language used by the Bud- 
dhists in Ceylon and Burmah, which is a modification 
of Sanscrit, much as Italian is of Latin. Dagoba is, in 
Sanscrit, Dub-garbha, ' relic-receptacle,' and the word 
is used in Ceylon ; but I don't believe it is the origin 
of 'Pagoda.' But-KZdZh (or Kedeh) is deo a real 
Persian word, and I waa formerly inclined to think 
' Pagoda' might be h m  this, shaped by the suggations 
of pag&. The word is used by the old Portuguese 
writers in the sense of idol, as well as idol temple ; you 
find ' Pagod ' thus used also in old Englieh travellers. 
It is likewise applied to the gold coin which was long 
the standard currency of South India. This, in its 
native shape, had figures of idols on it. 

' I believe now that the real origin of the name is 
the word bhagataat or bhagazoatA, ' deity ' or ' divine,' 
which is current all over India with various epecial 
applications, and which appears in Marco Polo in 
the shape of Pacau t~ .~  As regards the attempts to 

a Mrmda*in is merely a Portuguew corruption of 8aMk. Muntn; a 
mini& of 8 t a t e . q . )  

@ 8es Ind edit. ii. W, 850. 
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derive the word from Chinese, I may note the occur- 
rence of the word in Barbosa (1516), whilst the 
Portuguese were not familiar with China till many 
years after.' 

I was now making preparations for a long journey 
into the interior of China, and found plenty of occu- 
pation in getting s tom of all kinds ready. 

Mr. Baber, of the Consular service, who was a 
member of the Grosvenor expedition to Yun-nan, had 
invited me to accompany him to Ch'ung-Ch'ing. I 
eagerly availed myself of his invitation, but 8s yet 
formed no definite plans as to my future movements, 
only making up my mind that I would be ready for 
anythmg that might turn up. 

I therefore prepared s tom of all kinds, and 
arranged my provision-boxes in pairs, each pair to 

I contain a complete supply for two months. Chin-Tai 
used to carry out my ordm with amazement. First 
I had some large tin boxes, for soldering down, made 
to order, with strong wooden .dovetailed coverings. 
Then I bought eome small tin boxes to put inside 
these, but finding they did not suit I abolished them, 
and had others made. On trial these were found too 
large, and had to be reduced. Each time that Chin- 
Tai brought the things in, and saw me try them, first 
one way, then another, and finally carefully weigh 
every box, he would get more puzzled, till at laat he 
shrugged his shoulders, and came to the conclusion 
that I was mad.' 

1 I had 6 boxes packed each with 80 andlee (whh andlee, to 
the lb.) 

1 tin box for tee, 6" x 6)1' x 8)". 
4 boxes of match-. 
6 M s .  pote of Liebig's Extmct. 
a packeta of bfarwilleu m m p d  vegeteblw. 
1 bottle Worceeter seuoe. 
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The Chinese theatre at Shanghai, though a mon- 
grel establishment-half Chineee and half foreign- 
is, nevertheless, well worth a visit, for the acting is 
b o d  jide Chinese acting, and the house is filled with 
Chinese, who come here to enjoy themselves in their 
own characteristic fsehion. But the size, shape, and 
arrangement of the house me essentially European, 
as are also the lighting with gaa, and the system of 
payment at the doom. 

There ie no such thing in China, properly speak- 
ing, as a theatre at which people pay. Theatrical 
performances are usually given by rich people to their 
fiends ; or sometimes the inhabitante of a stFeet will 
cornlime and engage a set of actom ; in this caee the 
theatre is set up in the street, occupying the greater 

1 tin box for ciplsrs, 10" x x 2)". 
1 box of toothpicks. 
1 tin box of tooth powder, 8)" x 8)" x IfN. 
1 d bottle caysnne pepper. 

S'i other of the large boxes were pscked erch with :- 
30 candles. 
1 tin of d t ,  6" x 4" x w. 
1 tin of muntard, 2)" x 4" x S+". 
6 k:. pota of L i e w e  Extract. 
1 tin for c+, Q" x 6" x 24". 
1 packet Mmmilles preaewed vegeteblm. 
4 boxes of metches. 
4 cakes of toilet soap. 
1 cake of yellow soap. 
1 cuke of aubolic acid map. 
2 little boxes of Brand's meat loxenges. 

Each of them boxes, when finally @ed and soldered down, weighed 
a little over 80 lb. ; quite enough for the monntninous countries. 

The qruotity of tea that I took WM nnnecessuy, but I only hd my 
northern experience to guide me ; and in the province of Chi-Li, and 
beyond the Great Wall, tea can never be bought. In Southern, Osntral, 
and Western Ohins, tea ia d w a p  to be procured. The lids of the boxem 
were all ecrewed down, so that they could be opened and shut M often 
M necsmq ; and M I could not msnsge to get m5cient csndles into the 
boxa without unduly inorwing $he v*ht, I took Wdss UI 
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part of it, and k-avlng scant mom for a p a s d g  sedan- 
chair. But at Shanghai the Chinese have learnt Euro- 
pean m m e m  so &r tre to have a public theatre, to 
which anyone is admitted on payment. 

It is a low,  oblong building, that would be consi- 
dered large even in London. A gallery, supported on 
plain wooden pillars, nuze round three sides of it, and 
is divided into boxes, in which, when we entered the 
theatre, we c d d  see family parties, smoking, drinking 
tea, and cracking water-melon seeds. 

There were about half a dozen rows of people in 
the end gallery, those in the h n t  having tablea for 
their tea, sweets, &c. In the body of the theatre, the 
people sitting in the best placea were provided with 
tables, but those behind were all packed close together. 

The stall-keeper led us to the h n t ,  pushed aside 
the people that were standing about, without the 
least ceremony or politeness, walked up to one of the 
best tables, turned out the f b d y  party without aek- 
ing their leave, and most obsequiously invited us to 
take our placeia. 

The Europeanised Chinaman seems to acquire a 
eupercilious contempt for his more conservative 
countrymen. This may be in a great measure owing 
to the faot that attendants amongst Europeans are so 
often taken h m  a low class. 

On one occasion, a Chinese gentleman was vieiting 
me, and I ordered one of my servants to get some 
tea ; he told me that he would get tea for me if I 
wanted it, but that he wse not going to wait on a 
Chinaman. 

Of course this sentiment waa more strongly 
expreseed towards the unofficial claeeee, and for a 
magistrate of high rank my servants had a certnin 
amount of respect. 

VOL. I. M 
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A man with an enormous basket over his 
arm, full of water-melon seeds, walked about the 
theatre, continudy W.mg the little dishes in h n t  
of the spectators with this incomprehensible deli- 
cacy. He was o b w  to refill his basket (about 
the size of an Enghh baker's) many times during the 
evening. 

Tea, of course in Chinese fashion, is consumed 
by all. The ordinary Chinese fashion of making tea 
(except in the West, where the tea of Pu-erh is taken) 
is to put about a teaspoonful of tea into the cup, and 
pour boiling water on it. The Chinese drink it nearly 
scalding, and the cups are continually refilled with 
boiling water, &ah tea rarely being put into the cups. 
The object of putting a cover over the cup, instead of 
a saucer underneath, is to prevent the tea-leaves get- 
ting into the mouth. A Chinaman, before putting the 
cup to his mouth, always sweeps the surface of. the 
tea with the cover, to push the floating leaves away 
&om the side. He is very skilful in drinking, always 
holding cup and cover with one hand, and leaving 
just sufficient aperture for the idusion to pass without 
letting the leaves through. 

The C h i n e  have a theory that if the water is 
properly boiling the leaves will not float on the tea, 
but if the tea has been made with water that does not 
boil the leaves will at first come to the surface. 

The stage of the theatre was raised, as in Europe, 
and the orchestra, consisting of one wooden and 
two brass drums, was on the stage. There was a 
little painting on the background, but not much 
scenery. 

The wtors were dressed very gorgeously in silk 
and embroidery ; and their faces were covered with 
paint, red, black, or white ; the paint being apparently 



mixed with red lead or putty, laid on all over their 
faces with a scalpel, and highly polished. 

Female actors are very rare in China ; the women's 
parts are generally taken by men, who speak in a high 
falsetto. 

The piece performed on the occasion of our visit 
was in a great measure conducted in dumb show ; and 
unless one of the characters waa actually speaking, the 
orchestra beat their drums with all their might, the 
noise made by them becoming almost unbeamble. 

All the performers seemed more or leas acrobats, 
and no one remained on the stage more than a few 
minutes at a time ; an actor would say a few words, 
posture a good deal, throw his legs about in a manner 
not far short of the celebrated Vokes, and then go out, 
some one else coming on immediately. 

The performance on this occasion ended in a tre- 
mendous battle that lrtsted half an hour, during which 
four regular acrobats, naked to the waist, came on the 
stage and performed some feats that would not be 
considered very remarkable in Europe. 

One of the company was evidently n sort of Mr. 
Toole ; for directly he appeared, and before he said or 
did anything, the audience at once began to laugh 
in anticipation. 

The theatre was very cool and well ventilated, but 
the a& drumming and noise was so nerve-shatter- 
ing and so continuous that we none of us could 
endure it very long ; and passing through a vestibule, 
where the nose was assailed with odours that seem 
necessary to a Chinaman's existence, we stepped into 
the h s h  air of the atreet, where a number of chairs 
and jinnyrickshaws, the2 carriages and cabs of the 

Seep. 10. Giea otatm this word ta be taken from the Japan- 
pronunciation of three charactem eignifyiq ' Man'o-Sfrength-Oart.' 

x a 
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Shmghni Chinese, were waiting for their owners, or 
for the chance of being hired. 

The English, of course, cnrry their sporting pro- 
clivities with them to Shanghni ; not only is there a 
society for paper-chasing on ponyback, but one of the 
merchants nt the time of my visit hnd started a pack 
of draghounds, which gave capital gallops and plenty 
of jumping to an enthusiastic band of followem. 

Rut, undoubtedly, the sport par exceRence at 
Shnnghni is the wild pheasant shooting, which with 
its concomitants of cheery companions, complete 
hedom, and life in a house-boat, is perhaps only to 
be equalled by woodcock-shooting in the neighbour- 
hood of Corfu. 

Most of the leading merchants have a house-boat ; 
this is merely one of the ordinmy shapeless, flat- 
bottomed, shallow boats of China, with two or three 
rooms built on i t  ; these are always very comfortably 
fitted up with beds, tables, lockers, &c., and have 
besides accommodation for ~ervsnts, cookery, and 
dogrs. It is usual to make up a party in a couple 
of bonts, and go away for a week or two to the 
Grnnd Cmal, nnd ukoot over the plain between it and 
Shmghni. 

This country was the theatre of war during the 
'rni-Ping rebellion ; for years afterwards it remained 
n desert, ~vith nothing but ruined villages, and scarcely 
n single inhabitant. ~ u r i n g  this time the phemanta 
nnd deer increased md  multiplied ; and not many 
ycnrcr ago, it WM possible for a good shot to bag forty 
brnce of pheasants to his own gun in a single day ; 
now thc county is being repeopled, villages are 
springing up, cultivation is increrrsing, and of course 
the game is diminishing. 

I joined Rome friends in a trip, and lenvinp 
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Shanghai one night, we found ourselves the next 
morning steaming up the Yang-Tzti-Chiang. 

Like the rivers of most Eastern countries, those of 
China do not bear the same name at every part of 
their course. 

Near its sourax this mighty river is known under 
variow names. The Mongol name of Murui-ussu is 
given by both Huc and Prejevalaky ; the latter gives 
Di-chu aa a name in use by the Tangutans (m he 
calls the tribes of N.-E. Tibet) ; Burei-chu, or Bri- 
chu, corrupted by the Chinese to Polei-chu, te another 
Tibetan name. The Tibetans again at Bath'%, and 
a little lower, call it the N'jeh-chti ('chii ' is the 
Tibetan for ' river '). 

From Bath'ang to Fu-chou it haa the appellation 
of Chin-Sha-Chiang, or Golden Sand River, from the 
quantity of gold dust amongst the sand in ite bed. 
No other name is applied to so long a stretch as this ; 
and the Chin-Sha is the name beet known of all. 

Near its mouth, where it opens out to a width of 
some miles, the Chinese call it the Yang-Tzti-Chiang, 
or Ocean River. Friar Odoric, writing about A.D. 
1320-1330 of the Great River, calle it the River 
Talay (Dalai), which is just a Mongol version of the 
Chinese name, and would seem, therefore, to have been 
applied to it by the Mongols then ruling in China. 
The use of the word ' Dalai ' in this way is, therefore, 
quite parallel to that of 'Bahr,' as applied by the 
Arabs to the Nile. So also the Tibetans applj the 
term ' Samandrang ' (samudra, ' the Ocean ') to the 
Indue and S ~ t l e j . ~  

I have seen it stated that the name Ta-Ho i: 
applied also. 

This is to a certain extent true ; for there is 
Oathy, vol. i., p. 121. 
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scarcely n river in China that at  some place is not 
called Ta-Ho, or Great River. Where an affluent 
enters a river, it is of most h q u e n t  occurrence to 
find the main river called Ta-Ho, and the d u e n t  
Hsiao-Ho, or Little River. 

The French have invented a name expressly for 
themselves, and call it ' Le Fleuve Bleu ' ; and Pre- 
j evdsky hm unfortunately adopted it. 

A day and night's steaming brought us to Chin- 
Kimg ; anti thence we started in a native boat for the 
Grand Canal. 

The Grand Canal of China is a work that has at- 
tracted much attention amongst Europeans, who have 
generally fonned n vague idea of a magnificent high- 
way, where great fleets of fine ships come and go, and 
where there is yet room for an unlimited increase of 
traffic. As a matter of fact, it is in many parts little 
more than a stinking ditch ; it is already overcrowded 
to a de,m almost incredible ; and the water in i t  is 
often so low that a junk of very moderate dinlensions 
may stick and entirely stop the traffic. 

We entered the canal from the Yang-Tzii by a 
creek, ten yards wide, so full of craft that, to an inex- 
perienced eye, it would have seemed impossible to get 
through, as the vessels completely blocked the water- 
way, none of the crews having apparently the least 
desiix to make pro,mss. 

Our boatman, however, coolly charged them, 
paying equal heed to the oaths and howls of the 
people on the boats smaller and weaker than his own, 
und to the indifferent and supercilious glances of the 
occupants of the big and unwieldy junks. 

Grent and small they were somehow pushed on 
one side, two of the lightest being nearly shil~wrccked 
in the process. 
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We joined our house-boat close to the city of Tan- 
Yang, where we were jammed for twenty-four hours, 
surrounded by an immovable block of boats; and 
during the next day it was only by the dint of strong 
language on the part of everyone in the boat and out 
of it, that we succeeded in advancing about a mile. 

The sight was, however, extraordinary, and well 
worth corning to see. 

Standing on the top of the embankment, the eye 
roamed over many miles of perfectly flat country, 
where numerous villages were hidden in clumps of 
bamboo, and where the canal, with its forest of masts, 
stretched away into the dim horizon. 

About the whole scene there was a wonderful 
amount of life and animation : gay streamers from the 
thousands of masts, people shouting and pushing, and 
trackers on the banks calling to their companions in 
their boats. 

Each boat contained a whole family of many 
generations, and often some half-dozen coffins be- 
sides ; for the Chinese are very particular about their 
coffins,-building them of rare and choice woods long 
before they die, and sometimes giving as much as a 
thousand t a l s  for a good one ;-they carry them 
about wherever they go, and make them their con- 
stant companions in life, until in death they become 
their homes. 

There mas a huge war-junk in front of us, stuck 
in the mud, completely blocking the way ; and not 
until after a great amount of vociferation from the 
men in our boat could the people on the unwieldy 
vessel be induced to make any effort to get off; at 
last she moved, we followed, and as she went aground 
again almost immediately our bow humped her stern, 
whereat a hag, so ancient and so hideous aR to pass all 
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conception, put her head out of a window and made 
use of language more hideous than herself. 

Presently i t  wrrs necessary for two men to go 
behind, and pushing handspikes under the keel, to 
hoist the vessel by main force out of the mud. In the 
course of a few hours our boat succeeded in passing 
her, but only by dint of much violent abuse, rough 
dealing, and the liberal use of the almighty dollar. 

'And this,' I thought, 'is the Grmid Cand of 
China ! ' 

For the tired merchant, or the hard-worked con- 
sular official, the novelty of the life on a trip of this 
kind, m d  the air md  exercise, form a pleasant change 
n t  Christmas time rrfter many months of busy 
Shanghai ; and though the country is flat, there is 
still enough diversity and incident in the day's pro- 
ceedings to make them amusing. 

Walking over the wide plain not far from the 
canal, whose high banks concd  all but the tallest 
masts, we find nearly all the ground cultivated, and 
the young green crops coming up. In other parts we 
have to plod over a heavy fallow. Here is an old 
graveyard, covered with long dry grass and a few 
thorns, and it will be surprising if we do not turn a 
pheasant out of it. Now we come to the ruins of cr 
village, with thick thorn bushes growing amongst the 
remains of the mud walls, from which a couple of 
cocks get up in a terrible bustle, cluck-clucking aa 
they top the bamboo growing just beyond. The 
report of the gun brings some people out of a house 
that has been built amongst the ruins ; they follow 
us some way, but soon get tired of walking after 
us. 

Here is a creek with a great deal of soft mud in 
the bottom, and we must make a long detour to find 
a bridge. After crossing it, we come to a bamboo 
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copse, nome twenty or thirty yards square, on the site 
of an old cottage whose walls can still be traced 
amongst the undergrowth of brambles m d  thorns. 

A peamnt standirig by snys he saw n couple of 
deer go into i t  ; but his information turns out worth- 
less, though the thicket contains hnlf a doze11 
pheasants. 

By the side of another wide creek a bird gets up, 
and drops on the other side. 

One of us calls out in polite Chinese to a peasant 
digging in his field, and nsks him if he will fetch it. 

' I do not uildemtand any language but my own,' 
replies the mnn, shading his eyes with his hand, rind 
looking across the water at our figures. 

'But,' replies our speaker, ' I  a n  talking your 
lmlguage. ' 

'Why, you don't say so ; 1 never should hnvc 
thought it ; I thought no barbarian could ever learn 
our beautiful tongue.' 

So we return to our boat, where rr cold yhasa i~ t  
cut up awaits us, and seems so large that n hot dis- 
pute arises whether i t  c,m possibly be only one bird. 

Besides the pheasants, a kind of small deer, coln- 
lnonly l n i s d e d  a hog-deer, is very abundant, but it 
offers very poor sport. 

In the neighbourhood of Chin-kiang them arc 
great numbers of enormous wild boar ; some were 
brought in to Shanghai when I was there, weighing 
360 English pounds. These boars have very smdl 
tusks, nnd some people, on this account, hold that 
they are the descendants of domecltic pigs, that have 
at some time or mother escaped from civilisation, and 
adopted tLe wild life of the forests. 

We did not stay away long enough to find our 
trip monotonous, and returned to Shanghai sntisfied, 
but not wearied wit11 our sport. 
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The Mixt Court in Shanghai is very interesting 
to a stranger. 

Offences are tried here before two judges, one 
Chinese and one foreign. One of the English judges 
took me with him one day, and I sat on the bench next 
to the Chinese official, who had the rank of Chih-Fu. 

The room was fairly large, and the judges' table 
raised on a low platform. The space in front was 
divided into three portions by railings ; the police- 
men, witnesses, &., were on the right, and the 
prisoner was brought in to the centre division, led by 
his plait. He was obliged to remain on his knees 
during the trial. 

This man had pretended that he was a broker, and 
had gone to the different European firms, from each 
of which he had obtained a sample of sugar, which he 
afterwards sold retail. He was convicted and sen- 
tenced to two months' imprisonment. 

The Chinese official at this stage of the proceedings 
offered me a cigar, and tea was brought in ; after 
which refection another prisoner was arraigned for 
driving a jinnyrickshaw without a license ; and for 
which he received twenty blows with a stick. 

The next had stolen a watch; and the last in a 
crowded thoroughfare had refused to 'move on.' It 
was n very amusing sight, and strangely like ' orderly- 
room ' in an English barrack. 

During my stay in Shanghai an event of some 
significance occurred. 

Up to this period Messrs. Russell & Co., an 
American firm, had owned a very fine fleet of steamers, 
plying up the Yang-Tzii, and to Tien-Tsin. 

Besides Messrs. Russell & Co. there was an 
English co~npany that owned steamers not inferior to 
these ; and there ma6 also a Chinese company, whose 
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vessels, though large and well built, were never 
favourites with either Europeans or Chinese. The 
last was strongly supported by the Government, 
especially by Li-Hung-Chang, and in the hopes of 
increasing their business and pxdually getting rid of 
foreigners on the river, they bought the whole of 
Messrs. Russcll & Co.'s vessels at a very high price. 

From the fact that after the agreement of sale WIIS 

made public, the shares of the Russell Coinpnay mei~t 
up fiom sixty to ninety, it may be gathered that the 
Anleric'ms did not make a very bad bargxin. 

The Chinese traders were not at all pleased to see 
the boats pass into the hands of thc Chinese coinpnny ; 
for they feared that their Government moul(i put 
pressure on them, and compel them to sericl their 
illerchandisc in the Chinese ships, where they knew 
that they would be col~lpelled to pay inore, nnd be less 
well served. 

Before leaving Shanghai, Chin-Tai mas instructed 
in the art of bread-making, so that, during the two 
months on the river, me were never reduced to 
chupatties. 

I also obtained possessioll of n dog whose nunlerous 
good qualities, as appraised by his owner, would have 
made hiin cheap at any price. Baber and I laid 111 a 
considerable stock of provisions and delicacies for the 
voyage, amongst which two barrels of flour took a 
prominent position. 

13efore starting, E engaged another servant, also n 
Tien-Tsin man, and friend of Chin-'l'ai. I-Iis linlllc 
was Chung-Erh, and, nccording to his Qmn statcnients, 
he threw, up ,z marvellously lucrative engagenlent, out 
of pure love and friendship for Chin-Tai. 
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AT leiigth the time came for our departure, and the 
cordial good wishes that I received from so many, 
whose acquaintance I had hardly formed, made me 
f i d  that I was leaving many good friends behind ; 
it was not therefore without some regrets that, finally 
turning my back on Shanghai, I stepped on board 
the stenmcr !r' Hankom,' on the night of January 23, 
1877. 

The ~ t e m e r s  that ply on the Yang-TzU-Chiang, 
betwceil Shanghai and Hankow, are built in the 
style of the Ainerican river-boata ; they draw scarcely 
:uiy water, are very light, and are perhaps the most 
luxurious stcrr~lierrj hi thc world. 

Baber and I were t-he only passengers, and so 
tllerc was plenty of rooin for us and our luggage, of 
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the principal fenture of this town. At the time of . 
my visit the water was unusually low, being about 
thirty-five feet below the top of the bnnd. In the 
summer it rises sometimes even over thia work, flood- 
ing the country nnd the town. 

Under these  circumstance^, snpposing the nvernge 
velocity of the current to be ~ i x  mile8 nn hour (md 
it certainly i~ not less), upwnrds of n million cubic 
feet of water per second must pnss Hnnkow. 

Hiring bonta for the journey to Ch'ung-Ch'ing 
m u  not nltogether n simple matter. I t  was necessary 
to let our servants make nll the nrrnngemcnts before 
disclosing ourselves, for bontmen  sometime^ object 
to taking foreigners, and, nlwnye try to ovcrchnrge 
them. 

It was easier to settle our money mnttcm. A 
firm at Hmkow gnve us n letter of credit on their 
Chinese agents at Ch'nng-Ch'ing, so wc were not 
obliged to carry more uilver than wns necesmry for 
the voynge. 

During our stay in Hnnkom mc visited the 
Russinn factory, where brick-ten is yrepnred for the 
Nongolian market. 

Bricks nre mnde here of both green nnd blnck ten, 
but always from the commonest and cheapest ; in fnct, 
for the blnck ten, the dust and sweepings of the estnb- 
liahment nre used. 

The tea dnst is first collected, and if it is not in 
sufficiently fine powder, it is beaten with wooden 
sticks on n hot iron plntc. It is then sifted through 
several sieves to sepnrate the fine, medium, nnd coarse 
grnins. The tea i~ next stenmed over boiling water, 
nfkr which i t  is immediately put into the moulds, 
the fine dust in the centre, and the coarse grains round 
thc edges. 
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January 25.-It was a cold snowy morning, and 
the hills as we passed them were white ; chill, heavy 
clouds were overhead ; the wind whistled through 
the ship, and the dreary cry of the leadsman, which 
could be plainly heard in the saloon, made us appre- 
ciate the comforts to be found inside. 

On the voylqge up this river it is necessary to 
sound without ceasing ; thus, as regularly as the hand 
of the clock touched the minute, the voice of the 
Malay quarter-master was heard in a kind of slow 
sing-song, 'No bottom,' 'By the mark five,' and 
so on. 

Januury 26.-We anchored at three o'clock on 
the morning of January 26 for want of water, as the 
river was very low. The time of year for shipping 
tea occurs just when the river is at its highest, and 
then there is water enough for the great ocean-going 
steamers to run up to Hankow, where they take their 
loads of tea, and steam off direct for the London 
Docks. 

At about nine o'clock the small steamer 'Tun- 
Sin ' came alongside, to take some of the cargo 
about fourteen miles up the river, where it remained 
in lighters until another vessel came for i t  from 
Hankow ; but as she could not take everything at one 
trip we remained on board the ' Hankow ' a l l  night. 

Junua~*y 27.-The decks were covered with snow 
when me looked out in the morning, and a heavy 
northerly gale howled mournfully. The work of 
shifting cargo advanced but slowly, and was not 
completed till five in the evening. We were able to 
appreciate the light build of these vessels, for as the 
bales of merchandise were moved about the deck 
below the saloon, the glt~ases on the table jumped 
from their places with the tremendous vibration. 
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MThen dl was finished we said good-bye to the 
captain of the 'Hankow,' and embarked on the 
' Tun- Sin.' 

Januuty 28.-Another cheerless snowy morniilg 
broke over the muddy river, and a dnmp mist nlmost 
hid the banks. Few boats passed up and donm, ru~d 
except one or two sea-gulls, circling round n melm- 
choly-looking beacon, there seemed no life in the 
place. 

We had anchored during the night, and had not 
been long under way in the morning when me ran on 
a mud-bank in the deepest part of the channel. The 
cargo was at once discharged into lighters kept for 
the purpose ; but me did not get off the shoal till 
abou t midnight. 

Januu~y 29.-We took the cargo on board agnin 
during the morning, and weighed anchor at 1 p.m. 
The sun came out for the first time during the 

I voyage, and lit up the scenery as we rnn along under 
the slopes m d  cliffs which here rnn down to the river 
from the hills on each side. 

January 30.-We arrived nt Hankow at a b u t  
ten in the morning ill n dismal pour of rain, rind we 
thoroughly enjoyed the blazing fires of the hospitable 
conslilate in which we were lodged. 

Soon afterwards the rain turned to snow, which 
fell steadily during the rest of our stay. 

Some iden of the ~nagnificence of the Ymg-Tzii 
rnny be formed fro111 the fact that at Hnnkow, 680 
miles from the sea, the river is still about 1,100 yards 
broad. 

I t  is embanked with n lnagnificent build, which is 

According to Sir T. I%'sde'a eyetern of orthography this should be 
Ban-K'ou (the mouth of the Han), but the other spelling is now too 
widely acceptsd to admit of change. 
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the principal feature of this town. At the time of 
my visit the water was unusually low, being about 
thirty-five feet below the top of the bund. In the 
summer i t  rises sometimes even over this work, flood- 
ing the country m d  the town. 

Under these circumstances, supposing the average 
velocity of the current to be six miles an hour (and 
it certainly is not less), upwards of a million cubic 
feet of water per second must pass Hankow. 

Hiring boats for the journey to Ch'ung-Ch'ing 
was not altogether a simple matter. It was necessary 
to let our servants make d the arrangements before 
disclosing ourselves, for boatmen sometimes object 
to taking foreigners, and always txy to overcharge 
them. 

It was easier to settle our money matters. A 
firm at Hankow gave us a letter of credit on their 
Chinese agents at Ch'ang-Ch'ing, so we were not 
obliged to carry more silver than wm necessary for 
the voyage. 

During our stay in Hankow we visited the 
Russian factory, where brick-tea is p r e p d  for the 
3iongolian market. 

 brick^ are made here of both green and black tea, 
but always from the colnmonest and cheapest ; in fact, 
for t,he black ten, the dust and sweepings of the estab- 
lishrnellt nre used. 

The tcn dust is fimt collected, and if i t  is not in a 
sufficiently fine powder, it is beaten with wooden 
sticks on rr hot iron platc. It is then sifted through 
several sieves to separate the fine, medium, and coarse 
gains. The tea is next ~teamed over boiling water, 
after which i t  is i!niuedintely put into thc moulds, 
the fine dust in t l~r cclntre, and the coarse grains round 
the edges. 
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These lnoulds me like those uged for nlnking ordi- 
nary clay bricks, but very much stronger, and of lclsr~ 
depth, so that tlic cakes of tea when they collie out 
are more likc large tiles th'm biickrs. 

The people who drink this tea like it black ; 
wherefore about a tealspoonful of soot is put into cacli 
mould, to give i t  the depth of colo~uing m d  gloss thnt 
attracts the Mongolian purchtlsem ! 

The moulds are now put under a powerful pre*~, 
and the covers wedged tightly down, so thnt whcu 
removed froin the press the pressure on the cake is 
still maiutnined. 

After two or three days thc wedges arc driven out, 
the bricks are rei~ioved from the mod&, and each 
brick is mapped up sep:~rately in a piece of coinlnon 
white pi~per. Bnskcts, 11-hich when full weigh 130 lbs., 
are cnrefully packed with the bricks, and are sent to 
Tien-Tsin, wlience tlicy find their way all over Mon- 
golia mid up to the borders of Russia. 

I was told that this tea could be sold retail in St. 
l'ctcrsburg, with n fair profit, at the ratc of twenty 
c o l ~ ~ ~ k s  thc pound. 

Tlic p e n  tea is not inude of such fiiie  tuff, bat 
of etnlks and leaves. 

Tlie Mongolinnn 1n:tke their infusioii by boiling. 
111 this inanner they extract all the strength, and arj 

there is no dclicntc flitvour to lose, they do not injure 
the tciste. 

The inanuf~~cti~rer here set up a sm:lll steam- 
cnginc for the press, but found coolie labour cheaper. 

Hcl told me that the tea the Russians usually drink 
in their o m  country is taken direct to Odcssn h n ~  
Hankow by the Suez Canal ; and in ane\rer to an 
inquiry thnt I made. he msured me that even heforr 

VOL. I. N 
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the canal wna opened it never passed through 
London. 

A better price is given by the Russinns in Hankow 
than the 12nglish care to pay. This is the real reaeon 
why the tea in Russia is superior to any found in 
London ; for camvan tea is a delicacy even amongst 
the i~obles of St. Petersburg. 

Anything but very ordinnry tea is rare in Chinese 
inns or houses ; occasionnlly, however, a cup of tea has 
bccn given me with n delicacy of flavour and a bouquet 
that 1 h~lvc ncver met with elsewhere. 

A very delicate tea is grown in Pu-Erh in Yun- 
ilan ; it is pressed into annular cakes, and can almost 
always be purchnsed in the large t o m s  of Western 
China, even in Ssti-Ch'uan ; cakes of the Pu-Erh tea 
wcrc often given to me as a present. But these are 
cxceptioas to the generd rule, as the tea in inns and 
privittc houscfi ifi indifferent. 

'I'he brick-tea made for the Tibetan market is 
l~q):~r(bd entirely by Chinese at Ya-Chou. It also is 
111ndc from dust and rubbish, and the mmufmture is 
very similar to the process at Hankow. 

I l .hi. S. ' Kestrel ' was at Hankow, and a day or 
t\vo 1)efore our departure she left for I-Ch'ang, now 
it trcitty port under one of the clauses of the Chi-Fu 
C'o~lvention, carrying thither Mr. King, the newly- 
nl)l)ointed Coi~sul to that place. 

'I'he European officers of the Chinese Customs 
Sel~vice were also going up, so that Baber and I 
:tnticipated :I merry meeting on our arrivd. The 
' licstrel' left Hailkow on February 5 ; the captain 
esl)cctiii(r to bc back again in about three weeks. 

b. llut tlie river was so low that i t  was eventually a very 
illucll lo~igcr time before the ship returned. 

Wlieil t11e lnysterious process of hiring the boatn 
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had been accolnplished by our servants, we went on 
board to look round, and to be introduced to the owner 
and skipper, who mas n lady. 

She declared herself capable of nnvigating the 
ship, taking the helm, working the 1t10, and keeping 
the trackers up to the innrk. Our subsequent expe- 
rience showed that the last of these nccoml~lishments 
was her strong point, for she had a tongue that nothing 
could mithstilnd. The ulo is n kind of gigniltic gcull, 
that is worked by two or more people, soinetime~ from 
the stern, and sometinles at the side of the vessel. 

The old lady introduced her little boy to us, who 
made a polite Chinese bow ; and thus nll the ceremonie~ 
were complete. 

February 7.-Our large boat lay at the mouth of 
the Han river ; but the small one clime down in the 
afternoon to take us off, nnd we went on board with 
our servants, our dog, und our fern reinainitlg effects, 
including 70 lbs. of corned beef that Chin-Tai had 
bought for six dollars. 

At  3.15 the last rope mas let go ; the Consul on 
the bund waved his hand ; 'we pushed off into the 
stream, and started on our long jonrney. With a 
light westerly breeze we made our may over the cur- 
rent, and reached the lt~rge junk that wns lying off 
Hm-Yang. 

Here me had to wait soine time ; for the old lady 
had suddenly discovered that a sail would not be alto- 
gether a useless article, and hnd sent to buy one. So 
we lny with the nose of our boat just ashore. 

A steep mud slope about thirty feet high rose 
above us. This seemed to be a deposit for every con- 
ceivable kind of filth, and grubbing in the mire there 
were pigs, dogs, cmd miserable human beings who 

A 2 
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scraped a livina by turning over the dirt with little r' 
rakes, and picklng up scraps. 

Crooked piles driven into the mud supported 
wretched hovels that overhung the river, and at the 
foot of the mud slope there were hundreds of all sorts 
of boats. 

The men of the ferries in which the people crossed 
the Han river, or the Ynng-Tzi& were inviting pas- 
sengers to make use of their boats ; each man praising 
the excellences of his own c&, and trying to shout 
 hi^ neighbour down. Some of them would not start 
until they were loaded almost to the water's edge. 

Sometimes a couple of richer men engaged a boat 
for themselves. Here one little boy was navigating 
n crowded vessel, and there a couple of big men were 
rowing one h o s t  empty ; but all were talking in the 
loudest tones, abusing one another, pushing each other 
b u t ,  and making rr desperate noise. 

Our old lady ww slow about her purchases ; and 
after watching this noisy busy scene for some time, 
1 lookcd round the boat to see what manner of c& 
mas to be our home for so many weeks. She wrcs 
u h u t  eighty feet long and eleven fect broad, and the 
I I I I IU~  deck, if such a terili is applicable, was h u t  two 
feet out of the water. 

The bows, for a space of twenty feet, were un- 
covered; lLft of this a house about twenty feet long 
WM built *ht uross the deck, leaving no mom to 
ptlss round the side8 ; there was a  mall open space 
aft of the house ; and right over the stern another high 
building, where our skipper lived, WAS piled up to a 
great height. The house was about seven feet high, 
and wns divided into four compartments, giving us a 
l i v i ~ ~ g  room and two bedrooms for ourselves, and a 
room for the servunb. 
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There was a hold about three feet deep where we 
stowed away our heavy boxes. 

We had a little American stove in the sitting- 
room. It used sometimes to get red hot ; at others 
the chimney would get twisted, and the wind blowing 
down would send great tongues of flame darting across 
the room ; of course it smoked occasionally ; but these 
little vagaries made us appreciate it all the more when 
it burnt properly. 

Our party now consisted of Baber and myself, n 
photographer whom Baber took up with him, Baber's 
chief servant Hwu-Fu, who had travelled some time 
with Baron von Richthofen ; Baber's second servant, 
Wang-Erh, a giant of six feet two inches, who had 
been a soldier drilled by European officers, but who 
had never before been in the service of a European ; 
my two servants, Chin-Tai and Chung-Erh, both over 
six feet high, and ' Tib,' a brown retriever. There was, 
in addition, an official sent by the Tao-Tai of Hankow 
to accompany Baber. 

Pebmutry 8.-We were still at Han-Yang when 
we awoke in the morning, and our skipper now said 
that the sail did not fit well, and must be altered be- 
fore she could start. 

So we tried td shake ourselves down; we made 
bookshelves of the doors of our sleeping cabins, and 
pasted paper over the cracks in the wall through which 
an icy wind was blowing. I 

The sacrificial cock was expended during the day, 
and his blood sprinkled on the bow of the boat ; for 
without this ceremony, and the subsequent more 
serious one of eating the flesh of the bird, it would 
have been nothing less than sheer madness to make a 
start, at least so thought our skipper and her crew. 

Towards the :~fternoon n fresh easterly breeze 
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sprang up ; the old lady suddenly declared that the 
snil was ready, and we started at  2.15 p.m., but 
oilly made seven miles before anchoring for the night, 
or rather mooring to the bank, at  a little village called 
Chuau-lc'ou. 

Feb~*rta~y 9.-The snow-storm was so heavy all 
the morning that the sailors would not leave their 
moorings, and we pas~ed the time looking out of the 
window to see if there was a change of weather, and 
in trying to stop up the cracks about the door through 
which the snow wns di i~ing.  

The river wns full of boats and huge rafts of 
tilnbcr ; fiome of the latter n hundred feet long, fifty 
fcct broad, and ten or twelve feet deep, on which there 
wTcre often half a dozen huts for the people in charge. 

In the nfternoon the snow clenred off a little, and 
with a strong wind we sailed to Chin-K'ou, where we 
ran into a creek for the night. 

Our fireplace h d  not as yet proved by m y  means 
a success, nnd on thinking that the fuel was in 
fault n-e experimented on the Chinese mixture of coal 
and clay. The Chinese are too economical to burn 
con1 alone, and mix coal-dust with a certain propor- 
tion of clay, making up round b d s  about ss large as 
eggs. This burns well enough, and gives out a fair 
amount of heat, but it is, even in a house, a very un- 
plcnsant fuel on account of the dirt ; and in our cabin, 
a gust ofwind coming down the chimney, or a draught 
in an unexpected corner, used to blow this fine dust 
a11 over the room in clouds, and me came to the con- 
clusion that we had not yet discovered a perfect 
filel. 

February 10.-We were always moored at  night 
in a crowd of vessels ; nnd of rr, morning, when all 
n-ns quiet, thc wholc place seeined to wake up sud- 
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denly. At  six o'clock there was not a sound ; but a 
few minutes later the crews of all the junks in the 
neighbourhood would arouse themselves with one 
accord. 

Then commenced the shouting and jabbering of 
all the people getting under way. Presently another 
junk would come against us with a violent bump, and 
threaten to carry away the chimney of our stove. 

This rouses the ire of our skipper and her crew, 
who all at once vociferate in the choicest terms that 
they can cull from their flowery language, the crew 
of the other junk returning the abuse, and amid the 
babel the shrill voice of the old lady is easily distin- 
guished. Then it is our turn to run into something 
else ; and so on, scraping and bumping, with all the 
timbers of the deck-house groaning and creaking, until 
we are clear of the crowd. 

During the morning we ran to Teng-Chia-K'ou 
before a f d r  and strong wind. 

Here the river turns round with a sweep, and in 
company with a number of other junks we were 
obliged to anchor in a creek ; for these vessels can 
only sail with the wind on the quarter or astern, and 
in deep snow the tmkers  can make no way against 
the combination of a strong wind and swift cumnt. 

From the position in which we were moored, the 
wind now was dead ahead, and blew more snow in 
through the cracks of the door. We spent the morn- 
ing in the manufacture of curtains, and sat all day 
with everything closed, wrapped up in ulsters, and 
reading or writing by the aid of candles. 

The Chinese used to think us very funny people ; 
we never could sit in a room without a fire; although 
they never used a fire at all except for cooking, and 
were quite content to remain with windows and doors 
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open, almost in the open air, trusting to their wadded 
garments and thick-soled shoes to keep them warm. 
They saw no harm in a gale of wind blowing in their 
faces, but we were always draught-hunting, stuffing 
in some cotton wool here, pasting paper there, hang- 
ing curtrlins up, and taking an immense amount of 
trouble to keep out a little snow or a current of cold 
air ; and as for our fire, we were perpetually fussing 
about i t  ; if we found one kind of fuel did not burn, 
we were always worrying the servants to try some- 
thing else, instend of doing without, like sensible 
people. 

Then they never cleaned their places, why should 
we ? but if we found an inch or two of harmless dust 
l~nywhere, or a pile of dirt in a quiet corner, nothing 
would satisfy us but having it removed. And not- 
withstanding all this, we, who felt the cold so much, 
mere always taking off our clothes, and would in the 
morning sit for no conceivable object in a tub of cold 
wnter, in~tead of following their plan of keeping on 
the winter gnrments night and day, until the weather 
should begin to get warm. Then our clothes were 
preposterous-stupid, thin, tight-fitting affairs-as 
ubcless as they were hideous; no wonder we felt cold. 

We certainly did feel cold ; but notwithstanding 
the severity of the weather we adhered to our national 
customs, and at length, by dint of perseverance, we 
made our room tolerably tight, and managed to keep 
up a moderate d e p e  of warmth. 

During the day the wind moderated, and we started 
with the rest of the fleet. 

At the b e ~ t  of times, the scenery can scarcely be 
said to make this part of the river inviting ; and we 
did not find much to regret in the necessity for keep- 
ing the windows covered. There was nothing to see 
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but sloping mud banks, and a dead level beyond, all 
white with snow ; whilst a collection of miserable huts 
that there might be here and there, with a stunted and 
leafless willow, a few reeds or bits of long grass, just 
appearing out of the white covering, only served to 
lend additional dreariness to the scene. 

In the evening there is the usual shouting and 
hallooing as we come to our moorings ; bump succeeds 
bump as we crash amongst the mass of boats, until 
we ultimately make fast, and the men have their 
supper. 

Then the loud cry of the hawkers, who go about 
amongst the craft selling bean-curd cakes, or little 
drops of spirit, makes itself heard above the shouts 
of the sailors ; this gradually ceases, and no- but 
the hum of conversation is left ; by-and-by, as one by 
one the men wrap themselves up and go to sleep, this 
dies away, and all is still, save for an occasional word 
h m  some one lese sleepy than the rest. The last 
voice presently is hushed, and as we sit reading or 
writing there is not a sound but the lapping of the 
water against the sides of the boat. 

Februa y 11.-The sun at  last shone out again ; 
the morning was clem and frosty, and after having 
been shut up in the dark for so long it was pleasant 
to stretch our legs ashore whilst the coolies were 
tracking the junk up, walking with bare feet and 
legs in the snow. 

F e h y  12.-This was the time of the Chinese 
new year festival, which lasts about ten days ; there 
was much feasting, popping of crackers, and beating 
of drums all the morning, and the people were so well 
amused they did not want to leave. We sent out at  
seven o'clock to know when they were going ; they 
replied ' immediately.' At  eight o'clock we wanted 
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to know how long it would be before they started ; 
they answered ' no time at  all.' At nine o'clock we 
said they really must get under way ; they declared 
they were going to. At ten o'clock we threatened 
that they ~hould have no new year's present unless 
they movcd n t  once ; they sent back to say that we 
were just 0%. At clkreil o'clock Baber ordered 
Hn-n-Fu to go to our accoml~nnying officit~l ; but they 
said he would be left behind if we let him leave the 
boat. At twelve o'clock we began to mnke a real 
disturbance, when they let go the mooring rope, and 
we went on to a place called Hua-K'ou. 

3'ebrual.y 13.-This was the Chinese new year's 
day ; and at about nine o'clock all the servants entered 
in their rnost gorgeous clothes to wish us a happy 
new year, and to receive the wonted tribute to the 
inevitable custom. 

The cclytnin then came in, with two of her men 
and her little child, for the same purpose. 

A present of 5,000 cash waa then distributed 
amongst the crew, that sum representing something 
less than 11. 

FeL~-ua~*y 14.-We asked our captain this morning 
which way the wind was. She replied that the north 
wind was strong, but the east wind not so strong ; 
by which she meant that i t  waa about NNE., and 
made us almost think she had learnt mathematics, and 
understood the resolution of forces ! 

MTe were off at six o'clock with a strong wind, 
nnd bowled along merrily; but the inconvenience of 
heelii~g over was considerable, for our tables and 
chairs were ordinary land furniture, and not made fnst 
in any way. 

The wind held true all the morning, and we 
accom!)lished thirty-nine miles. 
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Febrzuzy 15.-In the middle of the day we reached 
Hsin-Ti, a somewhat anomalous place, for although it 
has not the rank of a town, it is of so much impor- 
tance and trade that it is presided over by a Tao-Tai. 

There are in China only four other places, not 
towns, that are in a similar way the seats of a 
Tao-Tai. 

Hsin-Ti (Sing-Ti of Blakiston's map) is a large 
straggling place about two miles long, but with no 
depth back from the river. Here there were a number 
of the picturesque Chinese gun-boats. Their form is 
exceedingly graceful, the upper works having a good 
sheer at the bow, and even more at the stern, on which 
a small house is built for the commanding officer. 
Over the body of these vessels, when at anchor, there 
is a little tent of blue and white striped cotton ; and 
with their gay red banners and streamers they look 
very bright and cheef i .  

We stopped here some time, as our old lady wanted 
to buy something ; so we sent ashore for some white, 
blue, and red cotton to fasten round the cabin, and 
hide the rugs which we had hung up as draught- 
excluders. 

Februury 16.-The view h m  our ship had been 
for some time limited to a bank of mud, thu-ty feet high, 
but about noon we arrived at a rocky bluff, where a 
little hill rose up out of the plain. From the top 
there wss a fine view of the noble river here, three 
quarters of a rnile wide, winding through a great plain, 
where broad lagoons lay stretched out amongst fields 
that were protected from the summer floods by ex- 
tensive dykes and embankments. A village nestled 
among some few trees at  the foot of the hill, and away 
in the distance to the south there was a fine nlountain 
covered with snow. 
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I wjllred on from here, picking up a few teal, 
although surrounded by a crowd of little boys, who 
exhibited the imitative power that is so prominent a 
feature in tlie Chinew character by the quick way in 
which they caught the words I used in calling the 
dog, and aa I left I could hear them shouting to one 
unotlier in excellent English to ' come here.' 

IJcb~.zrnt*~j 17.-We pns~cd the entrance to the 
Ttlng-Ting lake. The Chinese consider the river 
thnt flo\\-s through this lake the main branch, and the 
strcunl that comes from Ch'ung-Ch'ing rr tributary. 
This is because they memure the magnitude of s river 
by the nmount of traffic on it. 

We both noticed thnt beyond this point the 
nunlbcr of bonts \vc passed was very much less thnn 
Io~ver don-11. 

1)uring the summer, the river overflows its banks 
and floods the surrounding country. There nre ex- 
tcilsive linerj of cmbanknlent from one to two miles 
i~isliore, and all the villages nre behind the inner line. 
1'1iis gives n dreary ckppeamce to the landscape; and 
tlie tr;ivcller, walking for hours without seeing a village 
or niccting n human being, might easily be misled 
illto the belief thnt he was in nn uninhabited country. 

l~'clwua~~y 18-22.-These days atiord nothing to 
record. Tlie 20th was n fortunate day, for Camel 
l<c;~cl~, twenty miles long, lny before UR, running nearly 
dlic north und south, md,  a southerly wind fnvouring 
US, we ran the whole distance before i t  to Shnng- 
C11G-lY:irl. 

'I'herc wcre n great many vill:~ges in the neighbour- 
hood, \\-hicli heenled in n very flourishing and well- 
to-do coi~diti~ii. l'lie country W:IF closely cnltivntcd, 
the tieltls wrere protected 1 )y q>lendid embankments, 
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and as the snow had now all melted the young crops 
coming up looked fresh and green. 

F e h r y  23.-At Chien-Li-Hsien-Ma-Tou. We 
did not get under way in the morning, and on in- 
quiring the reason, the sailors pointed out the masts 
of a junk about a hundred yards away, and asked us if 
we thought i t  could be safe to go on when there had 
been a squall vident enough to sink a junk. 

February 24.-The next morning our crew still 
refused to move ; they declared that the sight of the 
wrecked junk fkightened them ; and although there 
was a light and favourable breeze they said that they 
could not tell what the weather might be by-and-by, 
because it was cloudy, and they could not see the sky. 
They added that the other junks had not started, and 
it was quite contrary to custom to get under way 
before other people. The threat of an appeal to our 
official at length overcame their reluctance) and once 
we were off the rest of the fleet followed. 

February 25.-There had been more snow during 
the night, but the morning wns beautifully fine; every 
one wrts early astir, and the whole fleet was under 
way before seven o'clock. 

It is a busy scene when a large number of junks 
are tracking together. Now an ambitious captain 
thinks he can shoot his vessel in front of another in- 
shore, and tries to pass his tracking rope over the 
mast-head of his rival. This excites the jealousy of 
the crew, and if the tracking ropes foul, or the junk& 
bump together, it ro~lses their anger. 

The two captains then mount to the highest parts 
of the deckhouses, swear at one another, stamp their 
feet and shake their fists, both crews in the meantime 
shouting directions to the coolies on shore ; but a~ 
they all talk at once, down to the smallest children, 
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they are not generally very successful in making 
themselves understood. Then the confusion is tre- 
mendous ; a track rope is unexpectedly tightened, and 
one or other of the vessels heels over so much that she 
is in danger of foundering. At last the junks shake 
themselves clear, but by pure good fortune, manage- 
ment having played a most insi,dcant part in the 
manaeuvres. After they have been out of hearing of 
one another for some time the captains leave off swear- 
ing ; but should accident again bring them together, 
the skippers at  once mount to their elevated positions, 
and the commination service begms &sh. 

Although the trackera are often a quarter of a 
mile away from the boat, and at that distance the 
people on board naturally find i t  very difficult to 
make theinselves heard, and though there is o h n  such 
a crowd of junks whose crews are all shouting together, 
that it would seem impossible for any coolie to dis- 
tingnish the orders meant for himself, yet they never 
ntten~pt to introduce a code of signals. It is custo- 
mary, however, in the rapids, higher up the river, to 
use II drum, the coolies pulling aa long as the drum 
bents, and stopping when i t  ceases. 

E'elrntary 2 6.-I was ashore in the afternoon about 
a mile lxlow Parson's Point, and seeing some teal in 
a creek I went toward them. Just at this moment I 
une~pectedly heard a shot, and found four men with 
a gun twelve feet long, the bore of which was about 
one and a half inches in diameter. 

They had a framework, covered in fiont with 
rushes, behind which they hid themselves until some 
unwary birds came near enough to shoot, when they 
fired riway about a pound of rusty iron shot of all 
shapes and sizes. At the l ~ s t  discharge, though there 
hzld been solne thirty or forty birde to fire at, they 
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had only succeeded in bagging three, and besidee these 
they had no more than five to represent the day's 
work. 

I offered to buy them, and walked on with the 
men to the shore, where there were half a dozen 
regular gunning punts, each with a long gun. They 
had only a few geese and ducks amongst them all, and 
it seems diflicult to understand how they can get a 
livelihood out of their sport, for their powder and hot ,  
though of the most miserable description, costs what 
is to them a good sum of money, and they cannot sell 
geese to any but the very poorest, for no Chinaman 
cares to eat a wild goose, except to keep himself from 
starving. 

February 27.-We made very slow progress in 
the morning, for even close in-shore the curreiit at 
this part of the river is very swift, and the shoals run 
out half-way across. We grounded on the mud several 
times, and the trackers were so far off they could do 
but little good in the strong tiae that swept across the 
shallows. 

The country' here is closely cultivated, protected 
by fine embankments, and the villages are very nu- 
merous. But the h d s  of the river are being swept 
away, and for a long distance we could see that a 
breadth of about six feet must have fallen in quite 
recently. There is a great bend between Last Bottle 
Reach and No Beer Channel, where two points on the 
river are separated by a neck of land not more than 
three quarters of a mile broad, the distance between 
them by the river being about fifteen miles. This 
neck must become more narrow each year, for the 
river sweeps down on to it at both sides. Blakiston 
represents it as one and a half miles across in his time. 
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There can be little doubt that in a few years it will be 
cut through, and become the channel. 

The day wlls very pleasant; and the crops coming 
up, and the birds just appearing on the willow trees, 
together with a delicious feeling in the air, made us 
hail with pleasure the advent of gentle spring. 

On a wide sandbank, across the river, I could 
watch the movements of thousands of geese. There 
were no people or boats on that side, but the birds 
appeared very uneasy. In their movements they put 
me very much in mind of swdoms flocking at the 
approach of winter, and I wondered if they were pre- 
paring to leave the country before the hot weather. 

Every now and then they would get up with a 
great clamour, fly across the river, wheel round and 
round, and then return to the sandbank ; they gene- 
rally began cdliilg jufit as they rose fkom the ground, 
but on one occnsion they did not commence their 
hoarse croak until they were well in the air ; and at 
thc distance of about half a mile the simultaneous 
flapping of some thousands of big wings sounded 
like the report of a heavy gun very fm away. 

There were a great many porpoises in the river ; 
these creatures ascend the Ymg-Tzii nearly up to 
I-Ch'mg, 900 miles from the sea. 

Febmry 28.-There was a fair wind in the morn- 
ing, and as the men sat on the forecastle, eating, 
drinking, and talking incessantly, they ' whistled for 
the wind ' as Europeans do ; i t  is rather curious to 
find this practice so universal. 

On an occasion like this, when the wind relieved 
them of their work, they used thoroughly to enjoy the 
unaccustomed treat of eat,ing their meals in a leisurely 
manner. 

They used generally to get up at a quarter past 
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five, and roll up their blankets, and take down the 
framework and matting with which the front deck 
was always covered in at  night. The st& was 
usually effected immediately after this, and by seven 
o'clock the cook and cook's mate had prepared a 
gigantic bucket of rice and a few vegetables. 

The ship was then anchored for fen minutes, 
during which time the coolies would manage to eat 
each two or three basins of rice. 

In the middle of the day, a quarter of an hour 
was allowed for a similar meal ; but at night, when 
work was over, they could spend rts long a time as 
they liked over their supper. 

Nine-tenths of the food of these coolies was rice 
boiled perfectly plain ; they would eat some chopped 
vegetables with it, cooked in a great deal of grease ; 
and when by chance we shot a gull, a crane, or other 
strange bird, it afforded them the rare luxury of meat ; 
but the proportion of rice to all their other food was 
so large that the amount of grease they ate was not 
very considerable, though all their little luxuries, 
such as a bit of ancient fish, or a lump of fat pork, 
were cooked in large quantities of grease. 

Rice is a food that is not well adapted for men 
doing hard physical work, except where it is so cheap 
that large quantities can be eaten at a less cost than 
a smaller proportion of more nourishing food, and in 
travelling i t  is very striking to note that the very day 
on which the rice-growing country is quitted, some 
other grain at once becomes the food of the people ; 
rice is so bulky that even one day's carriage makes 
i t  too costly for any but the well-to-do. 

The grease eaten by the coolieu, far from being 
an unaccountable taste, is an absolute necessity ; no 
man can live without grease in some form or another, 
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least of all those doing ha+d physical work on rice 
for their staple food. 

About half our coolies were opium smokers, but 
whether it was owing to the active life in the fresh 
air, or to the weakness of the drug they used, i t  did 
not ncem to do them any harm. 

We stopped to-day at  Huo-Hsiieh (Ho-Hia of 
Blakiston), rr, straggling town along the river side. 
Many of the houses are built on bandylegged-looking 
poles resting on the steep bank, and when the river 
is high, they must be unpleasantly near the water. 

There are remains of a masonry embankment, but 
now it is little more than a heap of loose stones. 

Jfal-ch 1.-We reached Sha-Shih in the evening. 
Jlu~*ch 2.-In the neighbourhood of Sha-Shih, the 

country is very carefully embanked against the depre- 
dations of the river, the embankments in many places 
being faced with stone ; and although i t  is the general 
custom in China never to repair anything, there were 
large gmgs of men employed in restoring these. 

March 3.-The country now began to change in 
appearance ; the level of the ground was well out of 
reilch of the river, even in its Qhest floods, and hills 
nppnred in the distance on both sides. 

I went ashore and walked through the large town 
of Tung-Shih, where I was followed by a somewhat 
excited crowd of people, one or two mischievous boys 
throwing stones. After I had passed it, as I saw the 
'Kestrel ' in the distance coming down the rivk, I 
hired a sampan. All the inhabitants of the town 
now wanted to come with me, and as many as could 
jumped into the sampan, and eettled themselves down 
for rr pleasure trip at my expense. The boatman, 
however, did not like this any better than I did my- 
wlf, ~ n d  he soon turned them out. The cnptain of the 
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' Kestrel ' could not stop, but threw us a rope ; but 
owing to the stupidity of my boatman, who had never 
seen a steamer before, one of her boats broke our 
mast off short, let the sail into the water, and 
threatened to capsize us. The boatman wae quite 
scared, and looked on helpless, until with the help of 
Chang-Erh I pulled the sail into the boat for him, 
and even then he scarcely recovered his senses. 

I only had time to accept an invitation to dinner 
and return to our junk. 

When I called for the bill of the broken mast, I 
found it amounted to only an equivalent of about 
half-a-crown of our money, nnd the boatman wae 
overjoyed with the magnificent payment of a thou- 
sand cash. 

Baber and I then turned out our portmanteaus, 
and having made ourselves presentable by the addition 
of unwonted collars, we hired another sampan and set 
off down the river after the ' Kestrel,' ordering our 
cnptain in the meanwhile to go on as far as she could, 
for we knew that we should always be able to overtake 
her. We soon boarded the gunboat and heard all the 
news. They had found the river much lower than 
was anticipated ; indeed i t  happened that this year the 
water was unusually low, so much so that the captain 
of the 'Kestrel' had given up all attempts to reach 
I-Ch'ang. 

We both of us thoroughly enjoyed the good com- 
panionship and hospitality of our naval friend, and 
were sorry when, at half-past h, we were o b w  to 
say good-bye and push off in the sampan. 

The night wm cold, and aa the stara were shining 
brilliantly, we took a brisk w& for half an hour, to 
warm ourselves before settling ourselves into the boat. 
After we each had smoked another cigar, Baber sug- 
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gested going to bed. The operation was a simple one, 
as we had nothing more to do than to exchange our 
sitting for a recumbent posture on the bottom boards 
of the boat. 

Sleeping on a plank in a hat with a stiff brim is 
not dtogether a very luxurious method of taking 
rest, but, nevertheless, like the 'sea boy on the giddy 
mast,' we found our 'eyes sealed up'  by 'nature's 
soft nurse,' and our senses were soon ' steeped in for- 
getfulness.' 

At  about three o'clock in the morning the boat- 
men said they would go and look for our junk ; but 
as we all knew she was up the river, and they started 
down, it was evident that they had some ulterior 
moti~e,  in all probability a village at no great dis- 
tance. 

,IAzr.ch 4.-At four o'clock, being very cold, 
Ijnber and I decided to look for our vessel ourselves, 
nnd disembarking we walked dong the bank in the 
fi11e clew moonlight. Xearly everything was aaleep, 
except the dogs, who barked furiously as we walked 
through a small town, and one or two early boatmen 
just lighting their fires. We reached our junk at 
hnlf-past five, found a warm room and a cup of hot 
chocolate, and tunled into our comfortable beds. 

We had now left the vast and ndonotonoks allu- 
vial plain of the lower Yang-Tzii, and were fairly in 
the hills. The ground was well cultivated, and the 
crops, which seemed to be growing by magic, were 
very green. Temples and pagodas here are perched on 
the highest points. Comfortable-looking farmhouaee 
nestle in the hollows, surrounded by s m d  bamboo 
copses. Children in the dirt, with pigs and dogs, 

about the doors, where the women sit sewing 
n n i  talking. On the hill-sides there are little clumps 
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of cedm and fin, or patches of long grass ; dog 
violeta are in blossom at the sides of the path, and 
the flowers of great fields of rape shine as brilliant 
streaks of yellow in the dietance. The grand river, 
still half a mile wide,.now clear and almost p n ,  
rolh below the cliffs of red sandstone, and numerous 
junks going up and down lend life and animation to 
the scene. 

The old lady took a horse in the morning, and 
rode off to I-Ch'ang, and the boatmen, anxious to get 
there also as soon as possible, made a long day's 
journey to I-Tu, where we moored amongst a number 
of other boats. 

Sitting &r dinner, with open windows, a man 
in a junk alongside said something I did not under- 
stand, when, to my astonishment, Baber took a header 
out of the window, and 'went for that heathen 
Chinee.' The man, however, escaped, and when 
Baber returned through the door, he explained that 
the object of his wrath had called us devils. 

Another man presently came, and resting his 
arms on the window stood calmly gazing at us. At  
last Baber politely asked him what he was looking 
at. Not in the least abaehed, he quietly replied, 
'I am looking at you sitting down,' an eminently 
matte~of-fact reply, very characteristic of the Chinese 
character. 

March 5.-I took a walk in-shore to-day over the 
hills, about SO0 feet hlgh. Directly the river is left, 
even by half a mile, the thinness of the population 
becomes apparent. Here the cultivation waa only in 
the valleys, all the slopes and the tops of the hills 
being covered with beautiful long p s  and low scrub. 
During a walk of more than two hours I scarcely 
saw a house, and did not meet half a dozen people. 
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After a time I returned to the river, and through 
a telescope saw the junk s d h g  away before a h h  
breeze. 

I did not particularly wish to walk to I-Ch'ang, 
bemuse I had heard h m  the officers of the ' Kestrel ' 
that there had been some sort of disturbances there, 
and I had no wish to get into an unpleasant hooting 
crowd, if I could help it. So I told Chung-Erh to 
try and engage a boat. There was some difficulty 
about this, as all the boats belonged to fishermen, 
who did not care to do anything out of their accus- 
tomed ways ; but I presently fell in with a small 
junk, full of traders, carrying cotton up to I-Ch'ang ; 
they were very civil people, and took me on board. 

They looked at my gun and cartridges, for which 
they did not cnre much ; but my telescope was a 
source of p t  merriment. They knew well enough 
what it wns, though one and al l  completely failed to 
manipulate it. First one man took it, and the others 
engerly nsked him what he saw. After having 
pointed the glnss steadily at the sky for some time, 
he answered in a doubtful sort of way that he could 
not see much ; at which his friends jeered him, and 
mnde him give up the glass to the next man, who 
took it with a most superior air, as much as to say, 
' Ah, just let me show you how to do it! ' But after 
putting it out of focus, and looking straight into the 
bottom of thc boat, he tried to see the inside of the 
telescope, md  pnssed it on with a shrug of hie 
shoulders, distinctly under the impression that it 
wns stuffed up. The third man, after I had again 
focussed it, chiefly poked it into the eyes of every- 
body else, and knocked their hats off, at which he 
was voted a nuisance. 

Then the e~cniug closed in, and under the shelter 
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of the straw covering we had tea, and smoked until 
we arrived at I-Ch'ang. 

When I entered the cabin of our junk I was 
warmly congratulated on my safe arrival by a voice 
from a vast collection of opened newspapers. Care- 
ful search revealed Baber hidden in the product of 
three mails, and in answer to my question, he 
explained that his hearty reception was caused by 
my escape from the mob of I-Ch'ang, who at this 
time mere very turbulent, so much so that the newly 
appointed consul had deemed it prudent to send out 
a strong escort to look for me. 

I then learnt all the news. There was now a 
considerable European community at I-Ch'ang. 
The English consul and his vice ; the chief of the 
Chinese customs with two assistants ; the captain 
of a river steamer, who wlls up here to prospect, and 
three missionaries. The chief commissioner of cus- 
toms had been the first to arrive, and after him the 
consul had come in the ' Kestrel,' to choose a site 
for the English settlement. At first they found the 
people civil and obliging ; they were never annoyed 
in my wny, and used to walk about anywhere and 
everywhere. The consul selected a piece of ground, 
made the necessary agreements, ordered the boundary 
stones, thought that everything was comfortnbly 
settled, nnd mas going to mark out the concession, 
when the aspect of &airs changed completely. 

There was amongst the richer clnsses, and 
especially amongst the literati, a strong anti-Euro- 
penn feeling. A report was spread that land was to 
be taken without payment, and other slanderous tales 
were invented by which tlle minds of the ea~i ly  ex- 
cited Chinese population were inflamed. One day, with- 
out previo~is warning, the consul mas unexpcctedly 
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mobbed and insulted, and after that no European 
was able to walk on shore without an escort. 

Such was Baber's news, and I heartily congratu- 
lated myself on the fortunate rencontre with the 
traders' junk. 

March 6.-We were obliged to stop at  I-Ch'ang 
for a couple of days. The vessels wanted recaulking, 
some fresh rigging was required, and above all a new 
crew ; for the navigation of the Yang-Tzil above 
I-Ch'ang is very different to the simple tracking 
below, and the shoals, rocks, and rapids, some of 
mhich are very dangerous, require a very s k m  and 
practised crew. 

MTe were escorted from I-Ch'ang by a petty 
official named Sun, and by one of the picturesque 
gunboats, the commander of which came to pay hie 
respects to Baber, and knocked his head against the 
ground in humble manner. He afterwards moored 
his vessel by the side of ours, a proceeding which 
though i t  increased our dignity had its disadvantages, 
for the crew were most regular in their watches, and 
always relieved guard to the sound of a very power- 
ful drum. No sooner had we closed our eyes in bed, 
than they would begin with a few gentle taps, which 
gradually smelled into a grand roll, ending in an 
extraordinary flourish. The noise would ceme for a 
moment, and turning in bed, fond hopes would arise 
that it was over, when, with a sudden clang that 
penetrated into the inmost recess of the nerves, the 
drumming mould recommence with redoubled violence. 
Even if habit be second nature, it would take a man a 
lifetime to get accustomed to the noises made on board 
a Chinese gunboat ; but Baber metamorphosing a 
French proverb, remarked, 'IZ *faut souf ir  pour atre 
grand.' 
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IWarch 7.- -The governor-general of the province 
had come up here to arrange matters with our consul ; 
but he went away two days after our arrival, either 
because he would not take the trouble to mange 
matters, or because he was afraid of the responsibility 
of failure. No doubt he thought that things were 
going wrong, and in plain English his departure 
would have been called running away. 
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When he left, of course all the people in the 
neighbourhood who had spare gunpowder let off guns. 

At  about ten o'clock the consul went ashore again 
with the Tao-Tai, attended by the other chief Chinese 
officials, and escorted by a regiment of braves. 

They were at once surrounded by a' yelling mob ; 
and as the officials and braves were quite unable to 
quell the disturbance, they retired to a temple. 

On the way they succeeded in mclking prisoners 
of two men who appeared to be ringleaders, and these 
they carried off. 

When they were inside the walls of the buildings, 
one of the officials walked up and down, stamping 
and calling the people of I-Ch'mg by all the vile 
epithets he could think of. 

The clamour outside now induced the officials to 
give up their prisoners. It had much the same effect 
as a pot of Liebig amongst a pack of wolves. 

After awhile a retreat was determined on ; and the 
whole party returned to the landhg-place, amidst a 
shower of dirt, stones, brickbats, and tiles. 

On the may the Tao-Tai lost his temper, and 
stamping with rage said to the mob, ' Here I m, why 
don't you kill me at once, and be done with it ? ' 

The mob either had no reason in particular, or did 
not care to give one, m d  the party advanced without 
a reply' to the question. 

The Tao-Tai still showed a bold front, until he 
was suddenly met by a hideous old woinan with a 
ladle of filth ; this was too much, for the awful 
nnture of a ladle of filth in China can hardly be con- 
ceived. 

When they again reached the shore, we could see 
the performniice from our boat. About a hundred 
little boys led the procebsioil hooting and bhouting 
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' Foreign devil ! ' Next came a dozen braves in red 
clothes armed with gingalls. 

The vice-consul followed under the protection of 
a gigantic brave from the north of China, with whose 
enormous strides he vainly attempted to keep step. 

After them the consul was walking with the Tao- 
Tai, who seemed rather glad to discard his red official 
-0PY. 

Behind all was the howling mob ; and the re- 
mainder of the braves were scattered b u t  amongst 
the crowd. 

The party regained the boats without a very 
serious butcher's bill ; the vice-consul lost a button 
from his coat ; and one of the braves was cut by a 
stone. He smeared the blood all over his face, and 
with this ghastly aspect rushed to the Tao-Tai and 
demanded an indemnity of ten taels. 

There are no people more easily led than the 
Chinese, by those who have fairly established an in- 
fluence over them ; ordinarily, too, they are euceed- 
ingly respectfd and obedient to authority. 

If instances were wanting, the may in which 
Gordon could do what he liked with his Chinese 
army, shows how powerful in the  mind^ of a China- 
man is the instinct to follow those who can lay claims 
to his fidelity. 

But i t  sometimes happens that in large towns 
some rich family may get more influence than the 
officials, especially if the latter are very corrupt or 
extortionate. This was the case at I-Ch'ang, where a 
fnmily named Fu were believed to be the chief leaders 
of the people, and the instigators of the disturbance. 

The Chinese are, moreover, eminently nn unreason- 
ing people ; the movements of a mob everywhere are 
dictated rather by caprice than reason. It is very 
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easy too to raise the devil of popular wrath, but it is 
generally a more difficult matter to allay it ; and later, 
although it waa supposed that the Fu f d y  were 
desirous of doing so, they were quite unable to quiet 
the populace. 

The extraordinary ideas that penetrate a Chinese 
mob of course help to make their conduct inexplicable. 

Here they had a notion that our consul wrrs the 
brother-in-law of our Queen, and agreed that, for 
that reason, it would not be proper to injure him. 
Although it is difficult to trace the logic in this rea- 
soning, i t  shows the respect of the Chinese generally 
for high authority, even under circumstancee where it 
would be least anticipated. 

The Chinese are very superstitious, and will readily 
believe anything that is told them. 

There is a rock a little below I-Ch'ang said to 
resemble the tooth of a tiger, and therefore called the 
Tiger's Tooth. The Chinese are firmly persuaded that 
it will be quite inlpossible for foreigners to come to 
I-Ch'ang, because they say the tiger will eat the sheep ; 
the word ' Z'ang ' meaning indifferently ' foreigner ' 
or ' sheep ' (there is a slight difference in the written 
character, but absolutely none in the pronunciation). 
This may appear ludicrous to a mind ; 
but an educated Chinaman can in all seriousness be- 
lieve this, and many things much more marvellous. 

March 8.-The officials at length managed to 
effect some sort of compromise between the rioters 
and the Europeans, and the boundary-stones were 
successfully put up ; after which the consul left for 
Hankom. 

We saw the blood of the cock duly sprinkled on 
the bows of the boat, nnG our skipper and her crew 
mere vely busy making preparations : taking on board 
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great quantities of ropes of all sorts and sizes, some 
of bamboo and some of hemp ; strong stanchions had 
been put up on the gunwale on both sides, to act aa 
thole-pins for large strong oars. 

Then the forward rudder waa arranged. 
This is a very strong oar, some forty feet long, 

which projects thirty feet beyond the bow. At the 
inboard end, ropes are fastened, so that some half- 
dozen men can assist in the steering ; and thus a very 
powerfbl steering apparatus is formed. 

I-Ch'ang seemed to be a cheap place for cabbages, 
for the crew brought on board an enormous cargo. 
There is a peculiarity in the market of I-Ch'ang that 
I never heard of elsewhere ; for the price of things' 
never varies, but when they are dear or cheap, there 
are more or fewer ounces to the pound ! 

Before leaving we found a carpenter who was able 
to fix g l ~ s  into the windows of our cabin, and as we 
succeeded in buying a couple of panes we very much 
increased our comfort. 

March 9.-This morning all English fkes mere 
left behind, and from this time, until my arrival at 
Bhamo in November, I saw no European save my 
travelling companions and the French missionaries. 

With many a hearty shake of the hand we said 
good-bye to the customs officers. At 7.30 the moor- 
ing lines were let go, and aa the entrance to the gorges 
loomed before us, we seemed to have cast loose the 
last rope that bound us to civilisation. 

After having been so long slowly winding up the 
tortuous reaches of the river, gliding through the 
alluvial plain, where there is scarcely anything to 
relieve the monotony of the landscape, the sudden 
change in the scenery that appears beyond I-Ch'ang 
is very striking. 
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The river soon narrows to s width of from 400 to 
500 yards. Steep spurs fiom mountains 3,000 feet 
high run right down to the water's edge ; their sides, 
wherever they are not absolutely perpendicular, 
covered with long orange-brown grass, that seems to 
grow almost without any soil. On the more gentle 
slopes terrace cultivation is carried on, little patches 
of the most brilliant green, sometimes a thousand feet 
above the river, and looking almost overhead, showing 
the presence of some industrious farmer, who will not 
leave a square yard uncultivated if he can help it. 

Sometimes the hills are broken into precipices, 
rising 300 feet sheer up from the water, beneath 
which the river runs with a glassy surfme ; at others 
there are loose piles of dkbrk or gigantic masses of 
rock stremil about the bed, where the water daahes in 
wild confusion. 

Now and then a cleft in the hillside discloses a 
tiny stream leaping fiom rock to rock amongst ferns, 
long overhmging shrubs, and brambles. 

Once the steep slopes running up a thousand feet 
were crowned at the top by a grim wall of white cliffs 
300 feet high and about a couple of miles long, and 
looking up a valley, pine forests could be seen on the 
northern slopes of the snow-capped mountains. 

Nor is i t  the change in scenery alone that causes a 
feeling. of strangeness, but the mode of travelling itself 
combines to give a sense almost of bewilderment. 

Now there is no foothold for a goat at either side. 
The trackers come on board, and we have to row, five 
oars on each side pulled by ten lusty coolies, shouting 
to encourage themselves and mark the time. With 
each stroke of the sweeps the boat creaks and shakes, 
and from cliff to cliff, befo,? and behind us, are echoed 
the regular cries of m'my boatmen, all urging their 
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bessels against the rapid stream. Suddenly the 
cadence ceases, a confused babel of tongues swells in 
loud disorder, and looking out, we find the trackers 
are being put ashore, the crew of every boat strug- 
gling to get before that of another. 

Every man with a different idea a b u t  the wily 
something ought to be done, and proclnilning it as 
loud as he can, tries to shout clown all the rest. The 
noise increases, and seems to peal from one end of the 
long reach to the other-when suddenly d l  on board 
is still ; we glide umootldy dong, not a plank or a 
bean1 giving out n note of straining, but nlv:ty ashore, 
quite softened down by distance, we still call hcar thc 
regular cry of the coolies, as kec1)ing steel, t h y  clr:~\v 
us quietly along. 

Now the to~rpnth comes to an end, and the coolics 
must again come on board, but this time in n sampan, 
as here tlle vcssel cannot run ashore. Now me cross 
the river to n pnth that runs up till the trackers look 
right over the mast-head. But one thing is net-er 
\r,mting at n criticd moment, nor when the wild 
chorus of shouts is at its londerrt ; for above the din, 
whatever it may be, the rkrill tones of the old woman 
at the stern rise in hideou~ discord. 

In  the afternoon wt mnde fast to one of the big 
rocks lying about, near some level ground in the bed 
of the river, where people living in a feu- ,-.linll tem- 
porary huts were doing n little trade by selling odds 
and ends to the boatmen who stop here to rest. Step- 
ping ashore we find little choice in the walks. There 
is but one pnth, and that sooll lends to a zigzag track 
up the mountain ~ide.  Wc follow up, but every now 
and then lose it, and have to clamber about with hands 
and feet from one rock to another, till me unexpectedly 
come upon a hut, perched on a tiny artificial plateau, 
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surrounded by a few bamboos, o m g e  trees, and a fir 
or two. Our sudden appearance startles a couple of 
fowls, who rush off cackling to a safe refuge by the 
fire inside. The never-absent dog comes out to eee 
what is the matter, and does not cease barking until 
our retreating forms disappear behind some gigantic 
rock. Up we clamber, our protecting minions from 
the gunboat puffing and panting aa they wonder why 
the mad foreigners want to be always going up hill. 
At length we reach a projecting point, where a bit of 
flat rock gives us a comfortable seat, and almost under- 
neath us, a thousand feet below, the river, dwarfed by 
the distance, looks no more than fifty yards wide. To 
the south and west, the hills rise in masses one behind 
another ; mountains backed up by mountains, higher 
and yet higher, one giant leaning lovingly on the 
shoulder of the next,' till ae we gaze towarde the 
setting sun, with the eye of fancy we can aee them 
range beyond range, atretching far over the borders of 
the Chinese empire, m d  at length culminating in the 
mighty peaks of the Himalayas. 

LUarch 10.-It was raining the next morning, and 
as the trackers could not move over the slippery rocks 
we remained at anchor, the fragrant perfume of bean 
flowers being wafted in at the window h m  the fields 
surrounding a little hamlet opposite. 

The crops seemed almost to be growing visibly : 
but a few days previously everything was covered 
with snow, and now the trees were budding and the 
green wheat was a foot high. 

In the afternoon the rain c l e d  off, and we 
reached the little village of Huang-Ling-Mim, where 
the valley has a wild and savage aspect, and where 
the track along the river bank is strewn withgigantic 
boulders brought down, when the river is in flood, 
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from the far distant and unknown recesses of the 
mountain ranges. 

March 11.-It was a dull morning when tbe 
usual stir amongst the boatmen awakened me. Soon 
after I was up, as we web rounding a projecting 
point, the current twisted the boat's head, and not- 
withstandmg the tracking line, and forward steering 
apparatus, we spun round like a top until our bows 
pointed down the river. hatters, however, were soon 
righted, but we immediately afterwards anchored, rts a 
storm of sleet and snow came down, wrapped every- 
thing in mist, and hid the view. Fierce squalls of 
wind h m  every point of the compms blew down our 
b e y ,  sent tongues of flames from the stove dart- 
ing across the room, and made matters generally un- 
pleasant. 

It cleared up later, and in the afternoon me reached 
the lower end of the Ta-Tung rapid, where we were 
obhged to anchor again to await our turn. 

In the meantime the usual bamboo tracking-line 
was wt off, and a strong hempen one substituted, and 
our old skipper, after much talking, concluded a bar- 
gain with the extra coolies required to help us up the 
rapid. 

At the foot of all the serious rapids there me a 
number of temporary shanties erected-temporary, for 
the ground on which they stand is under water during 
the floods of summer. 

Coolies who come up here for the winter and spring 
live in these, and make a livelihood by assisting the 
ascending junks to pms the rapids, for a large junk 
may require an extra hundred of coolies to haul 
her up. 

Amongst these hired coolies there is alwnys one 
who, owing to his skill, is s person of such importance 

VOL. I. r 
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that he is often saluted with an explosion of cruckcra 
when he first comes on board. 

At length our turn arrives. We have now only five 
men left on the forward deck ; four of these, picked for 
their nerve and experience, stand to the forward steer- 
ing npl)aratus, and the fifth squats down with the 
drum bctr~ecn his knees ; all give one anxious glance 
rouilci to see that everything is right ; the signal is 
givcn, the drum i~ bcatcn with n regular cadence, the 
coolice ashore sliout as the rope tightens to their pull, 
and in n moment we are in the rapid. The water 
boils 2nd foams about UR, and lenps now and then up 
n t  tlie bow, as if it would engilph us ; but we steadily 
ascend ; inch by inch we make our way ; the coolies 
n~horc nttcnding carefully to the signals given by 
ch:u1ging tlie cadencc of the drmn. 

i\'o~v it is interesting to watch the movements of 
the ngilr! coolic, \vl~o mas rcccived with so much 
reripcct ; hc seclns to coinbine ttie activities of s goat 
nllcl n fish. 

Thc bed of the river is strewn with gmnite 
boulders, solnc as large as a small house ; the t m k i n g  
line catches in an iincompromisin~ corner of one of 9 
them, in nn instant the naked coohe-for he has dis- 
en~bnrrnsscd himself of evcry shred of clothing-is at  
the .top, and thc line is clear. Now, behind a ledge of 
rocks there il.i a backwater, and he has to swim across 
i t  to disentangle the rope fkom the mast of a fishing- 
boat anchored in the rushing torrent; and again, 
active as he is, he is on shore only just in time to 
save the rope from another rock. 

Littlc by little, though it seems slow work, the 
end is al,l~oxched. At  laat, after three quarters of 
all llonr, TC I ) ~ H B  the two hundred yards, and glide 
round a rock, illto a pool of still, calm vater, where our 
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coolies receive the congratulations of their friends, 
and we anchor for the night. 

March 12.-The commandant of our gunboat was 
very fond of firing salutes in our honour ; the start- 
ing gun awakened me early, and I heard the voice of 
his pet lark trilling merrily to the daybreak. 

We were' looking straight up the Niu-Kan gorge. 
In the distance a glorious mountain towered above us, 
seeming double it8 real height from the clouds that 
hung around its sides, and left only its summit clear 
against the sky. Cliffs two hundred to three hundred 
feet high bounded the river on either hand, the hill- 
 ides glowed in the rich colouring of browns and deep 
orange reds, and the huge boulders lying about gave a 
savage grandeur to the scene. 

The people here call the river the Ta-Cha-Ho, 
which means the river of lees or dregs, a most appro- 
priate name, for the whole bed is strewn with d6b~i.o 
brought down from the far distant mountains. 

For anyone who does not know the written lan- 
guage, it is most difEcult to obtain the proper name of 
any place in China. 

The country people have often n vile pronuncia- 
tion ; and even when a name is pronounced correctly, 
it is very difficult for a European unacquainted with 
Chinese to catch the sound. When I afterwards 
travelled by myself, I adopted and carried out a sug- 
gestion made to me by Baber, that I should have the 
namee of the places written in Chineee either by the 
innkeeper or by some other local sarnnt. 

Baber himself translated for me with infinite care 
the names of all places between Ch'ung-Ch'ing, 
Ch'eng-Tu, and Sung-P'an-T'ing ; and since my return 
to England, Mr. Johnson, of Hcr Majcsty's Consulnr 
Service, has been most kind, and  pared no pains in 

P 2 



the translation of the names on the road from Ch'Bng. 
Tu to Bhnmo. 

Thns I have been able to produce the names of all 
the principal places, writtcn in Roman characters, on 
the systeiil invented by Sir Thomas Wade. 

A case occurred here that shows the difEculty of 
obt:~iiiing a name correctly. After having the name of 
a pli~cc rclwated to me several times, I wrote it dowu 
as Tnng-Ling ; the old nroman who told me drawing 
her hiuld round her throat, by which she meant that 
Ling, which might have a hundred different signi- 
fications, wns tlie Ling that would be translated into 
English by the word ' collar.' When I interrogated 
Baler, I found thnt, notwithstanding the very great 
care he had al\\ynys taken, m d  his knowledge of the 
Cllii~ese language both written and spoken, on his 
list visit he had c d e d  it Lio-Lin, or willow-grove. 

On questioning the old woman, Baber found out 
that ~jhe called it T'ou-Ling, or head and collar, on 
account of a rock in the river, surrounded by a circle 
of fonm, that looked, so she said, like a head and collar. 
IhGcr, who never spnred trouble to get anything pro- 
pcrly done, now sent ashore, and found that the real 
nnine was Kung-Ling, or amphitheatre of hills. 

Thus, for this place no less than three very differ- 
ent nanlce had been given, and those not by strangers, 
but by people belonging to the neighbourhood. 

Orthogmphy of names is always a thorn in the side 
of, and often a terrible stumbling-block to, travellers 
in Eastern countries. More especially is this the case 
in China, where the language is full of delicate sounds 
almost undistinpishable by an unaccustomed Euro- 
pean ear. Until quite recently the confusion was made 
worse by the English pronunciation of vowels ; and it 
will not be until Hunter's system is fairly established 
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and understood that Englishmen will have any cer- 
tainty of the correct orthoepy of the names even of 
places in our Indian Possessions. 

The foreign pronunciation of vowels is now hap- 
pily recogmsed ; and for Chinese sounds Sir Thomas 
Wade has invented a system of orthography which 
has the advantage of being the only system that is, 
or ever has been, in existence ; on ite other merite I 
am not competent to form any opinion. 

It ie to be devoutly hoped that all future writers 
will, as far as possible, avail themselvee of Sir Thomas 
Wade's system, so that the identification of places 
referred to by more than one writer may be certain : 
a feat of literary gymnastics sometimes almost impos- 
sible, as, for instance, when one writes ' Show,' and 
another ' Hsiao ' for the same word! 

On arriving at the foot of the next rapid, a very 
ominous sight presented itaelf to us. Stranded on a 
rock, with the water bodmg and foaming around it, 
was half of a junk, which coming down the river four 
days before had driven her stern on to the pitileas 
ledge. In a very short time the furious stream had 
broken off the fore part of the vessel, and left the 
remainder, an object of terror to the superstitious 
d o r s .  No livee were lost, and the greater part of 
the cargo was saved; but the grim and shattered 
relic, with a coil of rope and a bundle of cabbages 
still lying on the after-house, formed a warning to 
rash nlzvigatora in the dangerous rapid. 

To make the scene more thrilling there were a couple 
of life-boats paddling about close in amongst the rocks. 

These are not life-boate in our sense of the word, a8 
to floatation, but they are as to saving life. Strongly 
built, they are manned by a picked crew of six soldiers,' 

The O h h a  nuke little &tinction between d o n  snd soldiers. 
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nild stationed at  the dangerous places, to rescue my 
unfortunates from a wrecked junk that may be strug- 
gling in the writer. The boats are painted red, and 
have some ,haracters written on them. The men wear 
thc usual blue trousers, blue tunic, and the blue 
Ssti-Ch'uan turbm. Over the blue tunic there is a 
yeHomiah drnb coat without sleeves ; and on the front 
nnd back of this is a white circle inscribed with cha- 
racters in red, indicating the company or camp to 
which the inen belo~~g. 

Thcy seemcd to man* their boat in a quiet sailor- 
like fnshion, and paddled steadily beside us as we went 
"11. When once the junk waa absolutely in a rapid 
our crew also worked very quietly ; there was then 
always one guiding spirit, and until we had safely 
pnsscd, eveiy thing wns left to his judgment. But the 
~iloi~lent the danger was over the shouting and noise 
began ngnin, everyone trying to make up by louder 
vociferation than usual for the few minutes of enforced 
silence. 

A ~cending a rapid in n bitr boat is in fact an opera- 
!' tion that requires the very nlcefit skill and judgment, 

nlld the inost prompt and ready obedience to the 
smnllc~t fiipnl given by the commander. The very 
filiglitebt error, or the smnllefit delay in executing an 
c~r(lcr, would oftcn bc fatal, and bring about a serious 
:rcci(lc.~~t. 'l'lie old lady never nttemptcd to take 
cll:rrgc 111ldcr these circlunstances, but generally the 
cllief of thc coolies she had hired at I-Ch'ang was in 
col I I ~ I ~ : I ~  t I .  tliongl1, on soinc occasions, a pilot came 
011 Lonrcl with the estrn coolies at the rapids. 

Often tlic vessel will be driven violently mhore, 
or on to n rock, by nn eddy, and to deaden the shock 
n sii11l)lc kintl of buffer is used. This is a very 

~\\-t~fiil  ~j bar 011 t11~ stnrl~onrd side, Iooaely lashed to 
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a stanchion on the bulwark. When in use the for- 
ward end is pushed a long way in fi-ont of and below 
the bow, and the united strength of three or four 
coolies, at the inboard end of the spar, takes the first 
shock and lessens the concussion of the boat, though 
often, notwithstanding this, the blow is very violent. 

In this part of the river, the fishermen anchor 
their boats to a rock where the current is strongest, 
and where the water boils and swirls all round them. 

There is only one man in a boat ; he uses a long- 
handled scoop-net, which he pushes rts deep into the 
water as he can, sweeping it down the river, and again 
to the surface, making about one ~t roke a minute. 

A kind of carp is caught here, which is eatable, 
but not good, and which rarely exceeds eighteen 
inches in length. 

We anchored at Ch'ing-Tan ; and Dober ,and I 
went for a w&, or rather scramble, for the side of the 
hill sloped at  an angle of 36". Up this we clambered, 
with our hands, knees, and feet, to a height of 800 
feet, where we found a zigzag that took us to the brow 
of a spur 1,300 feet above the river. 

The view wlls magnificent; the setting sun just 
lit up the snow lying on the tops of the higher 
mountains ; down below the shadows were of a deep 
and transparent Hue, and the river seemed almost at 
our feet. The side of the mountain waa cut into 
terraces ; and little patches of wheat were springing 
up, but so small that they would seem insufficient to 
feed even the few inhabitants that are found here, living 
in miserable little shanties on a few yards of artificially 
levelled ground. 

But it was already late, and we were compelled 
to tear our eyes away from the lovely scene, and use 
them for the more practical purpose of noting every 
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spot on which we put our feet as we descended the 
steep track. 

We picked up a precocious juvenile as me were 
ficrambling down, and Brtber being hot gave him his 
hnt to carry ; the boy promptly put it on his head 
with a grin. 

I3aber said to him, ' I hope your head is clean.' 
' Yes,' said he, ' I have no lice, nor flem either ; 

you can look if you like,' and taking off the hat, he 
held down his head for inspection. 

About half-may to the bottom there waa a ruined 
temple, at which the boy pointed and said, ' Ah ! I 
think that would be the sort of place for a foreign 
house.' Foreigners were daily expected at almoet 
every town of importance ; and they would every- 
where have been welcomed by the people, when not 
incited by the slanderous inventions of the literati. 

There were a great number of orange-trees here, 
and another fruit-tree, called by the Chinese Pi-Pa 
( EI -iolrot~ya Japonica) 

MTc were now anchored at the foot of the Ch'ing- 
Tiin rapid, the worst of d l  the rapids on the Yang- 
r 1  Y 1 xu, mld in the still night air we could hear it roarh~g 
nrld rushing only fifty yards above us. 

I t  is said that this rapid was caused by an enor- 
mous mass of the mountain falling into the river, and 
the date is somewhere given aa very ancient ; our 
official, however, told us that it occurred in the time 
of the iliing dynasty (from A.D. 1368 to 1644). 

ilfio-clk 13.-When we looked out in the morning, 
the htecp dope of the water was so apparent that it 
secmcd as if it were impossible any boat could mcend ' 

it. 1:ocks cropped up in most unpleasant places, a 

6 Well kuown in India aa the Loquot, fro111 ita Canton name, and in 
Italy as tho J~panose ncapdo, or medl8r.-Y. 
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broad sheet of white foam extended right across, and 
the very fish were jumping and leaping in their efforta 
to ascend. 

Our accompanying official, Sun, sent to say that he 
had no intention of risking hi valuable life in my 
boat up that awful torrent ; and that we had better 
follow his example, and not only walk up ourselves, 
but send our valuables also by land. 

We, however, came to the conclusion that all our 
goods were equally valuable, and that unless we 
regularly unloaded the ship, we could do little good ; 
nnd as for ourselves, we determined that the excite- 
ment of going up was worth m y  risk there might be. 
We thought, too, that if we remained on board the 
people might be more careful than if we went ashore. 

There waa a long time to wait before our t u n  
came, and we watched a small junk make several at- 
tempts to ascend before finally succeeding ; whilst a 
crowd of 'people gradually collected who had come to 
see the unwonted sight of two foreigners going up the 
rapid. 

The shore was strewn with gigantic boulders, 
amongst which knots of Chinamen in their blue 
cotton clothes sat and stood in every conceivable 
attitude ; some were perched on the tops of the rocks, 
others at the edge of the water were catching f i ~ h  
n h u t  the size of sprats, and little ragged and dirty 
boys had manged themselves in artistic groups that 
Murillo alone could have painted. 

A steep bank rose up thirty feet, on which the 
town was built, but the level ground mas so scarce 
that the houses were obliged to seek extraneous aid, 
and support themselves on crooked nild rickety- 
looking piles. 

.Bcyoi~l to\~erccd the giant mountains above an 
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almost perpendicular wall of rock that rose many 
hundreds of feet straight up from the river. 

The ship was now lightened as much as possible 
by the removal of some of the heavy cargo ; and all 
the morning was occupied in laying out warps. One, 
400 yards long, led straight up the rapid ; and two 
other safety ropes were made fast ashore, so that if 
the first and most in~portant should have parted, we 
should have merely glided back whence we came, 
always ~rovidcd that we did not strike one of the 
vicious-looking rocks whose wicked heads rose above 
tlle foam. 

Just  at this time a little sampan with two rowers 
and a helrllsmm came down, and it was redly a fine 
sight. As they entered the broken water the boat 
disappeared altogether from view, m d  the fearlees 
yet nnsious look of the steerer wns quite a study. A 
couple of seconds, and they were through, and float- 
ing in the sn~ooth water below. 

l'rcscntly a most important functionary cnme on 
board, a serious-looking man, with a yellow flag, on 
which was written, ' Powers of the water ! ! a happy 
star for the whole journey.' 

This individual must stand in the bows and wave 
his flng in regular time ; and if he is not careful to 
perform this duty properly, the powers of the water 
are sure to be avenged somehow. Another method 
of softening the stony hearts of these ferocious deities 
is to sprinkle rice on the stream all througli the rapid ; 
this is a rite that should never be omitted. 

At this rapid i t  is necessary to take a pilot, and 
at three o'clock tlic chief pilot and his mate camc on 
board. They were gentlemanly-lookino men, dressed 

D. 
in light grey coats, and they gave their orders in a 
very quiet but decided manner. The pilot's mate was 
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certainly the most quiet and phlegmatic Chinaman I 
ever met ; but these men have to keep their heads 
uncommonly cool. Directly they came on board our 
crew became very silent, with the exception of one 
hungry-looking coolie with a pair of breeches so baggy 
that he looked as if he could carry about all his 
worldly goods in them ; but the severe looks thrown 
at him by the rest soon silenced him, and he seemed 
to subside into his capacious nether garments. 

Just as all was ready a most ill-mannered junk 
put its head into my bedroom window, smashed it in, 
and threatened to do the same to the whole side of 
the deck-house. She was, however, staved clear, 
and eventually all damage was rectified with some 
paper and the never-failing pot of paste. 

At half-past four our bows entered the foam. 
Everything creaked, groaned, and strained ; the 
water boiled around u s .  as we passed within a 
couple of feet of a black and pointed rock. The 
old ship took one dive into a wave, and water came 
on board at a rate that very soon would have 
swamped her; the drum was beaten and the flag 
waved ; ashore the coolies (nearly one hundred of 
them) strained the rope, and their shouts could ' s 
heard above the roar of the foaming torrent; one 
line parted, and gave the vessel a jerk that made her 
shiver from stem to stern ; but in ten minutes we 
were through, and anchored safely in smooth water. 

Our small junk followed without much difficulty; 
the boat of our protector Sun received no more 
damage than the loss of her rudder ; and our gun- 
boat, a handy affair, making very light of it, me all 
nt last found ourselves together above the dreaded . spot. 

Ropes were then to be coiled down, and our junk 
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made shipshape, before starting sfiresh and aading 
through the Mi-Tsang gorge. 

This is one of the most striking of a l l  the gorges 
in the Ymg-TxG. Huge malls of rock riee up per- 
pendicularly many hundreds of feet on either hand ; 
the banks are strewn with &ris ; and where a gully 
or ravine opens up nothing is seen but aavage cliffs, 
where not a tree, and scarcely a blade of grass, can 
grow, m d  where the stream, which is rather heard 
than seen, seems to be h t t i n g  in vain efforts to 
escape froin its dark and gloomy prison. A fair 
breeze took us through the gorge, and we anchored 
for the night at the upper end. 

March 14.-The next morning the commlrnder of 
our gunboat fired his starting gun at six o'clock ; and 
passing another insignzcmt rapid we arrived oppo- 
site the walled town of Kuei-Chou, whose officials 
came to visit I3aber, bringing presents of fowls, ducks, 
and mutton, as a leg of goat, with a large bone and 
not much meat, was facetiously called. 

The town of Kuei-Chou is a small place, but 
enclosed by a wall that rune up the side of a steep 
hill, and contains a considerable extent of open 
ground at the back, where, as is often the case in 
China, the people seem to like the idea of fi=eedom, 
and build the greater part of their houses outside the 
wall. How the citizens of this flourishing place find 
a living it is difficult to say. There was very little 
cultivation around it, there were no junks stopping 
at it when we were there, and all the hff ic  passed 
by contemptuously on the other side. There were 
no fishing-boab belonging to it, and when there is 
neither commerce, agriculture, nor fishmg, there are 
not many sources of wealth remaining. Baber said 
that it must live like a gentleman,-on its: own private 
fortune ! 
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In  a report made by the delegates of the Shanghai 
Chamber of Commerce, they observe that many of 
the towns on the banks of the river thrive without 
agriculture, commerce, or other apparent means of 
livelihood. These delegates say that the people sub- 
sist upon piracy, and that when a junk is wrecked 
(as happens almost every day, when the river is in 
a flood), the coolies run away, and the inhabitants 
come down and appropriate the cargo. 

This statement, however, should be received with 
caution, for it is not likely that piracy to such an 
extent would be permitted on the great highway of 
China. On this journey me ourselves passed several 
wrecks ; in every case the cargo w u  safe whore 
under the care of the coolies, who, in one instance, 
had built themselves temporary sheds of mattiq on 
the bank, and were living in a little encampment of 
their own, while the junk mas being repaired. 

I took a walk opposite Kuei-Chou,, where the 
tracking path wss cut out of the rock, and where in 
fhe steepest parts regular steps had been made. In  
many places the tracking line had cut deep grooves 
in the faces of the cliffs, and at one point, where a 
nasty projecting rock runs out into the river, rollera 
had been fastened for the ropes to work on. I came 
back just in time to see Sun and his boat swept down 
the stream. The tracking line had parted, an eddy 
spun the junk round, and the current carried her a 
mile, before the men on board could shoot her into 
the calm water close inshore. 

During the day we went through two rapids, but 
in the low state of the water they were trifling, and 
the extra number of coolies employed was small. 

The coolies fasten themselves to the tracking line 
in a very ingenious manner. They wear a sort of 
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cross-belt of cotton over one shoulder, the two ends 
are brought together behind the back, and joined to 
a line about two yards long. At  the end of this line 
there is a sort of button or toggle, with which one 
half-hitch is taken round the tracking rope. As long 
as the strain is kept up, it holds ; but if the coolie 
attempts to shirk his work, and slackens his line, the 
toggle comes unhitched, and his laziness becomes 
apparent to his comrades, and to the overseer or 
ganger who superintends the work. 

This ganger is armed with a stick, and it is his 
duty, by shouting or gesticulating, to excite and 
encourage the men. He rushes about from one to 
another ; sometimes he raises his stick h g h  in the air 
over one of them, as if he were going to give him 
a sound thraahing, but bringing it down he gently 
taps his shoulders aa a sign rather of approbation 
than of wrath. 

When nll  the coolies are harnessed, they walk for- 
ward swaying their bodies and arms from side to 
side, and shouting a monotonous cry to k&p the 
time. Sometimes the path where they can track. is 
only twenty or thirty yards long, then as soon as a 
coolie arrives at the end he casts himself off, runs 
back to the other end, fmtens himself on again, and 
begins pulling afresh. 

During the day we entered the coal districts. 
The people here do little more than scratch the 
surface, and the coal they obtain is not of a very 
first-rate quality. 

Whilst we sat at breakfast Baber's headman 
Hwu-Fu, who mns waiting on us, was in an exceed- 
ingly merry frame of mind, so much so that even in 
the august presence of his master he was unable to 
cont:lin his mirth. Rabcr wishing that we should 
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enjoy a share of the laughter, asked him what was 
the matter, and although he found his story so 
amusing that it was with diflFiculty he could teU 
it, yet Baber managed to extract from him some 
interesting episodes in the life of the old lady, the 
owner of our vessel. 

She had been married some years previously, and 
was apparently able to exist in the society of her 
husband, until the river gods decided to wreck their 
vessel in a rapid. 

The appalling spectacle so tenified the unfortunate 
man, that although he received no corporal injury, he 
died of w h t .  

The old lady shed a parting tear, and would have 
wiped the corner of her eye with her pocket-handker- 
chief, if she had had one ; but soon after, finding the 
care of a big ship and a little child too much for her 
unaided self, she, whilst vowing to the shades of her 
departed spouse that it was an act of paramount 
necessity, and that no disrespect to him was meant, 
decided to take another helpmeet. Not being altogether 
destitute of this world's goods she found no diflFiculty, 
and at I-Ch'ang recommenced a married life. But 
whilst yet in the honeymoon at Hankow a slight dif- 
ference of opinion ended in the husband fsllinlr down 
a well, calumny going so far as to say that she pushed 
him down ; but, be that how it may, the lady re- 
turned home quietly, and would have been quite pre- 
pared for a widow's lot, if some meddlesome folk 
passing by had not pulled the man out, and sent him 
back not much the worse. The pair, however, thought 
that after this accident married life would possibly 
not be unmixed bliss ; so giving him her blessing, or 
her curses, and endowing him with a small sum of 
money, the woman sent him to his home. 
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Again surrounded by a flattering crowd of ad- 
mirers, she selected a husband for the third time, and 
they went back together to I-Ch'ang ; but here evil- 
minded people told such wicked stories, that the hus- 
band rru? away, and returned to Hankow by the first 
opportunity. Since that time she had been unable to 
get mother spouse, and remained a widow. 

After this interesting story Hwu-Fu went away, 
but presently returned with more information. He 
said he had heard of a place called Niu-K'ou, or the 
Cow's Mouth, where there was a cave, and where, he 
said, in ancient days a very remarkable cow used to 
drinl, and although he did not know what it was, he 
wae sure that there was something marvellous about 
the place, because he had been told so by a man who 
was upwards of eighty years of age. 

Baber and I, not at all unwilling for a day in 
the country, decided that we would investigate the 
mystery, and we organised a picnic accordingly ; and 
although soon afterwards it appeared that the oldest 
inhabitant after dl knew only of a village called 
Niu-K'ou, where somebody had once said that there 
was a cave, still, as we had made up our minds for a 
walk, we did not alter our plans. 

After this, Sun came to see Baber, and waa very 
anxious that we should not leave the boats. He was, 
or pretended to be, afraid that something would hap- 
pen to us ; but whether he thought that we should 
meet with some accident, or be attacked by the in- 
habitants, was not very clear. 

March 15.-Ordering the junk to go on up the 
river, we started on our expedition at seven o'clock, 
but Sun could not resist a last warning. He said we 
should be lost among the mountains ; Baber said we 
had a compass and could find our way anywhere. 
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'Ah ! ' he answered, ' but you may f d  down a 
precipice.' 

' Then,' said Baber, ' you had better come with us 
and walk in front.' 

He did not seem to understand this logic, and incon- 
sequentlyremarked that we might be robbed by thieves. 

' Not,' answered Baber, ' if I take two or three 
braves with me from the gunboat.' 

' But there are wild beasts,' he added. 
' I think not,' said Baber, who then politely waited 

for his next argument. 
But he had exhausted his stock, so with a mourn- 

ful sigh he let us depart. 
Chin-Tai, Hwu-Fu, and Wang-Erh came with us, 

besides one or two people from the gunboat, and 
coolies to carry our guns and provisions. 

We ascended a rather steep path by the side of a 
valley, where small farmhouses stood singly, each 
surrounded with bamboos and apricot trees, now in 
full blossom ; and after crossing a saddle 2,600 feet 
above the river, a beautiful landscape lay before us. 

We were standing on the crest of a hill that 
bounded a horse-shoe valley ; on the slopes well-to-do 
farmhouses were standing by themselves amongst 
pine woods, through which ti gentle breeze was rust- 
ling pleasantly, and in the distance fine ranges of 
mountains and vast snowfields could be seen. And 
although there was no cave or other curiosity, the 
view quite repaid us for our walk. 

We had been told that there mas a ' Tung,' or cave ; 
but Tung may mean a variety of things, and amongst 
others an amphitheatre of hills, such as we were now 
looking down on ; and the stories of the grotto serve 
to show tlie difficulties to be contended with when 
any information is wanted in this country. 

VOL. I. Q 
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We went down to a cottage, solidly built of mud, 
with a high gabled roof, where a polite old gentle- 
man, the proprietor, made us welcome, and showed us 
into his chief room, a large and lofty apartment, with 
a mud floor not cleaner or more dirty than a Chinese 
room usually is. One wardrobe against the wall, a 
chair, a table, and a couple of small benches composed 
the furniture, and mottoes painted on long slips of 
red paper adorned the w d s .  

The krrng of Northern China is an unknown in- 
stitution in these parts, but some charcoal was burn- 
ing in a hole in the floor, to which air was supplied 
by a small tunnel. We sat down here and had our 
breakfast, the family coming in, one or two at a time, 
to smoke a pipe and have a look at us ; but they were 
d l  very civil and well-behaved, and in reply to Baber's 
question they said there were plenty of pheasants, but 
no dccr, in the neighbourhood. We left these quiet 
folk, who had scarcely ever heard of a foreigner, and 
ascending again reached a point about 2,800 feet above 
the river. From here we walked on the crest of a 
long ridge, and presently met some people sent by the 
chief magistrate of Pa-Tung to look for and to pay 
their respects to Baber. 

A very long zigzag took us to the riverside. We 
were ferried across, and on arrival at our junk, Sun 
professed himself immeasurably relieved to see ue 
back again safe and sound after our perilous enter- 
prise. 

Pa-Tung seems placed in a very unsuitable posi- 
tion for a large town. Steep mountains about 3,000 
feet high rise straight up behind, and, except the 
narrow paths and zigzags, there are no roads to it 
from anywhere. It is a long straggling place, with 
little depth, built about forty or fifty feet above the 
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water. There is no w d ,  and the houses that face the 
river have little patches of garden in fiont of them 
running down the steep bank, and, as is usual in 
these waterside towns where level ground is difficult 
to find, many of them are supported on piles. 

March 16.-We now entered the Wu-Shan ' gorge, 
the longest on the Yang-Tzii. In many places there 
were no tracking paths, and it was necessary to lay 
out a line with a sampan, make it fast to the point of 
some convenient rock, and then haul oumelvea up. 

The weather and water had here regularly honey- 
combed the fsces of the limestone rocks, and in many 
places they looked like slag from some gigantic fur- 
nace. 

We anchored for the night at Nan-Mu-Yuan 
(teak wood garden), a little village, the main street 
of which is a flight of irregular steps running some 
five hundred feet up one side of a very steep ravine ; 
while on the opposite side of the rivulet that comes 
tumbling down, orange and apricot grovee are inter- 
spersed amongst little patches of beans and wheat, 
planted wherever a level spot can be found or made. 

I walked through this picturesque but uncom- 
fortable hamlet, and, followed by a considerable number 
of people, continued the ascent of the very steep hi, 
passing a temple situated on a projecting point, 
amongst a clump of willows and fir trees, where most 
of the accompanying crowd found their muscles less 
strong than their curiosity ; then through one or two 
hamlets, whose occupante took little heed of the etrange 

Wu-Ngo-Nii WM the enchantma of Mount Wu. The twelve 
p d a  of this mountain were once twelve &tan ; they raise clouh in the 
morning, and cause ahowen at evening, thns detaining t r a v e l h  that they 
may remain overnight in the neighbourhood. Thie once happened to an 
emperor, who cawed a tower to be erected there, called Yang-T'ai.- 
chinsrclispodtory. 

0 2 
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visitor, till after a scramble amongst rocks and thorns, 
I pined the top of a ridge, 2,500 feet above the river, 
that commanded a fine view of the mountain ranges. 
Here I found myself alone, for the last of the boys 
who had followed me had found the ascent so severe, 
and the evening so m m ,  that after divesting them- 
selves of nearly d their clothes, they had given 
i t  up in despair, m d  were waiting for me a few 
hundred feet below. They watched me keenly, and 
must have been much disappointed that I went 
through no more remarkable performance than an 
csamil~ation of my barometer, and then again came 
down the hill. 

Marcli 17.-We were still in the Wu-Shm gorge ; 
here a wild chasm in the limestone rocks, where on the 
left bank the strata stand in an almost vertical posi- 
tion, and on the right are inclined at an angle of 45" 
Ixlow, tunling over to a horizontal position up above. 

On looking at  these gigantic masses, which by 
so~ile unknown force have been thus torn, it is easy to 
see that it is by some wonderful convulsion of nature, 
nnd not by the stmdy disintegration of a running 
stream, that these deep rents in the mountains have 
been formed. 

The gloomy aspect of this gorge, shut in by high 
limcstonc: mountains and precipices, where vegetation 
wns scarce, nnd where a narrow streak of dull leaden 
sky mas nll that could be seen above, mas enhanced 
by the solitude in which we now found ourselves, 
for me scarcely saw mother vcsscl. There mas some- 
thing mcird ,uld mysterious in that long silent reach, 
where tlicre seemed to be no room for life, and it 
was not difficult to understand how the superstitious 
fancies had arisen that had attached solile mystical 
fublc to almost crery point. 
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On the left bank of the river in this gorge there is 
a sort of rough circle on the face of the cliff, where 
several layers of rock have, as it were, peeled off. 
The people say that with each succeeding dynasty a 
h s h  layer comes off within the charmed circle, and 
discloses, on the fkce of the rock beneath, some cha- 
racters which are warning or prophetic, and serve 
either as a guide for the conduct, or as an indication 
of the future, of the family seated on the imperial 
throne. 

Within the circle it was plain enough to see that 
several layers had gradually flaked away ; and as 
several dynasties had &o succeeded one another, the 
coincidence was quite enough to connect the two in 
the superstiti~us minds of the people. There were 
also markings on the face of the rock, and although 
these might bear some fanciful resemblance to some 
of the characters in the Chinese written language, yet 
no one pretended to be able to decipher them. This, 
however, mattered little, and as they had been told 
the story, so they received it, and handed it down in 
implicit faith to their successors. 

In this gorge, in the precipices, and on the sides 
of the hills, there are many caves ; and where it has 
been found possible to cut a path in the face of the 
rock some of them are inhabited. 

During the day we passed the boundary of Hou- 
Pei, and entered SsG-Ch'uan, or the province of the 
four streams, a province that has been noted by all 
travellers ILB one of the most beautiful, perhaps the 
richest, and for foreigners certainly the most plesaant 
in the empire. In the evening we anchored at the 
little village of Ch'ing-She-K'ou (Coloured Snake 
Mouth). 

illa~vch 18.-The next morning we started for a 
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picnic up the narrow glen, which h m  its twiste and 
turns has given the name to the village. 

The peaches and apricots were now in full bloom ; 
there were little patches of opium, the first I had seen, 
where the poppies were now about s foot high, and 
here and there tiny plots of wheat were growing on 
slopes so steep that it seemed as if it would be im- 
possible to reap without assistance from s rope. 

As we aacended, the valley became more narrow 
and precipitous ; the path wrrs very rugged and diE- 
cult, sometimes only just wide enough to walk on, and 
cut out of the side of the hill, which was everywhere 
exceedugly steep. The tops of the mountains were 
broken into crags and pinnacles of the most fantastic 
shape. In  the gullies and cracks in the cliffs, a wild 
and luxuriant vegetation of brambles, ferns, long 
gmss, and all sorts of shrubs wm clinging to the sides, 
wherever these were not absolutely vertical. Wild 
yellow jasmine was in bloom, mojden hair, and other 
ferns grew in profusion, and pink primulse peeped out 
from crevices in the rocks. The inhabitants, who are 
very poor, live in caves ; indeed, there is absolutely 
no level space on which a house could be built. In 
our day's walk we only passed two or three of these , 
family residences, and a population can scarcely be 
said to exist. The narrow foot-path runs in front of 
the caves, beyond which there may be a sheer drop 
of some hundreds of feet, and to prevent the children 
or pigs from tumbling over, a light paling is some- 
times put up on the outer side of the path. Paasing 
one of these caves the sudden and unexpected appear- 
ance of a foreign dog frightened an ancient fowl, that 
fluttered over the fence, flapping its wings and cack- 
ling, till its voice wrrs gradually lost in the depths and 
droned by the m u m i ~ r  of the invisible stream below. 
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The scene was very wild ; here the gorge divided into 
two branches, each enclosed between gigantic cliffs ; 
on the top of these a little slip of sloping ground 
wollld be seized on for agriculture, and this again 
would be backed up by another cliff behind ; zigzag 
paths, or steps cut in the rock, leading &om one patch 
to another. 

We had a most diflicult scramble over sharp stones, 
and after two hours and a half arrived at a cave where 
an old woman was at home, and where we decided to 
breakfast. This old woman kept bees in hives of 
primitive construction, and told us that she sold both 
honey and bees-wax, but that the bees had not yet 
swarmed ; she also anid that wherever opium is grown 
in any quantity it drives the bees away, but that here 
the quantity was too small to have any injurious 
effect. 

There were some furnaces not far off where salt- 
petre was purified, but the process was not going on 
just at the time of our visit, and we were unable to 
learn the details of the manufacture. After our break- 
fast we continued our walk, but soon found that the 
hill sides became too steep for a path of any descrip- 
tion, and that the track me were on descended to the 
torrent and crossed over to the other side, so we re- 
traced our steps and returned to our boat. 

March 19.-During the morning we remained at 
anchor, as there was no tracking-path, and without it 
we could not make way against the current and strong 
wind that was blowing. It cleared off towards the 
middle of the day, but our progress was very slow, for 
it was again necessary to lay out ropes and haul our- 
selves tediously up. Here and there it was just possible 
to track for a couple of hundred yards, but even then 
the coolies mere obliged to clamber about on their 
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hands and feet from one gigantic rock to another, and 
in the evening, when we arrived at  the little village of 
Tiao-Shih, our run mm only seven miles. 

The limestone rocks here have been worn in the 
most astounding manner. In many places there are 
in the face of the rock innumerable long vertical 
grooves ; the surface of these is highly polished by 
the action of the wind and weather, and they look 
exactly as if they had been scooped out with a gigantic 
cheese-scoop. In  other places the rocks are split up 
vertic'dy into long needles and stalagmite-shaped 
masses. 

Jfarch 20.-The Wu-Shan gorge that we had 
entered on the morning of the 16th seemed intermi- 
nable, for me mere still in it, with no immediate pros- 
pect of getting out. At  eight o'clock we were oppo- 
site the town of MTu-Shan, where there waa rather 
a severe rapid. While we were in it, the tracking 
line broke, and as we had no safety ropes we were 
swept away. The men steering, however, ski l fdy 
managed to shoot us into a back eddy, which carried 
us several yards up the stream inside the rapid ; but 
before me could be made fast, we were again taken 
into the downward stream. Like a teetotum we spun 
round, and once more driven down the river we were 
a second time shot into the back eddy. Still we had 
no rope ashore, and back again we went, spinning 
about each tiwe in a way that would have made some 
people sea-sick. Whilst we were thus being carried up 
and down, a inail was trying to swim to the land 
with a line. When at last he gained the bank, the 
rope caught in a rock at the bottom, and as no efforts 
would avail to clear it, a second coolie fastened another 
rope to his body, and jumping overboard swam away. 
But while struggling mith the foaming torrent, the 
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loop slipped over his body unperceived, and when he 
arrived on shore he was astonished to find that he 
had lost the end. 

All this time we were at the mercy of the eddies, 
being whirled round and round, and carried up and 
down. We made no less than six voyages backwards 
and forwards, and it seemed likely that we should 
make as many more, when by a stroke of good luck, 
the first line cleared itself from the rock, and we 
hauled ourselves at length out of the rapid. 

The day's journey was a succession of rapids, 
some of them long ones. It is by no means a simple 
or easy matter to get a big boat up one of these. 
After the line is out, and the necessary number of 
coolies are hauling on it, the boat is shot across the 
river into mid-stream, until often the line is almost at  
right angles to the direction of the keel. The vessel 
is then put about, and she makes a shoot inshore, and 
so on, tacking as it were backwards and forwards. 

We anchored for the night close to a junk that 
had been wrecked, and was now ashore for repair ; 
the sailors and coolies were all living under mats, and 
the caulkers were busy with cotton wool on the bottom 
of the vessel. 

I took a turn for half an hour before dinner, and 
noticed a little rice growing. There was some barley 
also, and a good deal of wheat. The rocks here are 
ground down by the wind and weather, and all the 
shore is edged with long banks of fine clean sand; 
and on this apparently fruitless soil, the Chinese 
manage to raise crops of wheat. 

itfarch 21.-We arrived at Kuei-Chou-Fu, the 
second place of that name we had passed on the river, 
and here Sun and our gunboat left us, and we were 
handed over to the charge of others. 
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Here also the Chinese agent of the firm of Major 
and Smith, of Hrmkow, called on us. As he entered 
he knocked his head against the ground to Baber, who 
lifted him up and asked him to sit down, but just as 
he was recovering from this act of condescension I 
came in and frightened him afresh. He again went 
down on his knees, and touched the ground with hia 
forehead, and it was not without a great deal of per- 
suasion that Baber at length prevailed on him to take 
a chair. The sensation of being seated seemed to be 
like touching the knob of an electric bell, for he sud- 
denly launched himself into m ocean of words from 
which it waa quite impossible to withdraw him ; he 
talked so fast that he could not articulate quickly 
enough. He persistently addressed himself to me, 
making the most pathetic gestures every time that 
Babr  told him I did not understand Chinese. On 
these occasions he mould only give one glance at 
Baber, and again devote the whole of his energy in 
talking to me. 

After a long time this monstrous narrative of some 
private business trouble began to pall upon us both, 
and at length Baber hinted that his conversation was 
not quite so entertaining as it might have been. This 
seemed to act like additional battery power to the 
electric bell, for seating himself more firmly in his 
chair, '.he argued high, he argued low, and then he 
argued round about him.' Baber now called for 
another tin of the fragrant weed, and me both smoked 
steadily, the pile of cigarette ends growing higher and 
higher in the cover of the tobacco box as the worthy 
man still rolled out the stream of his volubility. 

One by one the servnnts came to the door and 
listened in wonder, the old woman waa seen in front 
t,o take a peep through a crack in the walls, and then 



to steal away awestruck at the torrent of speech. As 
the evening grew darker the smell of dinner was 
wafted from the kitchen, but still that f e d  man sat 
glned to his chair. 

Baber now made a polite attempt to stop him with 
fair words, but he might ae well have tried to stop an 
avalanche with a sheep hurdle, and at last, like the 
bishop in the ballad, ' Oh, bosh! the worthy Baber 
said, And turned him out.' 

Our parting official, Sun, brought his successor to 
pay his respects to Baber. He was a funny little 
man ; he thought that the fsct of his having lost five 
dollars betting at Hankow races, ought to make a very 
strong and favourable impression on us, and boasted 
of having made a trip to Shanghai for pleasure. He 
took a cigarette with a card mouthpiece, but tried to 
light it at the wrong end, which gave Sun an oppor- 
tunity of displaying his superior knowledge of Western 
ideas. 

Kuei-Chou-Fu is surrounded by a very good wall, 
in much better condition than that of most towns. 
The town is well situated on the slope of a high hill, 
and there are a good many suburbs, some permanent, 
and built on the high ground. But a very large 
population live in temporary huts of matting set up 
on the shingly beach. These are removed in the 
summer as the river rises and covers all the ground 
on which they are built. Kuei-Chou-Fu is the seat 
of considerable trade, and at the time of our visit 
there were a great number of junks at anchor off the 
town. 

We found provisions here more plentiful than at 
any place me had visited since leaving I-Ch'ang, and 
were able to buy excellent vegetables and very in- 
different beef and mutton. 
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March 22.-A very large revenue is derived h m  
the salt lnanufacture which is carried on at brine pits 
situated about half a mile below Kuei-Fu, on both 
sides of the river, where on low, sandy, shingly banks, 
close to the water's edge, holes are dug. The water 
finds its may into these through the soil, becoming in 
its passage impregnated with salt, but not strongly, 
for. the taste of salt in it is scarcely perceptible. 

Bricks are made from the salt earth in the neigh- 
bourhood, with which dome-shaped ovens are built. 

These have a door in front, and there is a hole in 
the top in which a shallow iron pan, K, is placed. 

On the top of the oven, and concentric with the iron 
pan, n hollow in the brickwork makes n narrow trough 
A c D B. Above the back of the oven at E F the wall 
is covered with, and made up of cinders, slag, and 
earth. 

The brine is first poui*ed into the narrow trough 
at A, and running slowly round the top of the oven, 
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discharges itself at E amongst the cinders, slag, and 
em& at the back. It permeates eaaily through these 
into the back wall of the oven itself, a H, fig. 5, and 
amongst the bricks of which it is built. Here the 
heat drives off the water, and leaves the salt deposited 
on and in the bricks. 

After ten days or so the fire is let out, the back of 
the oven pulled down, the bricks fkom it carefully 
removed, and the oven built with h s h  bricks. 

The stuff that has now been taken out is broken 
with hammers and stones, and put into a large wooden 
bucket ; more brine is thrown into this mass, which 

seems to be disintegrated by it, and now breaks up, 
forming with the water and the brine a black sub- 
stance of about the consistency of freshly-made mortar. 
The water is poured fkom the 'bucket into the iron pan 
at the top of the oven, where it is evaporated, and very 
good salt produced. 

We found the people at these pits extremely civil, 
very few troubled themselvee about us, and our nu- 
merous and minute questions were patiently and 
politely answered. It is said that there are forty pits 
here, and that each pit produces one hundred catties 
(130 lbs.) of salt a day ; this would make 890 tons of 
salt per amurn. 

The Government buys all the salt at a rate fixed 
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by itself, and then sends it over the country for sale, 
making an enormous profit. I subsequently learnt 
from a banker at Ch'ung-Ch'ing that the salt in the 
province of Ssii-Ch'uan brought to the Government 
a revenue of six millions of taels annually-roughly 
two millions sterling. The profit comes to about 
eighteen cash a pound, and at the rate of 1,600 cash 
to a -1, thie would make the annual produce of salt 
in this province 237,946 tons, an amount that seems 
almost incredible. 

In the afternoon we went to see an aqueduct by 
which water is brought into the town from the top of a 
hill behind, and which was reported to be something 
very curious. A narrow paved path, in many places 
made into regular flights of steps, leads up a steep hill, 
which is an enormous graveyard, the whole side of it, 
for a distance of more than a mile from the town, being 
closely covered with graves ; some of these stand in the 
centre of a carefully levelled patch of ground, and are 
exceedingly solid and imposing structures of stone 
with doors closed by slabs on which long inscriptions 
are engraved ; whilst others are the usual mounds of 
earth without a stone or writing of any kind. 

The aqueduct we were following was simply 
small stone gutter carefully laid along the side of the 
hill ; a stream of clear water was running down in it. 
After a walk of about three quarters of an hour we 
reached a temple that had been indicated to us on the 
spot whence the water came. All the people said 
that ' Lily Pool,' the source of the rivulet, was here. 

This temple was dedicated to a lily ; but the pool 
was nothing more than a circular hollow thirty yards 
acroes, which, although it waa no doubt full after 
heavy rain, was now as dry as Sahara. 

We said to the guide, ' but where does the stream 
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come from? ' for we were standing within a foot of the 
stone channel in which the water was running, and 
which had no connection with Lily Pool. 

'From here,' he said, pointing to the dry hollow. 
This answer was characteristic of the credulity of 

the average Chinaman. He had had enough walking, 
and simply said whatever first came into his head 
that he thought would prevent us going any further. 
He knew that if he were in a strange place he would 
accept, without for a moment questioning it, the state- 
ment of anyone belonging to the place ; and i t  was 
almost impossible for him to conceive that we should 
not do likewise. For did he not live here ? and was 
it not therefore obvious that he must know better 
than we, who were strangers from far away. 

Of course, amongst a people where evidence is never 
weighed, and the wildest statements received without 
examination, i t  is only natural to find that lying is a 
common vice. Honesty in this case cannot be and is 
not the best policy ; the people tell lies because lying 
pays ; but when they shall be sufficiently far advanced 

I 
in education to weigh evidence, then lying will begin 
to lose its value, and we may expect to find truthful- 
ness amongst the people. 

We who were accustomed to use the evidence of 
our senses, now followed the aqueduct for another 
quarter of an hour to a place where a jet of water 
spouted fkom a hole in the rock about 1,500 feet above 
the river. This aqueduct is nearly three miles long, 
and was built during the Ming dynasty (1600 A.D.), 

by some Fu of this town, ambitious of having a water 
supply all to himself. The rest of the inhabitants 
still have to content themselves with the river water, 
which fortunately for them is quite as good as the 
private tap of this arrogant magistrate. 
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At the outskirts of the town plenty of people 
came to see us, but no one said a rude word. The 
epithet 'foreign devil,' is never heard, became the 
people of Ssii-Ch'uan are very superstitious ; they 
will not pronounce the word devil, for it is said to be 
unlucky ; sailors do not Like to make use of the word 
' wind,' for fear it should cause an adverse gale ; nor 
will they talk about snakes, lest they should be bitten. 

In the evening Sun sent us an invitation to a con- 
cert on board his boat, where after tea a little girl 
about eleven years old was introduced by her mother. 
She wore a scarlet coat trimmed with black ; a blue 
embroidered cap, big ear-rings, and a large silver ring 
on one forefinger. She had a wooden guitar, on which 
she played. an accompaniment, and a fan on which 
were written the names of the songs she knew ; these 
mere tolerably numerous, considering that she had 
learnt music only eighteen months. She was very 
self-possessed, and sang without affectation, but 
through her nose, and in a very high key. There 
was rc distinct air running through her songs, although 
it was rather hard to follow, but there was not much 
melody in the whining droning kind of music that 
characterised the performance. Sun gave her a string 
of cash and a cup of tea, and then her mother took 
her away. 

March 23.-It rained heavily during the night, 
and when we looked out we found that there was a 
fresh layer of snow on the mountain-tops, and that 
the water of the river had again turned to a muddy 
colour. Four coolies ran away in the morning, and 
we were delayed while the headman went to seek them. 
If it mas the tongue of our old Jezebel that had 
frightened them, it was no matter for wonder. They 
were brought back repentant in the course of the after- 
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noon, and we started again. We had now left the 
gorges, and the gentle slopes and open vdeys were 
a pleasant change &r having been so long shut up 
in the deep recesses where we could seldom see more 
than a narrow strip of sky. 

March 24.-After an afternoon walk on shore, as 
the junk was out of the way, I took a voyage in our 
gunboat, and we came to a small rapid where a ledge 
of rocks made it difficult to track. The trackers let 
the line go, and the men remaining in the boat tried to 
row up ; but they were too few, and unlike the crews 
of most of these boats, though exceedingly energetic, 
they were remarkably unskilful, and had no idea of 
keeping time. The captain especially wielded his 
paddle with a vigour quite almning in a sedate 
Chinese official, and made more splaehing, and was 
more hopelessly out of time than m y  of his men. 
We then crossed the river, and a backwater carried 
us up a short distance ; after which we recrossed to 
h d  the trackers, who had taken advantage of the 
opportunity to hide themselves arn0ngs.t the rocks to 
smoke or go to sleep. Much shouting and swearing 
ensued, particularly on the part of the well-meaning 
commander. We eventually arrived at our destina- 
tion half an hour before our junk. When she was 
moored alongside the captain was most particular in 
the arrangement of the gangway, and when all waa 
ready tried it himself before allowing me to put my 
feet on it ; but the dqpity of the performance was 
altogether spoilt by my dog Tib, who smelling dinner 
rushed past the captain, and nearly upset him into 
the river. 

March 25.-Near the village of Miao-Chi there is 
rather a difficult rapid with broken water right 
across the river. A strerun that comes down fiom 

VOL. I. R 
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the mountain used to bring great boulders with it, 
and make the place very dangerous, so the govern- 
ment, aided by local subscriptions, built a solid wall 
200 feet long, 45 feet wide, and in some places 12 
feet high. This abutted at one end on to a reef of 
rocks, the prolongation of the upper bank of the 
stream, and turned the water so that it entered the 
river below the rapid. This was built only fifteen 
years ago, and was n creditable work of very large 
blocks of limestone, 12 or 14 feet long, and 1 to 2 
feet wide and thick. The long stones were dove- 
tailed into one another ; but the mortar and cement, 
always a weak point in Chinese buildings, were bad. 
The edifice was adorned with what was no doubt a 
suitable extract from some of the classics, but the 
meaning of which was obscure. Though built so 
recently i t  was already falling to pieces, and no one 
seemed to care about repairing it. Many of the 
&ones were loose and detached, and some had been 
fiwept away altogether. When we arrived here we 
found the whole male population of the place engaged 
in taking a shod of small fish that had come up, and 
had been entangled amonat  the rocks. There were -. upwards of twenty men m the river, few of these 
~\rcnring anything but n turban, and a basket tied 
rol!nd their waish. They had only to put their 
hands into the water, and the fish mere so thick that 
they took them out two, three, and sometimes half 
n dozen at a time. Those who were unprovided with 
ba~kcts put their catch into their waistbands, if they 
1l:ld any, or into their rnoutlis, if they had none ; and 
when thetie rcccptacles would hold no more they 
~valked ashore, deposited tlie~n in a place of safety, 
and returned to the water. Soine of them merely 
flung them to %ends, who gathered them up ; and all 
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of course were jabbering and shouting. The regular 
fishing apparatus of neb, and pots, like lobster pots, 
was left alone ; and one old man, sitting in a corner 
of a rock with a scoop-net, seemed altogether out in 
the cold, as he caught nothing all the time we were 
looking on. By degrees the shoal visibly decreased, 
and when we left the number taken was very much 
less than at first. 

We afterwards passed the city of Yiin-Yang, 
enclosed by a fine wall, which does not seem to be 
very highly appreciated by the inhabitants, who 
nearly a l l  live outside it, and leave the magistrate 
in his yamen almost alone in solitary grandeur. 

March 26.-It rained heavily all day, but as 
there was a h s h  and fair wind we made a good run. 
The country now changed considerably in appearance. 
The hills sloped more gently, and their sides were 
well wooded. Our view now was not so limited, 
and we could see little square enclosures, like towers, 
on the tops of the hills ; these, they said, were erected 
in the time of the Tai-Ping rebellion, for the inhabi- 
tants to take refuge in ; but as there could not by 
any possibility be any water supply, siege operations 
on an extended scale would hardly be necessary to 
bring a garrison to terms, and it would appear as if 
there must have been some other reason for their 
existence. I t  is very difficult in China to get any 
trustworthy information, scarcely any one knows 
anything ; but no matter how ignorant, everyone 
has a complete answer ready for any question that 
may be put. 

March 27.-Taking a walk by a narrow path 
paved with flagstones, which became n flight of steps 
wherever the sides of the hills were steep, and medi- 

B 2 
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tating on the melancholy fact that this was the almost 
invariable w e  in China, I thought that it must be 
one of the causes to which the want of observation 
in a Chinman is to be attributed. For, brought up 
from childhood in a country where the paths are so 
dangerous that he can only use his eyes to pick steps 
for his feet, he is never able to look about him and 
observe what ie going on. 

The richness and verdure of this part of the 
county  is almost inconceivable ; the soil is bright 
red, and, where fallow, presents a delightful contrast 
to the fresh green of the young crops. The rape 
was now in flower, and field upon field of brilliant 
yellow rose one above the other. The terrace culti- 
vation of rice occupied the bottoms of all the valleys, 
with patches here and there of wheat or beans. The 
houses looked comfortable and substantial, each en- 
closed in a clump of bamboo ; handsome temples 
stood by themselves in groves of trees. Every here 
and there a species of banyan (without pendants) 
standing by itself, with perhaps a little niche under- 
ileath for burning incense in, was a graceful ornament 
to the landscape. 

All these combined to present a scene of richness 
and fertility that I have seldom seen equalled, and 
which fully justified the praise that has been lavished 
by travellers on this beautiful province. And more 
~tr iking than all is the fine open countenance of 
the people, who, though very independent, are un- 
doubtedly the most pleasant and gentle of all the 
people of China. Baber and I went out for a stroll 
in the afternoon, and clscending a hill about 1,500 feet 
above the river we had a fine view of Wan and its 
surronndinms. The rugged and wild mountains now 

b 
were only m the distance, and around us the hills 
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were of less height ; all these were broken away at 
the top, giving their summits the appearance of solid 
towers with perpendicular walls. Descending by 
another mad we found a great ledge of rock at the 
edge of the water. Here the industrious people, 
anxious not to lose an inch of ground, had made a 
bed of sand wherever there was the smallest hollow, 
and here little patches of wheat, sometimes only 
a couple of yards long by one broad, were absolutely 
growing out of the sand that had been strewn on 
the rock. 

March 28.-The cultivation of rape in this neigh- 
bourhood is very extensive, and vast quantities of oil 
are prepared here finom it ; for the people have no 
butter, so that all grease required for cooking must 
be oil ; neither have they any sheep, and therefore, in 
the absence of taliow, oil only can be used for light- 
ing purposes. In this manner a large proportion is 
consumed in the province; but there is also a consider- 
able export trade. On the right bank of the river, 
terrace cultivation of rice was maintained on every inch 
of ground, as the general shape of the gently sloping 
hills forms natural amphitheatreg, where the water is 
easily led ; but even where this is not the case this 
industrious people seem determined to grow rice, if 
there is m y  possibility of doing so. In  the course 
of a ramble I came upon a hillock at the end of a 
spur, considerably higher than any ground imme- 
diately around it. To make use of this a stone aque- 
duct, raised seven or eight feet above the ground, and 
about 150 yards long, had been made, but the portion 
of land thus secured for use was so small that it  
seemed as if it would have been easier to level the 
hillock than to make this aqueduct. 

Notwithstanding the industry of the Chinese, and 
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their admirable system of irrigation and t e r r a  culti- 
vation, there can be very Little doubt that the exceed- 
ingly h q ~ h  estimate in which their agriculture is held 
is very far from being deserved. Thie appears to 
have been derived -from the French missionaries, for 
as early as 1804, Barrow speaks of the way in which 
it had been overrated ; nearly all moderns who have 
becn in China make the same observation, and yet 
there remains amongst Europeans out of China the 
conviction that the Chinese possess secrets unknown 
to, or unpessed at by Europeans. 

But the real point in which the Chinese excel is 
in industry. I t  is industry that leads them to &e 
such care never to waste the smallest trifle ; and it is 
industry that makes it worth their while to gather up 
the last fragments. Industry again enables them to 
dispense with any other manure than the sewage of 
the towns ; for a peasant will walk into the town, 
fetch his manure, and take it to his field himself. It 
is by industry that in the large plains the Chinese 
are enabled to keep their rice fields properly watered ; 
for it is not possible to conduct the water by canals 
to every part and every level of a wide plain, it 
must therefore be lifted artiticidy, and all day long 
coolies nre to be seen in the extensive plains raising 
water by the means of little treadmills. 

But beyond their industry the Chinese can hardly 
lay claim to any superiority over other nations. 
They plough about as well rrs the natives of India, 
doing little more than scratch the ground. It is true 
thnt they can raise two crops on the same field, w, for 
instance, when they plant opium under rape, or yams 
beneath millet. But this is a system not altogether 
unknown to European farmers, and in the West Indies 
it iR cnstomt~~y to grow yams underneath the sugar 
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canes. Some of Barrow's remarks appear to be worth 
quoting : 

' They have no knowledge of the modes of improve- 
ment practised in the various breeds of cattle ; no 
instruments for breaking up and preparing wsste 
lands ; no system for draining and reclaiming swamps 
and morasses. 

levelling the sides of mountains into a succession of ter- 
m s ,  [is] a mode of cultivation frequently taken notice 
of by the missionaries as unexampled in Europe, and 
peculiar to the Chinese, whereaa it is common in many 
parts of Europe. . . . Of the modes practised in Europe 
of improving the quality of fruit they seem to have 
no just notion . . . . Apples, pears, plums, peaches, 
and apricots, are of indifferent quality. . . . They have 
no method of forcing vegetables by artificial heat, or 
by excluding the cold air and admitting at the same 
time the rays of the sun through glass. Their chief 
merit consists in preparing the soil, working it in- 
cessantly, and keeping it free &om weeds.' 

Thus wrote Barrow three quarters of a century ago ; 
the Chinese are no further advanced than they were 
in his time ; and it is hardly necessary to add any- 
thing to his remarks, except to observe that not only 
have the Chinese ' no just notion ' of improving the 
quality of fruit, but that to this day they remain in 
complete ignorance of the science of grafting. To 
those accustomed to the appearance of European 
oountrie~, the absence of hedges is at first sight 
strange, but in this country, as in many others, peopla 
recognise their own property by the divisions in the 
fields ; and even where there are no marks, one man 
will rarely attempt to plough beyond his own land ; 
boundary stones to properties are, however, usual. It 



is not to be supposed that disputes never arise, but 
when they do they are generally, or almost always, 
settled by the people of the place. 

Some of the farmhouses here are very large and 
substantial ; and plenty of opportunity is given for 
forming nn opinion of them, owing to an eccentric 
custom of leading the high road through some part 
of the buildings, where half a dozen snarling dogs 
rush out yelping and yapping. The reason probably 
is that level ground is so scarce, that every yard must . 
be utilised; and the ordinary avocation of thresh- 
inv or the women's occupations of grinding corn or 
t". 

sewing, can be carried on just as well on the footpath 
tls elsewhere ; and the number of passers-by is so 
small that they do not in the least interfere with the 
inmates. In  one of my walks I passed a particularly 
fine farmhouse, and although in this case the road 
did not lead through it, I was able to examine it care- 
fully. There was a large outer courtyard with sheds 
on each side. It mas enclosed by a good wall on the 
side to the road ; opposite there was a very large 
threshing floor and granary, well built and covered 
in ; beyond this the house was arranged round three 
sides of another smaller open court. Three or four men 
were busy grinding flour at a large hand-mill ; and I 
could not but be surprised that they did not make use 
of a good stream that was running past their house. 

The Yang-Tzii would be admirably adapted for 
the stationary mill boats that are so prominent on the 
Danube, but in this rice country it is probable that 
the amount of grain to be ground is so small that it 
is hardly worth while to build water-mills. In the 
mountainous districts, where oats and Indian corn 
form the food of the pecyle, water-mills are common 
enough. 



The Chinese are never remiss in the care they 
take of the dead ; and where the residences of the 
living are so good, it is to be expected that the graves 
will not be less sumptuous ; and this is the case, some 
of them being magnificent structures built of large 
blocks of stone in an enclosure sometimes fifteen 
yards square, in which a few shrubs will be growing ; 
the front is ornamented with carvings in relief re- 
presenting birds, beash, or men variously occupied. 
There are always long inscriptions, and the whole is 
generally sheltered by a fine banyan tree, or a few 
yews. 

Whilst I was ashore, the junk ran aground, and 
knocked a big hole in her side ; but Jezebel, looking 
at it with unconcern, remarked, between the whiffs of 
her pipe, ' cotton wool,' by which unusually laconic 

. observation she meant that the hole was to be stuffed 
up with that material. 

March 2 9 . W e  walked in the afternoon to Shih- 
Pao-Chai (Stone Jewel Fort), where there is a very 
curious rock, the top of which is about 150 feet above 
the ground on which it stands, and 300 feet above 
the river. All the faices of i t  are perpendicular, and 
on one side a pagoda has been built against the rock. 
We visited this, and went to the top, where we found 
a number of wooden figures carved and brilliantly 
painted and gilded. These figures represented the 
horrors of hell, and the punishments reserved for 
the wicked ; the judges were life-size figures of 
men, with long black beards and mustachios, holding 
books in their hands. The executioners were horrible 
devils, with hideous faces, who were supposed to be 
thoroughly enjoying their odious taak of torturing 
the victims. These tortures were of many kinds, and 
the most abominable that it is possible to imagine : 
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some of the sinners were being sawn in two ; some 
were being ground in a mill ; and others were ar- 
ranged in layers between big flat stones, with their 
heads only projecting all round, while a demon stood 
above spearing their faces. There was no representa- 
tion of Heaven. The eighteen saints with twenty- 
four attendants were in another room ; and at the 
entrance, the god of literature, a repulsive creature, 
was standing on the point of one toe like a ballet- 
dancer. 

We met our official here, who took us to a room 
in the top story, and showed us a hole that had been 
the site of a miraculous draught of rice. He told us 
that in former days if a priest put a handful of rice 
into this hole, dl the inmates of the Temple were able 
to sit down and take out aa much rice as they could eat, 
no matter how many of the holy men partook of it. 
History does not relate whether it was ready-cooked. 
But in the time of Chia-Ching (the emperor who 
reigned from 1 7  96 to 1821) a wicked and avaricious 
priest sold this heaven-sent food, on which the 
offended deities stopped the supplies, and all that 
now remains is the empty hole. 

The only remark to be made on the story is that 
the deities must have been strangely ignorant of the 
Chinese character not to have foreseen the result. 

A little higher up the river there is a place where 
for many years no efforts of the industrious Chinaman 
had availed to produce rice ; but on the cessation of 
the miracle in the pagoda, the gods compensated the 
country by hctifying this unfertile spot ; and since 
that time rice has always been produced here in 
quantity and quality equal to that in any other dis- 
trict. 

It would be hardly worth while to repeat these 
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tales, but that they serve to show the credulity and 
superstition of the people ; the official who was with 
us, and who was a well-educated man, believed im- 
plicitly in the story, and as the suggestion of a doubt 
would only have hurt his feelings, we listened to the 
narrative dPith becoming gravity. 

March 30.-We went for a walk in the afternoon 
on the left bank of the river. The country was very 
hilly, and the valleys formed exceedingly picturesque 
amphitheatres, where the vegetation was almost tropical 
in its luxuriousness ; the thick clumps of bamboo, 
and the rich green of the shrubs and trees, brought to 
mind the verdure of Ceylon or Singapore. We gained 
the top of a hill about 600 feet high ; a beautiful 
panorama lay before us ; and from our commanding 
position we could see our boats moored for the night 
at the other side of the river. When we had again 
reached the shore we saw a small boat not far off, and 
called out to the man in i t  to come and take us 
across ; but the only occupant was asleep, and he 
was not aroused without much shouting. At length 
he awoke, and a long discussion ensued between him 
and our escort; the noise brought out some people 
from a village 200 feet straight over our heads, who 
joined in the argument, and a horrid old woman was 
heard to shout, ' Don't come, for when you get to 
the other side they won't pay YOU.' So, notwith- 
standing the offer of large reward, after about a 
quarter of an hour's talking, the man in the boat 
quietly paddled off and cut short the argument. 

All this time the soldier who was with us from the 
gunboat was trying to make himself heard by his 
comrades on the other side, but meeting with little 
success, all began shouting together to try and attract 
attention, and the hills re-echoed the unwonted British 
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hail of ' Boat ahoy ! ' It now became dark, and i t  waa 
not until we had been amusing ourselves in this way 
for about three quarters of an hour, that at  length some 
of our people were aroused to our situation, and we 
heard from the other side of the river a responsive cry. 
But in order that the men coming to us might find 
us in the dark we continued shouting to guide them 
to our position. They discovered us at length, and 
after having waited on the shore for upwards of an 
hour, we embarked in n sampan and crossed safely to 
our dinner. But now that the people had been 
thoroughly roused, they became afiaid that something 
dreadful would happen to us or them, especially the 
captain of the gunboat, who hearing us continue to 
shout after the first sampan had left, bustled across in 
a terrible hurry with his vessel and all his crew. No 
sooner had he started, than an envoy who had been 
sent by the Fu of the next town (Chung) to pay his 
respects to Baber, grew alarmed aleo, and collecting 
twenty men, nearly d l  the population of the immediate 
neighbourhood, went over to assist in the search, and 
i t  was a long time before the town returned to its 
normal quiet state. 

J f a ~ c ? ~  3 1.-Opposite Wu-Yang a considerable 
bend of the river commences. The neck is about five 
miles across, and as the distance by water is about 
nine we determined to walk over while our junk went 
round the bend. We landed about half a mile above 
Wu-Shan, and striking up a valley we made for a high 
hill in a south-west direction. A very fair paved path 
led at first gently up amongst small woods of fir trees. 
Beyond thcse comfort:ible farmhouses were enclosed 
in their clumps of bamboo, aild a l l  the valley was 
carefully laid out in terraces for rice cultivation, with 
here and there a small patch of opium, a few cabbages, 
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or a field of wheat. We gradually ascended, until we 
found ourselves on a ridge 800 feet above the river. 
After enjoying the prospect for a few minutes we 
went down to a stream running over a rocky bed, 
where mosses and ferns were growing luxuriantly. 
A short ascent beyond brought us to a peasant's house, 
where we sat down outside, and talked with the pro- 
prietor about his affairs. He drew water for us, and 
gave us lights for our cigars, and although evidently 
exceedingly poor, for his cottage was very small, he 
at  first refused the proffered string of cash. 

There were two baskets here with their contents 
drylng in the sun ; these were the flowers picked off a 
tree in appearance very like an apricot ; the blossom 
is a kind of long conical-shaped pod, on the surface of 
which there are a number of very small flowers full 
of yellow pollen. These flowers when dried are boiled, 
and the very poor people drink the broth instead of 
tea. The local name of the tree is Ch 'ung-S~U.~ 

After this we continued our walk till we reached 
a point above the river from which we could see our 
convoy coming up, so we hurried down, and a sampan 
soon put us on board. 

April 1.-In navigating this portion of the river, 
it is continually necessary to cross and recross from 
one bank to the other, partly to save distance by cut- 
ting off the angles of the numerous sharp bends, partly 
to get into the back eddies, and avoid the current, and 
partly because it is often impossible to track on one 
side, while there is a fair path on the other. It is 
this that constitutes one of the chief difficulties of 
the navigation, and leads to most of the accidents. 

8 An endeavour has been &el by consulting very high botanical 
authoritiee, to identify the flower here spoken of, but it has not been 
found poeeible to do so (Y). 
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The junks are always rowed mross towards some 
place where a landing is practicable ; as a rule there ie 
scarcely any room to spare, and unless the exact point 
is gained, the swirls and eddies that often run violently 
amongst the reefs will drive the vessel against a rock. 
Amongst these tides i t  requires the greatest skill and 
nicety to shoot the junk exactly to the desired spot, 
and it is under these circumstances that vessels are 
often wrecked or damaged. During the day we met 
with two accidents in this way ; on the second oc- 
casion a big hole was knocked in our ship, which as 
usual was repaired with cotton-wool and paper. 

Aplsil2.-Although in our walks we had f i t -  
quently noticed little patches of opium, we had not 
seen i t  hitherto in any considerable quantity ; but in 
this neighbourhood we saw it growing in large 
fields. 

April 3.-The river was so low that when we arrived 
at the north end of St. George's Island we found that 
not only was there no passage iniide it, but that a 
reef, rarely visible, was now plainly to be eeen be- 
yond. Our small boat, and that of our official, made 
no attempt to pass inside this reef; but our people, 
seized apparently with a fit of temporary insanity, 
thought that though our junk was much bigger, and 
drew more water than the others, they would try the 
inner passage. So, as we were sitting in our room 
discussing the probability of our arrival that night at  
the city of Fu-Chou, there was a sudden bump that 
nearly shook us out of our chairs, followed by a babel 
of tongues, in which as usual the shrill and janing 
voice of the old woman wtw painfully audible. Rush- 
ing to the window we found the tracking line adrift, 
and the vessel spinning round like a top ; then the 
scrunching and grating sound of the junk dragging 
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herself over some sharp rocks was immediately fol- 
lowed by the sudden irruption of three or four coolies 
into our room, who, without any preliminary remarks, 
moved the furniture, lifted the floor boards, jumped 
into the hole, and taking all our boxes out, haatily 
passed them up to other coolies outside. 

Looking down we now saw a large stream of 
water running in through a hole in the side of the 
boat, and we comprehended what had occurred. We 
had not, however, much time to d m  ourselves, for 
we were fortunately able to run on to a bank of mud 
before the vessel filled and sank, which she inevitably 
mould have done in a very few minutes. 

After having cleared the hold, the men set to 
work baling with buckets, and gradually succeeded 
in reducing the water, after which they repaired 
damages. 

They first put on a kind of cataplasm of whitey- 
brown paper, mud and grains of rice,D over which 
they nailed a piece of wood, and stuffed the interstices 
with cotton-wool and bamboo shavings. As, of course, 
when the hole was made the planks were driven in- 
wards, this patch ww put on h i d e .  The operation 
was a long one, and, extraordinary as the method may 
appear, it eventually proved tolerably effectual, d- 
though from the amount of baling that was always 
subsequently necessary, Baber suggested that our 
vessel should be called the Old Bailee. 

We spent the &rnoon walking round the island, 
and found some of the gold-washers, who above this 
are always seen in the sand 'and shingle beds washing 
for particles of gold. The quanti t .~ these me11 obtain 
is so small that it can repay none but a frugal China- 

The 0hin-e uae a great deal of rice in this way. I have seen a kind 
of concrete for building purposes made of mud and rice grains. 
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man for the labour. Here the river is known aa 
the Chin-Sha-Chirmg, or River of Golden Sand, and 
this name is applied to it at leaat as high up aa 
Bat'ang. 

April 4.-Near the city of Fu-Chou, the principal 
river of the province of Kwei-Chou enters the Yang- 
Tzii. We landed for a walk on the left bank about 
four miles below this, and found ourselvee in a little 
valley with a very pretty waterfall about thirty feet 
high, sparkling and leaping down amongst deliciously 
green verdure of moss, creepers, and ferns. We called 
it the Fountain of Egeria, and clambering up the hill 
on the west, reached what would be considered a good 
road in these parts, though it was little more than 
a long flight of steps of roughly squared stones about 
eighteen inches broad. After ascending 1,000 feet 
we gained a sort of fort, that had, so the inhabitante 
said, been built in the year 1804 as a refuge against 
robbers. The side towards the stream was guarded 
naturally by an inaccessible precipice, and a rough 
wall that was now falling into ruins had been built 
round the other three. Leaving this we struck off 
westerly, but the lay of the hills and valleys, and the 
direction of the paths, drove us up to the north away 
froin the river. At last, from the top of a hill we 
saw n fine broad valley below us, with a paved road 
running along the bottom, where there were a great 
inany people and coolies going in both directions. 
We knew that this would lead us to the water, so 
descending we followed it, and gained the banks 
between Fu-Chou and Li-Tu, opposite a joss-house 
marked in 33lnkiston's chart. With the aid of a tele- 
ficope me could now just see the ' Old Bdee ' disap- 
pearing round n point two miles higher up. We 
followed as fast as we could, by a path that wound 



about along the bank, now a couple of hundred feet 
up, now again close to the edge of the water, then 
with a sharp turn it would ascend a steep ravine for 
nearly a quarter of a mile, before crossing the little 
torrent at the bottom and returning to the river side. 

A stern chase is proverbially a long chase, and 
we found i t  so in this instance. We walked as k t  as 
we could, but each time the road gave us a chance of I 

using our telescope, the ship, if visible at all, was fur- 
ther away &om us than ever, an, just as it was getting 
dark the wretched track came to an end, and left us 
face to face with a high cliff. Fortune, however, 
favoured us, for at this moment a s m d  boat passed ; 
we hailed it, and prevailed upon the owner, by the 
promise of 200 cash, to take us up to our ship. She 
was much further away than we expected, but after 
we had rowed about an hour and a half we reached 
Li-Tu, and finding himself at home, the pious 
Wang-Erh, who used to accompany us in our walks, 
and who was always very glad to get back, was heard 
to exclaim, ' Oh ! Mane, Buddha, I knock my head,' 
meaning thereby that he morally knocked his head 
on the ground in token of thankfulness, and when we 
sat down at half-past eight to our dinner we also 
knocked our heads. 

The old woman now came to us, and said that the 
repairs to the junk had been so costly that she could 
not pay the crew, who were mutinous and hungry. 
When she wrrs reminded that she had already received 
more money than she was entitled to, she appealed to 
our official, who, seeing a chance of getting some sil- 
ver through his fingers, suggested that we should give 
him five taels, that he would pay what was necessary 
to the crew, and would be responsible for the whole. 
But the rrrtsce was apparent even to our simple 

VOL. I. s 
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minds, so thnnking him warmly for his disinterested 
ofler we declined to give hinl so much trouble. 

ApiZ 5 .-Xotwithstmding the complete consump- 
tion of the purse, d l  the people wanted to ' buy things,' 
:is they invnriably did at  m y  town of irnportcmce, 
nnd we were late getting under way. 

A ~ ~ r i l  6.-We pssed a remarkable temple cut out 
of rock on the left bank of the river, in which we 
coilld see two gigantic gods brilliantly painted and 
gilded ; and in the evening we anchored at a small 
village about four nlilcs below Chung-Chou. 

Ap.iZ 7.-The crew appeared to be up a l l  night ; 
they were continually moving about, and were off 
by five. I heard the shouting and monotonous chaunt 
of the ~nen  ill other junks even earlier, f h m  which i t  
was clcor that everyone here hoped to reach Ch'ung- 
Ch'ing before dark. In ~nnny places it is impossible 
to  tr:ick, nild then the method of propulsion is by 
onrs, or in some big junks by a very large scull, one 
on each side of the vessel. All the t h e  that the 
coolies me at this work one of them chaunts a long 
story in time with the strokes, and at each stroke 
dl the others join in n chorus of ' Hey-yea.' This 
will go on for ten minutes, when the story mill end, 
and all mill ging together, ' yoi hrri ay-a.' The tone 
is uontinually varying, but the chaunting either of 
the story or the cllorus never ceases. The method of 
enlploying the gigantic scull is quite unique. Every 
country uses i t  on a snlall scale, but I never heard of 
huge vessels being propelled in this way elsewhere. 
In nny harbour in England dirty little boys may be 
see11 sculling out of the stern of a boat. The Vene- 
tian gondolier also puts into practice much the same 

; but here huge junks, of some hundred tons 
bttlulen, lnay be seen with an enorulous scull on each 
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side, worked by as many as twelve or fifteen men. 
These sculls are supported at the fore part of the 
ship on a short outrigger, nt the end of which 
there is n very short pin. This pin fits into a cup 
shaped hollow in the scull, and acting like n ball and 
socket joint just keeps the scull in its place. The 
men stand in a row, fore and aft, facing the water. 
At the end of the scull there is a strong leathern 
thong, which, fastened down to the side of the junk, 
keeps the cnd of thc scull rnovinn. in n circle. This 

9 
incthod, which is in Cqct an application of the principle 
of the screw, is no doubt the iliost economical way of 
applying the strength of the coolies ; it is more fre- 
quently seen in use on junks coming do\rn thnn on 
those going up the river, for in ascending there nre 
such frequent changes to be made-sometimes tacking, 
so~netiines laying out ropes, and only occasionally 
rowing-that these large sculls are not so convenient 
as oars ; but in descending, when the middle of the 
streain is always kept, when rowing or sculling is the 
only method in use for driving the vessel, and when the 
whole crev is always on board, then the large scull is 
found the inost suitable method of working the ship. 

Kot~rithstanding the efforts of our crew, who 
worked really hard, we were unable to reach Ch'ung- 
Ch'ing this day, and anchored four illilea below it, 
after a run of twenty miles. 

Oile of our coolies, in stepping from one boat to 
another, fell down and broke his arm ; poor fellow, 
he scarcely said a word, a id  if he felt much pain he 
bore it most quietly. A Chinese doctor was found to 
set it, although anatomy is a science the rudiinents 
of ~vl~ich are as yet quite unkilown to the Chinese, 
~ 1 1 0  are forbidden by their laws to dissect t l ~ e  cnr- 
cases of any animal whatever. 

a 2 
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April 8.-Enrly in the morning me reached the 
outskirts of the p n t  city of Ch'ung-Ch'ing ; and 
pnssing through n crowd of junks of dl sizes, we 
hnulcd up to n position under the malls, mhcre me very 
soon received a welcome batch of letters nnd papers from 
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the agents of Messrs. Major and Smith. The Chinese 
merchants have an excellent postal system of their own: 
they arrange amongst themselves to send couriers or 
runners on foot at regular intervals, who travel very 
fast, and generally very securely. In this case the 
letters had been only fourteen days from Hankow, 
about six hundred miles by road. During the whole 
time I was in China I received every letter and news- 
paper sent me, except one letter, and that had been 
forwarded vid Russia ! 

Soon afterwards Monsieur ProvBt, one of the 
French missionaries, came to pay us a visit : a ta l l  
pleasant man, dressed in Chinese clothes, and with an 
artificial plait, for the missionaries in China invariably 
discard foreign clothes. He said that all sorts of con- 
jectures had been rife about us amongst the Chinese. 
He asked Baber when he was going an to Yiin-Nan ; 
and turning to me said he hoped that I should like 
living here. When he saw that me did not exactly 
understand the remark, he explained that it was the 
general opinion that Baber had been appointed a 
consul in Yb-Nan, and that I was to be consul at 
Ch'ung-Ch'ing. We hastened to undeceive him ; but 
even the missionaries could hardly believe in a gentle- 
man travelling for his own amusement without any 
commission from the Government ; the Chinese cer- 
W y  did not. 

In the afternoon we received intimation that 
Monseigneur Desfl&hes, the Bishop, waa coming to pay 
us a visit. He wae a small vivacious man, and a true 
Frenchman ; he was most genial, and his expressions 
of delight and compliments to Baber knew no bounds. I 

' Ah, Monsieur Baber, it is you at lwt. How you 
are welcome! ! Here is a grand thing that you 
have done ; ah ! it is indeed a victory. Yes ! yes ! a 
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victory indeed. See how at last we have this great 
river opened to foreigners, thanks to you and your 
Governmen t.' 

Nothing could have exceeded the sincere cordiality 
of his welcome. 

l'robably besides missionaries there were not more 
than twenty or thirty foreigners who had ever been 
here, and the arrival of a real consul, accredited by the 
English Government, was naturally a glad event to the 
missionaries. lZut for a11 that we could not but feel 
i t  a pleasure to be so warmly welcomed, and received 
wit11 such true and hearty friendship. The Bishop 
talked for n long time ; first be told us about his 
flock, his converts, and his trla! -, of which he made 
very light, dreadful though they had been ; he praised 
the 13nglisli and the English Government, and declared 
th;lt our country was the only one in which there was 
any 1.cn1 religious liberty. He naturally expressed 
grcnt 1)lensure that mar had not broken out between 
China nnd England, ' for,' he said, ' if i t  had we should 
all have been massacred here.' 

After the Rishop had left me received visits fiom 
~ e ~ ~ r i 1 1  Chinese, some of them Christians, one of whom 
sen t us a present of a jar of fermented liquor, made 
fi-oin a pmticnlnr kind of rice ; it tasted like beer, with 
a ~ t r o n g  flavour of the better class of Chinese wine. 
'1'11~ cllicf officials sent their cards to Baber, and 
~woii~isecl a visit in n dny or two. 

April 9.-13aber went to pny official visits to the 
magistrates, and I subseqnently joined him at the 
Ilouse of the French missionaries, where we were 
11osl)itnl)ly entei-tained with port wine and sponge- 
cakes. ' r l~e nlissionaries were all very thin men, with 
(11.awn fe;~tures and sunken eyes, and they certainly 
I~ncl not the appearance of getting much of this world's 



goods. They told us there were about one thousand 
Christians in the city, a l l  of whom they clothed and 
fed, at one time when persecutions were going on. 

We returned to our boat, aa we had come, in state, 
with four bearers to each chair. The main street of 
the city is a very steep flight of steps, and is easy 
enough for the occupant of a chair going up, but 
coming down is very different. The chair is inclined 
at an angle of about 45"; there is no support for the 
feet, and the rider expects every moment to be igno- 
miniously precipitated on to the back of one of the 
chair-coolies. This main street is so narrow that in 
places there is absolutely not standing room for a man 
between a chair and the shop fionts ; these are all 
poor and dirty ; and the place, though in reality rich 
and thriving, is by no means prepossessing in 
appearance. 

April 10.-In the morning the Tm-Tai c d e d  on 
Baber. 

He was a well-educated man, and had written a 
learned book on ancient characters. He had included 
in them copies of the inscriptions that are on the 
stone drums in the gateway of the Confucian Temple 
at Peking ; before leaving he told us that he had 
issued a proclamation informing the people of 
Ch'ung-Ch'ing that we were decent peaceful folk. 
The Hsien also called, and the official who had accom- 
panied us on our voyage. 

April 11.-A very fat Christian, named Me, came 
in to say that he had found a house that he thought 
would do for the consulate, so Baber went to look 
at it, and came back well satisfied. 

April 13.-The old lady who commanded our 
vessel came in afterwards with her child, and kneeling 

Ses mte, pp. 127-128. 
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on the ground burst into a flood of W s ,  declaring 
that she was the most miserable and unfortunate 
moman in the world ; that she was a lone widow with 
no one to take care of her ; that every one conspired 
against her ; that she was no match for the wicked 
people by whom she waa surrounded ; and although 
she felt she had grrined a high distinction by being 
tallowed to bring our honourable selves up here, still 
her misfortunes had been many, and she mas out of 
pocket by the transaction ; and in pathetic tones, she 
expressed her hopes that our noble and honourable 
excellencies would not d o w  her and her orphan 
child to di3 of starvation. As a histrionic perfor- 
mance it was certainly creditable, the old woman 
having extracted from us half rrs much again as any 
Chinaman would have paid her. With a tongue so 
fierce and foul that it inspired awe if not respect, I 
could imagine no one better able to look aRer number 
one. 

We now said good-bye to our ship, in which we 
had lived nine weeks. Our goods were first of all 
moved, and after everything had gone me followed in 
chairs. The coolies carrying the chairs bustled along 
n t  a great pace up the steep and dirty steps ; three 
soldiers were in front to clear the way ; nevertheless a 
good number of little boys followed, trying to lifk the 
blinds and peep in ; but there mas no hostile demon- 
stration of any kind. Besides the officials, the people 
of this province are mostly either merchants or 
agriculturists, the literati-that generally highly- 
favoured class in China-being held in hght esteem 
by the men of Ssii-Ch'uan ; and to this is probably 
owing the fact that foreigners are always treated with 
great politeness, as wherever opposition to foreignere 
is carried to any great extent, it will generally be 
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found to be owing to the influence of the literati class. 
There were of couree some literati here, and so good 
an opportunity of showing their talents was not to be 
lost. So they wrote a poem in very bad rhyme, which 
Baber translated and headed, ' As others see us: ' 

'AS OTHER8 N3.E US! 

1. The Sea folk, once a tributary band, 
In growing numbera tramp o'er all the land. 

2. English and French, with titulary munds 
As of a nation, are the merest hounds I 

3. Nothing they wot of gods, in earth or aky; 
Nothing of famous dignities gone by ! 

4. One of their virgins, clasped in my embrace, 
Told me laat year the eecreta of their rwa. 

5. But all their deede of darknesa are as nought 
Compared with vilenem by their hthers wrought 1 

6. I know their features, Gobline of the Weet 1 
I know the elf locks on their devil'e crest ! 

7. Cunning artificere, no doubt, but far 
Beneath our potency in peace, or war 1 

8. But now our opportunity is neur ; 
Learning and valour are assembled here ; 

9. Let all to the cathedral doore repair, 
Grapple the dogs, and never think to spare I 

10. I read ye right ! ehall snvagea preeume 
To harry China and escape the doom ? 

11. No 1 Let ue all with emulous might combine 
To crush the pries& and aave the Imperial line. 

12. Firet slay the bishop, tear away hie hide, 
Heck out his bone4 and let his fat be fried I 

13. And for the rest who have confessed the hi&, 
Drag them along, and roast them all to death ! 

14. For when these weeds are rooted from the plain, 
What magic art can give them life again ? 

The author begins by inquiring why foreigners 
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should come to China ; and though he shows an un- 
nsual amount of knowledge by stating that the French 
and English are different people, yet he denies nation- 
ality to either one or the other, who, he adds, are all 
mere dogs, and ignorant of the true religion. In  
line 6 he refers to the features of foreigners, which all 
Chinamen consider worse than hideous. Foreigners 
are usually also credited with red hair, which, in their 
eyes, is an abomination ; hence the reference to elf 
locks. The author exhibits unexpected discrimina- 
tion in crediting foreigners with being cunning arti- 
ficers ; Chinese genernlly think, or pretend to think, 
that we are ignorant of everything. I n  line 8, refer- 
ence is made to the approaching examinations, when 
thousnnds of literati and students for degrees would 
be nsseinbled at Ch'ung-Ch'in~. The last line refers 

9 
to the popular belief that foreigners can after death 
return to life ; and, once more showing more know- 
ledge than might have been expected, combats this 
belief. 

Me, the Christian who visited us, owned a house 
in Ta-Li-Fu, nnd when Margary was there he visited 
Md. At that time JInrpry  was well treated ; but 
after his snd death, his murder, though it took place 
at some distance, seemed to excite even the people of 
Ta-Li-Fu ; and holding this extraordinary belief 
about the ability of foreigners to come to life, it some- 
how entered their heads that Margary was hidden 
with 116, and that he had the sum of four thousand 
twls with him. Tn this frantic state of mind they 
stormed the house of the unfortunate Mi!, and finding 
neither foreigner nor money pulled it down in re- 
venge. 

Raber's Ilonse mas supplied with the amonnt of 
furniture usual in Chinese dwellings. A few stiff 
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nrm chairs nnd clumsy tables, nnd n couple of heavy 
bedstends. The walls and ceilings were, of course, as 
dirty as can well be imagined. 

The Chinese have no idcn of convenience or in- 
convenience, and our chairs had hnrdly set us down 
when visitors came in. Amongst them n rnnn nnmed 
Hsunn, who came every day, and used to sit for tnTo 
or three hours, talking incessantly the whole tinlc ; 
he had pnsscd his exnmination, nnd hoped sooil to be 
appointed n Hsien. Whcnever he called he uscd to 
insist on my smoking one of his pipes ; i t  mould not 
have bcen exactly objcctionnblc if there had been 
more of it, but, like eating water-melon scccls, the 
end seemed out of all proportion to the inenns. 

rlpril 14.-JIonsicur ProvOt came to cong~ntnlate 
Haber on his instnllntion; nncl told us that the Ijisllop, 
Rlonscignenr I)esfleches, hnd gone to Ch'cng-Tu to sce 
tlie ncw Governor-Gei~eral, who mils csl~cctcd in n 
fern days, and to make complnint bcfore him of the 
persecutions to mhicll the Christians hntl 1)rm recently 
subjected in Chinng-I'ei-l,ii~g, n sinall city divided 
from. Ch'ung-Ch'ing by the river Hsino-Ho. ''heir 
houses had been surrounded, pillngetl, and l)nnlt, nnd 
the inmates driven nnTny with circ~l~ustnnccs of grent 
cruelty ; some of the Christians who veil turcd to return 
had been suddenly attnckcd and murtlcrecl, and the 
persecution hnd bcen continued for some n-eeks, during 
which time thirty persons had 1)een killed, some being 
cut into pieces nnd thrown into the river. The offi- 
cinls had taken little notice of the outrage, not even 
holding so much as an inquest on the corpses, merely 
reporting to head-quarters that n slight disturbance 
had occurred, and the Tao-Tai, who, ns was nflirmed 
by some, secretly instigntecl them. never raised a 
finger to repress the outrages. 
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Monsieur Provbt gave us news of Tibet. He had 
received a letter from Monseigneur Chauveau, Bishop 
of Ta-Chien-Lu, who said that n report had spread all 
over Western China and Tibet of the expected arrival 
of British and Russian xnissions at Lassa ; that this 
report had caused a most profound sensation ; that the 
Lamas were urging the people to refuse admittance 
to foreigners, and that forces were assembling on the 
frontier. 

There can be no doubt that a great change has 
come over the feelings of the Tibetans since the daye 
mhcn Bogle visited Lassa, and was so well received. 
There are two causes that may have combined to make 
the Tibetans afraid of Europeans. Firstly, our power 
in India has so enormously extended that the Tibe- 
tans sny, with much justice, ' Wherever an English- 
lnnn coines he soon possesses the country ; once we 
let an Englishman enter ours, we shall lose it.' The 
sccond adverse cause is the presence cf the mis- 
sionaries. In the time of Bogle there had been few 
attempts on the part of these to approach Tibet, and 
in those days the L m a s  had no fear of foreigners 
upsetting their power and their religion. But aince 
then there have h i 1  inany missionaries on the 
borders ; and these being the only foreigners the 
Tibetans know, they naturally fear for the supremacy 
of their faith. 

In the days of Bogle and Manning, and even aa 
lnte ns the time of Huc, i t  nppeared that among the 
Tibetans themselves neither Lamas nor people offered 
any objections to the approach of Europeans ; but that 
all the opposition, ,pat as it was, came entirely h m  
the Chinese officials. Since that time, however, it 
would appear that the Li~mas, who absolutely rule the 
people, have conceived a violent hatred to foreigners, 
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and have arrived at a determination to exclude them 
by every means in their power. 

I had some musical boxes with me which I had 
bought in London, thinking that they would be useful 
as presents. I now found that out of six the three best 
would not work, and imagining that they mould be rare 
curiosities, I showed them toour fat fFied Mb, and asked 
him if he thought that there was anybody here who 
could repair them. 'Oh, yes ! ' he said, ' and you can buy 
them for three taels,' about the price I paid in London. 

April 15.-A huge official placard was now 
posted on the door of Baber's house. It was to the 
effect that Baber had come here solely to look after 
trade ; that he had no connection with the French 
missionaries ; that people were to respect him ; that 
any rioters would be severely punished, &c., &c. This 
was a l l  very fine, but the details did not quite satisfy 
the exigencies of the uncompromising Baber, who 
visited the Fu in the course of the afternoon, and 
complained that the word England was not written 
big enough, and had not been put in a sufficiently 
exalted position on the paper ! He also told the Fu 
that he would have done better to have left out the 
passage in which it was stated that he was not con- 
nected with the French missionaries. The Fu said he 
did not think that a matter of much consequence. 
'Well,' said Baber, ' but suppose an English mis- 
sionary comes, what will you do then? and I believe 
there is one now on his way.' The idea of two sorts 
of foreign religion mas a complication that might 
well have exercised even a more educated mind than 
that of a Chinese Fu. So Baber promised to try and 
prevent the spectacle of two sets of missionaries 
preaching two different creeds. 

The Fu, very anxious that the conversation should 



not be overheard, conducted agreat deal of i t  in writing, 
a process that must have made it somewhat tedious. 

Whatever its demerits may have been, Ch'ung- 
Ch'ing was at least a housekeeper's paradise, as the 
following price list, supplied by Chin-Tti, will serve 
to show : 

Yellow cow-beef (aa the beef of an 
ordinary ox was called) . . 66 d a c a t t y .  

Buffalo cow-beef . 50 ,, ,, 
Kid's flesh . 120 ,, ,, 
The best small chickens . 100 ,, ,, 
Old cocks (very tough) . 90 '3 ,, 

Eggs, 6 cash each. Cabbages, 2 or 3 cash. 

The exchange made a penny about equal to 22 
cash, and a catty is 14 lbs. &oirdupois. 

The mnrket, too, was well supplied with fish, liver, 
kidneys, carrots, turnips, peas, beans, and a vegetable 
that made n very good imitation of spinach. It was 
almost impossible to buy sheep, and the kid's flesh 
was about ns tough and tasteless as i t  usually is in 
Eastern lands. But with a sack of potatoes, which 
the French missionaries presented to us, our feaats 
\\.ere by no means scanty. 

rlj)i'il 16.-A great deal of noise ushered in the 
august presence of the Chen-T'ni, who came to pay 
a visit to Baber, bringing with him, according to 
Chinese custom, a miscellaneous crowd. In China, 
during an official visit, it is always necessary to admit 
almost anyone who wishes to come in, in order that 
the people may know everything that is going on, and 
that no conspiracies may be hatched. The name of 
our visitor, when t~.mslated into English, waa Fields- 
~oithirz-Ficltls. He scrved with much credit during 
the Tni-Ping rebellion, ,and was present at the siege 
of Su-Chou, hut he said ho had never met Gordon. 

He w:ls evidently not a man of great intelligence, 
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for he asked Baber if in England we made glass, as 
they did in China, from rice. 

One of his attendants, with a grin, reminded the 
worthy Chen-T'ai that not even in the Great Central 
Nation had people learnt the art of making rice into 
glass. This did not disconcert him in the least, and 
saved Baber from the humiliation of being obliged to 
confess that we had not yet discovered this marvel- 
lous process. 

My servant, Chin-Tai, had been suffering from 
rheumatism, and I had asked Mb, the fat Christian, if 
he could h d  a doctor. When General Fields-&thin- 
Fie& .had gone with his crowd, Chin-Tai came to me 
looking particularly happy. He told me that three 
doctors had been to see him, and that each had pre- 
scribed for him ; I said that I hoped that there would 
not be the proverbial disagreement. ' No,' said Chin- 
Tai, ' with three doctors I am sure to get well very 
soon.' 

April 17.-The town of Ch'ung-Ch'ing is built so 
crookedly, and with such tortuous streets, that the 
people are compelled to use the terms ' to the right,' 
' to the left,' & giving. directions about the way to 
any place. Ordinarily, in China, the towns are built 
with a certain amount of regularity, and the people 
say ' go north ' or ' go south,' &c. They become so 
habituated to this that, even out in the open country, 
they use the same expressions, having, as a rule, not 
the most remote conception as to where the north 
point really is. This custom has had the effect of 
impressing on foreigners generally a most exaggerated 
belief in a Chinaman's knowledge of the points of the 
compass. 

We went for a walk one morning on the other 
side of the river, and took the photographer with us, 
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m d  left him to his own devices. When we returned 
home he told us that the people had thrown stones 
nnd bricks at the camera. He said that his attempts 
had not been very successful. The Chinese people 
believe that foreigners make a juice out of children's 
eyes for photographic purposes ; they say ' A man, or 
a dog, or a horse cannot see without eyes, how then 
cnn that machine ? If it has not got eyes of its own, 
it must have the eyes of somebody else.' Their logic 
is unanewerable, especially the brickbats and stonee. 
The next time that Baber's photographer essayed his 
art, he went out under the guidance of the fat Chria- 
tinn M&, who could talk to the people in their own 
dialect ; the photographer, who was a Shanghai man, 
finding the language of Ssil-Ch'uan quite unin- 
telligible. 

I now began the preparation8 for my departure, 
nnd seeing that here, as everywhere else, money forms 
the sinews of war, I sent for the banker, on whom bills 
hnd been given me at Hankow. He profeesed himself 
quite ready to give me m y  amount of silver, and said 
he had correspondents at Ch'bng-Tu, so that I could 
get my money there instead of taking it with me. 
Of course this was a great convenience, so I arranged 
for him to give me what was necessary for the journey, 
and bills for the rest on the Ch'bng-Tu bankers. 

Exchange is a matter that in China alwaye gives 
a good den1 of trouble. The tael is, properly speaking, 

weight of about 14 oz. avoirdupois. The term ' k l  ' 
is foreign one, the Chinese word being ' liang.' 
Allnost every province, and often each important city 
in a province, hns its own tael ; thus a piece of silver 
that weighs a tael at Ch'ung-Ch'ing will weigh less 
thnn a tml at Ch'eng-Tu ; and, as all payments are 
made by weight, it is necessary to have a balance for 



each place. Then the quality of the silver varies ; 
and besidea this, in making small payments, there is 
the further complication of the number of cash, or 
' chen,' as the Chinese call them, to the tad ; this is of 
course unavoidable. It costs less to carry a pound of 
silver one hundred milea than it does to carry the 
equivalent value of brass ; and at places fsr re- 
moved h m  centrea of civilisation, the tendency is, 
naturally, to bring more to an equality the value of 
the two metals, just as the values of all goods tend to 
equalise themselves relatively the greater distance 
they are carried. But, however unavoidable, the 
diEculty is none the less troublesome to a traveller, 
who thus has three things to look to : first, the quality 
of the silver ; secondly, the weight of the tael ; and, 
thirdly, the number of cash to the tael. 

I now wiehed to engage another servant, and a 
man came to me, and went through the usual formality 
of knocking his head on the ground. 

I aeked him if be would be my servant, and travel 
with me. 

Yes, he answered, he was willing to follow me 
anywhere. 

' Very well then,' I said, ' I will pay you seven 
taels a month.' 

Chin-Tai, who was acting as my interpreter, now 
conversed with him for about half an hour. The 
dialogue was reduced in English to the laconic state- 
ment, ' He says he wants fifteen taels.' This I de- 
clined, and Liu-Liu, for such was his name, went 
away ; but he returned in a few hours, saying he had 
quite misunderstood my offer, that he had consulted 
his brother, and that if I would give him some ad- 
vance for his wife, and would pr mise to pay his fare 
back to Ch'ung-Ch'ing when I L d done with him, he 

VOL. I. T 
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would come with me. All of which meant that he 
had merely been trying, in accordance with Chinese 
custom, to get as much as he could. So the compact 
wzls sealed, and Liu-Liu (or the Willow) became my 
servant. 

A day seldom passed without visitors. MB re- 
turned triumphant fiom his photographic expedition ; 
his part of the business had been srttisfactorily ac- 
complished ; but the photographer's efforts can hardly 
be said to have been crowned with success. He could 
not show us much except some clouded glasses, and I 
never heard that any pictures were subsequently 
achieved. The banker came in again while MB was 
with us, and Hsuan of the perpetual tongue. 

There me no mules in this part of the province, 
and it was therefore necessary to look for coolies, but 
as I was able to send most of my goods by water, I 
did not require a p a t  number of carriers. I had to 
buy a chair also for myself to ride in, because, in thia 
province, a chair is the usual means of locomotion ; 
and to have travelled otherwise would not only have 
been against the inexorable law of custom, but would 
have entailed a loss of dignity that might have been 
inconvenient. After I had once started, however, I 
rarely rode in the chair, except when entering or 
leaving a large town ; in the country I invariably 
walked, or rode on a pony. The chair was, neverthe- 
less, invaluable for carrying a few th.mgfl in, for with 
four coolies, and no one riding in it, it could always 
travel very fast, and in the plains could even keep up 
with me when I was walking, so that when I anived 
at my destination, the chair was seldom far behind, 
and I had not to wait an interminable time for all the 
odds and ends, writing and drawing materials, &c., 
Src., that I wanted immediately. 
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In  a large city like Ch'ung-Ch'ing there was no 
difficulty in finding any number of coolies, and Chin- 
Tai soon found a coolie-master willing to provide for 
all my wants. 

Apil  24.-An elaborate agreement that would 
have h e s h e d  the heart of a lawyer in Chancery Lane 
was now drawn up between this coolie-master and 
myself : detailing specifically what I might and what 
I might not do ; the places at which we were to halt; 
and how long we were to stop at them ; and the extra 
amount to be paid, in case I wilfully delayed on the 
journey. The coolie-master on his side pledged him- 
self to use all reasonable care and forethought for the 
safety of my goods, and to arrive at places specified 
within a certain time. But, unlike English documents, 
this charter once drawn up and verbally agreed to by 
the coolie-master and myself required neither witness 
nor signature ; but being confided to the depths of 
my pocket, wm as valid, according to Chinese usage, 
ss the most formal document that ever issued fiom 
Lincoln's Inn. 

This confidence that people in China have in one 
another is a feature in the character of the people that 
has been strangely unnoticed by foreign writers. 
Merchants in China rely implicitly on one another ; 
indeed, if they did not, all business would come to an 
end at once. In my position I was over and over 
again compelled to trust the Chinese with large sums 
of money without receiving any receipt, and in other 
ways tu rely on their probity to a far greater extent 
than I should have trusted Europeans, or Chinese if I 
could have avoided it. But I was never deceived in 
the smallest degree, nor did I lose anything during 
a l l  the time I was travelling. Of course if I had 
set my wits against those of the Chinese I should 
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. have been taken in continually ; and if I had tried 
to drive bargains, I should certainly never have 
succeeded. A Chinaman, if he is anything, 
will always rrsk as much as he thinks he can get, even 
if he knows it to be ten times the value of the article; 
but amongst the respectable Chinew there is a strong 
feeling of commercial m o d t y .  It probably arises 
not fiom m y  natural inborn virtuee, but h m  the 
necessities of the case ; for there is no reason to 
suppose that the Chinese race forms an exception to 
the general rule of humanity, the heart of which is 
declared to be by the %hest Authority deceitful 
above a l l  things, and desperately wicked. If a Chinese 
weaver adulterated his silk, it would be known at 
once, he would be a marked man, and his trade would 
cease. If the English manufacturer never eold hie 
g o d s  at a greater distance than one hundred miles 
from his doors, it is probable that he also would find 
the advantages of honesty in his policy. Necessity is 
not only the mother of invention, but the origin of 
all custom ; and custom in time becomes not law but 
something even more binding. 

When I called to say good-bye to the missionaries, 
I found that they were firmly persuaded that political 
missions from every quarter were being poured into 
Tibet, and that Baber and 1 were connected in eome 
myateribus manner with the inscrutable purposes of 
these expeditione. When I assured them that I had 
nothing whatever to do with Government or Govern- 
ment missions, and that I was a private individual 
travelling for my own objects, they smiled incredu- 
lously, aa if unwilling to be thought simple-minded 
enough to believe so foolieh a etory ; and even with 
the proverbial politeness of Frenchmen, they could 
hardly help showing that they thought Albion waa aa 



p e r w  as ever ; and if reasonable Europeans could 
not believe it, how could it be expected that the 
Chinese would ? In fact, they never did ; from first 
to last I passed for an important &cial on some 
eecret service, and was invariably treated aa such. 

April 26.-Evergthing was at length ready for a 
start, and I found coolies sitting about, waiting for 
their loads to be adjusted. A chair that I had bought 
was now fiesh fi-om the painter and decorator ; there 
were, besides, mall chairs that were hired for the ser- 
vants, and a pony about eleven hands high was ready 
to be saddled. Twenty coolies sufficed for my lug- 
gage ; besides theee there were four coolies for my 
chair, four for the chaire of the servrmta, and one man, 
who glorified himself with the title of Ma-Fu, with 
the pony. 

Baggage in this part of the world is carried in 
cages made of bamboo. Long bamboos run along 
the top of two sides of the cage, cross pieces connect 
the ends, and these rest on the shoulders of the 
coolies. This is a very convenient method of carry- 
ing baggage, as the loads can be packed and un- 
packed in a .few minutes ; moreover, there is no 
jolting or knocking about, and the most slender box 
might be carried in this way for weeks or months 
without getting any harm ; on mules or in carts the 
baggage is terribly knocked about, and of these, carts 
are certainly by far the worst. I have seen new 
cartridge boxes, fresh h m  an English gunmaker, 
broken to pieces and rendered utterly useless in two 
days of cart travel. In fact, for mule or cart travel- 
%, there ia nothing like real solid English leather ; 
and a box or portmanteau well made of this material 
will survive even these terrible trials. 

Dividmg the luggage into portions of equal weight, 
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and arrmb&g the loads properly, occupied some time ; 
the coolies can memure the weight of a load very 
exactly by simply trying it. They are so accustomed 
to o. certain weight that they can tell immediately 
whether it is too much. In doing this, they stand to 
the cross b m ,  take hold of them with their hands, 
which for this purpose they always cms ,  and just lift 
the load once or twice off the ground. 

My fat friend M& came to see me off; and with a 
hearty shake of the hand I said good-bye to Baber, 
whom I hoped to see in the course of a few weeks. 
Without this expectation I should not have parted 
with a light heart from one who had been a cheery 
companion for so many weeks. But ' Dieu diepose,' 
and I still have to look forward to the plemure I 
hoped for so long ago. 

I started in my chair, and as, with the exception 
of a short ride in the city, this was the first time I had 
tried this method of progression, T found that W t y  
and discomfort were in about equal proportions, for 
to one unmcustomed, the motion, especially in hilly 
countries, is very disagreeable. When I mas well 
clear of the t o m  I descended, and found walking 
preferable. The road ran for some distance by the 
side of the river, winding about amongst h i s  five 
hundred to a thousand feet high, sometimes shaded 
by hedies of pomegranates from the sun, which waa 
now becoming powerful. The hill-sides were dotted 
with the white-walled Ssti-Ch'uan fkrmhouses in 
their clumps of bamboos, looking the very emblems 
of peme. Yew trees often sheltered fine large graves ; 
and here and there, under a fine banyan, there would 
be one of the small religious shrines which the Euro- 
peans call joss-houses, from a corruption of the Portu- 
guese ' Ueos,' God. This term is applied to temples and 
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shrines of all sizes : from the gorgeous buildings, the 
pride of some important city, to the roughly carved 
stone found by the wayside, which may be nothing 
more elaborate than a solid block, two or three feet 
high, cut into the form of a gable at the top, with a 
hollow chipped out in fiont for burning incense in. 

Ati this time of the year, pious people bring paper 
money to the shrines and temples ; and in the neigh- 
bourhoocl of one of these the roads are strewn with 
such amazing quantities of this rubbish, that the 
traveller fancies himself again at school enjoying the 
sport of a paper chase. 

Theoretically, real money is brought to these 
places, and put on the shrine as an offering. No 
doubt in the forgotten days of dim antiquity this was 
done ; but long ago the eminently utilitarian spirit of 
the Chinese conceived the idea of paper money, which 
is manufactured, in the vicinity of most temples, with 
a machine something like a gun-wad cutter, in irnita- 
tion of copper cash-another proof, if proof were 
wanting, that the Chinese have now no relqgous belief 
whatever, and that their elaborate ceremonies are no 
more than customs hallowed only by their age. 

The road waa paved ; it was in excellent repair, 
and about six feet wide, very broad for a Chinese 
road. There was some opium ; but not one tenth of 
the land cultivated was planted with that crop. There 
was also a little wheat ; but nearly the whole ground 
was given up to rice. The water was now on the 
paddy-fields, and the country from the top of the hills 
looked as if it were flooded. I met very little traffic 
of any kind, and a h r  a walk of twenty miles I found 
a fair inn at Pai-Shi-Yi-Ch'ang. 

April 27.- The streets in this place were fairly 
clean, and not quite so narrow as is usually the case 
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in China. They were all covered over with matting 
to keep out the sun ; and at the early hour of our 
start there were few people about. 

Our course lay in a south-westerly direction, 
across a wide valley, amongst low undulating hills ; 
everything was very green, fresh, and, aa nearly all 
the rice fields were under water, there waa very little 
dust. The coolies in the fields were busy at work 
raising water from the lower to the upper terraces, 
eitting under the shelter of big umbrellas ; and from 
the top of a hill these looked like a number of gigantic 
mushrooms dotted about over the plain below. 

The method in use is aa follows : 
A small trough is laid from the lower to the upper 

level. The trough is square, and open at both ends. 
An endless rope with floats on it passes over two 
wheels. The floats exactly fit the trough, and bring 
the water up. The wheels are turned by treadmills; 
on which the coolies work all day in the sun, nearly 
naked, sheltered by the big umbrellas, and fanning 
themselves the while. The use of fms amongst the 
Chinese is rather a novel sight at first. Everyone 
carries a fm ; the very chair coolies aa they run along 
are fanning themselves ; the coolies resting by the 
roadside sit with fans ; travellers on horseback, and 
shopkeepers at their doors, none me without fans; and 
I very soon adopted the universal custom. 

I halted for breakfast at a little wayside tea-shop, 
or restaurant : merely a roofed shed of mud, with no 
wall in the front, and the back partly open. A par- 
tition of mud, threa feet high, divides the private 
residence of the family from the public part of the 
building ; and in one corner there is a fireplace for 
cooking. The main body of the room is occupied by 
little tables and narrow benches. In China benches 
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are never more than three feet long and six inches 
wide. 

Here the customers sit down, drink tea, and call 
for the dishes they desire ; generally a little rice and 
chopped vegetables ; or if particularly rich they may 
iuddge in bean-curd cakes, or some of the innu- 
merable sweatmeata always for sale, such as toffee 
flavoured with ginger, and hardbake made with walnut 
insctead of almonds. 

In the afternoon the road running in a westerly 
direction croased the general line of drainage, and 
whenever it passed over one of the parallel ridgea, which 
here ran about north and south, it ascended by a gorge 
to the summit, where a wall was usually carried for 
some distance along the crest. The road led through 
a strong gate, with places for a portcullis, and 
descended by another narrow gorge ; the paas was 
thus made into a strong position that would be very 
difficult to force. In many places people were re- 
pairing these walls, though against what enemy it 
would be difficult to say. 

My servant, Liu-Liu, who, like all new brooms, 
was very useful for the first day or two, managed 
to keep up with me, a success my other servants never 
achieved. He seemed, however, to share with the 
British tourist the delusion that the louder an un- 
known language is spoken the more intelligible it is. 
At times, when he thought I ought to understand him, 
the drums of my ears mm risks that long afterwards I 
trembled to think of. Directly we arrived at an inn, 
he used to send the coolie with the gigantic kettle of 
'hot water,' for which it was customary to call, the 
tea always being understood. The Chinese always 
drink boiling tea if they can get it, and in a very short 
time I became so habituated to the hot drinks that 
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I preferred them to anything cold. I n  these paddy- 
field countries unboiled water is very dangerous, and 
it is therefore an enormous advantage to be able to get 
tea ; for however poor the leaves may be, it is certain 
to be made with absolutely boiling wrtter, and so all 
danger from drinking i t  is avoided. 

Apil28.-Our route kept rather to the south of 
west, and skirted another range of hills, running north 
and south, which ends near here, the road turning its 
flank. The landscape was exceedingly pretty ; for the 
valley between the two ranges was not flat, but undu- 
lating, with charming clumps of trees and a great deal 
of wood on the hill-sides. The cultivation wae still 
nearly all rice, but there wrls much more opium than 
I had noticed before. In the poppy fields the petals 
had now all fallen from the flowers, and the people 
were scraping a thick, black, viscous fluid from the 
outside of the seed-pods with knives. 

There were great numbers of st r:twberries by the 
road-side. Like wood strawberrieg in appearance, 
they were very red, m d  looked delicious ; but they 
tasted like grass, m d  were said to be poisonous. 
They have a yellow flower. 

We halted for breakfast at Yung-Ch'uan-Hsien, 
a good-sized town, where the politeness of the in- 
habitagts overcame their curiosity. The arrival of a 
European in European costume was an almost un- 
heard-of event, and the process of writing without 
ink (for I always used a manifold writer) was one 
that invariably caused the deepest interest; yet in 
this town, at eleven o'clock in the morning, a very 
busy time of the day, I sat writing in an inn in 
the main street with my doors wide open, and not 
more than two or three people came to look at me, 
and these stood at a respectful distance. 
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After leaving this town we struck a river tumbling 
over some rocks in a little cascade, below which waa 
a delicious-looking pool. We followed up a pretty 
etream for some distance to a town, where it was 
crossed by one of the roofed bridges, so common in 
China. The careful way in which everything is 
roofed here must strike the eye of any traveller : 
houses, gateways, bri-, triumphal arches, and, 
indeed, almost wherever it is practicable to put a roof, 
there one is sure to be ; even the walls are often coped 
with glazed tiles, so that the timber-work, being built 
in the most solid manner, and carefully protected 
fiom the weather by an efficient covering, laata an 
incredible time, even in a country where rains and 
snow are regular in their occurrence. 

I wae just preparing to enter the town in state, 
when I recognised one of our French clerical friends 
in a chair coming towards me ; but the unexpected 
apparition of a foreigner, in a pair of knickerbockers, 
l o o w  exceedingly hot, dusty, and untidy, so startled 
him, that for a moment he did not know me. He had 
been into the country to pay a visit to some Christians, 
and was now returning to Ch'ung-Ch'ing. 

In  the evening I stopped at a quaint inn at the 
village of T'ai-P'ing-Ch6n. The only room was a 
huge barn-like structure, with a loft over it ; the ceil- 
ing had at one time been papered, but most of the 
paper was torn off, and hung down in filthy festoons. 
Under the floor there waa a grinding machine and a 
store of grain. After I was safely established, some- 
body lit a fire in this place below me ; and as the only 
escape for the smoke was ihrough big holes in the floor 
of my apartment, I should soon have been stifled by 
the pungent fumes, had not the people politely put 
out their fire at my request. 
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In the night there was a magnificent thunder- 
storm. I discovered a window that would open, or 
rather a huge aperture closed by folding shutters ; by 
standing on the bed I could just see out of it, and 
there was rather a pretty view. As a rule in China 
i t  is rare to find either windows or doors placed with 
any regard to scenery. The Chinese seem to take no 
pleasure whatever in a view, and their rooms always 
look out into filthy streets, or close courtyards, often 
roofedin. Thereis much to be saidin a utilitarian 
point of view for this taste, because it keeps the 
rooms cool in summer and warm in winter; but it 
certainly grates against the f&gs to find, in the 
midst of pretty and sometimes magnificent scenery, all 
the houses so constructed that nothing can ever be 
looked at except dirty walls. 

There was a hillock with a solitary tree on it 
about four hundred yards distant, and as I stood 
watching the storm, I expected every moment that the 
tree would be struck, for the electric discharges were 
not more than one thousand feet dietant. But the 
rain that descended like a deluge must have saved it, 
for it was still standing when I looked out the next 
morning. The forked lightning that came straight 
down all round was so continuous that I could almost 
read by the light ; when I went to bed, my room 
was shaking with the continued crsahes of thunder ; 
I awoke in the middle of the night, and i t  wae 
nearly as violent ; m d  when I rose in the morning, it 
was still growling sullenly in the distance. 

April 2 9. -The rain in most countries would have 
increased the difficulties of travel ; but China is the 
land of contrasts ; here the rods  are a l l  paved, and 
as in the plains of this fortunate province they are 
kept in excellent repair, the rain, instead of making 



mud, serves to cool the stones, which in the blazing 
sun become very hot for the feet of the coolies. 

The rain had quite left off when we started ; and 
the freshness of the morning was delicious. The 
watercouree~l were all brimming ; streruns ran over 
the road ; the paddy fields mere flooded ; and the 
water was rushing in torrents from the upper of these 
into the lower. The road ran through an undulating, 
well-wooded coixntry ; but the landscape at thiR time 
of the year ia always more or less spoilt by the paddy 
fields, which give the appearance of an inundation of 
muddy water, without any of the picturesque spots in 
a true flood. The perfect regularity of the fields and 
ferraces is so monotonous that, however much they 
may be admired in a material sense, they can hardly 
be considered pleasing from an artistic point of view. 

As the inns in this country are constructed for the 
accommodation of foot passengers and coolies, they 
are of a different character from those in the north, 
where nearly all the transport is by mules, and where, 
in consequence, the inns are arranged as much for the 
convenience of animals as for the comfort of men. 
Turning suddenly and unexpectedly out of the main 
thoroughfare of the town, if the traveller should be in 
a chair, a wide opened gateway through which he is 
carried is unobserved, and passing through what 
appears to be a short and narrow street, he is depo- 
sited at the door of the principal room of the inn. 
The narrow street is in reality the courtyard ; and 
the low barn-like buildings on esch side are the less 
important rooms of the hotel, where fat Chinamen 
may be seen through thc open doors and windows, 
sleeping, eating, or smoking, and sometimes, though 
very rarely, reading or writing. The large state-room 
at the end is seldom occupied ; for rather than expend 



the few extra cash for additional comfort, a Chinman, 
unless he is tolerably rich, or an important official, 
prefers to live in the little pigsties at the side, and 
save his money. This is another feature in the Chi- 
nese character, and by no means a reprehensible one. 
Even to a man fairly off, the sum of one cash is a 
consideration, and to save it he would prefer an in- 
ferior article, or take a most astonishing amount of 
trouble. Amongst Chinese, three-quarters of the con- 
versation is about cash; how Liu has saved one, or 
how Yang has been foolish enough to spend fifty on 
something that he could have bought nearly ss good 
for forty-nine. 

Every day I waa more impressed with the gentle- 
ness of the people. After having been accustomed to 
find myself universally regarded ae a fair and legiti- 
mate object of ridicule and wonder, it  seemed quite 
strange to be able to come in of an afternoon and sit 
down to write for a couple of hours quietly before 
dinner. In many places in this part of the country 
I mas left aa much alone aa I should have been in 
England ; certainly much more so than a Chinaman, 
in his long coat, long plait, queer shoes, and huge 
spectacles, mould be in any English market town. 

At Jung-Ch'ang-Hsien I had the misfortune to 
rest at a hotel where the number of travellers wae so 
great that the place appeared to be a small city. 

The travelling Chinaman, when he has arrived 
at his destination, usually divides his time between 
eating, drinking, smoking, md sleeping ; he seldom 
enjoys any excitement, not &om lack of power so much 
as from want of opportunity. The afternoons and 
evenings of these people must be appalling in their 
monotony, and melancholy illustrations of the truth 



of Talleyrand's prophetic warning to the young man 
who did not play cards. 

It would have been unreasonable to have expected 
the three or four dozen inhabit'mts of this inn to miss 
so rare an occasion of amusing themselves, and such 
an expectation would have been completely falsified. 

My door was soon blocked up, and the little of 
the somewhat unsavouly air that had previously en - 
tered entirely excluded. The crowd remained gazing 
at me all the evening, and when I went to bed it had 
not altogether dispersed. 

April 30.-Jung-Ch'ang-Hsien is on the left bank 
of a river ninety yards wide, which we crossed by n 
bridge just above a rapid. There were a good many 
boats, doubtless on their may to Ch'ung-Ch'ing. We 
followed down the right b'mk of the river for aljout a 
mile and a h a ,  and then struck west, through an undu- 
lating country, towards a range of hills running north 
and south, the sides of which were more wooded than 
cultivated. A town bcyond seemed to do n thriving 
trade in red terra-cotta goods. Ten-pots, snuff-bottles, 
pipes, and dl sorts of odds and ends were exposed 
in almost every other shop. The streets were not 
crowded, and the people paid very little nttention to 
me as I passed through. 

A little further on I turned into a tea-shop for 
breakfnst, and sat down n t  a table on which there 
were about half n dozen cups, with a pinch of ten at 
the bottom of each. The boiling water wm poured 
into one of them immediately, and the refreshing 
draught was ready ns Poon ns it was cool enougli for 
my pampered throat. One of the n-nitcrs went round 
the room every five ~ri inute~ or so, and filled np the 
cups with boiling \\-:ltcr froin n huge kettle. J\*hile 
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my breakfast was being cooked I looked round. The 
tea-house, open along the whole length of its front, 
faced the road, but a wooden wall, coming down from 
the roof to within seven feet of the ground, kept out 
the heat and glare ; and a thick straw matting, pro- 
jecting from the top of the open part, cast a grateful 
shade across the r o d ,  tempting the voyagers to stop 
and have a dish of tea. As I sat facing the h n t ,  a 
~hort ,  benevolent-looking old man, with a grey beard 
and mustachios, stood behind a counter at my left. 
At his back there were a number of small square 
drawers, and above these some porcelain jars and 
bottles contained the various ingmhents for pre- 
paring his savoury dishes. Some big wooden tube 
for rice or g r h  were at his side, and a little child 
holding his hmd joined in the gaze of wonder that 
some coolies, leaning against the front of the counter, 
bestowed on me, as over their trivial pipes they 
discussed my remarkable appearance. The cooking- 
place mas on my right, with a smoke stack passing 
out through a hole in the roof. The centre of the 
room wm occupied by small square tables, and there 
dl my coolies were having their breakfsst, and enjoy- 
ing the unwonted treat of plenty of time to eat it in. 
That they found this a luxury I could guess from the 
may in which some of them dallied with their beans 
Iwtore commencing serious operations on the rice, 
instead of shovelling the latter down in the fashion of 
the boat coolies on our old junk. The people here 
seemed very fond of broad beans roasted. I watched 
several of the coolies commence their meal with a dish 
of these ; one man in particular took them up one by 
one with his chopsticks, and chose them carefully 
from his little dish with the air of a gourmet, who 
feels that, having plenty of leisure, it will never do to 
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throw away the opportunity of playing the epicure. 
Directly on my right, and near one corner of the 
room, a huge tub, kept warm by stem, contained the 
rice (boiled in some other place), and while I was 
looking on, a coolie came in with a fresh tub, taking 
away the other, which had just been finished. An 
attendant dips a large wooden ladle into the steaming 
tub, and takes out the rim ; with an artistic turn of 
the wrist he puts it into a bowl, about as large as a 
small slop basin, and, giving it a dexterous pat, the 
clean white grains are piled up in a smooth and 
regular dome above the edge of the cup. This tub of 
rice gives plenty of work to the attendant. Another 
coolie demands a second portion. In an instant the 
waiter fills a bowl, walks quickly to the customer, and 
transfers the contents to the other cup without drop- 
ping a grain. The scene is full of life : the busy 
attendants with their bowls of rice, or pots of boiling 
water ; others cooking, and more taking away the 
bowls and dishes that have been used. All the time 
coolies on their journey pass in front to and fro at 
the quick, half-walk half-run, sort of gait they adopt. 
Now a big chair, with red outside, and an official 
hat fastened behind, followed by a man with a red 
umbrella, proclaims an oficiG of some importance ; 
but the drawn blinds prevent my seeing what he is 
like. Now a very small and shabby two-coolie chair 
comes dong, with a fat Chinman half asleep and 
stupid with several hours of this unpleasant motion. 
Perhaps the coolies stop here for their food ; but the 
sallow Chinaman sits stolidly without moving until 
they have finished. Most of the people at this time 
of day pass the tea-house, but some turn in for a 
little rehshment ; and others, waking straight to 
where a tub of cold water is standing, rince out their 

VOL. I. U 
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mouths, and proceed on their journey. As a counter- 
foil to a11 this busy activity, across n field, I can see, 
nbout n quarter of n mile away, a clump of bamboos 
lnzily waving their tops to the gentle breeze, and 
nhcltcri~~g n house the roof of which just appenrs 
above n hcdge of pomegranates and brambles. This 
is bnckcd up by a fine clump of firs and willows, 
sti~l~diilg in bold relief against the liquid blue of s 
range of hills in the extreme distnnce. 

About sixteen and a half miles from Jung-Ch'ang- 
IIsicn mc passed through another t o m  ; and at 
tn-cnty miles, on gaining the summit of a low ridge, I 
co~dd see the pagoda, which I felt sure dominated 
T,~uilg-Ch'nng-Hsien, our deatination. This is a seven- 
storied pagoda, wit11 a good-sized tree growing on the 
top of it, which, n t  this distance, looked like the steer- 
ing si~ils of nn English n-indmill. Another thrce- 
quarters of n ~rlile brought nu to n t o m  on n good 
strcalll twenty ynrcls nide ; this was crossed by a 
bridge of large stone piles, thc tops of which were 
cnrvecl into the hcnds of gigantic dragons, p-yphons, 
nnd other monstcrp. This must be the dragon bridge 
mentioned by Cooper. 

Reforc rcaching the city, me Fere made awnre of 
its ~icinity by s(:\-~ral triumphal arches erected across 
thc. road. 'l'llcsc tri~~mphnl arches are not only 
witnesses to tlic artistic feelinm of the people of 

? Ssii-Ch'unn, Lnt they arc, even in the excellence of 
tllcir s c ~ ~ l l ) t ~ ~ ~ r b ,  cllill.:~c.tori~tic of the realism so con- 
~picuuuc; a fe:~t~lrc in tllc t'liiursc, and orlc that irltlkes 
tllcln so eminently n 11i:lttcr-of-fact people. 

Scithcr in thcir l ) ~ ~ i l ( l i ~ ~ g s  11or i l l  their 1)icturcs is 
:lllything left, to thc i~nagil~ntinn of the sl)cctntor, and 
tllc :~rtists tllc~r~sclvcs see111 tlcvoid of this quality. 

These triumphal arches that are so frequent 
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in Ssii-Ch'uan are generally of stone, and on the 
superstructure at the top are elaborate carvings in 
relief; these m most artistic in their execution, and 
represent officials administering justice, and various 
other scenes of domestic and public life, in which the 
expressions of the faces are caught with a wonderfully 
sympathetic spirit, and delineated with a masterly 
hand. 

Yet in everything there is the Chinamnn's want of 
ideality ; his carvings represent nothing but what he 
haa absolutely seen over and over again with his own 
eyes ; he is quite incapable of forming an idea of any- 
thing beyond. His pictures me the same : insects of 
life size, magpies on willow trees, bridges, ponds, m d  
hills, all realized, but with not enourrh imagination in 

P the whole to produce even perspehve. Even in the 
representation of Hell me saw the other day there 
was no imagination. The demons mere people such 
as themselves, with prtinted faces ; and the tortures 
such as might be inflicted by their own officials. Of 
heaven they have no idea., and that they never try to 
conceive. Everything they do is material and realistic, 
m d  imagination does not exist in their nature. From 
imagination springs the power of inception, or, in 
other words, originality ; and, as might be expected, 
or rather as must follow by a natural sequence, the 
Chinese are remwkable for their want of originality. 
In  the course of ages, as the necessity arises, as popu- 
lation increases, and life becomes more difficult, the 
law of the survival of the fittest may come into play, 
and the reign of intellect begin. But at present, 
wit.h the want in the national character of the power 
of inception, they must be for s long time to come 
dependent on the aid of foreigners. 

I came from Marscillcs to IIong-Kong with two 
u 2 
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Chinese who had been to Europe to learn European 
naval tactics, European ship-building, and European 
navigation. They were returning fo their country 
no doubt highly instructed and much benefited ; but 
one of thcm, by the permission of the captain, who 
wondcrcd ,matly, copied the log of the ship carefully 
cvcry clay. He mas under the impression that if he 
should evcr take a s h ~ p  from Marseilles to Hong- 
ICong he would be able to do it by carefully sailing 
the same course. 

I had n long iide through the main street of Lung- 
Ch'nng, and on arrival outside an inn found there was 
no room ; but although I waited here some time, 
until the coolie, who mlts sent to explore, codd re- 
turn, the people of the town passed me without 
evcn troubliig themselves to turn their heads. The 
nest inn I\-~IS but n few paces distant, and passing up 
the princiyd court I turned into a side yard that led 
to thc room where I mas lodged. 

This was n remarkable contrnst to my last night'e 
lotlgincr. In front there mas a large courtyard, shut ='. 
in by high m d s .  My room led into a smde r  one, 
that opwcd out behind into another very narrow 
court, sheltered by a vine trailing over a bamboo 
trellis. My room was at least twenty feet high, and 
I :1p1)rcciated the delights of quiet &r the disagrees- 
blus of the previous evening. Ss&-Ch'uan has almaye 
h c n  cclebrntcd for the comfort, cleanliness, and size 
of its inns, which are generally far superior to those 
of othcr provinces, but this was, even in Ssii-Ch'uan, 
csccptionnl, and during a l l  my travels I certainly 
did :lot fiud half a dozen others that could vie with it 
in tiny 1v:ty. 

The he:id man of the coolies came in, and we had 
a long  discus^;^ 11. He wanted me to go to the fire- 
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wells at Tzii-Liu-Ching with only a few coolies, and 
let him go on with the rest by a different and shorter 
road. He said that we could effect a junction in four 
days, and that the road to the fire-wells was so bad 
that no coolies could travel fast on it ; but I remarked, 
' Twenty coolies can go as fast as one.' Then he said 
the inns were small, and there would be no room for 
so many. 

He was, of course, only inventing excuses, and 
when I insisted on all going with me he made no 
fbiher remark. 

It is always customary to pay the coolies a portion 
of their wages every two or three days ; and here it 
was necessary to go through one of the fearful caeh 
operations. I gave Chin-Tai some lumps of silver, 
which, as usual, the money-changer found of a less 
weight than I made them myself 

May 1.-Leaving Lung-Ch'nng Hsien we crossed 
the river, and turning aside from the main road to 
Ch'eng-Tu struck into a bypath. But although not 
so wide, and in a few places out of repair, it  wm 
excellent for travelling on ; winding about amongst 
low hills of sandstone, where there were many clumps 
of firs, and groves of orange-trees, that coming into 
blossom mnde the air fragrant with their perfume. 
There was not very much land under opium cultiva- 
tion ; wherever the fields had been devoted to that 
crop I noticed that the seed-pods had already been 
cut off the he& of the poppies. These seed-pods 
are threshed out with a wooden flail; the seed is 
winnowed, and the husks put in the sun to dry. I 
saw a little Indian corn also about a foot high. 

We passed through one town after about eight 
and three-quarter miles, and went on to Wmg-Chia- 
Ch'ang, a village fifteen miles from Lung-Ch'ang. 
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This was a wretched place, and my room would h d l y  
have h e u  called n good cattle-shed. The people here 
were in the miclcile of a fast, and for three days would 
e:it neither eggs, fish, flesh, nor fowl ; nor would they 
allow Chin-Tai to cook any of these in their cooking 
i11)1)i1rnt~~, or at  their fires. 

The simht, however, of others sinning only in- 
b. 

, crcnsed their self-glorification ; and far from being 
scnudnlised, when I openly devoted myself to eggs 
and bccf'stcaks, they mere highly gratified at being 
ablc to rcflcct on their own superior piety. In  fact 
the plcnsure was so great that no one in the place 
could tlcprive himself of it ; as usual the door burst 
from the pressure, and all the people and children 
tunibled in on the top of one another. The scuflle 
roused iny tired dog, who began to bark, at which 
the pcol~le, who had never before henrd such a fearful 
noise, scattered and fled. 

I illarched in the afternoon to Niu-Fu-Tu. 
The nigllt esceedingly sultry, and not a 

breath of itir sccmcd nble to penetrate even to the 
streets, ~nuch less to the recesses of the close and 
stuffy inn ; but early in the night the distant growl- 
ing of tlic thunder, and the frequent flashes of light- 
ning, presaged another storm ; and as I lay down 
niicler .n sheet I exclaimed with the pious Wang-Erh, 
' Oh, Mane I:uddha, I knock my head ! ' and with 
gooil rci1so11, for the tempest broke, the rains de- 
sccntletl, ant1 great was the fall of the thermometer. 

-1Li1,1/ 2.-It was not with much regret that I left 
thc gloomy :inti cavernous inn, where at three o'clock 
~ 1 1  n siiilslli~ly afternoon I had been forced to light 
canrllcs h r  my writing. 

C(ros4lig the river, hcre one hundred and fifty 
yitrrls Groi~tl, we found the farmers transplanting the 
pm'lly illto the rice-fields. 
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I breakfasted at  a tea-house open at the back, 
where, in a sort of courtyard behind, there mas a 
place roofed in, and raised like the stage of a play- 
house. This wrts very satisfactory, and I was able to 
eat, drink, read, or write with as much freedom as an 
actor in a theatre ; it was pleasanter dso for the 
spectators, who were able to see without treading on 
each other to any very great extent. 

In the afternoon I marched to a place called Hsien- 
Tang, on the left bank of a stream one hundred and 
fifty yards wide. The boatmen here were very will- 
ing to impart their geographical information, but i t  
waa not worth much ; d they knew for certain waa 
that this stream was the same as the Niu-Fu-Tu 
river ; but as, marching west, we had left that river 
flowing from north to south, and we were now on 
the left or eastern bank of another stream flowing 
similarly from north to south, I preferred my 
reasoning to their local knowledge. We here hired 
boats ; and chairs, pony, coolies, and servants mere 
safely put on board, just as a thunderstorm broke 
right over us ; the thunder came in sharp cracks 
almost simultaneously with the lightning, and a 
drenching rain that fell made us thankful that there 
was a canopy over the boat that kept us all dry. 
The storm passed L E ~  suddenly as it had arisen. We 
ascended the river some little distance, disembarked, 
rode across a neck of land, and in fresh boats went up 
the same river to within an hour's ride of Tzii-Liu- 
Ching. 

Approaching this t o m  the number of tall acaffold- 
ings around it at once attract the notice of a traveller : 
some right on top of the hills, others on the sides, 
and a few close down to the river. At a distance 
they look just like the tall chimneys of some manu- 
facturing town in England. The town is prettily 



situated on the river, which is about one hundred 
yards wide, and is here bunded back ; its banks are 
steep, and run straight up to little U s  about two 
hundred or three hundred feet high, where, aa the 
cultivation is not very close, there is a great deal of 
fresh p n  p s .  

The inhabitants of this place have the reputation 
of being very rude, but I nowhere in China found 
more civil people. 

The town is a wretched place, and its people bear 
all the indications of their miserable poverty. I had 
what seemed an interminable ride through narrow 
and more than usually dirty streets, al l  of them stair- 
cnses of the steepest and worst description. The 
shops were very inferior, and the only novelty I 
remarked was a Chinnman sitting in an easy chair. 

As a rule, a Chinaman sits in the usual high, stiff, 
straightbacked chair, so painfully familiar to any 
European who has penetrated into these regions. I 
never before saw anything like a lounge, but here 
there were low chairs with sloping backs, and a semi- 
circular projection to fit into the neck, very like the 
cane chnirs so much in use by Europeans in Singa- 
pore or Ceylon. Amongst the Chinese none but 
very old men use them, and a youth would be g d t y  
of the most gross disrespect who should seat himself 
on m &my chair, or even loll about on rtn uneasy one. 

My sedan-chair was put down for some minutes 
in the middle of the main street ; a few woe-begone- 
looking people and children with pinched faces came to 
look, but seemed to take but little intereat ; and when 
we moved off and turned into a by-lane, not a dozen 
people thought it worth while to follow me to the inn. 

This was redly a fine building, with three courts 
separated from one another by strong gates. I had a 
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capital room, opening on to a yard where there were 
a few flowers. The surrounding rooms were occn- 
pied by respectable well-to-do people ; and the quiet 
of the place was most dehghtful after the noise and 
hubbub that there is usually in the courtyard of an 
in. ,  even when a crowd of men and boys are not 
fighting for a look at the foreigner. In most inns in 
this part of China the front court is more or less of a 
restaurant ; people are continually coming and going, 
coolies shouting, customers quarrelling with the land- 
lord about a cash, itinerant vendors of patties and 
cakes shouting out their wares, all at the top of their 
voices ; while here there was nothing but the croak 
of the bull frog, and the distant bark of some unquiet 
dog, varied by the low hum of conversation in an 
adjoining room. 

I found the dogs about here more savage than the 
ordinary Chinese cur, who usually beats a speedy re- 
treat at the motion of picking up a stone. But there 
was a sense of independence and a democratic spirit 
about the dogs of this neighbourhood. They had no 
respect for anything, not even for good blood ; and 
the life of poor Tib, whose valour was not equal to 
his breedmg, was made very burdensome to him. 

The landlord of this inn wrzs a Christian, or, as 
Chin-Tai put it, 'he liked the French Joss.' He 
expressed great pleasure at seeing me, and &r my 
dinner came to pay me a visit. Our conversation 
soon descended into the trivialities usual under similar 
circumstances. I asked him if he knew what was the 
annual produce of salt. ' Oh yes,' he said, ' a great deal.' 
' But how many cstties ? ' I continued. He thought 
that there would be a vast number. But did he not 
know what number ? Yes, for there were a great 
many people always at work. ' But how many pits 
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are there ? ' I said, trying mother tack. He thought 
that there might be a thousand, but of these a large 
proportion were not working. 

He then looked at  dl my things, asked what 
everything mas for, and above all, he wanted to know 
the cost of each. Amongst my dressing apparatus 
there was a relic of European travel that could hardly 
be considered a sine qud non in China, a railway key. 
He asked Chin-Tai what i t  was. Chin-Tai was quite 
equal to the occasion, and I was much interested at 
the readiness with which he evolved out of his own 
inner consciousness, a long and elaborate dissertation 
on the uses of an article of which, by no possibility, 
could he have known anything. 

Eventunlly, when his curiosity was satisfied, I 
extracted from him, &r much cross-examination, 
thnt salt went from here to I-Ch'nng, Ch'ung-Ch'ing, 
and ICIF-ei-Ynng-k'u, but not to Ch'eng-Tu-Fu. He 
told me that the people mere wretchedly poor, and 
said thnt no foreigner had been here before except the 
French missionnries, who always dress, talk, and 
travel na Chinese. Before going away he informed 
me that he liked my cigars and my claret, and hinted 
that n small quantity of either one or the other would 
bc n melco~ne gift. 

,lfccy 3.-He came again in the morning to take 
me to see his salt wells, for he was part proprietor of 
n rely estensive establishment. 

'\.Ye crossed the river by a good bridge, and after 
partaking of the inevitable cups of tea we proceeded 
to the n-orks. 

Here some of his people were engaged in boring 
one of the holes ; this was already 2,170 feet deep, the 
average rate of boring being, if all went well, about 
two feet a day, but they said that they often broke 
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their things, that accidents happened, and that it was 
thirteen years since this well had been commenced. 

The jumper for boring is fastened to a barnboo- 
rope attached to one arm of a lever ; the weight of 
three men who step on to the other arm raises the 
instrument, the men then leap nimbly off the lever on 
to some wooden bars fixed for the purpose, and the 
jumper falls. 

Another workman stands at the mouth of the 
bore, and each time the jumper is lifted he gives rr 
shght twist to the rope ; the rope untwisting gives rr 
rotatory motion to the jumper. 

This operation is continued all day, the coolies 
employed showing the most extraordinary and un- 
tiring activity. 

A few yards off was rr finished fire-well, somewhat 
deeper than the one in progress ; a barnboo-tube 
about three feet long had been put into the mouth of 
this boring, and some clay was plastered over the 
upper end to prevent the bamboo from burning. Up 
this well, and through the bamboo, the gas ascends 
from the bowels of the earth, and is lighted at the 
top ; when the light was extinguished the d o u r  of 
the gas was very powerful of sulphur, and very slight 
of naphtha ; the latter smell was imperceptible when 
the grrs mas burning. 

At no great distance was a brine-pit, which, I was 
informed, was two thousand and some hundreds of feet 
in depth, and about three inches, or perhaps a, little 
more, in diameter at the top ; immediately over the 
mouth was erected a scaffolding a little over a hundred 
feet high. 

To draw the brine from this well, a bamboo-tube, 
a hundred feet long, open at the top and closed at the 
bottom by a valve, serves as n bucket. A rope, 
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fastened to the upper end of this, passes over a pulley 
at the top of the scdTolding and round an enormous 
drum ; this drum, turning on a vertical axis, was 
eight or nine feet high, and about twenty feet in 
diameter. Four buffaloes are yoked to this, and thus 
the rope is wound up. Near the end the rope is 
marked with bits of straw, like a lead-line on board 
ship, so that a man watching knows when it is near 
the end, and warns the drivers. The process of rais- 
ing this b m b  once, occupied ten minutes. There 
is a driver to each buffalo. The bamboo being raised 
from the well, a coolie pushes the end over a recep- 
tacle, opens the valve with his fingers, and allows the 
brine to escape. When the water has been let out, 
the buffaloes are unyoked, and the b a m b  and rope 
descend of themselves. This sends the drum round 
with n frightful velocity, which, in rotating, of course 
produces a violent wind. The ' break ' for this is 
simplicity itself ; a few strips of bamboo p u s  hori- 
zontnlly half round the drum, and both ends are made 
fast to the wall. These strips hang quite loose until a 
coolie, leaning against them, tautens them up, checks 
the pace of the drum, and stops it in a very few 
seconds. The brine thus raised is conducted to the 
evaporating-pans over the fire-wells I had already 
seen. 

In  this establishment, by no means the largest in 
the place, there nre employed forty coolies md fifteen 
buffaloes, the latter in a stable kept beautifully clean 
(a most remnrkable thing in Chinn). They produce 
here 8,000 to 10,000 catties (10,000 to 13,000 lbs. 
avoirdupois) of salt per month ; the proprietor pays 
no duty, but sells it for eighteen to twenty a s h  a 
catty (Ad. to gd. per lb. nvoirdupois) ; the purchaser 
then sends it away by coolies, paying duty at the 
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barriers, 300 cash (13Jd.) per coolie-load, whatever 
that happens to be ; it generally runs from about 
160 to 200 catties (210 to 260 lbs. avoirdupois). 

In some places they have the fire without the 
brine, and at a place about five miles up the river 
there is brine but no fire; the brine is therefore 
brought down from here in boata, of which I counted 
about one hundred lying by the bund constructed to 
keep a sufficiency of water in the river for these 
vessels. 

At the top of the hill, close to the town, there is 
a fire-well without any brine ; the principle of the 
pump being unknown, the method of raising the 
water is the clumsy and laborious one of a row of 
small bucketa passing round two wheels, one at the 
bottom and the other at the top of a tower, of which 
there are a good many about in different directions. 
A blindfold mule going round and round s t  the top 
is the motive power ; the water is thus raised twenty 
to thirty feet at a time, a trough leading from the top 
of one to the bottom of the next tower ; in this case 
the brine was lifted seven stages before it finally 
reached the fire. 

Some years ago some Chinese connected with a 
European firm attempted to introduce pumps ; they 
only had their heads broken for their pains by the 
coolies, who declared that their labour was being taken 
away from them ; since thia no further innovations 
have been attempted. Baron Von Richthofen states 
that these wells .ire lined with tubes of cedarwood. 
I did not see any lying about, nor was I told of them, 
but my interpreter was nothing but a servant, and it 
was difficult to obtain technical information. Baron 
von Richthofen also states that when a portion of 
the rock is mashed, clear water is poured into the 
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hole, and the turbid water raised by a bamboo 
tube. 

The number of pits in this place must be greater 
than the thousand hazarded by the innkeeper. 

The produce of a thousand would be from fifty 
thousand to seventy thousand tons per annum ; but 
as Tzii-Liu-Ching nus t  supply from a third to a half 
of the salt manufactured in the province, and as, ac- 
cording to the statistics of the Ch'ung-Ch'ing banker, 
that amounts to 238,000 tons, the out-turn at these 
wells must be from 79,000 to 119,000 tons ; from 
1,200 to 2,300 pits would be necessary to furnish 
that quantity. 

I found that the people of Tzti-Liu-Ching entirely 
belied their bad reputation. 

I stood nbout the fire-wells for a couple of hours 
without being pressed upon in the least ; and I never 
saw people anywhere with a more respectful de- 
mennour. 

JAzy 4.-I t rained heavily d l  night, and Chin-Tai, 
finding himself in very comfortable quarters, and 
treated as a person of much importance, wanted me 
to stop here ; and held out as an inducement that 
the hotel-keeper would get me a bladder of gas, that 
I could then take it home to England, put a piece of 
cane in the mouth, and light it for the edification of 
the Ijritish public in general. n'ot eren this mas, 
hou-ever, sufficient to nlnkc me mait, especially as the 
hotel-keeper proinised to send some bladders after me, 
a promise he fulfilled. I subsequently cnrried them 
nbout for a long time with v n p e  ideas of analysis ; 
but they grew snlall by de,wes, nnd beautifully less, 
until they disnppcnrc(1 altogether ; nnd the exnct 
ilnture of the gas from t h ~  wells must for the present 
rcxnain unh~own. 
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We marched some distance up the river, which 
minds through green and grassy banks. Either there 
must be fewer people here than nearer Ch'ung-Ch'ing, 
for the land is not so closely cultivated, or else the 
inhabitants do not let their utilitarian spirit run riot 
to such a frightful extent, and allow something for 
the picturesque. This certainly makes the landscape 
more pleaaant ; and as there is much less rice cultiva- 
tion, it is really very charming. The roads, too, are less 
frequented ; instead of meeting coolies at almost every 
step, and tea-houses at every quarter of a mile, we 
only passed one tea-house a11 the morning, and it 
would not have been difficult to have counted the 
coolies. 

I halted for breakfast at a tea-house in a small 
town, where the people were very respectful ; and 
although they dl came to look on, none of them 
crowded round me. My food and method of eating 
caused much excitement. I think the Chinese have 
some reason on their side in the ridicule in which 
they hold our forks. They say, 'What barbarians ! 
to eat with a sharp prong, and run the risk of putting 
out their eyes, or digging a hole in their cheeks' ; 
and certainly it struck me this morning, when about 
fifty inquisitive pairs of eyes were watching my every 
movement, that a fork is not the most convenient 
implement wherewithal to eat a lightly-poached egg. 
Our civilisation, indeed, acknowledges this by always 
serving poached eggs on toast, without which the 
process would be almost impossible. But however 
much the Chinese may laugh at  a fork, to our biassed 
minds at d events, chopsticks appear at  lenst equally 
inconvenient ; and until the opinion of a Peruinn or 
a Turk can be obtained on the relative merits of the 
two weapons, it must remain a moot question, which 
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is the most difficult for an uninitiated person to 
manipulate. 

As it is with the chopsticks, so with everything 
else ; it is almost impossible for a European to judge 
of the acts and thoughts of a Chinaman impartially, 
and without the bias of his own views and education ; 
m d  on that account we should be the more careful as 
to the theories we propound ourselves, or the opinions 
we accept from others. 

I stopped for the night at Wei-Yuan-Hsien, where 
the table of the inn was so filthy, that, habituated as 
I had become to dirt, I was obliged to get some clean 
paper and a pot of paste before I could venture to sit 
down to write. 

May 5.-An excellent road took us over low 
sandstone hills, where the wheat harvest was being 
gathered from the fertile soil, that before autumn 
mould yield another crop, and where the fruit 
already forming on the numerous Tung-oil trees 
heralded the approach of summer. After a pleasant 
march we arrived at the banks of the Tzii-Chou river, 
a clear stream, here one hundred and fifty y d s  wide, 
with very little current. On the opposite side the town 
of Tzii-Chou lay at the foot of a hill, the summit of 
which, Rome seventy or eighty feet above the strerun, 
was crowned by a fine temple. Within the walls we 
could see some extensive yellow-roofed buildings. 

We were on the right bank of the river, where 
there is an extensive suburb that stands on some 
little sandstone cliffs, about twenty or thirty feet high, 
where a number of fresh green trees droop gnrcehlly 
to the water that rolls gently by. A ferry took ua 
across to the town, which had a pleasant aspect, and 
was very quiet. 

Jfay 6.-There was some difficulty in finding a 
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place to breakfast in at the hamlet I selected for that 
agreeable entertainment. But at length the genius 
of Chin-Tai pitched upon the village school, and I 
was installed hongs t  the youth of the neighbur- 
hood, who must have considered it an excellent diver- 
sion to see a foreigner, and a foreign dog, come and eat. 

There were about a dozen little boys, from six 
years of age to twelve, all learning to write. They 
had a printed exemplar of the characters, which they 
placed underneath some thin paper, and traced 
through ; their pens being, of course, reeds, and their 
ink what we always at home miscall Indian ink, but 
which ia, in fact, the ink in ordinary use amongst 
Chinese of every class. There was a saucer on each 
of the three tables, and the boys rubbed it up when 
required. The old teacher came every now and then 
and patted them kindly on the head, or took hold of 
their pens and put them in a more correct position in 
their hands. There seemed no restraint ; the children 
talked to one another, rose up and went outside, 
seemed to do much as they pleaaed, and looked very 
happy, as if their lessons were rather a plessure than 
otherwise. 

While I was waiting for my breakfast, a regiment 
of soldiers came by with some discordant horns and 
drums ; they all had red jackets, with the big circle 
on the breast and between the shoulders, showing the 
district or regiment to which they belong. They were 
armed with spears having little square flags at the 
end, blue, red, and pink ; their lance-poles were 
bamboo, painted with dark rings. They wore blue 
turbans, and were marching along in an irregular 
way, like a rabble. One or two of them had old 
muzzle-loading, single- barrelled muskets, and I also 
saw a thing that looked more like a very rusty and 
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ancient duck-gin than anything else. They tramped 
along with n truculent air, pushing the coolies and 
people on the road out of their way. It must not be 
euppowcd that these mere types of the regular Chinese 
anny, for the men that mere up in the north-west, 
fighting with Tunganis m d  Yacoob Beg, were armed 
mith breechloaders of a very modern description, and 
hnd rifled cannon with them. Homever, I did not 
pay much attention to the soldiers, for schoolmasters, 
~cholnrs and nll, ran out to see the sight ; and I, being 
entirely eclipsed by the more goraeous show outside, 

9 wns left alone ; ,and an opportunity was thus given 
me to make rr rough sketch of the interior of the 
building. 

There was a large recess at the back, about twelve 
feet wide and two feet deep, in which there wm a box 
mith the remains of the burnt-out incense-sticks that 
pious people come m d  light here. Above this, and 
close to the roof, a quaint little god stood in a niche, 
and a few inscriptions in black on red paper aided to 
adorn this part of the room. There was no ceiling ; 
n fern dirty paper lanterns were suspended from the 
rnfters, mld 11 one corner some coffins in m unfinished 
condition were n cheerful addition to the ornamenta- 
tion. On the other side of the schoolroom a wooden 
god and goddess, nhollt half life-size, hideous creatures, 
painted red, yellow, and blue, were standing on a 
table ; a few old cobwebby planks, gracefully leaning 
with an air of abandon against the wall, and a black 
stone tablet, with a long inscription on it, completed 
the decorations. A few little square tables, Rith the 
usual short, nmom benches, formed the accommoda- 
tion for the scholnrs, which, in its simplicity, mas 
q~iite in nccordmce with the teacher and teaching. 

After reading and writing, the whole education of 
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the Chinese consists in the knowledge of the ancient 
classics, which in themselves contain many excellent 
doctrines, but are hardly sufficient to form the be- 
ginning, middle, and end of a man's education. More- 
over, in these ancient classics, there are many exceed- 
ingly difficult and obscure passages ; a certain fixed 
interpretation of these is prescribed by law ; and woe 
betide the unfortunate candidate ,at an examination, 
who should venture to think for himself, suggest any 
new meaning, or cmt additional light on that which 
has once been explained by the sages in a certain may, 
and of which in consequence any further illumination 
would be profane. 

Can it be possible for any nation to devise a 
system which would more effectually crush out all 
germs of originality or thought from the mind of the 
people ? 

The show outside, however, passed, and the chil- 
dren returned to match me once again. I completed 
my repast, lit a cigar, bid adieu, and gave my thanks 
to the kind old teacher, and proceeded on my way. 

The road all day mas on the top of a sandstone 
ridge running pardel to the river, of which a glimpse 
was now and then obtained. The sandstone beds are 
here in a horizontal position ; and there are layers of 
yellow, green, and red ; the red being very friable, 
and mixed with a sort of clay. This geological for- 
mation causes tmo peculiarities in the scenery : first, 
the tops of the hills are all scarped, giving the ap- 
pearance of small low towers on the summits ; this 
is caused by the sandstone falling away equally dl 
round, as it does not do when the strata are inclined ; 
and secondly, the terrace cultivation being in accord- 
ance with the lay of the strata, in every direction the 
eye can see perfectly horizontal lines of light or shade, 
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dark strips of fallow ground alternating with bright 
yellow streaks of corn. 

The road wm excellent dl day, not very much up 
and down, but I wlls surprised at the little traffic on 
it, md  the fewness of the towns and villages. There 
were the usual triumphal arches at the approach to 
any place of importance, but none of them of so much 
finish lls those I had seen before. We passed through 
only two lruge villages, and arrived at the inn at Nan- 
Ching-Yi, at five o'clock, after a march of twenty- 
eight and a half miles. 

The room at the inn mns very good and clean, 
with 8 clean straw ceiling, but unfortunately there 
mas an open drain in the courtyard behind, with a 
most offensive smell. I rmhly sent for a man to have 
the place cleared out, but he only succeeded in stirring 
up the filth ; but with a saucer of carbolic acid under 
my nose I circumvented the' stench. I t  would puzzle 
Mr. Edwin Chadwick to explain how it is that the 
Chinese can live and flourish in the fearful odoura 
which surround them all their lives. Even if any of 
us have m y  fnith left in the costly and magnificent 
systems of drainage that promise so much, it would 
certainly be shaken by a visit to the Chinese people. 

May 7.-We were now fairly in what Baron von 
Richthofen cnlls the red basin of Ssii-Ch'uan, and a 
most appropriate title it is. The formation here is a 
layer of dark red clayey sandstone, and wherever the 
soil is bare the ground is of a rich dark red brown 
colour. The tops of the hills are nearly all on the 
same level, some three hundred or four hundred feet 
above the river ; on their upper slopes there is a good 
(teal of wood and coarse grass ; and the bright green 
of a kind of low thorn contrasts pleasantly with the 
deep red of the clay. In the bottoms of the valleys, 
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which are tolerably flat, all the ground is cultivated ; 
but the formation does not seem well adapted for 
rice. 

The villages and towns were very scarce, the 
country-houses less numerous, and the traffic on the 
road was not nearly so great as during the h a t  few 
days after leaving Ch'ung-Ch'ing. 

In this part of the country the property ia gene- 
rally marked by boundary-stones ; I was told that 
the land changed hands very frequently ; for, there 
being no law of primogeniture, when a man dies his 
property is divided, and some of the W y  soon 
become too poor to keep up their portion. 

Whenever property is sold, the deed of sale must 
have the official seal, and for thk, the usual charge is 
five per cent. But when a magistrate is leaving, he 
o h  puts up a notice to the effect that he will do 
the job cheap; then all the people who are thinking of 
buying or selling make up their minds at once, and 
wme and get the seal, sometimes for two per cent.; 
m d  the departing official makes a nice little sum of 
money before giving up his office to his successor. 

Disputes occur sometimes, which are settled by 
appeals to the public of the neighbourhood. The 
disputants fix on a certain market day, in the nearest 
market town, and invite all their &ends, relatives, 
and anyone with local knowledge, to drink tea. 
Everyone being assembled, the question is discussed, 
and almost always settled amicably in this sort of 
congress. 

Two miles from Nan-Ching-Yi me crossed a 
stream by a very handsome stone bridge, twenty 
feet wide, with three really elegm* arches ; and soon 
after wc came again upon the river, which we followed 
for a little more than two miles, when we left it, 



striking it again four miles further on. Another 
mile and a quarter brought us to a gorgeous wooden 
triumphal arch, freshly painted in red, blue, and 
green ; and this presaged the proximity of another 
town. The road now ran between low walls of mud 
and loose stones. The peasants behind them were 
gathering their crops of opium and wheat, ttnd scarcely 
turned from their occupations to glance at  our pro- 
cession. After a march of eight and a half miles we 
found ourselves opposite the town of Yang-Hsien. 
The river mas here about one hundred and fifty yards 
wide, with a current of two miles an hour, flowing 
between banks about twenty feet high ; and after 
crossing at a ferry we passed through a quarter of a 
mile of suburb, and then the gate was reached ; i t  was 
o nice, clean-looking place, with wider streets than 
usual, and with apparently not much trade ; what 
there seemed to be (I general one in s m d  articles, 
and I did not notice any speciality. About another 
nine miles brought us again to the river. We fol- 
lowed i t  for a couple of miles ; and after a march of 
twenty-five miles reached the very sxnd village of 
Y ang-Chia-ICai. 

Jhxy 8.-To my great astonishment Chung-Erh 
took it into his head to walk for an hour in the 
morning. I could not believe that it was the effect 
of my extraordinary example, for in China it is con- 
sidered the heiuht of eccentricity to walk when pro- 

9 
mcssion is possible in m y  other fashion. It is some- 
zlnes really piteous to see the coolies painfully 
ascending some steep hill, carrying a chair in which a 
fat Chinam'm may be sitting, stolid and apathetic ; 
and 110 matter how steep the hill, a Chinaman, how- 
ever fat he may be, would never deign to get out for 
il inoiiicnt to ease the unfortunate bearers, but mould 
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sit till they dropped dead ; and even then I believe 
he would wait till a fresh lot came to take him on.2 

Chung-Erh had asked me for an advance of wages 
the night before, and when I told Chin-Tai that I had 
given it to him, he reproached me for doing so. I 
asked him if he thought that Chung-Erh was likely 
to run away. 

' No,' he mewered, ' but he will lose his money.' 
So it is possible that, having gambled away all his 

cash, in his last desperation he staked an hour's ride, 
and lost it. 

Travelling over the same red undulating ground, 
the crops were much the same, with the addition of 
large fields of sdower,  which here grows to a height 
of about three feet. Even at the early hour of our 
start the fields were full of men and women picking 
the heads off the flowers, which are used for making a 
dye ; the sdower  that comes from this valley being 
considered superior to any other in China. 

The number of houses about here is not very 
great, and it was four and a half miles before we 
reached the first village. Another mile, and we de- 
bouched into a flat plain, about a mile and a half wide ; 
and, almost immediately, a low pagoda, four or five 
storiea h h ,  that stnnds opposite Chien-Chou on the 
other side of the river, came into sight. This plain 
was thickly populated, the houses mere very close to- 
gether, and just where we entered it they mere only 
separated from one mother by about one hundred 
yards ; many of them enclosed in mud walls, and 
sometimes two, three, or even four together shut in 
by a w d .  Here the inhabitants used creaking mheel- 

Huc eays that chair coolien have so much amour propre that they 
feel hurt if the rider gets out and wake. My experience by no means 
ten& to corroborate the statement 



barrows, very similar to those of Shanghai, but with a 
much smaller wheel more to the front ; in the undu- 
lating country through which we had been travelling 
they were not in use. The river we had been follow- 
ing flows through this plain, but we did not catch a 
glimpse of it until we had marched seven miles, when 
the valley narrowing, and the road ascending a little, 
a wider view mas obtained. Soon after, mud walls on 
both sides surely indicated the outskirts of a large 
town ; and, after nine miles of travelling, we arrived 
at a tall pagoda of eleven or twelve stories. Here 
there wns n very large temple, and the first triumphal 
arch on the road. After marching through a con- 
~iderable suburb, we arrived at the gates of the city 
of Chien-Chou, celebrated by Huc, who, in his most 
musical key, has sung the glories of its Kung-Kuan, 
or official rest-house. The walls of the city are in 
good repair, and it is a nice, clean-looking place, but 
at the time of my visit did not seem very busy. It 
stands on a .small stream spanned by a fine roofed 
bridge, where a good many poor people are seated, 
with a few odds and ends for sale spread out on the 
ground before them ; and where the inevitable beggar 
takes his stand, and prays 'your excellency' to bestow 
a few cash. The main street is a little more than 
half a mile long, and after leaving i t  we found very 
little suburb on the northern side. We now followed 
the river, a nice, clear stream one hundred and fifty 
ynrds wide, running between steep banks with no 
greater d o c i t y  than from one to two miles an hour, 
except at the rapids. There mere a good many boate 
on it, trnde being carried on with Ch'ung-Ch'ing. 

From here we followed the banks of the river to 
Shih-Ch'iao, a dirty place, where the inn was so 
poverty -stricken that it boasted hardly any furniture 
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-it was the first house in China in which I had not 
found at least one chair-and the flthy table was not 
rendered more attractive by a foul oil-lamp. I con- 
verted the straw mat on the bed into a temporary 
table cloth, and sat down to wait for Chin-Tai, who 
had been left behind at Chien-Chou. 

The walls of the room in which I mas sitting were 
of lath and plaster between strong beams. The in- 
quisitive little boys who were collected outside soon 
began to pick holes in this, and, had I remained 
here any length of time, there mould hardly have been 
any wall left. Chin-Tai presently arrived with some 
capital fish and other stores. At Yang-Chia-Kai he 
had been able to buy nothing but eggs ; but in Chien- 
Chou he appeared to have run riot in the provision 
market. 

On the outskirts of the town there are some more 
brine wells, but not so deep or nearly so important aa 
those at TzTz-Liu-Ching. 

The road now left the river, and again wound 
about amongst low undulations. Three and a half 
miles from Shih-Ch'iao a range of tolerably high hills 
was seen to the north-west, and a mile and a half 
further we passed through a small village on a stream 
crossed by a very elegant three-arched bridge of red 
stone. Soon afterwards the road approached the hills, 
and, beginning to rise, took us to the summit of the 
ridge, about eight hundred feet above the level of the 
river. 

Looking back to the south, there was a fine view 
over the wide expanse of undulating country we had 
been traversing. The gathering clouds cast varied 
shndows over the landscape, in which the prevailing 
red was modified by distance, and pleasantly con- 
trasted with the deep green of the trees. The little 
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village of Ch'a-Tien-Tzti, a few yards over the crcst 
of the hill, lVas my resting-place for the niwht ; here 

b I found a really clean inn, with fresh mhitemashcd 
walls, an unusual absence of smells, and perfect quiet. 
High up above the plain it was nice and cool ; and, 
with the pretty walks that there must be on the well- 
wooded hillsides, i t  mould malie a charming sumirlcr 
residence for anyone living at Ch'eng-Tu. 

Jfay 9.-The next morning me first crossed one 
or two inore ridges of the range, which runs nearly 
north and south ; and, finally, after a pull of three 
miles, arrived at the highest point, about seven hun- 
dred and fifty feet above Ch'a-Tien-TzE. We had 
again struck some great highway-the road was 
literally covered with coolies coming and going, and 
the traffic seemed enormous. 

The day mas too hazy for a view, otherwise from 
the summit there would have been n very fine one 
over the Ch'Gng-Tu plain. There mas s consider- 
able difference between the state of the crops on 
the higher and the lower ground ; for up above a few 
flowers still remained on the poppies, and the people 
were scraping the black viscous matter off the pods. 
Jus t  over the crest there was a small viLlage, and 
from here to the bottom (a distance of three and a 
half miles, with a descent of +out one thousand feet) 
mns one succession of tea-houses. The traffic on a 
road may fnirly be estimated by the nulnber of tea- 
houses. Where there nre many coolies passing, there 
are always numerous restaurants. Here the nmnber 
was so great that it seemed almost impossible thnt 
they could d l  succeed. 

llirectly we were ngnin in the plain, we inet our 
old friends the squeaking wheelbarrows, and the little 
apparatus for raising water froin one ficlcl to another 
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wm seen at almost every twenty yards. The number 
of these affairs was very great, owing to the size and 
flatness of the plain. Sometimes there were half a 
dozen of them close together ; and at intervals, as far 
as could be seen, the effect of the big umbrellas dotted 
about the landscape maa decidedly comical. 

We presently came across a pole with a skull on 
the top, and underneath it was an inscription that 
informed all passers-by that the deceaaed had been 
executed for stealing silver. 

At the village where we halted for breakfast, I 
ordered Chin-Tai to buy me some fresh paper to put 
over the table. But the thrifty spirit of the Chinese 
pervaded even my servants to such an extent that i t  
became a positive nuisance. Thrift, like other virtues, 
is excellent in itself, but when carried to an excess 
becomes almost a vice. In this case, Chin-Tai ex- 
pended every artifice that his intellect could devise, 
before he could consent to disgorge the few cash 
necessary. A feather will show the direction of the 
wind ; and a trivial example of this kind serves to 
indicate the bent of the Chinese mind. 

I sent Chin-Tai on to Ch'eng-Tu to look out for rr 
comfortable plnce, and determined to spend an hour 
or two here, to give him time to make arrangements ; 
but the house was even dirtier than usual ; and, as 
well as the yard, was crowded with people, who all 
appeared to be quarrelling ; whilst the noise and tur- 
moil so far exceeded anything that I had been accus- 
tomed to, even in this land of talk, that I left it, and 
after half an hour's march found a grass field, about s 
quarter of a mile away from the road, with a delightful 
overhanging hedge, under which I sat for two houre, 
sheltered from the sun, and 'far from the madding 
crowd.' Here I smoked a peaceful cigar, only dis- 



turbed by the determination of the pony to roll on 
the ground with my saddle on his back, and the 
apparently equally obstinate resolution of the Ma-Fu 
to let him do it. I was quite ut  a loss to understand 
how a grass meadow could find a place in this rice 
plain. But here it was, and about three hundred yards 
away the foliage of a thick dark clump of trees was 
reflected from a paddy field that imagoination might 
have converted into an ornamental sheet of water. To 
the right a wood of pines crowned the summit of a 
little knoll, and altogether the scene was very pleasant. 

After this I vent on to the capital deliberately, to 
give Chin-Tai plenty of time, and halted at every tea- 
house by the road-side, much to the delight of the 
chair-coolies, who dearly loved to stop every half-hour 
or so, and get a cup of tea, or a bowl of rice. 

I was rather unfortunate in the time of my arrival 
at Ch'fing-Tu-Fu; for the examinations were now 
being held. These always bring thousands into the 
cnpital fmm every part of the province ; and, in addi- 
tion to this, the provincial governor-gened was just 
leaving, and rt new one Wig  installed. Consequently 
the city was full of Fu-T'ais, Chen-T'ais, Sieh-T'ais, 
and T'ais of every description, not to mention the 
lesser lights of Pus, Chous, and Hsiens. 

Every hotel was crowded, and after hunting up and 
dawn the town Chin-Tai had only been able to get a 
place in an exceedingly dirty inn outside the eaat gate. 

Every official in Ch'bng-Tu nppeared to have sent 
me a soldier ; for there was a whole army waiting on 
me. I kept half rr dozen, and sent the rest away. 







CHAPTER VIII. 
A LOOP-CAST TOWARDS THE NORTHERN ALPS. 

m % w  TO  me-P'm-T'me. 

Kindnew of French Miaaionariea a t  Oh'hg-Tu-Arranpente with 
Mr. Meany-Endeavour to take a Houee-Mystificationn on the 
Subject-Flwmmw of French Miety-Propod Excursion to the 
North-The Man-Td, or Barbarian Tribes-Prelimink of De- 
partwe-leave Oh'bg-Tu-Fn-Pi-Hsien-Engaging OfEcial there 
-The Eecort - Irrigated and Wooded Oountry-Halt a t  Kuan- 
Hnian--Boope of E x d o n  Extended-Frantic Ourioeity of People, 
but no Incivility-Irrigation Workn-Rope Stupmaion Bridg6- 
Oosl-beds-Yu-0hi Oharming Inn-YiHmu-Wan, and Water- 
Id-Hain-WBn-Ping-The ' Min River ' - Macaroni-making - 
Wh-Oh'uan-Haien -Firsf Mnn-Td V i l l h g e - P e n - O h r i m  
of War-Relentlees Advance of Uhinese--Miraculous Eland Ridge - Haii-Pu-Kum- Rspid Spread of the Potato-Excureion to 
L i - h F u  in the Man-Trii Hilla-Scenee that recall the Elburz- 
Oerefnlly-made Hill Road-The ' Ebnga ' of the Himalsyaa-Angling 
-Village of Ku-0h9i3ng-Peat StreambXuak Deer-Amval a t  Li- 
Fan-Fu-The MerR.arg Proclamation-Talea of Local W o n d e g T h e  
Traveller fain would -The Lions of Li-Fan-Fu--&!hrch for a 
Man-Tsil Ti- lKan-Tzi i  here a term of Repmach-The I-Ran 
Tribes and their Languqp-Ku-Oh'eng-Locd Wonders w i n -  
Return to Hsin-Pu-Kuan-ReeumeValley of Hei-Ho (or ' Min River ') 
- W Bn-Uh'bg-The Himalayan Haul-Bridge in Uw-Polite Ourioaity 
a t  Ma-Ohou4randeur of the ' Nime Nails' Mountain-Precipitous 
Gorges-Wei-MBduan-Mcultim of the Rod-The Su-Mu, or 
White Barburha-Alpine Scane ry-Ta-Tinp-!Cleh-Ohi-Ying-War 
with the Su-Mu-The Yak seen a t  last-hvellem' Disappointments 
4 l o r i o m  Mountain View (Mount Wih-Pan-Faxq)-Fing-Ting- 
Kuan-Expnleion of Man-Td-Ihh Loaves-Wood Pigeon* 
ngan-Hue-Kuan-Delicious Tea-S~noking in Eaii-Oh'uan-Country 
of the Si-Fsn-Snng-Pan-T'ing. 

May 10.-I sent Chin-Tai to the French mis- 
sionaries with my card, to inquire at what time it 
would be convenient to them to receive me. But in 
the morning Monseigneur Desflhhes paid me a visit. 
He made excuses for Monseigneur Pinchon, the bishop 
here, who, he said, was not very well. He welcomed 
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me warmly to the provincial capital, and the charm 
of his manner and his cordial reception soon made me 
forget where I was, and I could almost fancy myself 
nearer the Arc de Triomphe than the gate of the city 
of Ch'Bng-Tu. He promised to help me to find a better 
place to stop in than that I now occupied, which was 
simply disgusting. The walls were hung with cob- 
wehs of the blackest description. There was ra bed- 
stead with some carving at the top, the interstices in 
which were nearly filled with dust and dirt ; bib  of 
string hanging from the beams had nearly lost their 
original character from the coating of filth that had 
accumulated on them, and every gust of wind brought 
down a shower of dirt from the roof on to my head. 
Under the bed I dared not look. This unwieldy piece 
of furniture had probably stood there for years, and 
according to Chinese custom, whenever the room had 

, been swept during that time, the sweepings had been 
left underneath it. To clean the room would have 
taken at least a couple of days, and to have half 
cleaned i t  would by stirring up the accumulated 
abominations only have made matters worse. 

I visited the missionaries in the afternoon, who 
received me most kindly, and treated me to a collation 
of wine, cakes, m d  sweetmeats. It was a great treat 
to join again in reasonable conversation, and hear the 
sound.of a lanyage I understood. At these entertain- 
ments the miswonmies always showed themselves true 
Frenchmen ; the ease of their manner and the sparkle 
of their conversation were in strange contrast with the 
associations of the place. The time passed quickly, and 
I was much astonished when I rose to take my leave to 
find that I had been here nearly an hour and ra half. 

Jfny 11.-When at S~anghai, I h d  been in com- 
rnunicnt,ion with Mr. Mesny, nn officer in the sen-ice 
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of the Chinese. He ultimately arranged to join me at 
Ch'bng-Tu, and subsequently travelled with me to 
Bhamo ; and to his intimate knowledge of the lan- 
guage and ways of the people, I am mainly indebted 
for the friendly relations we always maintained with 
the Chinese officials. At present, he was still buried 
in the depths of the province of Kwei-Chon, although 
I was under the impression that he was well on his 
way to Ch'bng-Tu, and expected him every day. 

Hearing nothing of him, however, I went away for 
a trip to Li-Fan-Fu, intending to return to the capital 
in ten days. But h s h  circumstances arose, and 
eventually I extended my journey to Sung-P'an-T'ing, 
and Lung-An-Fu, and even then found myself back 
in Ch'bng-Tu before the arrival of Mr. Mesny. 

For the present, I determined to take a house in 
Ch'bng-Tu for a month, if I could get one, for the rent 
of a house large enough for me was so small a sum, 
that it was quite worth while to take one for a few 
weeks, even if I had lived in it only for a couple of days. 

During the day I received a visit from Monseigneur 
Pinchon, and afterwnrds sent Chin-Tai to see if he 
could find me a lodging inside the walls. He came 
back saying that there were twenty places. I was 
very cheerful at this unexpected plethora of accom- 
modation, when Chin-Tai casually added, that only 
one of them would do, and that even that was not 
much of a place. I went off to see it, picking up on 
my way one of the missionaries' servants, who had 
told Chin-Tai that he knew of a house. 

I I looked at this one first, but it wae in an hotel, 
and very small, so went on to the place that Chin-Tai 
had discovered. This was part of a private house, 
and would have suited me, but the missionaries' man 
said he knew of yet a third house, so I determined to 



aee it before deciding. I could not go there straight, 
because things were not ready ; so I was taken to the 
shop of a Christian silk merchant, named Yeh, where 
I had a Chinese pipe and some tea ; Yeh exhibited 
all his silks, which were very much more expensive 
thsn similar ones at Peking ; he showed me the varioue 
colours that me made &om the sdowers I had seen 
the people picking at Yang-Chia-Kai ; these varied 
from a light pink, through a rich orange, to a deep red. 
He showed me some black silk, saying that it would 
make a verg elegant thing in coats, if I thought of 
adopting the costume of the country. I assured him 
I had no intentions of abandoning my nationality. 
He was evidently much distressed, and looked from 
the silk to my figure, and back again to his fabric, 
evidently comparing the two mentally, not much to 
the credit of Savile Row. 

Presently Chin-Tai returned, and we went off to 
see the house, which was suitable in every way, and 
was offered me for fifteen taels a month, with two 
hundred taels premium, to be returned to me on my 
vacating the p r e h .  

May 12.-I gave Chin-Tai one hundred taele in 
silver, and a bill for one hundred taels, and sent him 
off to settle the question of the house. The banker 
could not let him have the money for a day or two, 
but as the silk merchant was willing to buy the bill, 
this c a u d  no difliculty. 

Chin-Tai returned presently, with a sorrowful 
countenance, and said tht  the house belonged to two 
brothers ; that the elder had let the houee without 
the consent of the younger ; and that the latter, who 
was not fond of foreigners, refused to ratify the 
bargain. Chin-Tai added with a sigh, that, if I had 
not gone to see the house myself, matters could have 



been arranged without the h t  of my hated extrac- 
tion coming to the knowledge of thia inhogpitable 
youth. 

'Tout Yient it pui aait ddasdre' ought to be b e -  
lated in China, ' Nothing comes to people who cannot 
wait.' 

Chin-Tai waa again eent out to see what waa to 
be done, with ordem not to come back until mattera 
were afianged. Quite late at night he returned with 
a Eevourable report; but there waa etiU, he said, a 
good deal of taking to be accomplished, Mre any 
definite anawer could be given. 

The Tao-Tai of Ch'@ng-Tu had heard of my difli- 
cultiee, and presently eent me his card, with a polite 
meseage that he would get me a house if there was 
any M e r  trouble ; but whether thia wm merely an 
elegant formality, that he never supposed I should 
accept, and that meant nothing ; or whether, under the 
impmaion that I was an important functionary, he 
thought that it waa his duty to do dl he could, I 
never exactly understad, for soon afbnmmb I learnt 
d a t  the last honse Chin-Td had seen had been de- 
finitely taken, ae I eubsequently heard, by resorting 
to the mild subt.erfqp of informing the owner that 
I waa an official from Peking. 
May 18.-Even now I waa not al-tber with- 

out doubb, and aa long aa I waa not fairy inatalled 
in my mamion, I could not quite believe that no un- 
fbreaeen hitch would occur. My alsrme wew much 
allayed by the appearance of cooliee early in the morn- 
ing, who began taking away my things, and when I 
eet off to breakfiret with the miemonariee, I began to 
think that I really might count on spending the next 
night under my own ]POOL 

It wae a delightful change from my own campany 
VOL. I. Y 
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to that of some half-dozen lively Frenchmen. The 
mode of thc meal, as they put it, was moitid Chinohe, 
moitid I:ia*opL:enne ; one missionary was eating rice 
mith chopsticks, and cracking jokes with a Chinese 
minifitcr who also sat at  table ; mother was waahing 
down n, Chincsc dish mith a glass of Tinto, which, 
contrary to u ~ u a l  custom, was taken in my honour. 
Exccllcnt bread was on the table, for wherever a 
Frenchman is found there is sure to be good bread, 
nnd Cllincsc dishcs succeeded others that might rather 
have come from thc Boulcvards than &om a kitchen in 
Ch'Bng-Tu. The meal passed very pleasantly, and 
nftcmnrds I spent the greater part of the afternoon 
in thc delights of hearing a familiar tongue. 

When I took leave of the missionaries I went 
straight to my new house, which contained three 
rooms, and two dressing rooms, besides servants' 

; i t  had a court in fi'ont, and was very clean 
for a Chinose house. I t  wae supplied with three 
tables, half a dozen chairs, and two bedsteads, &out the 
amount of fittings that make the difference in China 
between a furnished and an unfurnished house. I 
was now overwhelmed with a perfect inundation 
of what Chin-Tai was pleased to style policemen. 
Tinc-Chnis they should be cded,  and were servants 
of the different officials in the city. All the magis- 
trrrtes in the place, the Fus and the Hsiens, seemed to 
send whole armies of their men, ostensibly rrs a com- 
pliment to me, and to take care of me ; but in reality 
to keep a good eye on my movements, and still more 
to get some cnsh, whole mountains of which dis- 
appeared. 

i lhy 17.-I had made up my mind to visit a 
placc cnllcd Ti-Fan-Fu, which, from the accounts of 
the inifisionaries, was worth a viait. Ainoiib%t other 
tl~i~lgh t l i ~ r c  W:LS mid to be :~n  intcri~iittcnt spring. 
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I was told that this place was inhabited by the Man- 
Tzii, or Barbarians, as the Chinese call them ; and 
Monseigneur Pinchon told me that, amongst other 
pleasing theories, they were possessed of the belief 
that if they poisoned a rich man, his wealth would 
accrue to the poisoner ; that, therefore, the hospitable 
custom prevailed amongst them of administering 
poison to rich or noble guests ; that this poison took 
no effect for some time, but that in the course of 
two or three months it produced a disease akin to 
dysentery, ending in certain death. 

Monseigneur Pinchon advised me to take my food 
from Ch'bng-Tu, and to avoid the temptations of 
feasting as a guest of this singular people. This 
superstition is almost an exact parallel to one related 
by Polo as in vogue amongst a tribe in Western 
Yiin-Nan, ride Yule's ' Marco Polo,' 2nd ed. vol. ii. 
p. 64. It may be doubted, however, whether much 
more of the custom remains than the tradition. 

There are altogether eighteen of the Barbarian 
tribes spreading over the country from Yiin-Nan 
to the extreme north of Ssii-Ch'uan. Each tribe 
has its king---one of them a queen--and they live 
almost entirely by agriculture and cattle-keeping. 
The king usually derives a considerable revenue from 
his lands, and every family in his kingdom has to send 
one man for six months to work on his estate. In 
other caaes he receives an annual amount of eggs, 
flour, or wheat from each household. He has absolute 
power over all his land, assigns certain portions of 
it to certain families, and, if they displease him, or 
he has any other reason for doinq so, he displaces P 
them at once, and puts others m their stead, all 
the houses and farm-buildings passing to the new 
comer. 

T 2 



One of these ro~alties, that of Mou-Pin, was at 
thia time distracted by disturbances, a civil war, 
bandits, robbera, soldiers, and evils of every kind. 
The king had died not long previously, leaving a 
wife with three daughtere, and a sister-in-law, who 
set herself up as the protector of an illegitimate 
infant son. There was at once a disputed succession, 
for by the law a female could not sit on the throne. 
The sieter-in-law and the wife both wanted the 
Fuling power. The sister-in-law succeeded in stealing 
the seal of State. She obtained some boy, who waa 
permitted to go and pay hie reapects to the widow as 
sov-, and who, while makmg his obeisance, man- 
aged to snatch the aeal and escape to the sister-in-law. 

A war then broke out, some people taking part 
with the queen widow, and othem with the sister-in- 
lam. As usual in such cases all the bad charactera 
flocked to the place to feed on the booty ; both the 
queen widow and the sister-in-law were obliged to 
take refuge in Ch'bng-Tu, and now the whole king- 
dom waa given over to pillage, and the villanies 
always accompanying a civil war. 

I sent Chin-Tai to the Tm-Tai, to inform him of 
my intended tour. He assured me that there was 
no such place as Li-Fan-Fu; but that there was a 
C h i n e  military station named Sung-P'an-T'ing, and 
that that must be the place that I wished to viait. 
He said he would send four Tinc-Chaia with me, as i t  
would not be proper for me to travel with less. 

The banker crrme in in the evening, and brought 
me 150 taels of silver, chopped up by some neighbour- 
ing blacksmith into little pieces suitable for the 
small payments. 

Before leavi~g Ch'eng-Tu, rrs it would be neces- 
snry for me to I.l:~ve intercourse with the officials on 
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the way, Chin-Tai was ordered to buy a card-we 
for my Chinese visiting-cards, an affair of about the 
size and appearance of a small portfolio. Cards are 
sent, somh hours before making a call in China, by a 
eervant, to inform the people that they may expect 
a visit at such and such an hour, and to prepare 
them for the momentous event. People also, as in 
Europe, send their cards as a civility one to another 
without visiting. 

The market prices at Ch96ng-Tu were much the 
same as at Ch'ung-Ch'ing. Beef sixty cash a catty; 
eggs six cash each ; fowls ninety to one hundred 
cash a catty ; wheaten flour forty, and fish fifty to 
eighty, for, as in Polo's time, still ' they catch a great 
quantity of fish.' 

Twenty cash was equivalent to a little less than 
a penny, and a catty is equal to a pound and a third 
avoirdupois. 

May 18.-As I thought I should only be away 
for a few days I took no more than eight baggage 
coolies, beside the chair coolies, and another pony. 
These were engaged only for the journey to Kuan- 
Hsien, for beyond that place the country ie so moun- 
tainous that coolies accustomed to the plains will not 
or rrre not able to work in it. 

On turning out in the morning I found a good 
many of my old coolies, and the same coolie-master. 
We sortied through the north-west gate of the city, 
near which there ie a good deal of open space, and 
many gardens with nice trees, willow chiefly, and, of 
come, bamboos. 

On leaving the gate a suburb extends about two 
thirds of a mile beyond, but it haa no depth, and is 
little more than a line of houses on both sides of the 
road, behind which gardens and fields can be seen. 



The yellow corn was waving in the breeze, the 
harvest was in full progress, and the rice-planting 
w8-8 still going on. There was less rice on this side . 
of the city, more wheat and tobacco, and no opium 
whatever that I could see. The red clay of the soil 
had entirely disappeared, and in its place there was a 
kind of grey clayey sand, the city of Ch'bng-Tu 
having apparently been built on the extreme edge of 
the red clay. 

There was not nearly so much water on the land 
ns there was on the south of the city, although at  
each side of the road, which was not paved, there waa 
a considerable stream ; and I now saw no more of the 
pumping mills that had become so f d i a r .  

There were more trees of dl kinds ; long rows 
wen: planted on the divisions between the fields and 
on the sides of the road, and the appearance of the 
country put me somewhat in mind of the neighbour- 
hood of Peking. 

I proceeded in great state with my four satellites, 
who shouted to everyone they met to get out of the 
way. Perhaps a poor man would come staggering 
along with an enormous load on a wheelbarrow, just 
where the track for these machines was very narrow, 
but where there was plenty of room for me at the 
side. Nothing, however, would satisfy my gentlemen, 
unless he cleared right out of the course ; and once 
when one:of these unfortunates wrrs not quick enough, 
they upset the wheelbarrow into the brook at the side 
of the road. I remonstrated with them, but it had 
no effect whatever, as they had made up their minds 
to maintain their own dignity, however little I might 
care about mine. 

Whenever I got on and off my pony, as much fuss 
was made about me as about a jockey mounting for 
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the Derby : one man to errch stirrup, another to the 
pony's head, a fourth to his tail, and the Ma-Fu to 
give me a lift, as if the animal was about eighteen 
instead of eleven hands Q h .  

The road was very lively with many people carry- 
ing cocoons of silk, and many travellers riding, the 
latter with huge stirrups made of wood, into which 
they often thrust their heels instead of their toes. 

I halted for the night at Pi-Hsien, where there was 
a large inn, which appeared to be a kind of barrack, 
for it was full of soldiers. 

When first I came in I thought it a delightful 
place ; the room mas open in front to a good-sized 
yard, beyond which was a covered square, with great 
gates opening into a further court, and I imagined 
that by shutting the gates I should be delightfully 
cool and quiet. 

Four little rooms were entered directly from the 
large room, and in each of these there were about six 
soldiers, who behaved themselves very well. 

It waa not long, however, before it became neces- 
sary to open the gates, for the people of the town 
would very soon have burst them down. On they 
came, that curious crowd : first one barrier was paased, 
then another ; little by little the jabbering mob ap- 
proached the door; soon they were in the room, and 
like a flood threatened to carry me away right through 
the opposite wall. At length, sorry as I was to 
disappoint their legitimate curiosity, it became neces- 
sary to turn the rloldiers out of one of the small rooms, 
into which I retreated. 

It was a filthy place, and none the cleaner for 
having been occupied by the braves, who seemed 
chiefly to have amused themselves by spitting about 
dl over it ; and as I sat imprisoned, as if to mock me, 



a huge label that still stuck to my writing box, 
' Grand HBtel de Thoune 9, Thoune,' stared me in the 
face, and I could hardly help yearning, if not for the 
flesh-pots, at leaat for some of the comforts of civili- 
sation. 

The Hsien was at Ch'Bng-Tu assisting to inau- 
gurate the new governor-general, but hie son called 
on me, and sfterwards sent me a present of a couple 
of fowls, for which I had of course to give as much 
money to the man who brought them as would have 
paid for these muscular birds over and over again. 

Soon afterwards I learnt that the Hsien himself 
had posted back from the capital on purpose to look 
after me ; and he called on me after dinner, a man 
with a fmnk open face, very unlike most Chinese. He 
offered me everything he possessed, hoped I would 
stop a day, and he would take me about, and show 
me what there was to see, and said that if I came back 
this way he would put me up in hie yamen. I thanked 
him, but said I could not stop just now, but hoped to 
see him again on my return. 

Any official would of course go through the form 
of offering ae much as this, but his face gave such a 
charm to dl he said that I really think he meant it. 

Before leaving he asked me all about my proposed 
expedition, and like the Tao-Tai of Ch'bng-Tu, assured 
me that in speaking of Li-Fan-Fu I must mean Sung- 
P'an-T'ing ; so certain was he of this, that he took the 
trouble to write out an itinerary for me of the road to 
Sung-P'tm-T'ing and Lung-An-Fu. 

After he had gone, I turned into bed, and, not- 
withstanding the dirt that feU on my head h m  the 
matting above, where a healthy family of rats were 
steeple-chasing all night, I slept soundly. 

May 19.-The Hsien gave me rrdditiond presents 
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of candied fiuita, which were really excellent, and he 
insisted on sending me an escort of twenty soldiers. 
Bfter some remonstrance I succeeded in reducing to 
ten the number of these useless but exceedingly pic- 
turesQue braves. 

Over the ordinary h s s  they wore a loose red 
tunic without sleeves ; four of them were armed with 
spears terminating in an arrangement like Neptune's 
trident; and four others with weapons ending in 
short square swords. The heads of all the poles 
were adorned with large roaettes of blue and red 
with ends hanging down. The other two men bore 
flags, one in front and one behind. 

The Haien also sent his steward, a functionary 
of much importance. This man rode a pony, and 
gave me a good deal of assistance, praise that I can 
hardly lavish on the remainder of the procession, who 
were about aa ueeful as the men in armour in a lord 
mayor's show. 
When the soldiers left me they formed line to 

the left, and gave what I took to be a general saluk ; 
this they pedormed in divers and sundry mannere, all 
laughing heartily. 

Thia gloriiication of course was not achieved with- 
out the expenditure of a considerable sum of money ; 
but aa everybody seemkd to enjoy the thing so 
thoroughly, it would, I felt, have been cruel to grudge 
them the pleasure. 

We marched over the same hutiful rich fertile 
plain; and after about an hour the mountains ap- 
peared through the haze. 

The whole country is a perfect network of canals 
and watercoma ; and as the plain here begins rising 
rapidly (at least ten feet per mile), the streams are all 
very swift. The number of trees everywhere is enor- 
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mous ; the sides of the road are bordered with a small 
kind of beech, and dso willows ; there are often rows 
of trees between the fields, and clustera round the 
houses. Here is a line of h i t  trees, oranges or 
apricots ; there a temple enclosed by a wall with a 
number of fine yews ; and in every direction the view 
is bounded by trees. 

The beeches are used only for firewood, and for 
the manufacture of charcoal, which, as well as coke, 
is made in great quantities at Kum-Hsien ; and v a t  
numbers of coolies are seen on the road canying these 
in the usual way, or wheeling them in barrows. 

There was no lack of tea-houses by the roadside, 
md  I breakfasted in one close to the river, which, 
here sixty yards wide, and running swiftly over a 
pebbly bottom, looked a glorious place for throwing 
a fly. 

A little higher up it was crossed by a neat trestle 
bridge in nine spans. The framework for the usual 
roof had just been put up over the roadway, and 
people were at work completing it. 

At about twenty miles from Pi-Hsien the road 
passes through the heavy gates of a massive gate- 
may, on which is built one of the three-storied build- 
ings invariably erected over the gateways of the 
walled cities. There are no walls on either side, the 
gateway standing by itself in useless and solitary 
grandeur. I mas unable to learn anything of the 
history of this building ; but it certainly mould seem 
as if in former times the walls of Kuan-Hsien ex- 
tended to this point. 

The road from here to Hum-Hsien passes through 
a suburb, and underneath six very elegant triumphal 
arches, elaborately ornamented with carvinga in relief, 
the work of the numerous stonemasons that are seen 
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in this suburb engaged in chipping away at a soft 
grey aandstone. 

The Hsien of Kuan-Hsien, aa soon as he heard of 
my arrival, sent me more fowls, and sweetmeats in 
such quantities that it would have puzzled even a 
Russian to dispose of them ; and to increaee my 
dignity he lent me a number of red cushions from his 
yamen. 

May 20.-I wne obliged to wait a day at Kuan- 
Hsien as h s h  coolies were to be hired, and reflecting 
on what the Hsien at Pi-Hsien had said, I began to 
think i t  would be worth while to extend my trip to 
Sung-P'an-T'ing. The trip wne sure to be an in- 
teresting one ; no European, not even the missionaries, 
had ever been to Sung-P'an-T'ing, and it was almost 
on the borders of the Koko-Nor district. I had ex- 
pected nothing but opposition from the Chinese 
officials, but instead they were actually putting 
opportunities in my way. 

I did not take long to make up my mind ; and 
the only obstacle remaining wne the want of money. 
I had left Ch'bng-Tu with a supply ample for the short 
journey to Li-Fan-Fu, but not enough to take me to 
Sung-P'an-T'ing. I therefore first sent to the Hsien, 
to ask him if he could and would buy one of my one 
hundred tael bills. He returned me a polite message 
to say that he had not that amount by him, and could 
not accommodate me. 

But I had now made up my mind to go to Sung- 
P'an-T'ing ; so I determined to send Chung-Erh back 
to Ch'dng-Tu to get the money ; arranging for him 
to meet me again at Hsin-P'u-Kuan, where the road 
to Li-Fan-Fu turns off from the military road to 
Sung-P'an-T'ing. 

I wrrs making inquiries here about the intermittent 
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spring at Li-Fan-Fu, of which of course no one knew 
anything ; but the hotel-master, anxious to gratify 
my taste for the marvellous, said that there waa a 
very remarkable one at a temple just outaide the city. 
When I arrived there, there waa of course no spring ; 
but I was nevertheless well repaid for the trouble of 
corning here, for the temple was at an exceedingly 
lovely spot. 

It wm a large place, surrounded by a wall, and 
its grounds were in perfect order, and well cared for ; it 
hung over the water, which waa dmhing; and foaming 
below, more a torrent than a river, but down which a 
few rafta managed to find a somewhat perilous paasage. 

To the north a fine valley, well cultivated and 
thickly wooded, ran up amonget hills also well-wooded, 
the buttresses of fine mountains behind, which plunged 
their tops into the .clouds ; while on the other aide 
lay spread out, in all the richness of ita verdure, the 
fertile plain of Ch'hg-Tu. 

A well dressed priest, with a tall hat, showed me 
round, and gave me some tea. 

The people of Kuan-Hsien do not enjoy a high 
reputation, and I found no reaaon to make my opinion 
of them an exception to the general rule. I was fol- 
lowed about by a gaping cmwd, who exhibited more 
than the usual amount of the frantic curioeity of the 
Chinese people, who, notwithstanding their outrageous 
inquisitiveness, seem yet utterly devoid of the power 
of observation. I have looked at the faces of eome 
thousands, and in scarcely one have I seen the smallest 
appearance of observing power. Where the eyelid 
ends, the forehead begins, leaving no room for the 
organs of this fhulty. After I had returned fiom 
my excursion, my people managed to keep the court- 
yard clear ; but in the door of it there waa a little 
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open latticework, and hour after hour it wrrs blocked 
by heads, whose owners all that time can have seen 
nothing foreign save a bath-towel hung out in the sun 
to drv. 

No one who has not gone through this process of 
being continually stared at, can thoroughly w e  
what it is ; sometimes after arrival at an inn, when 
the fearful hubbub, which usually lnets about an hour, 
has somewhat subsided, and when at last the court- 
yard has been cleared, and the traveller fondly hopes 
the reign of peace is about to commence, he suddenly 
becomes aware of a whispering carried on somewhere 
near him,-a conversation carried on in a whisper is 
always disagreeable, but under these circumstances it 
is peculiarily irritating,--he lays down his pen, and 
listens, and the sound of a scraping noise outside 
the wall is heard ; presently a finger is cautiously 
thrust through the paper that covers a little bit of 
window which he fancied far beyond the reach of 
escalade, and that well-known eye appears, He sud- 
denly looks up, the eye disappears, a thud is heard on 
the ground outside, followed by the rumbling sound 
of some thirty or forty feet, as their owners scamper 
off, ashamed of having been found out. 

Writing is recommenced, and the traveller is soon 
again absorbed in his work, when presently a scratch- 
ing and scraping, accompanied by the same horrid 
whispering, discovers some one picking away the 
plaster of a lath and plaster partition. If one hole 
is covered up, another is made somewhere else, until 
at length even if people should appear underneath 
the floor it would not cause the least surprise. 

May 21.-We still had our old coolie-master, who 
had hired the men necessary: baggage coolies, now 
reduced to six; eight chair-coolies and a pony with 
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a Ma-Fu for myself, and two chairs and a pony for 
the servants. 

Besides their reputation for turbulence, the people 
of Kuan-Hsien are said to be miserably poor; the 
latter they certainly are, for Chin-Tai was unable to 
change his silver. I did not find their turbulence 
exhibit itself in any other way than excessive curiosity, 
which was so p a t  that not only were the foreigner, 
the foreign dog, and foreign clothes, objects of in- 
tense interest, but the wonder mith which these were 
regarded mas extended even to the servants, and a 
crowd of people, who apparently thought that a 
Chinaman who could perform the astounding feat of 
entering the service of a foreigner must bear in his 
body some outward and visible sign of the fact, fol- 
lowed Chin-Tai when he walked about the streets. 
Notwithstanding this insatiable inquisitiveness, I found 
them quiet enough, and no one said an uncivil word. 

Leaving the west gate of the city the road m- 
cended the left bank of the river, here about two 
hundred and fifty yards broad, a rushing torrent of 
beautiful clear water. This river debouches from the 
hills at Hum-Hsien, where the valley is a mile wide ; 
and immediately below this, the ingenious contrivancee 
commence for dividing the river, and directing the 
numerous branches into the deeired channels. 

The works are most simple ; large boulders, about 
the size of a man's head, are collected and put into 
long cylindrical baskets of very open bamboo net- 
work ; thesc baskets are laid nearly horizontally, and 
thus the bund is formed. The streams into which 
the river is in this manner split up, irrigate the 
Ch'hng-Tu plain, and lower down again unite to form 
the Min River of geographers. 

A little nbovc ICuan-Hsien, there is a suspension- 
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bridge across the river. Six ropes, one above the other, 
are stretched very tightly, and connected by vertical 
baftens of wood laced in and out. Another similar set 
of ropes is at the other side of the roadway, which is 
laid across theee, and follows the curve of the ropes. 

There are three or four spans with stone piere. 
On account of my inquiries about the intermittent 

spring at Li-Fan-Fu, my people had now an idea that 
I wanted to see every drop of water that could be 
found trickling anywhere ; and just outside the city, 
Chin-Tai said there wae a remarkable stream at a 
temple. I visited the temple ; but the water wae 
merely a small brook that came down from the hills 
behind, and wrre conducted through the mouth of a 
sefpent carved in stone. The temple was, however, 
well worth a visit ; very large and beautifully kept, a 
very fine flight of stone steps in perfect preservation, 
where there was not a blade of graas between the 
flap, led through one or two low buildings, separated 
by courta paved with a very smooth concrete. 

The gilding and paint on the decorations were 
quite freah. There waa everywhere a great deal of 
elaborate carving ; carved figures on the roofs, and on 
every pinnacle ; even the screens in front of the doom 
were ornamented at the top with some trace ry ; every- 
thing was in good order, and dl the interstices kept 
clean and free from dust. 

Altogether, in its cleanliness, it waa very unlike 
anything Chinese. 

In one place there was a tank with rockwork and 
beautiful ferns, where half a dozen tortoises were 
disporting themselves in their usual clumsy fashion. 

A very civil priest offered me tea ; but rre I had a 
long journey before me I declined his invitation to 
remain. 
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The road following the river, at once plunged 
into the mo~~ntains, which rose about 1,200 or 
1,500 feet. The first were of sandstone, and in this 
a couple of fienms of coal, though only a few feet 
thick, gave plenty of occupatioil to a considerable 
population. The beds mere here inclined 45", and the 
strata ran up in a north-east direction, at right angles 
to the valley ; these formations soon gave may to the 
inevitable limestone, here exceedingly rich ; and large 
numbers of lime-kilns, and many coolies laden with 
lime, attested its value. 

After following the river about eight miles, we 
turned to the right up a stream, where the vertical 
strata were well exhibited in some small cliffs, the strike 
being nearly north and south. The sides of the hills 
mere almost too steep for cultivation, of which there 
was very little ; but pqss, flo~vers, shrubs, and trees 
were growing luxurinntly, and the richness of the 
verdure n7as charming. 

About ten miles brought us to the village of Yu- 
Ch'i, where a covered bridge of mood on stone piers 
took us across the stream. The inn was remarkably 
clean, the people quiet and civil, and I sat writing with 
the doors open, no one attempting to intrude. At the 
back a window looked on to a fine steep hill ; and some 
sweet-smelling blossoms in the courtyard made me ask 
myself whether I could really be in Chins. 

We left this peaceful little place ; and two miles 
and a half up the side of a ravine brought us to a 
small teniple, 2,000 feet above Y u-Ch'i, perched on rr 
saddle connecting two mountains which rose on either 
hnnd about 1,000 feet above it. Here I sat down, 
,and pondered over the sad state of my nenrly worn- 
out, boots, \\-11ile I waited for Chin-Ti~i, ni~d \ \ ' i ~ t ~ h ~ ~ l  
tlic pcople 1)nsr;ing by. 
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This road was much traversed. We niet great 
numbers of coolies carrying tiinber on their bucks ; 
the logs were generally about eight feet long by ten 
inches square. Some were even larger, though these 
would weigh at least 200 lbs. There wile evidently 
a great trade in timber, for at all the villages on the 
river there were larwe stacks. 

Nuilibers of coolies were cnrryiilg roots of many 
descriptions, mostly ~nedichlcs, nnd grcnt nnnhcrs 
with baskets of the young shoots of the bunboo, 
which are cooked and ea~en as a, vegetttblc. 

An easier road took us down another v:~lley b:ick 
to the river, and a descent of 1,450 feet brought us 
to the village of l'in-Hsiu-lJTaii, n very quiet little 
place with not enough inhabitants to crou-d the inn ; 
this could hardly be considered clean, but was very 
quiet. The mindow of my rooill, which for once hi 
a way was in a position suitable for sccing out of, 
was right over the river ; and, looking across n steep 
and wooded bank, I could see n fine mountain on the 
opposite side. The roar of the water made pleasant 
music in the evening air, anci after the bustle and 
turihoil of the towns bclom, tlie pence and quiet of 
the mountain village was very e i~ , jo~blc .  

Durintr the day I saw the first water-mill I llnd 
9 

seen in China. I had begun to think that water-mills, 
like pumps, mere uiikno~m ; but afterwards I found 
them at nearly every village in the mountains. 

,Way 22.-All day n-e followed up the river by n 
very fair path, in which thcre was n good deal of up 
and down. The mountains here rise about three 
thousand feet ; their sides are very steep, in places 
almost precipitous, and here and thcre there are cliffs, 
sometimes four hundred or five hundred feet high ; 
but where they are not absolutely vertical, a luxuriant 
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vegetation of grass, brambles, beautiful flowering 
creepers, jasmines, and ferns gets a bnld in the crevices 
of the rocks. Small ashes, beeches, and other trees 
grow in profusion ; and the mountains arc zlothed in 
green to their very summits. Down at the bottom, 
if the valley opens out and leaves a little level ground, 
there is sometimes a patch of cultivation, and growing 
amongst the big rocks which lie tumbled about, there 
are quantities of a. kind of barberry, just now in 
blossom, with a scent like wild thyme. Round every 
little village are fine clumps of trees, walnuts, peaches, 
apricots, and large numbers of Pi-Pa (Eriobotrya 
Japonica or h ) p o t ) ,  the last now bearvlg fruit which, 
although the people here seemed very fond of it, 
appeared to me to have no taste whatever. 

At every two or three miles ropes are stretched 
acros8 the river ; the people make a sort of raft of two 
logs of wood, a line from this runs on the rope, and they 
cross on the raft ; rather an unpleasant operation in 
this foaming torrent, that falls one thousand feet be- 
fore it reaches Kutm-Hsien, a distance that, taking 
all the windings into account, cannot be more than 
fifty miles. 

I breakfasted at the little hamlet of Hsin-Wen- 
P'ing, built on exactly the same model as all the other 
mountain villages, with one inn, at which no one 
appeared to stop. It had only just been built, and the 
fresh clean wood panels of the wall and boards of the 
ceiling were quite a pleaaure. The people treated me 
with the greatest civility, even taidng the trouble 
as we passed the houses to keep their dogs from 
barking at mine. Some of them would come in and 
have a quiet talk now and then, or show me their 
curiosities in return for a similar exhibition on my 
prurt. Here they told me there were deer and wild 
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boars in the mountains ; that some of the latter were 
found weighing three hundred catties (four hundred 
pounds) ; and, as a proof, brought me a young one 
about a foot long which was striped longitudinally. 

May 23.-Notwithstanding the fresh clem panels 
of the walls, which I had so enthusiastically admired 
on my arrival, I was horribly eaten of insects during 
the night, a process to which by this time I was 
tolerably hardened. 

Directly we started we plunged into a wild gorge, 
the mountain sides running down very precipitously 
to the river which map-makers call the Min ; the people 
here call it the Hsin [qu. Hsi-Ho ?I, when they have 
any name for it at all, which generally they have not. 

The tops of the mountains were hidden in rain 
clouds, wreaths of mist hung b u t  the lower slopes, 
and a steady rain did not tend to enliven the scene, or 
render the taking of notes more easy or more agreeable. 

The road ran close to the edbe of the water, the 
path being cut out of the rock, in many places propped 
up from underneath, or cut into steep and irregular 
steps which the rain made very slippery. The place 
was very desolate, and there was not a great deal of 
traffic, although every now and then we passed a good 
many coolies carrying loads of wood and roots ; and 
at long intervals a s m d  string of mules. 

Early in the day my pony dropped a shoe, and 1 
turned into a tea-house while the farrier was at work. 
Here a man was making a kind of macaroni, and I 
watched the process with much interest. He made a 
kind of very heavy dough of wheaten flour, with a 
little soda ; the kneading process was most compli- 
cated ; at times, as his unaided strenbrth was not 
sufficient, he made use of a lever, like a long and very 
stout ruler. His table sfood against the w d ,  in which 

e 2 
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there was n hole for one end of his lever, and he 
pressed on the other end with all his weight. The 
dough was rolled out over and over again, until at 
last he had a very thin, long-shaped sheet of stuff to 
his satisfiiction ; this was then cut 11p into strips like 
tape, and the process was complete. These strips are 
boiled and eaten hot with some chopped chillies. 
Like most Chinese things i t  has very little flavour. 

As WQn-Ch'unn-Hsien is approached the valley 
opens out, the side6 of the hills are less steep, nnd 
there is some cultivation below. This town is a 
miserable place, nnd has n poverty-stricken air. The 
missionaries warned me to be very careful here ; they 
advised me to shut myself up in my chair and draw 
down all the blinds, for, as they put it, the inhabi- 
tants mere very ' mauvais ' ; but it seemed to me that, 
however vicious their inclinations might be, there 
were not enough people to put them into practice. 1 
saw scnrcely nnyone about, andt he streets would 
have been absolutely deserted but for a few old women, 
who seemed ashamed of themselves for being there. 
The town is only about three hundred yards across, 
and we found a filthy inn in a wretched suburb on 
the northern side. 

Here the Kuan-Hsien pcople left us, and the 
Hsien of W&n-Ch'uan sent his card, with a head-man 
and four Tinc-Chais. He dso sent a present of fowls, 
ducks, and some tea pressed into an annular cake. 
The fowls and ducks mere very ~velcome, for in this 
wretched town i t  was absolutely impossible to get 
anything, and without them I should have gone 
dinneiqess. 

I had been told that I could get yak beef here, 
as the mountaineers were said to keep yaks in a 
dome~tic state, nnd kill them for beef; this, however, 
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was a pure fable, invented to put me in a good humour. 
The tea was the celebrated tea of Pu-Erh ; I was not 
at this time aware of its excellence, or I should have 
more fully appreciated the liberality of the donor. 

Soon a h r  starting we saw the first Man-Tzii 
village on the top of the mountains. I was walking 
ahead with two of the Tinc-Chais, and, pointing to the 
village, asked if it was not one of the Man-Tzii. 
' No,' replied the man,' ' it's a village.' After which 
brilliant effort on his part the conversation dropped. 
The Man-Tzii build their villages in quite a different 
style to the Chinese ; the houses are of stone, and the 
lower part is like a fort, with a few narrow windows 
like loopholes ; there is a flat roof, and on part of this 
a kind of shed is erected also flat-roofed, and open 
to the fi.ont. There is a high tower in each village. 
These are usually square ; but I once saw an octa- 
gonal one. I never succeeded ingetting a very satisfac- 
tory explanation of these towers ; some people told 
me that the possession of one was a privilege enjoyed 
by the head-man ; but as I almost immediately after- 
wards saw three or four in the same villtige, this did 
not seem as if i t  were altogether to be relied on. 

May 24.-The inn at Pan-Ch'iao, though small 
and dirty, was quiet, but the righteous soul of Chin-Tai 
waa sorely vexed at  the robbery of a coat by one of the 
lodgers. But it waa not so much the loss of his coat 
that grieved him, as the injustice that permitted an 
inn to be kept by two women so wretched that he 
could not extract from them the value of the stolen 
article. 

With much difficulty I tore him away from the 
scene of this disrtster, and leaving Pan-Ch'iao we con- 
tinued our journey. The river still wound about in 
a narrow gorge, and soon after starting the clouds 
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lifted for a minute from the head of a fine snowy 
mountain. About two and a half miles from Pan- 
Ch'iao, the valley on our side opened out, and there 
was a little grassy plain, where rr stream running down 
from the emt joined the river. Here, hidden amongst 
the thick foliage of walnut trees, there was a little 
village, whose inhabitants cultivated the patch of level 
ground. It vim rr pretty place. There were a few 
apricot and peach trees by the roadside, and a couple 
of brilliant yellow birds were flying h u t  amongat 
the branches. 

Perched like an eagle's eyrie on the tops of the 
almost inaccessible hills, or like wild birds' nests, on 
the faces of perpendicular cliffs, there were many 
vilhges of the Man-Tzii ; and down below, on the 
banks of the smiling river, there were the blackened 
ruins of many another once peaceful hamlet. 

In one place, close to the ruins of some Man-Tzii 
buildings, that I could plainly see had been burnt not 
very long ago, there was a new and flourishing Chinese 
village, where the Chinese, having ousted the abori- 
gincs, had established themselves. A little further 
on there was a cluster of inhabited houses, built in the 
AInn-Tzii styb close down to the river, that had 
formerly bee11 occupied by Man-Tz$ but had now 
been taken possession of by CFaese. I noticed that 
thc Chinese, in one or two very new villages, were 
adopting in part the Man-Tzii style ; but in these the 
high tower wns always wanting, and the Werence in 
the nppcnrnncc of the new semi Mm-Tzii vlllrtges and 
of the rcplnr Man-Tzii buildings was most apparent. 

The relentless advance of the Chineee was thus 
prescnted to the eye in a re  ry striking manner ; every 
village had its tale of bnttle, murder, or sudden attack 
by the barbarians on the peaceable Chinese. In 
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imagination it was easy to fill the picture with 
living figures. I could in fancy hear the clash of 
arms, or see the flight of the Man-Tzii h m  their ruth- 
less enemy, who left nothing but the smoking ruins of 
some once quiet hamlet to bear witness to the cruel 
tragedy* 

The story as told me was always the same. How 
the Chinese came peaceably up the valleys, and were 
received by the inhabitants with every show of wel- 
come ; how unprovoked and unexpected attack was 
made on the new comers, who, at first fighting only 
for exietence, ultimately secured the victory, and 
established themselves in the place of their treacherous 
foes. The Chinese, as at each successive village they 
narrated with never-varying details the eventa of 
every battle, dwelt with dehght on the valour of their 
race, and the cowardly conduct of the barbarians, and 
never thought it possible that I should wonder what 
account these same barbarians would render, should 
they have the opportunity of telling their tale. 

But the irrevocable law of nature must have its 
way; the better race must gradually supplant the 
inferior one ; the Chinese will continue their advance, 
stopped only where the climate aids the soil in ita 
refusal to produce even to these industrious agricul- 
turista the frvits of the earth in due season. 

But these mountains, whose heads are crowned 
with dazzlmg snow, into whose inmost recesses man 
has never penetrated, and whose rugged sides and 
mighty precipices must inspire awe in the most un- 
poetic soul, have not been without their influence on 
the minds of the inhabitanta. Not only the shout of 
battle, but the miracle wrought by some Buddhist 
saint, the mystery attendant on some freak of nature, 
and even the gentle song of love, finds its place in the 
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legends that cling to the sides of these romantic 
valleys. 

Leaving behind us the melancholy records of a 
fast dying race, we crossed a little ridge, and my at- 
tention was called to a spot surrounded with all the 
halo of the miraculous. 

On our left waa a long ridge of loose sand, that 
fancy might conjure into the semblance of a gigantic 
snake; and hidden in its mysterious depths some mar- 
vellous creature eyen now resides. And with awe 
the tnle was told me, how no effort of man has ever 
succeeded in clearing away that ridge of sand ; for 
even if by dint of desperate labour during the day a 
portion is removed by nightfall, when the labourer 
returns to his work on the morrow, lo ! all is as it 
zvns, and everything must be commenced afresh. 

The fable has its origin in truth. No doubt there 
is a backbone of rock to this ridge of sand, and the 
wind coming out of the valley causes the drift, that 
even if cleared away would of course soon again 
collect. 

There was yet something more wonderful about 
this place, and Chin-Tni told me an interminable story 
about tl Fu, five dragons, and five swords ; but it was 
very long, and he became so interested in it as to 
give it me more in Chinese than English, by which 
the mornl, if there was one, is lost to posterity for ever. 
He, however, impressed upon me very strongly the fact 
that i t  was a miracle, and that as it was told him by 
some one who lived here it must be true. 

Hsin-P'u-Kuan boasts a wall and gate, and is pre- 
sided over by an official called a T'ing. He asked me 
to stop here al l  day, and placed his house at  my dis- 
posal, an offer that he did not expect me to accept. 
He sent me the usual unromantic fowl, some potatms 
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which were very acceptable, and a piece of pork, which 
my servants gladly disposed of for me ; for noching 
short of absolute starvation would have induced me 
to touch the flesh of a Chinese pig, a peculiarity that 
afterwards obtained for me the title of a foreign 
Mahometan. 

The potato is despised by the Chinese as food 
only fit for pigs and foreigners, but, introduced into 
the mountainous regions by the missionaries not much 
more than fifty years ago, the valuable properties of 
this useful root have already made themselves appre- 
ciated, and steadily, but surely, gaining g-round,'not- 
withstanding the contempt of the Chinese, it is destined 
at no distant day to take its place amongst the agri- 
cultural products of China. In all the mountain 
regions in Western China and Tibet potatoes are 
found, and as far as Ta-Li-Fu I was never without 
them during the whole of my journey. 

Marching out of Hsin-P'u-Kuan the river was 
immediately crossed by one of the rope suspension 
bridges, that had by this time become familiar. The 
roadway on these follows the curve of the ropes, and 
at the two ends is rather steep. The bridges them- 
selves sway about a good deal, especially if there 
happens to be any wind, and walking on them is 
something like walking on the deck of a rolling 
ship. 

The volume of the river is here swelled by the 
tributary from Li-Fan-Fu ; this is passed by a similar 
bridge, and leaving the main road to Sung-P'an-T'ing, 
the road to Li-Fan-Fu ascends the right bank of the 
tributary stream. 

The scenery now changed entirely. At the bottom 
of the valley there was here and there a little flat 
ground, where fields of barley were divided by loose 
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stone walls, the mountains rising up behind almost 
precipitously. With the exception of a few scanty 
blades of grass, these were perfectly bare, and standing 
like a long wall, almost unbroken even by a gully, 
presented a remarkable contrast to the magnificent 
verdure we had left behind. 

In one or two places the Man-Tzii villages were 
now inhabited by Chinese ; and up on the tops of the 
mountains, when the clouds lM, the present dwelling 
places of these aborigines could be seen, Some of them 
put me much in mind of many rr Persian hamlet lying 
hidden in the valleys of the great Elburz ; one in par- 
ticular, close down by the stream, half hidden amongst 
trees, with a little patch of cultivation round it, and 
with the b m  and rugged mountsin rising like a wall 
behind, needed only a few tall, straight poplars to 
complete the likenese, and h o s t  made me think I 
was nearer to the Atrek than to the Pang-Tzti. 

In places the valley narrowed, and the hills run- 
ning sheer down to the water, the road was supported 
from below, or rested upon horizontal stakes driven 
into the face of the rock. 

The road was everywhere in an excellent state of 
repair ; great care was evidently bestowed upon it, 
and it must have cost much money and labour to 
keep it up. The Chinese are not as a rule in the 
habit of' repniring roads ; but in a case of this kind 
a road left to itself would very soon cease to exist. 
I n  one place it had been found irnposeible to avoid 
a short tunnel, and when it had been necessary to 
cut steps in the rock, these were very regular, and 
carefully made. 

There were a great many caves and caverns in 
the sides of the hill, some in very inaccessible posi- 
tions, but I could get no information about them. 
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A little less than nine miles h m  Hsin-P'u-Kuan 
there is a bridge precisely eimilar in construction to 
the Sanga bridges of India, and to many others that 
subsequently became familiar to me in the moun- 
tainous regions between Tibet and Western China. 

Seeing a very old man fishing with a rod and 
line, we purchased a couple of fish, which though not 
trout turned oat delicious. I never found a speci- 
men of the salmon tribe in Western China or Tibet ; 
there are plenty of salmon in Japan, and in the Amur, 
but I have never heard of their being found in any 
river further south. I used always to examine the 
fish, but I never detected the smallest indication of 
the second back fin, which characterises the salmonih. 

I now turned my attention to the rod and line, 
and found that the old gentleman used a reel aa we 
do in Europe ; but instead of a heavy brass affair he 
had a light octagonal wooden framework on which 
the line waa wound ; it had the advantage of a very 
large diameter, so that one turn wound up very much 
more than would be reeled up by one turn of our 
elaborate and costly machines. 

The village of Ku-Ch'eng, where we stopped, was 
so small that it really hardly deserved a name, and 
the inn was a quaint and dirty place. One large 
room, whose walls were black with age and smoke, 
opened from the street. It was not provided with a 
window, and at the back there was a sort of cup- 
board, wLch did duty for a guest room or state 
apartment, and here, where in the brightest day the 
light of heaven never penetrated, I took up my 
abode. When the night closed in, the large room 
beyond was lighted by a fire of wood, and one or two 
oil lamps, whose fitful glimmering was just suffi- 
cient to caet a lurid glare on the faces of the strange 
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figures seated round, smoking their long pipes and 
discussing the events of the day. One by one they 
put away their pipes, the conversation gradually 
dropped, and soon all were wrapped up in their 
blankets, and sound asleep. 

.Wlny 25.-We continued our march up the deso- 
late valley, where the cultivation on the little level 
patches of ground close to the water's edge only 
served as a foil to set off the bare and precipitous 
mountain sides. The streams that came down from 
these ran through deep and gloomy gorges, tumbling 
in little cascades between almost vertical walls of 
rock ; many of them mere of a brown colour, so like 
the peat streams of Scotland that I almost think 
there must be fields of peat in the unknown mass 
of mountains to the south. There was scarcely any 
traffic on the r o d ,  the villages were few and very 
small, and half hidden in walnut and willow trees, 
with a few apricots and firs. 

We halted at  a very little place for breakfast, 
where the people had a young bear they had brought 
down from the mountains ; they told me that bears 
mere not very numerous, and that they were found 
in the snowfields about twenty miles distant. I 
asked if there were any white bears, for I had been 
told that in some mountains to the west of Ch'dng- 
Tu tliere were white carnivorous bears ; but the 
people said they had never heard of my. The musk 
deer is found in this neighbourhood, and I was 
offered here the first musk bag that I had seen. 

Not far from here there was a place with an 
unusual aspect. It was like a large stockade, the 
walls of loose stones instead of wood, in which there 
mere some long low bu:!dings, where only a few 
people stood about. This mas a bmack, and in the 
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fighting time there had been a large garrison here ; 
now it looked miserable and deserted, and was a post 
for twenty men. 

About a mile before reaching Li-Fan-Fu the new 
pagoda that was built in 1876 is a prominent object. 
Soon afterwards a very short suburb is gained, and 
the wall of the city, which is in a somewhat ruinous 
condition, is passed by the errstern gate. 

Some people joined our party here. They told 
Chin-Tai that the governor-general of Ssti-Ch'uan 
had sent them to warn all officials on the road that 
I was coming, that I was to be treated with proper 
respect, and generally taken care of. One of them 
put down a parcel in the room where the servants 
pack together, and the eyes of the inquisitive Chin- 
Tai alighting on it he brought it to me. I t  was the 
Margary proclamation. 

The people of Ch'6ng-Tu evidently thought that 
I was a consular officer, and that my mission was to 
see if this proclamation was posted. This was very 
natural, for the idea of any man travelling in discom- ' 

fort, when he could stop at home in ease, is one that 
it is simply impossible for a Chinese mind to com- 
prehend. Further, I came to Ch'ung-Ch'ing with 
Baber, a recognised consular officer ; and finally it was 
one of the stipulations of the Chi-Fu Convention that 
these officers should travel about from place to place 
to see that the proclamation was posted. 

The literati class is the one most esteemed in 
China, and partly to gain the credit of belonging to 
it, and partly to explain my otherwise incomprehen- 
sible habits of looking at everything, and asking 
what appeared to the Chinese innumerable insane 
questions, I always professed to be one of the literati 
class, went about openly with a note book in my 
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hand, and declared that I was going to write a book. 
No protestations, however, on my part were of the 
least avail ; even my servants, accustomed as they 
had been all their lives to the eccentricities of Euro- 
peans, never believed that I was simply a private 
individual, and probably never carried out my in- 
structions to say so-not that it would have in the 
least availed, for had they sworn it most solemnly 
and continuously they would certainly not have been 
believed. Duplicity is in the nature of the Chinese, 
and being so rusks themselves, they naturally attribute 
sinister or at least hidden designs to others. I was 
thus surrounded with all the majesty and pomp of a 
high official, and however unpleasant might be the 
feeling that I was sailing under false colours, I could 
only console myself with the reflection that it 
mnterially added to my comfort, if not to my safety. 

The Mnrgary proclamation had been posted once 
already on the occasion of tbe visit of one of the 
French missionaries, who had been here not a very 
long time previously. 'The missioncLlies always dress 
in Chinese clothes, wear an artificial plait, conceal 
their European eyes with spectacles, and pass well 
enough for Chinamen without attracting much notice ; 
but this one having a bright red beard, his non- 
nationality mas very apparent ; the fact of a foreigner 
being in the place was soon bruited about, and reached 
the ems of the Fu. 

The Fu had not at that time posted the proclama- 
tion, and when he heard of the arrival of a foreigner 
his mind was filled with alarm, for he thought that 
a consular agent had arrived to see if the clause in the 
Chi-Fu Convention with regcud to the proclamation 
had been faithfully carried out. In fear and trembling 
of being reported to Peking, he posted it, and by its 
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side another of his own, exhorting the people to 
obedience and respect. 

This country would run a very good race with the 
Holy Land (of the monks) for pre-eminence in local 
wonders. Chin-T J promised me several for the next 
day. One from his description appeared to be a gigantic 
ammonite ; another, fossil wood. Beautiful tales were 
in connection with these, which I never had the oppor- 
tunity of thoroughly investigating. As for the inter- 
mittent spring, for which I had come all this distance, 
no one knew of its existence, although Monseigneur 
Pinchon had positively told me he had seen it here. 

On the first day of the tenth month in every year 
the Sieh-T'ai fires a big gun at  one of the mountains 
opposite ; for if he did not do so the result would be 
serious. All sorts of bad luck would descend upon 
the town, many people would be killed, and tumults 
would arise, which would eventuate in plague, pesti- 
lence, and famine. This custom is probably a relic 
of the time when the Chinese were fighting and sub- 
duing the Man-Tzii. It is very likely that when this 
place was first occupied, they had a habit of firing a 
gun to remind the people of the presence of soldiers, 
and that the habit has since become a tradition clothed 
in the garment of fable. 

The weather was very pleasant. The sun was 
shining all the afternoon, and there was no rain all 
day for the first time since leaving Kuan-Hsien. A 
strong wind came on after arrival ; and the dust, 
dirt, and filthy rags of paper were blown from the 
window into my room, on to my table, and over 
everything. The view out of the window was very 
wild, and a huge wall of rock that reared itself 
up right in front was very much like the over-praised 
mountain of Miirren. 
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I now had to make a l l  my arrangements for 
sight-seeing ; and, bidding Chin-Tai to find out the 
distances from Li-Fan-Fu of dl the objects of in- 
terest, I told him that the two things I especially 
wanted to see mere a Man-Tzti village and the gi- 
gantic ammonite of which he had spoken. The in- 
termittent spring I had given up altogether; probably 
it mas the only thing worth seeing in the place, and 
consequently the only one about which the people 
knew nothing. When Chin-Tai came back, he said 
that the ammonite was twenty miles away, but that 
the rest of the things were all quite close, and that I 
could thoroughly ' do ' Li-Fan-Fu in a short morning. 
I therefore made up my mind to see what there was 
to be seen before breakfast, and return to Ku-Ch'kng 
in the afternoon. 

Xay 26.-The next morning several official ser- 
vnnts rand an interpreter accompanied me in my ex- 
pedition ; and as the tracks in the neighbourhood 
were dl impassable for ponies, mules, or chair coolies, 
we were obliged to walk on foot, much to the disgust 
of Chin-Tai. 

My satellites went two or three before me, and 
the rest behind, ordering people out of the way and 
keeping them from pressing round ; and as I marched 
along, the streets mere lined on both sides by the 
peaple, d l  turned out to see the shorn. 

First I wns shown the rock at which they annu- 
ally fire the gun, where, high up the side of the 
precipice, there was a place where some of the stone 
had broken away, leaving a hole with perfectly squared 
corners, about which there mas something miraculous. 
I next saw a box, with some dead man's bones in it, 
but as I could not clearly understand the story in 
connection with it, my credulity was not very severely 
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taxed. I was then taken up to the new pagoda, on a 
rock about two or three hundred feet above the river. 
The ascent was a little steep ; and as Chin-Tai, since 
leaving Peking, had never taken a walk except on 
the two occasions when Baber and I made picnics 
from our junk, he was very soon out of breath. 

The pagoda ie rr plain building of stone, but it is 
in rr commanding position, from which a fine bird's- 
eye view of the city is obtained. 

Li-Fan-Fu is situated on a little triangle of flat 
ground, rrt the mouth of rr narrow gully. The river 
runs swiftly in front, and separates it from rr wild 
and b m  mountain, crowned with huge precipices that 
rise up some three thousand feet at the opposite side. 
It is enclosed by a wall, in many places broken down. 
This wall runs between the houses and the river, and 
then climbs a long way up the crests of two spurs 
which enclose the deep ravine running up at the back 
of the town ; but as the houses are only built on the 
flat ground close to the river, the walls enclose a con- 
siderable vacant space. I counted the houses as well 
as I could, and at a rough calculation put them at 
about one hundred and twenty. The houses here, 
unlike those in other parta of China, are two-storied, 
generally built of stone below, with a wooden upper 
story and a balcony. Newly all the roofs are flat, 
but a few of them are made of sloping battens of wood. 
There is rr small suburb on the eastern side, but none 
elsewhere. 

A rushing torrent comes down the ravine, flows 
through the town, and serves to turn numerous water 
mills, for as this is rr corn and not a rice-growing 
country, there is rr great deal of grinding to be done. 
The wheels are nearly always horizontal, and are 
enclosed in little low, round, flat-roofed houses, which 
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look like small forts ; they have one little door, and 
are hardly high enough for a man to stand in. 

In this place, and around it, under the command 
of the Sieh-T'ai, there are five hundred Chinese soldiers, 
and three thousand Man-Tzii ; the latter are scattered 
about amongst the Man-Tzii t o m s  and villages. 

There is another Chinese t o m  cnlled Cha-Chuo- 
T'ing, twenty miles up the river, which is the last 
Chinese station. 

We now crossed the river by a rope suspension 
bridge, the roadway of which mas merely a few hurdles 
lnid down, and walking about half a mile up the river, 
me turned into a deep ravine and came upon a couple 
of houses, where, as an illustration of intermarriage, 
nbout which I had been making inquiries, I was shown 
a Chinnman who had a Man-Tzti wife. 

The people who were with me evidently thought 
that now wc should go back. 

' But where is the Man-Tzti village? ' I said. 
' Oh ! ' they replied, ' that is too far, ten miles 

away up there.' 
I looked, and saw a village on the side of the moun- 

tain, about four miles off, and two thousand feet above 
me. Fortunately the people had not time to make 
11p a story, as they had simply trusted that the mere 
sitrllt of the village perched up above me would be 

O. qu~ te  enough to damp my ardour, but to their astonish- 
ment I insisted on going there. Chin-Tai was the 
most disgusted of all, for the sun was shining, i t  was 
somewhat warm, nnd he appeared to be wrapped up 
in an infinite number of madded coats. He very soon 
becnme a piteous object. The road mas desperately 
steep, and very stony ; every step he took was ta 

labour to him. He was compelled to sit down and 
rest every few yards ; sometimes he threw himself 
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flat on his back with a groan. He several times de- 
clared that he w~ going to die, and I found it far 
greater trouble to look after him and make him come 
on, than to walk the distance myself a dozen times. 
My satellites kept their countenances fairly, but were 
evidently desperately amused, and I could easily see 
that amongst themselves they thought the whole pro- 
ceeding eminently ludicrous. By dint of perseverance 
and much waiting, we at length succeeded in getting 
him to the top, and when there it was with true 
religious fervour that he 'knocked his head.' I 
found that the Man-Tzii people cultivated far more 
ground than I had thought. The upper slopes of the 
hills were all laid out in terraces, where barley and 
wheat were grown. 

In this part of the country the term Man-Tzii is, 
amongst the aborigines, considered a term of reproach, 
they themselves preferring to be called I-Ran, or I- Jen: 
this is very unusual. The aborivines in the province 

P of Kwei-Chou would rather consider I-Ran an insult- 
ing epithet ; but here.the term Man-Tzii is considered 
so bad that Chin-Tai mould not let me go on, until he 
mas perfectly sure I should make no use of the word 
' Man-Tzii,' and in the conversations that afterwards 
passed in this village the term I-Ran was repeatedly 
used, and the word Man-Tzii not once. 

This village was about two thousand two hundred 
feet above Li-Fan-Fu, but was not on the top of the 
mountain, which rose another thousand feet behind it. 
The houses were all of loose stones, with little windows 
like loopholes ; the streets mere not more than three 
feet wide, and everything was more filthy than usual. 
As we sat outside the entrance to the village waiting 
for Chin-Tai to dr'zg himself up the last few yards, the 
clouds lifted from the head of a grand mountain to the 

A A 2  
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south of Li-Fan-Fu, disclosing vast fields of snow. 
This is called Hsiieh-Lung-Shan, or Snow Dragon 
Mountain, and the people said there were fields of ice 
where it was too cold for anyone to live. 

In the village we all had tolerably good appetites, 
and did ju~tice to a huge loaf of Indian corn bread 
that one of the Tinc-Chais brought straight from the 
ashes in which it waa baked. 

I then asked to be taken to a house where I could 
sit down, and the village school was selected. Here 
I soon gathered a few people around me, who gave 
me what little information they themselves possessed. 
There are two kinds of I-Ran people, those living at 
Cha-Chuo and beyond having a different language to 
those who live here. 

The I-ltan of this place are very like the Chinese 
in appearance ; they wear the stme dress, as well ss 
the plait, but they have good teeth. The Chinese, as 
a rule, have vile teeth, ill-formed, irregular, very 
yellow, and covered with tartar. The I-Ran here all 
talk Chinese, as well as their own language; their 
writing is Chinese ; and the school children were learn- 
ing to write that language. The I-Ran of the west 
have quite a different writing, which appears to be 
alphabetic, but I completely failed in my attempts to 
get the alphabet ; rrll they could say was that they 
had a great many characters. I, however, made one 
of them write ine a couple of lines, and on comparing 
their writing, which is from left to right, with pure 
Tibetan, there is d y  no difference, and their state- 
ment that the number of characters was very great 
wna probably some confusion. They gave me the 
numerals and a few words, in which the connection 
between the two languages is quite apparent, although 
they are very different. 
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I sat asking questions a long time, and the rrchool- 
master wanted me to stop and breakfast, but this I 
could not do for want of time, and I set off as soon 
as possible for the descent. As we left, a tremendous 
drumming and beating of gonp commenced in an- 
other village, h u t  a quarter of a mile distant, on the 
opposite side of a ravine. There was evidently some 
excitement, and h m  the tones of those who were 
with me, I suspected that up here my room was con- 
siderably more desired than my company, although 
my satellites appeared anxious to conceal the fact. 
Chin-Tai went down with much greater ease than he 
had come up, but i t  was three o'clock before we 
regained the inn at Li-Fan-Fu. 

By this time I had a tolerable appetitx for my 
breakfast, which I very soon disposed of, and then I 
prepared to start a&&. The chair coolies now de- 
dared it was too late, and wanted to stay here for the 
night ; the usud dispute ensued, which ended aa dis- 
putes of this kind always did, and the coolies with a 
grumble shouldered the empty chair and moved off. 
As it was late, and I wanted to get on quickly, I hired 
an extra man for the chair in which Liu-Liu was 
riding. The coolie demanded five hundred cash for 
the job, and all the bystanders declared that he was 
absolutely sacdicing himself out of pure generosity. 
By dint of much argument he ultimately compounded 
for four hundred cash. When the bargain was struck the 
people all swore he was a lucky dog, and as he had no 
difliculty whatever in finding another to do the work 
for two hundred cash, I felt that they were right! 

It rained lightly all the afternoon, but we arrived at 
Ku-Ch'eng about seven o'clock, and here I was pleased 
to find Chung-Erh with the money and a packet of 
newspapers. 
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May 27.-Marching down towards Hsin-P'u-Kuan, 
the clouds lifted froin a magnificent snowy mountain 
in the east. It is called the White Cloud Mountain, 
and i t  must be fourteen or fifteen thousand feet high. 
For I subsequently found the snow line at this 
wason at an altitude of thirteen thousand feet ; and 
the summit as I looked on it was r,t least one thousand 
or two thousand feet above the line of snow. More- 
over, the snow lies on this peak all the year round, 
and the limit of perpetual snow must here be at least 
fourteen or fifteen thousand feet above the sea. 

At Hsin-P'u-Icuan I visited the T'ing, a funny 
little man who, hat, button, and dl, did not come up 
to my chin ; and as the fat little fellow sat on a chair, 
he could just reach the bar between the legs with his 
toes. He wanted me (or said he did) to stop ra day 
in his house, but I said my coolies had all gone on, 
nnd I must follow. He had been here ten years ; he 
said that there wm not much snow in the winter, 
nlthough the place is nearly five thousand feet above 
the sea ; he showed me a marvellous fish five hundred 
years old, which every now and then goes up to 
heaven through the roof of the tank, but always comes 
back again. There is also mother much larger fish 
here ; but no one has ever seen it, because if they 
look on i t  they become blind at  once. 

Besides these wonders, which, I thought, were 
quite enough for one time, there were one thousand 
taels of silver ill the tank. They dl declared that they 
could see it, but I was assured that anyone trying to 
take it away died at once. The T'ing had not, how- 
ever, yet eshausted his stock of stories, and said that 
if I liked to stop he could show me a cave, in which 
not more than twenty years ago a dragon lived that 
belched forth sinoke at rr regilar hour every morning. 
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I assured him that ocular demonstration was quite 
superfluous, and I started again, aa the clouds mere 
gathering ominously about the hills. 

We marched up the river, and now the beautifully 
wooded slopes and magmficent verdure had disap- 
peared, and the rocks were very bare. The I-Ran 
villages were seen on the tops of the hills all the way 
to Wen-Chhng, which we reached just before a good 
downpour of rain commenced. This is rr very small 
hamlet with a nice little quiet inn. 

May 28.-It was a fine morning when we started ; 
the sun dispelled the mists ; and every now and then 
there was a glimpse of the grand snow-capped moun- 
tains, on which snow lies all the year round. Each 
has its legend, and in one of them, called, ' The Sacred 
Temple Slope Mountain,' a great dragon is supposed 
to reside. Chin-Tai had a great love of the mar- 
vellous ; he used to collect all the stories about 
dragons, and other wonderful beasts, and was delighted 
to narrate them to me on the march. 

In many places along the river ropes were stretched 
from bank to bank ; the inhabitants manage to cross 
by these, and even carry goods. An opportunity was 
soon afforded to us of watching a man cross with rr 
heavy sack ; a sight that was all the more thoroughly 
enjoyed when he stuck in the middle immovable 
until another man came to his assistance. 

There are always two ropes, one for going, the 
other for returning, so arranged that each has a con- 
siderable slope down-wards. A smali runner is first 
placed on the rope. This is a hollow half cylinder of 
wood, about eight inches in diameter, and ten inches 
long. The runner is placed on the rope (a very large 
twisted bamboo rope). The man takes a strong line, 
ties it round his body, and then, by passing it two 
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or three times over the runner, makes a kind of seat 
for himself; it is then again passed round his body, 
and firmly secured. He is thus suspended close 
below the big rope ; then, with both hands on the 
runner, he raises his feet from the ground, and shoots 
down the incline at a tremendous pace ; of course, 
with a width of about one hundred yards, it is quite 
impossible to have one end so b h  that there shall 
be a regular slope all the way ; so, notwithstanding 
the impetus he gets in descending, which shoots him 
some way up, the passenger always has to pull him- 
self up the last few yards, which is done in the natural 
hand over hand fashion. This is a method of crossing 
u river that must require a considerable amount of 
nerve, whe~ the torrent is roaring some two hundred 
feet below, dashing over most ugly and cruel-looking 
jagged rocks.8 

The river still ran through limestone rocks, but in 
places on both banks there were extensive deposits of 
clay, dkbris, and sharp stones ; the river has cut ite 
may in one or two cases through this bed to a depth of 
newly a hundred feet, and the perfectly horizontal 
layers are very plainly shown. Six and a half miles 
from RBn-Chhg there is a narrow gorge, where the 
road, scooped out of the side of the cliff, is closed by a 
gntc with a roof and parapet. This gate was in course 
of repair, and the new and massive iron plated doors 
.\\.ere not yet on their hinges. Immediately beyond 
this there is a square fort, through which the road ie 
conducted. 

Mao-Chou is very pleasantly situated, for just here 
the river valley opens out, and forms a little basin, 
about two miles wide, enclosed on dl sides by high 

This is  the ChiM of the Krurl~mir [IimBlyn (see Drew'a Jummoo, 
kc., p. 123).-Y. 
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mountains. Two pagodas on two hills dominate it, 
and bring it good luck. The Chou was away at 
Ch'hg-Tu paying his respects to the new governor- 
general ; but the T'ing sent his card, with a duck, a 
fowl, and some sweets. He said he wm very busy, 
and hoped I would excuse him coming to visit me. 

After having been some little time in the inn, 
Chin-Tai said the people outside had never seen a 
foreigner before, and hoped that I would show myself 
for a few minutes. He said they were respectable shop- 
keepers, and not at all rude people ; so I went outside, 
and asked them a few questions, after which they 
begged me not to disturb myself any more, but to 
return to my room. 

After this a small military official sent to me to say 
that he was sure I should be much gratified at a visit 
from his little child; and although the most simple- 
minded must have seen through the transparent arti- 
fice, I admitted him and his child to a private view. 

May 29.-The T'ing called on me in the afternoon ; 
he was a Shan-Si man, and having been at Peking 
knew something about foreigners. I showed the 
pictures of Kuo and Liu, the Chinese ambassadors to 
England, for these happened to be in a newspaper I 
hnd with me; he wm very much interested, and 
asked for some illustrated papers, s present I was 
very glad to make him. 

The Ma-Fu went afterwards to his steward, and 
said that I was a great official, and, like all high 
functionaries, expected to live on the fat of the land 
without paying anything ; and added that I had sent 
him to the steward to get food for the pony, or 
money to purchase it with. This appeared to the 
steward a very natural proceeding on my part, and 
he gave the Ma-Fu half a tael. Fortunately the 
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affair came to my ears, and I was able to stop similar 
acts for the future. 

May 30.-Before leaving him-Chou, Chin-Tai 
brought me a tale about two hundred thieves on the 
road. After discoursing me some time, he girded him- 
self with a bloodthirsty-lwking cutlass he had bought 
cheap in Shanghai, whilst I, much to his annoyance, 
contented myself with the amour of incredulity. 

This wm the first really fine day we had had since 
leaving Ch'Qng-Tu. The morning was glorious ; 
there was not a cloud in the sky, and n breeze from 
the snowy slopes kept the temperature pleasantly cool. 

When we had marched two miles I looked back, 
and had a magnificent view of the Nine N d s  Moun- 
tain, so called on account of its summit being broken 
into sharp peaks or points ; but as for the number 
nine, i t  might just as well have been anything else. I 
had not before been able to appreciate the grandeur of 
this mountain, in which I could now see p a t  fields of 
snow descending quite two thousand feet below its 

' highest point. I stood and admired i t  for a long time, 
the people dl wondering what I was looking at. 

Very soon after leaving Mno-Chou, the mountains 
again close in on the river, which now runs through rr 
series of narrow and precipitous gorges, great bare 
slopes and precipices running down to the water, and 
leaving scarcely a yard of level ground ; except here 
and there, at the end of a projecting point, or 11p the 
bottom of n little valley, where a few flat acres are 
found and cultivated. The great mountain sides rue 
ragged, and torn about in a marvellous manner, and 
huge masses broken from them lay strewn about. 
The road is cut out of the sides of the rock, and is 
often supported fro111 below, or propped up for a few 
yards by horizontal stakes driven into the rock. 
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When a valley opening disclosed n view of the in- 
tcrior, the tops of thc higher mountnins to thc west 
were seen to be well wooded ; but thcrc was no 
opportunity of seeing what lay to the east, as none 
of the valleys were sufficiently open. 

We met a Man-Tzi3 Lama on the r o d ,  dressed in 
clothes of a coarse red stuff and a white hat, but as 
yet we had passed no regular Lamasseries. 

We halted for breakfast at Wei-Men-Kuan, a little 
village celebrated 'n the semi-fabulous history of 
ancient days. In the days of the Sung dynnsty (ex- 
tinopished in 1280 A.D.), one of the emperors h,d eight 
sons, the youngest of whom nras sent as high military 
official to Wei-Men-Kuan. Thc Mongols nnd Chinese 
were then at war, and some Mongols, commanded by s 
queen, came to this village, where n battle was fought, 
and the emperor's son taken prisoner. In nccordnnce 
with the humane customs of the country, instead of 
leaving a cnptive to linger out a miserable existence 
in a dungcon, the queen mas going to cut off the 
prince's head in a inore or less gentle fnshion ; but 
her dnughter, mating her eyes that way, saw that the 
man was of goodly proportions and noble face-in 
fact, altogether a godlike youth. She then and there 
fell in love with him, and her mother consenting, the 
wedding was celebrated with the pomps and glories 
necessary for such an occasion. 

The inn at Wei-1%-Iiuan was the usual curious 
mixture of dirt and decoration ; thcre were n couple 
of pictures of flowers, done in Indian ink with really 
an artist's touch ; scrolls also on the walls, with pro- 
verbs on them, or extracts from some classic. In the 
centre of the ceiling there mas a little rosette of red 
and yellow paper, with Chinese writing in a neat and 
small hand, but a11 covered with dirt and cobwebs. 
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I n  this part of the valley, besides the trees that 
had now become so familiar, there were a few of the 
soap trees (Acacia Rugata), in appearance something 
between an acacia and an ash ; the fruit is very 
alkaline, and i t  is from this that the Chinese almost 
entirely make their soap, which they scent with a little 
camphor. 

We halted for the night at Ch'a-Erh-N%i, a 
village, if village i t  could be called, consisting of 
about two huts besides the inn. When I entered my 
room, I found fire beds, on each of which was a filthy 
straw mattress. The people of the place were much 
hurt when I ordered the immediate removal of these 
hives of fleas ; when I insisted on the dirt being swept 
away fiom under the bedsteads (which were merely 
two or three rough planks on trestles), it was too 
much for them, and they began to think me mad; 
and when I declared that I did not consider it a good 
plan to leave a heap of refuse in a corner, they gave 
me up altogether as a hopeless lunatic. 

May 31 .-From Ch'a-Erh-N*ai to Mu- Su-P'u the 
road is exceedingly bad, continually ascending and de- 
scending, and strewn with rocks m d  stones. Never 
leaving the river bank, i t  is sometimes three or four 
hundred feet above the water, and seeming for some 
distance to run along the face of the slope, the confi- 
ding traveller promises himself at least a few yards of 
level gound,  when his hopes rn rudely dispelled by a 
steel) staircase of sharp and slippery rocks, where his 
whole attention is concentrated upon selecting a safe 
position for his feet. At  this moment he becomes 
aware of a string of mules advancing from the oppo- 
site direction. All seems lost, for there is no room 
for animals either to turn in, or to pass one another ; 
but fortunately round a projecting corner the road 
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widens for a short distance, and the two caravans get 
clear, but not without a great deal of shouting and 
some danger. The difticulties of the treacherous road 
may sometimes be lessened by a gentle slope ; this 
lasts but for a short time, and the temporary relief 
is more than compensated for by a scramble that 
almost requires hands as well as feet, and seems 
impossible for animals. The ponies, however, en- 
couraged by the Ma-Fu, whose cries resound from 
rock to rock, bravely struggle on, sometimes slipping 
on the glassy stones, but seldom coming down. Again 
the road abruptly descends only a,& to rise, until 
at length, after many a narrow escape, the village 
ie reached, and the tired animals relieved of their 
burdens enjoy a roll in the dirt and what scanty 
provender may be provided for them. 

About six miles from Ch'a-Erh-N%i the river 
receives a considerable affluent from the west, d e d  
the Lu-Hua-Ho. A six days' journey up this river is 
the home of another of the Man-Tzii tribes, the Su-Mu, 
or White Man-Tzii, as the people here call them, a 
tribe numbering some three and a half millions ; and 
the Ju-Kan, or Black Mm-Tzii, live in the interior, 
an indefinite number of days beyond. 

The sovereign of the Su-Mu is alwaye a queen. .. 
When the Tartrrrs were conquering the land, this 
tribe happened at that time to have a queen for a 
sovemip, who gave the Tartars great assistance, and 
as an honorary distinction it mas decreed by the con- 
querors that in the future the Su-Mu should always 
be governed by a queen. 

. 

The Su-Mu have been pillaged by the Ju-Kan, 
their houses burnt, and their villages destroyed. 
The Ju-Kan now wanted peace, and had offered an 
indemnity sufficient to rebuild the houses ; but the 
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Su-Mu were eaten up with the desire of revenge, and 
their queen was now at Ch'eng-Tu praying that 

- soldiers might be sent to punish the Ju-Kan. If she 
ever succeeded in her mission she probably will find 
herself in the position of the horse in Esop's fable, 
who desired the help of man. 

We marched all day through the same wild gorge, 
hemmed in with bare cliffs and ragged rocks, broken 
at  the top into pinnacles and crags of fantastic shape. 
Now and then some of the valleys opening out to  
the right or left mere less precipitous, and were well 
wooded on their slopes. Once or twice I caught a 
glimpse of a snowy peak, but nearly all day we were 
shut in by the steep hillsides, and could see little 
hesides them and a narrow streak of heaven above. 
When the road descended to the river, there might be 
a few yards of level ground, where the barberry and 
other shrubs seemed to grow luxuriantly amongst the 
rocks ; but the general aspect of the scene was barren 
and solnewhat dreary. 

June 1.-From Ta-Ting the road at  once climbed 
up the precipitous side of the valley by a tolerably 
gentle slope ; and we soon began to bredthe the pure 
and invigorating mountain air. 

As me ascended, instead of being shut in by steep 
hills and cliffs, the slopes became more gentle, though 
often high above us, at the very summits, there were 
again great precipices. Amongst the slopea and 
crngs mere many t k y  plateaux, cultivated by a few 
people, who seemed to gather but scanty crops from 
the unfruitful soil. The sides of the valley8 were 
either well wooded with pines, or covered with close 
and thick brnmblcs, barberries, thorns, and all sorts 
of shrubs which mere acliciously fresh and green. 
Many varieties of ~vild flon~ers grew luxuriantly, 
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numbers of the purple iris in blossom, and acres of a 
kind of purple crocus ; mmy sweet-smelling herbs 
shot up amongst the grass, m d  the whole scene is 
very fair to look upon. 

As we ascended, we saw a great many cock 
pheasants strutting about, crowing loudly, quite inno- 
cent of fear, and unsuspicious of any harm from the 
hand of man. On this occasion their confidence mas 
misplaced ; and thenceforth my table was dnily sup- 
plied with game, which varied the monotony of diminu- 
tive kids, shrivelled ducks, and emaciated fowls. 

A steady pull of eleven hundred feet in four miles 
brought us to an inn close to the village of Shui-Kou- 
Tzii, where I found a room looking over the valley of 
the river. Here the air felt crisp and pure, and though 
the sun mas shining brightly the thermometer at 
9 A.M. was only 58" in the shade. Across the valley, 
a grand mountain ran down in precipices and steep 
m d  bare slopes, about three thousand feet, to the 
river; up a gorge to the left a deep green forest of firs 
crowned the summit ; to the right, on a small plateau, 
a Man-Tzti village hung over the stream, with a little 
terrace cultivation at its side ; in the background here 
and there a patch of snow was lying on the higher 
mountain-tops, m d  below in the bottom we could 
just hear the murmur of the invisible river as ' i t  
tumbled over its rocky bed. The twinkling of the 
goat bells sounded plemantly in the morning air, and 
after having been shut in for so many days in the 
close gorges, the place and all around it was very 
dehghtful. 

After breakfast mother steady pull of one thou- 
sand feet brought us to our highest point, and from 
here we had a fine view of the town of Tieh-Chi- 

I Ying. This place is on a flat plateau, bounded on 
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three sides by precipices, or exceedingly steep slopes, 
which f d  down to the river fifteen hundred feet 
below. On the fourth side apparently inaccessible 
mountain cmgs rise abruptly behind it, the roads to 
and from it being cut out of the face of the moun- 
tain, making it a very strong military position. In 
the early days of the Chinese here this was a large 
and flourishing town ; the Chinese mere at  this time 
carrying on war with the Su-Mu, or White Man-Tzii ; 
but one fine day the latter, in vast numbers, managed 
to get over the summit of the mountain, m d  m~ongst 
jagged rocks and crags, where it would have been 
thought that hardly a goat could get a footing, they 
surrounded the town and cut off the water, which 
was led by a conduit from a mountain stream. The 
Chiicse were either overwhelmed by numbera, or 
forced to surrender for want of water, and the place 
wlls burnt to the ground. The White Man-Tzii have 
now been thoroughly subjugated, and are tributary 
to the Chinese, but Tieh-Chi-,Ying has not yet re- 
covered, for inside the extensive walls there are now 
but a few houses. There is a garrison of five hun- 
dred soldiers. 

This country is admirably adapted for a moun- 
tain tribe to defend themselves in, and it is only by 
the gradual pushing civilisation of the Chinese, and 
the inevitable consequences of superiority of race, 
that these hardy mountclineera have been steadily 
driven back. 

We now descended to the river by a steep zigzag, 
where loose stones lay scattered about the narrow 
path, and then followed the river bank to Sha-Wan 
(The Sandy Hollow). 

There was a freshness in the early morning air 
that now made us feel we &ere thoroughly in the 
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mountains, and far above the oppressive heat of the 
steaming plains below. The road from Sha-Wan was 
very good, and the scenery most picturesque. On 
the right, crags and precipices rose into pinnacles 
generally crowned with clumps of pines ; the northern 
faces of the hills were almost always well wooded 
with fresh green or yellow trees ; and in the valley 
all sorts of shrubs grew luxuriantly. On the opposite 
bank of the river the hills sloped gently, and. their 
sides were beautifully green with grass and shrubs 
Presently on the road a string of yaks was encoun- 
tered, to the intense gratification of my servants, 
whose lives had been a burden to them owing to my 
perpetunl inquiries about 'this animal. I had, of 
course, seen them in the Zoologid Gardens; but I 
had been looking forward with great interest to 
observing them in ordinary use. Now, I had almost 
commenced to look upon their presence as a myth, 
for I had been repeatedly told I should see them 
'anon,' and I could not help recollecting certain 
fabulous salmon in the river Lar in Persia, where 
the inhabitants assured us that this fish abounded, 
and that great numbers were caught at the next 
village lower down. When we arrived at this next 
village, in answer to our eager questions we were 
told ;hat there were none exactly here, but if we 
followed the river we should find some the next day. 
With exemplary confidence we continued our march, 
and were rewarded with the pleasurable informa- 
tion that our faith was fully justified, but that as all 
the nets were three or four farsakhs away, we must 
just go on a little further. Already in imagination 
we pictured ourselves feasting on some king of the 
waters ; but still, like a will-o'-the-wisp, the lordly 
salmon was ever just before us, until we arrived at 
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the sea, and then, as we codd not again be requested 
to move on, the excuse was ready that me h d  come 
nt the wrong season. So at  Ch'Bng-Tu the mission- 
aries snid I coiild buy the beef at Kuan-Hsien, and 
that at Li-Fan-Pu the yaks mere in constant use. 
The people of ICum-Hsien told me that if I had 
come last month, when they killed a Mao-Niu, or 
long-haired ox, as they called them here, I might 
hnve .had some beef, but I should get any amount 
on the way to Li-Fan-Fu. At  Li-Fan-Fu they said 
tlley could neither show me yaks nor give me beef, 
bltt that at hfno-Chou I could get plenty of the one, 
and see any number of the others. On arrival a t  
llno-Chou, I mas informed that the people were too 
poor to nfford meat, and that the animal was not 
usccl for tlomcstic purposes ; but at last me met them 
on the roatl, and I mas able to bring them back 
from the mythic:~l realms to wliich, with Chin-Tai's 
clmgons, thcy had nearly been relegated. They have 
longer horns than the ordinary cattle ; but otherwise, 
with the esception of the long hair, are in appear- 
ancc ant1 size very much the same. 

We met nuinbers of coolies on the road laden 
with red deers' horns, some of thein very fine twelve- 
tyne antlers. The [leer nrc only hunted when in velvet, 
nnd from the horns in this state a medicine is made 
that is one of the most highly prized in the Chinese 
phn rmaco~ ia  ; the antlers that are shed are collected 
and brougl~t down to the plains for sde, where they 
are converted into knife handles, and used for various 
other purposes. These are sold at  ICuan-Hsien at the 
rate of fourteen taels for one hundred catties (about 
sixty-five shillings for one hundred pounds). 

'l'here were plenty of phcasmts about ; these were 
in size and appearance like our English pheasant, and 
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were without the white ring round the neck, charac- 
teristic of the b i d  generally found near Shanghai. 

About eight miles from Sha-Wan, on turning a 
corner, a glorious view suddenly burst upon me ; right 
in front was a perfect pyramid of virgin snow ; the 
sun was shining brightly, and the brilliant white of 
the peak wrrs all the more dazzling from the contrast 
presented by the deep shadow on the wooded flanks 
of the nearer mountains ; this waa Mount Shih-Pan- 
Fang (The Stone Slab House), and I stood almost 
spell-bound, lost in ndmiration. Long I gazed at this 
majestic peak, whilst my unsympathetic companion 
seized the opportunity to sit down and smoke a pipe, 
wondering the while what I could find to look at  or 
admire. 

During the morning we crossed the boundmy of 
the Sung-P'an district, and n mile further nrrived at 
P'ing-Ting-Kum. 

Every town and village now had a story to tell of 
some fight with the Man-Tzii, and numerous ruins, 
which from their appearance could not be very old, 
attested the truth of the statement that i t  was not 
more than eighteen yema since there was fighting 
here. We arrived in the evening at  Ch'bng-P'ing- 
Kuan, where on the bedstead there wns a new piece 
of clean straw matting, to which the innkeeper, who 
had probably heard of my curious fancies, pointed 
with evident pride ; but I knew too well the mere- 
tricious nature of this whited sepulchre. At  my com- 
mand the thin mat wlls lifted, and disclosed the 
ravening and wickedness below. There wlls a layer 
of straw and dirt ~lndernenth, that must have been 
accumulating since first the &Ian-Tzii left the place. 

I received a visit from the Pa-Tsung, who com- 
manded the garrison of eight soldiers. He cnme to 

n n 2  
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pay his respects, and to apologize for not giving me 
a present. He mked for some medicine for his wife, 
who had a gathering behind her ear that had been 
open for two months. After leaving me with the 
most polite reverences, he managed to spare one- 
fourth of his army as a guard, who encamped outside 
my door, and made night hideous with the hourly 
gong* 

The people here live entirely upon Indian corn; 
rice is of course far too expensive, as none is grown 
nearer than Kuan-Hsien. The maize is made into 
circular or oval loaves about an inch thick, and every 
coolie carries two or three of these on the top of his 
load. 

June 3.-The morning air quite made my fingers 
tingle; and I thought with pity of Baber sweltering 
at Ch'ung-Ch'ing, with the thermometer at 100' 
in the shade. The road was now good and level, 
and kept close down to the waterside. The scenery 
was very beautifid ; the tops of the mountains were 
crowned with dark forests of firs, and the valleys 
opening east and west disclosed a vast extent of pine- 
clad heights. The bed of the river was much wider, 
and bounded by slopes clothed with shrubs of many 
ciesciiptions, amongst which wild flowers grew in 
profusion ; in one spot there was a field of wild roses, 
one mass of blossom, and the air wlls literally laden 
with the delicious perfume. On the northern slopes 
were charming little woods of the hshest  green ; and 
the yellow flowers of the barberry, everywhere abun- 
dant, helped to give that warmth to the colouring 
that always seems to characterise a Chinese landscape. 
Five miles from Ch'Bng-P'ing-Kuan a valley opening 
to the enst gave a near view of the snow pyramid 
Shih-Pan-Fang, whose smnmit, as I now could plainly 
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see, must be at least two thousand feet above the 
snow line. Pin-Fan-Ying is m important military 
station. It was quite new; all the houses were 
new, and the walls, which were exceedingly strong, 
had only just been built. Here there was a garrison 
of two hundred and fifty soldiers ; and it is quitk evi- 
dent that, although, in these districts at all events, 
the Chinese have now conquered the wild barbarian 
tribes, still the reign of peace m o t  be said to have 
fairly commenced. 

At Lung-Tan-P'u, Chin-Tai came with the cheer- 
ful countenance indicatiye of misfortune, and declared 
that the dog had broken several fingers of one of 
my coolies. I was much relieved on ascertaining the 
nature of the accident, two or three slight cuts, caused 
by the chain being dragged through his hand. A 
piece of diachylon plaster, and an abundance of faith 
made everyone quite happy. 

The simple confidence all the people about me re- 
p o d  in my doctoring, and the intense pleasure they 
derived h m  it, would have been touching had it not 
been so sadly misplaced. 

I shot some pigeons in the morning ; they had a 
dark blue head, a purple green neck and throat. 
The back was light blue, with a broad white stripe 
across it ; the tail above was dark blue, with a broad 
white stripe across the middle ; the under side of the 
tail was the same as the upper ; the breast was light 
blue ; the wings, white underneath, had dark stripes 
on the upper side. They were much the same size as 
the English wood-pigeon, but did not fly so strongly. 
I have no doubt that regular search would have been 
repaid by many kinds of pheasants, but I saw only 
one species, and no other game-bird of any description. 

June 4.-The landlord of the inn at Ngan-Hua- 



Kuan had heard of my approach, and had cleaned up 
his house three days before in expectation of my 
arrival. Directly I came in he brought me a cup of 
the most delicious tea I ever tasted in China. It 
was of pale straw colour, like all tea taken by the 
Chinese, and the steam that rose from it diffused a 
delicate bouquet through the room. I wl~s very glad 
to buy a packet of this fiom the friendly landlord; 
for as I had left Ch'eng-Tu with the intention of 
being absent for a few days only, I had brought with 
me n vely small supply, which, like my candles and 
cigars, had now come to an end. I had been for a 
long time endeavouring unsuccessfully to make my- 
self believe that I enjoyed the aristocratic water-pipe ; 
but at last the conclusion was forced upon me that 
my tastes were vulgar, and venturing one day to bor- 
row n pipe from a coolie, I never again resorted to 
elegant but trivial hubble-bubbles. 

'l'he coolie's pipe is the same all over China; but 
in Ssii-Ch'uan the method of smoking seems in accor- 
dance with the character of the people, who, being 
more independent in spirit, and less narrow-minded, 
are not so addicted to trivialities as the Chinese of 
other provinces. They, therefore, do not content them- 
selves with the homeopathic doses of tobacco u s u d y  
taken, but roughly roll a leaf of tobacco into a kind 
of cigar, and use the pipe as a mouthpiece. 

We now entered rather a different country, the 
scenery everywhere indicating the proximity of the 
plateaus ; the river valley opened out to nearly half 
a mile, and the bed itself became wide and shallow, 
the stream being broken up into several small chan- 
nels. The mountains were now rounded, and sepa- 
rated by open level valleys, instead of the close narrow 
gorges which had hitherto been almost uaiversal; 
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the main valley was all cultivated, whilst the hill-sides 
were cut into terraces, and crops grown all over them. 

The Man-Tzti people had now been left behind, 
and we were approaching the country of the Si-Fan. 
These are a very mild-looking people. Some of them 
wear hats of felt, in shape like those of the Welsh- 
women, and high felt riding boots, and in their dress 
are much the same as the regular Tibetans. Now and 
then we met three or four, riding all together; and my 
truculent Tinc-Chais always made them dismount as 
I approached, in no way attempting to conceal their 
contempt for the conquered barbarians. 

Sung-P'an-T'ing is on the right bank of the river, 
with an extensive walled suburb on the left ; a hill 
runs down from the right bank, ending in a small 
cliff; and the wall of the town runs right up the side 
of the hill, taking in a great deal of open ground 
where barley and wheat are grown. The place seemed 
to have an enormous population for its size; and a 
crowd was collected in the streets ; men and boys 
surrounded the hotel ; the yard was f d  of people, 
many of whom were lounging about my room, even 
before I arrived. The hotel was unfinished, so it was 
at all events clean, and my room was large and light. 
There was no furniture in it ; but a couple of chairs 
and a table were soon borrowed from somewhere ; 
three planks put  across two benches made a bedstead, 
and my upholstery was complete. For some time 
there was a crowd outside the windows, but a thunder 
squall came to my aid ; and though a number of idle 
people and children remained gazing, everyone was 
very well behaved, and I had not the least cause for 
complaint. 



CHAPTER IX. 

4 LOOP-CAST TOWARDS THE NORTHERN ALPS. 

Si-Fan Poniea-Reports of Qame-Muak Deer--Si-Fan Lams-Lan- 
guage -Crops - Butter, Fieh, Yd-Beef - Bitter Alpine Wide - 
Foreign Renlediee Appreciated-The Traveller Qnita the Valley 
('Min River') and Turna Eastward--Si-Fsn Laxusaserg-Herds of 
Cnttle and Yaks-DeaolPta Hoapice a t  Fhng-T'Kuan-Tibetan 
D c g  -Reported Terrors of the Snow-Pesees - Summit of the 
Plateau of Hsiieh-Shan -Descent Begins - Foreat Destruction - 
Verdure of Eastern Slopes - Splendid Azalew - 8laughter by the 
Si-Fan-Luxuriant Gorges-Inhabited Oountry Regained-Chinese 
Dislike of Light - Shih-Ohia-P'u - Mirscle-Uave - Hsiao-Eo-Yi 
-Iron Suspension Bridges-Peculiaritiee of Ohinese Building - Road 
to Shui-0hingiChe~-Gold-Washing-'Lsdder V i  '- Man& 
Pa - Lung-An-Fu- Approach to the Plains - Ku-Oh'&ng - Rne 
Chain Bridge-Road to Shen-Si-Ohiu4hou-Chinese FBte Day 
-Moderate Drinking of O o o l i e g h r v e d  Duclre' Eggq s Nasty 
Delicacy-Ping-1-Pu-Boat Descent of River (Ta-Ho)-Greet I m -  
pt ion  Wheels and Bunde-Populous Country Again-Chang-Ming- 
Heien-City of Mien-Ohou-Road Resumed-111-smelling Fields- 
The Red Basin A@-Lo-ChianpHsien-Tomb of PowTung- 
IIi History-Pai-Ma-Kunn, or Paer of the White H d m r n w  
Clothing of the People-Method of Irrigation-Fine Vegetables- 
RoeAide P i c t u r e M c i a l  Civilities at  TkYang-Hsien-Progress 
to IIanChou-Mw Polo's Covered Bridge-Hein-Tu-IIden-Rich 
Country-Suburbe of Ch'Bng-Tu-End of Excureion. 

Jzlne 5.-Some Si-Fan ponies were brought down 
for me to see, and to purchase if I would. After the 
animals 1 had been raing they look enormous, and I 
estimated the height of the first I saw at thirteen and - 
a half hands. He wrts a nice, strong-looking, grey 
pony, but without much breeding; and he was priced 
at thirty taels. The second was considerably larger, 
also a grey, but not so good-looking, although they 
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asked fifty trrels for him. I measured this one, and 
found he was only thirteen hands one and a half 
inches, which showed how my judgment had been 
misguided by the very small ponies I had been accus- 
tomed to. 

I was informed that, at a place two days' journey 
to the west, there were great numbers of red deer ; 
and I was. promised excellent sport if I felt inclined 
to make an expedition. Wild sheep and goata were 
said to live amongst the crags and rocks in the neigh- 
bourhood of Hsiieh-Shan ; and the people told me 
that on the road to Lung-An-Fu I should see plenty 
of hares, musk deer, and pheasants; a prophecy that 
was completely belied ; for although there were a 
p t  many pheaaanta for the first few days, I never 
saw a hare, a musk deer, or any other game. There 
must, however, be a considerable number of the musk 
deer amongst the mountains ; for the price of musk 
at Sung-P'an-T'ing was only three times its weight 
in silver. The musk deer are not shot, but trapped ; 
for there ia a belief that if one of them is wounded he 
t a r s  out the musk bag, and so disappoints the hunter. 
It is possible that terror or pain, or both combined, 
may cause the animal to eject the musk, as the sepia 
under similar circumstances squirta out its ink, and 
as, on the authority of Bsop, the beaver is said to 
tear out a certain gland and cast it to the hunter. 

A Si-Fan Lama, diffusing a powerful and un- 
pleasant odour, came to see me. He was the second 
Lama in a Lamassery not far distant. He wrote me 
some lines of his language, and gave me the numerals 
and a few words, which were quite sufficient to show 
that it is a dialect of Tibetan. His name wm Nawa; 
he was a powerfully-built, upright man, with a very 
firm mouth, and a haughty look about his eyes, and 
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he had the appearance of one who knew how to com- 
mand. His language sounded peculiar after having 
heard nothing but Chinese for so long. The letter R 
is rolled in a very pronounced manner, a striking 
contrast to the may in which this letter is slurred over 
by the Chinese, who in many cases cannot pronounce 
it, as, for instance, at the beginning of a word before 
A or I,  when the R is changed into L. This con- 
fusion between R and L is rather curious to note ; 
it seems inherent in the human palate. English 
children often substitute the L for the R ; and ac- 
cording to Mr. Stanley, in Central Africa the same 
change seems to be of frequent occurrence. The 
Chinese cannot pronounce rain or lice : they always 
say lain and lice. Yet in other cases they are capable 
of producing the sound, as, for instance, in the word 
I- Ran. 

The sound of the guttural Kh is also very fre- 
quent in the language of the Si-Fan, and there me 
other sounds that are quite impossible to catch. The 
word for the numeral foul. mas repeated to me many 
times, and at last I could find no better way of writ- 
ing it in Rolnm characters than Egherh. Fourteen I 
put down as Chu-ugurh, and forty, Hghtyetiimbd; but 
this orthography can convey but a feeble idea of the 
mtounding.noises the people make in their throats to 
produce these words.* 

The crops here are nearly all wheat, oats, and 
barley, as it is too cold for Indian corn. There are 
d so  potatoes in the neighbourhood, and the market 
produced a vegetable like spinach. The principal 
food of the people is barley bread, and barley porridge, 

4 It  sceme probable that ther6 was a mistake here between four and 
eight. Four, fourteen, forty in Tibetan, are zhi, chu-zhi, zhi-chu, or with 
the affix Ihd?rq>n (full) di-chu-tlw'tjqm. Eight, eighteen, eighty, are 
gyad (or yyii'), cho-pjad, yjnckhu or gya4-chu, or yya'-chu&mp.- Y. 
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for which the barky is roasted before grinding it into 
meal. There is also some buckwheat, from which a 
heavy unleavened bread is made. The market pro- 
duces the leaven and steam-baked bread, in the shape 
of dumplings, which seems to be universal wherever 
Chinamen are found. 

Butter is made in the mountains by the Mongols, 
but it is not brought down here in any quantity, aa 
this place is entirely populated by Chinese, who never 
make use of butter or milk in any form whatever. 
The landlord of the inn, however, had some, and made 
me a present of a circular cake about an inch thick, 
and six or eight inches in diameter, similar in shape, 
taate, and appearance to the cakes of butter found all 
over Eastern Tibet. The river produces a few little 
fish, very much like sprats in taste and appearance. 
Yak beef is plentiful, and costs forty cash a catty, and 
eggs cost seven cash each. 

In the month of July there is an annual fair, when 
the Si-Fan, the Mongols of the KO-KO-Nor, and the 
Man-Tzii bring in their produce to sell. Skins of all 
kinds, musk, deer-horns, rhubarb, and medicines are 
the chief articles brought down, for which they take up 
in exchange crockery, cotton goods, and little trifles. 

My landlord waa a Mahometan, and his respect for 
me waa much increased by my reputation for never 
eating pork or ham. He told me that he had been to 
the KO-KO-Nor, and that the journey occupied three 
months in going, and the same time in returning ; 
the road, he said, passed over dreadful mountains, 
the very recollection of which made him shiver. In 
winter-time the cold is intense, and the wild winds 
that sweep across the frozen plateaux cut great gashes 
in the face or any part of the body exposed. He mked 
me to give him some medicine against the wind ; and 



aa Chin-Tai declared that the poaseseion of a bit of 
diachylon plaster would render him exceedingly 
happy, I felt I could not deprive him of the plea- 
sure, although I rather spoilt the effect by telling 
him I waa afraid he would not find it a certain 
remedy. 

The ignorant superstition of the Chinese attributes 
to the foreigner all kinds of supernatural powers, 
which are even extended in their minds to European 
goods. Amongst many Chinese the application of 
grease from a foreign candle is considered a specific 
for small-pox ; and European sugar is almost a phar- 
macopia in itself. 

June 6.-We left the valley of the river which had 
been our constant companion for so many days, and, 
climbing up a gorge, we soon obtained a good view of 
the town. Ascending a little more, we crossed a ridge 
here only eight hundred feet above the river, to the 
valley of another stream, running nearly parallel to the 
main river. We now ascended this valley by a good 
and easy road, and kept up above the stream ae far 
as the Lamassery, where Nawa was in readiness to 
receive us. The Lamaasery was a low wooden build- 
ing, very irregular in shape ; about some of the chief 
rooms there was some coarse embroidery ; round the 
largest of the chapels hung a number of rough pictures 
of saints, painted on a sort of cotton stuff; in one 
there was an image of Buddha, who here is known by 
the name of Khgtye-T&E ; in front of him there were 
a number of lotus-flowers, and ten little brass bowls 
of water. They introduced me into the cell of the 
chief Lama, who acknowledged my presence by a 
slight inclination of the head ; he was squatting 

Buddha ia ueually called in Tibet &kya Z4ubpo, 'Niihty Sakya.' 
- Y. 
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before an immense pan of ashes, counting beads, and 
muttering prayers. 

I did not stop here long. The Lamas, though 
exceedingly polite, were excessively dirty, and smelt 
horribly. This elevated plateau-land being ill-adapted 
for agriculture, but few Chinese are found, and we 
were now almost entirely amongst the Si-Fan. Their 
architecture is very much the same as that of the 
Chinese, but they do not turn up the ends of their 
ridges and gables ; indeed, at a distance, the houses 
look very Swiss. On the hill-sides the roofs are made 
of planks, laid anyhow, with big stones on them to 
prevent their being blown off, just as in Switzerland. 

The march was up the valley bounded on both 
sides by rounded hills and low mountains, all covered 
with grass and brushwood full of pheasants ; but not a 
single tree or wild flower was to be seen. Here the 
Si-Fan keep immense herds of cattle and yak8 that 
feed on the splendid pasture. We passed no village 
all day, a single house, surrounded by a little patch of 
cultivation, at about every mile and a half, being the 
only sign of a population. 

A great many bees are kept, but at this season 
there was no honey. The valley of the Sung-P'an 
river, covered as it is with wild flowers, would seem 
alm~st  to have been designed by nature for the pro- 
duction of honey. 

For the last two miles and a half of the journey 
we did not pass a single habitation. We were obliged 
to stop at a solitary wayside hut, as there was not 
another roof for many miles; and as a heavy chilly 
Fain came on, and wild gusts of mind swept down 
from the snowy heights, none of us were loth to take 
shelter in the hovel at Feng-Tung-Rum, or Wing 
Cave P ~ R s ,  as it is most appropriately called. This 



place is not visited by m y  but a few of the poorest 
coolies, and the accommodation was suited to the 
requirements. It was a long low house of uncut, flat 
stones, between which the daylight was more apparent 
than the mortar ; the single room, that constituted the 
public accommodation of this luxurious hotel, was 
sheltered by a gabled wooden roof, the ridge of which 
was left open in its whole length as an exit for the 
smoke of the fire, a most unlooked-for piece of 
thoughtfulness on the part of the architect. One end 
of the room, above which there was a loft under the 
gable, was divided off by a wooden partition ; this 
portion formed the private residence of the hostess, 
and was on this occasion given up to me. 

The people here keep very large savage dogs ; in 
shape they are more like a colley than my other 
English breed, but much heavier about the head, neck, 
and fore part of the body. They have a very deep 
voice, and one of thein would hardly let us enter the 
inn, if inn it could be called, for there was absolutely 
nothing to be purchased but a little buckwheat or 
barley bread. 

Chin-Tai brought me awful tales of the terrors of 
the road that we were to traverse the following morn- 
ing. He warned me that going up we must all be 
very quiet ; anyone calling out or making a noise 
would be certain to bring on a terrific wind, a violent 
snowstorm, hailstones of gigantic dimensions, thun- 
der, lightning, and every evil the elements could inflict. 
If a man on this mountain should express feelings 
of hunger, thirst, fatigue, heat, or cold, imme- 
diately the symptoms would be intensified to a very 
great degree. He told me that once a military official 
with an army of soldiers Lalne to cross this mountain. 
IIe had with him his scdnn-chair, to which about 
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r twenty men were yoked, before and behind, who could 

I 
not get on without shouting. The troops also march- 
ing always made a great noise. This high function- 

I 
ary was warned that he should not attempt to cross 
the mountain, for if he did some fearful accident 
would befall him. He laughed however at the warn- 
ings, saying that he had the emperor's order, and must 
go on. So he went. A fearful storin of wind and 
silow came on ; half his army perished ; and he him- 
self very nearly lost his life. Such were the tales 
nbout Hsiieh-Shan with which I went to bed ; and if 
I did not shiver it was thanks to the quantity of 
clothing with which I covered myself. 

The floor of the loft made a sort of ceiling to my 
apartment, but there was a large square hole in it, 
and through this, as I lay in bed, I could see the 
long opening in the roof, and the stars beyond when 
not obscurcd by clouds ; and at intervals the rain 
came in for variety. FOng-Tung-Kuan is eleven thou- 
sand eight hundred and eighty-four feet above the sea ; 
i t  fully justified its name, for it blew a violent gale all 
night ; but I put on a considerable number of gar- 
ments, rolled myself up in three blankets, and neither 
the wind, nor the rain, nor Chin-Tai's weird stories 
disturbed my peaceful slumbers. The story of the 
general who cried ' Excelsior ' was familiar to me ; but 
whether it was told me before, h propos of this moun- 
tain, or whether I have r e d  it somewhere, I am not 
sure. I have no doubt that it is a tale tacked on to 
many mountain passes. 

June 'I.-When the morning broke, low clouds 
were scudding across the sky, driven by the wind that 
howled amongst the creviccs in the walls of the hut. 
A chilly rain that turned to sleet did not enliven the 
scene, and soon Ire plunged into the dank inists that 
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swept over the summit of HsCieh-Shan. One single 
partridge, startled &om ita bed, was the only living 
thing we saw as we made the dreaded ascent. The pla- 
teau, ae the summit is approached, is bare and dreary ; 
rr climb of about one thousand feet brought us to the 
first sprinkling of snow, at an altitude of twelve thou- 
sand eight hundred feet above the sea ; there was no 
snow on the path, but it waa lying in little patches 
amongst the rocks, here all quite bare ; a short distance 
more, and at an altitude of thig-ten thousmd one 
hundred and forty-eight feet above the sea we stood 
at length upon the summit of Hsiieh-Shan (Snow 
Mountain). At the very top there was a little hut 
without any inmates, but no one seemed anxious to 
remain here in the cold sleety rain ; and quickly 
descending the steep path that leads to the west, we 
left the chill mists behind us, and soon reached a 
warmer climate. 

Riding down mother valley, that ran nearly east 
and west, on our northern side there was but little 
wood, all the slopes being covered with a rich green 
p s ,  but on the south, a serried ridge, whose summit 
was torn into wild crags and ragged pinnacles, bounded 
the valley, throwing out long spurs, where pine forests 
clothed the northern faces of the lower slopes, and 
masses of a shrub with white blossoms and a scent 
1ike.our lilac grew amongst the trees in lavish pm- 
fusion. 

These forests are being cut down in a ruthless 
manner, and as of course no attempt is made to plant 
young trees, of the ultimate fate of these beautiful 
valleys there can be but little doubt. The trees gone, 
the rrrins will case ; and then theee ranges' will be- 
come dreary, bare, and useless masses, like the moun- 
bins of Northern Persia. 
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A march of ten and three-quarter miles, during 
which we passed only three small hub, brought us 
to the village of Hung-Hgai-Kuan (Red Rock Pass), 
where the community lived in three houses. Here 
we halted for breakfast, and immediately afterwards 
heavy rain commenced, evidently no unusual occur- 
rence, for the rich green of the dense woods that now 
eumunded us, and the wonderful verdure of the 
open slopes and valleys, were unmistakable eigns 
that the climate of the eastern is much more moist 
than that of the western fsce of the great epur from 
the Himalayan plateau, which stretches to the south 
between the valley8 of Sung-P'an-T'ing and Lung- 
An-Fu. 

The ridges from each side every now and then 
threw out great massea of rock, ending in huge pre- 
cipices over the valley; and between these green 
grassy slopes, with clumps of trees scattered about as 
in a park, ran up to the heights above. The bottom 
of the valley was wooded with low trees, and we 
marched all the afternoon through a thick copse, 
where there were not so many wild flowers as on the 
other side of the mountain. Here and there there 
was a house quite new, showing how recently the 
Chinese had reached this point. 

The Si-Fan live only on the tops of the hills, and, 
as before, every opening has its tale of horrors. At 
one of them my attendants stopped, and said that 
here the Si-Fan had suddenly descended &om their 
fastnesses, butchered five hundred soldiers in cold 
blood, and burnt all the houses without any provoca- 
tion on the part of the Chinese. 

' But what were five hundred soldiers doing here 
in the country of the Si-Fan,' I asked. 

The question remained unanswered, and we 
VOL. I. C C 
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marched in silence to the village of Chhg-Yuan,  
three thousand feet below the summit of Hsiieh- 
Shan. 

The inns on this road are only meant for the ac- 
con~lnodation of coolies, and here I was obliged to 
displuce the lady of the house from her den, as it was 
the only place ;hat could be found ; it had not much 
to boast of in the way of accommodation, but when 
u traveller gets four w d s ,  and a dry roof overhead, 
there ie not-much cause for complaint. 

The oilly provisions to be bought here were pta- 
toes, which were sold at the moderate price of l id.  
per pound, and of which I laid in a large stock to 
take to Chl&n,a-Tu. 

Jzine 8.-The river now ran for six miles through a 
nrlrrow gorge, not more than one hundred yards wide, 
bounded everywhere by almost vertical cliffs, and 
clothed with the most dense foliage. In the valley 
thcrc were azaleas fifteen and twenty feet high, covered 
with a illass of blossoni as if prepared for a show at 
Kew. Wild peonies proudly planted their gorgeous 
flo~\*ers, :rnd the delicate foliage of n small wild barn- 
Loo dinost hid itself amongst the broad fronds of 
nlnny a mnpificent fern. 

We passed three wretched huts, but except the 
little patch of garden round them there was absolutely 
no cllltivation all the morning. 

The affluent streams ran through exceedingly 
narrow precipitous gorges ; but the foliage was so 
dense t l~a t  it was impossible to see more than a few 
~ n r a s  in ally direction, except where the road rose 
R little above the ~.iver. Once I heard the roar of a 
\\*ntci.fi~ll, but though I mas not above a few yards 
distnnt I was quite unable to get a view. The road 
wns strewn with sharp stones, and although it never 
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rose more than thirty or forty feet above the river, 
frequent ascents and descents of no more than this 
were sufficiently troublesome over the slippery nnd 
broken rocks. 

We halted at Yueh-Erh-N*ai, a little hut by the 
wayside. It was but a mere shelter, the back mall 
being made of a few loose stones, on which the roof- 
beams rested. Here I breakfasted, and two of the 
Tinc-Chais seized the opportunity to lie down in a 
corner, where there was enough shelter from the 
draughts for the lamps of their cherished opium pipes. 

Beyond this place the gorge becnine more narrow, 
and the sides of the hills more steep, until the river 
ran between two vertical walls of rock running up n 
clear five hundred feet, separated from one nnother 
by but a few yards, where with marvellous pertinacity 
the trees and shrubs, which still grew in rich luxuri- 
ance, continued to get a hold for their roots in every 
crevice in the cliffs. The road was dreadful, the de- 
scents were desperately steep, and the slippery rocky 
path'waa oRen blocked by great masses of pointed 
stone ; where this occurred, as it often did, in places 
almost like an exceedingly steep staircase, not more 
than two feet wide, with a rough wall of rock at one 
side, and a precipice at the other, the travelling was 
not exactly pleasant for us who were going down ; 
and it seemed as if the ascent must be an impossible 
task for either coolies or mules. 

The river (for i t  had become one now) dashed ill 
a saccession of waterfalls over its uneven bed, now 
blocked by some gigantic rock, or almost stopped Ily 
the perpendicular cliffs that hem it in on either bide 
so closely that it sometimes seems rtn eafiy jnnlp 
across the top. 1 t is quite impossible to give any iden 
of this extraordinary gorge ; I could hardly 11; t l  r: 

a 0 2  
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believed in the existence of a rift so narrow and so 
deep, and yet so wonderfully clothed with trees, 
ferns, and shrubs. On emerging from it, and looking 
back, there wm nothing to be seen but a giant m d  of 
rock ; the chasm through which the t omn t  finds its 
way waa nowhere visible, nnd it seemed almost im- 
possible that there could be a road through that ap- 
parently impenetrable barrier. 

This gorge comes to an end fourteen miles from 
Cheng-Yuan. The valley of the river then opens 
out, but it is still closed by high and rather steep hills ; 
these are well cultivated, though there is a great deal 
of wood, and of the s m d  wild bamboo largely used by 
the inhabitants instead of grass. Tn another three- 
quarters of a mile the village of Shih-Chia-P'u is the 
first collection of houses that a n  be, properly speak- 
ing, called a village since Sung-P'an-T'ing. The inn 
was of courge small, but I enjoyed the luxury of a 
weathertimht mom. This apartment was the land- 

? lord's reaidence, prepared for me by two Tinc-Chais 
froin Sung-P'm-T'ing, who had gone on before. The 
lighting nrrcmgements were, as usual, defective ; the 
mulls and ceiling, nearly black with smoke and dirt, 
did not reflect a pnrticle of light, and at four o'clock 
I mns obliged to use candles, although outside it was 
quite light until about eight o'clock. The Chinese 
seeill to have n positive objection to light, and it was 
always a tnyatery to me how they managed to pursue 
their vocations in the dnrknesa in which they habitually 
live. The women may be seen working, and the men 
plying their trtldeh of nil evening by the aid of a 
filthy oil lamp that gives about as much light aa a 
glow-\vorlll. 

I wcls invited to remain at Shih-Chia-P'u for a 
couple of days, clnd promiaed some venison if I should 
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consent. For amongst the hills there are plenty of 
deer. The trappers from the villages set their nets, 
leave them seven days, and then return for their 
quarry; they had just gone off, and were expected 
back in a day or two. In the minter the deer are 
driven down here for food and water, but at this 
season they always remain up in the high mountains, 
wheiw there are also pheasants and other game in 
abundance. Whilst I was at dinner Chin-Tai told 
me that during the morning Liu-Liu had gone to 
sleep on his pony, that the animal had stumbled, that 
pony and rider had rolled over together, and that the 
fall was only saved from being a nasty accident by the 
united efforts of a Ma-Fu, a coolie, and two Tinc- 
Chais, who fortunately caught the animal's tail just 
& it was disappearing over the brink of a yawning 
chasm. Divested of the halo of romance with which 
Chin-Tai loved to adorn his tales the affair would pro- 
bably have assumed a less appalling if not a trifling 
aspect. 

In one of the most gloomy recesses of the long 
gorge through which we had pqsed during the day, 
it is said that a long time ago a hermit took up his 
residence in a cave ; but finding that, even for 
Chinese eyes, it was exceedingly dark, so dark that he 
could not even see to boil his rice, he fixed a mirror 
on the opposite side, which not only reflected the rays 
of the sun into the sombre dwelling, but (such was 
the holiness of the man) it had the additional usehl 
property of reflecting the moon also, whether that 
luminary happened to be above the horizon or not. 
The hermit has long since been transported to a 
better sphere, but they say his looking-glaes still re- 
mains, and the traveller who should have the misfor- 
tune to be benighted in this desolate gorge may still 
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see the weird glimmer of the mirror on the darkest 
and thickest night. 

Julie 9.-The country between Shih-Chia-P'u and 
IIsiao-110-Ying (Small River Camp) was not so 
pictul.esque, though perhaps more interesting than 
the I\-ild gorges we had left behind ; for there are no 
\roods or forests, but where the land is not tilled, it is 
covered with long grass and brushn-ood. The prin- 
cipal crop is Indian corn, which is cultivated on the 
slol~es that are not more steep than 30". 

At a village three miles below Shih-Chia-P'u 
there was a patch of rice about twenty yards square. 
13eyond this, a little was grown near every village ; 
but the quantity was so small that rice can hardly be 
considered ns one of the agricultural products. 

The river valley opens out a little near Hsiao-Ho- 
Ying. This town is quite square, and is guarded 
fro111 bad luck by a low pagoda, about two hundred 
yards outside the northern gate ; it is surrounded by 
n mall overgromn with creepers, more picturesque than 
useful, as the place is dominated by a steep hill, from 
which stones might almost be kicked into the street. 
Thc first properly built houses in the valley were seen 
here, all thnt TITe had passed previously partaking more 
or less of the chamcter of sheds ; but every step we 
now took brouql~t us nearer to Chinese civilisation. 

At tIsiao-110-Tina there was a guard of twenty- 
five soldier:, under a Pa-Tsung, who spared me one 
of liis illell to a~co11q)nny me. 

Aftcr leaving this the hills became inore precipi- 
tous, there was less cultivation, and soon the river 
ciltercd ni~otller short gorge, and descended rapidly by 
n serics of leaps from rock to rock. 

1:ivc miles below Hsiao-Ho-Ying, at an altitude of 
rrhont five tlloi~+and feet above the sea, there were the 
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first cultivated bamboos ; there were also the two 
kinds of wild strawberries: the bright red deceitful 
berry, so frequent in the Ch'kng-Tu plain, whose 
innocent and beautiful appearance is sadly belied by 
its poisonous properties ; and another unattractive 
plant, whose pale pink fruit has all the delicate flavour 
of the wood strawberry of Europe. 

There was a great deal of holly amongst the trees ; 
this was not exactly the English holly, but in ap- 
pearance very like the tree that grows in the neigh- 
bourhood of Chin-Kiang, on the lower Yang-Tzii. 

Nine miles from Hsiao-Ho-Ying the river is 
crossed by one of the iron chain suspension bridges, 
so familiar to travellers in Western China, but of 
which up till now I had never seen a specimen. 
Seven iron chains extend from bank to bank ; these 
are tightly stretched by powerful windlasses, bedded 
in a solid mass of masonry. The roadway is 
laid on these chains. There are piers at each end ; 
and from the top of these (about eight or nine feet 
above the roadway) two other chains are stretched, 
one on each side. These two chains droop in the 
middle to the roadway, which is suspended from them 
at this point ; but aa these extra chains are intended 
only to prevent the structure from swaying about, 
and not aa an additional support for the weight, the 
roadway is attached to them at this central point, 
and at no others. This method of applying the two 
side chains is rather unusual ; for generally they are 
parallel to the roadway, about three feet above it, and 
are chiefly of use as hand-rails. 

Yeh-T'ang was my night's resting-place, where I 
again found myself in an unfurnished inn. The walls 
were not yet completed, and the upper part was open 
to the winds of heal-en ; but the deep overhanging 
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eaves prevented the rain coming in, and I was dry 
and free fiom insects. To the English architect it 
may seem curious that a house should have a roof 
and no walls ; but the Chinese always support their 
roof on a framework of wood, and when this is com- 
plete fill in between the timbers with wood, in a wood 
country, with sto~les up in the mountains, and often 
with lath and plaster, or with brick and mortar in 
the plains : the walls never supporting the roof. 

June lo.--& Hsiao-Ho-Ying there was a krry, 
and there mas another at Shui-Ching-P'u (Crystal 
Village), where me halted for breakfast. These ferries 
are merely boats with one rope looped over another 
stretched across the river. 

The valley from Yeh-T'ang to Shui-Ching-Chan 
is very open, and the road generally fair, though bad 
in places. Every now and then it would rise a couple 
of hundred feet above the river ; at other times it was 
scooped out of the side of the rock, or propped up 
from below iQ. the usual way ; the hill-sides generally 
mere not too steep for the cultivation of Indian corn ; 
and close down to the river the quantity of rice was 
rapidly increasing. This was now planted out in 
Ixda, fiom which a crop of opium had already been 
gathered. Round the villages there was a little wheat 
and tobacco. We had the same wild flowers by the 
' roadside, but by no means in the rich profusion of the 
upper part of the valley. There were a few shrubs of 
barberry, some magnificent white lilies in blossom, and 
flowering pomegranates clustered round the houses. 

About five miles below Shui-Ching-P'u there were 
a couple of men washing for gold in the river-bed; 
but this can hardly be a profitable occupation, as in 
this valley I saw scarcely any other attempts to ob- 
tain the precious ~netal. 



I ww somewhat incredulous about the luxurious 
comfort that had been promised me in the hotel at 
Shui-Ching-Chan, and waa not surprised when Chung- 
Erh, who had been sent on in advance, said that i t  
was so bad that I could not possibly put up there. 
He had fortunately discovered a temple, where the 
priest had been willing to give up a nice, new, clean 
room, which was ready for me when I arrived. It 
WM also the village school, and all the children in the 
place spent the afternoon and the greater part of the 
evening in a room next mine repeating their lessons 
aloud, in a sort of chorus, and before we (June 11) 
started in the morning they were already again hard at 
work. Our march led us through very much the same 
scenery, the river, exceedingly tortuous, everywhere 
running between peaks about two thousand feet high 
partly cultivated. In one place there is a very remark- 
able rocky promontory one hundred yards long, not 
more than ten yards broad at the base, and fiom fifty 
feet to one hundred and fifty feet high, projecting out 
from the hill-side, and almost enclosed by spurs fiom the 
mountain on the opposite side of the river. I stopped 
here a few minutes to make a sketch, and soon after- 
wards arrived at T'i-Tzu-Yi (the Ladder Village)-a 
well-chosen name for any village in these parts, where 
the roads are not much better than ladders. The 
people were still planting out rice, but it was nearly 
the last ; and a little further down the valley this 
operation had been finished. Near here there were 
again one or two wretched creatures reduced to 
washing the sand for the scanty particles of gold to 
be found. 

June 12.-Below T'i-Tzu-Yi the sides of the 
hills again became more steep ; but still, wherever 
amongst precipices or steep slopes, a few roods of 
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ground not steeper than 30' could be found, there 
was sure to be a patch of Indian corn. This is about 
the steepest slope up which a man can walk unaided 
by his hands. From the opposite side of the river 
the face of a slope of this kind has all the appearance 
of being nearly vertical, and the people hoeing on 
them look like flies on a wall. There are generally 
ten or twelve together, dressed in a line that would 
please the eye of a British drill-sergeant ; and as they 
advance from the bottom upwards, seen fiom this 
point of view, it seems that they must slip down, and 
be precipitated into the river below. 

The road ns yet did not improve : rising up one 
side of a spur, and zigzagging down the other, by a 
dcsperatcly steep and slippery ladder of rock. NTher- 
ever there had been landslips, the track was strewn 
with gigantic rocks and sharp stones. All the pro- 
jecting rocky points were exceedingly precipitous, 
and gencrnlly almost vertical on their western sides, 
the caster11 faces of the spurs sloping more gradually, 
and clearly indicating the direction of the geological 
upheaval. The river twisted and turned in a most 
incomprehensible manner, and whenever i t  washed 
the foot of one of these cliffs, the road waa scooped 
out of the face, or propped up in the usual faahion. 
In one place, instead of using poles, long stones were 
put horizontally into holes bored in the face of the 
rock; across these other stoiles were laid, and thus the 
rond was formed. Here and there, there was only 
just room for the ponies' feet, and in one place, when 
I was looking at the scenery rather than at the pony, 
he stepped so close to the edge of a rotten bank as to 
elicit a shout of disinay fiom the usually phlegmatic 
Ma-Fu. This iildividual used to walk behind, and 
where the descent was n very steep one, over big 
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stones or down a slippery staircase, he used to hold 
the animal's tail to prevent the glissade into space, 
that would inevitably have ensued on a false step. 

Lung-An-Fu is situated at the foot of a spur 
thrown out by the mountains towards the river, the 
valley of which opens out considerably just before 
reaching the city. It is enclosed by a very long wall, 
running nearly a mile up both sides of the spur and 
across the top. This place rejoices in the majesty of 
a Fu, and the glory of a Tu-Ssu, who together are 
the representatives of the State, civil and military. 
They cannot together have much more to do than en- 
joy the emoluments of office ; for though the streets 
were tolerably wide and clean, it seemed a very small 
place ; and, as Chin- Tai remarked, there was a good 
deal of wall, but not much house. The officials were 
very civil ; and whether it was owing to the vigi- 
lance of the swarm of Tinc-Chais sent me by the 
Hsien, or to the paucity of the population, the inn, 
such as it was, was kept perfectly quiet, except for 
two pigs domiciled behind my room, who passed the 
time between more or less successful mining opera- 
tions in the wall, and protesting loudly a,&& the 
cruel emptiness of their stomachs. The Chinese al- 
ways starve their pigs for a day before killing them, 
and one of these suffered the last penalty even before 
I left. 

An adventur~us raft was here seen on the river, 
but considering the nature of the torrent, I was not 
surprised to find it alone in its ambition for the perils 
of shipwreck. The iron chain suspension bridges 
now became so frequent as to make it a matter for 
sincere congratulation that the Chinese had not dis- 
covered the irritating western system of the toll. 

June 13.-Below Lung-An-Fu the river valley is 
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more open, and enclosed only by low hills, and by un- 
dulating closely cultivated spurs from the mountains 
behind. The hills retreat from the river a t  the bends, 
and leave flat plains nearly dl planted with rice, 
where little hainlets and houses ensconced amongst 
cluml~s of trees give the landscape a peaceful, homely 
look. 

The river here finds ita way through a deep 
deposit of clay and rounded stones, from thirty to 
fifty feet thick ; above which there are still the same 
limestone masses. This hns clearly been the bed of 
a small ancient lake ; gradually the river must have 
morn itself a deepcr channel through the gorge below, 
or so~ne slight erirthquake shock may have rent one, 
by which the lake hrrs been drained. Since then the 
water ha8 cut its way through the bed of clay it had 
forlnei*ly depo~ited. 

The appearance of the country indicates a p t  
change of climate ; the nlinost tropical wealth of 
verdure tliat characterises the upper part of the valley 
is not seen here, and everything shows that the rain- 
Ktll must be much less. 

The Indian corn was now four or five feet high, 
~lnd the rice already from six inches to two feet. 
There were great numbers of the tung-oil trees, whose 
mnssive foliage gives a pleasant shade ; and groups 
of coolies might be seen sitting under them, resting 
themselves, and enjoying the peaceful pipe. Apricots, 
too, were now in season, and, as well as great quan- 
tities of the Pi-1% (or Loquot) fruit, were sold at 
stt~lls by the roadside. 

The country produced plenty of vegetables ; cu- 
cumbers could be bought for about a farthing, and 
tobacco, a pen t  den1 of \, hich is grown in the neigh- 
hourhood, costs 280 cash a catty. It mas a pleasant 
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ride from Ku-Ch'bng. The road ran along the side 
of a steep and precipitous hill about two hundred feet 
above the river. 

There were a good many trees to give shade ; and 
at one projecting point, under a fine aah, an old woman 
had a table with a few of the little eatables and drinks 
that appeal irresistibly to the palate of a Chinaman. 

About six miles from Ku-Ch'kng, a long point, 
from a spur, projects into the river, and nearly joining 
the other bank makes almost a horse-shoe bend. This 
is evidently the point where, in ages gone by, the 
two banks have been joined, forming, in what is now 
the valley, above a large lake. Here the limestone 
rock appears at the bottom, and can be seen under- 
neath the deposit of clay and rounded stones which 
accumulated during the period of the lake. 

As we descended the hills again became more 
steep, and in some places were broken into precipices, 
leaving less opportunity for cultivation. There were 
a good many mulberry trees nearly despoiled of their 
leaves. In the villages the silk cocoons were put out 
in great flat baskets to dry in the sun, and the women 
were seen sitting at the doors of their houses spinning 
silk. 

At Kuang-Yi there was a beautiful new iron chain 
suspension bridge across a large stream that here 
joined the river. This was not yet quite finished, 
though we were able to cross it. The piers were very 
maasive, and solidly built of stone ; the dip of the 
bridge was hardly perceptible ; elegant triumphal 
arches were being erected at each end, and when com- 
plete it will be a really graceful structure. 

June 14.-Beyond Kumg-Yi the hills again close 
in, as if loth to let the foaming river escape ; the 
population again is sparse, and for almost the last 
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time the slopes are left partly uncultivated. There 
were some forlorn blackberries by the roadside, that 
seemed languishing for their companions of the forests; 
and throughout all nature there seemed to be a struggle 
for the mastery between the spirits of the mountains 
and the plain. The sun rose like a copper disc, 
threatening a hot and sultry day ; but as the morning 
grew, the air was freshened by a gentle wind, that 
wandered amongst the trees, and lightly stirred the 
branches ; and in the soft murmur of the foliage fancy 
might have heard a whispered farewell from the dis- 
tant pine-clad heights. 

On the road one of the Tinc-Chais pointed out what 
in England would hardly be called a footpath, lead- 
ing straight up the side of a precipice, and with 
evident pride said that was the high road to Shen-Si. 

We gained the entrance to Chiu-Chou just in time 
to escape a heavy pour of rain ; and here the inn waa 
of the dirtiest description. In one corner of the room 
half a dozen huge empty vats were piled ; three bed- 
steads, where the usual pernicious mattresses sheltered 
untold myriads of fleas, lumbered the other angles. 
At  one end a thing like a deep bookcase, with one 
shelf and no front, was sacred to the family deity ; 
under this were the remains of all the earthen pots 
thnt had been broken in the household for genera- 
tions; nnd there mas an accumulation of filth among 
them thnt had collected during the same period of 
time. Another monldering heap of corruption was 
under each bed, and what fostering rottenness might 
have been disclosed by the removal of the vats I 
dared not think of. There mas, of course, the usual 
p ig~ ty  nest door. I set the people to work to re- 
move the filth, of which there was so much that in 
any other country there would hardly have been room 
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for it in the village ; but in China there is always 
room for dirt, if there is none for anything else. 

This was another of the Chinese gala days, when 
a great festival is celebrated, when coolies like to idle, 
when servants expect gifts, when gonga are beaten 
and crackers exploded, and when all who can afford 
it eat something more or something better than usual. 
The coolies sent a message by Chin-Tai to the effect 
that they wished me many happy returns of the day, 
or in other words hoped I would give them presents. 
In accordance with custom, I sent them strings of 
cash that they did not deserve. Then came Tinc- 
Chais bringing gifts of w h n t e  and egge preserved 
in lime. The coolies followed after, and like Oliver 
Twist asked for more. In due order I forwarded 
presents to the Tinc-Chais, who now returned, and 
severally knocked their heada against the ground. 
Then the gongs began to beat, the sound of crackers 
rent the air, and when the merriment was yet at its 
height, I retired to bed. 

June 15.-We now entered the country of stone 
bridges, and a little below Hsiang-%&Pa there was 
an exceedingly elegant, one-arched stone bridge. 
Ssii-Ch'uan is justly celebrated for its stone bridges, 
and we dl began to realise the proximity of the 
plains. Nearly all the water was off the rice fields ; 
the Indian corn was high ; there were melons in the 
gardens ; the climate was hotter ; the grass by the 
wayside was rather burnt ; and for the first time in 
this trip there was dust upon the road. 

There are no vines in Ssii-Ch'uan, although the 
climate ~~eeme well adapted for them. The story goes 
that there used to be vines, but some wise ruler, think- 
ing the people drank too much wine, ordered all the 
vines to be cut down; the order was ruthlessly carried 
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out, and now, inetead of good wine, the people drink 
spirits distilled from every kind of grain. Drunken- 
ness is nevertheless almost unknown. During all my 
stay in China I scarcely ever saw a drunken man. I 
often used to eee the coolies at breakfast taking their 
little 'chasee' of spirit; this they carry in stone 
bottles, which hold about as much as two eherry 
glaesee, and they drink it out of cups not much 
larger than thimbles. Even this quantity ie, how- 
ever, a luxury they only indulge in now and then 
when they feel themselvee very rich. 

At b d f a s t  I tasted one of the eggs the T4c- 
Chab had given me, and thought it particularly 
nasty, although the Chinese consider eggs prepared 
in this way a great delicacy. Ducks' eggs are taken 
fresh, and steeped in a solution of lime and salt ; the 
lime penetrates through the shell, turns all the egg 
quite black, and leaves a perceptible taste. After this 
the egg is enwed in clay, and baked. In this way, 
with the clay outside, they will keep many months. 
The white becomes a jelly, and the yolk is in con- 
sistency like that of a rather hard boiled egg." 

At Hsiang-%-Pa the river has at length escaped 
the trpmmels of the mountains, rand though still a 
rushing s t m ,  much encumbered by rapids, boats 
now navigate it, and can deecend dl the way to 
the Ocean Sea. The coolies had counted on an idle 
day, but Chin-Tni brought back the mournful news 
that the craft at this place were not large enough for 
us ; so with sorrowful countenances they shouldered 
their loads and tramped to P'ing-I-P'u. 

June 16.-This was a joyous day for the coolies. 

When Oommiaeioner Yeh died a priaoner in Calcutta, mvmd large 
cheats of these eggs were found, which he had brought with him from 
Uhina to nolace the yeara of cnptivity.-Y. 
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We walked about a quarter of a mile to where a boat 
sufficiently large to accommodate us all was waiting 
for us. We were soon all packed and under way, 
and began the descent. There were rapids at about 
every half-mile, and the current was everywhere very 
strong. Many boats were tracking up, and the old 
familiar songs of the trackers resounded amongst the 
rocks. We seemed to fly past the shore, and several 
times in the shallows there was a scraping and bump- 
ing and a takmg in of water over the bow that would 
have been alarming to weak nerves. 

The first part of the journey wae through narrow 
gorges, with precipices at each side ; but at last the 
valley opened out for good, and we bid a final fare- 
well to the mountains. The low hills which now 
bounded the river were of very red rock, well wooded ; 
and though the slopes were easy, there was little 
cultivation on them. As in the basin of Ch'bng-Tu, 
there were a great number of treea in the plain, which 
waa somewhat tropical in appearance. This was 
partly caueed by some trees that had very straight 
and bare stems, and a bunch of foliage at the top, which 
in the distance looked like palms. There were great 
numbers of water-wheels for raising the water from 
the river ; the appearance of twenty or thirty of these 
gigantic wheels, side by side, moving round in a most 
deliberate way, is very peculiar. These contrivances 
are exceedingly simple, but very effective ; the 
diameter of the wheels is about twenty-four feet ; bits 
of matting or light pieces of wood make the fiorrta, and 
small bamboos about a foot long are the buckets. 
The current acting on the floats turne the wheel 
round, and the buckets, arranged round the circum- 
ference, lift the water to a trough. As the level of 
the river is of course liable to extensive variations, 
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these wheels nre not turned directly by the river, but 
by the water flowing through little canals, which at 
this senson mcre considernbly higher than the main 
stream.' 

'l'he buncling work all along the river is very ex- 
tensive ; the bunds being, aa at ICuan-Hsien, of wicker 
baskets filled with boulders. A grent deal of water 
of course constantly runs through, but this does no 
harm, and the dykes so formed keep back water 

a enough to fill the irrigation canals. In  some places 
the banks of the river are embanked, but in nearly 
every case the bund is made for the purpose of irriga- 
tion. 

On we dashed, and rr passing glance was all that 
could be obtained at the villages with their fields of 
tobncco ; or the busy fishermen in their flat-bottomed 
lx~nt" rind n row of cormorants in thc stern. We 
shot ~l in~ly  n rapid in the morning's run, nnd anchored 
n t  C:llim~g- Y 11-Hsien, whcre, as the Tinc-Chais were 
to l>c clinngcd, I decided to go to an inn for breakfast. 
As 1 steppcd ashore I saw a number of braves at 
t:lrget prnctice with bows and arrows, but I could not 
stop to wntch them, as a crowd seemed to spring out 
of thc ground, and I wnlked np to the town through 
:L illisccllnneo~ls smnrtn of grown-up people and 
lnughing ,children, who moved about amongst their 
c1dt.r~' legs. 

The distnnce mns not fnr, but it wns enough to 
fillow thnt we had now entered a different country. 
There were n pen t  number of people in the fields 
nnd on the roads ; crowds of boats were anchored off 
every considerable town, and the traffic on the river 
wns very pent. The towns were large, and full of 

7 There ia a very cnwful and accurate dehiled d r a ~ i l ~ g  (to scale) of 
OIIH of t h e ~ ) ~  wheela in Shunton's wcount of Far1 3IncR1.tuefs embnmy. 
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people ; the fine open shop-fionts exposed rich goods 
for sale inside ; and there was an appearance of wealth 
and prosperity, of life and activity, about the country. 
that contrasted remarkably with the miserable poverty 
of the mountains. 

It was a sudden change from the quiet little moun- 
tain village that I left in the morning to the busy, 
noisy town where I breakfasted. I could, as I sat in 
the inn, hear all the going to and fro in the streets, 
itinerant vendors selling their wares and crying them 
out, and the constant chatter of the coolies in the 
restaurant hard by. 

June 17.-Chin-Tai had already hired a boat for 
the next stage, but on arrival at the landing-place the 
captain wanted to take an extra cargo of passengers ; 
there was a fierce battle over this ; as usual all the 
people began shouting at  one another; but matters 
did not take a favourable turn until the muscular 
Chung-Erh dropped one or two of them into the 
water, when the rest seemed no longer anxious to re- 
tain their seats, and the appearance of the four Tinc- 
Ch& and superior officer fiom Chiang-Yu-Hsien, 
all in alarmingly gorgeous apparel, so overawed the 
captain that he actually held his tongue. 

Huc declares that a pious Buddhist will not even 
kill the vermin with which his body swarms ; my 
coolies went further, they wanted to sit in the bows 
of the boat, so that the breeze, instead of blowing 
the parnsites into the water, would waft them gently 
about the vessel ; some might even have visited me, 
but the coolies did not mind this, and objected to 
move until Chung-Erh again stretched himself. Then 
they went aft, except one, a confirmed opium-smoker, 
with a pimply red nose, who had wound his plait round 
his head, and arranged an enormous white lily in his 
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hair, so as to bring the pure white of the flower into 
artistic contrast mith the fiery hue of his rubicund 
organ. He pretended to be a boatman, until his complete 
ignorance of nnuticd mmceuvres disclosed the irnpos- 
ture. He next endeavoured to conceal himself behind 
the legs of the captain, but the legs of the captain 
mere thin, and the coolie was stout, m d  this attempt 
mas not a complete success. He then tried to hide 
behind my chair, but the broad brim of his hat be- 
wrayed him, m d  he was ignominiously ejected and 
driven to the stern. 

The river mas now not so headstrong as it had 
been above Chung-Pa-Ch'ang, but, like a youth, had 
sobered down with increasing age, and the rapids, 
though numerous, mere insignificant. After five milea 
we stopped at Chnng-Ming-Hsien to get fresh Tinc- 
Chais ; I did not go into the town, but landed to look 
at the crops, which were chiefly Indian corn, with 
benn8 and ground nub. 

The Hsien sent the usual anatomical fowls m d  
ducks, nn article that Chin-Tai facetiously called a 
ham, and some Tinc-Chais, whose beautiful clothes 
quite dimmed the lustre of the men from Chiang-Yu. 
As soon as the latter had knocked their heads, and the 
others had been installed, we sbrted again. 

I wns amused at the artifices of some half-dozen 
of the coolies, who, taking up airy positions in the 
bows, ngain hoped they might escape my notice ; the 
old villain mith the lily held out till the last, and 
fibsolutcly refused to get away until Chung-Erh beat 
hiln nbout the folds of his garments with n string of 
cash. 

Tile river, now froin seventy to n hundred yards 
wide, here ran through rt broad flat valley, bounded 
by hills from fifty to one hundred and fifty feet high; 
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sometimes narrowing, a rocky point with a pagoda 
on its summit would project into the stream ; then 
the hills retreating, would leave an amphitheatre of 
cultivated plain. The slopes were of red rock, and 
were mostly covered with small woods, and notwith- 
stan* the close cultivation of the plains, room was 
yet found in them for many groves of trees. In the 
evening our river journey came to an end at Mien- 
Chou, a large and important place, protected h m  the 
river floods by very extensive well-built river walls. 
The streets were nice and clean, and free &om smells, 
apd there was a really good inn. I attracted no at- 
tention, not so much ae one little boy running after 
my chair. 

Great quantities of beautiful vegetables were dia- 
played in the market ; large cabbages as round as 
cannon balls, splendid turnips and brinjalls, and 
magniflcent cucumbers in such quantities that it 
would be impossible to make use of them without the 
coolies, whose cast-iron digestions permit them to eat 
large uncooked cucumbers, skin and all. There was 
another vegetable unknown to me, in appearance, 
colour, and shape like a very large and perfectly 
smooth cucumber ; these are boiled, and the part be- 
tween the rind and the centre is eaten. The prin- 
cipal food of the coolies was still Indian corn, and 
very few could as yet indulge in the luxury of 
rice. 

The want of rain was beginning to be felt here, 
and the people were fasting, praying, burning incense, 
and beating gongs, whereby they hoped to bribe or 
terrify the deities. 

June 18.-I used to put my clock on five minutes 
every day to counteract the tendency of my servants 
to get later each morning. They never discovered 
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the artifice, and when we started from Mien-Chou it 
was barely light. 

There was no one in the streets, and the roads 
mere qui te  deserted, as we were before the earliest of 
the cnrly coolies. This, however, soon changed ; 
$1 l~ccnlnc life and bustle, and everything showed 
that Ire had now struck a great highroad. Numbers 
of coolies going both ways, chairs and ponies and fre- 
c111cnt ten-houses enlivened the scene. 

'L'hc road first followed up a small stream in a 
flat \lallcy, bounded by low undulations, rising to 
about one hundred feet. In the valley of the stream 
the crops wcre still Indian corn, beans, and ground 
nuts ; of the latter the Chinese make oil, as they do 
of allnost eveiything ; they dso eat them ; and at 
:ill the stalls by the roadside 'there are little piles of 
soinc twenty of these, which are bought for a cash or 
two. 

Rice was now extensively cultivated ; the people 
were manuring their rice fields with liquid manure, 
nnd the smell of the country, far from being sweet, 
was abominable. 

A pen t  number of melons were grown in this 
ncighbourhood, nnd in the gardens quantities of 
~egetnbles. 

The road now left the stream, and entering the 
undulations followed a ridge about one hundred to 
one hundred and fifty feet high, from which little 
valleys sloped down on both sides, all laid out in 
terraces for cultivation, chiefly of Indian corn. 

The want of rain here was terrible ; the rice fields 
were quite dry, and the Indian corn in places looked 
rather burnt up. 

The landscape was very pretty, the hills of a red 
clayey sandfitone, and the honses, which were scattered 



about, all hidden in trees. The slopes were interspersed 
with little woods, the fields were particularly neat ; 
and every now and then looking back the valley we 
had just left codd be seen, the rice fields at this dis- 
tance giving the appearance of an immense and rich 
flat pasture land. 

A little inn received me at Hsin-P'u, where there 
was a sort of court with three w d s  and a roof; there 
was a screen in front, and though very small, being 
open, it was tolerably clean. I sat down here to break- 
fast, much to the astonishment of the Tinc-Chais, 
who thought it impossible for me to stop in such poor 
quarters. 

About five miles from Hsin-P'u the r o d  passes 
over another plain, which was very dry, and, crossing 
a low range of undulations, entered the valley of 
Lo-Chiang-Hsien. Here the country was at length 
well watered, and the crops very fine. The rice was 
getting large, and had arrived at the stage when the 
farmers, with their wives and children, go into the 
fields and stir up the mud about the roots with long 
poles and with their feet. 

We left the main road here and followed the river, 
oroasing its two branches by low bridges, impaesable 
in the rainy season, when the river is crossed by a 
fine bridge lower down. 

There was a suburb nearly three quarters of a mile 
long before the gate of Lo-Chiang-Hsien was passed, 
and then we entered a long, broad, well-paved, quiet 
street of private houses, with the garden walls on 
each side looking clean and nice. We went through 
nearly half a mile of this before entering the busy 
part of the town, and we had hardly emerged into 
the bustle and commotion when a turning led us to 
a very good and quiet inn. 



The presence of a foreigner seemed almost un- 
noticed, pcrhnpsbecause other Europeans had already 
travcrscd thc road from Ch'dng-Tu to Mien-Chou. 

The road :111 day was very good, level and well- 
pnvcacl, a g e n t  trent to every one after the difficult 
1noui~t:dn tracks of the past month. The thermometer 
rosc to 8g0,  but with a pleasant breeze the day was 
agreen1)le for travellers. 

The Hsien sent the usual duck, fowl, and sweet 
cakes ; 2nd IVC chnngcd Tinc-Chrais again. 

The grnve of l'oncr-Tung, or Pong-Chou, is in the 
a. city of Tlo-Clliang-Hsien. Pong-Tung wns a cele- 

1)rated inan, who lived in the third century of our 
clx, during the reign of the great Liu-Pi, a monarch 
who, froin thc countless stories associated with his 
namc thnt are interwoven in the nnnals of this period, 
seems to ham taken the placc in Chinese history 
:~ssifiilcd to Ring Alfred in our own. 

I'ong-'rung at first attracted the attention of 
Chll-l<o- Linng, the prime minister of this sovereign, 
who recommended him to Liu-Pi ; but the latter 
cleclincd to put him into any high position, and only 

- maclc him n Hsicn. He was very discontented, and 
spcnt liis time in making sonnets, eating, drinking, 
:~nd smoking. 

This cnine to the ears of Liu-Pi, who sent C' ang- 
Fi to liini with orders to cut off his head. -- 'ess he 
snw good rcnson for not doing so. 

JJTlien Chang-Fi arrived, there were about one 
hundred people outside the ynmen, waiting to have 
their causes tried, and Pong-Tung was amusing him- 
self in an indolent wny. So Chnng-Fi said to him : 

' Whnt arc all these evil reports that I hear of 
you, that you n-nste nll your time in indolence, and 
writing sonnets ? ' 
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' What ! ' replied Pong-Tung ; ' what am I to do ? 
Why am I put in this inferior position of a Hsien, 
where I have nothing to occupy me 3 And why 
should I not write sonnets, if the king gives me 
nothing better to do 3 ' 

' But,' answered Chmg-Fi, ' I see an immense 
crowd outside your yamen waiting to be judged. 
Nothing to do ! ' he repeated with some anger, ' how 
can you say that 3 there is work outside for weeks ! ' 

Said the other, ' Work for weeks, forsooth ! Per- 
haps so for thoue little men of inferior ability who 
frequent the court ; but a mnn of tnlent does much in 
a short time.' Mnking a sign to on attendant, he 
summoned the first complainnnt, ahd, like a sharp 
barrister, seizing the points of the case, dismissed the 
parties satisfied in about two minutes. 

One after mother the people came in; he listened 
to their pleadings, attended to what their opponents 
had to say, and before very long the court of the ya- 
men was clear, every one of the people having left 
perfectly satisfied with the justness of the decisions 
given. 

Thereupon Chang-Fi rose up, and said, ' This is 
no place for you ' ; and, returning to Liu-Pi, he told 
the story. Pong-Tung was sent for, md  eventually 
became the left prime minister of Liu-Pi, and before 
Chu-KO-Liang himself. (In China the left hand tnkes 
precedence of the right.) 

June 1 O . T h e  road for some miles to the west 
of Lo-Chiang-Hsien passed through an undulating 
country, where the want of water was sadly apparent; 
some of the rice fields being quite dry, and the soil 
cracked. 

The hlghest point of these undulations is not much 
more than two hundred feet above the level of the 
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plains, but they form the water parting between the 
basins of the river of Lung-An-Fu and the rivers that 
water the Ch'bng-Tu plain. 

Pni-Ma-Icuan, or the Pass of the White Horse, is 
nmongst these undulntions. I t  is so called after an 
event in the life of Liu-Pi. 

After the disastrous battle when Liu-Pi lost his 
wife, the king mrrs mounted on a remarkable white 
Ilorsc ; his enemies knew this, and were scouring the 
ticld in senrch of him, when his prime minister, Pong- 
T~ulg, or Pong-Chou, riding up, prevailed upon hia 
n~nnter to change horses, on the plea that his was the 
fitster of the two. The monarch, whose noble nature, 
if he had known that the white horse was the object 
of the chase, would never have consented to the ex- 
change, escaped ; Pong-Chou was killed, and buried 
in n teiilple nt Lo-Chiang-Hsien, where his grave is 
still shomil. A little further we came to whem s 
pent drumming, beating of gongs, shouting and 
chimnting wns going on. Inside a number of candles 
and incense sticks were burning before several gilded 
images ; there mere about a dozen men and boys in 
the plncc, dl more or less officiating ; there was no 
priest, for thc temple did not posseas one, but an 
official servant belonging to an adjacent hamlet, who 
\\-a8 well acquainted with the prayers and drill of the 
proceedings, uTns standing before the principal altar, 
reciting thc formula? and giving the signals for the 
others to say their ' Amen.' This was done by violent 
ghouting, and beating drums and gongs. They seemed 
\?ery well amused, and ns I saw that clouds were 
gathcring,.l had no doubt their prayers would turn 
out efficacioue. 

All the pcoplc vere now in their summer gar- 
~nents ; the b111c turban, which was so universal a 
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month ago, had quite disappeared ; most of the coolies 
were bare-headed, or wore enormously broad-brimmed 
straw hats. Their bodie~ were naked, the poles on 
which they carried their loads resting on their bare 
shoulders. Their loose blue cotton trousers renched 
no lower than the knee ; a cotton cloth was twisted 
about their waist like a cummerbund ; an enormous 
quantity of ban- were wound round the leg 
between the knee and ankle (I have counted as 
many as eighteen turns), and a pair of straw sandals 
completed the costume. 

The better classes hnd straw hats of rather a h e r  
material, white cotton coats, loose white cotton 
trousers, and cloth shoes. Fans and umbrellna were 
universal. 

Seven miles from Lo-Chiang-Hsien the rond en- 
ters the busy and fertile plain of another river ; and 
after a l l  the mountain travelling, where poverty was 
so painfully apparent, and there waa so little life 
and activity, it was a pleasant change to be again in 
this country, where everything betokened comfort and 
prosperity. 

The soil was a grey clay, and the crops much the 
same trs before, but rice was gradually ousting the 
Indian corn, and as we advanced further there waa 
little else. 

G m t  numbers of trees were cultivated, and in 
many places along the roadside there were little 
groves that gave a delightful shelter. There was a 
remarkable absence of fruit trees; I hnd seen none 
since leaving the mountains ; but peaches, apricots, 
nnd greengages were exposed for sale. 

Again we heard the familiar sounds of the creak- 
in! wheelbmows and treadmills, aa coolies indus- 
tnously pulnped up the little remaining water from 
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the lower levels, and from the reservoirs, of which 
there are a good number by the side of the road. 
These re~enroirs were deep pits, about ten or fifteen 
yards i ~ i  diameter, sometimes lined with concrete ; 
now they were baginning to look wofully empty. 

The gardens round the houses, and outside some 
of the large towns, were especially neat. I have 
never seen vegetable gardens so beautifully kept any- 
\\-here clce. T,~~surious cucumbers trailing over a 
kind of trellis-11-ork of long rushes planted in per- 
fectly stmigl~t lines in double rows, separated by about 
three feet at the bottom, and meeting near the top ; 
little square patches of onions in rows, with never a 
weed 1)etwcen them ; and all sorts of ~egetables, each 
in a ncn t little oblong or square bit of ground. All 
tlie vegetables that arc displayed in the streets come 
fro111 these gardens ; and at Ti.-Yang-Hsien the show 
\rns magnificent, indeed I never saw such a lavish 
l)rof~ision of beautiful fresh vegetables spread out for 
s:ilc as there were here. Amongst otllcra n kind of 
1)enn thilt produces a pod nearly a foot in length ; this 
is boiled and eaten, pod and all. It is a little too hard 
for the Europenn taste, but the Chinese like to hear the 
so~incl of their teeth in what they eat, whether it be a 
~ ~ ( ~ a c l i  or a bean. 

Great llurnbers of coolies were seen on this road 
cnrrying lhrge baskets of vegetables northwards; and 
a coolic, with his brown body, blue trousers, and 
baskets of deep reddish-purple brinjalls, with a large 
bunch of fresh green chillies at the top, wonld make 
a study worthy of some of the old Dutchmen who 
were so fond of painting fruit and vegetables. 

Every spot of ground is cultivated, and where 
there is n ditch, or small watercourse, running by the 
roatl, there will be 3 row of' I~cnns at each side, and 
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sometimes a little rice in the water ; this is quite safe, 
and no one thinks of damaging or interfering with it. 

Passing a cottage by the roadside, screened by a 
clump of bamboos and a fine ash, the family may be 
seen inside seated at dinner. The father has just 
come in from his work in the garden or fields, he has 
nothing on his body, and there is a passing glimpse 
of little dishes and chopstick& as the simple meal is 
discussed. 

Now there is a villnge, perhaps only two or three 
houses, and here t h e  are sure to be some half-dozen 
naked little children playing about, or tumbling 
amongst the inevitable pigs that belong to every 
dwelling. Outside every house one or more little pigs 
are tied up, some by the head, some by the tail, some 
have a string round the leg, and others round the 
body; but a little pig tied up somehow there is to 
almost every door, not to mention the numbers that 
run squeaking about under the ponies' feet, while their 
elders lie grunting in the middle of the road. 

Later in the day the women and girls bring their 
sewing and work to the doors, or sit in the shade out- 
side their houses, some embroidering, others making 
the shoes-for in many houses all articles of clothing 
are made at home-and just now a great many were 
spinning silk. 

Here is a quiet tea-house under rsome fine trccs, 
and a couple of sedan-chairs are in the road in front. 
Their occupants are sitting at one of the tables drink- 
ing tea, or eating one of the dainty dishes that are 
always displayed so profusely, while the coolies enjoy 
a rest, smoke their long pipes, or perhaps spend cr 
couple of cash on a cake of wheaten flour or whole 
Indian corn. 

Passing through a big and straggling village, there 
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are aa many as fifty coolies dl together in some fa- 
vourite tea-house that haa a good reputation along 
the road; here the almost naked waiter has enough 
to do, the d s  for rice (for the rice is now getting 
cheap enough even for coolies) and hot water being 
incessant ; and the rattle of the chopsticks, and the 
gobble-gobble of the men as they shovel their fa- 
vourite food into their mouths, can h o s t  be heard. 

Here, in a deep stream of water, crossed by a neat 
stone bridge, are a couple of buffaloes enjoying a bath, 
the string through their noses held by an urchin 
sitting on the parapet, who turns round with wonder 
nt the sight of rr dusty foreigner, with such very hot 
clothes, wnlking or riding on a pony when there is a 
comfoi~ble chnir behind. 

Now we rn again in the country of handsome and 
beautifully decornted triumphal arches (I counted as 
mnny as eight on the outskirts of Han-Chou), and a 
couple of beggars in ragged clothes lying asleep in the 
shade of one of these, with a few cucumbers at his 
head, mould be a fit study for Murillo. 

The towns get busier and more crowded ae the 
capital is npproached ; they do not seem to hnve any 
specinlity in the wny of trade, half the shops in the 
mnin street being tea-houses or restaurants ; the num- 
b e r ~  of these, and the numbers of people that at all 
hollrs of the day are eating and drinking, is surprising. 

In n few shops there me cotton goods for sale, and 
i11 others d d ~  rlnd ends, such as crockeiy, great num- 
lxra of wax candles, and tapers for burning at the 
altars. 

Mmly look like chemisttc'shops, with little drawers 
and jars; others sell great quantities of fans ; but, 
besides the eating n i d  drinking and providing for the 
wnats of this life, by fnr the greater nmnber of the 
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rest are given up to the accommodation of the dead ; 
coffin-makers everywhere appearing to do a marvel- 
lous trade, and shop after shop is passed where the 
fearfully heavy and lumbering coffins of China are 
made in numbers that one would think would provide 
for the wants of half a dozen generations. 

A good deal of furniture is made ; and nicely 
carved bedsteads and cupboards, sometimes inlaid 
with ornamental wood, are seen, both complete and in 
process of manufacture. 

In the busy thoroughfrtres there are sure to be 
half a dozen barbers' shops, and here you see the 
Truefitts of China, generally boys of about twelve to 
fifteen years old, shaving the heads, washing, oiling, 
and doing up the plaits of their customers, who, 
seated in a comfortable chair, smoke a long pipe and 
fan themselves while this luxurious operation is 
going on. 

Ao we advance to the west the water in the 
country increases, until we again come to the streams 
running by the roadside, and here the crops look 
beautiful. The rice is getting on well, and the Ih- 
dian corn in some places is nearly fit for harvesting; 
but the amount of the latter gradually diminishes, 
until very nearly the whole country is given up to 
rice. 

TB-Yang-Hsien is a b e  large town, with broad, 
clean streets, where we found an excellent inn. 

The natural politeness of the people here over- 
came their curiosity, and although I rode on the pony 
through the busy streets full of people, no one fol- 
lowed me, not even little boys. The Hsien sent me 
many presents, and satellites innumerable, with whom 
I marched out in state. 

First came four Tinc-Chais, each with the summer 
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official hat, for there is a snmmer dress and a winter 
dress, and all over China this dress is changed on the 
same day by an edict in the Peking ' Gazette.' The 
summer hat is of light straw, conical in shape, the 
base being about one and a half times the height. A t  
the top is a tassel of red silk, which a high official is 
alwnys very careful to have arranged so that it spreads 
equally over every part of the hat. 

One of the Tinc-Chais haa a grey coat, tied in at  
the waist with a cummerbund, into which he has 
tucked 'the tails to prevent their dragging on his 
heels. The sleeves are always a foot too long, and 
the ends of these long loose sleeves rrre used indiffer- 
ently as towels or dusters ; on the march they may 
be tucked up to leave the hands free to use the fan. 

Another wears no cummerbund, but has an um- 
brella strapped to his shoulder. 

All four wear the ordinary Chinese dress of long 
loose cont, nnd trousers corning a little below the 
knee. Two of them wear bandages round the calves, 
and all have the usual straw sandals on their feet. 

They walk in fiont of me, calling out to the 
people to get out of the way, and making the creak- 
ing wheelbarrows draw up at the side of the road as 
I pass ; sometimes these will be loaded with a couple 
of huge fat pigs, lying on their backs, their legs 
straight dp in the air, and lashed to the barrow with 
strings round their fat stomachs. 

The steward's Jla-Fu rides behind me, and the 
stcward himself, who is a person of much importance, 
rides nest. The Ma-Fu has a huge straw hat, his 
coat is open in front, showing his bms t ,  and he has 
nothing on his feet. The steyard is well dressed, 
with a blue lining to the underside of the broad brim 
of his straw hat, and wears stockings and shoes. 



Then comes Liu-Liu asleep on his pony, his 
mouth wide open, and his tongue sticking out. 

My empty chair follows, and Chin-Tai sits asleep 
amongst his pillows behind. 

I sent Chung-Erh on to get the house at Ch'hg- 
Tu ready for me, and he disappeared behind some 
freee, sitting all askew on a saddle with a broken 
tree, thumping his pony with a big stick, while the 
Ma-Fu ran behind. 

Two branches of a river were crossed before en- 
tering Han-Chou ; one by a bridge of stone piles, 
with stones laid lengthways for the roadway; the 
other by a covered wooden bridge, one hundred and 
twenty-eight yards long, where, on both sides, hawkers 
sat with little stalls, selling all sorb of things. 

There are three inns in this town, but there were 
Chinese gentlemen staying in the best room at all 
three, and I had to put up with inferior accommo- 
dation, which a week before I should have considered 
the height of luxury. There was the usual abomi- 
nable stench, but by the aid of carbolic acid I man- 
aged to counteract ?t. 

I began to think that vile smells could rtot pe so 
unhealthy as we civilised people imbgir:! ; for the 
Chinese, who' spend their  live^ amongst sewers, and 
die in the odour of cesspits, seem to get on -;,ell 
enough. 

They have certainly wonderful ideas with regard 
to dirt and the fitness of thing0 ; I met a man who 
waa out collecting dung, which he picked up on the 
road with a sort of hoe-shaped instrument ; he had the 
usual bamboo over his shoulder, with a basket at each 
end ; in one of these he put what he picked up, and 
in the other he had sweet cakes for sale. No China- 
man would ever dream that there was any nasty idea 
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about this, but would remark with Petrucio that 
' dainties are all Caw.' 

When the Chou heard that the inns were all oc- 
cupied, he sent to offer me a house ; but it was now 
six o'clock, so I thanked him much, and said I could 
manage for a few horn  where I was. 

The Chou sent more fowls, more sauce, cakes, and 
Chinese macaroni, of which I had by this time such 
quantities that I might have set up a restaurant with 
an excellent chance of success. 

June 20.-We marched fiom Han-Chou over the 
rich and fertile plain, every step we advanced bringing 
us more and more into the well-watered country; and 
after about six miles, rivulets full to the brim ran 
along the sides of the road, which crossed a stream 
every ten minutes. Some few of these brooks were 
almost large enough to be called rivers, and there waa 
plenty of water in all of them. 

As I passed under the numerous covered wooden 
bridges, with the hucksters sitting at the sides selling 
their goods, I thought of old Manx, Polo, who must 
have marched from Mien-Chou over the identical mad 
I traversed. 

At Hsin-Tu-Hsien I was met in the suburbs by 
an official, who brought me the cad  of the Hsien with 
his compliments, and conducted me into a magnificent 
house just inside the gates on the left-hand side. 

This was the Kung-Kuan, or official rest-house 
for any officers of State who may travel this way. It 
was a very fine building, with courta and good tmea ; 
and there were three or four servants about the place 
eager to attend to my wants. 

Huc has deucribed the Kung-Kuan (or ' psl8ie 
communal,' as he called it) at Chien-Chou, and if this 
wng not qnite up to his flowery description, the con- 



trast to the nnountain huts to which we had been 
accustomed was stdiciently strong to make his bril- 
liant edogium not very inappropriate. 

The Hsien then sent embroidered cushions for the 
chairs, and a Chinese red table-cloth. These are not 
put over the table aa we put ours, but are hung in 
h n t  to give an imposing appearance as a visitor 
enters. 

Soon after, bedding also arrived ; and, as the 
plsce was so clean and. quiet, I d y  regretted thst 
I was not going to stay here for the night. 

Afterreceiving the inevitable duck and fowl, maasee 
of sweetmeats and bundles of macaroni that would 
have puzzled a Neapolitan, the process of changing 
Tinc-Chais was gone through for the last time. 

First comes Chin-Tai with a book, in which the 
names of all the individuals are written. Well know- 
ing that there are plenty of curious eyes about, I 
examine this attentively, aa if the Chinese characters 
were all familiar to me as English writing, and I sig- 
nify to Chin-Tai that the departing Tinc-Chais may 
come in. They all enter, kneel on one knee, knock 
their foreheads on the ground, and then go away. 

In a few minutes more, another book, with the 
n&ea of the new Tinc-Chais, is brought. These are 
introduced in their turn ; they also knock their he&, 
and then retire. 

Then Chin-Tai goes away and gives pieces of 
silver to the headman, and strings of cash to the 
Tinc-Chais. Having received these, they again solicit 
the honour of being admitted into the presence of the 
great Excellency, that they may thank his honour for 
his munificence. This I permit, and when d is over 
' I extend my hand to them thus,' and feel almost as 
grent an impostor m Malvolio. 
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Leaving this, we marched the remaining distance 
over a beautihlly-watered country, where the c r o p  
looked splendid. 

Six miles from Hsin-Tu-Hsien, a low red spur 
comes down to the road, the country is again slightly 
undulating, and not quite so well watered. I n o t i d  
a great quantity of chillies with their long green 
leaves and white flowers, but otherwise there was no 
change in the crops until we anived at the outekirte 
of Ch'bng-Tu. 

On this side the suburbs are about one mile and 
one third long, and consist of a row of houses on 
each side of the road, with extensive-walled vegetable- 
gardens behind. 

Here were the usual eating and drinking shop, 
and the number of cakes and pi- made of wheaten 
flour, bean-flour, and flour fkom all kinds of grain, 
seemed greater than ever. Indeed, it is impossible 
to conceive how all the quantities of these, and of 
sticks of sugar-cane, and a kind of blanc-mange made 
from beans or rice, ever find mouths to eat them. 

At length we turned into the fruniliar quiet street. 
A few paces more brought us to our door, where 
Chung-Erh was waiting to receive us. The trip was 
finished, and I was not sorry to find myself once 
again in the little house, and to have some reat, and 
time for quiet writing. 
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